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five, seven , or ten years, at the option of the borrower. All agreements in con

nection with advances are prepared by the Society, and the cost of an agreement

for £ 100 including stamp duty is 3/6. The Society undertakes for its members

the purchase or sale of Shares of all descriptions. Full information can be
obtained on application to W. J. ORAMS, Secretary.

THE POST OFFICE EMPLOYÉS' WIDOWS' AND

ORPHANS’ ANNUITY FUND.

Open to all Post Office Employés Established or Unestablished.

Entrance Fee Is. , Annual Contribution Is. for every $6 of Annuity to be

eventually purchased-limited to £ 30 for Widows and £ 12 for Children .

Additions to Annuities pu nased will be made from the Augmentation

Fund, which already amounts to over £ 700 .

Further Particulars may be obtained from the Secretary,

J. WALKER, 87, Newgate Street , E.C.
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The New Postmaster -General.

HE loss to the Post Office occasioned by the appointment

of Mr. Austen Chamberlain to the Chancellorship of

the Exchequer was very great, and all sections of the

staff regret the severance of their connexion with him .

His reign at the Post Office bid fair to be as memorable as that of

Mr. Fawcett , and the individual attention he paid to all matters which

were brought under his notice was especially admirable. But he has

been succeeded by a gentleman who has already made an excellent

impression, and who, in many ways, has continued the work which

Mr. Austen Chamberlain had begun. Lord Stanley is the eldest son

of the Earl of Derby, and he was born in 1865 , so he is still ,

comparatively speaking, a young man , and has no fear of the age

limit being applied to him during his term of office. He was

educated at Wellington College, and for ten years was an officer in

the Grenadier Guards , serving part of this time as A.D.C. to his father ,

who was then Governor -General of Canada. He married, in 1889 ,

Lady Alice Montagu , youngest daughter of the seventh Duke of

Manchester. He entered the House of Commons in 1892 , as

Member for the West Houghton Division of Lancashire, which

constituency he still represents. When the Conservatives took office

in 1895 he became one of the junior whips of the party , and won

general esteem by his frank and genial manner . He was as popular

with his political opponents as with his own party. During 1899 and

1900 he was in South Africa, acting, first as Chief Press Censor, and

afterwards as Private Secretary to Lord Roberts. He was twice

mentioned in despatches, and was rewarded with a Commandership

of the Bath . At the General Election of 1900 he was , though absent

in South Africa, again elected Member for his old constituency, and

on his return to this country was appointed Financial Secretary to the

War Office, a post which his father had held a quarter of a century

ago . Lord Stanley has travelled a great deal , and, like all the

Stanleys , he loves racing . He is a member of the Jockey Club ,

and has some fine horses in training. He is a Commissioner of
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Chelsea Hospital, Honorary Colonel of the Volunteer Battalion of

the Loyal North Lancashire Regiment, and a Lieutenant in the

Reserve of Officers. He has served , we believe, on the Refreshment

Committee appointed by the House of Commons to look after its

dining arrangements, and we can , therefore, readily understand the

interest which he feels in the G.P.O. Refreshment Club . Not only

has he, like Mr. Austen Chamberlain , been a frequent visitor himself

to the Club, but one of his first acts on taking office was

present the Club with a red deer. We understand that only the

red currant jelly and vegetables were charged to members by the

Club, and this has led to the inevitable joke being perpetrated that

his lordship is in secret sympathy with the Free Fooders . On his

appointment to the Post Office, the Daily Chronicle poet broke out

in the following lines :

“ There'll never be a hitch

In the Postal Service now,

For Stanley in the kitchen

Won laurels for his brow ."

We hope that his lordship will maintain his interest in the

feeding arrangements which exist for the benefit of his subordinates ;

much friction in respect of them exists in several departments, and

an outside expert's opinion would be particularly valuable.

Since Lord Stanley has been with us he has not had many oppor

tunities for meeting the staff, or for addressing the public on

postal questions. In November, however, he was present at the

Prize Distribution at the Guildhall of the Post Office Rifles, and made

a speech . He bore testimony to the value of the Volunteer Move

ment, and congratulated Colonel Ogilvie on the efficiency exhibited

by the men under him . On the 3rd December he responded for the

Colonies and South Africa at a luncheon given in connection with the

launching of the new vessel , “ The Armadale Castle," which has been

built for the Union -Castle Steamship Company. Lord Stanley said

that four years ago he went " to South Africa for the purpose, so to

speak , of delaying letters- (laughter ) --but now he hoped to be

able to do all he wished to expedite their delivery— (cheers ).” In

December also he made a speech, which was much noticed in the

newspapers, on the present condition of the Turf in this country,

but that is another story.

It is now our privilege to welcome the new Postmaster-General to

the Department, and to express the hope that his reign over us may

be long, illustrious, and --yes , let us say the word -- benign . The Post
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Office is , too often, merely a stepping-stone for Postmasters -General to

higher posts, and no sooner does a chief begin to know us, and we to

understand him , than he goes up higher or retires into Opposition .

There is at present much uncertainty in the political world , and it

is possible that before many months pass we may be experiencing

another change of Chief. But whether Lord Stanley's term of

office be long or short , he has already earned golden opinions

from his staff, and the smile and easy manner which distinguished

him when making the tour of the various departments had the

effect , though perhaps only in imagination, of raising the prospects

of those whom he was visiting .
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Magnetic Storms and Earth

Currents.

N Saturday, October 31st, a great magnetic storm which

passed across the earth caused serious interruptions to

the telegraphic service in Europe and America. It mani

fested itself in the shape of powerful electrical currents

which , circulating through the ordinary telegraphic wires of the

country, rendered the working difficult, and in many cases resulted

in absolute interruption of communication for definite periods. The

disturbances were first observed at 6.45 a.m., and they continued ,

more or less , till 10 a.m. the following morning. They varied in

intensity and direction from time to time, the wires being for some

periods comparatively free, whilst at others the currents were sufficiently

strong to render the apparatus unworkable except under conditions

which will be explained .

On occasions of this sort , when the scientific observer would

wish to make accurate measurements and to take careful observations,

he finds it his duty to ignore these and to adopt such steps as are

possible to obviate the trouble, and although the extensive telegraphic

system which every country would normally affordnow covers

Fig . 1 .

unparalleled opportunities for scientific investigation of this character,

it is obvious that under such circumstances scientific zeal has to be

sacrificed to practical considerations . However, observations of

galvanometer readings, made whilst effecting the changes necessary to

permit of telegraphic working , afford some means of measuring the

intensity of these disturbances, and during the last storm the electrical

pressures were found to vary from 40 volts on lines running generally
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north and south to as much as 160 volts on certain lines running east

and west . What this means will perhaps be more fully appreciated

when it is stated that the ordinary pressure on an electric light main

may be taken at an average of 105 volts. Such storms are fortunately

rare, ten or twelve years having elapsed since one of equal violence

has been recorded .

To form some conception as to how these disturbances arise, it is

necessary to consider certain elementary facts in electricity and

magnetism . In the first place, take the case of a straight bar magnet,

Fig . 1 . It will be observed that the lines of magnetic force are shewn

as passing in nearly parallel lines through the interior of the magnet

from the south pole to the north , and thence they curve back in the

surrounding space from north to south in a series of ever -widening

arcs , the space covered by these lines forming what is commonly

known as a “ magnetic field . ” Next , if an electrical conductor be

moved through such a magnetic field from a position of lesser intensity

to one of greater, or vice versá, or if the magnetic field enclosing the

conductor be varied in its strength , or in its direction , an electrical

current is generated in that conductor and its presence can be made

evident by suitable means. Now, the earth is a greai magnet, and its

lines of force obey the same general laws as those which regulate the

lines of force in an ordinary steel magnet. They may be said to

traverse the body of the earth from south to north , and to return

from the north magnetic pole to the south magnetic pole through the

the space surrounding the earth . A glance at a magnetic chart of

the earth will show these curved lines running from the north magnetic

pole, which was discovered by Sir James Ross in Boothia Felix, to

the south magnetic pole in the Antartic regions. These lines some

what resemble the meridians of longitude which are traced on an

ordinary chart of the world , but they differ from them in the fact that

they are more irregular in their contour and in their direction . A

compass needle in any part of the world always turns till it is parallel

with the magnetic meridian in the locality. Now the magnetism of the

earth is subject to definite variations ; there is the diurnal variation

which causes the magnetic needle to deflect daily , first in one direction ,

then in the other, these movements being dependent on the apparent

movement of the sun . There is an annual variation also which causes

the magnetic needle to change its position in relation to the true

north pole by more or less regular deviation, so that as years go by

the compass needle at a given point may move steadily over to the

east of true north and then back again to the west of that point.
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There are again sudden and unexplained changes in the magnetic

field of the earth , such as those which gave rise to the disturbances

on the 31st October. The earth being therefore a great magnet and

its magnetism being subjected to various changes, in direction and in

intensity, it is obvious that the same relations which exist between a

magnetic field surrounding a steel magnet and an ordinary conductor

must apply in the case of the magnetic field of the earth itself and

any electrical conductor whether external to, or buried in the earth ,

or finally to the crust of the earth itself, which is likewise a conductor

Any variation therefore in the strength or in the direction of the magnetic

field of the earth causes electrical currents to flow through any such

conductors , including the earth itself, and it is obvious that ordinary

telegraph wires which have their extremities connected to earth must

necessarily be more or less powerfully affected , either by a change in

the magnetic field which surrounds them or by currents generated

in the earth . These currents are always in evidence, and with suitable

apparatus they can be traced and measured, on any wire connected to

earth. Normally they are so weak, and the diurnal and other changes

in the magnetic field of the earth are so slow, that they do not affect

the ordinary telegraphic apparatus which is in use on land lines. On

cable lines the effect of earth currents is cut off by the use of con

densers, which are inserted between the conducting wire and the

earth itself.

The actual cause of these manifestations is somewhat obscure.

They have been more frequently observed during maximum sun spot

periods than at other times, although the theory has been advanced

that they are probably due to the protuberances of the solar corona .

They generally co-exist with strong displays of the aurora borealis ,

another electrical manifestation in the upper regions of the atmosphere.

There is , however, no doubt that they arise from some changes that

take place from time to time in the sun or in the sun's atmosphere.

When it is considered that the whole of the light and heat which

reaches the surface of the earth , day by day, emanates from the sun ,

and that light is an electro-magnetic phenomenon, it is in no wise

surprising that some of the minor disturbances, which are referred to

in this article, are due to the many changes which take place in that

centre of our planetary system .

The earth currents observed in October did not affect the telephone

service of the country, primarily for the reason that telephone

circuits now consist wholly of metallic loops, which are not connected

with the carth , and in the next place because they are designedly
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erected in such a manner as to avoid interference from any changes in

the magnetic fields which surround them . This is necessary because

the ordinary electrical currents in a telegraphic wire disturb the

magnetic field in the vicinity of the wire , and that disturbance would

affect neighbouring telephone circuits unless they were erected

in such a manner as to be free from variations in the surrounding

field . From this it follows that when a serious magnetic storm arises

one method of diminishing the disturbance in telegraph circuits is to

sever the connection from the earth , and to join two wires together

to form one metallic loop, wherever this course is possible. One other

method consists in the insertion of condensers . A condenser prevents

the passage of a steady and uniform current of electricity, but it

transmits rapid impulses due to alternating or reverse currents. This

is illustrated by their use on telephone lines , where they are frequently

employed to prevent the passage of steady currents used for calling

and signalling, whilst they admit of the rapid oscillations and variations

which are necessary for the transmission of speech . A judicious

insertion of condensers of the right capacity together with the readjust

ment of the relays in the receiving apparatus will therefore frequently

admit of the working of circuits which would otherwise be wholly

interrupted by the earth currents arising from magnetic storms. It is

true these earth currents are not absolutely steady, they vary in force

and in direction , but this variation as a rule is so slow that the con

denser provides an impassable barrier to these passages, and it is only

at intervals that they cause faults in the signals which are readily

allowed for by the intelligent telegraphist. J. GAVEY.
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The Early Posts and the Masters

of the Posts.

M

( Continued from Vol. XIII . , Part 2 , April, 1903. )

R. JOYCE , in his History of the Post Office, states that

“ for the regulation of the posts the earliest instructions

of which we have any record were issued by Queen

Elizabeth .” At least two separate sets of orders for the

regulation of the posts were issued in Elizabeth's reign ; the first were in

force in 1575 , but were probably issued at an earlier date ; the second ,

of which something will be said in this paper, are dated in 1583-4 . But

orders are extant for the posts between London and Dover which were

issued in the reign of Elizabeth's predecessor and sister , Mary. I have

seen two copies of these orders , one at the Record Office (S. P.

Domestic, Mary, vol. xiv .), and the other in the collection of

proclamations belonging to the Society of Antiquaries at Burlington

House . Both copies are in manuscript, but from an endorsement on

the Record Office copy it would seem that the orders were printed by

John Cawood , the queen's printer. I have not succeeded in finding a

printed copy, and although the orders have little bearing on the

present work of the Post Office, it may be worth while to set them out

in full since they are, perhaps, the first instructions ever issued to

postmasters in this country, and may be regarded as the direct literary

ancestors of those numerous books of rules and instructions which

have guided , and still guide, the business of the Department; and are

known and studied by every well-conducted servant of the Post Office,

as a devout Christian knows and studies his Psalter and his New

Testament. These orders of Mary's reign are not lated , but the

omission of the date is not, in this case, of much importance. They

bear the name of Philip as well as of Mary, and must, therefore, have

been issued at some time between July, 1554 , when the King and

Queen were married at Winchester, and November, 1558 , when Mary

died in London .

Ordounces deueised by the King and

PHILLIPP. Queenes Matics for the order of the Postes

MJRY THE QUEENE. and Hacquenymen betweene London

and Douor.

First, it is ordayned that there shall be ordennary postes laid

at Douor, Canterbury, Syttingborne, Rochester , Dartford and London.

I.
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2 . And forasmuch as the tide soe falleth many tymes as many

Currors taking the commoditie thereof to passe by the Ryuer to

Swansford * it is ordayned that there shall be a Post there appointed

to serue that towne, from thence to Rochester and to Dartford from

Swansford , when need shall be .

3. Euery of the Postes shall be bound to haue always the number

of vj horses at the least ij for the pacquett and iij for goers and comers

by post.

4. The ordonnary Posts aboue said shall take for euery horse

delivered to runne post ijs . vjd.

5. Noe man shall ride post without a guide which guide shall

euer in his jorney haue his horne which he shall blow at the Townes

end where the post is laid and shall be bounde to carrie the currors

male being of a reasonable weight.

6. No horses shall be deliuered to runne post but to the places

and from place to place where the posts do lye, unlesse it be by

speciall appointment appearing by two of the counsells lords, or by the

Mr. of the Postes .

7 . In case currors shall come thick or in such numbers as the

postes furniture will not serue then the hackqueny men as by

appointment of the ordonnary postes shall supplye the lack and

generally in all tymes of lacke the hacquenymen shall be ready to

furnish in such sort as shall be appointed unto them by the said

ordinarie post , whose request therein they shall in no case refuse,

receiuing for such horses as annie of them in this case shall deliuer

the self same some of money that the said ordonary postes use to do

when themseules doe furnishe, That is to say ijs . vid . for euery horse.

8. Noe man shall deliuer any horses to any curror or any other

ryding in post but the ordonnary post or by his appointment and on

paine of imprisonment and arbitrary fine. And in case any hiring

horses to goe by jorney shall neuertheless ronne the gallopp with them

by the waye, the same coming to the postes knowledge next adjoining

to the place where the said horses were hyred he shall cause the same

to be staied and arrested and the partie shall not be suffered to haue

from thence any horse either to ronne by poste or to goe by jorney and

the partie owning the horse shall haue his action against the hirer of

him .

9 . The guides shall bring all currors to the dore of the ordinary

poste where they shall both light from their horses and take newe in

Now Swanscombe.
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10 .

II .

the same place and not ells where unless at the request of such as

being men of sorte and the said horses may be brought to the dore of

the Inne where they shall bayte where they may also light from their

horses.

No hacquenymen unlesse he shall be appointed by the

ordonnary poste shall deliuer any horse to any curror or others riding

post , but only to ride in jorney and for the hire of such horses he

shall neither demand or take aboue ijd . for ordy mile under payne of

imprisonment.

The ordonnary postes shall haue a horne alwaie hanging at

their dores or some other painted signe declaring that to be the post

house.

The post of Swansford shall take for euery horse xvjd . and

shall not be bound to the conueyance of the pacquett to whome in

case of lacke all other hacquenymen there shall be ready to furnish

horses receiuing for euery horse so supplied to ronne post xvid .

Neither shall any of them deliuer any horse to ronne post but by his

appointment, neither take for any horse they shall giue out to goe in

jorney fare aboue ijd . at the most for the mile as is abouesaid .

PHILLIPP. MarY THE QUEENE .

I 2 .

The “ pacquett " mentioned in these orders contained the Queen's

letters , or letters sent on her affairs, and there is no reference to the

letters of private persons. It may therefore be inferred that the Master

of the Posts did not concern himself about such communications.

His business was restricted to the conveyance of the pacquett" and

to the provision of horses for travellers, and it is curious that the

charge for a post horse was uniform , although the stages on the Dover

road differed in length . " Jorneys " as distinguished from post stages

were, I presume, made to places off the main road , or along the main

road for a less distance than a stage . “ Jorneys ” at twopence a mile

were cheaper than posting at two shillings and sixpence a stage, for

twelve miles was the greatest computed distance between any two

consecutive post towns on the Dover road .

Sir John Mason, who was Master of the Posts when the ordinances

of Philip and Mary were issued , died in 1566 , and was succeeded by

Thomas Randolph, a Kentish gentleman , who had been Principal of

Broadgates Hall , now Pembroke College , Oxford, in the reign of

Edward VI . Randolph was a sturdy Protestant and when Mary came

to the throne sought safety in France. At the accession of Elizabeth

he returned to England, and during the rest of his life was frequently
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employed on diplomatic missions to Scotland , France, and once to

Russia , where he succeeded in negotiating a treaty which led to the

foundation of the Russia Company. He was also Chancellor of the

Exchequer, but his frequent and sometimes prolonged absences must

have interfered with the proper execution of his duties, which were

undertaken by others while he continued to hold nominal office.

Thus, in May, 1568 , on the eve of his departure for Russia, he

executed Letters of Attorney ( S. P. Domestic, Elizabeth , vol . xlvi . )

appointing Robert Parmenter of London, gentleman, his true and

sufficient deputy as Master of the Queen's Majesty's posts and currors,

to receive all moneys to be assigned for the payment of the posts and

to give receipts for the same to Francis Knollys, Treasurer of Her

Majesty's Chamber.

I cannot find that Parmenter ever did anything in connection with

the posts. Robert Gascoigne, however, who is sometimes described

as one of the ordinary messengers of the Chamber and sometimes as

Postmaster of the Court, not only laid posts for the court when the

Queen was making progresses through the country, but was also

employed in laying extraordinary posts and in surveying the ordinary

posts. Thus we find him laying an extraordinary post to Bristol by

Hounslow , Maidenhead, Newbury, Marlborough and Chippenham in

1580 , and in the following year he surveyed and settled the posts on the

Holyhead road . He dismissed the postmaster of Daventry, who

thereupon raised an uproar and charged Gascoigne with taking a bribe

to confer the postmastership on the new holder. And this was not

the only charge brought against Gascoigne. Several extant letters

relate to frauds he is alleged to have committed in connection with the

posts. His explanation of these charges is also extant , and as he

seems to have continued in office we may assume that the explanation

was accepted as sufficient, or that he was merely cautioned .

It is gratifying to learn that the postal service in Queen Elizabeth's

reign was conducted with due regard to economy. In 1568 , Randolph

was directed to discharge all the posts, except those to the Court ,

unless they would serve for half their former wages. The payment

for horses used in riding post seems also to have been cut down to a

penny a mile. These economies produced complaints from several

quarters, and a few years later ( 1578 ) the people of Grantham sent in

a petition setting forth their grievances in connection with their

obligation to provide horses for persons riding post with commission

when the postmaster's supply of horses was exhausted . They com

plained, not only for themselves but for the adjoining towns, that the
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number of riders had greatly increased since the reduction of the

charge for horses to a penny a mile , that the riders threatened and

abused the townspeople, and over -rode, maimed and spoilt their

horses, that horses were taken from the plough and work was thereby

hindered, and that they had been compelled to supply 478 horses to

persons riding with commission from one St. Luke's day to another,

in addition to the uncertain number provided by the postmaster.

The petition of the people of Grantham was not the only com

plaint that reached the Council in London, who seem for a long time

to have taken no notice of the grievances of so many of the Queen's

good subjects. At length, whether moved by a real sense of the

hardships inflicted , or , as is more likely, actuated by the same feelings

that induced the unjust judge to redress the wrongs of the importunate

widow , the Privy Council issued the following orders :

Orders set downe and allowed by the Lordes of

Her Maiesties priuie counsell, and appoynted to be put

in print for the Postes betweene London , and the borders

of Scotland . At Westminster the fourteenth of January ,

1583

For the auoyding of sundry inconueniences happening by the

ouergreat libertie of late used in riding poste, and for the easing of

diuers her Maiesties good subjects greatly complayning to haue bene

thereby oppressed, and for sundrie other good considerations, the

Lords of her Maiesties most honourable priuie Council haue set

doune and established these orders following , straightly charging and

commanding in her Maiesties name and behalfe, aswel the Master of

Postes as all other Iustices of the peace , Mayors, Sheriffes, Bayliffes,

Constables, Head -boroughes, and all other persons whatsoeuer , to see

the same duely obserued and kept in al places, as they and euery of

them tender her Maiesties service, and at their perils will answere to

the contrary .

Inprimis, if any man hauing the name and place of an ordinarie

Poste, shall not reside and dwell upon the same charge himselfe in

person , but execute the same by a Deputie, the Master of the poste

shall forthwith remoue him , and take order for the placing of a

sufficient man in his roome.

Item , that it shall not be lawfull for any man ryding in post by

commission to take his horses of any man , but of the ordinarie and

standing postes, or at their appointment: whose commission ought to

bee signed eyther by her Maiestie, three of highnesse counsel, the

Lord Treasurour of England, the Earle Marshall of England, the
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Lord gouernour of Barwicke or his deputie, the Lord president of

the North or his deputie, the Wardens of the Northern marshes,

her Maiesties Secritarie, and the Master of the Postes.

Item , that euery one so ryding poste by commission for her

Maiesties service and affaires, shal pay one pennie, half pennie the

mile, but whosoeuer upon any busines urgent shal be occasioned to

ryde in poste without commission , he shalbe likewise horsed by the

standing poste of the place or by his appointment. And of euery such ,

for their reliefe, it shalbe lawfull for the poste to take after the rate of

two pence the myle.

Item , to this ende, euery poste shall be bounde to keepe a faire

paper book wel bound, to register the names of all nen so riding in

post, with the number of their horses, and date of the commission ,

as well without commission as with commission .

Item , if in case that currers shall come in so thicke or in such

number, that the postes owne furniture shall not be able to suffice :

then it shall be lawfull for him to take up, or appoint such as haue

horses to hire, to supply his want : And to this end he shalbe assisted

by the Maiors, Constables, and other officers, taking in those cases for

the hire of those horses, as the postes themselves are wont to doe for

their owne.

Item, that no man riding in poste, shall ride without a guide

which shall blowe his horne , so oft as he meeteth companie , or passeth

through any towne, or at the least thrise every mile.

Item, that all her Maiesties postes may the better attende upon

their charges and offices, and faithfully performe the dayly service

thereto belonging, her Maiesties pleasure is , that they may be exempted

from all attendance at assises , sessions, enquests and musters.

Item, that no packets or letters shall be sufficient warrant or

authoritie to constraine the postes to runne with them in poste, except

they be directed for her Maiesties affayres, and shall be signed either

by her Maiestie, her priuie Counsell, or any of the personages authorised

and aboue named.

Item , that euery poste do dayly obserue the orders sometimes set

downe by her Maiesties counsell for letters sent on her Maiestes

affaires, uiz ., that they ride in sommer, accounting from the Annun

ciation of our Ladie to the feast of Saint Michael the Archangell,

seuen miles the houre, and in the winter, which is the rest of the

yeare, fiue miles the houre, as the way shall fall out, whereby the

postes doing their dueties, the packet may be caried in sommer

B
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betweene London and Barwicke in fortie two hours, and in winter

in threescore ,

Lastly it is hereby commanded , that from henceforth, if any

hackney man , ostlers, Tapsters or others, shall contrary to this order,

directly or indirectly cary packets, or serue any horses with a guid or

a horne , without the consent and priuity of the ordinary post of the

place, that then the Officer or Officers of the peace, or the next

Iustice of the peace shal commit the same person or persons to

prison , there to abide until they haue put in sufficient bond and

surety unto the says Poste, for the keeping and obseruing of these

orders in time to come.

All which aforesaid orders her Maiesty straightly chargeth and

commandeth all Iustices of the peace, Maiors, Shiriffes, Bayliffes,

Constables, Head boroughs, and al others her Officers and Servantes,

to see observed , as farre as in them shall lye, and to be ayding and

assisting unto her sayde ordinary Poste for the due execution of

the same , as they tender her Maiesties seruice, and at their perilles

will answere to the contrary.

Lastly, because that through the ouer great liberty of riding in

poste , many inconueniences fall out, through the hackney men in

Kent, it shallbe lawfull for the L. Warden of the cinque portes, and

the Mayster of the Postes, to take order with the Postes between

London and Douer in that behalfe.

GOD SAVE THE QUEENE.

( T. Bromley, Canc.) W. Burghley, E. Lyncoln , F. Bedford ,

R. Leycester, C. Howard , H. Hunsdon , F. Knoles .

C. Hatton, F. Walsyngham .

I have copied these orders from a rare and valuable book of

proclamations in the reign of Queen Elizabeth , formerly belonging to

Mr. Thomas Grenville, and now in the British Museum . The orders

gave some relief to postmasters and others who supplied horses to

riders by raising the charge from a penny a mile to three half-pence

a mile to those who rode with commission, and to two pence a mile

to those who had no commission . The Council had in former days

issued frequent injunctions against persons riding post without a

proper commission , but such injunctions had been persistently dis

regarded, and the Council quietly abandoned an untenable position .

They also recognised that private letters circulated by post , and this

is perhaps the first official recognition of the fact, and they for the
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first time exempted officers of the post from serving on juries and in

the military musters.

To give due effect to the Orders of the Council Randolph set down

“ Articles ” to be kept by all the posts from London to Berwick.

These articles direct every post to have three horses with furniture,

including three leather bags lined with baize or cotton , and three

horns, for the conveyance of the packet on Her Majesty's affairs ; and

four horses and two horns for riders with commission . The fair book

of the orders becomes two books in the Articles ; one for entries

relating to the packet, and the other for entries relating to riders .

Then follows a direction that a copy of the entries in the books is to

be sent monthly to the Master of the Posts—the first order, I suppose ,

on the subject of returns ever promulgated by the Post Office, and

the parent of a numerous, increasing and perhaps on the whole a

useful progeny. Further articles provide that the packet must on no

account be forwarded save by servants of the Post Office, and must

always be properly disposed of before any private letters were delivered.

No packet or letter was to be opened in the post , and postmasters

were to answer for the behaviour of their servants.

The “ Orders ” for the posts between London and Dover were

drawn up as the Council directed by Sir William Brooke , Lord Cobham,

Warden of the Cinque Ports, and by Randolph. They do not differ

materially from the Articles set down by Randolph for the posts to the

North , except in the provision of six horses at least at each post town

for the packet . They also contain regulations as to strangers coming

into or quitting the realm , and direct that the ordinary through posts

for the service of merchants for Flanders and France were to take

their horses from stage to stage.

J. A. J. HOUSDEN .
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In the Sierra Nevada.

MI

AY 16, 1900, 3 p.m. On the roadside a mile or two

from Lanjaron in the Alpujarras (hill country on

southern edge of the Sierra Nevada, and last place

held by the Moors in Spain ). Sun shining and wind

blowing : a glorious afternoon . Around us the foothills of the sierra ,

tumbled as the Cumbrian fells, scored perhaps more than those with

watercourses, drier and more faded in appearance. Below, figs, olives,

oranges, lemons—the air fragrant with blossom . Above, starting on

the other side of the road, the uncultivated treeless and grassless

mountainside, with a conglomerate soil of baked mud and stones,

producing, so far as I can see from here, rockroses, juniper, spikenard

(or something like it) ; camomile, thyme, and hawkweed ; a pink

convolvulus, a tiny euphorbia, a yellow crucifer ; but with a total effect

of sterility ."

So far the diary. We had started from Granada at eight that

morning on top of a rickety stagecoach drawn by six ponies (later

changed for four mules and a horse ), the whole held together with

string. The road outside the coach office, in the centre of Granada,

was inches deep in mud, the sky was lowering, the air was cold ; we

had no umbrella , no mackintosh , no warm clothing, and very little

hope. But by the time we had reached Talara, which was at noon ,

everything had changed : the road was good, the sky was fair, the air

Talara is 36 kilometres from Granada, according to a note

I made, but appears to be 18 miles by Ford. From there we proposed

to stroll along the road with rücksack and camera, to Lanjaron, 9

miles on , that afternoon . The road is excellently engineered and of

perfect surface, sweeping round the mountain spurs from watercourse

to watercourse . The watercourses are wide stony deserts , with

straight-cut perpendicular banks, and with a trifle of water trickling

about in the waste . To these the road descends, and crosses as it

may. There are no bridges.

It is a highroad in the sense of being a main road, and it is also

high as regards altitude, so that one sees great stretches of hill and

plain away south , and the broad sky, and has a fine sense of

spaciousness. And so we sit at 3 o'clock on this May afternoon

enjoying it all and noting the passers-by. Everyone, who can , is riding.

Two boys can get on one wizened donkey in addition to its panniers,

we observe. In the case of husband and wife, the wife walks. There

was warm .
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6

goes a man on top of full panniers. Here is one on the rump of his

mule singing a dirge most lustily.

It is not understood why we walk . “ Won't the lady get up ?”

says a muleteer overtaking us and dismounting. “Thank you very

much, but she prefers to walk .” He takes this for mere politeness .

“ Oh, it's no trouble, I'm going your way. " "Thank you. But we

are on a walking-tour.” “ But where are you going ? ” “ Lanjaron .”

“ So am I ,-Señorita, it will give me pleasure if you will mount. ” “ A

walking-tour," I said, “ is a kind of penance which those who live in

cities impose on themselves once a year.” Walking is not good for a

lady,” said he. “ No ladies walk here. " “ It is a point of honour

with us, ” I said, “ to trudge on, however bad it may be for us. "

Señorita looks very tired,” said he. “ I don't think she is so very

tired , ” said I. The good muleteer didn't believe me, and I wished

the Señorita could speak for herself. “There will be nothing to pay,

you know ,” said he after a pause, “ and I am going your way.”

oath, an oath, she has an oath in heaven , " said I , misquoting.

“ Goodbye,” said he, mounting, “ Vaya Usted con Dios - go with God . ”

" The

6 An

*

As we entered Lanjaron I asked a boy of twelve or thirteen years

the way to our inn . He put his arm across his face, crouched back

by the wall, and made no answer. Presumably he feared the evil eye

of the stranger. We were duly directed by the next person I asked ,

a grown up.

In the courtyard of the inn were four women engaged in spring

cleaning. One was on a ladder, one held the ladder, one was wringing

a cloth , one looked on . We found afterwards that these four were the

cook , the chambermaid, the waitress , and the landlady. They left

off cleaning at once, and crowded round us , and the three maids gave

animated advice to the landlady as to where she should put us and

what was possible for dinner. It was soon settled , and while the

landlady and the cook went to get dinner the other two fluttered in

and out of the bedroom , full of curiosity . I wanted something, I

forget what, started to ask for it , and was foundered for a word . The

two tried ever so hard to understand , and made suggestions, wild

suggestions. “ One moment, ” said I , getting out my dictionary.

They were awe- struck at the sight, and stood quite still for a second or

two. “ You see," said one, nudging the other, “ he'll get it now . ” I

found the word and framed my sentence : they leapt and danced

round me boisterously, and screamed to the landlady, who screamed
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up to them to know what was the matter, " He speaks from the book !

He can't speak without the book ! ”
E

The bedroom was tiled, roomy, and cool, and there we had our

dinner : custom of the country . The hostess came in at every course

to ask how we were getting on, and at the end called up the cook to

receive congratulations. We said we had not had such a good dinner

in all Andalusia, no, not in Granada itself. The landlady was very

gratified, and said : " And yet there, in Granada, they make you pay

much more, don't they ? ” “ There," I said , “ They make great

charges for poor dinners .”

Later on the landlady asked permission to introduce her brother

and a friend, the chemist of the place. The brother was a dapper

little man, with a fluent command of five French sentences : the

chemist was huge, and had had thirteen lessons in English some years

before from an Irishman . He evolved sentences very slowly, pausing

between each word . I couldn't make out what part of Ireland his

teacher came from , but it's where they say Oi for I, and it sounded

very quaintly from the Spaniard. The landlady spoke Andalusian

volubly. Mrs. Shannon spoke French to the brother and soon used

up his sentences . I pitted my Castilian against the chemist's English .

The landlady helped all round. Sir, we had a good talk . We

understood each other pretty well , Sir. If the commonplaces

wouldn't go by one channel , one language , we tried them in another.

They all passed .

After a time the chemist produced his lesson book, and asked me

to resolve him certain difficulties. I was soon giving him the

fourteenth lesson , and working hard to correct the brogue.

Next day (May 17 ) we set out for Caballo, a point 8,000 feet above

us, taking first a mulepath of the stoniest description (" Their valleys

are gardens of Eden , but their roads are those of Hell " ) which led up

the mountainside at a breathless slope immediately by Lanjaron . The

path zig -zagged up on the right of a ravine ( I hasten to explain to any

mountaineer that I mean the true or orographical left of the ravine)

amid terraces of corn and olives. Every here and there were what

looked like large toolsheds or little stables, made of stone, flatroofed, and

from seven to ten feet high, usually windowless, sometimes with a hole

in the roof. We found afterwards that they were inhabited houses.

Higher up we passed through chestnut woods, and higher still we came

on terraces of garbanzos and rye, beyond which lay snow . The whole

of the cultivated slope, which had taken us 41 hours to toil up, is

terraced and artificially watered . The water is led off from the
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" Don't

stream high up the gorge and carried along the hillside with a slight

fall in tiny aqueducts fitted with small sluicegates to turn the water

wherever needed. The system , which is here kept in excellent order,

is a relic of the Moorish dominion , although it must not be referred

to as such. The inhabitants hate any allusion to the Moors.

By the highest aqueduct we sat down to lunch . The extreme

summits of the Sierra were hidden in cloud, but we hoped that the

one lesser height glistening in sunshine might be Caballo . I called to

a boy, who stood at gaze some distance off, to come nearer, so that I

might ask . He would not come, so I rose to go to him , whereupon

he ran away. Evil eye again , I suppose . I shouted that I only

wished to ask a question . “ Ask it from where you are ,” he bawled.

“What do you call that ? ” I yelled, pointing to the peak. “ Snow , ”

he replied . “ I mean, what do you call the mountain ? ”

know . ” “ What, you don't know the name of that peak !” “ No,

no one knows. ” “ Is it the Caballo ? ” “ Dios sabe---God knows, "

said he.

So I sat down to finish lunch . Far to the south lay the sea anda

lovely pale-blue group of mountains. On our right , the true right of

the ravine, soared a great black cliff. Below, the fruitful hillside .

Over all , brilliant sunshine. Suddenly a cloud puffed up from the

ravine, and then another and another, and in a few minutes a great

wall of cloud blotted out sea and hills and sunshine, and then came

on and blotted us out . We waited , hoping it would pass by.

Sometimes it broke and we caught a glimpse of the cliff, huge, and

menacing, and blacker than before, moving towards us .
Once we

saw two small patches of the snowslope above it , floating, as it were,

in heaven. But the mist shut down again and again, so that at last

we lost hope of its clearing, and made for home .

MAY 18TH. Since the clouds would not lift from the mountain tops,

we resolved to try a pass further to the east and to return to Granada

along the northern base of the group. For this purpose it was

necessary to sleep at Cepilleria , one of the highest villages on the

southern slope , that night, and anywhere we could on the next night.

As Cepilleria is stated to be only four hours walk from Larjaron ( it's

really about twice as far ), we did not start till noon . The way was at

first along the high road to a village called Origaba, and then uphill by :

path and muletrack. Origaba is on the far side of a very broad

river bed, where we found men prepared, for one halfpenny, to carry

passengers across the streams which wander down the bed . One old

man , too feeble to carry people, had thrown a bridge of saplings and
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twigs, with earth on top for a causeway, across the most considerable

brook, and charged a halfpenny return . I managed to evade toll by

jumping, but the Señorita had to pay.

Above the village we had our lunch , but we had not calculated

that we were on the edge of a waterless country, and had made no

arrangements for drink .

The meal left us dry, and for two hours after it we toiled uphill

under a hot sun , getting drier and drier. In Moorish times the

hill-side had been irrigated and fruitful. Now it is desert.

We overtook an old gentleman who was also thirsty, but who gave

us news of a wayside inn . He could not understand the passion

for travel . He knew the English ran all over the world , but why, he

did not know. And when he saw how thirsty and tired we were

he concluded that it could not be for amusement. Many times

he sighed, as we climbed the path together, and many times he said

to himself, “Ah , my children , my children ," and shook his head . By

which he meant that we should one day be wiser, and sit happily at

home in the shade.

At last we reached the venta. There the wine is excellent ,

provided you fail to drink at Origaba and the afternoon sun is hot . I

never enjoyed wine more . Someone once said you cannot get bad

wine in Spain , and every book on Spain repeats it as a fact, despite

daily disproof. I suspect that the man who made the statement was

a boon companion of a nature similar to that of the Englishman

who stoutly maintains that there is no such thing as bad beer.

It was now nearly six o'clock, and we were a long way from

Cepilleria, so after pressing a second glass on our old friend, we went

on again . We left him at the next village, Pampaneira, and when we

had passed through and had climbed a little above it , we turned

to observe the sunset , and blushed to find that all Pampaneira

was observing us from its flat roofs. (The Sierra Nevada villages

have sometimes sloping tiled roofs of the Italian kind , and sometimes

flat stone roofs of the Oriental kind . A village has all of one kind or

all of the other, but not the two together ).

After our sunset we plodded on by the rough track up to the next

village , and here , or rather just beyond it , a sturdy fellow with a gun

ranged alongside. It was now dark . “ Good evening,” said he .

“ Good evening,” said we . “ Where are you going ? ” said he. “ To

Cepilleria,” said I. “ So am I. I'll go with you,” said he.

“ My dear,” said I to my wife, “ this is some bandit . ”

I had been warned by a man who had lived for five years in
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Granada to carry a revolver, and had decided not to. In Barcelona

they tell you Majorca is unsafe ; in Majorca they inform you that the

island is practically crimeless, but that one should go armed in

Barcelona and London. The danger is always somewhere else, at

some strange place, and not in the immediate vicinity. So that

we had lost faith in brigands, although all travellers in Spain still

meet them, and we had concluded that the majority of folk in

Europe are just ordinary honest people working for their daily bread.

To travel with this belief is to be better armed than with a revolver.

As we neared Cepilleria I enquired of the young man whether he

knew of an inn there.

I do, " said he . “ I'll take you to it .”

He led us through the main path of the village and up to a

stable door, immediately inside which was a flight of ste

he ascended . We followed, and found ourselves in a fine big room ,

with a hard earthen floor, lit with hanging tin lamps of classic shape

( shallow bowl, uncovered and filled with oil , piece of wick laid down

mouth) . At the far end, by a tiny fire on a raised hearth, sat two

men , who, after one glance, took no further notice of us. Our guide

stalked down the room and sat beside them . We stood waiting.

Nothing happened, so I approached the group, and asked the oldest

man if we might lodge there that night. He referred me to the

man with whom he was conversing. I repeated my question .

" Certainly," said he. “ And you would like something to eat ,

perhaps ? " " That we should ," I said ,. “ Sit down,” said he. Then

we had a long dialogue as to who, whence , whither, and why, until he

remembered supper, and called his wife. She went leisurely through

the same range of enquiry, and then she too suggested that we were

tired and possibly hungry. We were indeed . Ah , what would we

like ! Remembering where we were, I suggested eggs and ham ,

coffee and milk . We could have eggs , coffee, and milk .

eggs ? “ Four,” said I. Then the daughter came in , and we feared

we should have to start all over again . It was interesting to have

found an inn of the kind described by Borrow and Ford , but we

really wanted supper. Etiquette , fortunately, did not allow the

daughter to question us , and preparations were commenced for

supper. The landlord got a small holly twig and fed the fire with its

leaves one at a time, the landlady and her daughter bustled around,

and producing a tripod and an earthen pitcher, set some water to

boil . This took about half an hour. Then the woman smashed some

coffee beans in a brazen mortar with a brazen pestle, and sat watching

How many
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the pot until the water boiled . Having made the coffee, she set the

coffee-pot in the ashes. Then she did much more mysterious passing

to and fro and in and out, and said , “ Was it four eggs? ” “ Madam ,

it was four.” Whereupon she set a frying-pan on another tripod, and

crouched beside it waiting for the oil to boil. Hard ? " said she, as

she prepared to crack an egg. “Soft , please.” She did them very

nicely, one after the other, and at last we sat at table, which had

been laid by the daughter with bread , wine , glasses, table-napkins,

two forks, and one knife. “ Another knife, please." " Sorry. No

more. Shouldn't have had that only the French Consul from

Malaga was here climbing last year, and left it . Ah , one moment

though : she borrowed her husband's pocket-knife . We did very

well with forks.

Meanwhile, the older man had been to rouse the village, and

while we were waiting for supper the village had been putting

on its best clothes . While we ate it came in by ones and twos

and threes, and frankly stared. Fine people they were, those people

of the mountain . The girls were sturdily made and handsome, with

gay kerchiefs over their glossy black hair , bright shawls over their

shoulders, and, I am told , full print skirts . The men were dressed

in the ordinary clothes one gets nearly everywhere. Andalusia was

famous for its men's costume a few years ago. Now the costume

has disappeared .

After supper we sat by the fire with the old gentleman who

had arranged the show , and the village sat opposite us, ladies in the

front seats , gentlemen standing behind. The old man took charge,

and any questions from the audience to us were addressed through

him . The Andalusian speech is not easy to be understood by one

who has only a distant' acquaintance with Castilian ; moreover, the

old gentleman was toothless . He thought that if he shouted the

questions in my ear it would be all right, and generally it was .

Sometimes I caught the question on its way to him , and answered

the party directly. Then there was loud applause.

But we were rather sleepy, and as soon as I decently could I

asked the landlady if the visitors would mind us retiring . She told

them our wish , and in about five minutes they had all gone. We

slept in a barn - like, raſtered room as large as the kitchen , and next to

it , with a similar earth floor, and with flitches of bacon , Sunday clothes ,

and harness hanging on the walls ; and with chests and baskets

of corn standing about. The bed was in one corner, all lonely.

There were two doors, one from the kitchen and one opposite ,
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both without locks . When we were in bed , the family crossed

our room to their own apartment. I don't remember that we had a

bad night , but my diary says there were fleas in bed and a cat

howling in the room , so I presume we had .

MAY 19TH . - In the morning the landlady brought us water, and

we thought she would also make some attempt at breakfast. When

we entered the kitchen we found the daughter sweeping the huge

floor with a small hand-brush of esparto grass , and her father standing

as usual doing nothing, and hoped for some suggestion of breakfast.

We got none until the mistress appeared , and then we made the

suggestion ourselves. “Certainly, at once,” she said . I took the

time. We had it in three -quarters of an hour from then , which was

not so bad . In leaving that inn we noticed that the kitchen was over

a pig -stye, and that the few steps leading to it were in the stye. We

had not previously noticed the smell of pigs --not of pigs in particular,

I mean .

As the clouds still hung low and threatening, a yard or two above

the houses, and we had to be back in Granada in two days, we had to

give up our pass and return much as we came. We had been

informed that whatever else was to be feared in Andalusia, we need

not fear rain or cold there in the month of May. We had had much

rain , and had suffered from cold . It had rained even in the courts

of the Alhambra. In the Court of Myrtles itself, listening to the

plash of the rain , and trying to revive within us the vision of the

damsel with the dulcimer, we had shivered . And now it rained

again .

We struck the water-course of Origaba at a village about two

miles above that place, and found the streamlets swollen into
torrents.

We prospected for a crossing, and I at last tried a place,

with the intention , if it were feasible, to return and carry over the

Señorita. I was scarcely able to keep my feet, however, and as soon

as I reached the far bank made signs across the roaring water for

her to go up stream . She knew it would be rather hard for me

to traverse the boulders and smaller stones in my bare feet, and

prepared to throw my boots and socks over to me. I frantically

implored her not to. Too late ! she neither saw nor heard . With a

magnificent round-arm bowl she flung my right boot , with the sock

appertaining to it , into the precise centre of the torrent. We each

darted down stream on our respective banks, and how I failed to

lame myself I don't know, but after one appearance immediately

after the plunge that boot showed itself no more. Reader, have you
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answer.

ever lost a boot when at an unknown distance from a boot shop, and

forty miles from your baggage ? If so , you'll understand my feelings.

If not, you can't exaggerate them.

We turned up-stream , black anger on the one side, a contrite

heart on the other, and found an easier crossing for the Señorita . I

put on a pair of slippers, the flimsiest I ever possessed , and then

hobbled across the stony bed to the village on its bank. The whole

population was out, looking at us. Perhaps they had seen the whole

tragedy. Perhaps it had appeared to them as a comedy. They

looked stupid . I asked to be directed to the bootmaker's . No

I singled out a man and asked him personally . He said

there wasn't a bootmaker there. Well, one of those men who make

or sell alpagartas (rope sandals) then , he would do. No such

man there. Where, then, is the nearest ? At Origaba, two miles

down the river . Thank you, how does one get there ? He pointed

to the river-bed . I shrugged my shoulders, and pointed to my

slippers. Was there no path on the bank ? There were paths, yes,

but very wet and intricate. He would send a boy to guide us.

The boy guided us out of sight of the village, and then withdrew .

Money would not hold him . Evil eye again . However, we found

the way without difficulty, and I entered Origaba boldly, in sopping

wet slippers, looking for a boot shop. The first shop I came to

sold alpagartas, and in five minutes I was fitted with a pair such as

the Spanish soldiery wear. Beyond a board - like stiffness they seemed

all right , but long before we reached Lanjaron I suffered from their

knots , corrugation , and general unevenness . The women at our inn

at Lanjaron danced round us, and were greatly amused at the

sandals, but when I told them their tale they said it was very

sad , and laughed again . It seems funny to me, now.

Our walk here ended . We gave a final lesson to the chemist,

and coached back to Granada the next day. It was only on leaving

Granada, on the day after that, that we saw the summits of the

Sierra Nevada . For the eight days during which we had been in

Granada or walking they had been cloud-capped . And now, from

the train , there they were -- Veleta, Mulhahacen , Caballo - in clear

sunshine. As the train drew away the apparent height of the great

mountain mass increased . Granada disappeared , the foothills dis

appeared, the lower slopes disappeared, but the upper slopes rose

higher and higher. At Loja, thirty miles away, where the rail turns,

the snow was still in view, floating well above the horizon, faint

and ghostly, like a firm - edged cloud. W. F. SHANNON.
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Official Papers under the Hammer.

HE occasions on which Postmasters' reports and Post

master Generals' minutes come upon the market for

sale to the highest bidder are not so numerous as to

warrant disregard of a really interesting incident of

recent date.

A very rare pamphlet published in Dublin by P. B. Shelley in

1812 entitled " Proposals for an Association of Philanthropists, ” to

which was attached a Broadsheet headed “ A Declaration of Rights,"

etc. , fetched £530 at Sotheby's. There is little doubt that the

particular circumstance which excited this extravagance was the fact

that , bound up with the cheap and nasty-looking, mildewed pamphlet

and the dogeared broadsheet - pearls of great price to the bibliophile,

we admit — were some half-dozen quarto sheets of a correspondence

which passed between the Post Office Agent at Holyhead, the

Secretary, and the Postmaster -General. Our bibliographical adviser

is of opinion that the MSS. was responsible for only one-third of the

sum realised ; but those of our readers who prize official screeds

at their true literary value will treat such an absurd under -valuation

with loyal contempt.

But to the story. It is common knowledge that at the beginning

of and well into the last century the political state of Ireland was

in a ferment. It was , therefore, into a sea of conflicting interests at

Dublin that Shelley, though fresh from conservative Oxford, plunged

with all the ardour of a political reformer to champion the cause of

Catholic Emancipation . He worked in two ways—by speeches and by

pamphleteering, and it is upon his experiments in the latter field that

our narrative swings .

Shortly before the young poet left the Green Isle, disgusted with

his failure to preach reform with acceptance to a people whose only

idea of equality was to take all power from one party!and give it to the

other, he filled a large deal box with the remaining copies of his

pamphlets and declarations . This was addressed to a Miss Hitchener

at Hurstpierpoint ; but , as carriage could only be paid as far as

Holyhead , he hoped that it would be forwarded thence to its

destination “carriage forward ." Of course the unexpected happened ;

the box was detained at Holyhead , and the Surveyor of Customs,

suspecting contraband , examined the contents. The nature of these
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so alarmed him that, on the advice of his friend the Post Office Agent

at Holyhead, he risked the awful penalty of deviating from the path

marked out ' by sacred precedent, and reported his find to the Home

Secretary direct, instead of through the Board of Customs.

His adviser, Captain William Dorset Fellowes, appointed " Agent,

Manager, and Director of His Majesty's packet-boats at Holyhead

Station ” in 1810, promptly reported the incident to the Secretary to

the Post Office, but with quite another motive, in the following

strain :

( Letter of William D. Fellowes , Esq. , Post Office Agent at Holy

head, to Francis Freeling, Esq ., Secretary of the General Post Office,

London .)

" Most private. " Holyhead, March 31st, 1812 .

" MY DEAR SIR ,—The Surveyor of Customs consulted me yester

day on having discovered in the Custom House, a few days since , a

large deal box, directed to ' Miss Hitchener, Hurst per pier, Brighton ,

Sussex , England, which had been landed from one of the Packets

from Ireland . It contained , besides a great quantity of Pamphlets

and printed Papers , an open letter, of a tendency so dangerous to

Government that I urged him to write without further loss of time

a confidential letter, either to the Secretary of State or Mr. Percival ,

and enclose the letter, and one of each of the Pamphlets and printed

Declarations (as they are styled ), which he accordingly did by yester

day's post to Mr. Percival .

“ As the Letter in question , which the Surveyor gave me to read ,

contained a Paragraph injurious to the revenue of the Post Office, I

think it my duty to make you acquainted with it . It is as follows :

" Percy has sent you a box full of inflammatory matter, therefore

I think I may send this. '

“ ' I sent you two letters in news papers, which I hope you

received safe from the Intrusion of Post Masters. I sent a

pamphlet to my Father some time since in the same way.

• Disperse the Declarations, Percy says the Farmers are fond of

having them stuck on their walls. '

“ Mr. Thomas, the gentleman who gave me this information ,

having acted by my advice, in order to avoid the delay of reporting to

the Custom House, and the possibility of its being considered as

a common seizure, of which there are a great many every year, has

requested that I would not mention it ; and I , therefore, request you

to consider this as confidential. I will send you a Pamphlet in the

course of a day or two, but I trust in the meantime this communication
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may enable the office to detect any further correspondence between

the parties under the cover of a news Paper !

“ I have the honour to remain , Dear Sir,

“ Your faithful humble servant,

“ William D. FELLOWES."

“ Francis Freeling , Esq ."

“ It is a very common custom with the people in Ireland to write

in newspapers. I open all that come through my hands, and have

charged many from being written in .

“ The person whose letter I have quoted from appears to be

English and to have lately gone to Ireland. I have no doubt but an

extensive correspondence will be attempted in the way mentioned .

There is no signature to the letter or address. "

Even the simple-minded will perceive that it was not the

inflammatory nature of the printed matter that actuated Captain

Fellowes' zeal : it was rather the damning admission of Harriet Shelley

in her letter to Miss Hitchener, that she had sent two letters enclosed

in newspapers ! Such faithful zeal in fiscal matters, merits, in these

decadent times, the tribute of our admiration . But honour to whom

honour is due—the Postmaster's action was only the effect : for the

cause we must look elsewhere.

If, more than any other, there was one Secretary keen on suppress

ing such audacious attempts to defraud the Revenue , that man was

Mr. Secretary Freeling. Postage was a big item in those days ;

and this martinet levied heavy fines from the unfortunate corres

pondents of such economically -minded persons as Mrs. Shelley.

Indeed , we find, from another passage in that lady's letter, that even

her despatches were not always successful in escaping “ the intrusion

of Post Masters.” Further, Mr. Freeling distinguished himself in the

pursuit and haling before the Bench of people who used to indulge in

the equally iniquitous offence of poaching in the Postmaster Generals

preserves by carrying mails on their own account . So relentless was

he, that on more than one occasion he is reported to have been

censured by the magistrates for trop de zèle. But it remains for us

to remark that had it not been for this valuable trait in his character ,

we should not, in all probability, have enjoyed reading the Postmaster's

report, Shelley bibliography would have been denied one of its most

romantic chapters, and you , dear reader, would never have read this

engrossing contribution !
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The letter is endorsed in the Secretary's handwriting-

" 31st March, 1812, Holyhead, W. D. Fellowes, Esq. Most

private ."

A further note from Mr. Fellowes deals with a matter of less

importance from a Post Office point of view .

“ April 1st, 1812 .

“ MY DEAR SIR ,-Isend you the Pamphlet and Declaration of

Rights which I mentioned in my letter of yesterday, and remain,

“ Yours faithfully,

“ WILLIAM D. FELLOWES."

Endorsed by Mr. Freeling : -

April 1st, 1812 , Holyhead, W. D. Fellowes , Esq ."

The next passage in this interesting dossier is the reply of the

Postmaster -General to whom the papers had been submitted . It is

addressed from His Lordship's house at Stanmer, in Sussex , and this

fact will account for his knowledge, such as it was , of the private affairs

of the Shelley menage located at Field Place, Horsham . The last

paragraph and the homely postscript do not concern the subject of

our consideration , still less the halting orthography.

[The Earl of Chichester, Postmaster-General, to Francis Freeling,

Esq . , Secretary to the G.P.O.] .

“ Stanmer, April 5 , 1812 .

“ DEAR FREELING , -I return the Pamphlet and Declaration, the

writer of the first is a son of Mr. Shelley, member for the Rape of

Bramber, and is , by all accounts , a most extraordinary man. I hear

that he has married a servant [ sic] or some person of very low birth ;

he has been in Ireland some time, and I heard of his speaking at the

Catholic Convention .

" Miss Hichener, of Hurstperpoint , keeps a school there , and is

well spoken of : her father keeps a Publick House in the neighbour

hood, he was originally a smugler, and changed his name from Yorke

to Tichener (Hitchener) before he took the Publick House.

“ I shall have a watch upon the daughter, and discover whether

there is any connection between her and Shelley.

“ I shall come to Town on Wednesday.

“ As I am to see Mr. Scott to -morrow , I shall keep the Brighton

Papers untill I have seen him .

“ Yours most sincerely,

“ CHICHESTER .”

" I send my receipt enclosed ; you will be so good as to pay the

salary to Messrs. Hoare's."

Endorsed by Mr. Freeling.
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" 5th April, 1812 , Stanmer. Earl of Chichester.

“ Inflammatory Irish Papers addressed to Hurst Perpoint, seized at

Holyhead . ( Mr. Freeling's private address ) Rottingdean ."

The curious will naturally ask how it came about that this

interesting brochure ever escaped from official custody, and why it

does not now lie in the Muniment Room at the G.P.O. The

answer to this probably rests in the fact that the papers were

“ confidential,” and as such remained in the secretary's private

portfolio, which was, we understand, a practice of the time. At any

rate, there is no record of them in the contemporary registers . After

some vicissitudes they came many years ago into the hands of John

Pearson, the bookseller , from whom they were bought by the late

Lord Carlingford for £10 . On his death they passed to Lady

Strachey, and she , resisting successfully the blandishments of book

hunters, put the treasure into the auction room in order to see to what

lengths they would really go to procure it . Considerable public

interest was shown in the sale, and after some keen competition the

trophy fell to the firm of B. F. Stevens & Brown to the tune of

£ 530. The buyers , however, were acting on behalf of Mr. Halsey,

an enthusiastic American collector, and alas , like many more of our

English objects of vertu , this handful of sentiment, intertwined with

Post Office associations, lies captive in a foreign land .

The sequel to our little story of zeal is known only to ourselves ;

and it lies in a circular to all postmasters which was issued by Mr.

Freeling on 21st April, 1812 :

“ G.P.O., 21 April, 1812 .

“ TO ALL POSTMASTERS, -It has long been an instruction to

many Postmasters and Agents that they should transmit to me for

the information of His Majesty's Postmaster General an immediate

account of all remarkable occurrences that the same may be com

municated if necessary to His Majesty's Principal Secretaries of

State ' ; and you will not fail to act in conformity thereto .

“ Your assured friend,

“ Francis FREELING .”

This interesting document, which will at least be appreciated by

Shelleians, is preserved in the Muniment room at St. Martin's-le

Grand.

One day, perhaps, some habitué of this great bureau, possessing

more than an ordinary amount of soul, and desirous before he dies

of spending his hardly -earned savings in one tremendous act of self

sacrifice, will bring back to alma mater this pearl of official zeal in its

setting of rich literary associations. H. E. HIGGINBOTTOM .
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Dover to Calais.

HAT journalist has not taken Dover and its Cross-Channel

Packets for his theme ? And yet the interest of it

does not seem to die in the minds of Englishmen . The

love we islanders have for the silver streak dividing

Albion from the Continent is keen , and worthy of enthusiasm . The

separation from the rest of Europe is decisive ; and it is impossible to

exaggerate the importance attaching to this endowment of nature.

How easy it is for us to grasp the hands stretched forth in

friendship, and how much more easy it is to drop them and retire

beyond our sea-girt walls at the first sign of treachery !

_Running well out to sea at Dover is the western arm of the Admiralty
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ON THE ADMIRALTY PIER , DOVER ,

Pier. At the extreme end cranes are at work day and night lowering

the everlasting blocks of granite into their allotted positions. When

their long arms cease to rise and fall, and their chains and boilers lie

rusting, the pier will enclose enough deep water to berth the largest

ocean liners . Dover's day is coming ! Southampton must look to

its laurels ! Kaiser Wilhelm II . has looked upon the chief of the

Cinque Ports with a favourable eye ; and the thing is done, is it not ?

It is Friday morning. The stiff north - easterly breeze that is blowing

promises a rough passage for the boat as soon as she clears from the

shelter of the coast . The new turbine steamer “ Queen ,” trim and

taut, lies alongside one of the berths, and next door is the " Empress. ”
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There is not much to choose between them as regards comfort or

speed, although the former has a lead on the cross-channel run. We

are aboard the 6 Empress” early, and pace the deck in solitude ;

for the “ boat ” train is not yet due . Just before eleven, however,

there is a stir among the crowd of blue-jerseyed porters on the pier,

and presently a rumble from the direction of the Lord Warden

Hotel announces the approach of the train . It draws up opposite

the boat and disgorges its passengers. As they tramp on board we

glance at the cabin list . No. 1 , Lady wife of the British

Ambassador at ; No.
2 , His Excellency the Governor of

; No. 3 , Captain ( en route to Somaliland ) ;

No. 4 , Sir Gerald Colonial Secretary of ; No. 5 ,

Lady —, Egypt ; No. 6 , . ; and so Notabilities for

all parts of the world . Oh yes, no wonder there is a charm about

Dover : it is the edge of the hub of the British Empire . Cabin

No. Jo is allotted to the “ Mail Officer. " Who's he, steward ?

" Oh, it's that youngster over there, taking stock of the mail bags .

He's off to Brindisi, you know , and those bags form part of his mail."

The crowd on the Dover Packet is always an interesting one .

Mechanically one ticks the individuals off as they walk across the

gangway to the deck. Lithe, clean -shaven , well-groomed figures

betoken army officers for certain . Trim tailor-made skirted figures ,

with that peculiar type of face which indicates self-possession and

experience of travel , introduce themselves to us as officer's or colonial

civil servants ' wives or sisters . Ruddy-faced , rather squat, com

fortable -looking bodies, travelling rug and cap in hand, approach , and

the mental note is — successful traders. Portly, well -dressed, forid

faced women-their wives. Then come nurses , and children with

those peculiar spider- like legs common to Continental bairns, followed

by stout mammas and papas, all en route to their homes in Paris .

There is a bustle for some time while the steward's men place

deck chairs on the sheltered side of the ship ; and then , when rugs

and furs have been suitably adjusted , there is a general lull. In

anticipation of the trial to come, which the wind whistling in the

ropes and tackle forecasts as inevitable, most of the faces wear the

set hopeless look familiar to those who have frequented the waiting

room of a dentist .

Meanwhile, the newest installation at Dover - a huge electric crane

-is passing its long arm over the train, from which it hooks, time

.after time, what resemble the halves of luggage waggons, and

raising them on high gently deposits them into the hold of the
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steamer. The receptacles contain the registered luggage, which will

be carried straight through to Paris without being examined . The

business is becoming a fine art ; and travelling is gradually being

robbed of many of its worries , chiefest among which is the care of

one's luggage. The luggage vans emptied, the crane has its attention

turned to the mails . Porters carry the bags from the train, and place

them in a huge net, which , when filled, is slung quickly into the hold.

After the bags come the parcel baskets, those familiar oblong wicker

constructions. The labels indicate world-wide distribution . The

baskets are placed on wooden trays, and are lifted by the crane into

the capacious maw of the ship’s hold . All finished ? The captain

CALAIS HARBOUR .

looks anxious, his hand on the engine -room telegraph. No ; there's

a slight interruption. An individual in the smart uniform of a Marine

Mail Attendant steps quickly down the gangway, and hands No. 10

an official-looking document—the mail list—then skips ashore ; and

off we go .

Dover soon fades into the distance ; and , as the day is misty,

there is no sign of the French shore. The boat might just as well

be in mid-Atlantic . The full force of the north -easter is now felt ;

and the deck is — well, decidedly unstable. The passengers in the

deck chairs—but it is hardly fair to draw attention to those drawn and

haggard-looking faces. No. 10 has gone below — to make up his

bills . We soon follow in his footsteps, only — not to make up bills .
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“ Tickets, please, " says a voice at the door of my cabin . “ We're

just going in , sir . ” We raise our muddled head , and then realise that

the pitching has ceased, and instead there is the sensation of perfect

equilibrium and the sound of gently lapping water . How soon we

forget our miseries ? In a few moments we are on deck watching with

eagerness the scene that now presents itself. Immediately the ship is

made fast, and the gangway placed on board, swarms of blue-bloused

porters (rouleurs) scamper on deck and seize the hand luggage. It is

amazing what they will carry. Releasing a waist strap, our rouleur

slips it through the handles of our two heavy travelling bags, and

balances them across his shoulder, next seizes hat box, rug , umbrella,

and camera, and, pointing us towards the steps leading up to the quay,

THE CALAIS JUGGERNAUT AT WORK.

It is very

rushes off and lands by means of another gangway. He is awaiting us

at the customs examination room, however, much to our relief. We had

began to have qualms for the safety of our property.

disconcerting , to say the least of it , to see one's goods disappear so

quickly under one's very nose .

Just at that moment there is a great shout ; and a band of rouleurs

commences to push along the rails on the quay a gigantic wheeled

structure, which looks for all the world like the Juggernaut por

trayed in the books of our childhood's days . It is in position at

last, and the idol of the Calais quay - for the French are proud of their

huge crane - disburdens the ship of the registered luggage vans
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previously referred to. They are carefully deposited on the train

waiting alongside, and in a very short time are on the road to Paris.

The quay is now left clear for the disembarkation of the mail

bags. This is done by hand . The bags, we observe, are carefully

sorted out according as they are labelled for Egypt, India, China, or

Australia , and are then stored in huge waggons labelled “ Calais

Brindisi.” The work is soon over ; and a shrill voice demanding

whether the total is “ juste ” strikes our ear. Oui , Monsieur," is the

answer given by a portly official; and we thereupon catch a glimpse of

a figure climbing into a compartment in one of the waggons, on the

footboard of which is chalked , " courier anglais." Bang goes the door .

It was No. 10 !

R. W. HATSWELL.

66
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Preliminary International Conference

on Wireless Telegraphy .

HE rapid development of wireless telegraphy in recent

years has naturally given rise to the question of the

steps to be taken for its regulation from an international

point of view, particularly as regards communications

between ships at sea and between ships and the shore ; and the

conference, which recently met in Berlin , was convoked by the German

Government for the purpose of considering what measures could be

devised to place the control of the system on a proper footing.

The proceedings were inaugurated on the 4th August by Herr

Kraetke, the Secretary of State for Posts and Telegraphs, who

welcomed the delegates in the name of the German Emperor. Mr.

Lamb replied, expressing the thanks of the delegates ; and the

subsequent proceedings were under the Presidency of the Under

Secretary of State,-Herr Sydow.

The conference was regarded as being in the nature of a preliminary

discussion of the problems with which the Administrations would have

to deal ; and only the larger maritime States were represented.

The names of these States and their respective representatives are

as follows-

GREAT BRITAIN .

Post OFFICE. WAR OFFICE.

Mr. J. C. Lamb, C.B., C.M.G. Colonel R. L. Hippisley, C.B.

Mr. J. Gavey, C.B.
ADMIRALTY.

Mr. R. J. Mackay. Captain H. 1. Heath , R.N.

Lieutenant C. R. Payne, R.N.

GERMANY. AUSTRIA .

M. Sydow . Lieut.-Captain Most . M. Adalbert von Stibral.

Professor Strecker. Dr. Felisch . M. Arthur Linninger.

M. Wachenfield . Dr. Beggerow . Captain Sellner.

M. Schrader. Captain Oschmann. SPAIN .

M. Flügel. Major Klussmann . Don Isidro Calvo y Juana .

Captain Rieve. Don Antonio Pelaez Campomanes.

UNITED STATES. Don Mateo García de los Reyes.

General Greely. FRANCE .

Commander Barber. M. Bordelongue. M. Sins.

Mr. J. I. Waterbury. M. Magne. Lt.- Col. Boulanger.

Comdr. Houdaille. Cpt. F. Arago .
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HUNGARY. RUSSIA .

M. Charles Follért . M. André Kolossvary. M. Bilibine.

M. Józef Hollós . Capt . Sellner. Professor P. Osadtchy.

ITALY. Professor Popoff.

Vice -Adml. C. Grillo . Capt. Bonomo. Captain Salewsky .

Lieut. Marquis Luigi Solari .

Commander Cardarelli .

The Conference gave special attention to the question of securing

the exchange of messages between coast stations and ships at sea ,

without regard to the particular form of apparatus employed, and also

to the means to be adopted with a view to avoid mutual interference

between different stations or ships, a matter which obviously forms one

of the most difficult features of wireless communications. Two

methods of overcoming the interference were suggested : ( 1 ) the

regulation of the order to be observed , when , say, two or more ships

arrive within 'range of the same coast station , and attempt to

communicate simultaneously, and ( 2 ) the adoption of different wave

lengths , each of which lengths would only affect a receiving apparatus

properly tuned , thus enabling more than one pair of ships or stations

to communicate simultaneously within a certain area . The Conference

did not arrive at definite conclusions on the subject of interference ,

but adopted the general principle that the working of all stations

should , as far as possible, be organised so as to avoid interference with

other stations, and came to the conclusion that all stations should be

open to the messages of every ship, no matter what form of apparatus

might be used on the ship.

Various other matters were considered and gave rise to considerable

discussion, especially the question of the system of charge, and the

attitude to be observed by the various Governments in their relations

with persons licensed to carry on wireless telegraph business .

The conclusions arrived at were embodied in a short Final Protocol,

which is intended to form the basis of discussion at a further

International Conference which it is proposed to hold at Berlin in 1904.

The three principal recommendations embodied in the Protocol

are :

I. That coast stations are to receive and transmit telegrams from

or to ships at sea without regard to the system of wireless telegraphy

used on the ships.

That priority should be given to messages received from ships

in distress , and

3 . That all wireless telegraph stations are to be organised as far

2 .
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as possible in such a manner as to avoid interference with the service

of other similar stations .

In view of the circumstances affecting wireless telegraphy in the

United Kingdom and Italy, the British and Italian delegates signed

the Protocol under reservations with regard to some of its provisions.

The proceedings terminated on the 13th August. During the nine

days the Conference lasted , the German Government lost no

opportunity of showing hospitality to the delegates , who left Berlin

with the most pleasant recollections of the first wireless telegraph

Conference.

They specially remember the kindness of His Excellency Herr

Kraetke and of the German delegates , and, indeed, of all the German

officials with whom they were brought into contact .
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On Returning to London after Long

Absence.

ONDON seems to have gone entirely to pieces since I left

it . Where the streets are not up the houses are down .

The town is almost unrecognisable. Everywhere I go

the hand of the spoiler is making itself felt ; all my old

landmarks are being removed. Even as I drove through St. James's

Park on the night of my arrival something unusual disturbed me,

strange lights , trees gone, a central mound topped by shrubs, a

balustrade which gave one the impression that it was unreal , the

painted canvas of a stage setting . " Oh, this is all for the old queen ,”

explained my companion. Ah ! well, if they plant her statue well

down among all that greenery, perhaps one may in time get used to

it and not notice it much . But the Strand-my dear Strand ! Where

is the old house, even then in a tumble -down condition , whence I

viewed that same Queen's Jubilee procession , she sitting in her

carriage very upright, very pale, trying hard to look unmoved and

serene, but not quite succeeding . And she who is now our Queen ,

Alexandra, sitting opposite with a caressing hand on the old lady's

knee, soothing and consolatory : Where is Bookseller's Row, where I

have spentmany a leisurely hour ? Where -but why ask where ? I

might go on for half-a-page and more, and get never an answer .

I grieve only because there is so little left to revive old memories.

Soon these memories themselves will pass away, and I shall have to

get a set of new ones, possibly in connection with the “ Orchid ,” or

with the endless gaudy hoardings that now line the way.

But I cannot settle down to work until I have at least acquired a

bowing acquaintance with this new London . And when it is possible,

I prefer noting the changes from the top of a ' bus , so that often when

the weather is kind , I spend the morning in driving hither and
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thither, thrilling with joy to find myself once more in London , com

paring everything, half mechanically, with the scenes I have recently

been familiar with. The sea-gulls that used to wake me in the morning

with their clamour I have exchanged for the sparrow that twitters on

my window sill . The monotonous chirp of the little grimy thing

when it first greets the day is fatally like the ever-recurring creak of a

rusty screw being driven into wood . As such it would be

maddening. But being the natural note of a bird of the air it must

be endured with placidity.

Then there comes the pleasant excitement of the postman's

knock . What may he not have for me ? Even the possibility of a

letter every day, nay , many times a day, is a great change from the

winter mails our steamers brought us three times a week. I hear in

my sleep a shrill whistle at Victoria Station . “ There she is,” I say to

myself drowsily, glad to think that the gallant ship has crossed safely

these dark and stormy seas ; and for a moment I forget that I am

in London, and that the sound I hear is not the greeting of

the steamer passing our house . But if that steamer brought for

me only a milliner's circular or a cigar merchant's price list , or

perchance nothing at all, the disappointment was all the more acute.

Two more days before one could get so much as a morning paper !

But here iſ the postman brings nothing in the morning, “ then , ” I

tell myself, “ perhaps at three o'clock.” Three o'clock passes, six

o'clock, eight o'clock ; perhaps, last chance of all , the nine-thirty rat- tat

has sounded , and no little landlady has crept up to my door with a

missive. What inspiring communication I expect Heaven only knows .

And hitherto Heaven has kept its secret well . The news of a legacy at

best-no one that I care for, indeed no one that I know , is in a

position to leave me a legacy, therefore when it comes the joy and

surprise will be undiluted — aan acceptance from an editor of any

importance next best--these are perhaps the vague expectations that

I scarcely even formulate in my mind . And for many people, I

suppose, these vague expectations — the vaguer they are the more

scope there is for the imagination - are part of the pleasure of living.

And then I go out into the fresh morning air , fresh even in

London, and hail a bus — any bus, but one that goes up the Strand or

Holborn for choice . Truth to tell (and I hardly like to tell it ) , I feel

as yet, newly come from the country, that I am taking rather a liberty

in stopping a bus . But I am pleased with the driver's obliging alacrity

in pulling up at a mere nod from me. I know enough not to irritate

him by wildly waving my umbreila .
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It is perhaps this same readiness to oblige, this good humour, even

the desire to be pleasant, cost what it may in the matter of truth , that

strikes me most in Londoners. Only the other morning I was the

witness, and auditor, of a little scene that gratified me. An elderly

and hard -featured woman addressed a milkman who was hurrying to

her door in tones of acid reproach , telling him she had been waiting

for him for ever so long. “ Ho, miss ” (the flattery of the “ miss ” was

subtle ) “ was ye waitin ' for me ? he said , with a grin that divided his

face from ear to ear. “ Then ye're the first young lady that ever waited

for me in my life ! ” As I looked back the good woman's face was

softened and smiling, and all was well with that milkman .

And then there was a policeman at a busy crossing who was

helping a sturdy blue-jacket into his overcoat , regardless of the hansoms

and buses and broughams and drays that tore round them , almost

over them . The big policeman carefully and tenderly smoothed down

the wide collar that it might not be creased when he pulled up the

overcoat ; then he gave the sailor man a genial pat on the shoulder

and dismissed him just at the moment that a lull in the stream of

vehicles enabled him to make for the other side in safety .

And at my restaurant I see now and again an old lady, so old , so very

old , evidently an habituée of the place. So feeble is she that the waiter,

as a matter of course, cuts up her fowl for her into small pieces, and

spoons the gravy over it , she talking in low querulous tones the while,

and he answering good -humouredly and gently, with an air that is

almost filial. Poor old soul ! Is there no one else to take care

of her ?

But let me take to my bus again . It has always been a source of

regret to me that I have heard little of the reputed wit of London

bus -drivers. Perhaps my ears are not sharp enough. But always,

when any misunderstanding has arisen in my vicinity, the altercation

to take the form of very ordinary abuse of the “ You're

another ” variety. Only once did I hear anything approaching

coruscation in a bus-driver. We were passing a door beside which

was writ large on a brass plate, “ Sir Thomas Thomson, Ltd. ” A

large gentleman stood in the doorway, benignly surveying the passers

by, his thumbs in his arm-holes, the contour of his waistcoat pro

jecting quite alarmingly into the street . The driver studied him in

silence for a moment. Then , turning to the conductor who stood

behind him , also fascinated by the sight, he indicated the portly

figure with his whip. “ I sye, Bill,” he said, “ it's a good job he is

limited, ch ? "

seems
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The flower stalls in the streets attract my eyes now, gorgeous with

chrysanthemums, white and gold , brown and crimson , exotic blooms

that for me gather round themselves no associations , touch no spring

of remembrance. They are reared in hothouses in their millions,

only for sale, and the larger and curlier and more preposterous they

are, the further they are removed from nature , the greater is their

price. Rather far would I have a handful of battered Michaelmas.

daisies, from a garden that I know, or a cluster of Christmas roses ,

their beauty chastened , perhaps, by the wind that has dashed their

faces to the earth, and left a little of the earth's clean soil on their

white petals. The flower-stalls, nevertheless, are a gay splash of

colour in the greyness of a London November, and I look towards

them gratefully , though I feel no desire to rob them of their glories .

Besides, for me there are always the roses and the violets, blooming

all the year round, wonderfully, I had almost said painfully , reminiscent

of Surrey cottages flower-bedecked , and the green , green woods in

spring. “ If winter comes, can spring be far behind ?

In the evening I may perhaps " do ” a theatre, alone probably, in

the gallery certainly, partly out of regard for my purse, partly to renew

my memory of that exhilarating rush up many flights of stone stairs.

I am relieved to find that I can still do it , though perhaps it does not

seem quite so much worth while as it once did . And yet a front seat

in the gallery is not without its compensations. I do not reckon the

little anecdote which follows as one of its compensations, but at any

rate it has its amusing side. A youth sat next me one night, a shy

youth he seemed to be, and an ugly one he indubitably was , so that I

took pity on him when he made a first tentative remark, and answered

politely. By-and -bye he talked a good deal . He took charge of my

hat, which had twice slipped off my knee, along with the morning

newspaper I happened to have, and he held it carefully for the rest of

the performance. As I pinned it on at the end I heard a timid voice

at my elbow suggesting a possible theatre for the next night, but at

that I stiffened , I fled, and I managed to lose him in the crowd . Two

days later I read in the “ Personal ” column of my morning paper a

touching request that the lady with a hat (here followed a description

of my hat , very accurate ), who had sat next a gentleman at “ Quality

Street, ” would meet him at a certain spot which he indicated . Poor

boy ! Had he not noticed the grey hairs ? Or did he want a mother ?

I shall never know, because for me the history ends there. I did not

go to the appointed place of meeting.

Then from the theatre to the bus again . Not for the occupant of
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the gallery is the luxurious brougham , and the hansom cabman passes

by with a lordly air. Indeed, I know nothing quite so lordly as the

aloofness of a cabman who already has a fare, or who desires to ignore

the possibility of your being one . “ He sits superior, and the chariot

flies . ” Therefore for me the humble omnibus , and “ so home, ” well

content . I am back in London again !

And after all , you perceive, in all my wanderings, it is the people

who interest me more than the buildings. But then you all know

about these buildings, and unbuildings, better than I do doubtless.

And perhaps these stray anecdotes may while away an idle half-hour

for those who do not care for architecture. D.
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The Conversion of Ebenezer.

BENEZER confided to us afterwards - it was some time

since his conversion—that for months he had been

conscious of the existence of a subtle influence at work

within him , militating against the prejudices he held

towards the lighter vices of humanity. It is possible that this may have

been so ; but my own opinion is that Ebenezer was no more than a

creature of circumstance , and that the subsequent change in his

nature was the natural consequence of certain conditions of mind.

For a long time , however, Ebenezer seemed past reform . His

strong prejudices had made him a prig, and by degrees he had

developed into a self-conscious egotist . His pretty conceit in

imagining himself the embodiment of all the virtues was the more

amusing when we realised that Ebenezer's acts of graciousness were

generally prompted by some ulterior purpose. Human nature offers

no finer study than a man filled with misapplied zeal who thinks

himself a champion of the moral excellences. We listened to

Ebenezer's pratings about his studied abstinence, his stoic indifference

to this and to that, and we smiled in a atirical way that Ebenezer

naïvely construed into sympathy for his cause.

Then the tempter came. In an unwary moment Ebenezer was

lured from the path of rectitude. The man became a child again , a

docile, tractable creature, and he lived in a lotus land of life and

light . It began in this wise.

One morning Ebenezer came into our room looking as though

he had undergone a wigging at the hands of the “ chief ” and felt

uncomfortable . He was man of pleasant countenance ;

at that moment he looked a picture of despair.

" What's the matter, Chambers ? " I asked , sympathetically.

Ebenezer volunteered no reply.

" Anything wrong this morning ? Domestic affairs all right ? ”

Still was Ebenezer silent.

“ Liver ? ”

At that moment Cobden opened the door. He is a man who

believes in a gospel of happiness, enjoys a good story and an

innocent jest .

Cobden and Ebenezer revolved at opposite poles of the axis

never a
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of earthly happiness, and Shakespeare might have anticipated them

when he put it into the mouth of Salarino to say :

“ Nature hath fram'd strange fellows in her time :

Some that will evermore peep through their eyes,

And laugh, like parrots, at a bag -piper :

And other of such vinegar aspect,

That they'll not show their teeth in way of smile,

Though Nestor swear the jest be laughable .”

There was a subdued smile upon Cobden's face, and a restless

ness upon his lips. He hesitated at the half -open door, held up two

fingers suggestively, and pointed to Ebenezer. Then followed a

series of lip movements which were rendered unintelligible by the

lurking smile . As he sat down in his chair Cobden covered his face

with his hands, and a suppressed titter reached me upon the air . He

rose and came towards me, ostensibly to ask my opinion upon

something, but really to add to my knowledge of human affairs.

He took my pencil and , while engaged in an animated con

versation on a matter of no importance, wrote across my blotting -pad

in his best caligraphy the significant letters, T - w -i- n - s.

I clutched another pencil, and while the conversation continued

the following silent dialogue went on between us :

“ Ebenezer ? "

“ Yes . "

“ Sure it's a twin ?

" Certain ."

“ Both boys ? ”

“ Boy and girl."

" The devil ! ”

That was enough for Cobden. He abruptly terminated the

conversation , went back to his table, and worked in silence throughout

the morning.

There are some experiences in life which place a man in a peculiar

position towards his fellows. I wasn't quite sure whether I ought

to congratulate or commiserate Ebenezer ; and I'm not quite certain

to this day. I did neither. Not a word upon the subject passed

between us. But an imp of the devil prompted me to place

surreptitiously in one of the drawers of Ebenezer's desk a copy of

Barrie's My Lady Nicotine. I know it was an emissary of the

devil that led me to commit this clandestine act, because my

conscience afterwards troubled me with the thought that Ebenezer

might become so engrossed in the rich humour of the story as

to forget his paternal duties towards his offspring .
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But events were slow in taking shape. By no sign did Ebenezer

betray his knowledge that the book lay concealed in his desk ; but I

had a premonition that in the quiet of the hour he spent alone

at mid -day he cast furtive glances at its winsome pages. Yet , had I

been Benvenuto Cellini watching his Perseus in the furnace, I could

not have exercised a greater degree of interest than I did in the

sensuous anticipation of catching Ebenezer perusing My Lady

Nicotine. If he read that book his faith would be shaken , and

in some odd corner, some quiet nook , some eyrie of the woods, he

would venture upon a trial of the “ Arcadia ” mixture.

There's a joy that knows no ending,

To the smoker true :

• Tis the taste of the “ Arcadia. "

Try it , brother, do !

Would Ebenezer get thus far towards Elysium ? If he did , not all

the king's horses and all the king's men would bring him back to

the paths of virtue . I was troubled for the consequences - for it came

upon me all at once that it was a serious thing to place temptation in

the way of a man who had been reared in a glass -house of propriety.

It was the third day after Cobden's thunderbolt that I observed a

change in Ebenezer. As he said “ good morning, ” I detected a

decided pleasantness in the ring of his voice, the muscles of his mouth

were less rigid, and he volunteered the information that it was

fine day.”

My suspicions were aroused : something had happened. For

three days we had heard nothing of Ebenezer's virtuous platitudes :

he had preserved a silence that was at times insufferable ; and he had

treated us with the bare civility that was our due.

I decided to reconnoitre.

“ Cobden , ” I said , “ there was a man sitting next to me at the

play last night who has more sense than a dozen of your common

place lovers of the histrionic."

Cobden is a man of the artistic temperament, poses as a dramatic

critic , and passes off his critiques at so much a thousand words

to a local “ rag.” He looked curiously towards me.

Who was he ? The author of the play ? "

" No."

· The editor of the Comet ? "

“ Yes. ' '

* He's a fool."

“ Perhaps ; but a wise fool - he smokes the Arcadia .' '

a

D
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Ebenezer was bending over his papers and putting his back into

it ; but at the sound of the word “ Arcadia his pen quivered.

“ Conscience doth make cowards of us all," and the reference to

“ Arcadia ” touched Ebenezer's conscience and upset his process of

reasoning He wrote one word, and erased it with his pen : he

wrote two more, and made a second erasure. Then he twirled his

moustache meditatively and drew a picture on his blotting -pad.

And the picture that Ebenezer drew was the outline of a pipe. It

was a good outline, the work of a man inspired ; but its career was

short. The next instant the quivering pen was sent upon an errand

of destruction , and the bold curves of the briar faded into nought.

My worst predilections were most assuredly fulfilled . Undoubtedly

Ebenezer had read My Lady Nicotine. The struggle had begun ;

the crusaders of the briar were marshalled against all the forces

Ebenezer could command, and the faith of the crusaders of the briar,

as the ever-victorious faith of the crusaders in noble causes at all

times , must ultimately prevail.

There is a local train that serves the suburbs in which Ebenezer

and I reside . On the morning following my discovery, I entered

a compartment in which the occupants were all engrossed in reading the

morning or other papers. There were two readers of the Daily Mail,

a portly conservative with his head in the folds of the Standard ,

a lean devotee of fashion , adorned by a monocle, skimming the

society pages of the Morning Post, and, besides myself, one reader of

a sixpenny popular work . Popular It was My Lady Nicotine ,

and the reader was - Ebenezer.

It needed no knowledge of mental telepathy to interpret

Ebenezer's thoughts. The bland smile upon his face, and the

intentness of his application , were conclusive evidence that his

soul was living upon imperishable food .

Was it to the story of Gilray's chrysanthemum that Ebenezer's

happiness was due ? Or, to the heart troubles of Marriott, the

literary aspirations of Jimmy, the chromatic interpretations of

Scrymgeour ?

For the moment it was not the means but the end attained

which interested Never before had I seen such innocen :

hilarity in a man so naturally indifferent to humour ; never , I am

sure, had Ebenezer regaled himself with literature as then .

Suddenly he looked up from his book , an amused smile upon his

face , and stared open -mouthed at me. His hands clutched feverishly

at V[i Ladr Nicotine, and he was about to thrust it behind him .

me.
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But I was not to be outwitted in that way. I passed Ebenezer

my paper and suggested an exchange for the rest of the journey.

Before he half realised my intention I had hid my face behind

the open pages of My Lady Nicotine. Within two minutes I had

discovered a dozen passages heavily scored by a blue pencil. The

evidence was clear enough now. Ebenezer' had read My Lady

Nicotine, he had become a worshipper at the shrine of humour and

a proselyte to the cause of tobacco.

We walked to the office together, each conscious of a strange

feeling of inquietude. Ebenezer's strong prejudices had been

dethroned ; in their stead a complacent rapture, brought by the

possession of wider sympathies, held sway.

“ Chambers," I said , as I was about to take a Cabana from

my case, “ may I offer you a smoke ? "

There was a look of indecision in his eyes, followed only too

quickly by a glimmer of pleasure.

“ 1--1-- really you know , I — I'm hardly what you'd call a smoker ;

but — but just for once --- "

The conceit of the man ! Barely a convert, yet mustering

sufficient courage to attack a Cabana.

Ebenezer is a man of sound constitution ; but it oftentimes

requires something more to tide a over his first cigar. I

have known a first cigar do more to wreck a man's belief in

the philosophies and exact sciences than all your premeditated

revolutions thrown into one. I knew a man in the full vigour

of youth who assured me that ten minutes after lighting his first cigar

he was in the lowest strata of Hades ; and I was acquainted with a

tutor of mathematics who, after priding himself that he had consumed

a third part of his first cigar, declared that the centre of gravity of his

body was somewhere in that muddled mass he called his “ poor

head .”

So I was naturally interested in Ebenezer. As we approached

the office his cigar was alınost half consumed ; but as I looked at him

I detected a livid pallor upon his cheek. He puffed less frequently,

and his conversation was confined to affirming in a simple “ yes ”

almost everything I said . Ebenezer's old loquacity was not

rejuvenated by the aid of his first cigar.

I had barely entered our room when Cobden rushed in behind

man

me .

He looks as though“ What's the matter with Ebenezer ?

he'd seen the devil.”
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“ Does he ? Well, the only devil he's seen is one of my cigars."

Half an hour had passed away, and Ebenezer had not put in an

appearance.

“ Tell you what,” said Cobden, " Ebenezer's been hit pretty hard.

I'll send out for some brandy, and we'll find him . ?!

We did find him . He was down in the basement with his head

in close proximity to a commodious domestic utensil - a heap of

inertness and despair. We restored him with brandy and sent him

home ; but he was a sorry sight.

He stayed away from the office for the rest of that day, and when

he turned up next morning he blushed like a schoolgirl.

One evening about a week later. Ebenezer and I walked to the

station together ; we shared the same compartment, and as I alighted

I offered him a cigar.

“ Take two," I said, “ I can well recommend them .”

His eyes
twinkled ; he took a second .

“ I smoked those cigars last night," he said to me on the following

morning, " and the wife thinks I'm quite a brick. You know , women

have a fancy for a good cigar.”

Surveyor's Office,
C. H. W.

Portsmouth ,
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An Aberdeen At Home.”

SHE Earl and Countess of Aberdeen are afflicted with

consciences, and they confess to a sense of their obliga

tions to the Post Office, and to the Aberdeen postal

staff in particular. In the matter of redirecting

correspondence they give the staff full opportunity for showing

how creditably this department of post office work
can be

managed. So this year instead of sending to the postmaster a more

or less formal letter of thanks — how few people of position do even

this ! -- the happy idea occurred to the Earl and Countess of giving an

" At Home " to the staff. In carrying out the scheme we venture to

think they have not only acted very graceſully, but they have done a

very unusual thing. The post office subordinate may be pardoned if

he is struck by the courage of any individual who can act without a

precedent. Most people consider they have satisfied any obligation

which they may be under to the Post Office, after the usual Christmas

box has been given to the postman , and on the ist January they feel

free to open the new year with a letter of complaint to the Head

Office on the incivility of female clerks and on postal matters in

general. We can only say of Lord Aberdeen that should he have

occasion to write such a letter during the year 1904 , we can have no

grievance against him ; we shall have to express a really sincere

regret on the part of the Postmaster General for the trouble occasioned

to a gentleman who has placed the Post Office under an obligation

to him .

Lord Aberdeen's interest in the Post Office is not the result of a

sudden and ephemeral impulse. Nearly three years ago the meeting

of the United Kingdom Postal and Telegraph Benevolent Society

was held at Iberdeen , and those who were present at the banquet in

the evening will remember the speech of the noble earl, and the

evident interest he took in the proceedings. We of St. Martin's le

Grand have especial cause to remember him , because he not only at

that time expressed great appreciation of our enterprise, but he has

since at different times in a very pleasant way shown his continued

interest in the Magazine and its Editor.

The It Home " was held in the newly opened King's Rooms,

Union Street , Aberdeen . The host and hostess were accompanied

by their only daughter, Lady Marjorie Gordon, and their second son

the Hon . Dudley Gordon , who was dressed in the Highland garb of
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the Gordons. On entering the big and artistically decorated reception

room the guests were announced and received by Lady Aberdeen ,

who, standing with the Earl and the two members of the family

referred to, welcomed everyone with a shake of the hand . Cards of

invitation had been posted at Haddo House to all the lady members

THE LADY MARJORIE GORDON .

of the staff, numbering about forty - five, and to sixty or more of the

other sex , representing all sections of the office. Is the staff numbers

about 500 the invitations could not be extended to all , but in the

company assembled there were supervisors of all grades, indoor and

outdoor officers, and telegraph messengers. Small tables, provided

with fruit, tea and cakes were arranged in the reception room , and in

the other large room adjoining there were tables and a buffet. The
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scene when all were seated was animated, and the costumes of the

ladies added colour to make a very pretty picture. The evening dress

of a gentleman is often only a foil to that of the lady, but at this

particular gathering of dress-coated Aberdonians the preponderance of

tall, sturdy men was noticeable, and the ladies' dresses did not

monopolise the attention of the observer. The Earl and Countess

and the two members of their family separated after the reception ,

and for a time mingled with the guests. After tea Lord Aberdeen

delivered an interesting address on the magnitude and complexity of

the work of the post office. He referred to the fact that of a total force

of fully 180,000 persons rather more than a fifth were women .

Regarding the cheapening of postage he paid a high compliment to

Sir William Mulock, the Postmaster-General of Canada, whose efforts

in this direction had proved so successful. He said Sir William was

the Rowland Hill of Canada. Going on to speak of the British post

office he said that it and the railway systems of the country were

closely allied , and apparently the one could not now get on without

the other. Lord Aberdeen is deputy-chairman of the Great North of

Scotland Railway Company, and therefore spoke with full knowledge

when he said that, though they found the Postmaster -General a pretty

strict employer, they were all very glad to get a post office contract.

His lordship concluded by stating that his own and Lady Aberdeen's

desire to show their appreciation of the services of the staff had been

prompted by observing the careful and efficient manner in which the

work was carried on in the several departments of the office. The

speech was concluded amidst rounds of cheering. An interesting

programme of songs and instrumental music, chiefly by members of

the staff, followed , and at its close Mr. Hegarty, Postmaster, in

proposing a vote of thanks to Lord and Lady Aberdeen, remarked

that this year his lordship had, with great kindness and consideration,

substituted this enjoyable function for his usual Christmas greetings,

and the change was a pleasant one for the staff. The guests there

upon rose to their feet, and gave enthusiastic cheers. The Countess

of Aberdeen, with much humour and charmı of manner , followed with

a few remarks. Wishing to compliment the staff on the musical talent

shown in the course of the evening, she remarked : “ There is an idea

that we are entertaining you , but I really think you have turned things

upside down and entertained us." The proceedings concluded about

half-past ten , and an informal dance lasting fully an hour followed .

The guests were unanimous in declaring that a pleasanter gathering of

the staff had never before been held .
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The Light on Oog.
“ North , South , East , and West !

The world is wide ; at home is best. "

MET him in a public house in Wellclose Square, that

one you know behind which are the old wooden cells

and the commencement of a reputed subterranean

passage to the Tower. He was sitting at the table ,

now ringmarked with ale glass and pewter pot, at which once , if

local tradition tells true, the doubtful justice of Tudor times was

dispensed .

His name he said was Niklas Kopp ; and the name belonged to

a fine well set up sailor man with clean cut features and blue eyes.

He wore tiny gold rings through his ears, a piece of sailor dandyism

he had imitated from some Italian fellow seamen when he was in

the Mediterranean.

For the man had been everywhere, and spoke a jargon of many

languages. Being, at the time our acquaintance began , decidedly

maudlin , he fell back on the language of his childhood , a dialect of

Low German difficult for me to follow ; and he babbled of his

infancy, not like the dying Falstaff of green fields , but of the only

fields which he had known, the uneven billowy expanses of the

North Sea.

He came from the Halligen Islands, those curioas scraps of land

which lie off the coast of Schleswig, and which every tide submerges.

There, as a German writer says , the folk dwell like the survivors of a

wreck , clinging to its frail planks. Indeed, it has not been unknown

for a ship to crash into the dwelling of a Halligen family during

rough weather.

Yet the people love their homeland with ardent affection . Some

thing of the eternal peace of the long summer days passed between

sea and sky sinks into their souls, and though they go to the ends of

the earth , yet must they return or die.

And Niklas was on his way back, having got the homing fever

badly. An acute attack must have come upon him whilst seated in

the public house, for he kept breaking the thread of his own talk

with fierce mutterings of “ I must home, I will home.”

Is we left the public house and passed along North East Passage,

we met, such is the jumble of East London , two Malay firemen ,

discussing in their sing-song lingo some question of local politics
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then agitating the bosom of the Selangor public, an Italian vendor of

ice cream , and several Russian Jews .

“ I tell thee,” went on Niklas, grasping myarm, that the little maid

was fair as apple blossom in May.” Surely the rogue had picked up

the gift of poetical expression from his Southern shipmates. But

presently it appeared that the little maid was a sister ; and again came

the heartsick cry, “ I must home, I will home.”

It ended in my seeing him on board a boat sailing to Hamburg

within a couple of hours. How he would get on from there I do not

know , and so cannot tell you .

For my part I went home, by which title I dignify two furnished

rooms in the Commercial Road, and taking from the shelf a little

volume entitled Vertelln . Plattdeutsche Erzählungen , von Klaus

Groth , I read the following :

“ THE LIGHT ON OOG .

“ On one of the tiniest Halligen Islands dwelt a sister and

a brother, they two and no more. In summer the brother was out at

sea , like most of the men -folk ; then his sister was quite alone. She

looked after the sheep and the hay, collected the sea-bird's eggs, and

every evening counted the days to the autumn, when he would

return .

“ One spring - time as he was going away, he begged of her some

thing unusual: Would she kindle a light when the days grew shorter,

and put it in the window, so that he might see it if he came by night,

and know that she was expecting him .

“ She promised ; and he went away .

“ She looked after the sheep and the hay, collected the sea -birds ’

eggs, and every evening counted the days which still remained to

autumn ; and as the nights grew longer she placed a lighted lamp in

the window , so that he should see it if he came in the dark , and know

even in the distance that she was expecting him .

" The autumn came ; but the brother came not. Every night the

light shone out over the sea . Everyone on the Halligens knew what

it meant ; and the fisherman guided their boats by it . Winter drew

to an end, and spring came ; but the brother came not ; and the sister

remained alone.

“ She looked after her work as usual, she waited , and longed, and

hoped for the next autumn . As the days shortened she again stood

the bright light every evening in the window . And so it shone there

through many, many years,
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“ One evening it was not to be seen . The people on the Halligens

said , “ He has come. ' They went over, and entered the house . There

was the lamp, burned empty and gone out ; and by the window knelt

the sister . She had long grown old and grey ; now she had bowed

her head and was dead .”

After I had read this I sat very quietly for awhile, seeming to see

the tumbling waters and the feeble light . Then I went out into the

roar of life which pulses down the great thoroughfare that runs

through the London ghetto to those docks which are the gateways of

the world . A. H. L.

ALTCAR POST OFFICE .
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To the Gold Coast and Back. II.

YOUNG and ambitious telegraph engineer, thirsting for

varied experience, would find in the telegraph system of

the Gold Coast Colony full scope for his energies, for

there Man and Nature both contrive to deflect the aims

of telegraphic science.

The construction and maintenance of the telegraph lines are

hedged with difficulties unknown at home. All the world over , I

suppose, the question of the selection and supply of suitable material

for the poles is a thorny one ; on the West Coast the adverse

conditions appear in their most acute form . Both wood and iron are

used ; but , while the red ant devours the former, the corrosive action

of the climate consumes the latter. As the climate is most destructive

on the coast line, the use of iron poles is being restricted to the

interior . The wooden poles are procured locally, and the kind of

wood apparently least susceptible to the ravages of the red ant is

the hard odum wood , which is now being experimented with .

The inland telegraph lines in the forest belt are subject to an

additional danger. The line from Cape Coast to Kumasi, for

instance ---politically one of the most important in the Colony - passes

for many miles along a cleared track through the forest. The

rapidity of vegetable growth makes it a task of considerable difficulty

to keep the track at all clear , and at any time after a tornado the tall ,

scarce-rooted cotton trees are apt to fall on to the line with

deplorable results. An alternative line to Kumasi, on which the

conditions will be more favourable, is now in course of construction

along the railway from Sekondi.

Next comes the question of transport. Inland transport is

largely a matter of time. Sea transport along the coast is a different

question ; for, if there is one kind of cargo more than another which

the captain of a coasting steamer objects to carry , it is a cargo of

telegraph poles. As often as not he is behind his scheduled time and

is not inclined to hang about shipping and unloading telegraph poles.

Moreover, they are at best an awkward and cumbersome cargo .

Consequently he is as elusive as possible when there is an importunate

telegraph official about, and the latter has therefore to resort to

various subterfuges and literally , as well as metaphorically, to get up

very early in the morning to catch his man . Tears , entreaties, even
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the offer of special terms, being in vain , the moral suasion of the

higher administrative Powers has , in the last resort, to be invoked .

When a new line has been constructed , the local natives are apt at

first to misinterpret the benevolent intentions of the Government.

Those who are not scholars enough to send telegrams display a

tendency to take their share of the benefit in the form of new copper

wire which , deftly handled, can be put to a variety of uses ; bracelets

for the women folk , for instance . In order to prevent the dissemina

tion of such false impressions as to the proper use of telegraph lines ,

the various sections are placed under the protecting influence of the

local chiefs , who are bound under threat of penalty to assist the

Government in the preservation of their property.

Telegraph wire cut into quarter -inches was the favourite form

of ammunition used by the Ashantis during the war of 1900, whilst

the ramrods they used were made of six feet of wire, doubled and

twisted , with an empty cartridge case fixed on the end . They used , I

was told by an officer who went through the campaign , to ram a few

inches of powder down the barrels of their Aint-lock Dane guns, and

then fill them up with telegraph wire, sparklets, lead-bars , and any

other dangerous missiles they could find. One can easily believe that

they did not shoot from the shoulder ; even when fired from the hip

the “ kick ” of the weapon was enough to send the warrior flying.

Needless to say, when any portion of such a charge found a billet

terrible wounds were caused .

During the war letter carriers were provided with escorts , usually

one armed native soldier. On one occasion the post was waylaid on

the Kumasi road ; the escort was disarmed, stripped , tied to a tree ,

flogged with telegraph wire , and left with his throat cut .

man was annexed as a slave, but escaped, and was afterwards chief

evidence against the murderer (an Adansi), who was subsequently

hanged.

A native lineman is attached to every telegraph station . The

senior linemen are reasonably efficient ; but the majority of the rest are

not far removed from the “ untutored savage ” state , often speaking

no language but their own , and possessing their own ideas of duty

which any amount of “ instructions ” followed up by dire penalties

seem powerless to alter.

The operators are entirely native, being recruited from the same

class as the other Government clerks . The instruments in use are

the Morse Recorder and the Sounder. The operators commence

their telgraphic education as learners in the larger offices, and often

The post
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show remarkable aptitude for the work . Under supervision they do

tolerably well , but when in solitary charge of an out-station the best

of them , as is but natural, deteriorate .

There are about goo miles of telegraph line in the Colony. The

two main branches are the line along the coast which connects the

Colony with its French and German neighbours, and the line from

the coast to Kumasi. The total number of telegrams dealt with in

1901 was 199,424 . Of these 62,695 were Government messages . A

large proportion of the remainder were sent by natives, who, as will be

seen from the following letter which appeared in the native organ ,

The Gold Coast Leader, are not slow on occasion to criticise the

Department:

Sir ,-- After having been the loser of four telegrams at the

telegraph office in this town , I am compelled to report that to you . A

telegram addressed to me last week was received here at 8.50 a.m.

and delivered at 4.10 p.m., when a subsequent telegram revoking the

propositions contained therein was also received at 3.21 p.m., which is a

matter I cannot understand, and which I solicit your favour to

unravel for me.

" I opine that it is the mistake of the employers in entrusting such

work to the average tyro, of the kindergarten -class who applies for it .

As anything that is transferred by means of telegraphy is a dispatch ,

people who are within the reach of some classical terms should be

engaged to perform the function . The idea of pointing out this error

does not assume any posture of pedantry, as the community would

criticise a logomachist, who, when a synonyon (sic) is needed , would

use an antonym ( sic) instead .

“ Your obedient Servant,

“ MANDAMUS.

Elmina, February 9th , 1903."

There are telephone exchanges at Iccra and Cape Coast , to which

all the Government offices and most of the business houses are

connected. Sekondi and Tarkwa will in all probability soon be

supplied with exchanges.

The post and telegraph department is admitted to be one of the

hardest-worked of the Gold Coast Government Departments, and ,

considering the complexity of the business and the scanty oppor

tunities for training which the native clerks possess , it is a matter

for surprise that they do as well as they do . To the European

officials, who undertake onerous and responsible duties in a most

66
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devoted manner and in circumstances sometimes the reverse of

encouraging, is due the sympathetic regard of their colleagues at

home.

Much has been written and said about the unhealthiness of

the West African climate, and little remains to be added. The

danger of malarial fever has to be faced there by all Europeans,

although some appear to be immune. I spent eight months there :

the first seven in good health , the last one marked by two slight

attacks of fever. I have now been home seven months and have felt

no ill effects from my stay there . Generally speaking, I should say

that the maintenance of health there is a question of temperament,

constitution and personal habits. A philosophic bent of mind is

a more useful attribute to the individual than a worrying nature ;

a tendency to sports and exercises is also a most useful possession ;

and any hobby that keeps the mind from preying on itself is a perfect

God -send .

Free quarters are provided for all European officials, and the

Government bungalows at Accra could hardly be improved upon. At

Accra there are more social resources than at other places on the

coast. There is a very good club house with a billiard room and a very

fair library. The late Governor, Sir Matthew Nathan , wisely

encouraged the flow of social intercourse, and hardly an evening

passed during his administration but he entertained some of his

fellow -countrymen either officially or privately at Government House .

The Accra season of 1902-3 was marked by a series of dances which

the small contingent of European ladies entered into with the greatest

zest, finding themselves, contrary to custom , in a minority of one

to three or four gentlemen .

Outdoor sports of various kinds are indulged in . There is a

certain amount of sport with small game such as bush fowl and

bush turkey, but there is practically no big game on the Gold Coast.

The occasional appearance of a leopard causes a nine days' wonder,

and that is about all . En passant it may be mentioned that Gold

Coasters have not as yet adopted the late Miss Kingsley's suggestion

of going into the surf and fighting sharks with knives in default of

big game hunting on land .

Tennis is played on earth courts, and cricket on matting pitches.

Alongside the club -house at Accra there is a large polo ground, and

as ponies indigenous to the Coast are obtainable on fairly easy terms

the “ finest game in the world ” is placed within reach of many

who at home would have to content themselves with looking on .
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Occasionally there is a gymkhana, and at Christmas there is a two

days' race meeting which the whole population of Accra , white and

black , turns out to enjoy. The meeting is organized by a joint

committee of Europeans and Natives, and is carried through

according to the rules of the Jockey Club in a very complete and

sportsmanlike fashion . The full list of officials, which recently drew

forth the envious comment of our contemporary, the Sporting Times,

is perhaps worthy of recapitulation. In addition to one Patron, two

Presidents and one Vice-President, the list of persons officially con

nected with last year's meeting included one Honorary Secretary and

Treasurer , a Committee of seven , four Starters, four Judges, twenty -two

Stewards, four Clerks of the Scales, three Clerks of the Course, and

Measuring, Decorating and Reception Committees of three apiece ; a

staff numerically strong enough to run any English race meeting.

I motor car has found its way to the Gold Coast and used to be

used by the Governor for short tours of inspection . Cycling is very

much in vogue among all classes at Accra , where there are fair roads.

Never shall I forget the vision of a dusky cyclist who, arrayed in a

cycling suit comprising a brilliant green Norfolk jacket , magenta

knickerbockers and yellow stockings, used to fit about the main

street of Jccra like a kingfisher. So much, in fact, is cycling in

vogue that there is a tax on cycles, and the Police regulations provide

against riding at night-time without a light. These are enforced

against all , irrespective of colour, and on a certain occasion gave rise

to an amusing situation , as the following incident will shew .

It often happens on the West Coast that Englishmen who at

home would be regarded as more or less irresponsible persons are

endowed with judicial authority. One night two such functionaries,

Brown and Jones, were riding home from the club without lights,

and were pounced upon by a zealous policeman. Being cited

to appear before the District Commissioner's Court it was found that

they themselves were the only persons competent to try the case , and

this they proceeded to do. First Brown sat upon Jones and fined

him five shillings, remarking that the offence in question was a

serious one and must be put a stop to . Then Jones sat upon Brown ,

and, observing that such cases were becoming far too common ,

announced his intention of making an example of the prisoner by

fining him ton shillings.

Undoubtedly the life of the West Coaster is not without its

compensations. Altogether he lives a larger life than the pampered

son of civilization ; the sense of responsibility increases in him ; and
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he always has the satisfaction of knowing that he is risking something

for his country. It cannot be said that his pecuniary rewards are

relatively great ; a good man , however, who would be lost in the

crowd at home may find official honours within his reach there, and

in any case he is entitled to the honour and esteem of his fellow

countrymen . G. P. COOPER.

Surveyors' Department.

TELIN

TEELIN POST OFFICE .
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British Central Africa and its

Mail Services

46

HERE ain't no busses running from the Bank to

Mandalay,” nor for that matter will a hansom cab

take you to British Central Africa ; but steamships

going either through the Suez canal or round the Cape

leave fairly frequently for Chinde, at the mouth of the Zambesi-or

rather at one of them . Sternwheeled river steamers take passengers

thence to Chiromo, or leave them stranded on the bank halfway,

waiting for some other form of conveyance, according to the season

of the year and state of the river . From March to August the journey

can usually be made in comparative comfort ; from August to March

one has sometimes to be carried in a hammock for many miles along

the bank from the stranded steamer to the “ port ” !

And having reached " Central Africa , ” one may realize that many

popular conceptions respecting it must be quite put away. The days

of " stewed missionary ” are long past ; and a well ordered community

of traders and planters attends to its daily affairs in much the same

manner as business is transacted at centres reputedly more civilised .

Lions and elephants do not regularly take afternoon tea with the

inhabitants, -in fact, the majority of the European residents have

only met with these beasts at a Zoo ; and it will be found that the

“ deadly malaria ” does not always attack with the haste and virulence

credited to it .

But, although the realities of life in Nyasaland are apt to fall short

of the sometimes rather extravagant expectations of a first visit , there

is much in the country, and in its postal service—which is the theme

proper of this article—that is new and strange. The absence,

hitherto, of a railway, or of any general provision of vehicular

transport has led to the adoption of special modes of conveyance for

man and goods ; and in the case of mails forwarded overland, the

negro has entirely supplied the place of beast or machine.

Dotted over the country, at intervals of twenty miles or so , along

its main roads, are mailmen's resthouses . Here natives wearing the

uniform of the Protectorate Post Office wait to perform allotted tasks ,

which may consist of conveying a mail bag to the next resthouse every

second or third night—the men taking turns and travelling about

eighty miles a week in all , or in dealing with the more irregular mail

E
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from England, for which they may have to wait a week if the steamer

is late. Whichever it be, the mail goes on from resthouse to resthouse ,

night and day, each succeeding gang of men on reaching the hut

which marks the end of their section , handing the bags over to their

fellows in waiting. If it be night they awaken them from their

slumbers, and lie down alongside the fires in the vacated places.

For the local mails passing between the different settlements two

men per section are allowed , whilst the larger mails from countries

oversea may require as many as forty.

Of course this organized system had a beginning. At one time,

the mails were forwarded by day only, and direct from station to

station . A native would be sent off with a bag of correspondence

INWARD) Mall. LEAVING CHIROMO

( Sketched ly permission from a Copyright photograph by C. H. Hughes).

and told to take it to its destination, which might be any distance up

to a hundred miles. He would travel about twenty miles a day for

the longer distances, and perhaps as much as forty miles in twenty-four

hours where this completed the journey ; but in such case he would

as a rule be fit for little the following day. When the method of

conveyance by relays of mailmen travelling mostly at night was first

introduced, old settlers said that the men would be eaten by lions ; and

the men who commenced the new service where accordingly equipped

with lanterns and rifles ; but after a while the lights were given up as

not worth the trouble of carrying ; and , although rifles are sometimes

still taken , it is generally when a wild beast has been visiting the

villages in the district to be traversed . It must not be assumed that

lions are not encountered . Cases have occurred where the mailmen
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have been driven to take refuge in a tree and leave the bags at the

foot to be smelled and pawed and discarded as inedible by

disappointed beasts of prey, and mails have sometimes been delayed

on that account . But there are lions and lions. I know a “ White

Lion ” in a Surrey village , who, to my certain knowledge, has often

delayed the mail . It would be incorrect to suppose , however, that

the native of British Central Africa is a drunkard , or that , when

employed as a mailman , he frequently proves unworthy of his post.

As a matter of fact the mail service is conducted with marvellous

punctuality ; and instances of encounters with the alcoholic lion are

comparatively rare.

Experience shows that, provided a route is well travelled by day, it

is fairly safe to traverse at night; and the mails have been sent by

night for the past five years without any injury to the men employed.

Leopards are more common than lions ; but they are usually more

anxious to steal sheep or other small domestic animals than to

encounter men and women .

As a rule the native mailmen are wonderfully faithful and

trustworthy. Careful record is kept of the men engaged, even to the

marks or scars upon their bodies ; but only one case is known where a

carrier made off with the bag entrusted to him . They stick to the

bags too under circumstances of considerable danger. Man and mail

have sometimes been carried away together when crossing a stream in

flood ; but the only case in which a mail was lost was where the

mailman had both bag and rifle, and being unable to retain his hold

of both , held to the latter as being to his mind the most important.

This system of conveyance of mails by relays of carriers is an

essential feature of the postal communication of the Colony. Nearly

all local mails are conveyed by night in this manner ; and letters

posted one evening are delivered the next morning at stations forty

miles away.

It is recorded of the British Central Africa mailmen that they

once went on strike. The men employed at a certain Post Office

presented themselves en masse to the Postmaster one morning, and

said they were going away to their villages. Asked why, they expressed

dissatisfaction at receiving less pay than the mailmen employed at an

Office some forty miles away. Six shillings a month was not enough

for them , they said , as their fellows were paid eight. The matter was

“righted” by a reduction of the higher scale ; and the original

malcontents showed a fine disregard of the ethics of striking by
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proving themselves very ready “ blacklegs ” when the men at the

second Office were inclined to resent the diminution of pay.

The calling of mailman is rather a popular one with Nyasaland

natives. The post is fairly well paid as native pay goes ; and , in this

regard, it is to be remembered that natives do not, as a rule, work for

Europeans in order to obtain food — that they get from their gardens

but in order to obtain money to buy clothing for themselves and their

wives . They have, further, the advantage that, in order to cover their

eighty miles or so per week , they have only to perform some four or

five journeys , and thus , compared with natives engaged in other

spheres of labour, they have abundant leisure.

In addition to the mailmen, there are a fair number of natives

NATIVE INDOOR POSTAL ASSISTANTS, BLANTYRE.

engaged as indoor assistants. These can in most instances read and

write, and sometimes speak English. They are often capable of

sorting the letters and making up the mails, but are not as a rule

allowed to do this without the supervision either of an Indian Clerk

or of the Postmaster. The above illustration shows three of them

one with his wife and child . The introduction of chairs , upon one of

which the lady is sitting , marks a stage in the growth of civilisation ---

the mailmen squat on the ground .

The correspondence conveyed in the Mails of Nyasaland is for the

most part posted by the European settlers ; but there is a fairly large

native correspondence also. At one time the native did not make

use of the post office, or, if he did so, did it in an irregular way by

getting the mailmen to carry letters unofficially. Even now it is often
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found that a letter sent by a native in one village to a friend in

another contains enclosures from almost every person in the

community who can write, and , indeed , from some who cannot-a

sort of village secretary filling the breach where necessary.

Comparatively few of the natives can read and write at present.

Somewrite in Suahili , but the majority in their own language, using

European characters. The mailmen as a rule cannot read or write ;

and sometimes this leads to complications, as, for example, where a

mail has to be passed on to a “ relay ” at a resthouse remote from

European supervision , and the arriving mailmen are late The men

who are to take the bags on to their destination know full well that

unless they can make up the time there will be trouble when they

arrive ; and formerly it was the practice to insist on the dilinquents

going through to the end of the journey-another twenty miles or so

to admit and explain their fault . As this arrangement, although

calculated to ensure punctuality, was apt to delay the return mail, it

was explained that the uniforms, which are numbered, would do as

well ; and the clothing is now taken instead of the men . That is to

say, the late arrival has to surrender his uniform jacket, which is taken

through to the next post office in order that a note may be made of

the number, and the matter “ suitably noticed . ” For the addresses of

the bags too , special provision has to be made ; and coloured labels ,

or brass tablets of different shapes and design, serve to indicate to the

untutored savage the particular destination for which the bag entrusted

to him for conveyance is intended .

The relations between the Postmaster and his staff in Central

Africa frequently assume a more personal character than is generally

the case in England ; and all sorts of petty and private matters are

brought to him for decision. Does a mailman fall out with one of his

wives and the lady seek another spouse, or the opposite happen and

the mailman be the Don Juan of the piece — a by no means uncommon

occurrence — the resultant trouble is usually brought in the first

instance to his master. In case of death in his family also he almost

invariably comes to ask for an advance of pay to buy calico for a

winding sheet , a request that is never refused. The writer was once

visiting a small Administrative Station (and post office) where there

was temporarily only an “ educated ” native in charge. He had, it

transpired, been adjudicating in native disputes ; for he had made the

following note regarding the matter of an elopement which had been

brought before him , — " Njokomera take Massie daughter of

Chokabwino to wife without pay for her. Now this Court sentence
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Njokomera to pay Chokabwino one cow. Cow paid - case dismissed.

Japeth ."

In addition to the overland services by relays of natives, mails are

conveyed by steamers on the Zambesi and Shire rivers and on lake

Nyasa. They are small screw steamers carrying a few passengers, and

make the passage round the lake every now and again as occasion

PROTECTORATE GUNBOAT AND MAIL STEAMSHIP “ Dove . "

requires. Gunboats were placed on the lake when its coasts were the

headquarters of slavers, and slave dhows used to carry living cargoes

between its shores . Times, however, have changed ; and , instead of

criticising the " inactivity of the Nyasa Gunboats” in the matter of

slavery suppression , the Missionaries around the shores of the lake

are now apt to grumble that these vessels are not used to bring their

mails so frequently as they would wish .

J. GOSLING
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Robbing the Bristol Mail. - 11.
HE person who committed this robbery is supposed to

have had an accomplice, as two persons passed the

Postboy on Cranford Bridge on Horseback, prior to

the Robbery, one of whom he thinks was the robber ;

but, it being so extremely dark, he is not able to give any description

of their persons.

“ Whoever shall apprehend and convict, or cause to beapprehended

and convicted , the person who committed this Robbery will be entitled

to a reward of TWO HUNDRED POUNDS, over and above the

Reward given by Act of Parliament for apprehending Highwaymen ;

or if any person, whether an Accomplice in the Robbery or knoweth

thereof, shall make Discovery whereby the Person who committed the

same may be apprehended and brought to Justice, such Discoverer

will upon conviction of the party be entitled to the Same Reward of

TWO HUNDRED POUNDS and will also receive his Majesty's

most gracious Pardon .

“ By Command of the Postmaster-General,

“ ANTH . TODD , Sec.”

The robbery, which was graphically described by Mr. G. Hendy of

St. Martin's -le -Grand in the 1901 Christmas Number of The Road,

does not appear to have been a very daring one as regards the act

itself ; but it was so as to its consequences.

There was no mail coach- : 10 driver in scarlet — no mail guard

no passengers, but only a ramshackle iron mail cart—a " postboy ” as

driver and carrying no arms.

What a contrast is this old mail cart with a single horse , carrying

the mails for all the places mentioned in the Notice , to the splendidly

appointed four horse -mail coaches of a period thirty years later on ,

or to the present time, when on the Great Western Railway one

whole train is used to carry only a moiety of the King's mail to Bristol

and the West !

No wonder that the postboy fell an easy victim to the highwaymen ,

who bound him and threw him into an out-of-the -way field . The

desperadoes proved to be two brothers, young men of the name of

Weston .

The Westons, after the robbery, went up and down the country on

the North Road very rapidly, in order to get rid of the £ 10,000 to

£15,000 worth of bank notes and bills which they plundered from

the mails, The Bow Street runners were on their track from the

first ; and the chase continued from London to Carlisle and back.
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The vagabonds were not, however, captured ; and the Notice was

exhibited all over the country with the addition of the description of

the men wanted by the thief-catchers.

In 1782 , the brothers were tried for another offence and acquitted ;

but they were arrested at once for the robbery of the Bristol mail and

committed to Newgate. On trial they were found guilty, and paid

the penalty of death by hanging at Tyburn, on the 3rd September,

1782.

In later years the death penalty for robbing the mails was

abolished ; and at least one old sinner who robbed the Bristol mail

eventually did remarkably well through having committed that dire

offence against the laws, and by having been transported to the

antipodes at his country's expense.

His career was furnished to me by Mr. R. C. Newick of Cloudshill,

St. George , by means of the following extract from a work published

in 1853 , Adventures in Australia, '52 -'53, by Rev. Berkeley Jones,

M.A., late Curate of Belgrave Chapel (Bentley, London , 1853) :

“ If
you turn into any of the auction rooms in Sydney the day after

the gold escort comes in you may see and , if you can , buy, pretty

yellow looking lumps from about the size of a pin's head to a horse

bean , or, if you prefer it , a flat piece about the size of a small dessert

plate . One of the greatest buyers is an old pardoned convict of the

name of William ,' or, as he is there more commonly called ,

• Bill ' Nash, who robbed the Bristol mail, of which he was the

guard . His wife followed him - as some say, with the booty - and

set up a fine shop in Pitt Street in the haberdashery line. Under the

old system he was assigned to her as a servant. Her own husband

her domestic ! What a burlesque on transportation as a punishment !

He is very unpopular with the old hands, as he returned to England

and offered an intentional affront to Queen Victoria , when driving in

the park, by drawing his horses across the road as her equipage was

driving by. He cut a great dash in the Regent's Park, and was

known as the ' flash , returned convict . ' We stood by him at

Messrs . Cohen's auction room when the gold fraud ( planting on the

gold buyers nuggets made in Birmingham ) was discussed . He

addressed us , and we cannot add that he prepossessed us much in

his favour. He looks what he is and has been . In a little cupboard

looking shop in King Street he may be seen in shirt sleeves spreading

a tray full of sovereigns in the shop front and heaping up bank-notes

as a border to them , inviting anyone to sell their gold to him . We

believe he is now amongst the wealthiest men of New South Wales ."

By the year 1830 the terror inspired by highwaymen had no
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doubt diminished ; but the coach proprietors thought it prudent to

guard themselves against loss , and so they put increased charges on

the articles of value they had to carry. On the ist September, 1830 ,

a coaching notice of about 1,000 words , based on an Act of

Parliament , was put forth by Moses Pickwick and Company from

the White Hart, Bath. A copy of this notice on a large screen was

exhibited recently at the Dickens' celebration at Bath .

The notice, in legal or other jargon , announced the increased

rate of charge for commission by mail or stage coach of articles of

value. Put into plain form the increased rates of charge were as

follows, viz . :

Additional charge for parcel or package over £10 in value.- .

For every pound, or for the value of every pound contained in such

parcel or package over and above the ordinary rate of carriage, not

exceeding 100 miles id . , 100 to 150 miles işd . , 150 to 200 miles 2d . ,

200 to 250 miles 2d ., exceeding 250 miles 3d .

Joseph Tippett, a postman of the olden time, when going up

Stowey Hill on his way from Clutton to Olddown Inn , was

attacked and nearly killed, but he managed to retain his mail . The

assailants were discovered , tried , and transported for life.

The late Mr. Moses Nobbs , the last of the mail coach guards,

in his reminiscences told the following story of an attempted

robbery of the old Bristol and Portsmouth mail coach :

“ It was in the year 1836 , when I was travelling on the Bristol

and Portsmouth mail, one night, between Bath and Warminister,

two men jumped out of the hedge ; one caught hold of the

leaders, and the other the wheelers, and tried to stop the coach.

My coachman immediately whipped up the horses and called out

to me saying, “ Look out ! we are going to be robbed .' I took

the blunderbuss out of the arms case ( which was a box just in

front of the guard's seat) , but as I did so I saw the fellows

making towards the hedge, and then lost sight of them altogether.

“ So to let them know that I was prepared I fired off into the

hedge. I don't know whether I hit them , I heard no cries or

groans, but I do know that the recoil of the blunderbuss nearly

knocked me off my seat into the road . I have had many hard

knocks in my time, but that blunderbuss kicked like a mule. No

doubt it had been loaded to the muzzle by the man who attended

to the weapons - such, indeed , was the usual practice.”

After the disappearance of the mail carts driven by postboys, and

of the mail coaches, robberies did not entirely cease . In 1849 a

great mail robbery took place in a railway train , in which Bristol
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played a part . The robbers, who booked from Starcross station on

the ist January, left a compartment of the up West night mail train ,

crept along the ledge, only ii inch wide , to the mail-brake at the

rear of the post office sorting carriage, and effected an entrance ,

having previously possessed themselves of a key of the lock.

Having rifled the mail bags they crawled back to their compartment,

and alighted from the train at the Bristol station , giving up their

tickets to the Great Western Railway policeman . Not contented

with robbing the up mail, they got into the night mail train for the

West, which left Bristol at 1.15 a.m., and actually had the daring to

pursue the same tactics with regard to the mail bags in the locked

brake. This further audacity brought about their capture ; for the

news of the robbery of the up mail reached the ears of the officers at

Bristol who were in the down mail, and so they were on the alert.

On arrival , therefore, at Bridgwater the second robbery was at once

detected , all exit from the station was stopped, and the train

searched . Two men were discovered in a first - class compartment

near the travelling post office, and registered letters and money

letters were found upon them . In addition to the letters, masks ,

and false moustache found, a woolstapler's hook , which it is supposed

was used by the thieves to hang on to the tender when leaving the

first -class carriage, was also discovered . One of the registered letters

stolen , it was stated , contained £4,000 .

The robbers turned out to be Henry Poole, a discharged Great

Western guard, and Edward Nightingale, a London horse dealer.

They were tried , convicted and sentenced by the judge, Lord

Denman , to 15 years' transportation .

Bristol. R. C. TOMBS.

GREAT WESTERN RULWAY TRAIN , 1840.
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A Photographic Holiday.

A

GENEROUS Department had allotted me a half holiday

on the approaching New Year's day ; and I promised

myself the long desired pleasure of an excursion into the

wilds of the neighbouring country with the camera which

my mother had lately bought. I had read much about lighting ,

-choice of subjects, backgrounds and foregrounds , and felt anxious to

put a little of the theory into practice .

The rainfall of the last two weeks of the year was a record ; and

I began to give up all hopes of a holiday outing. The first day of

the year, however, dawned clear and sunny, and my party set forth ,

J3

a gay procession — my mother followed by a diminutive native with the

camera , my little sister, bearing the collapsible tripod, and myself.

Two scantily clothed kaffir children , whose sole motive was curiosity ,

brought up the rear.

For the first mile our road led over the ridge ; and we began to

think that the late rains had rather improved matters , by giving a

delightful freshness to the air . Then we descended to the valley

beyond . On the further hill stood the first of the kraals we meant to

visit ; and between us and them there ran what, in dry seasons, was a

small trickling streamı, now a river two yards across in the narrowest

place , and , moreover, flowing through a small ocean of muddy swamp.

On a grassy bank, comparatively dry, we sat down in a row and viewed

the scene, speculating on the bearing qualities of the mud and the

depth of the coffee-coloured water in the middle. But we were not
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going to give up at this stage of the proceedings, and picking up our

belongings we started off, each choosing the way that seemed right in

his own eyes, and met on the opposite bank triumphant but muddy.

In half an hour we had arrived at the first kraal, the population of

which consisted mainly of a swarm of half-dressed children , who, at

our approach , hastened to attire themselves in the not over clean

dresses which they wore when attending the mission services in the

village ; and they were rather annoyed to find that the only persons in

whom we expressed any interest were a “ red ” (i.e. , heathen) woman

wrapped in a blanket, and a small boy clothed in a goatskin .

We began operations by borrowing a basket and a three legged

pot . The latter I gently placed beside a sleeping dog , and requested

the woman to put down her baby, take the basket and come to be

photographed. After a long and trying argument and the promise of

a tickey ( threepence) she consented. The small boy, however, had

civilized ideas as to what was the proper dress in which to be

photographed , and speedily arrayed himself in a red waistcoat several

sizes too large for him . When asked to resume the goat-skin , he

pulled a small blanket round him and walked sulkily away. This

was too much for my patience, and, seeing in the near distance a

native youth whom I knew by sight, I called him to help , - “ Joel, I

want that boy in my picture ; but he must wear the skin , not those

clothes. " Joel turned swiftly, captured the boy, and arrayed him in

the despised skin . The woman had now grown tired of waiting, and

taking the basket off her head, said “ I'm tired , I have done now , give

me my tickey." " Just a little longer," I pleaded, replacing the basket

and rescuing the pot, with which the baby was making off. The baby

set up a howl; and our model, by this time in a very bad temper,

started off to comfort it . She was persuaded to stand for another

half minute ; but the boy moved ; and the basket was blown over in

a sudden gust of wind. In despair we took up our apparatus and

departed in search of a fresh subject.

After much wandering we found a kraal where dwelt a good

natured woman and a boy who would dress as required. But a

difficulty arose . The woman declined to pose on the spot which we,

after careful consideration of our photographic manual, had fixed upon

as possessing all the elements of a good picture. This place was near

the cattle enclosure, which our subject , being a woman, was not

allowed by Kaffir custom to approach for fear of bringing bad luck to

the cattle . A long discussion ensued ; and we ultimately moved to

another spot where everything was arranged to our satisfaction, and
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plates duly exposed. We then tramped the long two miles home

without any further adventures , and with much trepidation send to the

readers of St. Martin's -le -Grand , copies of our first efforts in the

black art.

Bizana, Cape Colony. E. H. SPRIGG .

13 . alvor

انا
yin .
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The King's ENGLISH AND HOW TO WRITE IT. By John Bygott,

master at Pitman's Metropolitan School, London, and A. J.

Lawford Jones of H. M. Civil Service, London . Jarrold & Sons,

10 and 11 , Warwick Lane, E.C. 1/6 nett.

The fact that a King now occupies the British throne, has rendered it

possible for the authors of this work to select for their title one which

only differs in form from that of the celebrated book published by the

late Dean Alford in the year 1864. “ The Queen's English ," written

by the Dean, produced some very sharp criticism , including a volume

which was sarcastically entitled " The Dean's English ,” and with this

historical fact doubtless in their minds, we can only say that Messrs.

Bygott and Lawford Jones are bold men . Indeed we believe the

orthodox way to review a work of this sort is to compile a list of

solecisms, of which the authors have themselves been guilty in their

efforts to instruct others. Very few are the books published which do

not give a chance of this sort to the petty minded reviewer, but to us

the method savours too much of the argument tu quoque, and may be

continued indefinitely. We say at once that the book is an extremely

useful one and will be especially valuable to students for the Civil

Service, Armyand Navy, London University, Society of Arts, Chamber

of Commerce and Board of Education examinations. A large portion

of the space is devoted to “ Indexing and Précis Writing , ” for which

Mr. Lawford Jones is especially responsible. We like the simple

direct way in which the student is appealed to : he is not confused by

a variety of petty rules and exceptions, but he is told briefly, and to

the point, what he had better do if he wants to be able to write

English . He is made familiar with the general principles underlying

the subject. If he wants to develop a style—well , he must be an

omniverous reader of good styles : there is scarcely a writer of any

reputation who has not reached his position by this road . Grammar

can be taught out of text books, but it is learnt best by talking with
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persons who speak grammatically, and by reading books by good

authors . Ten pages only of the work before us are devoted to

grammar pure and simple, and we are glad to see that the mere

teaching of it is evidently considered by the authors to be of small

value in comparison with the acquirement of other qualities. For it

is an insult to the King to imagine that His English should place

mere grammatical accuracy above “ style and matter . " We might

indeed paraphrase a well known text and say “ Seek ye first matter and

style, and grammar shall be added unto you.” Many schools and

tutors invert the order of this precept, and so it happens, as our authors

point out, that " University men of the highest distinction often find

themselves utterly bewildered when called upon to write an English

essay." We recommend the book even to the writers of “ usual

letters" : it might prevent them saying in effect in their letters , as

so many do, “ I am directed by the Postmaster General to perpetrate

a solecism .” We have not often met with a more helpful, fresh , and

clearly arranged manual.

SHAKESPEARE'S HOMELAND . By W. Salt Brassington, F.S.A. With

over 70 illustrations by Henry J. Howard and Sidney Heath .

London, J. M. Dent & Co.

Of the making of books on Shakespeare's country there is no end ,

and the fact that the pilgrims to Stratford -on -Avon increase in numbers

every year, seems to show that there is a steady demand for literature

of the kind . We might have expected that one effect of the

Baconian controversy would have been to divert a number of the

pilgrims to St. Albans, but there is no evidence at present of any such

change . We have heard it stated though , that one of the first

questions which is asked by many visitors to Stratford -on -Avon, is

“ Where does Miss Marie Corelli live ? ” and perhaps if Mr. Hall Caine

could be induced to live in St. Albans there might arise a boom in

that place also . We observe that neither Mr. Brassington nor his

artists cater for the Corelli pilgrims, and though the omission may be

grateful to Shakespearean students it may possibly diminish the value

of the book , the aim of which , according to the preface , is to be

“ interesting and useful to manyvisitors to the district. ” The letterpress

is readable and exhaustive, but our interest in the volume lies chiefly

in the fact that Mr. Henry J. Howard, of the Secretary's Office, who

has already done such excellent work in the pages of St. Martin's-le

Grand, has contributed a great number of the sketches. He is

particularly successfulin architecture and his “ interiors ” are delightful.
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His delicate touch brings out to the best advantage the suggestiveness

underlying all Gothic architecture , but while the same delicacy is to

be observed in his treatment of landscape, he strikes us sometimes as

too faithful in detail. He is struck by the prettiness of the scene ; he

has not discovered " the spirit of place.” His interior of the Church

is especially fine, so are the rooms in Shakespeare's house, and little

sketches such as the Manor House, Sulgrave. Mr. Heath's work in

the same volume is very unequal in quality : his is a broader style than

Mr. Howard's , and he is frequently rather hard and wanting in finish .

But his best is very good . The least successful, however, of Mr.

Howard's sketches , from the point of view of art, is the work of a

man whose technique is always on a high level of excellence.

THE A B C OF STAMP COLLECTING, by Fred . J. Melville, President

of the Junior Philatelic Society of London . Henry J. Drane,

Salisbury House, Salisbury Square, E.C. Price is.

The title of this little work explains its object , and will claim for

it the attention of the ever-increasing army of stamp collectors .

Merely to give the names of some of the chapters is sufficient to

indicate the scope of the author. “ Concerning Hobby Horses ”

“ The Story of the Stamp ” ; “ The Romance of Stamp Collecting

“ How Postage Stamps are Made ” ; Stamps of Great Price ” ;

Forgeries and · Fakes ' " ; “ Portraiture on Postage Stamps " ;

“ Philately and the Fine Arts." The book is illustrated by plates

showing genuine as well as unauthorised and bogus issues, and there

is a most useful list of books which come under the title of general

philatelic literature. The most talked -about stamp collection is that

of the Prince of Wales, but the greatest collection in the world is that

of Herr Philip von Ferrary. Mr. Gladstone is reported to have said

that stampcollecting was the most harmless and the most inexplicable

of hobbies ; but this may be said of many pursuits which are resorted

to by poor bored man when he wants to change the subject.” Mr.

Gladstone, for instance, used to count the 'busses on his way from the

House of Commons to his home, and does not Mr. Chamberlain

collect orchids ? Anyhow , for the particular hobby of stamp collect

ing, this book will be found indispensable to the beginner.

THE NEW ZEALAND OFFICIAL YEAR -Book , 1902. Prepared under

instructions from the Right Hon . R. J. Seddon , Premier, P. C.,

by E. J. von Dadelszen , Registrar-General. Wellington : John

Mackay, Government Printer. London : Eyre and Spottiswoode .

Our valued friend and contributor, Mr. W. H. Ferens, of Dunedin ,
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New Zealand, has brought this volume under our notice, and we have

found it extremely interesting. Most works of the kind are un

readable to the average man or woman , because the major portion

of their contents is composed of tables of figures and comparative

estimates of exports and imports . But here is an admirable history

of the Colony, and readable accounts of the various industries and

trades, as well as the figures relating thereto. There are chapters

on “ The Land System of New Zealand ," " Agriculture in New

Zealand,” the “ Rotura District,” where there are thermal springs and

a Sanatorium , and excellent illustrations accompany all the articles .

To all intending emigrants the book will be most useful , while

those who are interested in the question of fiscal reform , in relation

to our Colonies, will find here abundant material for thought and

argument. It is interesting to observe that while in 189

was an excess of bachelors over spinsters in New Zealand amounting

to 3,497 , in 1901 there was an excess of spinsters over bachelors

amounting to 3,752 . The marriage rate has , however, increased

during the same period from 6'04 to 7.83 . A man may marry

his deceased wife's sister, and in the matter of divorce the two sexes

are placed on an equality . And old age pensions are a reality

in New Zealand. Why remain in the Old Country ?

-
-

F
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On the Sick List .

INCE the last number of St. Martin's -le -Grand was published

I have gone through what is for me an unusual experience . I

have spent eight days in bed , and I do not think I have done this

since I had scarlet fever when a boy. A kind friend wrote me a letter

of sympathy when my illness was at its worst , and he said, “ Never mind ;

it will be good copy." I thought at the time that this form of

condolence was misplaced — one of the things which vanishes first on

a bed of sickness is the ability to enjoy a joke aimed at your expense

-but I suppose my friend knew me, and correctly diagnosed a

portion , at any rate, of the contents of the next number of the

Magazine. Now, although , as I have said , it is a long time since
I spent eight days in bed, I have sometimes been on what is called

the sick list . That is to say, I have been ill for two or three

days, and have perhaps spent a portion of the time in bed . I

remember one day when I felt very poorly and stayed away from the

office. The second day was a Sunday, and I was a wee bit better .

On the Monday I was considerably better, but quite unfit to return to

work . So in order to comply with official regulations , I sent for the

He arrived , examined me thoroughly, then pulled a grave

face, and said , “ I am afraid I have been called in too late ! ”

Angelina gave a look of horror, and I said heroically, “ Let me know

the worst . Is it lungs, heart or kidneys ? ” He replied gravely,

“ Not one of the three , but my profession is to heal the sick. If you

had sent for me on Saturday I might have cured you in the proper

professional way ; the whole thing has now been bungled ; you are

practically well . These sudden recoveries are most unprofessional,

and bear the mark of the amateur. " This time I sent for the doctor

sooner, and he proceeded to heal me by telling me I must remain in

bed until he had reduced my temperature. He was anxious to know

if there were any contributory cause for my illness, and hinted to

Angelina that I must have neglected myself, and that I ought to

have laid up sooner. When he had gone, Angelina, deeply impressed

with what he had said , sat down beside me, and preached a long

sermon full of bitter reproaches. But it is a mistake to upbraid

a sick man : for one thing it is too late, and for another it only raises
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his temperature. As soon as she had finished , I said to her, “ Fetch

me the Book of Job .” And when she had brought it unto me I read

out to her the description of the visit , to the patriarch, of Eliphaz the

Temanite, Bildad the Shuhite, and Zophar the Naamathite, for the

purpose of mourning with him and comforting him . I laid special

emphasis on the text : - “ So they sat down with him upon the ground

seven days and seven nights, and none spake a word unto him ; for

they saw that his grief was very great.” Ido not know in the whole

realm of literature a finer lesson for those who wish to minister

to suffering humanity : when sorrow or sickness is at its worst the

silent sympathy of friends is often the best medicine. The com

munication of sympathy is not dependent on words ; indeed it has

little need for them . Angelina said she would postpone the con

tinuation of the lecture for eight days and eight nights, and I am

sure her ready adoption of the plan of Job's friends was part of

my cure, for on the eighth day my temperature was normal , and like

Job I could then argue with some spirit . Angelina, with abundant

justification, rather fancies herself as a nurse. Sometimes she is

perhaps too eager to adopt the new methods of medical science . She

is a great believer in the Fresh Air Treatment , and one night she

opened both the French windows in our room while I was asleep.

She then went to sleep herself , and was , of course, unconscious of the

gale which subsequently sprang up and of the head wind which

played gaily upon my bed during the night. Somehow or other I

was not so well the next day, and I sneezed and coughed inordinately.

She seemed annoyed, and said I was not being ill according to the

regulations, for her medical primer showed that in the morning the

patient would be as bright as a button after such treatment. But

I was loyal to her ; I did not tell the doctor of the channel passage
of

which I had dreamed during the night, and he modestly said my

relapse was probably due to his medicine, which he promptly changed.

But when Angelina was showing him out of the flat I took the

opportunity to hide the medical primer under the mattress.

I have always been addicted to reading in bed ; in the summer

months I used as a bachelor to pull up the blinds before retiring to

rest , so that I might wake up early and study. But when your

temperature is high , and you have a chronic headache, you cannot read ;

you can only lie uneasily on your bed and think of your sins. You fall

asleep constantly, but only to dream horrors. You follow or attempt

to trace the pattern on your wall-paper and are half maddened by its

suggestions of infinity. In more lucid moments you try to think out

articles , but your thoughts get hopelessly tangled, and you find

yourself repeating some wretched doggerel you have heard in a music

hall . You ask Angelina to read to you , but even her soft and insinuating

voice does not make Tennyson otherwise than a meaningless jingle

and Browning a torture to you .
Your love of the beautiful has gone

with your sense of humour ; your sense for language is dispro

portioned ; you seem to have no use for any parts of speech except

interjections. And then the dreams I had ! I dreamt of my work at
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the Post Office, that the Postmaster -General had suddenly decided

to stoppayment of all Savings Bank moneys, and that I was deputed
to deal with the nine million depositors. I could see all the

telegrams and letters of complaint on my desk ; at times they seemed

to fill the bedroom , and were lying round my head on my pillow .

Yet the strange thing was that what was disturbing me chiefly, and

was causing me acute agony, was the thought that I had not signed

on and could not find the aitendance book .

It is a common experience, I believe, that during illness the

character of a man or woman is transformed. The patient man

becomes impatient: the impatient man is tractable and obedient. I

once asked Angelina if she could remember any special day in the

early time of our friendship when she began really to like me. And

she answered “ Yes, there was one Sunday in particular which I

remember, when you were unusually nice ; you were modest and

gentle , and quiet ; you did not argue, and you gave in on every

point. You were silent for long periods together, and you seemed to

be so full of sympathy and affection . ” I , too, remembered that day

because I was feeling so very ill all the time, and quite unfit , in my

own eyes , to be fit companion for either man or beast . Angelina

says she has been reminded, during my illness, of that Sunday,

because all the conditions have been repeated, and the fact that this

time the transformation lasted eight days instead of one day, has given

quite a fresh life to her affection for me. The doctor asked her one

day, “ Does he do what you tell him ” ? She replied with infinite

pathos in the tone of her voice , “ Just now he does.” And the wicked

doctor winked at his patient.

I do not say that I have been very ill — that would be a ridiculous

exaggeration of my little sickness — but I have been sufficiently so to

understand the feeling that I have heard other patients confess to

with regard to death . When I am in my usual health the thought of

death seems horrible ; I want to live ; I feel as if I would fight for my

life even if I were in extremis. And then there comes a time when

the pulse is low and the body infinitely weary, and you don't seem to

care or to mind what happens. There is no fight in you , and every

thing seemson a lower range of expectation and appreciation . The

sounds of movement that come to you from the outside world call

forth no response in you : they suggest activity, and your only desire

is rest and sleep. Is it not the experience of many of my readers

when they lie on a bed of sickness to say with Keats ?

“ for many a time

I have been half in love with easeful Death ,

Called him soft names in many a mused rhyme,

To take into the air my quiet breath."

Convalescence comes , however, and with it the old desire to live, but

sickness is to many men a great gain , for never again will they be

haunted with the idea that the mere act of dying is a terrible thing.

They have learnt from experience that death comes to most people

when they are ready for it, and the chamber of death is more often

than not a lethal one.
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I was once kept a prisoner to the house with inflammation of the

eyes , but on a sunny day the doctor suggested that I should take a

short walk on a heath near which I then lived . After the long con

finement I went out well wrapped up, but feeling, and, I suppose,

looking very low and depressed . I had not gone far before a man

caught me up, looked into my face and said , “ Young man, are

you ready to die ” ? I startled him by shouting, “ Great heavens !

do I look as bad as that ” ? then turning my back on him I fled to

my room as fast as I could move . I was evidently not ready, ” and

the man must have been satisfied with his morning's work. Now, if I

had been in good health I should have had an argument with him .

The time to enjoy illness as well as Christmas is childhood . I

remember going to see a friend who had two little girls , one of whom

was ill in bed . I was taken up to see the invalid, and before I had

time to condole with her, I heard a little voice exclaiming in delighted

tones : “ I'm very ill." How her eyes sparkled ! All my sympathy

was indeed demanded by her small sister who sat on a chair

in a corner of the room , sobbing her heart out because she was not

ill . I recall too among the pleasantest experiences of mylife a rather

severe attack of measles I suffered from when I was at boarding

school . Several of my school-fellows were ill with me, and we were all

together in a long dormitory. The days of our convalescence were

indeed heavenly to my childish imagination. All the other boys had

friends or relations who came to see them bringing presents in their

hands , but my connections lived too far away to come, and I had

no friends in the neighbourhood. So the kind nurse always pointed

me out to every visitor as the poor boy who had no friends , and the

result was I had about six times the amount of sympathy and

presents that any other boy enjoyed . I almost dreaded in my

happiness that some misguided relation might appear one day and

spoil my fortune.

But even in childhood it was the period of convalescence which one

enjoyed so much and not the actual illness which is a cause of rebel

liousness and bitter reproaches against God and man in the heart of a

child. But the sense of returning life, of ease after pain , is there any

enjoyment in existence comparable to these ? With some people the

excitement of getting better is intensified if they feel that in so doing

they are spiting the doctor. The desire to prove the doctor wrong is

so keen with such persons that marvellous recoveries can be attributed

to this cause alone. My father had in his employment a gardener,

the ruling passion of whose life was opposition to the reasonable and

probable. He had one year a serious illness ; the parish doctor gave

him up ; it was only a matter of time the doctor said , the man could

never get up again . But this verdict acted like a tonic on the

gardener. As the doctor left him to his fate, telling him kindly to

make his peace with God , the man hurled his parting shot, “ Man

proposes, God disposes,” and by an effort of his strong will - cussed

ness his neighbours called it,-he set about proving the truth of his
words. He took a perfectly fiendish delight in getting well again .
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His conceit became so unbearable, and his repetition of his victory so

wearisome, that in the end his nearest and dearest wished him some

times in the churchyard .

But as usual I am wandering and I have forgotten that I am only

convalescent. It is worth while to have been ill to feel alive again , to

feel as only the healthy man can “ la joie de vivre .” The doctor said to

me, “ You seem to have marvellous recuperative powers,” when, after

having told me for my first outing to take only a short walk in Batter

sea Park , I had to inform him that I had been as far as the West End

to buy Angelina a hat. I think he is right . Every day as I leave the

office I light a cigarette, and before the smoke is finished I have

forgotten all my day's troubles, and I am enjoying the things of the

moment. On days when the conditions have been volcanic I indulge in

a cigar, and perhaps a drink, recognising the slight additional strain that

has to be surmounted , but the result is the same. Long before I have

reached my own door I am in another world -- let me say, the real

world , and I would not exchange my lot with that of kings. There

are humours in every situation in life which relieve the tension on

the mind , and the remembrance of them provokes more smiles than

tears. I said , last January, in “ After Office Hours," that nothing in

the wide world matters except temperament and character. This

year, however, I must modify the statement, for in my present mood

nothing matters except health . E. B.

BATTERSEA REACII.
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The Cash on Delivery System .

E presented to our readers the case for “ C.O.D. ” some years

) in
establishment of the system in this country has waned. A few

months ago , however - we are inclined to believe through the

repeated reproaches levelled at us by Lord Cromer in his reports

on Egypt , its trade and progress - the Press in this country took up

the matter of educating public opinion to the advantages to be

derived from the arrangement, not only in connection with the home

but also the foreign and colonial trade. The Post Office regards the

matter with a favourable eye ; in fact the curious spectacle is pre

sented of our great Department fretting with impatience because the

public cannot make up its mind that it wants the Government to

meddle with the matter at all . The fact is , the dwellers in our great

cities, and , we believe, the rural districts also, are practically already

afforded the facilities of the system by their tradesmen , and conse

quently are indifferent as to the outcome of the present agitation,

But we are convinced that the attitude as between the merchants here

and the public in the British Possessions and some foreign countries

is far from being one of indifference ; and we are at one with Lord

Cromer in thinking that by neglecting to become parties to the Cash

on Delivery arrangement we are losing valuable trade.

Mr. Austen Chamberlain in a speech made to a deputation which

recently waited on him declared himself in favour of the system ; and

Lord Stanley has quite lately endorsed his predecessor's views.

WE

Postal Union Monument.

E alluded fully at page 76 of Vol. XIII . to the competition

which had been arranged for the erection of a monument

in commemoration of the foundation of the Universal Postal Union .

We now learn from L'Union Postale that the jury appointed to

examine the models submitted met in Berne on the 23rd September,

1903 , under the presidency of Professor Bluntschli. It had to

pronounce an opinion on 120 models. After much deliberation , six

models bearing the following numbers and mottoes were retained :

9 ( Progrès ), 12 (Plus vite ), 16 ( In signo Pacis), 39 ( Viribus

unitis ), 47 (Grande, encore plus grande ), 94 ( Weltall ). These

models were ultimately classed as follows : First, No. 39 : Second,

No. 16 ; third , No. 9 ; fourth , No. 12 . Numbers 47 and 94 failed

to obtain a majority on the first vote.

The jury has decided to award a prize of 3,000 francs to cach of

first four models. It is of opinion that the two others also deserve to
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be rewarded , and a prize of 1,500 francs has beeh awarded to each.
The authors of these models are :

No. 39 , Mr. E. Hundrieser of Charlottenburg ; No. 16 , Mr.

Georges Morin of Berlin ; No. 9 , Messrs . Ernest Dubois and René

Patouillard of Paris ; No. 12 , Mr. René de St.-Marceaux of Paris ;

No. 47 , Mr. Giuseppe Chiattone of Lugano ; No. 94 , Messrs . Ignatius

Taschner of Breslau, and A. Heer of Munich .

It was unanimously agreed that none of the models fully answers

the conditions of the programme. If some of them attract attention

by a certain majesty of contour and general symmetry, the idea to be

represented is nevertheless not sufficiently clearly expressed. Others,

although satisfactory with respect to allegory, are deficient in

ornamental composition. Finally, the materials proposed do not

on the whole offer the necessary guarantee with respect to durability.

The outcome of the matter is that a limited competition is to be

opened between the above-named six artists , who are to deposit fresh
models in the Federal Palace, Berne, by the ist August, 1904.

Telephone versus Telegraph.

N important change of great public interest, says the Birmingham

Mail, is now taking place in certain rural post offices in the

displacement of the A.B.C. and single needle telegraph instruments

by the telephone. The work , however, is one which cannot be carried

out in its entirety at once . It must necessarily be a work of evolution

rather than revolution . There is also another aspect of the question ,

and that is the financial one, to be considered. An ordinary galvanised

iron wire is sufficient for the working of the old A.B.C. telegraph

instrument -- or, as it is not infrequently irreverently termed , “coffee

grinder ; ” but it is impossible to transmit telephonic messages over

long stretches of this kind of wire. Consequently, where the anti

quated telegraph instrument has been superseded by the telephone, it

has been necessary to replace the old iron wire with one of copper.

This adds very materially to the cost of the improvement ; indeed , so

seriously that the authorities cannot see their way to sanction so

general a scheme for connecting the rural telegraph offices with

telephone as they would like. For this reason , therefore, the

improvement is only being carried out in certain places where it is

found that the old -fashioned telegraph instruments are over-taxed by

the work of the district , yet the business is not sufficiently large to

justify the introduction of modern telegraphic apparatus in charge of

a skilled telegraphist.

The advantages arising from the replacing of the old telegraph

instruments by telephones are sufficiently obvious hardly to need

mentioning. The chief benefit will lie in the fact that the change

will greatly facilitate the transmission of messages from rural districts

without in any way impairing the efficiency of the service, so far as

accuracy goes . When in the course of time all the old -fashioned

telegraphing instruments have been superseded by the telephone, it

will be possible for the public to telephone direct to the most out-of
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the-way post office in the kingdom , provided it is a telegraph office,

and have their messages despatched from there, either in the form of

what may be called telephonic telegrams, express letters or ordinary

letters . In Scotland an interesting experiment in connection with the

telephone is being tried . At a number of offices an experimental

telephone service has been established for the use of the public . The

call office at either of these places may be used for conversation with

any other call office or private subscriber in the district . The

telegraphic wire is utilised for the double purpose, as it carries both

the “ dot and dash ” message, and the spoken message at one and the

same time. It simply means the installation of a telephone instrument

at each office . The public in this way can have three minutes'

conversation for a penny.

International Postal Congress of Rome.

IGNOR STELLUTI SCALA, the Minister of Ports and Tele

Sographs, has opened the first committee selected dot organize the
Congress which is to be held in Rome in the Spring of 1904 .

Fast Atlantic Service to Canada.

E understand that this pet scheme of our Canadian friends is

TH

is anxious to have in its possession the results of the experiments now

being made with ocean going boats engined on the turbine principle.

As soon as there is something definite to work upon , the Government

is determined to proceed with its plans for organising the new service .

Bermuda Post Office Report for 1902.

HE Colonial Postmaster is happy to report that the revenue of

his Office for the year exceeded the expenditure by nearly

£ 1,000. The Revenue was £6,093 195. 3d . , and the expenditure

£ 5,094 175. , so that the state of affairs in the colony must be regarded

with every satisfaction .

The parcel service with the United Kingdom is flourishing. Com

pared with the previous year the number of parcels received from the

Mother Country shows an increase of 10 per cent., and those received

from Canada an increase of 7 per cent. In the reverse direction

there was an increase of 40 per cent . and a decrease of 14 per cent.

respectively

The Money Order Service shows equally satisfactory results as

regards the exchange with Great Britain .

Ceylon Post Office Report for 1902.

N

sacred song we do not find that man in this land of spicy

breezes is of a particularly bad variety. He doesn't make a practice of

robbing the mail and murdering the bearers , or committing the postal

frauds which are of common occurrence in lands reputed to be more

civilized . There was in fact only one mail robbery throughout the

de de -
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year ; and this was committed by an assistant Postmaster, who, how

ever, subsequently confessed his guilt ; and the Department recovered

the plunder. In these circumstances we submit that the hackneyed

reflection on the conduct of our fellow subjects be forthwith expunged

from the records.

There has been a total increase in the number of articles dealt

with during the year of 9 per cent ., excluding parcels. As regards

the latter there was an increase of about 11,000 on the number of

foreign parcels exchanged, but a decrease of about 1000 in the inland
service.

As we have noted on other occasions, the value -payable system , or

C.O.D. (cash on delivery) as it is popularly termed , is in operation

both in the inland service and between Ceylon and India . Between

the years 1899–1900, 1900-1901 and 1901-1902 , the increases in

the former service were 7 , 19 and 20 per cent. respectively, and in the

latter there was an increase of 85 per cent. for the year 1902 over the

previous year . The only irregularity in connexion with this up - to-date

system was committed by a Buddhist priest. He sent a value-payable

parcel on which 5.15 rupees was recovered from the addressee, who

upon opening the packet could find some pieces of paper only . The

priest was brought to justice, and received a sentence of three months

rigorous imprisonment.

A motor car service was essayed between Lunugala and Batticaloa ;

but in view of the rough roads and the failure of the pneumatic tyres

to stand the temperature , the service did not prove a success ; and

the motor car has given way to a horse coach .

The Report of the Post Office Savings Bank of the
Netherlands for 1902.

Y the courtesy of M. Armand Sassen , Director General of the

Dutch Postal Savings Bank, we have received a copy of his

report for the year 1902. During that year the deposits amounted to

4,757,348,091 florins , the withdrawals to 4,224,062,983 florins, and

on the 31st December there were 10,158,957,938 florins standing to

the credit of 966,433 accounts. These figures show a large increase

upon the corresponding figures for 1901 , but the increase is not

proportionately so high as in former years. There are 1,349 Post

offices open for Savings Bank business, but at three of them there

were no transactions during 1902. Stock to the nominal amount of

222,300 florins was purchased during the year for 257 depositors.

The cost of management was 381,525 florins, which works out at

* 375 per cent . on the total amount due to depositors, and at florins

* 195 (say fourpence) per transaction .

In the School Savings Banks, which are carefully nurtured in

Holland, there were 65,069 deposits of i cent. ( less than a farthing),

made by specially devised stamps. It is, we think, to be regretted

that the British Post Office Savings Bank has no means of accepting

from scholars a less amount than a halfpenny.

The proportion of depositors to population varies in the different

B
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provinces of Holland from 734 per 1,000 in Groningen to 260'5 in

North Holland, the proportion for the entire country being 180 * 7 per

1,000. In concluding his report the Director General points out the
useful purposes promoted by Postal Savings Banks and the necessity

for continuous effort in bringing their advantages before the public.

In Holland it does not seem to be thought that persistent advertising

is beneath the dignity of a public department.

Southern Rhodesia Post Office Report, 1902.

PERUSAL of this Report discloses a prosperous state of affairs.

The Revenue for the year was higher than on any previous

occasion, amounting to £ 59,998, an increase of £3,094 over that of

the previous year . The nett expenditure amounted to £58,870 ;

and there is consequently a surplus for the year of £ 1,128 .

Great attention is being afforded to the maintenance of telegraph

lines in the highest possible state of efficiency, and to this end iron
poles are being substituted for wooden poles as rapidly as possible.

Two thousand iron poles have already been disposed of ; and another
thousand have been ordered for erection during the current year.

Money Order and other postal business has shown a substantial

increase . The increase in the letter traffic was 11 per cent. and in

post - cards 138 per cent. The former is attributed to the reduction

of postage between Rhodesia and the United Kingdom and other

oversea countries from 4d . to 2 d . per oz. which took place on the

1st of December 1902, and the latter to the admission to the post

of post-cards of private manufacture.

Hong Kong Post Office Report, 1902.

"HE chieftainship of the Hong Kong Post Office rendered vacant,

as reported in the Magazine for April, 1902 (page 219) , by

the death of Commander W. C. H. Hastings was lately filled by the

appointment of Mr. L. A. M. Johnston of the Straits Settlements

Post Office. Mr. Johnston commenced his duties on the first of

March last ; and we heartily wish him a prosperous continuation of

his new career so well begun .

The work of the Post Office for the year shows an increase under

all heads except unpaid or insufficiently paid articles ( a welcome

decrease) , newspaper packets, and parcels. The majority of the

parcel traffic, it is satisfactory to note, is carried on between the

Colony and the Mother Country.

The financial result of the year's business is good , there being

a Surplus Revenue of $ 70,826 .

Report on the Egyptian Post Office for 1902.

T is very gratifying to learn from this report that the Post Office

is sharing in the general prosperity which is attending all classes

of public work in Egypt . In fact, the Post Office may be said to be

making phenomenal progress; for in every branch of its operations

considerable increase is shown. During the past year 37,500,000

articles have been sent through the post against 33,720,000 in 1901 ,

TH

I
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an increase of ui per cent. The average annual increase has hitherto

been about 6 per cent . , so that 1902 has been indeed a record year.

Three-and - a-half million postal packets were exchanged between

Egypt and the United Kingdom (including India , Australasia, Malta ,

and Gibraltar), representing 28.6 per cent . of the whole foreign
traffic. France, Turkey, Italy and Germany stand next on the list

with respective proportions per cent. of 17 * 3 , 11 • 6 , 9-9 and 8 .

The percentage of letters which could not be delivered for various

reasons fell during the year from 61 to 49 ; and this result is attritut

able to the great development of the system of delivering corres

pondence à domicile inaugurated in the year 1890. Before 1890 it

was necessary for the public to claim correspondence at the Post

Office, even in the capital and in other populous centres.

Great Britain and Colonies (including India ) head the list in

respect of volume of business done with Egypt , both as regards

parcels and money orders, being followed closely by Italy, France,

Germany and Austria.

The Savings Bank, which is a new institution in Egypt, is showing

satisfactory progress. The proportion of withdrawals to deposits

works out at 73 per cent., a proportion which the Postmaster General

claims compares favourably with that of foreign postal savings banks,

where the repayments represent on an average 90 per cent. of the

deposits. It is remarkworthy that 721 depositors renounced all claim

to interest, we believe on religious grounds.

The revenue for the year amounted to £ ( E )157,004, and the

expenditure £ ( E )119,783. The surplus of E (E ) 37,221 is the largest

that has ever been attained since the establishment of the Postal

administration .

TH

The Smallest and the Oldest Postmistress.

HE smallest and oldest Postmistress in this country , perhaps in

the world , says the Manchester Despatch, is Miss Haworth of

the Post Office, Pendleton, a pretty little village at the foot of Pendle Hill

in Lancashire. Miss Haworth has quite a unique record of her own ,

for she is not only the smallest, being but 3
feet 9 inches in height,

and the oldest being over 70 years of age , but she is undoubtedly the

most contented, for although she has been Postmistress for about 20

years, she has never asked for a holiday. This is , however, not the

most striking of Miss Haworth's traits of character. The most unique

record that she can claim is that she has never in her life been in a

railway train .

A Girl Mail-Coach Driver.

E learn from the Daily News that Miss Jessie Ayer (of

Charlotte , in the State of Maine ), aged 20, is one of the

few women who carry the United States mail. A little more than

two years ago Miss Iyer was compelled by illness to resign her position

as a teacher in the public schools. But I didn't want to remain

idle ," she said , with all the independence of young American woman

hood ; and yielding to her urgent entreaties, her father, John Ayer,

W
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bid for the mail route between Charlotte and Ayer's Junction , a

distance of six miles .

Miss Ayer makes three trips a day, driving an old-fashioned stage

coach in which passengers bound for Charlotte are transported, and

it is late at night when her last trip is completed. The road winds

through heavy forests, cut by steep hills and sharp ravines , and the

scene - rough , vivid, picturesque - is but little suggestive of Eastern

civilization .

“ There's only one thing about my duties that I fear,” said Miss Ayer,

" and that is the necessity of always carrying a revolver. Last autumn,

when the mining boom was on in the neighbouring town of Cooper, I

had many questionable characters to drive along the route - a task

not pleasant for a young girl late at night. Often I would refuse to

drive at all , but instead would take a seat at the rear of the stage,

where I could keep an eye upon the mail, letting one of the passengers

drive under my direction . They used to enjoy it , and for me it was

much safer."

Monsieur Paul Jeanrenaud.

L nous incombe le devoir bien douloureux de vous faire part du

décés de notre vénéré chef Monsieur Paul Jeanrenaud qui

s'est éteint doucement, ce matin , après une courte maladie, dans sa

quatre -vingt-cinquième année, après soixante-huit années de service,

dont cinquante-quatre comme Directeur du IVme arrondissement

postal suisse .

Il emporte les profonds regrets de tout son personnel, qui l'honorait

à l'égal d'un père et auquel il laisse l'exemple d'une longue vie consacrée

entièrement au fidèle accomplissement du devoir noblement compris.

Neuchatel, le 28 Novembre 1903 .

La Direction du IVme Arrondissement Postal. ”

In publishing this touching announcement we do not suppose that

any, ofour readers ever came into contact with the deceased

officer ; but the tenderness with which his old subordinates deal with

the memory of their dead Chief is so striking that we feel it calls for

record . “ ... Qui l'honorait à l'égal d’un père ..." Could ever a

more deep -souled phrase have bee turned in such a connexion ? We

know of cases in which the same tie exists among the ranks of the

British Postal Service, and feel every sympathy, therefore, with our

Swiss colleagues in their loss.

“ I'

many, if

E

George Watson Smyth, C.B., late Assistant Secretary ,

General Post Office.

VEN where youthful vigour and boundless energy assert

themselves at the age limit of official life-as in the case of

“ G. W. S . ” — the 65 rule, like the law of the Medes and Persians,

altereth not. And so the stern handsome face will no more grace the

Headquarters of the General Post Office.

In George Watson Smyth the Secretary's Office has lost a

prodigious worker. His very hobby was work. His appetite for it
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knew no limits, and the celerity with which he cleared his table of

heaps of official papers was astonishing. The Post Office never had a

more devoted servant than its late Senior Assistant Secretary.

Entering the Secretary's Office in October, 1857 , he was a Principal

Clerk in 1882 , and an Assistant Secretary in 1893. Most of his

career was spent in the Buildings Branch, and there was no detail of

the work in that Branch that he had not at his finger ends.

GEORGE WATSON SMYTH , C.B.

No Chief ever dealt more promptly with the most complicated

questions, nor could the smartest business magnate accuse him of red

tape methods. His quick outspoken way may have earned for him

the accusation of a certain brusqueness . But behind the stern blunt

manner those who worked with him found the kindest and best hearted

of men , and the most frank and sympathetic of Chiefs.

His character was typically English. Downright in honest in

dependence, intolerant of tortuous inethods, but ever appreciative of
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character which acted boldly and weicomed responsibility in official

matters. His handwriting alone was eminently characteristic .
The Service has lost in him a faithful administrator. His revision

of proposals for expenditure usually led to economy without loss of

efficiency. He launched the policy of what are known as Postmaster

General's Offices, a system under which the Post Office secures

buildings erected for it by private enterprise . This measure has

relieved Postmasters of a very heavy burden , and has already saved

the Department thousands of pounds in outlay and much valuable
time.

His selection as Chairman of many important Official Committees

showed the confidence placed by the Postmaster -General and the

Secretary in his sound judgment and wide experience.

It was Mr. Smyth who originated the General Post Office North

Refreshment Club --a scheme that had been in his mind since the

days when , as a junior, he endured the discomforts of what he termed

" a hurried sausage and mashed ” in some neighbouring tavern .

When the chance at last came, with the erection of the General

Post Office North , the splendid suite of rooms were set apart and

Treasury authority secured for fittings and equipage ; and the organiza

tion thus started had Mr. Smyth's unfailing sympathy and assistance

as Chairman for eight years, during which he seldom missed a Com

mittee meeting.

His special delight in connection with the Club was the fact that

it provided wholesome and cheap food under comfortable conditions

for lads entering the Department at small salaries -- such satisfaction

reveals the man .

In June 1901 , Mr. Smyth received , at the King's hand, the

Companionship of the Bath .

Though on the retired list Mr. Smyth has already been recalled

to preside over an important Committee, so that even yet his services

are not lost to the Department.

A. K. L.

Mr. I. J. Sealy.

V the retirement of Mr. Sealy in November, the Savings Bank

Department has lost another of its veterans, though it seems

almost a misuse of the word veteran to apply it to so active and

youthful mannered a man as he. Mr. Sealy entered the Savings Bank

as a temporary clerk , after a limited competition, early in 1862, and

rose by successive promotions to a sub-controllership in 1892. At

the beginning of his service the small staff was quite insufficient to

deal with the growing work of the Savings Bank, and the officers were

not infrequently kept on duty until midnight. On one of these

occasions it is said that the late Mr. Christie Thomson discovered

young Sealy slumbering peacefully upon a ledger, and rousing him ,
sent him home to bed .

Mr. Sealy's abilities more than justified his selection to fill an

additional sub -controllership created in 1892 , when the Savings Bank

was reorganised after the historical lock out , or strike , and his friends

B '
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have sometimes wondered why he was not afterwards chosen to fill a

higher position. Dis aliter visum ; and as it is impious to attempt to

scrutinise the ways of providence, so it is unbecoming and foolish to

try to follow the depths of the mysterious laws which govern official

promotions. Mr. Sealy always did his work good -naturedly and his

cheerfulness and his many other amiable qualities commended him to

all who worked with or under him . He is a modest man and quite

incapable of putting on what is called side, but modesty and a just

estimate of one's own abilities are not, perhaps, the best qualifications

for success in some branches of the Civil Service.

Mr. Sealy has done useful work for the Post Office Guarantee

Association and other post office societies. He is well known as a

musician , and, unless we are greatly mistaken , was at one time musical

critic for one of the weekly journals. He carries with him into his

well earned retirement the best wishes of many friends and old

colleagues.
J. A.J.H.

The slanting rays of the summer sun dart through the stained

glass western windows of a London church , and fall upon the tiles of

the chancel in many-hued patches. In the subdued light there stands

a quiet figure whose gentle sweet-toned voice rouses quaint echoes in

the aisles in the effort to instil into the minds of some boys in the

stalls the elements of the arts of Polyhymnia and Euterpe. This

labour, one of love, was continued for many years, and has borne

fruit ; and there are not a few men in the Service to -day who will

contemplate with pleasure that familiar sunset picture, when they

read of the retirement from the cares of official life of the central

figure in it .
R. W. H.

A portrait of Mr. Sealy appeared in volume IV .

A

John W. Curra.

the clock

beats out the little lives of men .”

“ In Memoriam ."

T the comparatively early age of 40 , John W. Curra has passed

over to the majority. It seems only yesterday that he was

in his accustomed place, clear-eyed and clear -headed : a busy man in

whom the springs of life were full . To-day one's mind almost refuses

to realise that upon him the sun has suddenly gone down, and

that the familiar form and cheery personality will move among us no

more for ever.

Of late one and another had remarked the less active gait , the

slight stoop as though the burden were pressing upon the shoulder,

and the increasing pallor of the face ; but the old fire still burned in
the

eye, and the old smile broke out at times as if to say that all was

well. No one imagined that the quiet, uncomplaining spirit was even

then grappling with the grim Arbiter of Fate, and that, ere long,

it was destined to pass into the silent land. In affection of the heart,
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unsuspected almost to the last, brought the struggle to an end with

tragic suddenness .

Mr. Curra entered the Postal Service as a Lower Division Clerk in

1881, and in 1883 he was transferred from the Savings Bank to

the Office of the Engineer-in -Chief. Of a mechanical turn of mind,

he made full use of the opportunities thusbroughtto his hand, and in

1893 he was advanced to the position of Technical Officer. He acted

as personal assistant to Sir William Preece during the whole time that

that gentleman was Engineer-in -Chief, and by his shrewdness and fore

sight, and the care and thoroughness which he bestowed upon the

duties entrusted to him , he fully gained the confidence which was

ultimately bestowed when he was promoted to take charge of that

6)

JOHN W. CURRA.

section of the office responsible for matters relating to electric

lighting and power. Under his superintendence the installations of

electrical machinery at Leeds , Manchester, Liverpool, Cardiff, and

Nottingham were established ; and his constant watchfulness assisted

in no small degree to the smoothness and success of their working.

So far as opportunity permitted he was an ardent cricketer, and

took great delight in arranging matches in which the junior members

of the staff could participate. On such occasions he kept open house ;

and his hospitality will long be a pleasant memory to many .

He had the pen of a ready writer ; and a series of able and

interesting articles on “ The Transmission of News ” contributed by

him to one of the technical journals has been reproduced in our

Magazine. He was also closely identified with the inception and

development of the fourth Post Office Building Society, of which he

was a director.
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I" ).ID. Richi'the Tale Postmaster orLiverpool. The e now, with

To his widow and young family his colleagues and his many friends

in other Departments of the Service offer their respectful and pro

found sympathy. R. McI.

Mr. William Whittingham.

T was only in our last issue that we recorded the death of Mr.

We now , with

regret, announce the death of another old Liverpool Officer, and one

who was associated with Mr. Rich for many years ,namely, Mr. William

Whittingham . Mr. Whittingham , whose photograph appeared in

Volume III. of our Magazine, joined the Electric Telegraph Company

in 1852. Eight years later he was transferred from London to take

charge of the Liverpool Office. Mr. R. W. Johnston in his “ Early

Telegraph Days ” records that at this time Mr. Whittingham was

accounted, both in London and Liverpool, one of the smartest men

in the Company's service. At the transfer the deceased was appointed

chief of the telegraph staff. The new position was for a time no

sinecure ; and hardly had the staff settled down under the new

conditions, when the memorable strike of 1870 took place.

Mr. Johnston, in his article referred to, describes the effect that

this strike had upon that genius of the early days, Scudamore.

Perhaps it is a fact not generally known, that Mr. Scudamore never

suspected that a strike would take place. Mr. Whittingham has

related how , when Mr. Banning, then Postmaster of Liverpool, came

into his room on the morning of the eventful day with the announce

ment that if certain members of the staff would not promise to cease

agitating they were to be suspended, he asked what preparations had

been made in the event of a strike . The idea was scouted ; and

Mr. Whittingham was told that he had nothing to fear, and that Mr.

Scudamore, from enquiries made, was convinced the men were not

prepared for a strike . The Superintendent, however, knew his men

better, and endeavoured to stay Mr. Banning's hand. His pleadinys
were of no avail. The men were called in . They refused to make

the required promise ; and in a few minutes LV was denuded of

operators. It says much for Mr. Whittingham's tact in dealing with

men that old telegraphists who participated in that strike ever speak

in the highest terms of the treatment they received at his hands on

their return to duty, while on the other hand Mr. Scudamore wrote : --

“ Let me thank you very warmly and sincerely for your exertions and

great help in our recent trouble.”

After some thirty years' service , Mr. Whittingham was promoted

to the position of Chief Clerk, which post he held until his retire

ment, after 42 years' service, in 1892. Although in later years he

was more closely connected with purely postal work, his interests

were ever centred round his connection with the telegraph service.

Thus, speaking at a dinner held in Liverpool in celebration of the

25th anniversary of the transfer of the telegraphs to the State , he

remarked, " that although it had been said the telegraphs had been

wedded to the State , it could not exactly be said they were mated. "
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Mr. Whittingham's character is summed up in the words of a con

temporary, written at the time of his retirement : - “ While never

losing sight of his official position, his duty to the Department and the

need for discipline, he remembered that his subordinates were human

and prone to err ."

Mr. George F. Everett.

September ist , Mr. George F. Everett, who was then Chief

Superintendent of the Money Order Department of Canada ,

was superannuated at his own request after twenty-nine years of public

service. He formerly held the office of Superintendent of Money

Orders for New Brunswick . He was an officer of untiring industry

and original ideas , ever ready to accept new suggestions, and under

his control the money order system of Canada has reached its present

condition of excellence. He has received from his late staff a rich

silver tea service of nine pieces, including a polished oak tray with

silver ornaments .

St. Martin's -le -Grand owes a great deal to Mr. Everett . From

the very first year of our existence he has been a subscriber, and to

his exertions on our behalf is due largely the interest which is taken in

us by the post officials of the Dominion of Canada. He has con

tributed articles to our pages, and has been in fact our literary agent

for Canada. We wish him health and happiness, and length of days .

But there is always a difference between the parting of an official with

his colleagues and the parting of St. Martin's-le -Grand with an

official. In so many cases we retain the official as a subscriber, and

though in a sense we say good -bye to Mr. Everett, we shall still look

with confidence for communications from Canada bearing the familiar

initials to us of G. F. E. E. B.

Mr. J. Irish .

R. IRISH , who recently retired from the Postmastership of

Exeter , has been in the service of the Post Office forty

eight years. He was appointed a clerk at Bridgwater in the year

1855 , and was selected in 1864 as provincial clerk in charge for the

West of England. He was appointed chief clerk at Taunton in

1864 , and chief clerk at Plymouth in 1867. His duty at the latter

place was to deal with the West Indian Mails which it had been

arranged were to arrive at that port in order to save time instead of

at Southampton. The change proved a great success . Mr. Irish was

appointed Postmaster of Bridgwater in 1871 ; from there he went in

1889 to the Postmastership of Northampton, and in 1893 to Exeter .

On leaving Bridgwater the residents presented him with a silver tea

and coffee service with cake basket, and the post office staff gave him
a fitted travelling bag. He also received handsome presents when

leaving Northampton, together with a vote of thanks from the

Corporation for the improvements he had been able to carry out.

The Chamber of Commerce at Exeter have sent Mr. Irish a

letter of thanks for the services he has rendered to the city ; and he

M
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has received from his staff an illuminated address with four silver

candlesticks and a silver rose bowl.

If one thing more than another has marked his career at Exeter it

has been his kindness of heart. After the Christmas pressure it has

been his habit to thank the staff personally for their exertions. He

has interested himself specially in seeing that his staff were comfortably

housed ; and the lighting of the head office by electricity was arranged

in consequence of his efforts.

Mr. Irish has been for years a subscriber to the Magazine ; and

we are glad to hear he intends to continue his support. We wish him

happiness and long years to enjoy his well-earned leisure .

A portrait of Mr. Irish appears at page 401 of Vol. III .

Mr. Thomas Edward Crew Remington.

T is with deep regret that the death is recorded of Mr. Thomas

Africa and Uganda Protectorates. The sad event took place at

Mombasa on the morning of October 26th after a very short illness .

The deceased officer entered the Imperial British East Africa

Company's service in November 20th , 1890 , was transferred to that

of the East Africa Protectorate and became Postmaster General for

East Africa and Zanzibar on July ist , 1895 . In 1897 he received

from H. H. the Sultan the 4th Class of the Hamoudieh , medal and

clasp , in recognition of his services. On the fusion of the Postal

Departments of Uganda and East Africa he was made Postmaster

General for the two Protectorates, the appointment which he held up

to the time of his death .

For these important posts Mr. Remington was eminently fitted by

his experience and intimate practical knowledge of all the details of

his profession. It would take too long to chronicle all the improvements

which he introduced ; but it is not too much to say that he created

the Postal Department, and brought it up to its present standard of

efficiency. In him the Government which he served for so many years

loses a faithful servant whose place it will be hard to fill.

In private life he was a sincere and warmhearted friend , whose

geniality and ready kindness endeared him to all ; and his death will

be greatly felt by the many who knew him in both Protectorates,

while their most profound sympathy will be extended to his widow

and child in their bereavement. H. H.

Mr. T. Napper.

N the last number of St. Martin's -le -Grand we noted the retire

ment of Mr. Holl, the senior inspector of the W. C. District,

and endeavoured to give some indication of his character. Scarcely
had that number been read when another of the Old Guard of that

District- and, we believe, the last -- in the person of Mr. Thomas

Napper, doffed his official harness. Placed on the first rung of the

ladder by the influence of a friend, which was the only way of getting

on the ladder at all in those days, Mr. Napper's earnestness and

IN
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industry enabled him to climb to a point not very far up ,if the height

be judged by the salary, but far above the rung at which most of us

will be lifted off by the Superannuation Acts, if Death is not

first in appropriating us.

Entering the service in August , 1863 , Mr. Napper reached what

was then known as the 2nd Class of Overseers in September, 1874,

and spent some years in the Postmaster's Office on the Wages and

kindred duties—that " spade-work ” which does so much towards a

good harvest , yet finds so little acknowledgment in the market-place.
Upon the introduction of the Parcels Post in August 1883 , Mr. Napper

was selected by Mr. J. West, who was District Postmaster, to take

charge of the Leicester Square Parcels Post Depôt, and for his

pioneer's work there he received his appointment as Inspector when

MR. T. NAPPER .

the Parcels Post Establishment was authorised , in 1885 . In 1891 ,

after the excitements of Parcels Post Christmas Seasons, and a Post

men's strike, he was transferred , at his own request, to letter-work,

and in 1898 was chosen to fill the newly-made position of Assistant
Superintendent, thus returning to the Postmaster's Office which he

had left some fifteen years before. As Assistant Superintendent, it fell

to his lot to help to evolve order out of the chaos which reigned at

the opening of the present District Office, and a not inconsiderable

portion of his time since that period of worry has been taken up by

attempts to make the staff arrangements keep pace with the rapid

increase of work, a task strikingly like that to which Sisyphus was

condemned .

As a straightforward and merciful Supervising Officer, Mr. Napper

was liked exceedingly by his subordinates ; but while he was Assistant
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Superintendent it became the unreasoning fashion to ascribe to him

the authorship of any scheme which failed to achieve popularity.

Ever loyal to the Department, he scorned to explain to his critics that

the tailor must cut his coat according to his cloth ; and so he lost

some of the adulation which is as easy to gain as it is worthless to

hold . And now, after forty years of conscientious labour for the

Department , Mr. Napper goes into retirement, honoured most by

those who know him best, and with their sincerest wishes that his days

may long endure and the evening of his life be filled with peace.

“ Launching the Life Boat."

FEW lines on the wedding of Miss Laura M. Appleton and

Mr. Edward E. Johnson, June 16th , 1903 , from their comrades

in the Registry Division , Chicago Post Office.

The Pilgrim down life's rugged slope ,

Looks keenly for the Star of Hope,

That guides the sailor o'er the spray,

Ind cheers the laggard in life's fray.

Three things are sure, the sages sigh,

We are born , we marry and we die,

And all our days are fraught with strife

Till soothed by a loving wife,

Our partner in life's pilgrimage,

Who treads with us fates mimic stage.

Our fathers played the part before,

And married in the days of yore,

And Roosevelt, he of strenuous strife,

Advised each clerk to seek a wife,

To share his pleasures and his woes,

To lull him soft to sweet repose ,

To make a home where love might dwell ,

And chime as sweet as marriage bell.

For life's a game that two must play,

And fate's the umpire of the fray.

To you embarking on life's sea ,

We send this greeting frank and free.

We wish you health and prosperous ways,

And hosts of friends throughout your days,

We drink the health of groom and bride,

May all your hopes be satisfied,

We wish you luck where'er you roam ,

Neath alien skies or safe at home.

We've worked together many years,

And shared your joys and hopes and fears.

And heaps of “ Sea Posts ” have we known,

And lots of “ Carriers ,” “ Stations” thrown,

When all the world is wrapped in sleep,

The Postal Clerks their vigil keep.
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The pouch room joins us in this lay,

Bidding you God speed on your way.

Old comrades we, both tried and true,

We wish prosperity to you .

The Registry Division

Chicago Post Office. Per JAMES E. KINSELLA.

Vagaries of a Waterspout.

'HE story of the recent encounter of the rural postman between

Llandrillo and Corwen with a waterspout reads with an

excitement which is only to be equalled by some of the tales to be

met with in the Reports of the Postmaster General of India. It

appears that whilst on his daily round the postman was literally seized

by a swirling waterspout against which he was unable to struggle.

His mail bag was torn from his grasp ; and he was rendered senseless

by the sudden bursting of the deluge. Becoming anxious at his non

appearance, the Postmaster at Corwen telegraphed instructions to

Llandrillo for a search party to be sent out; and the victim of the

waterspout was found lying unconscious in the road about a mile from

his starting place, the contents of his bag being reduced almost to pulp.

The Fate of Undelivered Letters in China.

T is a tolerably safe principle in life not to trust relatives in business

matters, except with due security ; it so hard to have to

prosecute them when they go wrong. As will be seen from the

following, a gentleman named Ngang Hing of Foochow has a relative

who has played him false ; and he is agitated by the conflicting

emotions aroused by the situation . The possible fate of the three

letters which have been lost is quite tragic . As they contained no

money , the relative might have eaten them , and “ any gentleman

having received the same” will be good enough to inform the Chinese

Post Office. Other lands, other temptations, and these problems don't

arise in the British Post Office. We all hope that by this time Ngang

Hling and his relative have been saved from suffering, though it the

relative really ate Miss Kip's and Miss Goldie's love letters , we

scarcely dare to express more than a hope.

NOTICE.

The undersigned begs to notify that he has a relative, Ling Dai

Dai who having made one bond for filling the position in the Chinese

Post Office as a messenger from Kuliang to Nantai, is trustful &

'contantly keeping his duty.

But afterwards one of the messeirgers in the Kuliang Post Office

being sick ,he was asked to take his place temperarly ; & through some

mistakes he lost three letters (one for Mrs. Husson , one for Miss Kip

& one for Miss Goldie) which have been tried to be restored for more

than one month but to no purpose. At present the Postal Officer

would not let the matter go and intends to have his relative sent to

the Chinese Local officials for punishment.
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But he begs to state that those three letters contained no money

& it is evident that there is no reason for doubting him committing

any thaft, the only thing feared is that he might *eight lose or miscarry

the same & it is earnestly requested that any gentleman having

received the same by mistake or knowing their where about, will be so

kind as to find out & send back the same to the Chinese Post Office

so as to save his relative from suffering severe punishment, for which

he & his relative will be exceedingly grateful.

Foochow , 23rd September, 1903 . NGANG HING.

“ The Daily Stamp."

" IRED by the news that some enterprising journalist in Paris had

commenced the issue of a daily newspaper in the shape of a

post card , bearing in a few sentences the most important news of the

day, and also embellished with topical sketches, Punch's ” Bedlam

correspondent determined to improve the occasion . He accordingly

telegraphed to headquarters , says our contemporary, as follows:--

“ The very latest thing in journalism is The Daily Stamp, which is

already having an enormous circulation. The penny edition is printed

on pretty pink perforated paper and bears a striking medallion portrait

of His Majesty the King . The halfpenny edition is similar, but is

printed on green paper, and although cheaper, the portrait is in no

wise inferior. It is claimed for the new journal that it will appeal to

every man and woman in the land, and that no one need be afraid of

taking it into the family circle. It publishes no advertisements, and

scorns to print false news of any description. By arrangement with

His Majesty's Government it is possible to send the Daily Stamp to

one's friends by merely affixing it to an addressed envelope, gum of

superior quality has been provided with this object in view . The new

paper is of convenient size for the pocket; and measuring as it does

only one inch in length it can be used in an emergency as a foot rule.

Blank sheets will sometimes be issued with the paper when buying a

quantity, and these sheets are specially adapted for mending music,

binding up small wounds, &c . In short the Daily Stamp has come

to stick !!! ”

The Post Office London Telephone Service.

'HE latest child of the Post Office, the London Telephone

TSeries is increasingin stature and importance daily"; and
it has before it a brilliant future. The relations between the members

of the staff are on a very cordial footing ; and the bonds have

been drawn even closer by the gathering held on the both of

November at the Falcon Square Chapel, at which a most excellent

musical programme was discussed. The meeting was honoured by

the presence among others of Miss Heap (Chief Supervisor), Mr.

J. C. Lamb, C.B., C.M.G., Mr. Ardron , Mr. Ogilvie, and Mr. Preston .

Some members of the Staff of the National Telephone Company

were also present. At the close of the programme, Mr. Lamb

« Eat. "
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expressed the pleasure he had had in sharing in the evening's enter

tainment , and hoped to have a repetition of so happy a meeting with

his colleagues at no very distant date .

New Canadian Postage Stamps.

E learn from the London Philatelist that the Canadian Post

master General last year appealed to the Prince of Wales

for advice in the selection of a new design for the Canadian postage

stamps, and that the Prince, an ardent philatelist , readily responded .

The stamps bear a photographic reproduction of His Majesty King

Edward VII. in his coronation robes ; and the design is held to be by

far the best which has yet appeared in stamp form .

Wireless Telegraphy.

R. MARCONI is reported to have lately visited the St. Louis

Exhibition and chosen a site in the grounds for a long

distance wireless telegraph station which is to be one of the most

complete in the world. The System will be shown with all its latest

improvements and in full operation, so at least the Western Electrician

reports was Mr. Marconi's statement.

M

A Father Xmas, Post Office,M -

The Globe has discovered a new disease of obscure origin and

somewhat rabid character, which it says might be called Marconiphobia.

There are a number of sufferers.

Postinasters in New Rôles.

LETTER was recently received at a Post Office , addressed ,--

It read as follows :

Dear Father Xmas,

Please send me a silver brooch with Amy on it if you can

afford it .

Yours,

Amy R ---

Other applicants wrote thus :

( 1 ) Sir ,

Please inform me if I am bound by law to give detailed

particulars of a dressmaking bill for one dress and trimming for it ,

amount 31s. 6d . , I have never made a practice of doing so before .

Yours respectfully,

P

( 2 ) Dear Sir,

Would you kindly let me know the address of the

marriage association ?

The Post Office Pencil .

F the average blacklead pencil which spends its life tied to the

I ,
what a tale of varied emotions would be told . Think of it at intervals

in its career from its first appearance , perky in its coat of polish, and

its silver broad arrows and E.R.'s, until the stage when it hangs a
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wretched , uncared -for stump of an inch in length . By what lips it

has been caressed and fondled : highborn ladies and coalheavers,

mayhap, following each other in their attacks on the small item

of Government property. The Globe , while admitting that, if a

person wishes to suck a post office pencil, he will probably do so in

spite of all prohibitions, gravely suggests that it might act as a

deterrent if attention were called by means of a printed notice to the

fact that hundreds of perfect strangers had chewed the same pencil.

We are convinced, however, that, after reading such a notice, or

even while meditating upon it , the British public would absent

mindedly continue the baneful practice.

Children's Country Holidays Fund to Provide Fresh

Air for Ailing London Children.

SUBSCRIPTIONS IN GENERAL Post OFFICE, LONDON, IN 1903 .

'HE following is a list of the sums subscribed towards this Fund

in various departments of the General Post Office during the

year 1903

This list will be published by the Society in their Annual Report,

copies of which will be furnished to the heads of the departments
concerned .

Any information concerning the Fund may be obtained from

Mr. C. H. Bundy, Secretary's Office, G.P.O.

OFFICE OR BRANCH . OFFICE OR BRANCH .

£ s . d .

Secretary's and Solicitor's Brought forward 208 11 10
Offices

District Offices, London ,

Registry (continued ) :

Accountant General's De Eastern 6

partment : Northern

Male Staff 16 15 Western

Postal Order Branch . 8 North Western 3

Clearing House Branch 3 17 West Central 14

Savings Bank Department : Paddington

Male Staff 8 Battersea 9

Female Staff 24 14 Norwood 5

Returned Letter Office 5 18 Provincial Surveyor's De

London Postal Service : partment :

Controller's Office 8 7 North Eastern

Inland 13 14 10 North Western

Foreign and East Central 35 10 4
North Wales 5

Money Order Office South Wales

Medical Department 0 13 6 North Midland

Controller of Stores Depart South Midland

7 7 South Eastern ... I 12 6

General Factory I 16 South Western

Instrument Factory 5 Western

Central Telegraph Office 24 12 II Eastern 3

Engineer-in -Chief's Office ... 3 17 0 Northern Scotland
org

Anon . Midland Scotland

District Offices , London : Southern Scotland

South Western 29 II 7 Vorthern Ireland O126

South Eastern 27 16 6 Southern Ireland O 15

S. d .

20 2 O

2 IO o

26 14

O

IO

I 2 IO II

20 1

0

6
4

o

31 16 o

22 o o

o II

0

2 I LO

I TO 0

1 O
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o

6

6I IO

ment 2

I

4 II
0
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N

I 14

1

6

O 1 O IO 0

IO o

Total £417 14

Carried forward £ 268 II IO
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The New Post Office at Preston.

Y dint of untiring efforts, the transfer of the fittings, furniture

and apparatus of the old post office in the Fishergate to the

new premises in the market square was succeccessfully accomplished on

Saturday and Sunday the 22nd and 23rd of August last. The transfer

also involved the diversion of 486 wires, among which were many of

the main lines between London and Scotland and Ireland . That

everything was left in working order by 10 p.m. on the 23rd is a

sufficient testimony to the excellence of the arrangements made by

the officers concerned .

The office in Fishergate, which has just been closed , had long

since ceased to be suitable either for the public or the staff ; but the
3

THE NEW Post OFFICE, PRESTON .

new building, designed by Mr. Tanner , provides excellent accom

modation in every respect, and is calculated to meet the growth of

business for many years to come. The telegraph gallery is on the third

floor of the new building; and as a precaution against damage by fire

the wires are conveyed through the floors to the instrument tables in

iron troughs and shields . All the wires in the building, moreover, are

covered with non-inflammable insulating material. Through com

munication on the trunk lines , in case of the destruction of the office

by fire, has been safeguarded. The wires enter the office through a

fireproof vault, whence they are looped to and from the instrument

room . They could be joined through direct in the underground

vault in about five minutes, so that whatever might be the fateof the

Preston Office, communication between the South of England and

Ireland and Scotland would be intact.
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Lord Macaulay's Scottish Ancestry : An Incident.

T was a happy thought of the London County Council to place a

memorial tablet on the house at Holly Lodge, Campden Hill ,

where Lord Macaulay died , and it was most appropriate that Lord

Rosebery, qualified by nationality, literary talent , and past association

with the Council, should have been asked to unveil it . In the witty

and entertaining speech he delivered on 26th November, Lord

Rosebery humourously reflected on Lord Macaulay's unfortunate

coldness in reference to his Scottish ancestry , and this furnishes

an excuse for a brief note on that subject.

Though Lord Macaulay's mother was the daughter of Mr. Mills, a

Bristol merchant, his father was a Scot of the Scots . The pedigree is

shortly : his grandfather, John McAulay, was born in the Island of

Harris (where his father was parish minister - Gaelic speaking) in 1720 ,

graduated M.A. at King's College, Aberdeen, ordained minister of

South Uist in 1745 , in which year he gained an unenviable notoriety

by furnishing information through his father which nearly led to the

capture of the Young Chevalier. He was minister of Inverary in 1773

when Johnson and his henchman Boswell passed on their Hebridean

tour, and in minor passage of arms with Ursa Major the Highland

minister showed himself not unworthy of such a foeman . In the

following year, 1774 , he was translated to Cardross , near Dumbarton ,

where he died in 1789. His wife was Margaret, daughter of Colin

Campbell, of Inversregan ; so that Lord Macaulay was of good High

land stock , though he was so proud of the Babingtons of Rothley

Temple (only related to him by marriage of his aunt, as we shall see

presently) that he took his peerage designation from that fine old

manorhouse, where he was accidentally born while his parents were
on a visit.

All this by way of prelude to the tradition handed down from the

writer's great-great-grandmother, and, so far as he knows, never yet

printed.

One of the sons of the parish minister of Cardross was Zachary

Macaulay, father of Lord Macaulay. In middle life he was

merchant in Sierra Leone, and after his return from the colony he

was a prominent leader in the great cause of Negro Emancipation ;

but , like other Scottish students, he was, in his younger days, tutor in
a family in England, and, as luck would have it , to a far descended

young English gentleman, Mr. Thomas Babington of Rothley Temple.

In the course of a tour in Scotland the tutor and his charge wound up

their visit to the north at the pleasant and quiet Manse of Cardross .

One of Zachary's sisters had just been jilted by a suitor, and, on the

arrival of her brother and the young “ Square Bobbin'ton ” (so the

unfamiliar words were pronounced by the good folks atCardross) she

fied upstairs in doleful dumps to her bedroom , and refused to come

down till her mother came up and in a peremptory manner scolded

her roundly for her stupid conduct. “ Tuts, tuts, Jeannie, let's hae

nae mair nonsense : put on your best dress and come down and

see your brother and the young ' Square. ” So Jeannie dried her

a
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tears , and, coming down, presented such an entirely bewitching

picture that the Squire fell in love with her at first sight, and in

due time she became mistress of Rothley Temple .

This Babington connection, and their right to special privileges at

Cambridge University, perhaps explains the great critic's pride in

posing as an Englishman, and his cold attitude towards his respectable

and honourable Highland descent. He only saw Scotland and the

Highlands through the Cockney spectacles of Captain Burt, whose

amusing “ Letters of a Gentleman from the North of Scotland ” are

frequently referred to by Lord Macaulay.

Such is the tale of a great-great-grandmother, who knew well

the inmates of Cardross Manse, and had the facts at first hand.

J. G. M.

Odds and Ends.

NDER “ Our Library Table ” we have noticed Mr. F. J. Melville's

little book “ The ABC of Stamp Collecting, ” Mr. Melville

is the President of the Junior Philatelic Society, and gives popular

lantern lectures not only on such subjects as “ Postage Stamps with

Stories ” and “ The Romance of Postage Stamps,” but also on “ His

Majesty's Mails. ” He has lectured at the London Institution and all

the chief provincial cities . His address is, -The Lecture Agency

Limited , The Outer Temple, Strand , W.C.

UN

*

THE
HE postal servant in a London District office had a large

despatch to make up, and it was touch and go whether he

would accomplish his task at the hour appointed for completion. He

succeeded, however, and in response to his chief who called out

“ Have you finished ? ” he was able to reply cheerfully, though

pardonably mixed in his metaphor, “ Yes , in the neck of time."

N the January number of The English Illustrated Magazine

by ). Tate
Savings Bank Department, entitled " The Coming of the Stuarts ."

WE
E take the following from the Evening News: - I have received

an amusing pendant to my recent story about the cleverness

of a telegraph boy in delivering a curiously-addressed message. My

correspondent, having missed a train at Victoria, despatched (with

faint hope of its being delivered) a telegram to a young lady whom he

should have met at East Croydon Station . The only possible address

was, of course , “ Miss X. , waiting at East Croydon Station ”; and

great was my correspondent's surprise when he found his friend

awaiting him (as the telegram had instructed her) at Reigate . The

young lady says that she was one of a great number of ladies who

were on the platform , but the boy, after looking round them , came up

to her at once with “ A telegram for you , Miss . " Curious to know

how he had detected the right addressee, she asked him the question ,

and he said , " Because you looked so down-hearted, Miss ! ” A boy

like that ought to become Postmaster General some day .
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THI
HE St. James's Gazette has recently fallen foul of the Returned

Letter Office. Our contemporary says “ The Dead Letter

Office ” has a grim humour about it . Of course something must be

done with wrongly-addressed letters . But what self-respecting person ,

who has wrongly addressed a love letter by mistake, can ever again

face a postman who has delivered at his door an envelope inscribed

“ Ducky Doodskins ” or “ Devoted Boy. ” But why does not the

aggrieved correspondent sign his love letters ? Thé Post Office is

protecting the girl .

*

ROFESSOR S. P. THOMPSON in the course of a lecture

Telegraphy, took the opportunity of characterizing the recent

newspaper talk about wireless telegraphy causing bad weather as
" bosh .”

I ,
N India , letters containing dutiable articles undeclared must be

station , in presence of the local postmaster, and then reported to

Bombay or Karachi for assessment of duty before final delivery. The

public, says a contemporary, are irritated at the delay, and at times

take vigorous action by way of protest - like the peppery up -country

colonel who, receiving back a set of false teeth sent home for repairs,

for lack of which he had been living a retired life, clapped them into

his mouth on being told they must go back to Karachi for assessment

of duty, and defied all the departments to take them away while he

drew breath . Another case is that of a lady who received a fine

ostrich feather by post and duly opened it in the presence of the

native postmaster, leaving it to him to settle if it was dutiable or not.

After anxious turning over of leaves to find the correct classification

that official decided : “ Madam , it is rags and bones ; it is not liable

for customs.” — Telegraph Age.

MN
R. JAMES M’MULLAN the new Postmaster of Londonderry,

speaking at the annual social meeting of the local branch of

the Postal and Telegraph Clerks' Association in the Guildhall,

Londonderry, expressed the surprise which he experienced at finding

his new office so thoroughly well organized in both branches. This

satisfactory state of things was , he thought, due in a large measure to

the ability and organising powers of Mr. Smyth, a former Postmaster

of Derry, who might be said to be the official father of the Derry

Post Office. Our readers need hardly be reminded that Mr. Smyth

is a frequent and valued contributor to the pages of St. Martin's.

O
UR congratulations to Mr. N. Hautrive (late Secretary's Office ),

Mr. E. 11. Pike ( late Postinaster of the House of Commons ),

and Mr. T. Stevenson on their appointment to Companionships of the

Imperial Service Order .
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W
E chronicle, with regret , the death of Mr. James Hookey, which

took place at St. Leonard's on the 14th of November.

SH
HE came to the door of the operating room and was asked her

business. She said she was looking for employment, and was

turned over to the tender mercies of the official tester . That

individual conducted her to a desk , put before her pen , ink and blanks

and, in a perfunctory way, repaired to his switchboard to send her his

accustomed three test messages with wrong checks, misspelled words,

etc. When he had finished he said : “ Repeat back the first one sent,

please." There was no response . 1 glance in her direction

discovered her sitting peacefully at the desk , contemplating the

unusual scenes about her. With rapid strides the official tester

approached her, and the following dialogue ensued :

“ Did you get those three messages? ”

* What three messages ?

“ I just sent you three."

" What for ? ”

“ To test you , I am the official tester. ”

" To test me for what ? ”

* To test your ability as an operator, to be sure, what would you

suppose ? "

“ Well, I did not know , I am not an operator, I am looking for a

position as waitress in the lunch room .” — Telegraph Agr.

M

In

R. ALBERT HYAMSON of the Secretary's Department,

and Mr. J. G. Hendy, the Curator of the Record Room ,

are contributors to the December number of the Empire Review '.

The former deals in an interesting manner with the present position of

Zionism , and the latter with the story of Canada's Posts .

connection with Canada, it is noteworthy that, until the early fifties,

the Canadian and other Colonial Posts were under the direct control of

and administered by the Imperial Post Office . With the granting of

self government the control of internal posts was transferred to the

Colonial Government. To the Canadians the records now brought to

light by the post office Curator must be of the utmost importance,

especially in view of the fact that on the 29th of November, 1841 ,

the General Post Office, Quebec, was entirely destroyed by fire, and

with it perished every document belonging to the Department.

* D appointed Postmasterofkoekes, in the Hawaidhaislabetes
They call him ‘ Kap ' for short. He was recommended as a lineal

descendant of the fainous King Kalitapokamikokiwealoho, 'who was

very fond of missionaries ? ! " - Daily Express.
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Promotions.

LONDON.

OFFICE . VAME . APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE

S.O.

99

>

.
.
.

99

.
.
.

.
.
.

9
9

Norway, A. H ... Prin . Cik . In . Rev. , So ; S.O.,

G.P.O., '83 ; Ist Cl . ,

'03

Liny , E. ... Clk . , ist CI . 1873

Milne, F. G. 2nd Ci..... Cik. , 2nd Div ., M.0.0 .,

'93 ; Cik . , 3rd Cl . ,

Supply. Est., S.O., '98

Langridge, A. K. Deputy Staff Offr .... 1878 ; S.O., '83 ; Clk . ,

Supply . Est . , '94 ; Ist

Cl . , '03

Gardiner, M. L .. Clk . , Supply . Est., 1874 ; S.O. , '81; Cik . ,

Ist Cl . Lr. Div ., '88 ; Clk . ,

Supply Est., 2nd Cl . ,

'93

Dixon , J. R. S ... S.C. & T., Taunton , 'S7 ;

2nd Ci. Clk . , S.O. , '94

Holmes, J. L. M. S.C. & T., Coventry ,'90 ;

Clk ., S.O. , '92

Small, T. C. S.C. & T., Gosport, '86 ;

Sig . Clk . , Bham , '87 ;

Pr.-Kr. , Regy. , 9r ;

Clk . , S.O. , '94

Freeling, C. G ... Stg . Clk . , B’ham , '90 ;

Cik. , S.O., '94

Williams, A. 3rd Cl. S.C. & T. , M'ter , '99

Hyde, A. R. Clk . , 2nd Div ., A.G.D.,

' oo

Roalknight,R.W. Clk. , 2nd Div ., A.G.D.,

'or

Davis, E. R. Clk . , 2nd Div . , A.G.D. ,

' oo ; Clk . , Stores , '03

Walker , T. S.C. & T. , Glasgow , 'or

McCarraher, A.J. i Clk . , 2nd Div. , S.B., 'Or

Glennon , F. H ... Sr. , C.O. , 'oi

Symons, W. H ... S.C. & T. , Devonport,

'96 ; Plymouth , '98 ;

Cik . , Stores, '03

McDowall, J. A. S.C. & T. , Stranraer ,'97;

Sr. , Cir . Of. , 'oz

Stratford, E. J ....
1
Clk . , 2nd Div . , A.G.D. ,

''or

Blackwell, J. Tel., C.T.O., '97 ; Regy.

Asst ., 'oi

(Regy.) Harmer, D. W ... Regy. Asst., Ist Cl .. 1877 ; Pr.-Kr. , 78

Mills, F. W. 1883 ; Pr.-Kr. , '85

Northmore, W.J. 1877 ; Pr.-Kr. , 78

| Coleman , J. H ... 1878 ; Pr..Kr. , '81

.
.
.

.
.
.

9

.
.

.
.
.

9

:
:
:

92

99

9
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OFFICE. NAME . APPOINTMENT . PREVIOUS SERVICE .

99

92

9

S.O. ( Regy. ) Pennington , N.S. Regy. Asst., 2nd Ci. S.C. & T. , Woking, '98 ;

Kingston -on - Thames,

'oo

Read, E. J. F .... Sr. , S.W. , '96

Hartley , W. Sr. , Cir . Off ., '98

Brown H. C.
1895 ; Sr. , Cir . Off. , '95

(Telephones) Miss D. H. M. Asst . Super . , Ist Cl.

Bernard

M. I. L'pool, '97
McCallum

E. D.
1901

Beaumont

E. Nurse

M. Bromley .. 2nd Cl.

E.R.Johnstone 1901

A.L.Morrison 1902

R. James 1902

P. B. Overed . 1902

L.M. Trebble 1902

A. M. Webb .. 1902

E. Woodfield . 1902

M.M.Whittle. Bolton , '97

E. A.
1902

Shaughnessy

L. Cronin 1901

E. Lucking ... 1901

,, C. M. Hiscott 1901

A. C. West ... 1902

A.G.D. Mattinson , W. A. Cik ., 2nd Div.. 1886

Hr . Gr.

C.H B , Miss J. N. Nind. Prin . Clk . 1881 ; Ist Cl . , '91

E. Lofting Clk . , ist CI . 1888

M. C. 1892

Underwood

C.T.O. Hudson , W. Tel . , '95

Lee, A. T. C.C. & T., E. , '93 ; Tel . ,

C.T.O. , '97

Bouch, W. G. Tel . , '98

Fisher , H. J. Super . L.K.T. Co., '69 ; P.O. ,

? 70 ; Asst. Super. , '86

Morgan, F. Asst. Super., Ist Cl. 1870 ; Asst. Super . , 2nd

9

9 99

9

3rd Ci .

.

.
.
.

Cl . , '95

.
.

.
.
.

Paffard , A. C. 1870 ; Asst. Super., 2nd

Cl . , '95

Mantell, W. G ... 2nd Cl. 1875 ; O. & S.T. , '97

Chandler, J. M.T. Co. , '68 ; P.O. ,

70 ; 0. & S.T. , 'S6

Cullerne, S. A .... Over. & Senr . Tel. Newport (Mon.), '81 ;

C.T.O. , '82

Johnston, W. Edin ., '81 ; C.T.O., '82

Hutchinson , G.T. L'pool , '80 ; C.T.O., '82

Barker, F. B. Asst. Super . , 1-4 Cl. Sub . Tel . Co. , '70 ;

G.P.O., '89 ; Asst.

Super . , 2nd Cl . , '90 ;

Cable Room , 'o3

.
.
.

(Cable

Room )

11
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OFFICE. NAME . APPOINTMENT . PREVIOUS SERVICE .

C.T.O. ( Cable

Room )

.
.
.

.
.
.

>

„ ( T’lephones)

'96 ;

E.'in c.o.

Ellinger, H. Asst. Super . , 2nd Cl. Sub. Tel. Co. , '70 ;

G.P.O. , '89 ; O. &

S.T., '97 ; Cable Room ,

'03

Hibbs, W. H. ... Over. & Senr. Tel .. Sub. Tel. Co., 576 ;

G.P.O. , '89 ; Cable

Room , 'o3

Miss F. J. Watts. Super. E.T. Co., '67 ; P.O., '70 ;

Asst. Super., '90

A. G. Tiddy .. Asst. Super. 1872 ; Asst. Super., Lr.

Gr. , '90

E. I. Clarke .. Lr . Gr. 1881

» F. Stuart 1884

F. A. LePla.. 1884

C. Christie Ist CI . N.T. Co., '83 ; P.O. ,

Asst. Super.,

L’pool, '02 ; Asst.

Super ,2nd Cl . , C.T.O . ,

'02

C. 0. Brechin 2nd Ci. Tel. , '94

Moir, A. ... Tech . Offr., ist Cl.. Tel . , Aberdeen , '74 ; Jr.

Clk . , E. in C.O. , ° 78 ;

Insp ., '83; Asst. Supg.

Engr. ( Prov. ) , '96

Langridge, A. J.. Clk . , 3rd Cl . ... Tracing Asst .& Draughts

man , S.O. , 'oo ; Cik . ,

2nd Div. , A.G.D. , 'or

Oldfield, G. S.C. & T. , Buxton , '94 ;

M'ter, '99

Catley, E .... Asst. Supg . Engr . E.T. Co., '67 ; P.O., '70 ;

(London ) Insp. , E. in C.O., '81 ;

Asst. Supg. Engr.

( Prov . ), '95

West , T. J. Supg. Engr . (Prov.) E.T. Co., 65 ; P.O. ,

Hull , '70 ; Insp ., E. in

C.O. , '83 ; Asst. Supg.

Engr. ( Prov .), '99 ;

London , 'oi

Wrake, J.... Navg . Commr. Sub . Tel. Co , '84 ; P.O. ,
*** 1

'89 ; Navg. Comr .

“ Alert, ” '89

Broadbridge, Ch . Navg. Offr. 3rd Offr. “ Alert,” '92 ;

A. J. W. Ch. Navg ., Ofir ., 'on

Blyth , W. B. 2nd Ofir. 3rd Ofſr. “ Monarch ," '02

Hart , W. C. Navg. Commr. Ch. Offr. “ Alert,” '89;

Ch. Offr., “ Monarch ,"

...

܀

Monarch ”

Alert

'93

E. in C.O.

Bourdeaux , H. F. Ch . Navg. Offr. “ Monarch ,” '93 ; 2nd

Offr. “ Monarch ," 'or

Rodway, C. H. S. Senr . Clk . (London) Royal Engineers ; Tel.,

C.T.O , '97 : Jr. Clk ,
E, in C.O. , '99

Bates, T. (Prov.)... Tel . , N'ham , '82 ; Jr.

Clk. , E. in C.O., '91

McCullagh , H. J. S.C. & T., Killarney , '88 ;

Belfast, '90 ; Jr. Cik . ,

E. in C.O., '92
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OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

Ist Ci ,

9 99

:
:
:99

E. in C.O. Slate , J. T. Jr. Clk. ( Prov. ) Tel . , C.T.O. , '89

Rowbotham , A... S.C. & T., Horncastle ,

'90 ; M'ter, '96

Factories ... Simon , J. L. Clk . , 2nd Cl .... Cik. (Old Estab .), '88

Vidler, F. R. H .. 3rd Ci. Tel., C.T.O., '96

Whillier , E. C .... Tel., C.T.O., '98

L.P.S., Cont.'s Nicholson, F. L. ... 1876 ; Clk . , 2nd Cl . , '95

On.

Davey, A.... 2nd Cl. ... Clk . , 2nd Div .,R.A.G.O .,

’92 ; Clk . , L.P.S. , '94

Smith , John Tel., L’pool, '78 ; Clk . ,

L.P.S. , '94

Darcy, A. J. 3rd Cl . ... Clk . , 2nd Div. , S.B. , 'or

; Crawford, H. A .. S.C.& T. , B’ham , '96 ;

C.C. & T. , E.C. , '97 ;

Regy. Asst., '99

Fitzgerald , T. Asst . Clk ., S.B.D. , '99 ;

Asst . of Customs, 'or ;

Clk . , 2nd Div . , S.B. ,

'02 ; A.G. , '02

Crowe, J. N. Sr. , Cir . Off., 'oo

3 Gillham , E. M ... Sr. ,Cir . Off ., '99 ; Regy .

Asst ., 'o3

Ackland , W. J.... Sr. , Cir . Off., 'oo

Scott , F. T. S.C. & T., L'pool, '97

MacMahon, P. J. Sr. , Padd . , '97

Bain , C. S. Asst . Clk . , S.B. , '99 ;

Regy. Asst., 'o2

Reid , H. J. A .... Clk . , 2nd Div . , S.B. , 'or

Inwood, F. J. Apparatus Exr. , ist 1870 ; Exr. , 2nd Ci . , '93

Cl .

Bignell, G. C. ... Over . 1883 ; Sr. , '88

Cir."or. Powell, w. Insp . 1870 ; Sr. , '72 ; Over., '97

Anderson, T. W. 1870 ; Sr., °73 ; Over .,' 97

Renshaw , W. J .. 1876 ; Sr. , '80 ; Over., 96

Rose , C. F. 1877 ; Sr. , '80 ; Over. , ' 96

Carney, J .... 1877 ; Sr . , '81 ; Over .,'96

Jones, J. L. Over. 1871 ; Sr. , '75

Bailey, W. 1872 ; Sr. , '76

Hooper, C. J. 1877 ; Sr. , '81

Jordan, R.... 1875 ; Sr. , '78

Segust, E. W. 1878 ; Sr. , '82

Poole , G. F. 1885

Gutheil, A. 1885

Marriott, A. J .... 1880 ; Sr. , '83

Ward , R. ... 1878 ; Sr. , '81

McIntosh , J. W .. 1880 ; Sr. , '83

Jones, G. J. 1881 ; Sr. , '82

N. Hurman , B. s... Ch. cik... Asst. CIk . , F.B. , 71 ;

Cont.'s Off ., '84 ; Cik . ,

Ist Cl . , Cont.'s On. ,

'90

S.W. Harris, W. S. Clk . , 3rd Cl . ... Clk . , 2nd Div ., S.B. , 'oo

Lincoln , J. Asst. Super. E.T. Co., '66 ; P.O ., ' 70;

(House of Insp . - in - Charge, Lr.
Commons) Sec ., N. , '89

99

...

99

9

9

9

99

9

99
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L.P.S. , W.C.... McDonald , E. T. Asst. Super. ... 1873 ; Over. , '81 ; Insp .,

'97.
.
.

N.

99

9

1883...

...

79

:
:

وو

Darvill, W. A .... Insp . 1870 ; Over ., '86

S.W. Wilby, J. R. 1878 ; Over ., '93

N. Hornby, M. 1871 ; Over. , '92

S.E. Jones, H. W. 1871 ; Over. , '86

Risby, G. H. Over. 1886

S.W. Cooper, S .... 1875

Batt . Silvester, J. 1879

S.W. Arden , V. R. J ... 1885

N. Zeeck, A. A. 1881

W.C. Bowthorpe, A .. 1882

S.W. Moore, F ... 1884

Hamilton , F. W. 1880

Ryder , R.... 1885

Elsworthy, F. A.

Forsgate , A. 1885

Padd. Stanton , J. 1882

Dunn , A. 1871

E.C. Cutbush , T. H ... Insp .-in -Charge, E.T. Co. , '66 ; P.O.,

Up. Sec . 70 ; Insp. , Lr . Sec .,

'89

Wells, J. Lr . Sec . 1872 ; O. & S.T., '95

S.W. Kehoe, T .... Over. & Sen. Tel... 1881

W.C. James, J. H. 1880

E.C. Munton , W. W .. 1881

W. Miss A.M.Naylor Super . , CI . IV . 1884

S.B.D. Charlton , H. E ... Asst. Contr. 1869 ; Asst. Prin . Clk . ,

'92 ; Prin. Cik. , '97

Hill, W. Sub -Contr. 1865 ; Asst . Prin . Cik . ,

'92 ; Prin . Clk . , '94

Trinder, W. G ... Prin . Clk . 1869 ; Clk. , 1st Cl . , '92 ;

Asst. Prin . Clk. , '97

Batchelor,W.A.E. 1870 ; Clk ., Ist Cl., '93 ;

Asst. Prin . Clk . , '97

Curtayne, J. J .... Asst. Prin . Clk . 1869 ; Hr. Gr. , '90 ; Ist

Cl . , '97

Remington , F .... 1873 ; Hr. Gr . , '93 ; Ist

Cl., '97

Drake, C. H Clk . , Ist Ci , ... 1874 ; Hr. Gr . , '94'

Newman , W. T .. 1874 ; Hr. Gr. , '95

Miss H. MacL . 1890

Pennycook

E. J. Mills ... Tel . , C.T.O. , '87 ; Cik . ,

S.B. , '90

K.E.Hickson 1890

Solicitor's Of... Arnold, E. Prin. Cik . 1874

Stores Dept. Ballentyne,W.M. Clk . , 3rd Cl . Asst. Clk . , S.B., '00

Trott, H. C.C. & T., E.C. , '95

Cummins, P. J ... Sr. , Cir. Off ., ' oo

Armstrong, E. T. C.C. & T., E.C. , '95

Heyman, E. J .... Sr. , Cir . Off ., 'oo

Westoby, G. Sr. , Cir . Of ., 'oo

Philp, Č. G. Asst. Clk . , S.B. , Or ;

Clk . , 2nd Div . , 'o2

Goodman , H. T. Sr. , S.W., '98

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

99

. .
.
.
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OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

Stores Dept.

Sur. Dept.

9 )

ور

Robson , J. Clk ., 3rd Cl.... Clk . , 2nd Div. , S.B. , 'oo

well, G. W. Clk . , S.B. , '99

Silcock, H. A.... Tel., C.T.O. , '99

Oughton, W. E .. Sr., Cir . Of ., '98 ; Regy.

Asst., 'o2

Gardiner, M. J ... Sur. Tel . , Cork , '74 ; Sur.

Clk. , '85 ; Asst. Sur.,

'95

Macphee, D. A .. Asst. Sur. , Ist Cl.... clk ., Lr. Div. , S.B. , '82 ;

S.O. , '85 ; Sur . Clk. ,

'92

Harding, G. L ... Clk ., Lr. Div. , S.B. , '81 ;

Sur. Clk ., ’92

Baillie, C. H. C .. 2nd CI... Clk. , 2nd Div. , S.B., '94 ;

Clk ., S.O. , '96

Kerswill, R. Sur . Trav. Clk . S.C. & T., Glasgow , '88

White , J. J. S.C. & T. , Glasgow , '84 ;

Clk. , '98

Wyse, w. Hd. Sta . Clk. 1878 ; Stg. Clk ., Aber

deen , '81 ; Sur . Sta.

Clk ., '93 ; Asst. Hd.

Sta. Clk ., '98

Miles, O. J. Inspg . Tel. S.C. & T. , Portsmouth ,

'84 ; Sur . Sta. Clk ., '02

Clench , F. E. Asst. Hd . Sta . Cik .. S.C. & T. , Bridgwater,

'85 ; Sur. Sta . Cik. , '94

Houseman , T. ... S.C. & T. , Malvern , '86 ;

Sur. Sta . Clk. , '94

Ball , F. H. Sur. Sta. Clk . S.C. & T. , S'th'pton ,'93

Pound , G. T. Tel . , C.T.O., '94 ; Wey

mouth , '96 ; Newport

( I. of W.) , '98 ; Ports

mouth, 'oi

Plackett , A. B.... S.C. & T. , Leeds, '97

9 )

PROVINCES - ENGLAND & WALES.

Altrincham

Ashford

Birmingham

Brighton

Thomas, C. G. H. Cik . S.C. & T. , Oldham , '94 ;

Altrincham , 'oi

Potter, L. H. Ch. Cik . S.C. & T. , '85 ; Clk. , '91

Holt , G. A. Asst. Super. ( P.) , 1872 ; Cik. , '87 ; Asst.

Ist ci. Super., 2nd Cl . , '99

Jones, E. S. Asst. Super., 2nd Cl. 1881 ; Cik . '94

Atkins, W. W. Clk. ( P. ) 1882

Matthews, R. H. 1887

Hills , G. Cik . (1. ) 1881

Miss C. E. A. Super 1895

Saunders

Hathway, E. H ... Cik . ( T.) 1876

Muse , T. Clk. ( P. ) 1883

East, G. Clk . 1891

Roberts, W. O ... 1896

Button , W. H. 1886

Cole, G. H. 1889

99

Bristol ...

Carlisle

Chelmsford

Colwyn Bay

Darlington

Dover ...

cik . (P .)

Clk .
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OFFICE. NAME . APPOINTMENT , PREVIOUS SERVICE .

...

...

:
:
:

Falmouth Cornish , J. B. Cik . 1883

Kettering Hackney , c . 1888

Leeds Robinson, W. Asst. Super. , 2nd Cl. V.K.T. Co., '67 ; P.O.

(T.) '70 ; Clk . '97

Barthram , G. Clk. (T. ) 1874

Liverpool Jones , R. Clk. ( P. ) 1886

Malvern Stone, T. E. Clk . 1890

Manchester Wood, D. Asst. Super. , Ist Cl. 1872 ; Clk . 93 ; Asst.

( T.) Super. 2nd Cl . , '97

Hallsworth , W .... Asst. Super. 2nd Cl. 1881 ; Clk . , '92

Evans, J. Clk. (T. ) 1882

Newcastle -on

Tyne Bainbridge, J. ... Asst. Super . , Ist Cl. 1882 ; Clk . '98 ; Asst.

(P.) Super. 2nd Cl . , '02,

Goodyear, D. R. Asst. Super., 2nd Cl. Harrogate, '75 ; Cik . ,

Gateshead , '92

Marshall, F. B. Asst. Super., 2nd Cl. 1880 ; Clk . , '91

Willan , J. Clk . (P. ) 1882

Southgate, J. Cik. ( P. ) 1876 ; Newcastle - on -

Miss E. F. Tyne, '83

Thompson Asst. Super. 1885

Nottingham Bradford , J. T ... Super. (T. ) E.T. Co., 65 ; P.O. ,

'70 ; Clk. , '86 ; A.

Super., '91

Roworth , J. ... Asst. Super . ( T.)... E.T. Co., '68 ; P.O. , '70 ;

Clk. , '97

Lloyd , E. W. Clk . (T. ) 1874

Preston Whittle, E. ... Asst. Super. (P) . 1878 ; Clk . , '91 .

Dixon , W. Clk. ( P. ) 1884

Ramsgate Fenn , A. E. Clk . 1893

Ryde Groves, T. G. 1882

Sheffield Driver , L. J. Asst . Super . 2nd . CI. 1881 ; Clk. , '95

( P.)

Laycock , H. 1876 ; Clk. , '97

Raven , R. A. 1877 ; Clk. '97

Stoke-on - Trent Treglown, G.J. Super."( P.) 1878 ; Insp. of Posin .,

'82 ; Clk ., '84 ; Asi .

Super., ' oo

Sunderland MissW.E. Taylor Asst. Super.... 1899

(Telephones)

.
.
.

IRELAND.

1871Dublin (Tel. Off ) Miss W. M. Asst. Super

Roulston

Belfast ... McNeill , S. B .... Super. (T. ) ... E.T. Co., '64 ; P.O.,'70 :

Cork

Londonderry

Hoctor , J. Clk . (T. )

Moyniham , P. M. Clk . ( P.)

Vincent, B. Ch . Cik....

Clk ., 87 ;Asst. Super . ,

2nd Cl., '89 ; ist ( l.,

'98

1870

1887

1879; Clk. (T.), '94;

Assist Super . ( T.), '00

1883 ; Cik . (T.), '00 ;

Cik . ( P.) 'oi

1891

Gallaghar, J. Asst. Super. (T. )

Wallis, G. W. ... Cik . ( P. )
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SCOTLAND.

OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

99

1866 ;

Edin . (Tel . Of.) Birkett , T. Asst. Super., 2nd Cl. 1879 ; Clk . , '99

Herschell, G. S. 1880 ; Clk. , '99

Smith, J.
CIK . 1880

Hobson, T.
1882

Aberdeen Smart, A. G. Asst. Super. ( P. ) 1887

Simmers, J. Clk . ( P. ) 1881

Donald , W. A .... 1886

Miss J.Finlayson Asst. Super. 1885

Glasgow White, J. Ch. Clk .... Asst . Super.,

2nd Cl . , '87 ; Ist Cl.,

'87 ; Supt., '90 ; Ch .

Super. ( P. ) , '92

Reid, R. Ch. Super. ( P. ) 1867 ; Cik ., '80 ; Asst .

Super., 2nd Cl . , '87 ;

Ist Cl. '90 ; Super., '93

Beaton , M. D .... Super. ( P.) 1878 ; Clk . , '90 ; Asst.

Super. , 2nd Cl . , '93 ;

ist Cl . , '94

Henderson , A. B. Asst. Super . , ist Cl. 1876 ; Cik. '89 ; Asst.

( P.). Super. , 2nd Cl., '97

Higgins, J. H .... | 1875; Glasgow, '84; Cík . ,

'90 ; Asst. Super, and

Ci . , '97

Robinson , R. Asst . Super. Ist Cl. 1870 ; Cik ., '87 ; Asst.

( T.) Super. , 2nd Cl . , '90

Beatson , A. Asst. Super. 2nd Cl. 1879 ; Clk . , '92

( P. )

Kelly , J. 1880 ; Cik ., '94

Brown, R. Asst. Super. 2ndCI. 1874 ; Cik . , '97

( T.)

Tyson , P. Clk . ( P. ) 1882

Mallinson, J. 1883

Potter, G. 1884

Westwater, P. cik. ( T.) 1877

Oban Sheddon, H. Ch . Cik . 1883 ; Clk . , '93
Leitch, A. Cik .

1896

9

9

99
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Retirements.

LONDON

OFFICF . .V.LME . APPOINTMENT . PREVIOUS SERVICE.

A.G.D. * Penfold , A. J. Sec . Div . Cik .

C.H.B. Miss H. M. Duret Prin . Clk .

S. J. T. y . Clk ., Ist Cl...

1901

1880 ; Prin . Clk . , '98

1877 ; Ist CI. '90

Pratt

2 .
.
.

.
.
. 9

.
.
.

S. Wilkins.. Clk ., 2nd Cl .... 1888

I. D.Walker 1896

P.O.B. M. E. 1884

Worlock

C.T.O. Gorton , J .... Super. E.T. Co., '56 ; M.T.

Co., '58 ; P.O., '70 ;

Super ., '98

Payne, W. ... ! Asst. Super ., Ist Cl . E.T. Co., '64 ; P.O. , 70;

Asst. Super . , '92

Pinkerton , J. O. & S.T. 1871 ; O. & S.T., 'S8

Frampton, W.G. 1871 ; O. & S.T., '89

Rutlley, J. 1875 ; ( ) . & S.T., '97

Spark , J.
Tel. Aberdeen , '82 ; C.T.O.,

'86

Mann, F. C. 1890

* Forbes, C. J. ... 1903

( Cable Trull , W. ... Asst. Super . , 1st Cl. Sub. Tel.Co., 70 ; P.O.,

Room ) '89 ; Asst. Super., '90

C.T.O. Miss S. Chapman Super. E.T. Co., '58 ; P.O. , '70;

Super ., 87

,, E. J. Black ... E.T.Co., '62 ; P.O. , '70 ;

Super., '88

A. E. Lee... Asst. Super., Hr.Gr. 1870; Asst. Super. , '92 ;

Hr. Gr. , 'o3

S. I. M. Asst.Super., Lr.Gr. 1881 ; Asst . Super ., 'o3

Keable

F. Oliver ... Tel. 1870

S. G. Hall .. 1887

D. A. 1897

Gurton

A. M. Smith 1897

N. E. 1897

Wooldridge

» I.J. Bowman 1898

C. Phillips .. 1901

E. C. 1902

Gardener

E. -in -C.0 . Hasdell, C. Clk ., 3rd Cl .... 1870 ; C. of S.O. , '92 ;

E. in C.O., '95

Collins, L.... Supg.Engr. (Prov .) .. E. T. Co., 62; P.O.,

'70 ; Supg. Engr . , oi

Smith , W. R. Asst. Supg. Engr. 1883 ; Tel., C.T.O., '85 ;

( London ) Engr. , ist Cl., '93 ;

Asst. Supg. Engr.,'00

Houston , H. Engr. , ist . Ci . Tel . , C.T.O., '72 ; Clk . ,

E. in C.O .,'80 ; Engr.,

Ist Cl . , '95

* Awarded a Gratuity .

9

.
.
.

:
:

:
:

99

> .
.
.
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OFFICE . VAME . APPOINTMENT . PREVIOUS SERVICE .

99

87

.
.
.

99

99

:
:
:
:
:
:

Sr'

E. - in -C.O. Alford , F.... Navg . Commr. 1886 ; Ch. Offr ., '88 ;

" Monarch
Navg. Commr., '93

L.P.S., Poslet, D .... Appar. Exr . , ist Cl. C.D. , '63; T.P.O., '67 ;

Contr's. Off. 2nd Cl . Appar . Exr . ,

'84 ; Ist . Ci., '92

L.P.S. , Cir . Of. Gardiner, W. C .. Insp . 1863 ; Over . , '72 ; Insp .,

Hendry, J. W ..... 1862 ; Over . , '80 ; Insp .,

'90

Frayer, J. ... 1862 ; Inspr. , '96

Knight, J. Over. 1866 ; Over . , '86

Humphrey, J. ... 1861 ; Over. , '91

Church, J. G. C .. 1875 ; Over., '92

Everitt, G. 1869 ; Over . , '95

Toll , G. R. 1870 ; Over . , '96

Waterman , E. 1865

Hallihan , P. J.... , 1875

Fleig , C. w . 1892

Fishlock , A. H ... 1893

Boylan , J .... 1899

• Richards, J. B.... 1900

E.C.” Nice, W. Inspr . in Charge M.T. Co., '61 ; P.O. ,

UpperSec . ; Super. ,

Insp ., '90 ; Upper
Sec. , '93

S.W. Pike , E. W. Pmr. House of C.D., '58 ; C'terman

Commons Charing Cross , 67 ;

Pmr. House of

Commons, ° 78

W.C. Napper , T. Asst . Super. ... 1863 ; Over. , '74 ; Insp . ,

85 ; Asst. Super, '98

S.E. Missing , 1. C. ... Insp. 1863 ; Over . , '74 ; Insp .,

'85

S.W. Salter, C. ... Over .
1865 ; Over . , '84

Hart , W. 1868 ; Over . , '85

NOW Darker , J. A. 1885

N. *Wilson, H. 1894 ; Sr. , 'oi

M.0.0. * Miss L.H. Perks Ciki 1900

S.B.D. Poole, E. H. Asst . Cont. 1862 ; 3rd Cl . , '63 ; Prin .

Clk . , ’79 ; Exmr., ²81 ;

Asst . Contr., '83
Sealy , I. J. Sub . Cont.

1862 ; 3rd Çi . , '63 ; Prin .

Clk , '81 ; Sub . Contr . ,

'ןס; 88 ;

99

...

Sr ...

:
:

'92

.
.
. Lovell, W. F. Prin . Cik . 1867 ; S.B. , '69 ; 2nd Cl . ,

75 ; Asst. Prin . Clk . ,

'94 ; Prin . Clk . , ' oo

1863 ; 3rd Cl., '64 ; Asst.

Prin. Clk . , '92

1866 ; Hr . Gr . , '90

7 .
.
.

Shepperd, V. Asst. Prin . Clk .

1
9

.
.
. Dowse ,

.
.
. 1898

W. D. ... Cik . , Sec . Div .

Hr. Gr.

* Miss J. M. Clk ., 2nd Cl .

Kirkwood

E. A. M. Girl Clk .

Saunders

Awarded a Gratuity.

.
.
.

1902
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PROVINCES - ENGLAND and WALES.

OFFICE . NAME . APPOINTMENT . PREVIOUS SERVICE.

19

...

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

Bedale Calvert, J. W .... Pmr. Pmr . , Ferry Hill '72 ;

Bedale, '94

Birmingham Crosbee, W. S.C. & T. 1877

Miss C. J. Gill... 1889

BuryŚt.Edm'nds Chapman, J. G... Cik . ” 1867 ; Clk . , '91

Carlisle Graham, T. M ... 1875 ; Clk. , '91

Cheltenham Davy, C. F. S.C. & T. 1873

Chorley ... Hulme, J .... Pmr . Pmr. , Knutsford , '66 ;

Ballymena, '88 ; Dun

gannon , '92 ; Chorley ,

'93

Darlington Lumley, R. J. Asst. Super. ... M.T. Co. , '62 ; P.O. ,

70 ; Clk. , '91 ; Asst .

Super . , '98

Derby McClement, E .... Pmr. Sunderland, '56 ; Pmr . ,

Barnsley, '72 ; Great

Yarmouth , '89 ; Dar

lington ,'92; Derby, '97

Dereham ... Myhill , E. E. Clk . 1885 ; Clk . , '93

Dover Sawyer, J. T. 1867 ; Clk . , '91

Esher Cooper, A. Pmr.
Guildford ,'81 ; Clk . , '93 :

Pmr., Esher, 'or

Exeter Irish , J. Bridgwater, '56 ; Clk . ,

Taunton, '66 ; Cik .,

Plymouth , '67 ; Pmr.,

Bridgwater,'71; North

ampton ,'89; Exeter,'93 .
Halifax Gibbs, W. P. S.C. & T. 1886

Hatfield Miss B. D. 1892

Dunham

Leeds Jackson, M. Asst. Super ., 2nd Cl. M.T. Co., '64 ; P.O. ,

( T.) 70 ; Clk . , '87 ; Asst.

Super., '90

*Miss G. Peel S.C. & T. 1897

Liverpool Mackie, J .... 1884

Miss A. M.

Robinson

Manchester Harrison , E. E ... Asst. Super. , IS Cl. E.T. Co. , '69 ; P.O., '70 ;

(T.) Clk . , '90 ; Asst.Super..

2ndCl. , '93 ; Ist Cl. ,'98

Crouch , C.... S.C. & T. 1895 ; S.C. & T. , 'oz

Newcastle-on Scott , F. Cik. (P . ) ... 1864 ; Clk . , '87

Tyne

Reid , W. S.C. & T. E.T. Co. , '59 ; P.O. , °70

Todd , J. 1870

Newtown(Mon.) Forster, T. A. 1867

Northwich MissM.J.Woolley S.C. & T. 1886

Southampton Awbery, A. Clk . ( P . ) ... 1874 ; Clk ., '95

Sunderland West, W. F. Pmr. M.T. Co. , '56 ; P.O. ,

Hull, '70 ; Pmr . , Ban

bury,'89; Winchester .

'91 ; Warrington, '93 ;

Sunderland , '98

Swansea ... Chapman , J. S.C. & T. 1867

1883

*** Pmr.

• Awarded a Gratuity .
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IRELAND

OFFICE. NAME . APPOINTMENT . PREVIOUS SERVICE .

92

Dublin (S.O . )... Nolan , L. J. 2nd Div. Clk . 1877 ; Clk. , Lr . Div .,

S.O., Dublin , ’79

Postal Ser. Cavendish , R. J.. Asst. Super . , 2nd Cl. 1859; Clk ., '96; Asst .

Super., '99

Tel . Off.... Emoe, T. Cik. (P. ) ... 1857 ; Clk. , '91

Toole , J. S.C. & T.

Wolfe, J. 1871

" Donovan, D. 1899

Tel . Off.... Miss M. A. Joy.. Asst . Super. 1870 ; Asst. Super . , 'or

Cork McCarthy, T. J .. S.C. & T. 1870

Omagh Philson , M. S .... Pmr.

1872

1877...

Edin . , S.O.

Blairgowrie ..

Fraserburgh

Glasgow ...
CH. cik .

SCOTLAND.

* Kaye, A. Asst . Cik . 1898

Richardson, T .... S.C. & T. 1882

Kinnear, J. Pmr. Glasgow , '68 ; Clk . , '85 ;

Asst. Super . , 2nd Cl . ,

'94 ; Pmr. , Blairgowrie ,

'or

Hogg, W. L. 1879

Reid , w .... ... 1862 ; Super . , '87 ; Ch .

Super. , '90 ; Ch . Clk . ,

'92

Boldchild , T. ... Ch . Super. ( T. ) E.T. Co. , '60 ; P.O. ,

'70 ; Asst. Super., 2nd

Cl . , '87 ; Ist Cl . , '90 ;

Super., Ch .

Super., ' o3

Scott , J. ... Asst. Super., Ist Cl. 1864 ; Clk . , '85 ; Asst.

( P. ) Super. , 2nd Cl . , '90 ;

Ist Cl . , '92

Chalmers , R. Clk . ( T.) E.T. Co., '60 ; P.O. ,

70 ; Clk . , '87

Mills, S. L. S.C. & T. 1882

MissM. Murray. 1892

Smith, J. ...

'94 ;

.
.
.

2 .
.
.

:
:
: Ch. Cik .... Tel., Glasgow ,

Edin . , '73; Ch . Cík . ,

Oban , '87

* Awarded a Gratuity.

Oban '71 ;

ABBREVIATIONS .

Acct . , Accountant ; Asst . , Assistant ; C.C. & T. , Counter Clerk and Tele

graphist ; Ch . , Chief; Cl., Class ; Clk ., Clerk ; Cont., Controller ; Div ., Division ;

Engr., Engineer ; Exr., Examiner ; Gr . , Grade ; Hd. , Head ; Hr. , Higher ;

Insp . , Inspector ; Jr. , Junior ; Lr. , Lower ; Offr., Officer ; Over ., Overseer ; P. ,

Postal ; Pn., Postman ; Pmr., Postmaster ; Pms., Postmistress ; Pr.-Kr. , Paper

Keeper ; Prin ., Principal ; Prob ., Probationary ; Prov. , Provinces ; Retr . ,

Returner ; Sec . , Secretary ; Sen. , Senior ; S.C. & T. , Sorting Clerk and Tele

graphist ; Sr. , Sorter ; Stg ., Sorting ; Sta . , Stationary ; Supply ., Supplementary ;

Sur ., Surveyor ; Super ., Superintendent or Supervisor ; Tech. , Technical ; Tel.,

Telegraphist ; Temp., Teinporary ; Tr. , Tracer ; Wtg . , Writing.
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Deaths.

OFFICE . NAME . APPOINTMENT.
PREVIOUS SERVICE .

و

'89

A.G.D. Morris, E. R. Sec . Diy. Clk . 1901

C.T.O. Robson, S. F. Tel . 1878

Prout, W .... 1877

Miller, J. W. 1881

Leeming, T.S. 1886

Mercer,P. Y. 1887

( Cable Cox , J. S. ... Sub. Tel. Co., '86 ; P.O.,

Room )

Miss A. Regan Asst. Super . 1883 ; Asst. Super. , '03

L.P.S. , Cir. Onr. Pocock, S. Sr. 1877

Thridgould ,W.B. 1877

Grindley, G. W .. 1878

Tucker, F. J. 1882

Windmill, G. F .. 1888

Bevan , S. ... 1888

Flynn, T. 1895

Whisson, E.E.H. 1900

Bedingham , G. E. 1903

Nord .... Lawrenson,W.D. *Over . 1870 ; Over. , '82

E.C. Pepper, J. W.... C.C. & T. 1883

Miss M.C.Warren 1892

Sur. Dept. Hammond, R. L. Asst. Sur. , 2nd Cl . . Asst. Clk ., F.B. , C.D.,

'72 ; Clk ., Alexandria,

'74 ; Agent, Suez, '80 ;

Sur. Clk ., '88

Birmingham Nosworthy , H.G. S.C. & T. 1891

Liverpool ... Hunt , J. 1899

Okehampton Petherick , E. J .. 1901

O : ford Poole , G. 1902

Sheffield Ellis , W. S. 1889

Bantry Bamber, R. D.... 1898

Edinburgh Campbell, C. R .. 1893

Aberdeen Smith, A. 1897

Ayr McMillan , J. 1898

Glasgow Henderson , D .... 1887

* In the list of deaths which appeared in the number of October, 1903,

Mr. Lawrenson was inadvertently (lescribed as a Sorter.

S.W.
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Postmasters Appointed .

OFFICE . NAME . PREVIOUS SERVICE .

Barnard Castle

Buckingham

Carmarthen ...

Deal

Derby ...

Exeter ...

.
.
.

Exmouth

Matlock Bath

Oakham

Peterborough

Plymouth

Portmadoc ...

Armstrong, W. S.C. & T., Newcastle-on - Tyne

Isaacson, W. H. Tel . , C.T.O.; O. & S.T.

Jones , J. D. ... S.C. & T. , Carnarvon ; Ch . Clk . ;

Pmr., Winchfield

Wood , F. E.T. Co.; P.O. , Camelford ; Tel. ,

Exeter ; Pmr . , Launceston ; Tring ;

Pembroke Dock

James, P. R.A.G.O.; S.B.D.; S.O .; Pmr.,

Carlisle

Fairgray, T. S. Tel., Glasgow ; Clk . , L’pool ; Asst.

Super. ; Super.; Ch . Super.;

Pmr., Shrewsbury

Pye, E. C. S.C. & T., Dewsbury ; Wakefield ;

Clk . , C.E.B. ; Cík . , 2nd CI .

(Supply. ) , S.O.

Buckman , H. G. ... , Tel., Nottingham ; C.T.O.; Pmr.,

Oakham

Geeson , G. H. Stg. Clk . , Leicester ; Clk . ; Asst.

Super .

Foot, J. N. Stg . Cik. , Plymouth ;Clk . ; Super.;

Ch . Clk . ; Pmr., Wigan

Shergold , J. W. Clk . , Cir . Off. ; Prin . Clk . ; Pmr.,

Swansea

Thomas, R. E. S.C. & T., Merthyr Tydvil ; Cardiff ;

Cik .; Cik . , 3rd Cl., L.P.S.;

Pmr ., Biggleswade

Miss A. Bushby Tel ., Bletchley Station ; S.C. & T.,

Banbury

Daw, T. Tel., Dover ; Clk . ; Ch . Cik . ,

Ashford ( Kent )

Mead , F. H. E. Tel., Plymouth ; C.T.O.

Brown , Alfred Tel., Bristol; Cik .

Garland , G .... E.T. Co.; Tel., C.T.O .; Clk . , 3rd

Cl . , L.P.S. ; 2nd Cl .

Sampson , R. A. Clk . , Falmouth ; Ch . Clk . ; Pmr.,

Barnet

O’Hagan , J .... Tel., Belfast ; Cik .

McMullen , J. M.T. Co .; Super. ( T.), Belfast

Keefe, T. B.... M.T. Co.; P.O., Queenstown ;

Limerick ; Pmr., Sligo

Espey, J. C.... C.C. & T., L.P.S.

Creighton, M. M.T. Co.; P.O. , Monaghan ; Bel

fast ; Pmr., Dungannon ; Omagh

Macdonald, E. S.C. & T., Inverness ; Pmr.,

Craigellachie

Finlayson , F. Pmr., Kirkcudbright

Harley, N.McD... Dumfries ; Pmr., Ecclefechan

Shipston - on -Stour

Sittingbourne

Stone ( Stafl.)

Walton -on - Thames

Watford

Wellington ( Salop )

Ballinasloe

Londonderry

Newry...

Portarlington

Strabane

Ardgay

.
.
.

Ecclefechan

Kircudbright



Sf. Marfin's -le -Grand.

TH
HIS Magazine is unofficial. It is published quarterly, during

the first week of January, April , July, and October, and is sent

free to subscribers all over the world at three shillings per annum,

payable in advance. It will save trouble and expense to the manage

ment if local agents are willing to receive and distribute copies to the

subscribers in their respective districts, but if it is specially desired

copies will be posted separately to the subscriber's address.

All remittances should be addressed to the Hon. Treasurer,

Mr. A. G. FERARD, c/o Messrs. GRIFFITH & Sons LD. , PRLJEAN

SQUARE , OLD BAILEY, E.C. Cheques and Postal Orders should be

made payable to him , and should be crossed “ London and Midland

Bank, Newgate Street, E.C.”

The fourteenth volume begins with the number for January, 1904

(No.53) , and ends with the October number. Copies of Nos. 25 , 26,

27 , 28 , 29 , 30, 31 , 32 , 33 , 34 , 35, 36 , 37, 38 , 39 , 40, 41 , 45 , 46,47, 48 ,

49 , 51 and 52 can be obtained by subscribers at 9d. each .

22, 23, 24, 42 , 43 , 44 , and 50 are out of print. Vols. XII. and

XIII . , bound in red cloth , 5 /- each .

Our readers at home and abroad are reminded that this is an

amateur Magazine, and that, if it is to fulfil its purpose and maintain

its interest, they must help us by sending articles for publication,

newspaper cuttings, drawings, photographs, notices of events, &c. ,

either to the Hon. Editor,

EDWARD BENNETT, ) c/o Messrs. GRIFFITH & Sons LD. ,

or to PRUJEAN SQUARE,

R. W. HATSWELL , OLD BAILEY, E.C.

Should any Subscriber fail to receive his copy in due course, he

should at once communicate with Mr. R. W. HATSWELL.

Nos. 21 ,

Covers for Binding Vol . XIII .-Applications , together with

a remittance of one shilling for each cover required, should be made

to Mr. A. G. FERARD.

$.

1

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT of the “St. Martin's -le -Grand "

Magazine for the year 1903.

Receipts. Payments.

£ s. d. £
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The New Post Office Trunk

Telephone Exchange.

MEHE recent transfer of the London Trunk Telephone

Exchange from the Central Telegraph Office to the

G.P.O. (South) , Carter Lane, London , may perhaps not

inaptly be regarded as marking an era in the history of the

development of the Post Office trunk telephone system.

When, in 1896 , the inland trunk circuits worked by the National.

Telephone Company were acquired by the Post Office, the transfer of

the circuits to the Post Office was effected throughout the country by

dealing with various districts independently at different periods extending

to February of the following year. The Southern District of England,

including London , was first dealt with, and on the 4th April, 1896,

the London circuits were transferred from the National Telephone

Company's Exchange in Oxford Court to the G.P.O. West, and were

there assembled, with the Paris telephone circuits upon a small switch

board located in an anteroom adjoining the Foreign section of the

Central Telegraph Office. At that time the metropolis was less

adequately provided with the means of trunk communication than

many of the larger provincial commercial centres, and the group

of acquired circuits terminating in the London office then numbered

only thirty-three.

Immediately afterwards a rapid extension of the system was

undertaken , and the original switchboard accommodation was speedily

outgrown , with the result that it became necessary to remove the

installation to other quarters within the same building, where a

switchboard, having a capacity for one hundred and fifty circuits was

installed and brought into use on January 31st , 1898. This in turn

has had to be superseded, and a second removal of the Exchange

took place on February 5th , 1904 , when the working was transferred

to a new and handsome switchroom situated on the third floor of the.
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G.P.O., South , immediatelyi underneath the extensive Post Office

“ Central Local Exchange.

The intervening period since the acquisition of the trunk circuits

in the United Kingdom by the Post Office has been fruitful in

telephonic developments, particularly in respect of switching devices.

The principle of indicating calls to the operators by the agency of a

mechanically projected shutter is now regarded as crude in comparison

with the little incandescent glow lamp which is adopted for signalling

purposes generally, in all modern installations.

In the new London Trunk Exchange this device has been adopted

throughout, and visitors privileged to inspect the switchroom can

hardly fail to be impressed with the “ Will-o '-the-Wisp ” -like

glimmerings of the signalling lamps which are in evidence throughout

the entire face of the switchboard . The indications which these glow

lamps furnish to the operators are well defined and unmistakable, and

through their agency the duty of operating is rendered much less

arduous than is the case where mechanically indicating appliances

are used.

The transfer of the circuits from their old home to the new

quarters was effected upon a similar plan to that adopted for

transferring the trunk circuits in 1896 , and a brief résumé of the

procedure may be of interest to some of our readers. The diversion

involved 144 trunk circuits communicating with fifty -six provincial and

two foreign trunk centres, together with 274 junction , record, and call

wire circuits affording communication between the Trunk Exchange

and nine London Exchanges of the Department as well as sixteen of

the National Telephone Company. The transference was effected

gradually, the junction circuits being first dealt with . These were

taken in groups communicating with one or two Exchanges on

successive evenings, the traffic being circulated by other routes during

the process of diversion of each route, until finally all the junction

circuits were terminated upon the switchboards in the new Trunk

Exchange. Communication between the Trunk Exchange in the

Central Telegraph Office and the outside Exchanges was maintained

by means of the wires which were provided for extending the trunk

circuits to the new Exchange, which wires were in the meantime

utilized as connecting transfer circuits between the old and the new

Exchanges. For the time being, therefore, the new switchboard

became virtually a junction transfer switchboard situated in a building

apart from that in which the trunk circuits were terminated. This

afforded an excellent opportunity of proving the working of the new
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switch sections in their entirety before the trunk circuits proper were

connected to them .

On Saturday, February 5th , 1904, the cessation of trunk

circuit- working at the Central Telegraph Office was effected almost

automatically at an early period of the afternoon, when the business

of the day had so far diminished as to enable the transference of the

circuits to the new Exchange to be safely undertaken . At a precon

certed moment the whole of the record circuits were diverted by

simple operations effected simultaneously at the Trunk Test Boxes in

the Central Telegraph Office and the new Exchange. From this

time all calis originating in London were received and recorded at

the new Exchange. Those on hand at the old Exchange were

gradually worked off, and as each trunk circuit became clear at

the latter Exchange it was joined through upon the transfer circuit

with which it had previously been associated for the purpose of

obtaining access to the junction circuits at the new Exchange .

Under this process the transfer circuits were gradually converted into

extensions of the trunk circuits , and the diversion of the 144 trunk

circuits was thus carried out in its entirety within the brief period

of forty-five minutes. So far as is known, there was neither inter

ruption to a conversation in progress during that period , nor the

loss of a call involved .

As the members of the operating staff were thus gradually

relieved of the control of the circuits which they had worked at the

old switch room, they proceeded to the new Exchange and resumed

their operating duties there.

During the period when the apparatus in the two switch rooms

was simultaneously in use an augmented staff was necessary, and

this was obtained by drawing upon the staff of the Central Local

Exchange, and utilizing the services of the most experienced learners,

and also of some members of the Telegraph Staff at the Central

Telegraph Office.

The new switch -sections embody all the latest improvements

which have been shown to be necessary by experience of the working

during the time the Post Office has had control of the trunk circuits .

As previously indicated, the main improvement consists in introducing

lamp signalling uniformly throughout the Exchange .

In the old Exchange it was necessary for each trunk operator

to obtain communication with the outside Exchanges through which

the subscribers had to be reached , by means of an intermediate

switch section known as the Junction Transfer Circuit Switch Section .
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This involved bringing the services of a second operator into use

within the Trunk Exchange before any trunk call could be completed .

Under the new arrangements the Junction Transfer Switch Section

with its necessary attendant has been dispensed with . The junction

circuits are now multipled around the switchboards in a manner

which enables each trunk operator to have direct access to them .

Those circuits working to the larger offices are operated upon the

call wire method. Where six junction circuits or less serve to carry

the traffic to any one office, the call wire is dispensed with , and

the calling and clearing signals are effected automatically at the

distant Exchanges by the insertion or withdrawal of the connecting

peg at the Trunk Exchange.

An ingenious device has been applied to the last-mentioned class

of junction circuits to enable the operator to ascertain whether a

circuit which it is desired to make use of is already engaged . A

small key is fitted immediately above the switch spring to which

each of these junction circuits is connected , and the operator must

first depress this key before inserting the peg of the connecting cord

into the relative switch spring. If the circuit is already in use a

signal lamp, fitted with a red cap, glows , and warns the operator

by a red signal that the circuit is already engaged by a colleague

at some other part of the switch -room . The remaining keys of the

group must then be depressed in succession until the lamp fails to

glow : this indicates a circuit not in use .

The concentration of circuits worked at night has hitherto in

volved changing the positions of the connecting links at the trunk

test board , and the services of the test clerk have had to be enlisted

for this purpose. Another ingenious device has been introduced

on the new switchboards which enables the concentration of the

circuits worked at night to be effected direct between the operators.

An operator desiring to transfer the working of any given trunk

circuit from the position where it is worked during the day to that

where it is worked during the night is enabled, by merely withdrawing

a peg, to signal to the operator whose duty it is to take up the work

ing of the circuit for night service that the time has arrived for doing

so ; the latter operator withdraws a corresponding peg, and by doing so

automatically signals back to the operator at the day working position

that the control of the traffic has been taken up at the night working

position . This device constitutes a unique feature of the Exchange.

The suite of switch sections is so arranged that all the circuits

worked at night are concentrated on one side of the room , and
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the space to be traversed by operators at slack periods has been

reduced to a minimum, because under the night circuit arrangements

fifteen trunk circuits are now concentrated within the same switch

board space as was occupied by five such circuits on the old switch

boards.

The timing of tickets is now effected mechanically by the agency of

the generally well-known calculagraph . One of these instruments is
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fitted between each alternate pair of keyboards throughout the suite

of sections, and two operators therefore have access to each instru

ment. Communication having been established, the ticket relating

to the call is inserted underneath the stamping pad of the calcula

graph ; a lever is operated, and the time of commencement of the

conversation is recorded in the manner shown in Figure 1 . The
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triangular mark on the outer edge of the right hand dial indicates the

hour ; the minute is indicated by the hand within the central portion.

At this stage the middle and left hand dials are left blank . When

the conversation terminates the ticket is again inserted into the calcu

lagraph and a second lever operated. This produces the impres

sions of the two pointers within the left hand and centre dials

( Figure 2 ) . The time expired under five minutes is indicated in
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divisions of a quarter minute on the left -hand dial ; the central dia !

indicates, in one minute divisions up to sixty, the number of minutes

which have elapsed since the first impression was made. The timing

of trunk calls is thus reduced to a purely mechanical operation , and

it will be seen that the exact duration of each call is obtained from

the two dials indicating lapsed time .

Common battery working has been adopted in connection with

the operator's apparatus ; and the speaking efficiency has thus been

increased . Under the old arrangement certain operators only were

provided with a second receiver to assist them in hearing if the speak

ing from distant offices was weak. Every operator is provided with

this accessory in the new Exchange .

The switch sections have been constructed to the utmost extent

possible of fireproof material . The framework and cable troughs at

the rear of the sections are composed entirely of iron. The use of

woodwork on the front of the switchboards has been restricted

within the minimum limits consistent with maintaining a good appear

ance , and the woodwork used for this purpose is entirely covered

within the sections with the fireproof material known as “ Uralite .”

Fig. 3 is a general view of the switch-room . The suite of switch

sections has a very handsome appearance . The room is well

proportioned and well lighted : ample means of ventilation are pro

vided ; and an excellent system of heating by hot water radiators

is installed . The improved hygienic conditions under which the

operating staff has now to carry out its duties cannot fail to conduce

to greater convenience and comfort.

In the planning out of the new Exchange the need for making

ample provision for further growth has been recognised ; and the

space set apart for the ultimate extension of the switch-room affords

accommodation for quite ten years' growth at the normal rate of

expansion indicated by the growth of the system during the past

three years.

The technical arrangements are fully described in two series of

articles which have appeared in our scientific contemporaries, the

Electrical Review and the Electrician . The publication of these

articles commenced simultaneously on February 5th , 1904 . The

ample information obtainable from these articles renders it unneces

sary here to refer at length to the circuit arrangements or technical

aspects of the installation .

In a leading article which appeared in the Electrician on Feb

ruary 19th , the editor took occasion to refer to the extent to which
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automatic signalling has been applied in this Exchange, in the

following words :

“ In the 'new trunk Telephone Exchange, to which we refer,

a successful attempt has been made to produce a common battery

luminous signal board, the operating of which is as simple as possible,

although it has to work in connection with a number of other

Exchanges, with calling and clearing arrangements of various degrees

of automatism .

* * *

“ So far is the principle carried out, in fact, that we should not

have been surprised to find on the switchboard a blue lamp associated

with an automatic cut -off device to put a subscriber out of circuit

should his language exceed the bounds of Parliamentary usage."

It has not yet been discovered that the telephonic currents

generated by mere differences of linguistic expression possess such

dissimilar characteristics as will enable them to be utilized in the

manner indicated , however appropriate such a course may appear ;

but, on the other hand, the development of electrical science has ,

in these latter days, been so remarkable, that it would perhaps be

indiscreet to conclude that the editor's suggestion may not become

capable of application in the future.

Chriemhild's Lament.

I have no tears for my love

Who lies in grave so lowly ;

But drops of blood from my heart

Are falling slowly, slowly.

Slowly my life fades out

With the slowly fading days ;

But the longing for my love

Remaineth with me always.

Silently bleeds my heart,

And silent thedays go by,

While I yearn and yearn for my love.

I would that I too might die .

B.
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A Style in the Making.

N the Secretary's Office there is a young man who aims at

literary distinction . Doubtless his chief objects are fame

and gold ; but he also cherishes the hope probably,

alas, illusory — that, when he can write perfect English ,

the wording of his drafts will seldom be altered . How, he asked him

self, could literary excellence be attained ? Should he give his days

and nights to the study of Addison ? Should he play the sedulous

ape to De Quincey or Hazlitt ? Influenced, perhaps, by esprit de

corps, he decided in the end to study the writings of literary men

connected with the Post Office ; and he diligently imitated four of them

in turn . An irresponsible friend said to him that Browning's question

“ What porridge had John Keats ? ” would be a suitable subject for

discussion in each of the four styles. This fantastic suggestion was

adopted ; and the results appear below . It is earnestly hoped that

the owners of the real styles will not think it necessary to take legal

proceedings.

W. H.

STYLE NO. 1 .

To Browning's question “ What porridge had John Keats ? " no

satisfactory answer has been proposed . Not only is it impossible to

say what porridge Keats had : it cannot be stated with certainty that

he had any porridge at all ; and there is , I fear, but little likelihood

that conclusive evidence will ever come to light. My own researches

have failed to elucidate this aspect of Keats's career ; and the investi

gation kindly undertaken by my friend Dr. Donald MacTavish, the

greatest living authority on all forms of oatmeal, has, unfortunately,

been equally fruitless .

One scrap of evidence I have, indeed, secured . An old visitors'

book at the Black Bull Inn in the village of Auchterslocherty, where

Keats spent a night in his Scotch tour, contains the following entry in

the poet's writing : “ An excellent inn-no porridge - J.K .” Does

this mean that, in Keats's opinion, the absence of porridge contributed

to the excellence of the inn ? Personally, I find it hard to resist this

conclusion . But it may be urged that the inn was commended not

because of, but in spite of, this remarkable deficiency ; and this

view has been strongly pressed upon me by Dr. Donald MacTavish

and by other Scottish gentlemen whose judgment I respect.

Keats's letters contain some passages more or less germane to
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this interesting problem . Writing from the Highlands of Scotland

on the 18th July, 1818 , he says that he has fed upon oatcake— “ not

long enough to be much attached to it .” On 20th July he complains

that he and his friend Brown had nothing but eggs and oatcake for

supper on the previous evening. If he had no love for oatcake-and

it is perfectly clear that he had none—it seems at least probable that

he did not care for porridge . Of one thing, at any rate, we may be

certain : he was not passionately fond of it . Claret and game were,

he said, his only palate-passions : porridge is akin to neither. It is

only fair to point out, however, that he is silent on the question what

he had for breakfast on the morning of the 20th .

That Keats must have regarded this article of diet with indifference

or hostility has been , I think, sufficiently established ; but it does not

follow that porridge never entered into his life. Circumstances may

have forced it upon him as they forced upon him much else that was

distasteful. To Browning's question, then , I can only reply “ I do

not know." Would it were otherwise ! I would give a month's

salary to have the problem solved. But I greatly fear that Keats's

porridge must ever remain , with the song of the sirens, in the dim

region of bootless conjecture.

STYLE No. 2 .

It was really too bad of Keats to leave us in doubt on this point.

The more one thinks of it , the more inexcusable his silence appears .

For Keats, be it remembered , was not only a great poet : he was a

Dramatic Critic of considerable promise. And of course the Dramatic

Critic should have no secrets from his readers ; his self - revelation

should be complete ; his attitude towards porridge and the Cosmos

should be unmistakable. Now, though Keats was, as I say , a

Dramatic Critic of considerable promise—less could hardly be said of

the man who wrote a notice of a pantomime without saying a word

about the pantomime itself — his self- revelation was sadly imperfect

and fragmentary. To fifty minor but quite pertinent questions — such

as this of Browning's — his criticisms furnish no reply. True, he wrote

only four critiques. Had he written five this discussion might not

have been necessary . For undoubtedly the root of the matter was in

him ; the importance - nay, the necessity-of revealing himself to the

world must soon have dawned upon him .

It would of course be ridiculous to contend that written criticism

is the only means by which men can reveal their likes and dislikes .

There are other ways. Mr. Thomas G. Wainwright, for example,

disliked thick ankles, and he expressed his dislike-not an unnatural
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one, it seems to me : Honi soit qui mal y pense — by murdering a

lady. But few men of letters care to do such things. Even if Keats

loathed porridge — and it is conceivable that he did—he could never

have assassinated an erring innkeeper for offering him the hateful

stuff.

No ; even literary men are capable of restraint. Elia—who was

gentle enough to call his dislikes imperfect sympathies —was never

known to kill , or even to maim, a Scotsman. If George Borrow made

away with a Papist or two the murder is not yet out. Dr. Johnson

wisest and most quotable of men !-suffered Whigs to live. And,

when one comes to think of it , the fact that a certain Dramatic Critic

is at this moment alive and well - Dieu merci ; Gott sei Dank - is in

itself a pretty good illustration of my point. For there are certain

gentlemen not unconnected with the stage — but perhaps I had better

say nothing about this. Silence, says the copy-book, is golden. Mum

-to use a somewhat hackneyed expression—'s the word . Enough

that this Dramatic Critic — wild horses would not drag his name from

me - flourishes quand même.

“ What porridge had John Keats ? ” Well, if John Keats did not

take the trouble to tell us it serves him right that we should not

know . And certainly I don't know . It is a mistake - pardonable,

þut still a mistake - to suppose that Dramatic Critics know everything.

STYLE No. 3 .

I have had the great advantage of reading in manuscript my

colleagues' very able articles on this absorbing question. If I venture

to add some words of my own it is not from any desire to combat the

arguments which they have advanced with such admirable cogency

and force. That their task has not been an easy or a grateful one

will be manifest to all who have had occasion to deal with meagre and

unsatisfactory evidence. In the present case the evidence available is

certainly inconclusive. Whether it will ever receive any considerable

augmentation cannot , of course, be predicted ; but the chances that

some record will leap to light and conclusively establish Keats's

relations to porridge are certainly not great and may probably be

regarded as infinitesimal.

: But, even if we deem these chances to be wholly negligible, I

venture to suggest that we are not justified in dismissing the problem

as incapable of solution . All that we can legitimately assert is that it

cannot be solved by normal means. It will be claimed by a section

of spiritualists that the question is susceptible of a supernatural

solution--that it can , in fact, be settled by a reference to the spirit of
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John Keats himself; and, however grotesque such a claim may

appear, we who endeavour to apply the methods of scientific research

to the elucidation of psychical phenomena must hear the contention

with gravity and discuss it without prejudice. Unless we can show

that the claim is inadmissible we cannot assert that the problem under

discussion must ever remain unsolved.

It is possible that the question has already been asked at a séance,

and that an answer purporting to proceed from the poet has already

been recorded ; but I have not come across any reference to such an

incident in the literature of spiritualism . That literature is , however,

peculiarly rich in messages from the illustrious dead ; and if, for

argument's sake, we assume that it will one day be alleged that a

message has been received from Keats on the subject of his relations

to porridge, we shall do no injustice to the spiritualistic position . It

is obvious that such a message would, from its nature, be incapable of

direct verification . Its claim to be regarded as genuine would

ultimately rest on the alleged Keatsian character of its substance and

its form . Now, however characteristic of Keats the message might

seem to be, however striking its similarity, in sentiment and phrasing,

to his known writings, we should not be justified in ascribing the

alleged manifestation to the agency of the poet's spirit . Colourable

imitations of the work of Keats and of others can readily be

fabricated . The history of spiritualism makes it abundantly clear

that the possibility of deliberate fraud on the part of the medium

must never be overlooked ; and in the supposititious case we are now

discussing it would be particularly necessary to bear that possibility in

mind.

But in many cases the spirits of obscurer persons than Keats are

alleged to have communicated verifiable information which the

medium could not possibly have obtained through normal channels ;

and of course, if it be established beyond doubt that even one

message has been received from beyond the grave, the contention

that Keats might communicate with us cannot be resisted. Whether

he would do so is another question .

In the limited space at my disposal it is , I fear, impossible to

discuss the evidence for the belief in communion with the dead . My

own opinion , for which I have given the grounds elsewhere, is that the

singular phenomena on which this belief is based are due, not to the

interference of spiritual agencies, but, in all probability, to the operation

of a new mode of perception, the explanation of which need not be

sought beyond the spacious region of natural law.
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STYLE No. 4.

All my life I have hated the Scots , and yet the fact remains that I

married Angelica whose forefathers were stalwart Covenanters. The

idea of the union appealed to my sense of humour. My particular

pose is a genial melancholy, which seems to be adequately explained

by the fact that I am Scotch by marriage. “What porridge had John

Keats ” ? is a question I have often put in “after office hours ” to

Angelica with more or less painful results . She says I am always.

getting at her with scriptural quotations and she is tired of them . She

says the Bible was intended for edification , not to provide quotations

for authors whose reading is limited. Moreover, she says, there is

only one porridge, and to ask the question is the same thing as to ask

“ What sun shone on Robert Burns " ? It seems to me that futile

questions are pregnant with meanings to civil servants and especially

to those employed in the General Post Office, who are constantly

called upon to fill up official forms. I am especially drawn towards

the unsuccessful men of the service ; and when I am called upon to

write their official biographies, it is questions of this sort that I have

to answer. I am rather fond of skating on thin ice; and, while praising

the retired and the dead , I am not slow to take the opportunity to

satirise gently the living who are on active service . If we could only

ascertain what porridge was consumed by the chiefs of the Post Office,

we might obtain a clue to many official mysteries. There are many

compensations in official life, as I have so often pointed out, and one

is that you can edit a magazine in your unofficial hours and use your

colleagues as copy. I think “ a chief” is a subject for profound

meditation , and when I ask for his portrait, together with a few

personal reminiscences, I understand he forwards both with fear and

trembling. He sometimes diffidently asks “ Who is to be the

biographer, E.B. or R.W.J. , for I am between the devil and the deep

sea ? ” There are men, I believe, in the service, who are simply

holding on to office and to life to escape the inevitable biography in

St. Martin's -le -Grand . The word biography seems to suggest

autobiography, and R.W.J. and I are best in that department. I may

not have mentioned it before in these pages ; but I was born in Kent

and my father was a minister of the Gospel. I have always been able

to answer in any quarterly issue of this journal the questions “ What

porridge did I eat ?” “ The Book of Common Prayer ” and

“ The Peep of Day ” were meat and drink to me. My style, which

is simple, is founded on “ The Peep of Day.” My early youth

was passed in telling stories , and I am still able to repeat them
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constantly when pressed for material. I have even heard it said that

my porridge was chestnuts. My life has been a failure tempered by

geniality. I find the writing of “ After Office Hours " a great resource

in times of domestic difficulty. Angelica, like other persons who rule

over us, has a wholesome respect for the press, and she will do much

to keep matters relating to the home out of the journals of the day.

I think , on the whole, that life is worth living even in the Savings

Bank . The great secret of life is to be genial , though you are

miserable, to do your duty, to secure your annual increment and to

love Angelica. I am often asked whether that love is reciprocated,

and I have to answer, " That depends on whether the increment has

been obtained.” This reminds me that Angelica is Scotch ; but I

think I mentioned the fact before. I am afraid I have not kept to

the subject of this paper : I have wandered a little. Never mind, it

will do for “ After Office Hours. "

JOHN BUIL JUG , BLUE AND WHITE . ( 105 inches high ). See page 189.

From Collection of Mr. W. G. Honey .
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The Travelling Post Office.

In the mail coach era mails were directed to certain offices

known as “ forwarding offices . ” Birmingham , at this

period , was considered to be the most important

forwarding office in the United Kingdom . Letters for

the town itself and for the district served by it were there withdrawn

from the mails and the residue sent on to Lancaster, the next

forwarding office on the road to Scotland, where the sorting process

was repeated . The next sortation took place at Carlisle and so on at

other towns until the letters reached their destination , the mail coach

having to wait at each town while the sorting took place.

The suggestion for the establishment of a Travelling Post Office

originated with Frederick Karstadt , son of one of the Post Office

Surveyors. And on the 6th of January, 1838 , a carriage was run , as

an experiment, on the Grand Junction Railway between Birmingham

and Liverpool, the carriage made use of being merely a horse box

temporarily fitted as a Travelling Post Office. Three officers

Frederick Karstadt , John Churchill and Henry Mellersh - were

employed in turn upon the duty ; and they were assisted by Mail

Guards . The journey was performed in four hours and a half. The

experiment was successful ; and the remarks made upon it by a writer

of the period are not without interest , — “ Here is a specimen of the

exhaustless ingenuity which bids fair to annihilate time and space , an

improvement which enables the Post Office to practically work double

tides, in other words to duplicate time by travelling and working at the

same instant.”

On the 19th of June, 1838 , it was decided to make the Travelling

Post Office a permanent establishment ; and the railway companies

concerned were instructed to provide suitable carriages fitted for the

purpose. The first of these carriages (see Fig . 1 ) was built by the

Grand Junction Railway Company ; and its dimensions were as

follows :-height, 7 ft., length , 16 ft . , width , 7 ft. 6 in .; and we are

able to reproduce a sketch of the interior showing the sorting boxes,

the clerk in charge, and the mail guard ( Fig. 2 ) . It will be noticed that

the exterior of the Travelling Post Office is fitted with apparatus for

exchanging mail bags en route. This apparatus, which was invented

by John Ramsey, an officer of the department, consisted of an iron

frame covered with netting, and was fixed to the near side of the
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carriage and made to open out for the purpose of receiving a bag

suspended from the arm of a standard erected by the side of the

railway line . Simultaneously with the delivery of a bag into the

carriage net a bag was dropped from the Travelling Post Office on to

the bare ground by means of another mechanical arrangement , guard

boards being fixed by the side of the permanent way to prevent the

bag from getting under the wheels of the carriage. The first

experiment with this apparatus was made at Boxmoor on the 30th of

May, 1838 .

On the 17th of September, 1838 , the London and Birmingham
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TRAVELLING POST-OFFICE, ON THE LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM RAILWAY.

Fig. 1 .

Railway was opened throughout its entire length , thereby joining the

Grand Junction and North Union lines, and giving a direct and

continuous route to the North. The Travelling Post Office made its

first journey from London to Preston on the ist of the following

month . Two mails were despatched from London (Euston Station)

daily, the first or Day Mail at 11 A.M. , and the Night Mail at 8.30 P.M.

The Night Mail occupied five hours and a half on the journey to

Birmingham , and the Day Mail not quite so long. These two mails

were worked throughout from London to Preston by a staff of fourteen

officers known as “ railway clerks," who were assisted by a number of

mail guards. The former officers performed the sorting duty ; and the
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latter took charge of the bags, and were responsible for their despatch

and receipt both at stations and by apparatus.

The immediate effect of the introduction of the Travelling Post

Office was to render unnecessary the making up of some eight or nine

hundred bags, inasmuch as each town made up one bag for the

Travelling Post Office instead of the fourteen or fifteen which had to

be made up in the time of the mail coaches. In the year 1843 the

number of bags made up in the London and Preston Travelling Post

Office down night mail , was fifty-one, and in the up mail forty-four.

John Dicker, an inspector of mail coaches, was appointed in 1839

to look after Ramsey's apparatus ; and , although there were only ten

stations at which it was in use, yet , according to Dicker, there was

more than enough for him to do to prevent continual failures on

IXTERIOR ON THE POST-OFFICE.

FIG. 2 .

account of the sinkage of rails and standards. Several efforts were

made to improve Ramsey's apparatus, but with little success. Dicker ,

however, who was a man of considerable ingenuity, set to work to

invent an apparatus more simple in action and more reliable in

working ; and he ultimately succeeded. In April, 1848 , he had the

satisfaction of seeing his apparatus tried at Croydon with satisfactory

results ; and the apparatus in use at the present time , so far as the

system of working goes , is practically the same as that invented by

him . An improved standard was now brought into use, and, for the

first time, nets fixed by the side of the permanent way in which were

caught the bags delivered from the Travelling Post Office, -leather

pouches in which the mail bags were enclosed for delivery, and a new

variety of winged carriage net with detaching lines, which were used

to grip and detach the pouch from the arm in which it was held.
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The spring of the arm was also invented by Dicker, as well as the arm

and barrel, which he termed the “ Traductor . ” In 1855 , partly in

recognition of his improvements, Dicker was made Supervisor of Bag

Apparatus. Since Dicker invented the improved apparatus many

important alterations have been made in its working ; but the

principle of the detaching lines remains practically the same . Con

tinuous nets have been introduced by which a large number of bags

can be delivered and received . Two or more pouches can now be

suspended from a standard instead of one only : the pin box arrange

ment has superseded the spring box principle of the arm ; and whereas

Dicker’s net had to be lowered and pulled up to the side of the

carriage by sheer manual force, to -day the net is manipulated with

perfect ease by means of a lever, which , as soon as the net is lowered ,

acts upon an electric battery and rings an alarum to warn the officers

that the carriage net is in a dangerous position .

The establishment of the London and Preston Travelling Post

Office was followed by others between Rugby and Newcastle-on -Tyne

(in May, 1845 ) , Exeter and Bristol, Gloucester and Tamworth , and

Chester and Holyhead , the last of which commenced running in

March, 1852. Space does not permit of mention in detail of the

various extensions of the Travelling Post Office. It is , however,

interesting to note that in 1852 , a travelling post office left Euston

and ran through to Perth in seventeen hours and twenty-six minutes .

In all the travelling post offices the sorting duty was performed

entirely by clerks, and the bag duty by guards. In May, 1857 ,

sorters were first employed in connection with what were known as

“ District Sorting ” carriages , which were then introduced on the

London and North Western Railway. In 1859 the total number of

clerks employed on travelling post office duties was 110 , and 49 mail

guards were employed upon bag duties in connection with the same.

In 1860, a re-organisation of the staff of the Travelling Post Office

took place ; and one result was that the mail guards were abolished ,

their place being taken by sorters. Upon this revision the class of

clerks was reduced to forty-seven, and a new class of sorters established

numbering one hundred and thirty -nine.

From its establishment until August , 1867 , the Travelling

Post Office had been under the control of the Mail Office, when it

was made a separate branch . It only remained as such , however,

until August, 1875 , when the control was transferred to the Controller

of the Circulation Office (which is now the London Postal Service

Department) . When the Travelling Post Office was made a separate
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branch, the office of supervisor of bag apparatus was abolished ; and

a new class of “examiners of bag apparatus ” established . The

duties of these officers consisted of accurately gauging and fixing the

roadside and carriage apparatus , as shown in the illustrations .

It is remarkworthy that at the present day serious accidents to the

Travelling Post Office staff are rare as compared with the early days .

For instance, during the period from 1860 to 1867 , no less than

twenty-eight serious accidents befell trains to which Travelling Post

Offices were attached, resulting in more or less serious injury to forty

one clerks and seventy -eight sorters . Two cases proved fatal.

EXAMINER APPLYING GAUGE, WHICH MUST REST LEVEL ON BOTH RAILS , TO

ROADSIDE APPARATUS.

Certainly the most awful accident which has happened in connection

with Travelling Post Offices in this country is that in connection with

the Down Irish Day Mail of the 20th of August , 1868. It occurred

some two miles beyond Abergele, and about half a mile on the

Chester side of Llandulas. The mail train passed Abergele station at

twenty minutes to one (p.m.) , travelling at the rate of over forty miles

an hour. Shortly afterwards, when rounding a sharp curve at

Llandulas siding , Thompson , the engine driver, caught sight of

several runaway goods waggons coming in the opposite direction at a

considerable speed . To avoid collision was impossible. To shut off

steam and apply the brake was the work of a moment. Then
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shouting to the stoker to follow his example , he jumped from the

engine . The composition of the train was as follows :-engine and

tender, four coaches, a guard's van , the Travelling Post Office and

mail bag tender, four coaches and a guard's van . The scene which

followed the collision is almost indescribable. The engine of the mail

train struck the waggons with terrific force and smashed them to atoms,

together with the barrels of petroleum with which they were loaded .

Tons of inflammable oil at once came into contact with the fire of

the furnace and enveloped everything near at hand in a volume of

flame. Among the carriages burning was the Travelling Post Office.

Both the officers - Henry Cole Silk and Charles Woodroffe — were

knocked down and stunned by the collision : in fact, Silk received

such severe injuries to his spine that he never returned to duty .

Woodroffe , although seriously injured, after carrying Silk from the

carriage and laying him by the side of the line, immediately rushed

back to the burning carriage and set to work to save the mails and, as

far as possible, everything that was movable . In this gallant effort

he was assisted by one of the passengers, a gentleman named

Townsend, of Dublin . It is a matter of real satisfaction to state

that nearly everything was saved, and, although the correspondence

was scattered from one end of the carriage to the other, not a single

letter is understood to have been destroyed. All this work was

accomplished whilst the heat in the carriage was intense, and the wood

cracking as it burned . During the few minutes they were employed

in saving the mails, the front guard's van and the four coaches that

followed it , with every soul in them , were consumed by the flames .

It is a solace to learn that not a solitary cry for help was heard ; and

no doubt all the victims were suffocated or instantly scorched to death .

Between twenty - five and thirty persons perished in this terrible

catastrophe ; and the whole train would have been burnt and this

number increased but for the presence of mind of Thompson and a

platelayer named Dickens who uncoupled the rear of the train from

the post office van . This rear portion being on an incline proceeded

of its own impulsion down the line and was so saved from destruction .

The Postmaster General, to mark his appreciation of Woodroffe's

excellent behaviour under such trying circumstances, obtained for him

a reward of £50 .

The Travelling Post Office system is now extended over nearly

every line of railway in the kingdom . In Great Britain there are no

less than seventy-three separate Travelling Post Offices, composed of

one hundred and forty-one specially constructed carriages , employed in
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the distribution of correspondence. These carriages range in length

from fifteen feet six inches to fifty -two feet; and one hundred and

twenty -six are fitted with apparatus for exchanging mail bags. This

apparatus consists of a net made of three-eight inch hemp (three inch

mesh ), the end of which is strengthened by stout manilla rope in order

to enable it better to withstand the shock consequent upon the receipt

of the pouches. The iron frame of the net is hinged in two pieces ,

called respectively the bed and the wing . When extended for use , the

net is about two feet seven inches from the panel of the carriage, and

the apex of the wing some nine feet eight inches above rail level .

When not in use, the net pulls up nearly flat against the side of the

carriage ; and it is lowered into position and raised again by the action

of a lever inside the carriage. The delivery arms are fitted in the
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IRISH MAIL TRAIN PASSING COLWYN BAY APPARATUS.

doorways of the carriage, and are hinged to strong iron tubes

containing spiral springs , which , when the arms are not required for

use, retain them in an upright position by the door pillars. When a

despatch has to be made, the arm is drawn into the carriage, a sort of

convex shield , technically called a " sweep,” determining the angle to

which it must be brought before it can be drawn from its perpendicular

position . The mail bags for delivery are enclosed in a leather pouch

for protection against concussion , and to keep them in a fairly square

position when suspended . Affixed to the pouch is a thick strap about

ten inches long known as a “ drop strap ” ; and at one end of this there

is an eyelet, which , when the arm is drawn into the carriage, is passed

on to a pin forming a portion of the head or box of the arm, which is

protected by a spring cover. Of course, the carriage net has to be

lowered and the pouches put out for delivery some distance before the

roadside apparatus is reached ; and in order to perform these
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operations properly an officer has to be well acquainted with the

different landmarks that line the permanent way. All sorts of

immovable marks serve for this purpose, e.g. , houses, churches,

bridges , gates, cranes, and sometimes even rivers, cemeteries , and

clumps of trees. When nothing permanent can be found, a white

board is fixed as a signal. I have heard various stories of the

apparatus marks of the early days . I fancy it was Mr. Shillingford

who told one about a white horse, which for years was so regularly to

be seen in a field by the side of the railway, that the officers working the

apparatus had long looked for the animal as their apparatus mark ; but

unfortunately the horse died ; and there were then several bag failures

at that particular station . This story is not quite so good as another I

have heard about lowering pouches when a certain cow was seen in a

field , and extending the net when she wagged her tail. I have no

means of vouching for the truth of the tales ; but there is one thing

certain about the proceeding of to-day , and that is, that the officer

working the apparatus has to perform his duty in just about the same

time as it would take a cow to wag her tail . Take for instance a

station where there is the regulation two hundred and fifty yards

clearance before the apparatus is reached and another two hundred

and fifty yards clearance of all obstacles after the apparatus has been

passed , and suppose that the mail train travels at between fifty and

sixty miles an hour, then the apparatus officer would have to perform

no less than four distinct operations in less than twenty seconds , viz . ,

lower two pouches , extend the net and raise it again after the receipt

of the pouch , especially if the apparatus station was such as that

shewn in the illustration of the Irish Mail passing Colwyn Bay. The

roadside net and standard are not many yards apart , so that the

delivery and receipt of pouches is all but simultaneous .

The roadside receiving apparatus is made up of a net of stout

manilla rope attached to a framing which consists of a fixed wooden

upright and a hinged iron frame. Both stand up some four feet above

the rail level , and , when in position , are kept apart by a cross -bar. To

this bar the angle end of a double piece of rope is fastened by means

of straps ; and the other ends of the rope are attached one to the top

of the fixed wooden framing and one to the top of the iron frame,

forming a “ V. ” This is struck by the drop-strap of the pouch

suspended from the delivery arm of the carriage , and the pouch itself

is released into the net . A similar detaching line is affixed to the

carriage net , for releasing the pouches suspended from the roadside

standard . The weight of a single pouch , including the bags which it
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protects , must not exceed fifty pounds when despatched from a

roadside standard, or sixty pounds when despatched from a carriage

arm . The number of pouches despatched from various Travelling

Post Office carriages throughout the country in twenty-four hours is

eight hundred and ten ; and the number received in the same period

is seven hundred and seventy -nine. The approximate weight of those

despatched being sixteen tons and a half and of those received

fourteen tons. J. G. HENDY.
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PLATELAYERS ASSISTING IN THE ERECTION OF APPARATUS.
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Family Worship.

M

ANY families in Scotland could still , I fear, sympathise

with the five stalwart sons of a Highland minister, who

was accustomed to pray at such inordinate length every

morning that one by one the sons stole silently on their

knees out of the room . Each one as he passed his mother received

from her a parting " skelp , ” which they seem to have taken quietly

probably it did not hurt much-and she made no further effort to

detain them . Perhaps her practical nature overcame the spiritual

one at the moment, and she realised that the duties of the day must

be begun ; or perhaps even she sympathised with their desire to

escape, and only a sense of noblesse oblige restrained her from

following their example . What the pious father said or did when

he finally rose from his knees and found that no one was present

but his faithful wife I have never been able to discover. History has

drawn a veil over that portion of the story. His spiritual fervour

may still have been too great to allow him to notice that his earthly

audience had seriously diminished , or else he too may have bowed

his head to the inevitable and the mundane.

In some families it was the custom to read straight through the

Bible , from beginning to end . The genealogies in the Old Testa

ment were merely tiresome and profitless, but some chapters of

certain books were excessively embarrassing. A widow of my

acquaintance, who persevered in reading thus without discrimination

to her young family, happened one evening to have a strong

minded English sister-in -law as a visitor just when she had lighted on

a most plain-spoken chapter. She stammered and stuttered a little ,

it is true, because the sister-in-law coughed incessantly and made

remarks under her breath , such as “ Well I never ! ” “ This is getting

dreadful !” but she read it bravely to the end . When all was over,

the sister-in-law looked round the circle of young folk to whom this

strong meat had been offered : “ My dear Katie , and this is the way

you are bringing up these poor innocent children . I am ashamed of

you ! ” was her indignant ejaculation . But to the mother it was all

sacred ; all the teaching of God through his inspired prophets .

Family worship is scarcely a time of undiluted joy to the children

of the household I am afraid ; at least it was not in the household

I knew best in my childhood's days. But still there were some com

pensations. We read verse about , the servants also , and all our
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little ears were widely open when it came to their turn , their mis

pronunciations being the occasion of much secret glee. But the glee

was no longer secret :when one evening a favourite and much -tried

housemaid announced that “ Moses did exceedingly fear and quaik . "

Even the gravity of the father of the family, which we had always

considered as quite immovable by any incident whatever, was seriously

disturbed . After that the servants were excused from reading, much

to their relief I doubt not .

And then , the further to try us, the dog and cat were always in

their most entertaining mood during the prayer that followed. They

could not , I suppose, become accustomed to seeing us prostrate and

silent , kneeling each before a chair, our faces in our hands . Ted

put his paws up on the chair, and licked the face and hands available,

anxious to cheer us and assure us of his devotion , pleased, too, perhaps,

to find us come down more to his level . Since that was of no avail,

he went and stood up on his hind legs before the master of the house,

who was reading a solemn prayer out of a big book. The dog waved

his fore paws in the air, and urgently begged him to cease. Finding

that also useless , he became frolicsome, as though determined at any

cost to get a laugh out of these curious people, and he therefore

chased the cat round and round the room until that much -insulted

animal sprang up on the side-board , hissing and spitting and glaring

triumphantly at her enemy from that safe altitude . I

sure , the deepest grief of Ted's life that the cat had an unfair

advantage over him , since he was not permitted to follow her

example and leap up on any piece of furniture that seemed to him a

desirable vantage ground.

One evening we were joined by a small cousin who had not been

accustomed, it would seem , to family worship, but he comported him

self throughout with becoming gravity. At the end , however, when

all had risen from their knees, and the servants, followed by some of

the family, were leaving the room , the little fellow was found at the

door holding out a small salver for the offerings of the worshippers.

On being examined , and cross -examined , it turned out that he had

observed at church that a collection was always taken , that he

believed that to be an inseparable and most useful adjunct of the

ceremony, and that therefore, seeing that no one else was prepared,

he had possessed himself of the card-tray and determined to play the

part towards which he had always felt a strong leaning. I expected

great things of that young man in future years, as far as financial

matters were concerned at any rate ; but he became an artist and

It was , am
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therefore penniless, so that my expectations were not fulfilled . But

it could scarcely have been the artistic temperament in him that

made him see in the taking of money a fitting conclusion to divine

service .

As I have said , the master of the house did not indulge in

extempore prayers, but read them, of a very moderate length , out of

a gravely -bound book with red edges, the very appearance of which

volume filled me with awe. I do not know by whom these prayers

were written , but even in those days I recognised that they were

couched in good and scholarly English . It was a pleasure to listen

to the well-arranged, well-rounded sentences . Only my critical mind

found fault with one prayer, in which , after asking, one would think ,

for every material and moral blessing which it was possible for the

Almighty to bestow, the writer wound up the whole matter, and left

Him no loop-hole, no excuse for saying afterwards that some special

boon had not been invited , by adding : " And oh Lord , blens in

all things exceedingly abundantly, above all that we can ask or even

think.” That saving clause always seemed to me distinctly greedy.

A certain minister of the Gospel who occasionally honoured our

supper table by his presence , struck me as distinctly greedy also .

He was a young man, fond of the pleasures of the table , and when

he was asked to say a grace before the meal began , he ran his eye

over the dishes on the board , all spread before him at once in the

homely fashion of the north , and he constructed his grace accordingly

as he was pleased or displeased . If the dishes were not to his taste ,

or the meal was more simple than he considered desirable, he said

curtly, “ Oh Lord , for these Thy mercies we render Thee thanks . "

But if the table groaned under lavish and dainty dishes, with unction

he murmured , his eyes only half closed , “ Oh Lord , our heavenly

Father, for all these Thy most ABUNDANT mercies, we render

Thee our hearty praise and thanks.”

As a rule Presbyterians take it ill when one of their sect leaves

their form of worship for any other . And Episcopalians they con

sider dangerously near Papacy. One grim old father I knew whose

daughter went over to the Church of England. She joined, as con

verts so frequently do , the most extreme and Ritualistic congregation

she could find . Many and bitter were the arguments between her

and her father, but both remained obdurate and unconvinced . At

last , when the old man lay on his death -bed, the daughter believed

that her opportunity had come. She had a table arranged at the bed

side as an altar, placed on it many lighted candles, and called in the
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priest to pray for the dying. With a last effort the old Presbyterian ,

whom they believed to be unconscious and unaware of what was

passing round him, raised himself in bed , blew out every candle, and

then , with a triumphant smile on his face, sank back and died .

To conclude with a quite irrelevant little story . I was in a shop

the other day when a tired and over-worked woman came in , and

asked the shopman shortly for “ ' arf sunlight." I looked at her,

bewildered by her amazing request, but I was enlightened when the

shopman , without a word , handed her half a pound of Sunlight Soap .

But as I came homewards I thought to myself what a different world

this would be if we could all have for the asking “ half sunlight. ”

Half shadow , half sunlight , not all shadow either in our religion or in

our lives . There is no one, perhaps, who has all sunlight, but then

some of us , like that poor woman , might become quite deliriously

happy if we had even half sunlight, and that might not be good

for us. D.
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Small Street, Bristol, and the Post

Office Extension .

ROM time immemorial Small Street , in the City and

County of Bristol , has been an important street . One

of the nine old town gates was at the bottom of it , and

was known as St. Giles's Gate, having obtained this

name from a church dedicated to St. Giles, the patron Saint of

cripples and beggars, which in the fifteenth century stood at the end

of “ Seynt-Lauren’s- laane. " Here , history says, was “ the hygest walle

of Bristow ” which has “ grete vowtes under it and the old chyrch of

Seynt Gylys was byldyd ovyr the vowtes . ” The cutting of the trench ,

from the old Stone Bridge to near Prince Street Bridge , for the new

channel of the Froom was completed in 1247. Before this date ships

could only lie in the Avon , where the bottom was very stony and

rough,” but the bed of the new course of the Froom t.aving turned

out to be soft and muddy it became the harbour for the great ships,

and Small Street from this time became a principal thoroughfare.

Then to this quarter of the town came Bristol's greatest merchants.

From the centre of the town to the old Custom House at the lower

end of Pylle Street (now St. Stephen Street ) there was no nearer way

than down Small Street and through St. Giles's Gate. The existence

of gardens in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries at the backs of the

houses in Small Street is evidenced by the wills of old Bristolians.

In that of William Hoton, merchant , of St. Werburgh's Parish , who

died in 1475 , is mentioned “ the garden of Sir Henry Hungerford ,

Knight,” near the cemetery of St. Leonard's Church, and John Ester

field , merchant , of St. Werburgh Parish, who died in 1504 , be

queathed to his wife “ his dwelling -house in Small-Strete, and also the

garden in St. Leonard's Lane, as long as she dwelleth in the said

house."

In this historic Small Street , and just within the old city walls , have

for two or three hundred years stood certain premises, in olden times

divided into three separate holdings, the freehold of which was pur

chased in 1903 from the Bristol Water Works'Company by the Post

Office for much -needed extensions to its already large building . It is

these three edifices of which special mention is made in this paper ,

and the facts respecting them have been culled by Mr. Percy

Cornish , of the L.P.S. , from ancient parchments which would fill
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a large wheelbarrow. The premises are not of very ornate exterior

now , as will be seen from the illustration ( Fig . 1 ) prepared

from a photograph taken by Mr. F. A. Huntley, the head

of the local branch of H. M. Office of Works. They are

interesting, however, as denoting an old style of architecture ,

but the exteriors have, no doubt , been altered and pulled about

to nieet the requirements of successive occupiers as to be not

.
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Fig. 1.-SMALL STREET, Bristol.

( New premises acquired by Post Office . )

quite like what they were originally. The structures appear to

have been erected in the middle of the seventeenth century , probably

at the end of the reign of King Charles I. ( 1649) . The plan of

Brightstowe, published in 1581 by Hofnagle, shows that the Church

of St. Werburgh and its churchyard occupied one-third of the

frontage of the street on the west or Post Office side , and that there

were only f.ve other separate buildings , which were each detached and
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covered the remainder of the length of the street . Millerd's “ Exact

Delineations of the famous Cittie of Bristoll,” published in 1673,

does not so clearly illustrate the houses standing in Small Street on

the Post Office side as could be desired. The deeds hereafter

alluded to indicate, however, that of the three premises under con

sideration, the Elton Mansion at least was standing before 1680, as

Richard Streamer, who died in that year, is named as having formerly

dwelt therein . There is no earlier record ; and , as Streamer only came

to fame as Councillor in 1661 , it may perhaps be assumed that the

mansion was erected in about the year 1650, and, as a member of the

Cann family is the first known owner of the property, no doubt the

house was erected for him . The style of architecture appears to bear

out the assumption as to date, and the frontages indicate that all

three houses under special review were erected at about the same

time.

While there may be a little regret when these medieval buildings

disappear, there will be the advantage of the street being considerably

widened by their removal. It is now only 20 feet wide from house to

house, and gives a very good idea of its appropriate appellation - Small

Street.

Taking first the property which formed the middle holding, now

( 1903) , known as 7 , Small Street , and which is not therefore actually

contiguous to the existing Post Office, the earliest date alluded to in

the parchments is the year 1700 . In a deed of the 14th August,

1723 , it is stated that Sir Abraham Elton , merchant, under indenture

of lease dated 28th February, 1700 , had bought from Sir Thomas

Cann (then 1723 ) deceased , late father of Robert Cann, of Stoke

Bishopp in the county of Gloucester, Esq . , “ All that great messuage

or dwelling-house situate standing and being in Small Street within the

Parishes of St. Walburgh ( sic) and St. Leonard . ” The indenture was

between Sir Abraham Elton , Bart., on the one part, and Christopher

Shuter, of the same city , on the other part , and was worded thus :

“ Now this indenture witnesseth that for and in consideration of the

sums of five shillings of lawful money of Great Britain to the said

Sir Abraham Elton in hand paid by the said Christopher Shuter the

receipt whereof the said Sir Abraham Elton doth hereby confess and

acknowledge and for divers good causes and considerations him the

said Sir Abraham Elton hereunto moving hath granted bargained sold

assigned and set over unto the said Christopher Shuter

all the said messuage and tenements to have and to hold unto the

said Christopher Shuter his executors administrators and assigns from

L
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henceforth for and during all the rest and residưe of the above recited

term of 70 years which is yet to rúň and unexpired in trust for

said Sir 'Abraham Elton "

The next record is that bearing date of the next day thus :

“ Mr. Cann's lease for a year of a Messuage in Small Street to Sir

Abraham Elton . Date 15th August, 1723. "

Robert Cann “ doth demise grant bargain and sell unto the said

Sir Abraham Elton all that great messuage or dwelling house situate

standing and being in Small Street within the parishes of St. Walburgh

and St. Leonards or one of them within the said city of Bristol

wherein Richard Streamer Esq. (who died in 1680 ) formerly dwelt

and wherein Sir William Poole, Knt. (no trace of him can be found

in local records) afterwards dwelt and now ( 1723) the dwelling of and

in the possession of the said Sir Abraham Elton ( First Baronet) (where

also Sir Abraham Elton , the grandson , successively dwelt, and after

that , William Thornhill, surgeon ) and fronting forwards to the street

called Small Street and extending backwards to a lane called St.

Leonard's Lane and bounded on the outside thereof with a messuage

in the holding of William Donne, ironmonger, and afterwards ( 1746 )

John Perks, tobacconist, lately numbered as No. 6 in Small Street ,

actually adjoining the Post Office, and on the other side thereof with

a messuage in the tenure of William Knight, cooper, and afterwards

of Richard Lucas, cooper (lately known as No. 8 Small Street, and

last occupied by Messrs. Bartlett and Hobbs, wine merchants),

Togeather with all and singular Cellars, Sollars Vaults , Rooms, Halls,

Parlors , Chambers, Kitchens, Lofts, Lights, Easements , Backsides,

pavements, court yards and appurtenances whatsoever ”—for one

whole year yielding and paying therefor the rent of a peppercorn on

the feast of St. Michael the Archangel (if the same shall be

demanded ). -Signed and sealed , Robert Cann . In the Abstract of

Title it is noted that William Knight, who occupied the house on the

" other side,” was succeeded in the tenure by Richard Lucas, cooper.

On the 14th August, 1746 , Sir Abraham Elton (3rd Bart .) and

Assignees leased the premises as before described to Dr. Logan of

the City of Bristol, Doctor in Physick, for 5s. , as in the case of

Christopher Shuter. The house of William Donne, ironmonger,

adjoining, was in this deed mentioned as occupied by John Perks ,

tobacconist. The property appears to have been sold by William

Logan, of Pennsylvania, Esq ., and nephew and heir of the above

mentioned Dr. Logan , Doctor of Physick of the City of Bristol, to the

“ Small Street Company ” (Richard Reynolds, Edward Garlick,
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FIG . 2. - FIREPLACE OF ABRAHAM AND MARY ELTON, 1700 .

(Removed from No. 6 , Small Street , to Telephone Avenue, Bristol).

[ To face page 153
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Richard Summers, James Harford, William Cowles, James Getly ) on

the 27th May, 1772 . In the year 1847 the property was leased to

the Bristol Water Works Company, and purchased by the Company

in 1865 .

The several owners and occupiers of this “ great house ” were

persons of no mean degree.

The other premises (6 & 8–1903) stand on the upper and lower

sides respectively of the old Elton mansion. They belonged in 1709

to Eleanor Seager, who mortgaged them to Edward Cook for £140.

The property was described in the mortgage deed thus :

“ All those two messuages or tenements situate and being in Small

Street in the Parish of St. Walburg ( sic) in the City of Bristol in one

(No. 6--1903 ), of which said Messuages John Knight Gent now

liveth , and in the other of them (No. 8—1903) one M. E. Balley now

doth or lastly did inhabit and dwell , in the said City of Bristol,

and all houses , outhouses, edifices, buildings, courtyards, and back

sides, to the said messuage or tenement."

The two messuages were leased to Mary Knight by Eleanor

Seager for is. in money, by indenture of 26th June, 1716 , thus :

Between John Saunders, of Hazell , in the Parish of Olveston in

County of Gloucester, Esq ., and Eleanora his wife the only daughter

and heirs of William Seager late of Hazell aforesaid on the one part

and Mary Knight of the City of Bristol, widow, on the other part,

“ hath granted bargained sold all these two several messuages or

tenements situate being in Small Street in one of which said messuages

or tenements John Knight, deceased, formerly dwelt and wherein the

said Mary Knight his widow doth now dwell and in the other of them

Thomas Balley Painter and Glazier doth also dwell (afterwards in

tenure or occupation of John Mason Broker and Thomas Taman

Gunsmith) and all the outhouses, etc. , etc. , etc. ( as in 1709 mortgage

deed ).

In 1758 ( 24th June) there was a conveyance of the two messuages

from Miss Knight to Mr. Samuel Page (one of the partners with

Edward Garlick, Richard Reynolds , etc.) for £700 . It was this

same firm which purchased the Elton “ Great House in 1772 .

These two tenements became the property of the Bristol Water

Works Company at the same time as the Great House in 1865 , and

a portion of the ground at the back, facing St. Leonard's Lane ,

belonging to the St. Werburgh's Charities, in 1902 .

The old chimney -piece-- a fine specimen of medieval stone carving

(see Fig . 2 ) —which stood in the principal upstairs room of No. 7 , used
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as a board room by the Water Works Company, the frescoed ceiling,

and the panelled walls, marked the period at which the Eltons

occupied the house ; and the initials A. and M. E. , representing

Abraham and Mary Elton (Mary, daughter of Robert Jefferis , whom

he married in 1676 ) , and the quaintly cut date, 1700, are on the

chimney -piece. The chimney-piece has been removed and re -erected

in the new Water Works building in Telephone Avenue. The

enquirer of the far distant future may be misled when he finds it

in this spot unless, indeed, there be some tablet provided to indicate

and perpetuate the history of this antique stone carving . The ceiling

and panelling have been pur

chased by Sir Edmund Elton

and taken to Clevedon Court.

In the wall of the old Water

Works premises against which

the Post Office dividing wall

has been built, there is a peculiar

gargoyle, stone effigy, or image

(see Fig. 3 ) . It looks like a sort

of carved corbel, and points to a

much earlier date for parts of the

building than at present supposed.

It is to be hoped that the

architect of the Post Office

extension will so arrange as to

let it remain in situ . The build

ing may have once been ecclesi

astical, though we commonly

find in pre-Reformation archi

tecture sacred subjects intro

duced into what for

want of a better word , be called decoration. Against this

theory is the circumstance that beneath the stone reading

slab there appears a coat of arms. In recent letters to the

Bristol Times and Mirror newspaper, certain writers have,

in treating of the Water Works' premises, sought to establish

that the great philanthropist, Edward Colston, possessed a

mansion on the East side of Small Street, and lived therein . No

tangible facts have, however, been adduced to substantiate the state

ments. On the other hand , there is very conclusive evidence to the

contrary contained in the notes on “ Colston's House ," read at the

may,

Fig . 3 .
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Annual Meeting of the Bristol and Gloucestershire Archæological

Society in 1890, by the late lamented historian of Bristol, John

Latimer. Mr. Latimer demonstrated, beyond doubt, that Thomas

Colston , purchased the mansion of the Creswicks on the West side

of Small Street, upon the site of which the present Post Office now

stands. It is in that house that Edward Colston resided , if, indeed ,

at any time, he ever did live for more than a short period at one

time in Small Street.

R. C. TOMBS.

otro

CROWN DERBY PASTILLE -BURNER. (4 inches high) . See page 189 .
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Three Post Office Reports.

W

E have received the reports of the Postmaster General of

British Guiana, of the Post Office of India, and of the

Post Office Department of the United States for the

years 1902-3 ; and we propose to devote a few pages of

St. Martin's- le -Grand to a review of these three documents which

have, however, little in common . British Guiana is one of the

smallest dependencies while India is the most populous dependency

of the Imperial Crown . In the former country each inhabitant

posted on the average nearly seven letters or other articles in the year,

but in India the number of postal articles delivered was at the rate of

only 2-16 per head of the whole population . The gross revenue of

the British Guiana Post Office was Dols . 107,488 , and of the Post

Office of India, Rs. 21,352,991 . In the United States every

inhabitant received on the average 99 * 7 articles by post in the year ;

the gross postal revenue was Dols. 134,2 24,443 , and the expenditure

was Dols. 137,784,487 . With such enormous differences in the results of

the work of the Post Offices of the three countries, it would be useless

to compare them further ; and we must, therefore , deal with each

report separately .

BRITISH GUIANA.

The total number of articles posted in British Guiana was estimated

at 2,400,949 , and there was an increase in the number of letters and

postcards as compared with the year before. The total number of

letters registered was 60,686 and 10,446 registered letters were

received from abroad . There were 22,824 returned letters and

postcards. 1,715 postal packets from abroad were challenged for

customs duties ; and Dols. 555 were collected as duty on the contents

of the packets.

The money order business of the colony showed a remarkable

increase during the year, and in February, 1903 , the sale of British

postal orders was begun. There was a slight increase in the total

number of parcels dealt with , and an increase of 45 per cent. in the

parcels received from the United States . .

The telegraph business is decreasing, but the telephone business

in spite of some drawbacks seems to be developing. It is a little

curious to find that the land lines are damaged at Easter by what the

Postmaster General describes as the people's mania for kite flying at

that season, and this is an annually recurring trouble. The ocean
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cables were frequently interrupted; and the Postmaster General

emphasizes the inconvenience resulting from the colony being

dependent on one cable for communicating with Europe.

INDIA.

The estimated number of postal articles delivered in India during

the year 1902-3 was 589,296,416 which included the following items :

Letters paid , unpaid and registered 266,799,644

Postcards 253,758,481

Registered newspapers 32,558,182

Book and pattern packets .... 32,708,771

Parcels registered (actual number) 2,472,277

unregistered 1,000,061

In every case there was an increase over the corresponding figures for

the year before varying from 2.88 per cent . on letters to 36'02 on

unregistered parcels and averaging 5'24 per cent. on the whole.

increase in the number of parcels is ascribed to the reduction in the

scale of inland parcel postage made in July, 1901. Attention is

directed to the increasing use of postcards , which now exceed the paid

letters in number.

During the year 15,868,564 money orders were issued ; of these

556,609 were drawn on foreign countries including native states, and

181,016 were telegraphic orders . In each description of orders there

was an increase over the figures for the year before . In some parts of

India money orders are used to a considerable extent in the collection

of revenue, for the payment of rent and for remitting other

government dues.

The business of the Post Office Savings Bank is also increasing.

There are now 293 head banks and 6,782 sub-banks in India and

922,353 deposit accounts . Interest amounting to Rs . 3,250,562

was credited to the depositors ; and the total amount due to them at

the end of the year was Rs . 114,215,434 . The depositors were

classified as follows :

Professional, having fixed income 245,754

having variable income 62,508

Domestic 161,346

Commercial 34,123

Agricultural 15,065

Industrial 30,928

Indefinite 372,629,

On the 31st March , 1903 , there were 2,051 government telegraph
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offices in India, and of these 245 were under the control of the

telegraph department, and 1,806 were combined post and telegraph

offices under the control of the Director General of the Post Office of

India.

The Indian Post Office - is used for collecting salt revenue in

certain districts and for the payment of military pensions. also

acts as an agent for the sale of quinine, and during the year disposed

of over 5,000 pounds of this useful drug made up into 7,192,309

packets each containing five grains.

There were thirty-two highway robberies of the mail during the

year, of which twenty -four occurred in British territory and eight in

native states. No life was lost ; but in nineteen cases the mail carriers

were more or less seriously wounded . In eight cases the entire mail

was recovered, in fourteen cases there was a partial recovery , and in

ten cases everything was lost. Other casualties noticed in the report

included the total loss of a mail steamer, and all hands, in a cyclone ;

the sinking of a steam launch in the Gulf of Cutch ; and the wrecking

of the mail train from Madras to Bombay owing to the destruction of

a bridge by a flood . The mail line to Gilgit was twice overwhelmed

by avalanches ; two runners were drowned while trying to cross

flooded streams; an overseer in Assam was attacked by a wild buffalo

and died of the wounds ; and a village postman in Madras was mauled

to death by two bears . In Eastern Bengal a postmaster was murdered

and his postman was wounded by dacoits , and another postman was

murdered in a hut. As many as twenty -three post offices were burnt

down, three were blown down and three washed away by floods during

the year. There are perils connected with the Indian postal service

of which we know nothing in England .

The establishment of the Indian post office included 75,290

persons, an increase of 4:43 per cent. for the year. Of this number

212 were pensioned soldiers of the native army and 65 were women

of whom , all except 4, were Europeans or Eurasians .

The financial results appear satisfactory. The receipts were

Rs . 20,962,173 from the postal service proper, Rs . 384,818 from

mail cart , parcel van , passenger and goods services, and Rs. 6,000

contributed by native states , making altogether Rs. 21,352,991 .

The expenditure on the postal service was Rs. 16,249,844 , on mail

cart and other services Rs. 384,818 , and on mail steamer subsidies

Rs. 623,585 , making altogether Rs. 17,258,247 . The surplus of

receipts over expenditure was therefore Rs. 4,094,744 as compared

with Rs . 4,277,309 in the preceding year.
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The contract with the Peninsular and Oriental Company for the

conveyance of the European mails was carried out efficiently. In no

instance was the contract time exceeded . The mails are due at

Bombay at noon on Saturday, but on twenty -four occasions they

arrived on the previous Friday.

UNITED STATES.

The report of the Postmaster General of the United States is a

more formidable document than either of the other reports . It is a

neatly bound volume of 336 closely printed octavo pages ; and it

contains in addition to the report of the Postmaster General himself,

a report from the Assistant Attorney General for the Post Office,

reports from the four Assistant Postmaster Generals , and the Auditor's

report. It is, of course, quite impossible to review within the space

at our command these long and interesting statements which we

cannot help contrasting with the very meagre amount of information

as to the working of the British Post Office contained in the report

of our own Postmaster General. And the contrast is the more

striking when one bears in mind that the Post Office of the United

State does not include the telegraphic service and has no savings

bank attached to it . We have one serious complaint respecting this

report ; and we make the same complaint as regards the report of

the British Guiana Post Office. Neither of them is indexed , and

though the omission is not a very serious matter in the latter case, it

is , we think, a defect in the report of the Postmaster General of the

United States. That great country justly prides itself upon the

number and ingenuity of its inventions for the saving of unnecessary

labour. We could wish that the very simple appliance of an index

had been added to the numerous pages now before us .

The Postmaster General of the United States begins his report

with a financial statement. The total receipts and expenditure for

the years ended June 30th, 1902 and 1903 respectively, were as

follows :

1902 1903 .

Dols Dols .

Ordinary postal revenue 119,958,229 131,984,535

Receipts from money order

business ... 1,889,818 2,239,908

Expenditure

121,848,047

124,785,697

134,2 24,443

138,784,488

Deficit 2,937,650 4,560,045
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The estimated revenue for 1904 is Dols. 146,304,642 , the estimated

expenditure Dols. 153,511,549, so that the deficit of the current year

will be Dols . 7,206,906 . The contrast with the financial results of our

own Post Office is remarkable ; and we can hardly imagine the effect that

would be produced at the Treasury if our Chancellor of the Exchequer

had to provide for a deficit at the Post Office. The Secretary of the

United States Treasury does not, however, expect to make a profit

out of the postal service ; and it is a long time since a profit accrued .

Of the twelve decades between 1782 and 1902 , there has been a

surplus in four and a deficit in eight. The United States shares with

the Argentine Republic , Mexico, Greece, Japan , and a few other

countries the honour, or discredit , of spending more on the post office

than it receives, but its deficit is greater than the total deficits of all

the other countries in the Postal Union . Great Britain makes a larger

profit from the postal service than any other country. Russia , France

and Germany come next and in the order indicated .

There are more post offices in the United States than in any other

country. The number of articles received and sent by post to each

inhabitant is greater there than elsewhere : the mail routes are longer ;

and the annual transportation of mails extends over a greater number

of miles than in other lands.

Germany has a slightly larger postal income, but the United

States the heaviest expenditure. Germany, too , has more letter boxes ,

while in respect of the proportion of post offices to area and popula

tion the United States rank fifteenth in the first and fifth in the

second category.

The United States post office does a big business under conditions

very different from those to which we are accustomed. According to

the last report of our own Postmaster General it was estimated that

4,143,900,000 postal packets were delivered in the United Kingdom

during the year. The grand total of the number of pieces of matter

mailed in the United States during the year ended June 30th , 1903 ,

was estimated at 8,887,467,048 , or more than twice the number of

postal packets delivered in this country . It is not, of course, for us

to criticise either set of figures, but it seems hardly necessary to work

out an estimate so closely as to include units and tens in the result .

For the purpose of comparison we print side by side some details of

these enormous totals :

United Kingdom. United States.

Letters 2,579,500,000 4,262,933,677

Postal Cards +88,900,000 770,657,590

.
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United Kingdom .: United States .

Book packets and circulars 809,800,000

Newspapers 175,400,000

Second class matter 2,615,685,014

Third class matter, books,

pamphlets , & c.
1,053,637,057

..

Parcels 90,300,000

Fourth class matter, mer -2

chandise, seeds, etc. : S
93,380,005

Matter to foreign countries 91,172,745

The report of the Third Assistant Postmaster General deals at

some length with the abuses connected with second class mail matter,

the greater part of which is carried at the low rate of i cent a pound,

while a considerable portion is mailed free within the county of

publication . This is one of the privileges attached to literature, if

second class mail matter is literature , in the United States, but the

Post Office is endeavouring to reduce this privilege within reasonable

limits. Some reforms have been accomplished, and other questions

were at the time the report was written under appeal to the Supreme

Court . The cheap or free carriage of second class mail matter goes,

we suspect , a long way to explain why the cost of the postal service

so largely exceeds the receipts, and the experience of the United

States post office in this respect should not be overlooked in this

country.

The free delivery of postal packets is being extended in the United

States, but much has to be done to put the inhabitants of rural

districts in as good a position as the inhabitants in the more remote

parts of the United Kingdom . The following paragraph , from the

report of the Fourth Assistant Postmaster General, reads strangely on

this side of the Atlantic. “ Free delivery is , at least to an extent , a

luxury. Forty years ago everybody went or sent to the post office for

his mail ; now it is delivered several times daily, to the homes and

places of business of the residents of more than a thousand cities .

The service, however, adds appreciably to postal revenues by

facilitating correspondence, but consumes over one-fifth of the gross

receipts of the post offices where it exists , and the cost per carrier is

gradually increasing. Unnecessary deliveries are extravagant, and

careful scrutiny should be made of the same in all of the large offices

of the country . ” There are still many so -called cities in the United

States where the inhabitants have to send to the post office for their

letters and many rural districts are as yet unvisited by the letter
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carrier. In 1897 , there were only 44 routes in which a rural free

delivery was in operation . In 1903, there was a free delivery on

15,119 rural routes, and on June 30th , 1903 , petitions for the

establishment of 11,700 such deliveries were pending. One of the

conditions insisted upon before a free delivery is established is that

the roads shall be in good order ; another requirement is that there

must be no unbridged creeks or streams not fordable at all seasons of

the year. In connection with rural deliveries and the extension of

the telephone service into the farming districts of the country , it has

been suggested that under certain conditions postmasters should be

authorised to open letters and to telephone the contents to the

addressees. The Postmaster General proposes that a small

appropriation should be made by Congress to enable him to investigate

this subject.

Pneumatic tube service has been introduced at Boston , New York,

Brooklyn and Philadelphia, and is contemplated at Chicago and

St. Louis . It is only in Boston , however, that the full service is in

operation ; and in that city the entire mail service has felt, in a marked

degree, the benefit provided . The tubes are eight or ten inches in

diameter and many lines are double.

Many of the mail trains have been accelerated during the year

under review , and special attention is directed to the service between

New York and New Orleans. The distance between these two cities

is 1,369 miles ; and the train which leaves New York at 2.15 a.m.

arrives at New Orleans at 11.30 a.m. the next day. This service is

extended from New Orleans to San Francisco, 3,850 miles from New

York , and has brought New York and New Orleans practically a day

nearer to each other.

Money order business is transacted at 34,547 offices, and during

the year 45,941,681 domestic orders were issued for an aggregate

amount of Dols. 353,627,648 . In the same period 1,914,149

international orders were issued for Dols. 35,237,935 , and 754,1 44

international orders for Dols. 11,683,572 were paid . There is no Post

Office savings bank in the United States, but the Postmaster General

suggests that , in view of the necessity of providing for the need of the

people at Porto Rico, the post offices in the island should be

authorised to accept small deposits and to pay interest thereon, at

the rate of not more than 2 per cent.

Attention is directed to the serious risks to which the officers

employed in the railway post offices are liable, and the service is

described as ultra hazardous. During the year there were 372
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accidents in which clerks were killed or injured or the mails lost

or damaged . As many as 18 clerks were killed , 78 were injured

seriously and 398 slightly. It is melancholy to read in the report of

the general superintendent of railway mail service, “ this subject is

unavoidably in our minds always, for the news of accidents to railway

post offices, in which clerks are either killed or disabled, reaches us by

wire almost daily ."

The Postmaster General is authorised by statute to suppress

fraudulent schemes and lottery enterprises through the mails, and his

powers in this respect have recently been applied with greater

strictness. But while illegal lotteries have been suppressed, the

gambling instinct has assumed a new form , and guessing contests are

becoming more and more widespread, and the scale of their operation

is constantly growing. These guessing schemes do not come within

the provisions of the lottery statutes ; and the Postmaster General

thinks that further prohibitory powers are needed. “ That the use of

the postal service of the United States for the promotion of these

demoralising schemes should be prohibited by law, hardly needs to be

argued .” There is a fine Puritan tone in this sentence which shows

that the old traditions of the early settlers in New England are not

extinct . Happily the Postmaster General of the United States has

nothing to do with the telegraphs, and is not called upon to make

special arrangements to enable bookmakers and other gamblers to

carry on their business on racecourses and places where sporting men

congregate .
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The Sunny South.
Brindisi, July, 1903.

N this occasion my rooms overlook the harbour ; and I

am astonished at the influence the change from the

back of the hotel to the front has upon my views of life

at this South Italian port. I remember quite well that

on mylast visit I was quartered at the back ; and my windows opened

on to the yards of the hotel and adjoining houses. The sun shone

day after day ; and the sky was everlastingly blue. All that could be

Ne

VIEW FROM THE BACK WINDOWS OF THE GRAND HOTEL ,

seen , however, was the said backyards ( sometimes filled with lines of

snowy linen , and always littered with gigantic earthenware pots,

calling vividly to mind the mise en scène of the thrilling story of the

Forty Thieves) , the walls of the houses dazzling white in the sunshine

-- relieved here and there with the dull green foliage of a fig tree , or
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that of the brighter, livelier looking orange, and the women who were

sometimes to be seen hanging out the clothes ; but there was no

other sign of life . Could enthusiasm possibly be aroused over such a

scene, even in an unaccustomed Englishman ? And yet a brother

officer who occupied the rooms after I left actually thought it worthy

of photographic record. The oil jars are, I submit , the only saving

feature ; and even that , in my view, they owe to their association with

Fatima.

The doors of my old and new rooms are merely on opposite sides

of the corridor ; and yet what different worlds they open upon . The

broad stone-flagged Marina, dotted here and there with oil and wine

casks, and peopled from sunrise to sunset, is now spread before

my eye. It is a main artery of the town ; and consequently it throbs

with life. The beautiful natural harbour, with its rippling water, is a

never -ceasing living picture : boats glide here and there continuously,

some, with sails hoisted , looking like huge white birds. It opens out

before my eye ; and I can see distinctly the.two points between which

the large steamers arrive and depart several times daily, and the blue

Adriatic beyond. At this moment, a steamer of the Austrian Lloyd

from Corfu is slowly making her way in , scarcely rippling the surface

of the water, the deep red of the bottom of her hull just showing

above the water line, and the upper portion deep shining black . The

Castello, hundreds of years old , in which is situated the signalling

station , gleams golden in the sunshine as the ship gradually eases up

to her berth at the quay. Here the usual crowd of ragged porters and

loafers is gathered to receive her. She is made fast ; and a gangway

is placed on board . There is much hubbub ; and then there bursts

upon the ear the merry twang ! twang ! of the local troupe of

mandolinists. Nowhere else , except perhaps up the good old River

Thames, or on the steamer between Naples and Capri, has the music

of these instruments seemed so entrancing. In the occasional lull of

voices and instruments, the incessant monotone chirp of the cicadas

in the orange groves on the opposite side of the harbour strikes my

car ; and the cool sea breeze from the Adriatic blows through my

hair as I sit surveying the sparkling scene from my window on this

July afternoon .

This is dolce far niente indeed ; but there is a fly in the ointment

--the recollection which flashes across my mind of a room with

a northern aspect opening upon the courtyard of a building in St.

Martin's -le -Grand, dull and chilly even in midsummer. Do you know

what living at the bottom of a well is, when to see whether it is sunny,
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or what not, it is necessary to look up to the patch of light at the top

of the shaft ? If so, you realize, as I do, what will be my place this

day next week . Ugh ! I hastily light another cigarette, and, casting

dull care away, drop down to the Marina and join the agent of the

Peninsular and Oriental Company ( a true English gentleman ) and the

genial: British Consul in a sail on the Adriatic, or a stroll round the

delightful garden across the water. The happy-go -lucky crowd round

about seems always to be chanting in the well-known strain , “ Come,

let us enjoy the good things of the present.” Why not take a leaf

from its book ?

* 本 平 * *

“The Osiris, with 20 passengers and 400 bags of mails , will

R.M.S. " OSIRIS . "

arrive at Brindisi daylight," runs the message which has just been

handed to me with my name spelt out of all recognition ; but the

fact that it is for the Signor Corriere saves all possible chance of it

reaching the wrong hands . True enough , just after daylight, in steams

the “ ferryboat "-as the Osiris and her sister ship , the Isis, are

commonly termed . These boats, of 20 knots speed, link up the

overland route from London with the Main Line steamers for the

East at Port Saïd ; and it may be said , in passing, that they each

carry more bags of mails in the course of a year than any other mail

ship afloat. Our illustration shows the Osiris in gala garb (New

Year's Day, 1904). The respective commanders of the ferryboats,

Captain Hide, R.N.R. , and Captain Watkins, R.N.R. , are worthy

representatives of the type of gentlemen --suaviter in modo, fortiter
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in re — whom the directors of the Peninsular and Oriental Company

so carefully select to command their floating palaces.

Once on a time, say the Brindisines, with a sad wave of the hand

and wag of the head , the big ships called here. Yes, and no wonder

they grieve ; for when the “ ferryboats ” were born , the freely spent

gold of the hundreds of English milordos, who landed from the big

ships weekly for a look round , was diverted to other channels ; and

Brindisi has not recovered from the shock . The great dining room

of the Grand Hotel , now dull and lonely, used to be thronged with

a laughing crowd of diners, only too happy to scamper ashore for a

few hours for the novelty of eating a shore dinner-worse cooked and

served, if they would only admit it, than that aboard the ship , and

R.M.S. “ Cuina,” WITH “ ISIS ” ALONGSIDE .

costing - well, it is better not to speak of cost : the Brindisines knew

how to make hay while the sun shone !

But here the ship is at the quay on which the homeward train ,

with its mail waggons and dining and sleeping-cars, is drawn up .

The bags and passengers are transferred, and away we steam for

Merry England . The inails we know ; but what of the passengers ?

They come from all parts of the East ; and it is not an exaggeration

to say that it would be impossible to meet anywhere else in the wide

world so varied an assortment of individuals, influential in every

sphere of activity, political as well as commercial . Civil and military

officers from India, Egypt and Cyprus, governors and statesmen from

our distant Colonies, merchant princes, tea planters, with their wives

and children , all are to be met at one time or another in the dining

car of the Overland Express . It is a unique experience ; and a short

M
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acquaintance with these pillars of the large British Empire proves to

one's mind how little the majority of stay -at-home Englishmen

realize the debt that is owing to these men sent out by our country

to do its Imperial work . Theirs is no light task ; and there is not much

fun , surely, in cutting oneself aloof from country, kith and kin , for the

best part of one's life in order to hold the balance between contending

parties and conflicting interests, which is the task of the majority

of these men , a task which we know from history is more often than

not performed with remarkable and conspicuous success . They are

no armchair critics of Imperial affairs, but the men in the know , and

the working parts of the Imperial machinery, albeit they are not

overweaning with pride, well acquainted as they are with the

importance of their mission.

*

London , March, 1904.

While I was reading through these notes one evening in March ,

I chanced to look out of my window , and behold ! a snow storm .

Just think of it , when quite a month ago I was revelling in Spring in

Southern Italy. The day I left Dover it was cold and sleety. At

Calais it was no better ; and all through France the four bouillottes,

each a yard long, which were pushed all of a gurgle into my carriage

at intervals, were a godsend. At Modane the snow was feet deep.

Turning out at two o'clock in the morning at Turin was like awaking

in the Arctic regions. At Ancona, I rejected fresh scaldapicdi with

scorn , and settled down to breakfast without my overcoat - for the

first time since leaving the hotel at Dover. An hour or two later ,

i.e. , about midday, the old woman turned up as usual at Sambenedetto

with her basket of luscious fruit - fresh -pulled oranges and tangerines,

with apples, pears and figs. It occurred to me then with force that it

was no longer winter, but glorious spring. There out in the fields on

either hand the labourers were toiling in their shirtsleeves, turning up

the rich brown soil with their huge mattocks round the base of the

vines and the olive trees. The trees were sprouting ; and everything

on the face of the earth gave signs of new life. Spring had come,

indeed . The sun poured into my carriage ; and I was hot. I fairly

longed for my cold bath next morning — the usual craven spirit had

miraculously vanished . And now on this March evening I pile on the

fuel, draw my desk close up to the fire, button my coat with a shiver

as the north -easterly wind drives the snow and splinters of ice against

the windows, and long for fair Italy.
R. W. HATSWELL.
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The Story of a Suburban Family.

ES, it was our very own home. No one dared deny it.

We had been married full three weeks . We felt that

though people might say what they liked we were quite

sure that we had not yet tired of married life , and that

with our lengthy experience of it we were most decidedly in a position

to judge.

And then , too, had not our friends warned us of the “ waning

of the honeymoon ?” Where had the waning been in our case ?

How stupid people will be sometimes. We would let everybody

know what a mistake it is to talk so lugubriously of married life.

“ What a nice little house we have ! Won't we make it pretty ?

You shall make the outside look picturesque-like, while I will paint

the inside. You must plant some quickly-growing creepers, that will

be trained all up the walls, and dangle their foliage in at the windows ;

whilst I will make water-colour imitations of them on the shelves, and

the mantels , and the panels of the doors."

“ I will willingly do what I can outside, my dear, but I must warn

you that I have lived in suburban houses before, and we must be

careful how we interfere with the constitution of the structure.”

But , hubby, what harm can creepers do ? People say now that

they add considerable strength to a house. I suppose it is because, if

only the creepers are strong enough, they will support the bricks when

the bricks cease to support the creepers ? ”

“ My own wifie, what a mind you have got ! How glad I am to

feel that I have married a girl with sense . We will work and work and

work on our little cottage, until we can see the envy rising on the

cheeks of our friends , at the results that have accrued to the single

minded attention which we have bestowed on the place."

“ Yes, hubby, but we don't want people to be envious, do we ?

Of course, if they will be envious, we can't help it , can we ? From

envy, hatred , and malice ,' etc. , you know . "

" Of course , my dear, I know . But if we can't help it , you know ,

well , we can't help it , can we ? And it won't be our fault if they

are envious, will it , as long as we are free from it ? "

*

Club-land had ceased its attractions. Bal and theatres had lost

their charms. We were married . The centre of attraction, the pivot

of the world, was a little cottage in a southern suburb ; and this
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received all the attention which the new pair of house -keepers were

able to bestow upon it . And, truth to tell , it required it . For

imagination's sake it was called a cottage-a cottage sounds so much

more aristocratic than a small house merely, you know.
And con

siderable attention our cottage required before it became anything

like a thing of beauty. We lived in it just long enough to make it

pretty from the outside, and cosy and comfortable inside ; but the

efforts put forth were too much for its constitution . You may enamel

and paint a shilling wooden tripod table, until it seems to you

invaluable ; but no amount of enamel, patent or otherwise, will make

its three legs stand firm , or its surface remain flat and unwarped . In

the same way no amount of art and science, popularly so -called , on

our part, ever succeeded in making the bricks stick together, or in

converting the mud of the mortar into lime ; and, by the time our

passion -flower in the front and our Virginian creeper at the back had

succeeded in reaching their respective roofs, the gravest apprehension
was felt that the walls would fall down upon the creepers , being

unable to withstand the enormous strain put upon them . It was a

sad hour when we realised that we could not ruralise our little house

-I mean our cottage—without risking the roof over our heads,

and that all our efforts to be artistically happy had only succeeded in

showing us how unworthy was the house upon which we had lavished

our time and labour.

When single life and club -land have lost their attraction , male

human beings begin to live a natural life, so to speak, and, as might

be expected of descendants of Adam and Eve, who “ delved ” and

span ” in the ancient Garden of Eden , they turn invariably to the

soil, and devote themselves to husbandry. Husbandry of both kinds,

did you say ? May be . But no matter whether the garden at the

rear be an acre or more, or merely a few square yards, the young man

who has taken to himself a wife, feels the hereditary instinct working

in him that has been handed down to him from his savage ancestry,

and which moves him to wield the spade and the hoe, even though it

be only after office hours, and within the compass of a very narrow

potato-patch .

We began with the idea that anyone can grow potatoes ; and as

to cabbages, pitch a few seeds on to the virgin soil of a back garden ,

and forth with there will grow cabbages. And the narrower the

dimensions of the garden , of course the closer together must lettuce

plants be placed , or there would'nt be room for a little of everything.

Had not friend Potts, of the City, said that he was quite independent
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of the greengrocer ? In fact he had alleged that he never parted with

any of his money in that direction now. Perhaps not , it occurred to

me : probably not : that estimable tradesman wished that he had, I

found afterwards, especially when friend Potts left the neighbourhood

hurriedly. It was understood that the neighbourhood did not suit

his wife's health . But he arrived at that decision very hurriedly, as I

have before remarked .

Well , I determined that I would be independent of the local

purveyor of Covent Garden produce . Yet even greens cannot be

grown all at once. The rockery -remains which the builders strewed

about the garden beneath an inch , perhaps two inches, of soil, had to

be removed ; and then the seeds had to be planted , and nurtured ,

and watered, and protected . And protection they did require. The

neighbours on one side of us kept fowls. Kept them , did I say ?

Rather should I have said, we kept them for him . The neighbours

kept the eggs . There was a field at the back of our row of gardens.

Our neighbour suggested that wire-netting was a good thing for

keeping out chickens. I thought that probably it was just as good a

thing for keeping them in . I even suggested as much.

“ My dear sir, those poor creatures have been shut up all the

winter. They must have exercise now that the spring has come

round . You haven't the heart to ask me to shut them out of the

lovely field now, have you ? They pick up such a lot of meat food

out in that field .”

Meat food ! Ugh ! He meant worms, and snails !

“ So, if you are quite sure you don't mind putting some wire

netting along the end of your garden , then the fowls will have their

run , and we shall all be happy.” And the man rubbed his hands

with the jollity that comes of self-assurance.

I promised . And I put up the wire-netting.

I had no idea of the cleverness of fowls before then . I sowed

packet after packet of " reliable " seeds , and they disappeared rapidly .

Almost, in fact, as rapidly as the wire-netting itself. The Ostrich

with its vaunted appetite for tin-tacks and nails would have had to

give points to those domestic fowls. Where the netting went I could

never find out . Nor could my neighbour. He was amazed at the

intelligence shown by his fowls.

“They really seem to have eaten , and digested that wire-netting

of yours."

“ And the staples, too , ” I suggested.
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“Wonderful,” said he ; " and when I think of it , the egg-shells

have been remarkably hard and metallic lately ."

Here he looked at me a trifle anxiously.

“ It is wonderful how the food of fowls affects their egg

shells .”

“ I am not an expert at keeping fowls,” I said , “ but, may I ask,

did you find any difference in the flavour of the eggs themselves ? "

“ Well, scarcely ; and yet—well , may I ask if you have sowed any

onion -seed lately in your garden ? ”

“ Yes, ” I rejoined , “ and they also have all been scratched up. "

“Ah, yes , I thought as much . There was remarkable flavour

about the eggs, derived , I have no doubt, from the acids of the

stomach acting upon a joint diet of wire-netting and onion -seeds . "

The netting with which I covered the fence at the end of the

garden disappeared on at least three occasions.

Then I took to keeping a cat . A fine , old hunting cat that knew

its duty. The duels that ensued did not last long . One day, on

my arrival home, it brought me a wing and two feet, all that was left

of the chief of my neighbour's marauding gang. After that , my

seeds began to sprout, and the fowls ceased to trouble. Another two

legged creature, this time without feathers, evidently thought discre

tion the better part of politeness ; perhaps, I should say, courtesy

was better when tempered with discretion , and the fowls no longer

rushed in the jaws of death , as aforetime.

I soon became famous as a turnip-grower . As though enchanted

by the spell of an enchanter's wand , turnips came up in my garden

all the year round. And I may say all the garden round. At certain

seasons of the year this was a distinct advantage. When cabbages

and other garden produce was scarce , we were always able to fall

back on turnip-tops.

I remember well our first meal of home-grown turnip-tops.

Leaving home one morning in the spring, it was suggested that the

turnips were sufficiently forward to warrant our giving them a trial.

We sat down that evening to dine, with a feeling of pride and

independence. We were making a beginning. Some day, perhaps,

the very joint at the table will be of our own growing. Certainly we

shall be eating from our own potato-patch . In the meantime,

we have our own turnip -tops. And they are not to be despised .

“ My dear," I ventured to remark on my arrival home on this

auspicious evening, “ you will certainly enjoy our home-grown vege

tables, will you not ? ”
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Now, women are funny creatures. They are so wanting in the

warmth of enthusiasm at times .

“ I will try just a little . Do not help me too bountifully, my dear, ”

said my spouse , as we took our seats at the table .

Very well; you will excuse my eagerness to partake of the

fruits of the earth in due season . This is an auspicious occasion, and

I make no doubt that you fully realise the importance of it . It

marks the first step towards rendering ourselves independent of

the greengrocer."

We sat in silence.

Do you like the greens, my dear, " I said at last . The silence

was becoming somewhat strained .

“ I am just a little afraid you have helped me too freely,” said my

wife, breaking in upon the solemn stillness of the meal.

She had carefully placed her share on one side untouched. I

avoided seeing this, however .

I had done the same, though. But I had replaced the dish-cover

over the joint , and my plate was hidden from her. What on earth

was the matter with the greens ?

“ I think perhaps they wanted just a trifle more cooking, don't you

think so ? They are possibly just a little underdone, my dear. I

suppose you cleaned them well. They seem rather ' furry ,' I fancy.

Remind me of “ woolly -bears .' But perhaps you don't know what

' woolly -bears’are. ” Happy mortal !

I am indeed sorry the turnip -tops are not cooked enough. I

will do them better next time."

Here were symptoms of nervous disturbance showing. Hysterics

must be avoided .

“ Never mind,they will be better another time. Make them into

' bubble and squeak ' for your visitors to -morrow , or they will go with

the cold joint . But cook them a trifle more , and pick the youngest

shoots. Those in the bed nearest the house are the youngest.”

" Oh, very well ; but - I picked these at the bottom of the garden

nearest the hedge.”

“ Nearest the hedge, my dear, did you sow any turnip -seed there ?

I didn't."

“ Well, I thought you did .” A flood of tears . “ How was I to

know ? ”

“ Come now , never mind, I may have sowed them there. Dry

your tears . Cook them well another time, that's all.”

She had cooked the radish -tops.
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And the “ woolly -bearishness ” was explained,

· My dear, I don't care for bubble and squeak, do you ? ”

“ Not much , darling.”

“ Dig a hole , dear, by the marrow bed , and bury the ' tops, Bury

them deep. They make good manure."

“ I will."

We had no more tops ” for dinner.

L.P.S. GEO. PATRICK OLIVER.
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A Sanatorium for Postal Employees.

VERY physician who has had much experience of

consumption at any large hospital for diseases of the

chest must have been struck by the number of patients

suffering from this disease who are in Government

employ in one capacity or another, and by the almost absolute failure

of the authorities to make any provision for the treatment of their

servants once they have contracted tuberculosis. So far as the

employees of the Post Office are concerned, there can be no doubt

that a large number of them are forced to have recourse to the con

sumption hospitals. It is further a fact that the great majority of

these patients do not seek hospital treatment until the disease is in

an advanced stage ; that is to say, until their condition is such that

little hope of any permanent amelioration of their symptoms can be

entertained . Much support is lent to these statements by an

admirable article on “ The Post Office and the Prevention of Tuber

culosis ," by Mr. Charles H. Garland, which appeared in the Lancet

on September 14th , 1901. Mr. Garland has shown that , in spite of

the fact that every candidate for the Post Office Staff is required to

pass a medical examination before admission to the public service,

or, in other words , in spite of the fact that every life in the Post

Office is a selected life , the percentage mortality rate from

pulmonary consumption in the established postal staff of Great

Britain and Ireland is higher than the percentage mortality of the

general populace from the same disease .

These facts constitute a grave indictment against those who

are responsible for the administration of the Post Office, and would

not long be tolerated by any large commercial firm of standing ; for

it is a sanitary law that a high rate of mortality from tuberculosis is

invariably associated with defective hygienic conditions. The

Government have of late risen somewhat to a sense of their

responsibilities in the matter, and have caused notices prohibiting

promiscuous expectoration to be prominently displayed in the various

departments of the Post Office ; but so far only the fringe of the

subject has been touched . The most efficient way of stamping out

consumption is to prevent the disease . This can be done to a very

large extent by proper ventilation, and by the avoidance of all forms

of infection , that is to say, by the rigorous exclusion of all infected
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expectoration . Until this part of the question is thoroughly taken in

hand , we cannot expect, however enthusiastic we may be, to reduce

materially the appalling mortality from consumption in this branch

of the public service . The postal employees have , however, at last

grasped the importance of this subject ; and , although they cannot

adequately deal with the prevention of the disease, they are making

a praiseworthy attempt to establish a sanatorium for those of their

number who contract pulmonary consumption. I was therefore glad

to receive an invitation to write this article from the Secretary of

the National Association for the Prevention of Consumption , Dr.

Hillier , who has done more to enlighten the English public on this

disease than almost any other man .

Sanatorium treatment of consumption is of service whether

viewed from the standpoint of the public or from the standpoint of

the individual patient . From a public point of view a sanatorium is

of service in two ways . Such an establishment acts as an educational

factor of the greatest possible value, for it calls attention to the

enormous importance of a continual supply of fresh air, and the

absolute necessity for eliminating all sources of infection . It

further serves to diminish fresh foci of infection as they arise from

time to time, for if individuals who contract the disease are continu

ally being drafted away to a sanatorium to be restored to health , the

most potent cause of infection , the expectorating tuberculous indi

vidual , must in time be controlled . From the individual point of

view, a sanatorium , if the treatment is begun at a sufficiently early

stage of consumption , holds out the best hope which medical science

can give to -day of the permanent arrest of the disease, and of the

restoration of the working capacity. A consumptive patient goes to

a sanatorium for two reasons. He goes to receive constant medical

supervision and to be put on the road to health .

on the other hand, to a sanatorium as he would to a school - to

learn . In such an institution he learns how to live. He learns to

appreciate the importance of fresh air, a plentiful supply of good

nourishing food , and the avoidance of undue fatigue.

There can be no doubt that a sanatorium for postal employees is

urgently needed , and that it will , when established , not only be most

beneficial to the employees themselves, but focus the attention of the

authorities, in a way that no other measure can hope to do, upon the

imperative necessity of improving the hygienic conditions of the Post

Office.

One difficulty which has always to be met in a question of this

He goes,
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kind is the expense involved both in the erection and in the mainten

ance of a sanatorium . In this instance, however, no insuperable

difficulty should arise . In an interesting correspondence, lately pub

lished , between the Postmaster General and Mr. Garland , it is shown

that by affiliation with “ The National Committee for the establish

ment of Sanatoria for workers suffering from Tuberculosis, ” it will be

possible for the postal employees to obtain from their own resources

all the necessary accommodation, food and medical attendance at the

rate of £ 52 per bed per annum . It is further stated that a subscrip

tion of id . per week from each individual employed in the Post Office

would provide accommodation for all cases likely to arise among the

subscribers . The proposal has the sympathy of the Postmaster

General ; and there appears to be every hope that the collection of

subscriptions and other administrative questions will be dealt with

through the official channels, as is already the case with insurance

companies, railway companies and benevolent societies.

If the sanatorium is established, attention must be given to two

matters of great importance. The earlier a case of consumption

comes under medical treatment the greater hope is there of a speedy

and permanent arrest of the disease. The early recognition of the

disease is frequently due to the detection of tubercle bacilli in the

expectoration . Consequently it is essential that a central laboratory,

somewhat on the lines of the anti -tuberculosis dispensaries of France ,

should be established , to which any postal employee could send his

expectoration for examination and report . In the second place, it

must not be thought that three or four months' residence at a

sanatorium will place a consumptive person in such a state of health

that he can return to work amidst unhygienic surroundings without

fear of a relapse. Arrangements must therefore be made of such

a kind that those returning from the sanatorium can be given work

which is suitable to their condition .

ARTHUR LATHAM , M.D.
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Postal Experiences in Switzerland .

HE man who spends his hours of daily labour within the

walls of a post office imperfectly realizes the magnitude

and necessity of the many branches which build up our

postal service ; and the time-worn maxim that familiarity

breeds contempt is exemplified in the manner in which that man

regards the beautifully balanced work of the Post Office - a work so

carefully thought out , so minutely planned, and so perfectly ad

ministered that it resolves itself into little short of a science . It is ,

perhaps, not until such a man shakes himself free from the round of

duties and takes his annual leave, say, in some foreign country, that

the advantages of the organisation are justly appreciated by him . It

is then that the Postal Service, the link which enables him to maintain

communication with his loved ones at home, is truly appraised ; and

he finds, for once, that that much abused institution, which serves the

rich and the poor alike, is as essential to his happiness as the sunshine

which he revels in . As a postal official he begins almost instinctively

to draw comparisons between the solid respectability of the home

service and the bohemian ways of Continental official life - compari

sons that produce plenty of humour, and provide incident for a good

laugh for many a future day.

My first experience of a Continental post office is still fresh to my

mind. I was in Geneva on a broiling summer's day and had set

forth after breakfast with the intention of finding an office whence

I might despatch a telegram . It was not long before I arrived before

the post office. On entering the public hall I was struck by the

railway-station-booking-office aspect of the place, for, instead of the

well-known counters , surmounted by a substantial brass caging with

which at home we associate banks and post offices, a number of

quaint pigeon -holes confronted me, each plainly labelled with the

name of its respective department. I hesitated, and was glancing

round in the hope of fixing a “ hole ” for telegrams, when a blue

smocked official, seated on a daïs beautified with luxuriant ferns,

enquired my wants and directed me upstairs to a room where

telegrams are written by the public. A room of fair dimensions

liberally supplied with tables, chairs, and stationery — what a difference

from the rabbit-hutch arrangement in use at home ! After wording

my message and calculating the anticipated cost , I ventured to tender
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it to a gentleman whom I found to be the counter -officer. He was

puffing at a cigar with evident self-satisfaction, and sauntered

leisurely across to me and accepted my message. I learnt that the

senders of telegrams in Geneva were not required to affix the postage

stamps to the forms — in fact no space was provided for the purpose.

I also made another discovery to the effect that while 3d . a word is

the rate from England to Switzerland , about 4 d . per word is the

approximate rate in the reverse direction .

Once, in blissful ignorance, I posted some letters in the box

labelled " Postes in the hall of my hotel , but discovered subse

quently that the box was not an outward posting box , but merely a

receptacle for the correspondence brought by the postman . . This

individual , I must mention , was garbed in a threadbare blue smock ,

hatted with a broken brim straw, and carried a peculiar wooden post

box , and contrasted strangely with the smart British letter carriers. I

at once hastened from my hotel with the intention of locating a pillar

box , and raced up and down one street after another, but alas ! could

find no homelike red pillar-box.

The following morning whilst out " doing " the sights of the city,

I noticed in the wall of a building a small black object which at first

sight appeared to be a memorial tablet , but on closer inspection

proved to be a post wall box . Of course with the usual perversity of

things, now that Ihad made the acquaintance of one wall-box , not a

boulevard could I traverse without observing one or two of these

singular little black boxes .

The private letter box system is in vogue in Geneva. Under this

system renters of boxes are provided with keys in order that they may

obtain their own correspondence without applying to the officials.

The boxes , constructed of brass, are placed in rows, and the sorters

pass the letters in at the back of the respective boxes, and the callers

obtain their correspondence from the front. A “ mistake ” box is

also provided so that in cases of mis-sorting the renters can return the

letters not intended for them .

Whilst travelling between St. Gervais and Annemasse, the

humorous side of the Swiss post office manifested itself to me as much

as it did anywhere. Perhaps the unusual noises noticed on that trip

had somewhat disturbed my nerves . The train had been despatched

from Le Fayet with the accompaniment of clanging bells , and at the

succeeding stations, where we had rather long stoppages, the ring of

the electric bells—which I may add continues uninterruptedly as long

as the train is in the station - produced anything but a welcome effect
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on my temper, especially as my carriage seemed doomed ,

unfortunately, to draw up as near the gong as possible . About half

the journey had been completed when my ear caught a dull ,

monotonous thud , apparently emanating from the -next compartment.

As this regular thump showed no signs of cessation , my curiosity

prompted me to ascertain the cause of the noise ; so at the next

stopping place I stepped to the platform and surreptitiously examined

the compartment whence proceeded the unwonted sounds. It was a

curious scene that met my eye . Seated on one seat, and wearing the

now familiar uniform of blue smock and straw hat, was an aged,

spectacled individual . On the opposite seat were arranged half a

dozen heaps of correspondence - mostly pictorial postcards — and a

small wooden box . The window of this compartment boasted a

label bearing the word " Postes.” A closer inspection of this home

of officialdom revealed the modus operandi of the work in process.

The old postal veteran would take a letter or card from a heap by his

side, carefully place it on the wooden box, and then methodically

cancel the postage stamp. He would then scrutinize the address,

and , upon deciphering it , sort the communication into its respective

heap. My inquisitiveness was appeased . This first - class compart

ment was apparently nothing less than one example of a Swiss

travelling post office.

Although the postal service of Switzerland presents to an English

tourist some very amusing sidelights, that country's conception of the

duties of the Post Office is not without its good points and advantages.

And to be able to send by post anything ranging from a piece of

card to a well- filled travelling trunk or a sack of potatoes, is a privilege

which might well be introduced into our own service.

Bristol. A. R. Harris-Cass .
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Post Office Engineering Department,

London.

HE First Annual Dinner of the above department was

held on Tuesday, 22nd March , 1904 , at the Criterion ,

Piccadilly , Mr. J. Gavey, C.B., M. Inst., C.E. , Engineer

in -Chief of the General Post Office, presiding .

The guests of the evening included The Right Honourable Lord

Stanley, Postmaster General ; Mr. H. Babington Smith , C.S.I.,

Secretary ; Mr. J. C. Lamb, C.B., Mr. J. Ardron , Sir Robert Hunter,

Mr. S. C. Hooley, Mr. J. W. Willmot, Mr. A. J. M. Ogilvie,

Major Turner, Dr. Walmsley, and Dr. Drysdale, the company

numbering about 200 .

After the Royal Toasts had been duly honoured , LORD STANLEY,

in proposing " The Engineering Department, ” said :

“ I feel that I can do but slight justice to this toast , although I

wish I could do more , because this is the initiation of a dinner which

I hope will become an annual affair.

“ My friend , Mr. Lamb, in speaking of the Engineering Depart

ment of the Post Office, said that they were men who would carry out

everything, even if they were opposed to the policy. I wish I had

you all in the House of Commons. You might be opposed to the

policy, but on the other hand , I might be here again next year.

“ But seriously speaking, it has given me the greatest pleasure to

come here to -night, although I have no adequate words to bear

testimony to the gratitude which the country must owe to the

Engineering Branch .

Apart from any words of mine you will undoubtedly receive

with acclamation the toast of Your Noble Selves. I always find it is

received with acclamation But really , after all , what are you ?

Personally, my first profession was the Army, my first love,and I

am told one's first love is always the best. It appears to me always

the best.

" You are after all only the Pioneers of the great Post Office Army.

You go in front to make smooth places ; you go in front to clear the

way, without which the energy and the skill of the rest of the

department would be of but little avail. You are the Pioneers, you

are also the eyes and ears, and ( I say it under my breath ), the brains

of the Post Office, because it is for you to seek ways out of difficulties,
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it is for you not only to see the policy of the day, but to look forward

to the possibilities of the policy in the future. It is for you not to be

only working with the times , as most of us do, but if possible

(and I think you make it possible) , to be ahead of the times in

preparing that part where in a few years , or a few months, or a few

days , the rest of the army will follow you .

“ Before I came to the Post Office, I heard much of the

organisation of that great Department. You will believe me an

unprejudiced witness, when I say that all I have heard is as nothing

to all I see . I see in those around me part of a great force which is

disseminating all over the world all that news which in many cases

does so much to educate ; and all that would be impossible were it

not for the work which you give to the Post Office that you so nobly

serve.

“ I have asked what is the best that can be said of you , and I

have been told—and I believe it to be the absolute truth , and the

best thing that can be said of any men in this or any other kingdom

—that you never know what it is to be beaten . With that confidence

in yourselves is it any wonder that those who, like myself, are brought

into contact with you , have a most implicit confidence in you ?

“ I have spoken so far only (and I am going to be excessively

brief) of what , if I can so call it, the Civil side of Engineering. May

I say one word also on behalf of those who have been my colleagues

in other places, the Royal Engineers, who are attached to the Post

Office, since for many years they have been so much our coadjutors ,

ihat they are , I think, part and parcel of the Post Office, and we can

take pride in all the Royal Engineers as being part and parcel of those

who I see around me.

“ There are two gentlemen to the right of me here , who, I am

sure, we are all glad to see co -operating with the Civil Members of the

Post Office. Of one I can speak from personal knowledge some six

thousand miles away from here, and all I can say of him is , that so

long as you can always get into the Post Office such good adminis

trators as well as engineers as Major O'Meara, you are indeed lucky .

Long may it continue so. Long may there be counterparts of those,

so that in times of emergency there are men connected with the Post

Office who ( I am not speaking now of the Royal Engineers, but of

others) who in recent years have done Yeoman service. There are

men who, although devoted to civil occupations, are ready, if the time

needs and the country calls , to take upon themselves other responsibili

ties , other risks. And, gentlemen , in asking you to drink the health
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of the Engineering Department of the Post Office, of the Engineering

Department of London , I would ask you to couple with it my friend ,

Mr. Gavey. I know that the fact that his name is connected with the

toast, will more than make up any shortcomings on my part. “ His

name is a household word . He is one of those servants of the

Crown who are a credit , not only to the profession to which they

belong, but to the country which owns them , and I ask you to drink

with all enthusiasm , as I shall drink , and with deep gratitude, as I

shall drink it , as being one of the members of the public of this

kingdom , to the Health of that Department, which having done great

things, is doing great things, and is prepared to do even greater things ,

and that is the London Engineering Department of the Post Office."

Mr. Gaver, in responding, said :

" In the first place , I should like, on behalf of the Engineering

Staff at large , of the Members of the Metropolitan Districts, and of

the Headquarters, here present, to thank the Postmaster General for

the very kindly manner in which he has spoken of your somewhat

arduous labours.

" It is very encouraging to hear that the head of our great Depart

ment has formed such an opinion of the value of the work—I think

I may say, the ungrudging work, you have done for the Post Office ;

and I feel sure that amongst the happy memories we shall carry away

to -night, his remarks will be among the happiest.

* Now, gentlemen , it may strike some of us as a little bit curious

that it has taken us thirty - four years to establish an Annual Dinner .

Seeing such a large number of members and guests , it would seem

at first sight to be still more surprising, but the facts are really very

easily explained. They are due to this, that it is only within the last

few years that such an abnormal growth has taken place in the

engineering body.

“ Looking back to such a recent period as 1894 , I find that in the

Engineer-in - Chief's Headquarters, from the Engineer-in - Chief down

wards, there were only 28 members, and of the Metropolitan District ,

an exactly equal number of officers, including engineers and clerks .

At the present time the Engineer-in - Chief's staff numbers 109 , and

the Metropolitan District's 221. Now, this abnormal growth is in a

measure typical of the wonderful development that has taken place in

the industry of Electrical Engineering.

“ Going back to the early Post Office days in the seventies, those

of you who were then in the Service will no doubt look back to that

period as a sort of Arcadian period . The art of Electrical Engineering
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as such was practically unknown . The only electrical engineers were

the Telegraph Engineers of those days. We were in that condition

which is best described in the sentence, “ Happy is the country that

has no history .” We had no history. We did our work in a quiet

unostentatious way. We did what we could to advance the interests

of that great Department which we served , and in those days we

enjoyed a little leisure to indulge in investigations and researches,

which proved of infinite value to us at a later period when the industry

expanded .

“ The eighties were opened by the Paris Exhibition-Electrical

Exhibition---an Exhibition which , if it did not exactly start, was an

indication of, the enormous expansion of the electrical industry that

was about to take place .

" Electricity invaded and threatens to predominate every branch of

engineering ; it invaded mechanical engineering, it invaded our homes,

and mixed with our domestic lives . It did not at that time affect the

Engineering Staff of the Post Office to such an extent as it did some

of the other industries : that expansion had to wait until the nineties,

when the telephone policy of the Government led to an immediate

growth of our system and of our staff, with the result that, although

we only have perhaps some two-thirds of the Metropolitan staff

present, we have this room filled , as you see it to -night.

“ Well, gentlemen , the question might be asked : What have you

done for the Government, and what sort of verdict is to be furnished

on your work ? The verdict I think will depend very much on the

people who are asked to pass judgment. If that judgment were to be

passed by those who like to wander through the streets of London ,

by certain members of the Press, by certain Municipalities and other

bodies, I am afraid the verdict will be disappointing.

“ But what have you done during the last four years ? You have

dug up some 550 miles of the London streets ; you have laid in those

streets some eleven hundred miles of conduits, and you have built in

them some thousands of manholes. The average Londoner looking

down into them might think they might serve as very good bomb-proof

shelters in the event of the siege of London ; but, so far as he is con

cerned , the rattling noise as he drives over them is all he is aware of.

You have drawn into these pipes some 120,000 miles of wire , and

you have forced some 16,000 peace-destroying instruments, called

telephones, on as many peaceable citizens of this great town.

" Well, gentlemen , if you were to ask me for my verdict, it would,

I think, be somewhat different. Although it would have to be
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discounted by the fact that I am one of the arch-conspirators in this

enterprise I should feel inclined to say that you have undertaken a

great work that, so far as I know, has been unequalled in the world :

that is to say, that by no other nation has such a large enterprise been

undertaken , and been carried out in such a brief space of time. We

have been checked a little perhaps for reasons that we all know , but

it is to be hoped that they will soon be removed, and I hope that

at some future meeting, if I am here—if you do me the honour to

invite me—that I shall be able to congratulate you in the future on as

great a progress as you have made in the past.”

Mr. A. J. STUBBS , superintending engineer of the Metropolitan

(North) District , in proposing the toast of the visitors, said :

“ We are in our hearts glad to have had our friends amongst us

to -night. We have really appreciated their presence ; we have tried

to show them that the officers of the engineering staff (the hardest

worked branch of the hardest worked department in His Majesty's

Service) , are not wholly given up to our work , that we do recognize

something of the social duties of life. We have tried to show them

by the simplicity of our fare no less than by the excellence of the

musical programme, that we have some regard for simple living and

high thinking.

“ We are glad to have our friends here. They have added to our

pleasure. We have heard with very great satisfaction what Lord

Stanley said that he is looking forward to being with us another

time. Whatever the colour of our political ticket , we shall certainly

welcome him with enthusiasm .

“ Another name I must mention this evening — that of the

distinguished Secretary of the Post Office. Before he came to the

Post Office his was a name already known throughout the world , and

now that he is with us, perhaps we have been inclined to think of him

hitherto simply as “ the Secretary ,” a power that means a great deai

in the way of stirring-up a power that we dread sometimes ; and ve

may feel gratified -- we may feel happier this evening for having had

the pleasure of meeting him here. In future, I suppose we shall not

obey his high behests with less respectful awe, but we shall realize that

behind that great official title is Mr. Babington Smith , a genial

gentleman , who eats and drinks and enjoys a good song like ordinary

mortals.

“ There are many other distinguished friends among us to -night,

gentlemen . I will not attempt to name any of them , because I should

be nearly certain to leave out the most important, but we have to
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thank them heartily, the distinguished bearers of those names which ,

to use a phrase that Lord Stanley has already employed, are household

words to us. We do heartily welcome them and rejoice at this

opportunity of meeting them .

“ Then I must just refer, also, to some others less fortunate, some

who have not the honour and the privilege of working under the

direction of the Postmaster General. Gentlemen, if into those poor

lives we to-night have thrown a gleam of brightness , shall we not be

glad ? We poor engineering folk cannot do much to brighten the

world , or to endow hospitals ; we can scarcely afford to plant two

telegraph " poles where one will do, but we can stretch out a hand of

hearty good fellowship to our friends, and we do so to -night. The

most rigid abstainer amongst us will be prepared to join , if it only be

with the strongest brand of Appollinaris water, in honouring the

toast that I have the privilege to put before you now, in asking you to

drink to the health of Mr. H. Babington Smith and our other guests

to-night."

In reply , Mr. H. BABINGTON. Smith said :

My task this evening is a brief and pleasant one, for what can be

more pleasant than to thank such kind and genial hosts for so

agreeable an evening, and for the privilege of being present at the first

dinner of what , I hope, will be a long and successful series of dinners.

The only problem that presents itself to my mind is this : if the

growth of telephonic and telegraphic engineering is as rapid in the

future as it has been in the near past, where, ten years hence, will you

find in London a room large enough to contain your diners ?

“ Gentlemen , I have to thank you and Mr. Stubbs for the very

kind way he has spoken of myself personally. It is one of the

advantages of meetings like this that we are able to meet in person ,

in the flesh , those who otherwise would be met only in an official way

on paper, which is a much less agreeable way of meeting.
He

has spoken in terms which I should like to think are not grossly

exaggerated of the respect due to the Secretary's chair. I can only

say that that respect, if it exists, is nothing to the awe with which we

ignorant outsiders regard the mysteries of the engineering methods and

results ; results, perhaps I should say, which are within the reach of

all of us . It does not require very much skill or knowledge to use the

telephone or send a telegram , but the methods are mysterious ; and we

outsiders have a feeling that , although the results are beneficent, there

is something miraculous, perhaps even something diabolical, about the

methods, and I would think that perhaps sometimes the engineering
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profession suffers some wrong from the failure of the outside world

to conquer entirely the mysteries of engineering. And as telling

stories is in fashion to -night, I will tell you a small story : A member

of the branch of a profession with certain resemblances possibly to

yourselves, a member of the Ordnance Survey, who was very proud of

his department, was telling a lady of the marvellous accuracy of their

results . He explained how they started with a measured base several

miles in length on Salisbury Plain, how they triangulated over the whole

of England and Scotland, and finally had a similar base in Ireland .

They then compared the actual length of that base with the length it

should have had according to their calculations, and then , in a most

impressive manner, he said they found therewas a difference between

them of nine inches. The lady looked very sympathetic , ' And did

they have to do it all over again ? '

“ I hope that your work, gentlemen , will meet with an appreciation

not less sympathetic and somewhat more intelligent . In any case, I

will only once more thank you on behalf of myself, and on ,behalf of

the other visitors to-night, for a most agreeable and pleasant evening . "

The Musical Programme (under the direction of Mr. H. J. Hog

garth ) was excellent , and contributed to by such well-known artistes

as Miss Mabel Braine, Mr. Anderson Nicol , Mr. Montague Borwell,

Mr. Sivey Levey and Mr. Fred . Upton. One of the most appreciated

items was a very clever recitation entitled : “ The Telephoning of

London , ” by Mr. Sivey Levey.
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THE HISTORY OF TWENTY -FIVE YEARS. By Sir Spencer Walpole,

K.C.B. Vol. I. , 1856-1865 ; Vol. II . , 1865-1870. Longmans,
Green & Co.

NEARLY twenty years ago Sir Spencer Walpole published his History

of England from the Conclusion of the Great War of 1815. In

the meantime he has held for considerable periods in succession the

Governorship of the Isle of Man and the Secretaryship of the General

Post Office. On his retirement from the last-named post in 1899 , he

immediately took up his historical work at the point where he had left

off, and the result is now partly before us. The active part which he

had , in the intervening years, taken in public affairs has, it seems to us,

given him greatly increased powers as an historian , and from a purely

literary point of view there is a great advance in the quality and vigour

of his style. This may be in part due to the fact that he is now

telling the story of a period during which he himself was an observer

at close quarters of public events, and his estimates of men are in

many cases formed from personal knowledge. He has given us that

rare thing, a live history, one which is not only full of clearly arranged

facts and figures, but which is also written with a sense for style and

perspective . The first chapter is practically an essay on the condition of

England in 1856 as compared with the years before and after that date,

and it is admirably done . Indeed, throughout his work, Sir Spencer

seems to us to excel especially in the chapters where he summarises

a great policy or a great war, and indicates its true bearing on the

national history. His chapter, for instance, on the American Civil

War is an excellent review of the causes and results of that contest,

and in little dramatic touches here and there he gives vitality to his

narrative. He brings out in his first chapter the curious insensibility

of the leading politicians of 1856 , to the existence of the United

States as a great Power, as well as to the possibilities which lay before

Great Britain as a Colonial Empire . Mr. Disraeli, writing in 1852 ,
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told Lord Malmesbury that “ these wretched colonies will all be

independent in a few years and are a millstone round our necks. ”

And Lord Palmerston, who is the most commanding figure in

Sir Spencer's first volume, devoted most of his energies to the foreign

politics of Europe and Asia, and gave scarcely a thought to the rapidly

developing New World . The long duel between Mr. Disraeli and

Mr. Gladstone is described fairly and picturesquely. Previous to 1865

Mr. Gladstone had described his position very truly in these words :

“ My sympathies are with the Conservatives ; my opinions are with the

Liberals, ” and this was largely true of him until the close of his

Sir Spencer traces the development of the policies of

both statesmen , and his conclusion is that while “ Mr. Gladstone had

reached his goal by moving from first to last in the same direction,

Mr. Disraeli had wandered from point to point criticizing every policy

in turn and adopting or rejecting it as occasion or opportunity

demanded . " But out of sympathy, as Sir Spencer is , with Mr. Disraeli

and his methods, he bears frequent testimony to his superiority to his

great rival in many of the qualities of leadership. Sir Spencer's aims

as a historian are limited almost entirely to what we call politics , and

we are not entitled to quarrel with him because he only gives a passing

mention to the history which has been made outside the walls of the

Houses of Parliament. If we find fault with him at all on this score

it is because when he does touch on events and men outside his

beaten track he writes so well that we have wished for more of the

same quality.

Price 5s .

CHATS ON ENGLISH CHINA . By Arthur Hayden. London : T.

Fisher Unwin, Paternoster Square. 1904 .

The art of the potter is of great antiquity, and its rise and decay

have corresponded in most countries with the progress and decline

of other of the fine arts. The golden age of the art in England was

the eighteenth century, and it was contemporaneous with the period

which produced Reynolds, Gainsborough and Romney. The work

of that period is eagerly sought after by all collectors, and is as

expensive to purchase as it is sometimes difficult to identify. A taste

for old china is frequently as misleading to its possessor as a taste

for old wine. Men have been deceived by a pattern or a colour as

they have been by a cork or a label . Most of us have fancied that

some little article of china that we possess may be of untold value ,

but we have loved it so much that we have feared to consult a

specialist lest he should mention a price which would lower it in our
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eyes. But for the sake of that one little piece we sometimes make

desperate efforts to obtain some knowledge on the subject of pottery .

Books, as a rule , do not help us much ; those on the subject are so

often severely technical, and appear to have a vocabulary of their

For such people Mr. Arthur Hayden has written this very

readable and interesting book , and with the aid of an abundant

supply of delightful illustrations and “ recent sale prices," he has

made it possible for the amateur to acquire enough knowledge to

decide for himself many of the problems which have hitherto vexed

his artistic soul. He tells us of the rise and decay of the great

pottery works of the eighteenth century, of Old Derby and Chelsea

He invests dirty, smoky, factory - imprisoned Bow with artistic

interest, when he shows us the work that the potters of Bow pro

duced over 150 years ago. Even Battersea has a little place of

honour in that golden age ; she was famous for her enamelled ware .

There is a letter from Horace Walpole to Bentley, dated 1755 , in

which he says : “ I shall send you , too, a trifling snuff box, only as a

sample of the new manufacture of Battersea, which is done from

copper plates.” Worcester, unlike most other manufactories of the

ware, has a continuous history, which is still in process of making,

but modern Worcester cannot produce “ the real old blue colouring ”

which used to distinguish it . Two cups with saucers and cover of

Old Worcester were recently sold for no less a sum than £91 .

Then in this book there are chats on Plymouth and Bristol china,

the Lowestoft Factory, Coalport , Spode and his successors , Old

English earthenware, lustre ware , and last , but not least, Wedgwood.

On the monument erected to Josiah Wedgwood in Stoke -on - Trent

we are told that he “ converted a rude and inconsiderable manufac

ture into an elegant art and an important part of national commerce ."

And we are further told in the same inscription that “ by these

services to his country he acquired an ample fortune, which he

blamelessly and reasonably enjoyed.” We like the honesty of the

inscription , and we trust that the owner of a Wedgwood vase

who sold it recently at Christies ' for £399 , made as good use of his

gains as Mr. Josiah Wedgwood.

The best chat on old china that was ever written is by Charles

Lamb. He had “ an almost feminine partiality for it, ” but he quite

forgot his subject in the second paragraph, and it is of Bridget, old

playgoing experiences , and the delights of poverty that he talks about

until he pulls himself up in his last sentence with : “ And now do just

look at that merry little Chinese waiter holding an umbrella, big

E
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enough for a bed -tester, over the head of that pretty, insipid , half

madonna-ish chit of a lady in that very blue summer-house ."

Mr. Hayden in his “ Chats ” keeps closely to his subject ; we

only tolerate discursiveness in Lambs and Hazlitts, and he never

forgets that his reader is probably the man who wants to know what

his one piece of blue china is worth . He is practical ; like Josiah

Wedgwood he is imbued with the artistic spirit and yet does not fail

to realise the blameless and reasonable enjoyment that can be

obtained , not by the possession but by the sale of good china . The

book has a bright and artistic cover, which has been designed by

Mr. U. A. Monck, of the Savings Bank Department, General Post

Office. ( Illustrations are given on pages 135 , 155 , and 174. )

-
-
-
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Thirty Years.

HAVE just completed thirty years' service in the General Post

Office ; and, in my gloomy moments, I feel that the best of my

life must of necessity be over. I must seem such an old stager among

the bright youths with whom I work . But I have many moments

when I am conscious that I feel really younger than on that never-to

be forgotten day in January 1874 , when a nervous and over-anxious

boy signed the attendance book, for the first time, in St. Martin's-le

Grand. One of the compensations of spending thirty years in the

lower ranks of the service is that one works every day side by side

with men who are much younger than you are : you are not separated

from them by class barriers, and their spirits are infectious. Their

proximity to you keeps you young, and they confer so many benefits

on you that when they play at leap frog and go over your head, you

cannot reconcile it with your conscience to bear them any malice.

For they at once show signs of ageing on their advancement while you

remain as young as ever. I have never been able to discover a single

grey hair on my head , and , after all , that is something to be proud of

after thirty years. So many of my juniors in years are quite grey

haired men , and it seems in accordance with the fitness of thingsthat

they should rule over me. At any rate they look the part that they

are playing. It is one of the conceits that belong to me that I also

fancy I am in the same way playing my part successfully.

But everybody has gloomy moments; and it is at these times that the

long procession of the years that are behind me fills me with regrets.

Still our regrets in middle age are so much a part of ourselves and

take their colour from our prevailing habits of mind, that, as the years
go by, the regrets are cherished with a certain tenderness which robs

them of all bitterness. All desire is dead in them : they would have

a better name if they were called simply memories.

I am afraid I have no sentiment about lost opportunities because I

see so plainly that had I made better use of those which came in my

way I should have missed so many things which have come to me as

a result of my neglect . These things that have come to me are now

a part of myself , and to regret that I had not taken another road
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which might have introduced me to different worlds of experience is

to commit ireason towards the country that I have reached and that

I am still exploring. Moreover it is unprofitable sport at best to think

about lost opportunities at all , because of necessity when you do so ,

you root up the tares with the wheat , and you begin to regret lost

opportunities for evil as well as good . I know a bright but hardened

sinner who, whenever I seek to raise his moral tone by suggesting to

him politely and perhaps ambiguously what he might have been,

invariably answers back “ My dear fellow I know exactly what you

mean : sometimes I too lie awake at night and a sort of cold shiver

seizes me when I think of the fun and mischief I have often missed

through neglect of my opportunities." We all have a wilderness side ,

and if we were as honest with ourselves as this man is , the most

respectable among us would have to confess that while we feel

genuinely sorry about the lost good, we are positively annoyed when

we think of the lost fun . The dying man's confessions to the clergy

man in Browning's poem interpret this mood :

At a terrace, somewhere near the stopper ,

There watched for me, one June,

A girl : I know, Sir , it's improper,

My poor mind's out of tune.

.

Alas,

We loved , sir-used to meet ;

How sad and bad and mad it was

But then , how it was sweet !

And again in John Oliver Hobbes fine novel “ The Sinners Comedy,”

a man who has made full use of his opportunities in life and has risen

to be a distinguished Dean of a Cathedral , tells to a friend his one

brief love story . “ But why didn't you punch the man's head, and

bear the woman off in triumph ," said the friend.

" To tell the truth ,” said Sacheverell , “ I was tempted to some such

decisive measure - sorely tempted."

“ If you had succumbed ,” said the friend drily , “ she would have

recovered , "

“ Don't say so ,” said Sacheverell, putting out his hand , “ I think

I know it."

We are left with the impression that the Dean felt he had missed

everything in maintaining his clerical reputation and securing his

Deanery. The Dean in meditating over lost opportunities had rooted

up the tares with the wheat .

And so , in calling up the memories of thirty years , it is desirable

that we should regard them as completed pictures which survive in our

minds without pain or bitterness . There is a certain peacefulness and

calm which comes over one after a long walk when one sits down and

thinks over the experiences of the day, of the people one has met, of

the wrong turnings one has taken . Thirty years is like a long walk :

in a sense it has tired one too much to be very much exalted or

depressed. Mr. Stead asked George Meredith in an interview with
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him , whether he did not think that there was a positive exhilaration in

doing things which was not negative. Mr. Meredith had been saying

that happiness was a negative thing, and was the absence of

unhappiness.

“ Yes,” Mr. Meredith answered, " but you cannot always be on the

dance . Afterwards comes a calm , peace and the absence of fret."

From my own point of view the one glaring difference between

what I was in 1874 and what I am in 1904 is purely negative.

There is no longer any dance : there is at least a comparative

absence of fret. If I live another thirty years I shall probably not

need to use even the word comparative .

In thinking, sometimes, of the men and women who have come

into my life and have passed out of it again , I have often tried to form

a picture gallery of one group in particular, viz ., the different men

whom I have sat beside during my thirty years' service. Everyone of

these men meant so much to me during the weeks or months in

which they were my neighbours, and I remember them all quite

clearly. I believe the majority are no longer in the Department; and

many of them are dead. But as recollections they persist. One

Saturday evening after a long and solitary tramp, I turned into a

suburban barber's shop for a shave. There was something in the look

of the man who was lathering my chin that arrested me at once.

Where had I seen him ? What was there in bis voice which seemed

familiar to me ? But perhaps I was deceived . The man was

smiling, however,and was quite at his ease. “ Mr. Bennett , I think ? "

he said, “ and how is the Bank ? ” Then I knew him and remembered

him as a boy some ten years before this date who sat beside me and

wrote forms for me. “ I left the Bank in order to better myself , " he

said cheerfully and without any trace of bitterness in his voice. " And

you have succeeded in your object ? ” I replied courteously. “ Most

certainly , ” he answered with spirit. “ I have prospects here." I

remembered this boy so well, because we both worked under a

peculiarly exasperating chief, who had no tact and apparently no

conception of how to get good work out of a boy otherwise than by

incessant nagging and bullying . And the boy came back to his seat

beside me after an interview with this individual and was actually in

tears. I asked him what was the matter, and he simply replied with

misery in his voice, “ When is that man going on annual leave ? "

Someof us had often asked “ When is he going to break up or die ? ”

but this poor boy had not imagination enough for such wild dreams.

His mind dwelt only on the easily attainable, and a month's respite

from his tormentor was at least a certainty. Yet with just a word of

encouragement now and then , some evidence that he was trusted and

his good motives believed in , that boy would have been deliriously

happy, and would have done infinitely better work and been a credit

to the service. He certainly shaved me beautifully.

The things that seemed most important to me thirty years ago,

have lost to a great extent their value. If I had been asked in 1874

“ What is the greatest of all earthly possessions ? " I should probably
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have answered that it was beauty, or goodness or wealth , or I should

have uttered some copybook platitudes about fame and reputation .

But after our long walk we think the greatest thing is that which

we have needed most ourselves all our life, and which we have

suffered most from , because of its absence in others. I used to

have a glimmering of what was really the greatest possession, in the

treatment received by the boy whom I have been describing. Of all

possessions tact never faileth .” For think what tact means . It is

simply the right word , deed or manner at the right moment. There

is a fine phrase known to us as “ saving the situation ,” and this is always

the hall mark of tact. So many men and women pride themselves

on being tacticians, and they are known by this name among their

friends and acquaintances . But nothing is more obvious than the fact

that the moment they are recognised as tacticians, pure and simple,

they lose the claim to be regarded as tactful. If you are dealing with

a man who regards all your words and actions as being inspired by

opportunism you necessarily have little influence over him. The very

foundation of tact is sincerity of character. The moment tact is

recognised simply as tact , its power vanishes. The chasm which

ought to part artfulness from tactfulness is successfully bridged .

The artful man acts usually on the assumption that all men and

women have common weaknesses, and he deals with individuals

accordingly. But the tactful man deals with each individual sepa

rately : he makes no assumption which will cover all cases ; he does

not need to do so, because he possesses sympathetic imagination, and

he readily understands the character of the man he is dealing with .

I suppose I am merely repeating what is everybody's experience

when I say that on those rare occasions when the word has been said

to me which showed a complete understanding of my motives

and character, I have felt with Emerson that society has begun and

life is delicious. And again as he said , “ Our chief want in life is

somebody who shall make us do what we can .”

I think that the vast majority of men and women take an honest

pride in their work , and when on occasions they have illustrated

the truth of the maxim that it is human to err, the more sensitive

of their number have suffered terribly in their minds : they feel that

they have damaged their self-respect. And I have known certain

tactful masters and mistresses who understood this , and have allowed

their servants to see that they realised that any punishment they could

inflict was nothing compared with what these persons were inflicting

on themselves.

Thirty years is not equivalent with “ half -time ” in a Civil Servant's

career, though it marks the half -pay period in the matter of pension .

" Half-time," as far as I am concerned , was marked eight years ago,

so the sands are running down in my official hour glass. I feel this

particularly just now , because I belong to the second generation of

Savings Bank men , and nearly every month I am saying goodbye to

one or more of the first generation. It will be difficult to realise the

place when men who for thirty years have been my superiors have all
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gone, and affairs are entirely in the hands of the second and third

generations . Perhaps the changes will be for the better, for many of

the first generation have been very trying. But , so far as I have

observed,when a man goes , his faults are very readily forgiven , and

the stories which survive concerning him , and which are told by the

second and third generations to the fourth , have no touch of illnature

or spite left in them . Someday I will tell a few of these stories. But

not yet . The first generation can still bite a little . E. B.
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Cash on Delivery System.

HE question whether the system is to be or not to be added to

the Parcel Post system is occupying the close attention of

traders throughout the land ; and we quote the following extract from

a recent official letter because of its general interest , making quite

clear, as it does, what is the departmental view of the chief arguments

urged against the adoption of the system : - “ The Postmaster General

notes what is said in that letter on the facts that large advertising firms

sometimes resort to unfair methods of competition , and that the retail

shopkeepers, especially in provincial towns , are heavily rated ; and he

has also read the circular forwarded by you , in which it is alleged that

the present phase of the ' agitation ' for a postal system of Cash -on

Delivery has been started by the Advertisers' Protection Association ;

and, with reference to the request that the Post Office should not

* give preference to the few big traders to the hurt of the small’and

should not neglect the strenuous opposition which is raised to the

scheme by the middle-class and the small trader, ' I am to point out

that the arguments used , whatever their force, are to a great extent

irrelevant to the subject in hand-the question whether the existing

Parcel Post system is to be completed by the introduction of Cash -on

Delivery

" The inducements to purchase put forward by the advertising firms,

whether genuine or not, would seem to depend for their effect, not on

the existence of a postal Cash -on -Delivery system but rather on the

existence of the Parcel Post itself. The alteration brought about by

the introduction of facilities for paying Cash -on -Delivery would be

merely that the purchaser would pay for his purchase at the door

instead of having to remit his money, in some instances before the

goods were sent. The Cash-on-Delivery system would not give any

special facilities to a fraudulent trader for obtaining payment for goods

which had not been ordered ; since it would be laid down that the

sender must sign a statement to the effect that the goods are sent to a

bona fide order, and the addressee, moreover, is at liberty to refuse any

parcel. In any case the Postmaster General cannot admit that it is

for the Post Office, which is concerned merely with the maintenance and

development of postal facilities, to hinder the public in their dealings

with advertising firms, or refuse to afford any facilities for which there

may be a legitimate demand, and which it may prove practicable to

give.

“ It is not the fact, as stated in the circular which you enclose, that

the consideration now being given to the subject is due to a factitious

demand manufactured by an advertising association. Lord Stanley, in
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his interview with a federation of grocers' associations, showed that a

strong demand in the interests of British trade for the institution of a

postal Cash -on -Delivery arrangement with this country existed in Egypt

and other places abroad .

“ On the other hand , although he has received from various trade

associations and other bodies protests similar to yours, he is not in

possession of evidence that the middle-class as a whole—or even the

retail traders as a whole - object to its introduction .

“ The question of the equity of the burdens imposed on provincial

shopkeepers by the rates is, of course, one for the rating authorities ,

and hasno relation to the subject under discussion . The commission

to be charged on collection of the charges payable on a parcel would

fully cover the cost of the service, and there would be no question of

a charge on the taxpayer in respect of it.

The decision on the question of instituting the system willbe based

on one consideration—whether sufficient grounds can be shown for

believing it to be for the benefit of the community at large ; but no

decisionwill be taken until the result of the extended inquiries now

being made is apparent."

In Germany, says a correspondent, the system is flourishing.

Many firms advertise in papers and by circular and find customers in

all parts of Germany, who send their orders on a postcard , generally

enclosed with the circular. Within two or three days the parcel

arrives , and is handed over only on payment . Within a few more days

the seller gets his cash . This has shown itself to be an exceedingly

simple and convenient method, and is deservedly popular. The chief

articles bought and sold in this way are victuals (hams from

Westfalia, sausage from Brunswick , butter from Pomerania, fowls from

Hungary, oranges from Trieste, etc. etc. ), cloths for suits, and other

articles which private people want with a certain regularity. The

system involves, of course, disadvantage to local shopkeepers, but has

about the same effect as ordinary competition by neighbouring

shopkeepers, and tends to equalize prices all over Germany. It is of

immense advantage to people living in the country, where you cannot

get what you want, locally, a postcard securing the articles wanted

within three days .

The P.M.G. at Work.

THE
HE P.M.G. has been living up to his reputation as a hard worker ,

and seldom a day has passed without his name having appeared

in the newspapers as having spoken or attended at some function or

other. The other day he was in evidence at the Automobile

Exhibition at the Crystal Palace, and kept a large audience interested

with his views on motor cars , past , present, and future. One of his

tit - bits is worthy of repetition . It is a story of a general officer who

was acting as umpire at the late manquvres. He was being driven

from one part of the scene of operations to another in an 18-horse

power car. When he came to a point of vantage, wishing to survey

the field, he asked the driver to stop. “ Stop ! ” exclaimed the
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chauffeur, “ do you think I'm going to stop and be passed by a 10.

horse-power car a mile behind me? ” The officer enjoyed a good

drive, but there was no more umpiring that day.

Canadian Mail Service.

HE Liverpool Courier learns that the Allan Line has secured the

contract with the Dominion Government for the conveyance

of mails between the United Kingdom and Canada. The contract

will take effect from August next, when the new turbine steamer

Victorian (now building), will be ready for the service . A sister

ship to the Victorian, the Virginian, will be placed on the line

early in 1905. The subsidy to be paid is £2,000 for each round trip
of the new steamers .

Australian Mail Service.

E learn from various contemporaries that the Australian

Government has not received any satisfactory tenders

for the mail service from Australia to England. Our readers will

recall that the Federal Government declined to join with the Home

Government in extending the present contracts with the Peninsular

and Oriental, and Orient Companies, on the ground that by a Federal

Law no contract can be entered into with companies employing

coolies on board their steamships. The present contractors absolutely

refuse to be handicapped by such an arrangement, and , as we have

already pointed out , His Majesty's Government cannot in fairness to

our fellow sabjects in India and elsewere, fall in with the views of

Australia . The outcome of the matter will be either the repeal of the

objectionable law, or the despatch of mails on the poundage system

by the very steamships which it is forbidden to employ under a

contract—the law is found to allow of this alternative. The

mercantile community in the Commonwealth is , however, we

understand, hostile to the poundage system , which spells all round

uncertainty - irregular sailings and go-as-you -please voyages ; and

nothing could be worse from a commercial point of view .

Jamaica Post Office Report, 1902

THE
HE Post Office of Jamaica has had a successful year's work ;

and we cannot do better than quote the following remarks of

the Island Postmaster on the subject :

“ I submit that the satisfactory state of the Post Office, as

disclosed by its revenue , may be accepted as a very fair and

reasonable indication that the public of this colony are ready to

appreciate increased postal facilities, which I have always regarded as

great factors in the progress and civilization of any community, and

as auxiliary to a proper educational system . I am glad to be able to

report, as a result of a review of the gross receipts of the Post Office

for the year under report , that this is the first year in which the

Department has not been worked at a loss, for the total gross receipts

amount to £27,482 175. 6 d ., while the expenditure amounts to

£ , 26,562 75. 8 d., with the result that there is a net revenue of
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of last year .

£920 gs . Tod . , not including official postages, which I estimate at

£2,500, rather than a deficit, as there has been for some time past."

This satisfactory result has been caused not only by the increase

in the postal receipts, but by a decrease in the amount of the

contribution which is payable to the Mother Country for the

proportion of the subsidy to the contract with the Imperial

Government for the mail service between the United Kingdom and

the British West Indies . The amount payable by Jamaica for such

subsidy is now £2,100 .

5,579,893 letters and postcards were received and despatched

during the year, as against 5,424,814 during the previous year, being

an estimated increase of 155,079. The total number of registered

articles was 252,182, as against 236,921 for the corresponding period
The number of articles which were registered in

Jamaica and insured for places abroad is of the declared value of

£ 5,720 78. ; and the Postmaster is able to say that they have been

dealt with without giving rise to any claim for compensation .

The mail services between the United Kingdom and Jamaica

have continued to be performed during the year by the steamers of

the Direct Line of the Elder, Dempster Company and by the steamers

of the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company ; but almost for the first

time it is recorded that such services have not been performed

regularly within contract time. The steamers of the Elder, Dempster

Company failed to arrive on contract time on fourteen occasions,

while those of the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company failed to

arrive on contract time on three occasions.

The Postmaster concludes his Report with a lament as follows :

“ The Department continues to be conducted in premises which ,

as I have repeatedly pointed out in previous reports, and otherwise ,

are quite unsuitable to its requirements and most inconvenient to the

public, who justly complain to me most bitterly. This is a matter of

very great regret to me, for I have found it impossible to do what I

wished to do in the direction of granting greater postal facilities and

improved conveniences to the public. This is my38th year of service

in the Post Office Department, and I had hoped ere the close of my

official career to see the public of this colony provided with Post

Office and Telegraph premises of which they might be proud ; but I

am afraid this will not happen in my time. ”

Newspapers from the Colonies.

T will be remembered that quite recently a suggestion of the

I
to the United Kingdom at the inland rates of the Dominion (namely,

I cent per lb. for papers posted by the publishers, and i cent per 4 OL.

when sent by one private individual to another ), was acquiesced in by

the Postmaster General. We now learn that New Zealand is to be

allowed to send to this country for delivery without surcharge,

newspapers prepaid at the rate of id . per paper irrespective of weight.

In view of the fact that the Halfpenny Post in this country is
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unremunerative, the Postmaster General is , however, unable to

sanction any reduction of the rates in the reverse direction .

London Post Office Telephone Service.

'HE staff of the London Telephone Service celebrated the second

concert and dance on the 24th February, at the Holborn Town Hall.

The invited guests included Mr. Lamb, C.B. , C.M.G., Mr. Ogilvie,

Mr. Preston (General Manager) , Mr. Roberts, Major O'Meara

(Asst . Engineer-in-Chief) , Mr. J. Woods, Mr. W. Noble, and Mr. Clay

(National Telephone Company). The musical programme was given

by members of the staff, assisted by friends from the Secretary's and

Engineer's Departments. During an interval at 8.30 p.m. refreshments

were served, and shortly afterwards the dance commenced . The

entertainment was thoroughly appreciated by all the guests, and the

promoters are to be congratulated on the success of their efforts.

Parcel Post with the United States.

S the United States did not profit by the continuance of the

Parcel Post agreement with Germany as originally framed,

the former receiving postage on 77,174 pounds weight of goods sent

to Germany against 400,289 pounds sent to the United States , the

limit of weight for parcels has been reduced by mutual agreement

from ui pounds to 4 pounds 2 ounces. The resumption of negotia

tions for a parcel post on the revised lines between the States and

the chief European countries is invited .

AS

CA

The Race with the Mails.

ALCULATING from the hour of the despatch of the mails

from the New York Post Office until the time of their

delivery at the Generai Post Office in London, the shortest trips across

the Atlantic , according to the Report of the United States Postmaster

General, have been performed during the year ended June 30th ,
1903 , as follows :

QUICKEST

STEAMSHIP . OWNERS. TRIP .

Hours .

“ Kronprinz Wilhelm North German Lloyd 148.5

“ Kaiser Wilhelın der Grosse North German Lloyd 148.6

“ Deutschland ” Hamburg-American Co. 15146

“ Kaiser Wilhelm II.” North German Lloyd 158.7

“ Oceanic " White Star Co. 1634

* Lucania " Cunard Co. 164'1

...

A New London General Post Office.

CONTEMPORARY tritely puts it that the whole history of

the Post Office has been one of continual struggling with

inadequate space. This struggle has now been brought to a finish

it were, perhaps, more sage to describe it as a temporary halt— by the

A
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acquisition of 3 acres of the site of Christ's Hospital. We under

stand that it is not proposed to utilize the whole of this ground at

once ; but it is , nevertheless, pegged out for the future extension of

our great department. The most pressing need is the erection of a

Circulation Office to which the business of the old General Post

Office (G.P.O. East) will be transferred ; and this building will shortly

be commenced on a part of the newly purchased site.

As visitors to London will have observed , the greater part of the

Hospital buildings have been levelled to the ground ; but there still

K
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TREASURER'S HOUSE AND GARDEN : CHRIST'S HOSPITAL .

remains the Treasurer's House. This house , with its plot of ground

virgin soil—is overlooked by the windows of the General Post Office

North ; and very peaceful and happy it seems in its desolateness.

Soon , however, a portion of it will be swallowed up in the widening of

King Edward Street; and this delightful green retreat will be known

no more . Christ Church will still rear its head above the spot, and no

doubt its bells will give vent to a peal of anguish when the hands of

the pavior and mason commence to break through the ancient wall

which has long kept at bay the inquisitive and mischievous passers -by
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“ Aux Dames "

( late of the Fourth Floor ).

HE Postal Order Branch left the fourth floor of the G.P.O.,

North , on Saturday, March the 5th , to take up official quarters

in the G.P.O., South . Hinc illæ lachryma .

Come, brothers , and weep for the flitting,

Come, sing elegiacs with me :

The ladies these quarters are quitting,

We're losing the fair P.O.B.

The orders are sternly emphatic,

And in spite of our masculine woe,

Which hadhoped they might rest problematic,

They've bidden the ladies to go.

No more shall their colours of summer

Relieve our monotonous black ;

No more shall the male early -comer

From the “ up ” lift politely step back ,

No more as we mount to our dining,

Shall we catch a bright glimmer or so.

But what is the use of repining ?

The order has come : they must go.

No more , when, at eve the work ending,

We race down those terrible stairs ,

Shall we see the “ mixed ” couples a -wending

Their ways to the station in pairs.

No longer, from work upward glancing

( This is all out of order, I know ),

Shall we gaze on a vision entrancing

On the roof - for the ladies must go .

And we are left here in this building,

Six solid , dull strata of male :

" Tis a pill with no manner of gilding,

Of a size fit for Wells's tall tale .

And here we must work for our living,

With males both above and below ;

Oh ! why did no potent misgiving

Prevent them from bidding you go ?

Well, ladies , accept, pray, our blessing

(You are not very far, after all) .

The “ south ” winds your cheeks are caressing,

And Wardrobe” you have within call.

But forget not us men ; for about you

If lightly we've spoken , yet know

We confess we are nothing without you ,

And that lady-less life is “ no go ."

A.G.D. G. W. P.

a
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The Boomerang Entertainment.

REMEMBER reading, not so very long ago , a highly diverting

correspondence which arose out of an essay maintaining the

Emersonian theory of the indifference of places . Not only Suburbia,

not only the wider field of England, but even Switzerland and Italy,

were exploited by the opposition in exposing its fallacy. And yet,

as I sat in the hall of the Cripplegate Institute on the evening of

February 9th , I could not help thinking that here, in the heart ofthe

great City itself, was to be found the most complete refutation of all

a refutation so crushing that it must inevitably have demolished the

Mr. Farquharson .
Miss Page.

CUPID LEAVING PSYCHE.

ingenious fabric which the essayest had , with many a specious

argument, so skilfully constructed .

And the refutation ? Shamed at last by its continued inability to

accommodate all who wished to enter, the Hall (presumably a place

within the meaning of the Act) had taken unto itself a balcony - a

welcome relief !

True to tradition, the entertainment consisted of two distinct

parts, separated on this occasion , not merely by the usual interval, but

also by a change from Anno Domini to Anno Deorum , from the

costumes of to -day to the garb of Grecian Gods. Place therefore

to the Gods, if only by right of chronology.
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success .

“ The Story of Cupid and Psyche, narrated with selections from

William Morris and Walter Pater, illustrated by Tableaux Vivants"

thus the programme! Miss Murby, as narrator, was an undoubted

Possessed of a rich and powerful voice, which she used to

the best advantage, she linked together the successive tableaux in a

manner wholly worthy of the glowing language of “ The Earthly

Paradise” and “ Marius the Epicurean." There was but one cause

for regret , and that a small one. Miss Murby read alternately from

the two books, and the frequent changing from one to the other,

dexterously as it was done, would somehowpersist in distracting one's

Mr. Farquharson . Miss Reay.

Venus SENDING CUPID TO PUNISH PSYCHE .

attention from the story. Almost unconsciously one seemed to be

speculating how long each book would hold the field , and which was

Morris and which Pater (an open confession this latter, by the way ).

Why not a scroll ? Hypercriticism perhaps, for after all 'twas but a
minor detail.

And now a few words as to the dramatis persona. Miss Reay as

“ Venus,” and Miss Page as “ Psyche,” were not more effective in

their congenial rôles than was Miss Hamilton , who, in the

unaccustomed appendages of a King, sat , calm and imposing, a truly

regal figure.

Is it too high praise to say that Mr. Farquharson proved an ideal
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God of Love ? But where, oh ! where, had he left those desolating

weapons ? Wingless, we pardoned him ; weaponless, never !

Last of the leading lights to shine, the cup-bearer, Mr. Dalmon ,

made his solitary appearance in the final scene, the likeliest Grecian

of them all !

The first tableau , “ The Passing of Love, " showed Cupid apoise,

surrounded by his train . This, froin a scenic point of view , was one

of the best , disputing the palm with the “ Court of the Greek King ,"

and “ Psyche before the throne of Venus.” Of the smaller tableaux

special mention should perhaps be made of “ Venus Instructing

Cupid " and " Psyche bending over sleeping Cupid.” Unfortunately,

the photographic group, takensome time later, is not quite complete,

but, nevertheless, it gives a far better idea of the dresses than any

masculine pen could possibly convey. The poses, often of a most

trying nature, were well maintained , and all on the stage are to be

congratulated upon the admirable manner in which they came through

the ordeal — it was quite an object lesson .

And what shall be said of the organiser — the Dea ex Machinâ, so

to speak ? To the untiring labours of Miss Filsell , the success

of the evening is almost entirely due. Her's was the original

idea, her's the grouping, and her's also the arrangement of the colour

effects . She found an invaluable assistant in Vliss Westbrook, who

acted as chief cosiumier.

There is little space left to do more than touch on the concert

half of the programme. Selections were played by the P.O.-B's own

orchestra, which, by the way, also discoursed sweet music for the

tableaux . For the rest , the most interesting item was undoubtedly a

dramatic monologue given by Miss Miers in her own inimitable style ;

still more successful was the encore, “ Butterflies ," an old favourite

which, judging by the applause it received and the introductory “ By
special request, must surely have some allusive charm for her

companions of the order.

To sum up --a great success !

U

Post Office Clerks ' Benevolent Fund.

TNDER the genial chairmanship of Lord Stanley, Postmaster

General, the Annual General Meeting of the subscribers was

held at the General Post Office ( North ) , on the ist March .

The meeting was well attended , among those present being

Mr. Babington Smith, Sir Robert Hunter, Mr. J. C. Lamb, Mr. J.

Ardron , Mr. C. H. Bundy, Mr. J. C. Badcock, Mr. J. Gavey, and

most of the higher officials of the Post Office.

In moving the adoption of the Report, the chairman said it gave

him much pleasure to be present at the meeting, and to assist in the

good work done by the Society. He was glad that the Fund's

operations were conducted on the lines of good fellowship, rather than

those of charity, and he hoped that those officerswho withheld their
support at present would be induced to become subscribers.

Mr. Babington Smith , who seconded the motion , said it was
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satisfactory to know that in supporting the Fund, the subscribers could

rest assured that the money available for disbursement was applied

with discrimination , and therefore in the best possible manner.

The resolution was carried unanimously, as were also votes of

thanks to the auditors and committee.

In responding for the latter vote, Mr. C. H. Bundy ( Chairman of

Committee) referred to the able services of the Honorary Secretary

(Mr. T. M. Plucknett) .

The meeting terminated with an acknowledgment on the part of

the noble chairman to a hearty vote of thanks for presiding.

* Colonel Du Plat -Taylor, C.B.

'OLONEL JOHN LOWTHER DU PLAT- TAYLOR , C.B.,

honorary colonel of the 24th Middlesex Rifle Volunteers,

die suddenly on Saturday, March 5th, 1904, at his residence,

1 , Prince's Mansions, Victoria Street, London, S.W. The son of

Captain Taylor, Paymaster of Pensioners of the King's German

Legion, Colonel Du Plat-Taylor was born in 1829 and educated at

Sandhurst. He entered the Consular Service in China in 1844 , but

retired , invalided , after only two year's service. From 1852 to 1870

he served in the Secretary's Department of the General Post Office ;

and it was during this period that his connexion with the volunteer

movement, with which his name has been so long identified , began .

After holding a commission in the Civil Service Rifles for some years,

he established in 1868 , and subsequently commanded , the Post Office

Rifle Volunteers, now known as the 24th Middlesex. When compelled

by the rules of the service to retire from the command, he still

maintained his interest in the corps, his services to which were

recognized by his appointment in 1901 to the honorary colonelcy, in

succession to the late Duke of Teck. Last August he was in camp

with the regiment, and a few weeks ago he attended the war game

played at Caxton Hall by the Post Office Rifles and the London Irish

Rifles. He received the Companionship of the Bath in 1887 .

Colonel Du Plat-Taylor was for many years a director of the London

and India Dock Company, and at the time of his death he was also

chairman of the Board of Directors of the Nobel Dynamite Trust

Company. He married in 1862 , Emily, only daughter of Mr. William

Corbet, and the Hon. Mrs. Smith of Bitteswell Hall , Leicestershire .

One of his sons is in the Grenadier Guards, and another in the Royal

Artillery.

Colonel J. L. Du Plat- Taylor was buried with military honours at

Brookwood cemetery on the roth March .
There was a large

attendance of the officers, non -commissioned officers and men of the

regiment who lined the route along which the procession passed from

the chapel to the grave . The parade was under the command of

Lieut .-Colonel A. M. Ogilvie, V.1) . A number of past members of

* Portraits of Col. Du Plat- Taylor appeared at page 442 of our 6th volume and

page 164 of our 11th volume respectively .
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the regiment also attended to pay a past tribute of affection to their

old commanding officer.

The escort and firing party was formed from the members of the

Army Post Office Corps and Field Telegraph Corps Reserves, attached

to the Post Office Rifles, and was under the command of Major W.

Price, Captain H. F. McClintock and Lieutenant P. Warren .

AN APPRECIATION .

Although a generation has passed away since my friend and fellow

worker in more than one field of public labour - John Lowther Du

Plat- Taylor - ceased to be an officer of the Secretary's Office, and his

name is now best known to those who succeeded him as a rifle

volunteer of high repute and boundless energy, the founder, trainer,

and for many years the commandant of the Post Office regiment of

volunteers, I should regard it as a privilege if the editor of this

magazine will allow me to refer in a few words that earlier period,

and so pay at least a slight tribute to the honoured memory of my

departed friend.

The portrait which appeared in the Daily Graphic of March ioth ,

exactly recalls to my recollection Colonel Taylor in his prime - say in

the far off days of the earliest volunteer movement (about 1860 ) ;

perhaps even in the still earlier days of my first acquaintance with him ,

i.e., on entering the service of the Post Office in 1855 , and certainly

in the strenuous days of the transfer of the Telegraphs to the State in

1870 .

When first I became the colleague of Mr. du Plat-Taylor he was

acting as the private secretary of Sir (then Mr.) Rowland Hill , K.C.B. ,

afterwards he became private secretary to the Postmaster General; in

which latter capacity he did yeoman's service in influencing the

selection of capable men as recruits for the secretary's office. I

believe I am well within the mark in stating that all those who

practically were his nominees have proved good bargains of the Civil

Service ; some have risen to distinction, while all have helped to

advance the interests of the Post Office and because of their especial

fitness and ability have caused its light to shine with an ever increasing

trilliancy. I think that without exception these gentlemen throughout

their career ( for most of them have now retired from the service ), won

the suffrages of their colleagues of every degree . This alone would

be no mean end for any one person to have achieved .

But Colonel Taylor did more . He was a born organizer- I might

add , a born soldier. For a year or two , he assisted in the preparations

in the metropolis for the installation of the Telegraphs, and he threw

himself into that laborious undertaking with a vigour and insight which

procured the best results .

“ Lector, si monumentum requiris, Circumspice ! ” Is the trim

messenger seen delivering telegrams? His neat and serviceable

uniform is the outcome of Mr. Taylor's thorough going efforts thirty

four years ago . Is a reasonable discipline still observable amongst the

telegraph ranks when the lapse of time has converted the boys of 1870
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into middle-aged men ? It was the late Colonel's well-ordered mind

and keen sense of the value of method and regularity which laid the

foundation . Is the town conveniently served by wellappointed branch

post offices , equipped by the King's Board of Works, and garrisoned

by established officers ? Colonel Taylor alone sowed the seed and

indeed, while he was with us at St. Martin's-le -Grand, largely grew the

plants.

John Lowther du Plat- Taylor was ever in my judgment as fine a

specimen of the true English breed as one could meet in a long

summer's day. Upright in mind as in body, alert , sensitive , out

spoken, prompt in decision, abhorrent of cant or smooth phrases

which rolled off the tongue uninfluenced by the heart ; firm in

friendship, devoted to duty, in his soul a well-spring of kindliness ,

we shall not in a hurry see his like again . The department sustained

a heavy loss when a lucrative, if arduous, post drew him away from

the official ranks. I cannot but think that in the long run he

would have done as well and found at least as much happiness in life

had he stayed where he was. The advice which I gave at the request

of the late Mr. C. H. B. Patey, C.B., when that lamented official was

considering an advantageous offer of employment from the outside ,

I would have given to Mr. Taylor had I been invited to do so—viz . ,

that he should cast in his lot with the office, wherein he had already

made his mark , rather than seek “ fresh woods and pastures new ,

however alluring . Looking back , I am tolerably sure it would have

been as sound in the one case as it proved to be in the other. But

who shall say ? A bird in the bush may by some be rightly judged of

better value than that in the hand. There could be offered to Colonel

Taylor at once at St. Martin’s-le -Grand no such post of responsibility

and emolument as he found without difficulty in Fenchurch Street.

That he was a man of unusual capacity and many-sided, with

qualities which bore well the test of human trials and vicissitudes,

seems beyond doubt ; and the recollection of his work in those far off

times is, to me, as green to-day as when he parted company with us in

the old building, which has seen so many changes and so many

remarkable men.

Tunbridge Wells . F. E. BAINES .

BY

Mr. W. J. Pounds.

Y the retirement of Mr. W. J. Pounds last month , the London

Postal Service lost an old and valued officer. Born in 1841 ,

Mr. Pounds commenced his official career as a clerk in the Portsmouth

office in March , 1864. He joined the Circulation Department,

London, in February of the following year ; and he has served there

for thirty -nine years under no less than five Controllers, reaching the

rank of Principal Clerk in August, 1899.

Mr. Pounds has always been a hard worker. Whenever there was

a time of pressure he was always a volunteer ; and he has on numerous

occasions been on duty continually for very long periods both night

and day. Even on Sundays Mr. Pounds was always at the service of
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the Department ; and he has been superintendent of the Sunday

Duty since 1878. When the Foreign Postal Rates were more complex

than they are now, Mr. Pounds was the recognized authority on such

matters. For eleven years Mr. Pounds acted as Local Secretary of

the United Kingdom Postal and Telegraph Service Benevolent Society;

and the cases of bereavement which, in that capacity, he has helped

to alleviate by his untiring energy and ready and practical sympathy

are many. For a long time Mr. Pounds has been more especially in

touch with the Foreign and Colonial Section of the Parcel Post ; and

the fact that the officers who have worked under him in that section,

as well as those on the Sunday Duty, have united in making him

handsome presents on his retirement, bears eloquent testimonyto the

unvarying kindness and justice with which he has treated his

MR. W. J. POUNDS.

subordinates and the good-will they bear him . During his long

service Mr. Pounds has made many friends on the clerical

establishment also by his kindliness and good nature ; and all his

colleagues unite in the sincere hope that he will live many years to

enjoy his well earned rest .

* Mr. P. J. Mosley : “ Father " of the Telegraph Service.

regret to learn from the Newcastle Chronicle of the death of

Mr. Peter John Mosley, the “ father” of the telegraph

service. Mr. Mosley , who died at his residence, 1 , Barrington Place,

Gateshead , was 67 years of age.

Mr. Mosley had had more than 50 years' service in connection

with English telegraphs. Deceased first became connected with

E

W

.

A portrait of Mr. Mosley appears at page 208 of our 3rd volume.
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telegraph work as long ago as 1846 , the year in which the first

company — the "Electric and International " —was incorporated by

Act of Parliament, the starting point being that where Mr.Mosley has

finished his earthly career - Gateshead. Mr. Mosley, probably, is the

last of the old school who saw service with the pioneers. At that time

the service was only in its experimental stages , and there was no

telegraph communication between London and Newcastle , nor was the

High Level Bridge built . When messages arrived at Gateshead they

were transcribed, and boys, of whom Mr. Mosley was one, ran at

break-neck speed over the old Tyne stone bridge into Newcastle, when

the messages were again put on the wires and sent further northwards.

Mr. Mosley wastransferred from Gateshead to Edinburgh in 1853,

and retransferred to Newcastle in the same year, and he was afterwards ,

under the direction of Mr. Varley, successively removed to

Manchester and London on special telegraph business . Having by

this time acquired a thorough knowledge of every branch of the

telegraph service as it then existed , Mr. Mosley was distinguished as

being selected in 1860 to proceed to Amsterdam to take charge of

what was commonly called the “ Mill Repeater.”

In those days three repeaters were necessary in the line between

London and Berlin , and if twelve messages an hour were transmitted

it was considered very satisfactory working. In 1861 Mr. Mosley was

removed to England to take charge at Bristol, and towards the end of

the same year he returned to York to act as relay clerk . It was at

this time that the “ Umschalter," or Universal switch ," was first

introduced, by means of which the large provincial offices - Liverpool,

Manchester, Hull, Leeds, Newcastle, etc. , could be put in direct

communication with each other. Before this most of the work had

to be sent to York, which office had to transmit it to its destination .

In 1862 Mr. Mosley was promoted to the position of clerk in

charge of York, and he was again selected for promotion and removed

to Newcastle in 1862 , where he officiated with credit to himself and

satisfaction both to the heads of the company and those with whom

he was called upon to control. At the transfer of the telegraphs to

the State, Mr. Mosley was offered and accepted the supervisorship of

the combined staffs , amongst whom he speedily became as popular as

in the narrower sphere in which he had previously laboured. In this

position he remained until 1892 , when he became postmaster of

Stoke -on -Trent, which district he left to take up a similar position at

Sunderland. After a short service here he retired . He was well

known to all engaged in the telegraph service, both at home and

abroad , especially in South Africa, where many of his subordinate

officers are now located and hold prominent positions in both postal

and telegraph services in the different colonies within that country .

His genial temperament and methodical habits enabled him to establish

a large circle of official friendships, and created a wholesome spirit of

emulation throughout the ranks at the different offices where he took

a leading part in directing and controlling the business of the

department.
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The Late Mr. Edwin Hodder.

R. HODDER, who died at Henfield, Sussex, on the ist of

March, was born at Staines, and while quite a young man

emigrated to New Zealand and stayed there four years. After his

return to England he competed successfully for a clerkship in the

Savings Bank Department, which he joined in 1862. His service

extended over thirty-five years, and he rose by successive stages to a

principal clerkship . Ill- health compelled him to retire in 1897 , and

since his retirement he has lived at South Croydon and Hove.

His funeral was attended by several of his old colleagues in addition to

numerous relatives and friends, and he was buried at St. Mary's

Churchyard , Willesden , in a grave which also contains the bodies of

two of his children. He was twice married , firstly in 1869 , and secondly

in 1876 , and he leaves a widow , seven sons, and two daughters.

Mr. Hodder was widely known as a writer of many and varied

books. He had a facile pen , and spoke “ in divers portions and

divers manners," so that the entries under his name fill nearly

three pages of the general catalogue of the Library of the British

Museum . In the preparation of some of these works, he was

assisted, as he admitted in the prefaces, by others, but, apart from

these volumes, his literary output was large and involved hard work

and much burning of midnight oil . One of his early books, “ The

Junior Clerk ," had a large circulation, and was regarded by many as

an excellent guide for a young man beginning life amid the temptations

of London , but it was written from a somewhat narrow outlook and

did not fairly represent the author's matured opinions. He edited for

some years a capital magazine for boys, “ Old Merry, ” the annual

volumes of which were in great request as Christmas presents . He

also published several stories, chiefly for boys, and a volume of verse.

Of his many books the biographies were the best . The circum

stances under which the first of these was produced may now, we

think, be told . An eminent and enterprising firm of publishers

suggested to Lord Shaftesbury, almost at the close of his long and

honoured career, that they should bring out his biography, and they

asked his help in the collection of the materials. Lord Shaftesbury,

after some hesitation , assented to the proposal, and from a listof

names submitted to him selected Hodder as his biographer. Hodder

set to work, and had inany interviews with Lord Shaftesbury, who as

the book progressed became very anxious for its early appearance , so

that he might be able to read it himself. But this was not exactly

the intention of the publishers, and the biographer found himself
between two fires, and quite appreciated the position . Lord

Shaftesbury was, like another famous old man , in a hurry ; the

publishers were for holding the book back . The publishers won, for

time was on their side, and the “ Life of the Seventh Earl of

Shaftesbury ” did not appear until after the subject of it had been

gathered to his fathers. The book attained a quick and well deserved

success ; it was a well written , interesting record of a noble career,
and of the progress of many philanthropic movements. Lord
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Shaftesbury had kept a full diary of his daily life and thoughts, and

the volumes were entrusted to Hodder, who made his selections with

judicious care. But it was quite beyond his powers, or the powers of

any man, to produce a straightforward biography without giving

offence to some of the many persons with whom Lord Shaftesbury,

who did not always economise his words , had been connected, and

Mr. Gladstone, among others, thought himself unfairly dealt with .

Hodder was not , of course, responsible for Lord Shaftesbury's

opinions , and , after spending a long evening with Mr. Gladstone in

the discussion of the obnoxious passages , was able, at parting, to say

that he was then writing the life of a warm admirer and supporter

of Mr. Gladstone, and that book would contain nothing he would

object to.

The book referred to was the “ Life of Samuel Morley ." Hodder

had now made his mark as a biographer, and his skilful pen was in

much request . He could not always have so interesting a subject as

Lord Shaftesbury, and his biographies of Sir George Burns, George

Smith of Coalville, and of George Fife Angus, though they are

valuable records of useful lives , did not appeal to a wide circle of

readers. In “ John Macgregor (Rob Roy ),” he was dealing with a

man with whom he was thoroughly in sympathy, and that biography

was deservedly popular.

Mr. Hodder could never have accomplished so much as he did

had he not been placed in happy domestic surroundings , and this

much ought to be said . He was a versatile and many-sided man , who

seemed equally at home in the pulpit, on the lecture platform , or at a

dance. His older friends have many pleasant recollections of him as

a travelling companion, or as their leader in a country walk ; he was

always bright , cheerful and lively , and his good spirits were infectious.

Many men, now past middle age, who knew him forty years ago at

Camberwell looked up to him as a guide, philosopher and friend , and

in other places he has left a pleasant and fragrant memory. He did

not often intrude himself into the councils of his official colleagues,

but some of them still remember, with gratitude, his firmness thirty

years ago in refusing to comply with the request of the Postmaster

General that every officer of the Savings Bank should disclaim the

authorship of certain articles in a well-known newspaper which was at

that time a severe critic of the management of the department.

The steadiness of Hodder and of one or two others stiffened the

knees of the weaker brethren, and the request was ultimately

withdrawn .

“ So not without distinction, had he lived ,

Beloved and honoured, far as he was known .”

J. A. J. H.

Mrs. Mills.

RS . MILLS the worthy Postmistress of Stevenage has just

relinquished office. She has presided over the postal affairs

of the neighbourhood for the pasteleven years ; and her retirement is

a source of regret to all her staff. The feelings of the latter found

M
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tangible expressions in the shape of a silver tea and coffee service with

a silver fitted oak tray, which was presented to Mrs. Mills by Mr.

E. G. Phillips on their behalf. Mrs. Mills was much touched at the

unexpected gift , and thanked the donors very warmly.

M

Miss M'Vitae.

ISS M'VITAE has just retired from the Postmistressship of

Castle Douglas after 27 years' service ,having had the charge

of the Post Office since 1877. Under her careful nurture it has

grown from its early babyhood in Abercromby Square, with its tiny

staff, to the present mature proportions. With the increase of the
staff naturally her labours and responsibilities had correspondingly

increased ; " but,” said Dr. Hector,in making a presentation to her

on behalf of her late staff, “ the smoothness of the working of the

business, and the efficiency of the staff, they must all admit, were

eloquent testimony to Miss M'Vitae's excellent administrative quali

ties.” He thought Miss M‘Vitae was a practical example of the fact

that man was not absolutely the lord of creation that his vanity was

apt to make him claim for himself. Miss M'Vitae's record went far

to show that she had right on her side when she claimed that the

work would be equally well done by the gentler sex . He thought

that Miss M * Vitae must feel exceedingly gratified when she looked

upon the gifts presented to her by her co-workers, and reflected that

her labours had been thus recognised by those who had been

intimately connected with her in her daily work. But a still more

lasting and satisfying gratification must be hers in looking down the

long vista of years of her life spent in public business, in the reflection

that her life had been not a record of idle and misspent time, but

one of useful labour, thoroughly and conscientiously performed , and

one which had met with the approbation of the community, and, still

more, had gained the goodwill of the staff who had worked under

her and with her .

MR:

* Mr. B. Thrall.

R. THRALL., who retired from the Postmastership of Taunton

on the 29th of February last , commenced his service under

the Post Office as a clerk at Lincoln in January, 1864, and in 1860

was appointed a Provincial Clerk in Charge. In 1873 he was selected

for the Chief Clerkship of Hull, which appointment he held until

August, 1895 , when he was promoted to the Postmastership of

Torquay. The further promotion to Taunton took place in 1900.

In his latest sphere of activity Mr. Thrall has done much good work ,

and his retirement is viewed with great regret by the whole of the

postal staff and also by the general public. St. Martin's joins with

his many friends in wishing him many years of life to enjoy the peace

which his labours have entitled him to .

A portrait of Mr. Thrall appears at page 402 of our tenth volume.
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* Mr. A. T. Ashwell.

M
R. A. T. ASHWELL, late Postmaster of Reigate, retired on

February 4th , after forty -one years ' faithful service with the

G.P.O. He entered the postal service in a subordinate position on

February 4th , 1863, and gradually worked his way up the ladder.

He passed through the various grades of stamper and sorter in the

Inland Registered Letter and Foreign branches, including nine years'

travelling sorter with the French mails. Eventually he was appointed

Postmaster of Malton , Yorks, out of 1,200 candidates, and remained

there for twelve years, when he accepted the postmastership of

Reigate , commencing on February 1st , 1897 .

Many interesting and exciting experiences have fallen to the lot

of Mr. Ashwell during his forty years' service . During the troubled

period of the Fenian outrages, which began with the explosion of

dynamite under the walls of the prison at Clerkenwell in 1867 ,

anonymous letters were received that the General Post Office would

be blown up. It was thought that nitro-glycerine would be thrown

through the lower windows, which were therefore boarded up and

barricaded inside with bags of wet sand . The staff of sorters con

tained a number of men who had been sergeants in the army, and it

was arranged that all ranks should be drilled in the basement during

the intervals between the duties . After a short time , 1,600 men of

all grades , from controllers down to postmen and porters, marched

out of the G.P.O. to the Guildhall, and were sworn in as special con

stables. Mr. Ashwell formed one of that number, and the truncheon

which was served out to him on that occasion is still in his possession .

As a special constable , he took his turn with others for duty patrolling

the building, two hours outside and two hours inside. The whole of

the 1,600 men were formed up outside the Guildhall, and were

addressed by the Duke of Montrose, who was Postmaster-General,

the Lord Mayor, Colonel du Plat Taylor, and other gentlemen .

There was sufficient material in that body of men , remarked Colonel

Taylor , to form a good rifle corps. One was eventually formed, Mr.

Ashwell being one of the first to enrol his name in the Post Office

Rifles, and he passed nine years as a non -commissioned officer in the

corps.
Mr. Ashwell looks back with pride upon his ssociation

with the corps, and also the 3rd City of London Rifles, as he possesses
several mementoes of his connection with the Volunteers. If not a

brilliant shot , he certainly was a marksman of no mean order. He

had the honour of shooting for the Queen's prize on one occasion ,

and holds two silver cups, one gold badge, and fifteen marksmen's

badges, besides having won a number of other valuable prizes.

Mr. Ashwell has performed his duties as Postmaster in a quiet and

unobstrusive manner, and his late staff have shown their appreciation

of his good qualities by presenting both himself and Mrs. Ashwell

with fitted travelling bags .

* A portrait of Mr. Ashwell appeared at page 320 of our third volume.

P
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Mr. Robert Aspland.

R. ROBERT ASPLAND, whose portrait we have much

pleasure in publishing, on retiring through ill-health from the

sub-postmastership of Wicken (Soham) , has been informed by direction

of the Secretary " that his resignation is accepted with regret for the

MR.

MR. ROBERT ASPLAND .

course which brought it about, and that the postmaster's statement

respecting his services is a most satisfactory one." Mr. Aspland is a

TI

The Post OFFICE, WICKEN (SOHAM ),
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von

very exceptional man of much business acumen and shrewdness . He

has lived in the same house in the village of Wicken all the 67 years of

his life, and is the largest local landowner, and a very prosperous man .

The village post office is one of much picturesqueness, as will be seen

by our illustration .

The World's Daily Postal Round.

Diese Umlaufsoperation im The mass of postal articles

täglichen Familien- und Geschäfts- exchanged daily within the

leben aller Kulturstaaten der domestic and commercial life of

Welt muss man aus einer gewissen the civilized world must be

Entfernung betrachten, um looked at from a certain distance

der Grösse der Massen und der if we would not be crushed by

Schnelligkeit der Bewegung nicht their volume and by the rapidity

erdrückt zu werden . Denn diese of their movements. This mass

kosmischen Massen bewegen sich of articles is moving like a whirl

auf Jagd und Luxuszügen und wind in express and trains de

Schnelldampfern einem Sturm- luxe and on fast steamers round

winde gleich um die ganze Erde , the earth ; it covers 3000 million

innerhalb eines Kreises kilometres a year on postal routes ,

251,000 Weltpostanstalten durch that is times the distance

die Hände von 1 Million Post- between the sun and the earth ,

beamten , über Beförderungswege and is manipulated by 1 million

hinweg, auf denen jährlich 3000 postal officers in 251,000 post

Millionen Kilometer zurückgelegt offices .

werden , d . i . das Einundzwanzig J. JUNG, Strassburg.

fache der Entfernung zwischen

Sonne und Erde.

J. JUNG, Strassburg.

A Queer Post Office.

PEAKING of isolated corners of the United Kingdom , James

von

21

SEBlyth,in chesobaile wait,mentions thatheoncemivedios
two years in a village on the edge of the Norfolk Marshlands where

there was no doctor for seven miles, no telegraph office for delivery

within five miles, and where, until quite recently , the only village

post-box was a slit in a hollow elm against the churchyard . In such

villages as this , he adds , the news of the world comes through the

postman . When this disseminator of knowledge has no letter to

deliver in the neighbourhood , the news stops away.

Fire at the Ottawa Post Office .

N Monday the 4th of January last , a fire occurred in the fourth

O
hours, practically ruining the building. As it happened it was a most

unfavourable night for fighting flames as the thermometer stood at 18

below zero. For an hour , therefore, after the fire broke out, the

service of water was slow , but eight streams of water were then thrown

on the building with telling effect and the fire was gradually mastered .
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It is curious that eleven years ago on a similar sort of night when the

thermometer registered nearly 20 below zero, the Post Office suffered

from a serious fire.

The building is roughly valued at $ 100,000 and the loss is

estimated at $40,000 .

para

Drets

THE OTTAWA Por OFFICE : AFTER THE FIRE .

TH

A Queer Address.

HE Postmaster General of British Guiana complains that letters

in that colony are too often posted insufficiently addressed .

There are, however, exceptions to this rule, as will be seen by the

following example :

“ To

Mrs. G ......... A.......... G ..... .... on Petterkins land near Doctor

h ......... house handy hall Road . She move down there lately .

She got too children girls, they are Red Skin . If you don't find

her leave it in care of Mr. M ..........

Roebuck St. , Shopkeeper,

Barbados ,

St. Michael."

"

Boycotting Post Offices in the United States.

ECAUSE of political differences, selfish motives , petty jealousies,

etc. , the compensation of postmasters is,” says the Postmaster

General of the United States, “ in many instances, seriously reduced,

and the organized plan of the postal service is interferedwith .

presidential post offices this is accomplished by the purchasing of

stamps elsewhere ; and at fourth -class post offices by the collecting

and mailing of letters on the cars or at other post offices, thereby

depriving the postmasters at such offices of the cancellation of stamps.
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This is carried to a grievous extent in some communities, and is such

an interference with the usual and regular disposition of the mails as,

in my opinion, calls for legislation by Congress. Several bills have

beenintroduced in Congress calculated to correct this injustice and

to secure to postmasters the business properly belonging to their

offices, but I regret to say that none of them was passed.”

Mr. Walter Rowan .

E have great pleasure in publishing the portrait of Mr. Walter

Rowan , who has succeeded Mr. G. F. Everett as Superin

tendent of the Money Order Branch , Canada. Mr. Rowan entered

the service of the Canadian Post Office in 1874 , at St. John , New

Brunswick . In the same year he was transferred to the Railway Mail

W

MR . WALTER ROWAN .

Service, and in 1880 found his way back to the Post Office in the

Inspector's office at St. John . He was transferred to the Money

Order Branch at Ottawa in March , 1883 , and in 1888 to the

Accountant's Branch in the same place. He was appointed Acting

Superintendent of the Money Order Branch in June, 1902 , and in

September last year to the post he now holds . Mr. Rowan , like his

predecessor, has been a subscriber to the magazine for many years ;

and we hope shortly to introduce him to our readers as a contributor .

Ocean Post Offices between New York and Liverpool.

HE Postmaster General of the United States, in his report to

THE opgesa sete referenze che tensioiteof Stace escan pois reprice to
the White Star Line, plying between New York , Queenstown, and

Liverpool, is now an assured fact, the officials of the International

Mercantile Marine Company, which has recently acquired control of
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the White Star Line, having acceded to the requests of the United

States Post Office for additional sea post facilities and consented to

the establishment of the service on theWhite Star Line and to change

the days of sailing of the American Line vessels from Wednesdays:

to Saturdays in order that departures of sea post service from New

York on the two steamship lines named would not be upon the same

day of the week .

The steamships “ Oceanic," " Teutonic,” “ Majestic , ” “ Cymric ,"

and “ Celtic ” will have the sea post service, they forming the weekly

service from New York to Queenstown and Liverpool.

Sea Post Office lines are therefore provided for on the North

German Lloyd , the Hamburg-American , the American, and the White

Star lines , comprising sailings from New York on Tuesdays, Wednes

days, Thursdays, and Saturdays of each week and corresponding

arrivals.

For the present the sea post service on the White Star Line will

be exclusively under the control of the American administration , and

devoted solely to the handling of mails to and from the United States,
the Postmaster General not being advised of the desire of the British

administration to join in the arrangement ; but it is hoped that it will

be possible to effect a joint service with Great Britain on the White

Star Line, as well as the Cunard Line, sailing from New York and

from Liverpool on Saturdays.

An Ostrich Story— (continued ).

N our issue of July last the story is told by the Postmaster of

Ladismith, Cape Colony, of the swallowing by an ostrich of

the date and obliterating stamps belonging to one of the small
outlying offices.

IN

K.Ht.

We now hear that the bird died some seven or eight weeks subse

quently, but whether as a result of the Post Office responsibilities

so rashly undertaken , could not be altogether determined ; for a

post-mortem not only recovered the two stamps, but also a pruning

knife , the assimilation of which had likewise been attempted. The

accompanying photograph shows the two date stamps after recovery,

the stamp to the extreme right being the triangular obliterator, and

the one next to it the date stamp. There is also to the left of

the picture a representation showing the two stamps as they would

have been before the ostrich took them over, the photograph thus

indicating the extraordinary digestive powers bestowed by nature

on a bird which has often to earn a precarious livelihood .
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A Remarkable Coincidence.

THE
HE following paragraph from a recent issue of the Globe has a

peculiar interest for readers of St. Martin's- le -Grand . It will

perhaps appeal with especial force to those misguided individuals who

are apt to regard their employment in the Post Office as a series of

laborious days spent in durance vile :

“ As a language Corean is most difficult to learn by reason of the

great number of words which have several different meanings,

distinguished only by variation of accent or intonation . In some

cases one word has as many as a dozen meanings. This peculiarity

often causes extraordinary mistakes on the part of foreigners. It

is related that a missionary was once seeking to harrow up the souls

of his congregation by a sermon on the terrors of hell, which they

received with broad grins. They explained to him later on that the

word meaning hell means also, with a different inflection, post office,

and the good folks had seen nothing dreadful in an after existence in

a snug Government berth ."

Only an overworked postal official can fully appreciate the grim

significance of the double meaning involved or the unconscious

humour of the term “ snug Government berth .” So much depends

upon the point of view : otherwise the change of accent might not

have detracted in the slighest from the harrowing and beneficial

effects of the sermon upon the “ good folks ” who heard it .

A.G.D. C. N.

W

a

“ Not in England."

HILE other newspapers have been burying treasure the

Evening Yews has turned its attention to digging up

chestnuts. One of the latest to be unearthed is contained in the

following paragraph which appeared under the above heading on

February 13th :

“ * Deceased -- Address not known ' was marked on letter

returned to a Peckham resident by the Post Office authorities . ”

It will be noticed that this particular chestnut is enclosed in a very

appropriate shell, the vagueness of the wording being delightfully

naive.

A.G.D. C. N.

A Clever Post Office Mouse .

THE
*HE following copy of a Babu letter appeared in a recent issue of

the Daily Chronicle :

“ The Sub -Postmaster report that last evening a mice came out

from behind the office door, and after walking a little stammered and

breathed its last in the presence of the Sub -Postmaster there. As

these are the prognostics of plague, I beg you will kindly arrange to

have the office disinfected at an early date .”

A writer in the Globe, commenting on the above, wonders whether

it was nervousness that caused the mouse to stammer. Anyway, had
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the Sub - Postmaster been a Scotchman , the incident might well have

reminded him of the lines addressed by Burns to another “ Wee,

sleekit , cowrin ', tim’rous beastie ” of a similar species.

A. G. D. C. N.

IN

The Old Post Office, Preston.

N connection with the illustration of the new Post Office at

Preston which appears in the January issue of St. Martin's-le

Grand it may be of interest to your readers to see a reproduction

from a negative which I made about ten years ago , representing what

was known in Preston as the old Post Office. The building stood

at the corner of Lancaster Road and Church Street, and was pulled

THE OLD Post OFFICE , PRESTON .

down about nine years ago during the improvement of the district

around the Town Hall .

A horizontal slit for the insertion of letters will be observed in

the wall between the window and door at the left of the picture. At

the time of the demolition a discussion was commenced in the

local press regarding the date at which the building was used for

Post Office purposes ; but the Postmaster (Mr. Drennan) who had

a life-long knowledge of the town was unable to ascertain any

definite information on the subject. In the forties the Post Office

was situated in Church Street , some little distance from the building

mentioned .

E.-in -C.0 . W. J. Srubbs.
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M

A

Where the Stings Came From.

R. H. HERVEY, in the Engineering Times, relates some

curious experiences he met with while engaged in the Indian

Telegraph Service . He had been out one day to discover the cause

of an interruption in a line between Trevandrum and Quilon , and

came upon a small village, along the front of which ran the telegraph

lines . The spot owing to the rains was a morass , and at this

particular place three supports had toppled over into the slush . On

approaching he observed a row of natives-men, women and children

-chatting and laughing. They squatted near the wire, which they

had carefully insulated on logs of wood, and occasionally touched the

line and withdrew their hands amidst shrieks of mirth . He asked for

an explanation ; and the head man replied, “ My lord , when the

post fell during the night , and we lifted the wire, we felt it sting us.

At first we were afraid , and dropped it ; but knowing that it must not

rest in the mud we pushed the logs under the wire . We were curious

to find out how the stings came ; that is all. ”

Afraid of the Dark !

SKED for an explanation of his refusal to deliver a telegram at

about 6 p.m. the other day, a telegraph messenger in the

Provinces answered the report as follows:

“ the Postmaster Sir

i han afaird of the

dark .

(sd . )

The Limits of the Postal Union.

HE Manchester Guardian is responsible for the following :

“ It is rather late , or early, in the year for Christmas stories,

but one which has just seen the light in a Viennese paper is worthy to

be quoted. In a small town in Austrian Poland a certain small boy

wished last Christmas, as a great many other small boys did, for certain

presents . They included a horse, a wheelbarrow , and a sleigh . He

prayed very earnestly for these gifts, but being a small boy of original

mind he evolved an even more certain way of bringing them about.

He procured a beautiful picture postcard of his native town , and wrote

upon it : ' Dear Lord, give me a horse, a wheelbarrow, and a sleigh .

I can say the Lord's Prayer without one mistake .' Then he addressed

the postcard to “ The Dear God , Heaven , ' stamped it , and posted it

two days before Christmas. In due course the postcard reached the

head post office of the district. The postmaster was perhaps himself

the father of a family. He scratched out the address, wrote instead,

• Refused by Saint Peter,' and ordered its return to the sender, who,

with more prudence than one quite likes , had put his name and

address on it . Even then the postmaster felt he had not done

enough ; he wanted to give some incontestable proof that the postcard

had actually been sent, and presumably that it was unwise to try again.

Remembering, no doubt, that Paradise is outside the limits of the

TH!
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Austrian Empire, and, for that matter, of the Postal Union, he

stamped the postcard with the Austrian equivalent of “ Excess

postage, 3d . , ' which sum was ultimately paid by the small boy's

father, by whom the tale was told ."

Post Office Action for Libel.

THE
HE St. James's Gazette, in discussing lately the refusal of the

Postmaster General to reduce the rate of postage on newspapers

sent from this country to places abroad, remarked that between

newspapers and the Post Office there is an old -standing feud , and that

at the present moment there is an action for libel lying against the

Times , began by the Post Office in 1807. The legal trouble arose

thuswise :-In the old days the Post Office issued a summary of news

to newspapers at £ 100 per annum per head, and, in order to ketp

ahead of private enterprise, detained all foreign newspapers received

addressed to the English newspaper publishers until the gist of the

news had been incorporated into its summary. The Times took the

matter up and published an article exposing the iniquitous system .

This brought them into the Law Courts ; but they returned to the

charge a month later ; whereupon the Post Office entered an action,

and briefs were prepared . The Department , however, seemed to have

shrunk from ventilating so obvious a scandal, for the action was never
fought. The Times scored , therefore, without further appeal to

the Bar.

A. RAMSBOTTOM .

Gallantry of a Manchester Telegraph Messenger.

D
URING Whit -week last , the Ancoats (Manchester) Lad's Club,

held their Annual Camp at Colwyn Bay, North Wales, and

the officers very kindly reserved a tent for any members of the

Telegraph Messengers Christian Association who could make it

convenient to attend . Amongst the members who availed themselves

of this opportunity were messengers J. R. Chadwick and
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A. Ramsbottom . On June 4th whilst bathing in the river Conway at

Llanrwst, Chadwick was seized with cramp, and Ramsbottom , who

was preparing to dress, on noticing the perilous condition of his

colleague, immediately swam out and succeeded in bringing him

safely to land . The facts of the case were laid before the Royal

Humane Society , and the little hero, whose portrait we publish, was

awarded the Society's Honorary Testimonial mounted on vellum .

F. J. H.

Registry Concerts Society.

HE above society held their annual Bohemian Concert at the

Restaurant “ Frascati ” on Friday evening, 4th March , when a

large number of members and friends were present. The chair was

admirably filled by C. H. Bundy, Esq ., who was supported by Messrs.

B. H. Abrahall, A. G. Leonard , P. G. Burrell, W. Price, and other

gentlemen . The vice-chair was ably occupied by Fred . Biggs , Esq.

A most interesting and varied programme was provided, under the

direction of the society's Hon . Sec . , Mr. T. Jenkins, and his colleagues

on the committee, Messrs. E. J. Crowe, W. T. Rowe, C. D. Warren ,

and C. R. Young. The reception accorded to the Artistes and the

manifest appreciation of the respective items on the programme were

unmistakable signs of the success of the Concert and of the fact that

the committee had fulfilled their office in a most creditable manner .

T '

A

Difficult Telegraph Construction in Africa.

DIFFICULT piece of telegraph and telephone construction

work has recently been completed in the Belgian Congo Settle

ments. The line is 750 miles long, the first section undertaken being

that from Boma to Matadi, a distance of 18 miles . This length took

no less than eight months to construct. White labour was precluded

by the climate, and the majority of the work was carried out by natives

under the direction of Europeans. The work was complicated by

several difficult streams which had to be crossed . The crossing at

Underhill was effected by means of two steel pylons, 50 feet high and

2620 ft. apart, and placed respectively 237 ft. and 206 ft. above the

high water level. The construction of the line from Leopoldville to

Equateur was also very difficult. Surveys were particularly dangerous,

and the Zone unhealthy. Advantage was taken as far as possible of

the forest trees in fixing the supports for the line . The crossing of the

Kasai river was probably the most difficult piece of work, as it was

necessary to keep the stream clear for the steamer traffic . Advantage

was taken of a rocky island in the river and the crossing was made in

two spans, one of 1472 ft. and the other of 2198 ft., the supports being

three iron pylons. Much trouble was experienced in getting the four

conductors in place, but this was eventually accomplished with the aid

of a steam tug. The maintenance of the line is expected to give con

siderable difficulty, for although the posts are either of iron or living

trees, and, therefore, proof against the attacks of white ants, elephants

abound, and storms occasion great interference by throwing down trees
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across the line. Atmospheric discharges are also troublesome . Birds

make their nests on the wire, wasps nest in the insulators, and spiders

cover the poles with web, collecting a litter of leaves and twigs . The

line is used both for telephone and telegraph service, and the stations

are protected by local garrisons.

Wireless Items.

T is reported that an Amsterdam newspaper the Handelsblad, under

an arrangementwith the Marconi Company, now receives its English

news daily by wireless telegraphy. The messages, says the Daily Neal's,

are sent by “ Express Post ” to Bloomfield , the Marconi Station about

two miles outside Chelmsford, and are then despatched thence wirelessly

first to a receiving station on the Dutch coast and then to Amsterdam .

The world is rather in the dark regarding the use which is being

made of the wireless system by the belligerents in the Far East.

Russian official despatch dated the 14th of February, mentioned the

establishment of communication by this means between ships at

Chemulpho and at Chifu ; and it is currently reported that installations

have been made at Port Arthur and Vladivostock by the Russians.

The Japanese are said to be maintaining a system between the chief

naval stations and also between Korea and Japan .

The Cornish fishermen have come to the conclusion that Marconi

and his works are the cause of the bad weather ; and they are signing

a petition to parliament for the removal of his station from their coasts.

Mr. Marconi has already advanced to meet them by expressing his

willingness, upon their contentions being proved, to sell his plant to

Queensland or the Sahara, where it would doubtless be welcomed with

open arms.

" Rude and Hasty."

THE
'HE Dewsbury Reporter learns that there is a postmistress in one

of the small towns down in Texas who is giving the Department

at Washington considerable anxiety.
It appears that she has

established rules of etiquette for the government of people who set

their mail at her office, which are not altogether satisfactory either to

the Texans or the Government. In a letter to Fourth Assistant Pont

master General Bristow , the sheriff of the county in which the post

mistress referred to holds office, makes the following complaint.

“ We don't set up any claim that our manners are all that they should

be , but we'd like to be reasoned with and helped along. The post

mistress here is a worthy woman , all right , and there ain't a thing

against her character, but she certainly is rude and hasty. One day

last week the mayor, being some flushed up and careless, refused to

remove his hat and bow on asking for the official mail, whereupon his

hat was shot off and plumb ruined, and he left the post office so swituly

and undignified that it told against the standing of the town.

“ There's another thing we don't think is fair . The postmistress won :

let niggers and greasers come in the office under any consideration.

We ain't over fond of niggers and greasers ourselves, but it is sure dir

commoding for the leading citizens to have to go to the post office
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personally to get the mail, just because this lady don't like to see any

thing but a gentlemen . We don't like to appear fault -finding and

picayunish where a lady is concerned, but this I'm telling about is sure

arbitrary and abrupt , and we'd like to have her toned down some.”

An inspector has been ordered to inspect the case and report on it ,

if after an interview with the lady his physical condition shall be such

as to enable him to communicate with the authorities at Washington .

Post Office Service in the Canary Islands.

R. LEWIN HILL writes, — “ The inefficiency of the Spanish

Post Office service in these islands is amazing to any one

accustomed to our service at home. As an instance, I remember a

few years ago posting a letter in a Wall Letter Box near to the Catalina

Hotel at Las Palmas, accepting an invitation to lunch with a resident

in the town a few days later. The collections were stated on the

notice plate to be two daily—morning and afternoon . I found when

I went to the lunch that my friend had not received the letter ; and

when I told him of my having posted an answer at once he laughed

most heartily, telling me that I was a green-horn . He said that the

box might , according to the fancy of the postman , be cleared once a

fortnight or three weeks, or might be left uncleared indefinitely.

Another experience . I went the round of the island in the

Interinsular mail steamer, the trip occupying about four days. We

reached the island of Gomera one night and were to leave next

morning punctually at nine. The steamer lay off the little town about

half a mile ; and I went ashore early and returned in good time. The

mail bag did not , however, come on board until 11.0 a.m. — to the

great indignation of the captain, who was blowing his whistle for some

two hours. The Postmaster who brought the Mail Bag apologised to

the captain for the delay, but explained that the Padre had such a very

long letter to write that he could not finish it sooner !

Fortunate is the man who gets safely through the post in the

Islands , any letter, registered or not , containing articles of value. As

the Post Office servants are rarely paid , they are obliged to help

themselves as chance offers ! ”

Japan's Postal Service.

HE cheapest postal service in the world , says the Daily News,

is that of Japan, where letters are conveyed all over the

Empire for two sen-about seven -tenths of a penny. This is the

more remarkable considering the difficulties of transport over a

mountainous and irregular country, which has less than 100 miles of

railway, while wagons can pass over only a few of the chief roads and

the steamers connect but a small number of coast stations.

News from the Seat of War in the Far East.

HE maintenance of telegraphic communication with Japan ,

during the struggle now proceeding with Russia is a problem

of the greatest interest . Two cables run from Nagasaki, one to

Vladivostock and the other to Shanghai, both being the property of

THE

T:
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the Great Northern Telegraph Company. A message from Japan

sent by the former cable reaches England overland vià Blagowest
chensk, Irkutsk , Moscow , St. Petersburg and Copenhagen. The

cable between Copenhagen and England lands at Newcastle. By the

Shanghai route a message would be received here by way of Hong

Kong, Saigon , Singapore, Penang, Madras, Bombay, Aden, Suez and

Gibraltar.

Up to about twelve months ago these two systems comprised the

only cable routes between England and the Far East ; but the laying

recently of an American -owned cable between San Francisco and

Manila, has provided an alternative channel of communication , for

the Eastern Telegraph Company own a cable between Manila and

Shanghai, and the chain is thus completed with Japan. A new cable

is , moreover, reported to be sanctioned by the United States Govern

ment, between Guam and Japan, which will also link up with the
American cable.

The Great Northern Company's system has been interrupted by the

Russians, and Japan is linked to us telegraphically, therefore , with the

Shanghai Cable only. Without the command of the sea , which Japan

by her prompt and decisive action has , however, secured, the Island

Empire stood a fair chance of being isolated from the rest of the

world ; but this danger happily seems now to be very remote , for the

Russians will have no shipsto spare for cable-cutting expeditions.

Odds and Ends.

LETTER was received the other day addressed to Andrew

A , . , a
very appropriateaddress for the millionaire ; and the letter was sent to
Skibo Castle on trial .

Probably the sender had in mind Dr. Carnegie's recent university

honour of LL.D. No doubt he was an applicant for a Church organ

or a Free Library.

THE
HE Postmaster of Port Elizabeth sends us the following

communication :

Some fourteen years ago I happened to be in London on leave

from the Cape , and one morning , having occasion to send a telegram ,

I entered a small office not far from Paddington. During the time

I was writing my message a young lady behind the counter put over

the switch of a Double Current Key and tapped “ How much for the

white hat ? ” little dreaming that anyone present would understand.

Her astonishment and confusion were very manifest when I raised the

hat and , with a smile, said , “ Would you like to buy it ? " If the young

lady is still in the service, she will doubtless remember the

circumstance . - T . H.

MONG the idiosyncrasies attached to seeing the New Year in,

says Pick-me-Up, was the strange case of a man who was

discovered kissing a pillar-box and imploring it to " come home."

A
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The pillar-box was , of course , obdurate, and so apparently was the

policeman on that beat , for the amatory pillar-boxer was raked in and

fined for being a little the worse. The cabinet of St. Martin's would

like to know whether the hero of the tale is also the author of the

letter which lately appeared in a contemporary, complaining bitterly of

the dirty condition of street pillar-boxes.

W
E have from

Northampton , a set of the pictorial postcards, illustrating

the history of the Post Office in the United Kingdom , which he is

selling for the benefit of the Rowland Hill Benevolent Fund. The

cards are excellently printed, and we recommend them to the

favourable notice of our readers .

sk

T !
'HE International Postal Congress which was to have met at

Rome this month (April, 1904 ), has been postponed until

April, 1905 , presumably in consequence of the Russo-Japanese War.

At the Congress Sir J. G. Ward, the Postmaster General of New

Zealand , was to have moved a resolution in favour of universal penny

postage.

OSTAGE stamp booklets are now on sale at money order offices

in the United Kingdom . Our readers will recollect that the

idea was warmly advocated by St. Martin's -le -Grand in the number

for April, 1902.

POSTAGE

Α '
POSTMASTER passing through the parcels room observed that

the newest hand only carried one parcel at a time, while his

companion, an old man , was carrying his arms full . He called the

young one to him and asked : “ Jabez, why do you only carry one

parcel at a time, while William carries all he can ?

Jabez (who stammers) replied : " Be-be-cause old Will’m be-be-too

da-anged idle to -to -go twice." ( The Sub - Postmaster.)

2

Α'
WRITER in an Australian telegraph paper of a recent issue,

describes the hand action of a young operator in a small office

manipulating a Morse key as reminding him of a hungry man trying

to carve a tough piece of meat with a blunt knife , elbow in line with

his chin , shoulders humped upon a level with the top of his head , and

his signals for all the world like the rattle of a pie-cart over cobble

stones .

AK
RURAL deliverer of letters was asked for an explanation of the

fact that he was ten minutes late in meeting an auxiliary

postman at a certain road end in the county of Dumfries, where he

received his correspondence,and his reply was “ Reaveling in Nature . ”

He is evidently the newest recruit to the ranks of postmen poets :
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even his spelling seems to us to show that he has a feeling for words

and a desire to put into them more meaning than is perhaps conveyed

in their correct form . That the explanation was not accepted is only

another evidence of the way the department discourages the higher

thought when it is not in accord with the regulations .

POUR English post office servants of blameless life and official

they met a German foreign office clerk with whom they hobnobbed

and talked much shop . At a small town , which possessed a ruined

castle and a railway refreshment room , they found they had to wait an

hour for a train . The question they put to one another was “ How

to dispose of the hour? ” The German civil servant quite solemnly

put the question in this way. “ Vill ve go to de castle, or vil ve trink

beer and see vich of us de more can trink .” Our English informant

tells us he made for the castle . But what about the other three ?

And who won ? These are questions at present without any answer.

We can only hope that the honour of the English Civil Service was

well vindicated .

W!
E have received with pleasure the following appreciative letter

from Monsieur Armand Sassen , the Director General of the

Savings Bank of the Netherlands , whose report on the working of his
department was reviewed in our last number

Amsterdam , le 16 Janvier 1904 .

Monsieur le Rédacteur en Chef !

En Vous offrant mes meilleurs remercîments, j'ai l'honneur de

Vous accuser réception , de la livraison : Janvier 1904 , de Votre

revue , très intéressante (me comptant parmi ses abonnés , et ses

lecteurs assidus) , que Vous avez eu la bonté de me faire parvenir.

Ce faisant, je vous donne l'assurance, Monsieur le Rédacteur en

Chef ! , de ma considération très distinguée.

Le Directeur-génl. de la Caisse

d'Epargne postale des Pays-Bas,

ARMAND SASSEN.

A
LISKEARD lady has had a packet originally containing a set of

false teeth returned to her by the Devonport Post Office with

the teeth gone and the notification “ Supposed eaten by rats. ” The

Devonport Post Office is said to be so swarming with rats that it is

unsafe to leave letters in the sorting room of an evening.-- Daily

Express.

APAN has 4,852 post offices, equal to one post office for each 9,700

people ; Russia has only 6,029 , or one for each 21,500 people.J

THE
'HE management will be glad to receive done-with copies

of the January number of the Magazine at the usual rates.
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Promotions.

LONDON.

OFFICE . XAME . APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE

99 1

99

92

1

9

S.O. Bailey , A. H. Clk . , 3rd Cl . 2nd Div . Clk . , A.G.D.,

( Supply. ) ''or

Gaze , A. W. 2nd Div. Clk . , S.B. , 'or

Deans, J. R. 2nd Div . Clk . , 'oo ; Sec .

Div. Clk . , S.B., 'oi

(Regy .) Turner, H. S. Regy. Asst . , 2nd Cl. Sr. , Cir . Off., '98

Bennett, W. J .... Sr. , Cir . Off ., '96

Keane, W. Sr. , Cir . Off ., 'oo

Bullock, L. C.C. & T. , E.C. , '98

Cunningham , R. Sr. , Cir . Ofl ., '98

Hall , E. W. 1899 ; Sr.-Tr., '99 ; Sr. ,

Cir . Off ., ' oo

Dale, T. Tel . C.T.O. , '99

Hallinan , J. Sr. , Cir . Of ., 'oo

Docker, G. Asst . Clk . , S.B.D. , '99

Davidson , J. S.C. & T., Edin . , '99

Cornwell, C. F. Tel . , C.T.O. , '97

Gravett, E. Tel., C.T.O., '98

Slattery, E. H.M Sr. , Cir . Off., .00

Taney, F. W. 1896 ; Sr. , Cir . Off ., 'oo

Bennett , A. E. C.C. & T. , E.C. , '98

Edwards, A. Tel . , C.T.O. , '99

Smith , T. C. F. Sr. , W.C. , '93

„ ''(Telephones) Trayfoot , H. G. Switchroom Manag’r 2nd Div. Člk ., S.B.,
’92 ; Cik . , 3rd CI .

(Supply .), S.O. , '96

Drake, M. R. Asst. Super. , Ist Cl . Tel . , C.T.O. , '71 to '87 ;

(Mrs. ), 1 Re-appointed, '98

A.G.D. Maxwell, A. Exr. 2nd Div. Clk . , A.G.D.,

'92 ; Hr . Gr . , '99

C.H.B. Miss A. Stevens Prin , Cik . 1881 ; Ist Cl. '91

A.M.O. Clk . Ist CI . 1886

Gillard

P.O.B. K. Gardner Prin . Clk . 1884 ; Ist CI . '97

E. W. Clk. , ist . Ci .... ... ! 1890

Foreman

H. Coomber 1894

C. Dodd 1894

c.r.o. Smith , G .... Super. E.T. Co., '59 ; P.O., '70

Culmer, H. W. Asst . Super. 1874

Samson , E. A. 1872

Seagar , F. 2nd CI .... 1873

Pace, S. F. 1875

Writer, T. A. Over & Senr.” Tel. 1878

Headley, C. H. 1878

... ' Doree, W. A. 1878

Smart, E. ...

Tomkins, A. G. 1878

|

99

99

:
:
:

:
:
:

1878

99 99
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C.T.O., Cable

Room '89 ;

.
.
.

.
.
. J. E.

.
.
.

Hyett , W. H. Asst. Super . , Ist Cl . Sub . Tel. Co., 970 ;

P. O. , Ast.

Super., 2nd Cl., '00

Van der Meulen ,
2nd Cl . Sub . Tel. Co. , 76 ;

H. F. P.O. , '89

Wakefield, C. Over . & Senr. Tel. Sub. Tel . Co. , ° 76 ;

P.O. , '89

Drake , J. ...
Sub . Tel . Co. , 72 :

P.O. , '89

Miss M. A. C. Asst. Super. , 1870

Luffman Hr. Gr.

S. A. M. Lr. Gr. 1884

Harris

1884

Cameron

E. G. 1882

Broughton

Dalladay, J.G. Ch . Clk ....E. in c.0 . 2nd Div.Clk . , R.A.G.O ..

'81 ; E. in C.O. , '82 ;

Tech . Offr ., '95

Rhodes, H. Clk. , 3rd Cl . ... S.C. & T. , Nottingham .,

'or ; 2nd Div. (lk . ,

E. in C.O . , '02 ; S.B. ,

'03

Bailey , F. H. Test Clk . , ist Cl. ... Tel., C.T.O., '80 ; Test

Clk . , 2nd Cl . , '99

Mcllroy, R. Asst. Supg. Engr. Tel . , Belfast, '85 ; Jr.

(London ) Ci., E. in C.O. , '91 ;

Draughtsman & Short

hand Writer,'93 ; Clk .,

'95 ; Tech . Offr., °97

Slingo , W. Supg . Engr. ( Prov) C.1.0 ., '70 ; Assi.

Super., '90 ; ist ( l .,

Tech. Ofir., '98

Lamb, J. F. Asst. Supg. Engr. Tech. Ofir., '98

(Prov .)

De Lattre , A. L. Tel . , Birmingham , '86 ;

Jun . Clk . , E. in C.O.,

'91 ; Draughtsman &

Shorthand Writer,'93 ;

Tech . Offr ., '98

Bramwell, J. T ... Engr. , 2nd Cl . S.C. & T. , Newcastle-on

Tyne, '89 ; Jr. Clk .,

E. in C.O. (Prov.),

'98 ; Sub. Engr.,'99

Everatt, W. C .... S.C. & T. , Newcastle-on

Tyne, '90 ; Jr. Clk .,

E. in C.o. (Prov. ) 98 ;

Sub. Engr . '99

Partridge, T. T .. S.C. & T., Nottingham ,

'95 ; Jr. Clk . , E. in

c.o. ( Prov .) '98 ; Sub

Engr., '99

Richards, W. ... Ch . Clk . ( Prov. ) 1874 ; Sen. Clk . , '86 ;

Engr . , '92 ; Engr ., ist

Cl . , 'oo
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E. in C.O. Edwards, T. Ch. Cik . ( Prov. )

Walby, C.P.

Black , R. H.

Tiffin , J. H.

Jones, R. A.

2
9

1
2

,
,

Pickering, S. A ...

Goodman , A.

Gill , B. J .... 9

Renshaw , A. S. ..

១)

S.C. & T. , Birmingham ,

79 ; Jr. Clk . , E. in .

C.O., '85 ; Sen. Clk.

'95

Tel., Belfast, '83 ; Jr.

Clk. , E. in C.O. , '87 ;

Sen. Clk . , '95

Tel . , Edin . , '85 ; Jr.

Clk. , E. in C.O. , '91 ;

Sen. Clk . , '96

Tel., Glasgow , '85 ; Jr.
Clk ., E. in C.O. , '91 ;

Sen. Clk, ' oo

Tel., Liverpool , '85;

Jr. Clk . , E. in C.O. ,

'91 ; Sen. Clk . , '01 .

Tel. , Leeds, '86 ; Jr.

Cik . , E. in C.O. , '94 ;

Sen. Clk . , 'oi

Tel . , Cork , '90 ; Jr.

Cik . , E. in C.O. , '91 ;

Sen. Clk . , 'o2

Tel . , C.T.O. , '88 ; Jr.

Cik . ( London ) , E. in

C.O. , '95 ; Sen. Clk.

( London) , 'oi

Tel . , Manchester , '87 ;

Jr. Clk . , E. in C.O. ,

95

Tel. , Glasgow , '85 ; Jr.

Clk . , E. in Co. , '95

1880 ; Jr. Clk . , E. in

C.O. , '98

Jr. Clk . , E. in C.O. ,

'87

S.C. & T., Liverpool,'91;

Jr. Clk . , E. in C.O. '97

Tel.. Cardiff, ’83 ; Jr.

Cik . , E. in C.O., '98

S.C. & T. , Birmingham ,

'85 ; Jr. Clk ., E. in

C.O., '98

S.C. & T., W. Hartle

pool, '85 ; Newcastle

on - Tyne, '97 ; Jr. Clk . ,

E. in C.O. , '98

S.C. & T., Cardiff, '86 ;

Jr. Clk. , E. in C.O.,

'98

S.C. & T. , Leeds, '90 ;

Jr. Clk ., E. in C.O.,

'98

S.C. & T., Cambridge,

95 ; Jr. Clk . , E. in

C.O., '98

Sr. , Cir. Offr .,'98 ; Asst.

Cik . , S.B.D., '99

7

Weir, A. W.

Raper, T. H.

Horner, J. H. Sen. Cik . ( Prov. )

>Whittingham ,

N. S.

Jones, E. A.

Downing, G. H ..

Elener, G. A.

Bowen , J. H.

Butterfield , J.C ...

9 Hart, W. L.

Coakley, T. J. Jr. Clk . ( Lon .)
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.
.
.

.
.
.

;ܺܝ

9

9

E. in C.O. Keeney, J. Jr. Clk . ( Lon . ) Sr. , Cir . Offr., ' oo

Lovett, H. W.
་་་] Sr. , Cir . Ofir ., '99

Hudson , J. A. Tel., C.T.O. , '98

L.PS. Weatherilt, S. F. Cik ., ' 3rd cí . ... Sec . Div . Cik . , A.G.D.,

( Contr's Off.) ''OI

Smith , A. D. Sec . Div. Clk . , S.B.D.,

] ''or

Neill , J. J. S.C. & T. , Glasgow , '98

Hastie, W. B. S.C. & T. , Glasgow, 'oo

(Cir. Off.) Woodstock, R. E. Insp . 1876 ; Sr. , '79 ; Over . '96

Atkins, W. D. P. 1877 ; Sr. , '82 ; Over. '96

Allen , W. Over. 1877 ; Sr. , '79

Davis, H. G. 1880 ; Sen. Postn . and

Lobby Offr., '02

Wright , T. W. 1876 ; Sr. , '79

Chinery, I. G. ... 1880 ; Sr. , '83

Lee, C. J. ... 1880 ; Sr. , '82

W. March , J. Insp. 1871 ; Over. , '87

Kirby, G. ... Over. 1873 ; Sr. , '79

E. Fenn , A. E. 1885 ; Sen. Postm . and

Lobby Offr., '91

N.W. New, H. 1873 ; Sen. Postm . and

Lobby Offr ., '98

N. Wheeler, J. H .... Insp. in Charge 1872

Lr. Sec .

E.C. Boxall , G. R. Over, and Sen. Tel. E.T. Co., '66 ; P.O., '70

W.C. Craven , J. C. 1881

Padd. Henderson, H. J. Ch . Insp. of 1884

Tel. Messrs.

N.W. Campbell, J. J.... 1885

S.E. Robinson, J. T ... 1884

N. Wrigglesworth, IS86

E.W.

E. French, E. D. ... 1886

Contr's Of. Mason , J. ... 1886

S.B.D. Johnson , W. Prin . Clk. 1872 ; Cik. , Ist Cl., °96

Hancock , H. J ... 1865 ; Clk ., Ist Cl., '91

Gurr, A. G. Asst. Prin . Cik . 1872 ; Hr. Gr . , '90

Wheeler, M. 1870 ; Hr. Gr. , '90

Venables, F. J .... 1870 ; Hr . Gr. , '90

Hawkes,'c . & ... Cik .” ' is: ci.... 1880 ; Hr . Gr. , '97

Telephone Young, A. E. Senior Messenger 1885 ; S.O.

Service

>

1

)

99

PROVINCES-ENGLAND & WALES.

Birmingham ... Spencer , H. W. Ch . Cik . 1873 ; Asst. Super. ( P. ),

2nd Cl . , '86 ; ist CI . ,

88 ; Super., '90 ; Ch .
Super.,'99

Ch . Super . ( P. ) .... S.C . & T., 81 ; Cik . ,

'90 ; Asst. Super., and

ĆI., '92 ; Ist Cl . , '97 :

Super . , '99

19 Spencer, F.
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9 99

.
.
.

:
:
:

Birmingham Johnstone, D. C. Super. 1874 ; Clk . , '89 ; Asst.

Super., 2nd Cl . , '92 ;

Ist Cl . , 97

Lamerton, G. M. Asst. Super. , ist Cl. Stg . Cik .,'85; CIk .,'97 ;

Asst . Super ., 2nd Cl . ,
''or

Wells, A. E. 2nd Ci. Stg . Clk . , '80 ; Clk ., '94

Blackpool Tranter, F. Cl. Clk” . Tel . , Gloucester,'81; CIk . ,
*** ]

Blackpool, '93

Gott, J. Clk . S.C. & T. , Burnley, '87 ;

Blackpool, '98

Brighton ... ... Perring, T. L .... 1884

Bristol Blake , F. W. Asst. Super. (P.), 1876 ; Clk . , '90 ; Asst.

Ist CI.
Super ., 2nd Cl . , '93

Caradine, J. E ... 2nd Cl. 1879 ; Clk . , ’97

Newton , J. 1879 ; Clk. , '97

Crosse, R. W. Cik . ( P.) 1880

Gover, E. C. 1881

Bury St. Powell, W. J. cik . 1881

Edmunds

Cardiff Burke, J. ... Asst . Super . ( P. ) , 1883 ; Clk . , '93

2nd Ci.

Price , J. E. Newport (Mon.), '81 ;

Cardiff, '90 ; Clk . , '97

Burrows, F. Clk . ( P. ) 1884

Morgan, N. J.... 1888

Maysey, J. Cik . ”(T . ) Gloucester, '77 ; Cardiff,

'90

... Miss E. Sparke Asst. Super. 1892
G. M.

Solari

G.W.

Charles ( Telephones)

Darlington Hutchinson , W ... Asst. Super. (T. ) ... E.T.Co.,'67 ; P.O . , ' 70 ;
Cik . , '94

Blades, J.... Clk. ( T.) 1873

Derby Tyler, C. S. Asst. Super. (P. ) 1874 ; Cik . , '99

Moult, J. Clk . ( P. ) 1882

Ipswich Flowers, J. H .... Asst. Super . (P. ) 1884 ; Clk . , ' oo

Wallis, C. E. Clk. ( P. ) ... York, '84 ; Ipswich , '87

Lymington Totterdell, R. Clk . 1885

Newcastle-on- Turner , J .... Asst. Super. ( P. ) , 1870 ; Asst. Super. ( P. ) ,

Tyne 2nd CI . , '87

Graham , J. 2nd Cl. 1882 ; Clk . , 'oi

Clarkson,'r. Cík. ( P.) 1882

Richardson , J.W. Asst. Super . ( T.), E.T. Co ., '66 ; P.O . , ' 70

2nd Cl. Clk. , '90

Campling , F. F. Clk . (T. ) 1874

Newport (Mon.) Miles, T.'H . Clk. ( P. ) 1891

Nottingham Asst. Super. 1896

Barnsdale ( Telephones)

Sevenoaks ... Hooker , F. Cik . 1886

Southampton Lucas, W. C. Clk. ( P. ) 1889

Stockport Smith , E. B. Ch . Clk . 1885 ; Clk . , '96 ; Asst .

Super., '90

Pownall , J. Asst . Super. 1875 ; CIk ., '87

Aspinall, J. A .... Cik. 1887

1894

1897

...

Ist Ci.

... Miss D.

:
:

:
:
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OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT . PREVIOUS SERVICE.

IRELAND .

...Dublin

( Stg . Off.)

... ...

...

Forsythe , S. G.... Ch. Super. Limerick , '84 ; Hd. Sta .

Clk . , '94 ; Super. Stg.

Off ., ' oo

Dagge, J. ... Super. 1873 ; Over., '90 ; Cik.,

'91 ; Asst. Super., 2nd

Cl . , '96 ; Ist CI . , '99

Olden, R. ... 1872 ; Asst. Super., 2nd

Cl., '90 ; Ist Cl . , 'or

Hawkins, W.E. Asst. Super . , ist Cl. 1885 ; Clk . , Dublin , oi

Whelan , T. 2nd Cl. 1885 ; Clk ., '97

Fitzpatrick, B .... 2nd Cl. 1885 ; Clk. , '98

Murphy, J. Cík. 1892

Smyth , J .. 1894

Culhane, w. 1895

Marshall , S. H ... S.C. & T. , Maryborough,

'92 ; Dublin, '95

Killeen , W. M ... 1895

Brough, J. H. 1896

Liston , w. 1896

Hagan, M. 1896

Pierce, J.... S.C. & T. , Oswestry,'90 ;

Reg .- Asst., S.O., '79 ;

Sur. Sta. Clk ., 'oz

Scarborough , Asst. Super. ( T.), 1870 ; Cik . '87 ; Ast .

G. V. Ist CI . Super., and Cl., '91

Anderson, R. Asst. Super. (T.), 1870 ; Clk . , '90

2nd CI .

King, J. M. Clk . (T. ) 1882

Miss N. A. Col. Super . 1880

lins

Kelly , J.
Clk . Parsonstown, '96 ; Fer

moy , '99

Belfast

.
.
.

.
.
. ...

Cork :
:

Fermoy

.
.
.

.
.
.

SCOTLAND.

Edinburgh

( Stg. Office)

Glasgow ...

Laing, A. ... Super . 1874 ; Asst. Super ., 2.4

Cl . '91 ; Ist CI., '97

Rankine , J. Asst. Super., Ist Cl. 1870 ; Clk ., '91 ; Asi.

Super. , 2nd Cl., '97

Gall , G. Asst. Super. , 2nd Cl . 1884 ; Clk . '97

Kettles , A. Ch . Super. (T. ) ... E.T. Co.,'57 ; P.0.70.

Asst. Super . , and C.,

IST Cl. '90 ;

Super. , '94

McCulloch , Clk . 1885

W. McN .

Leighton , T. 1883

Rankine, T. 1891

'87 ;

Greenock

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

Kilmarnock

Stranraer
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Retirements.

LONDON.

OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

E. Bray

...

97

.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

...

:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:

S.O. * Bailey, G. W. ... Clk. , 3rd Cl . Clk. , 2nd Div. , S.B. ,

(Supply .) '96 ; Clk . , S.O. , '99

(Telegraphs) Mason,T., I.S.O. Traffic Manager ... E.T. Co., °52; U.K.T.

Co., '64 ; P.O. , '70 ;

Super. , 78 ; Traffic

Man ., 'oo

A.G.D.,C.H.B . Miss A. E. Smith Prin . Clk . 1875 ; Prin . Clk . , '91

Clk ., 2nd Ci.... 1898

P.Ö.B.
K.G.Watson Clk. , Ist Cl. 1892 ; Ist Cl . , 'or

A.J.Sullivan Sr. 1894

c.r.o. Nightingale, Asst. Super. , Ist . Cl. E.T. Co., '63; P.O. ,
H. W. '70 ; Super, '89

Brewer, A. 0. & S.T.1 E.T. Co., '65 ; P.O. ,

'70 ; 0. & S.T. , '85

(Cable Charrosin , W. D. Tel . Sub. Tel. Co., '81 ; P.O . ,

Room ) '89

C.T.O. Miss A. J. Smith Asst. Super. 1870 ; Asst. Super . , '95 .

I. Mc Tel. E.T. Co., '64 ; P.O., '70

Dougall

F. Tuckett . 1871

H.Browning
1881

E. A.Cavey 1898

A.M.Bishop 1898

E. M. 1899

Fourniss

E. in C.O. Davis, F. W. ... Engr. , 2nd Cl. Tel. , Weymouth, '91 ;

Jr. Clk. , E. in c.0 .,

'96 ; Sub . Engr. , '99 ;

2nd Cl . Engr ., '02

L.P.S. , Cir. Off . Friday, H. J. Insp. 1865 ; Over ., '76 ; Insp . ,

Mitchell , A. E ... Over . 1874 ; Over., '91

Hewitt , W.J. 1884 ; Over. , '02

Denny , J. Sr. 1871 ; Sr. , '73

McCarthy,P. 1873 ; Sr. , 76

Hills, W. R. 1885

Wehland, C. D .. 1880 ; Sr. '83

Claridge, J. T .... 1887 ; Sr. , 92

Holland, A. A. 1881

* Hayes, J. ... 1900

•O'Connor,J.A.P. 1902

W. Gay, S. G. Insp . 1866 ; Over . , '74 ; Insp . ,

' oo

Batt . Prier , J. F. Over. 1867 ; Over ., '81

W.C. Bennett , W. L..... 2nd Cl . Over . 1869 ; 2nd . CI . Over . ,

(Redundant)

Smith, T. C. Sr. 1874 ; Sr. , 88

W. Mandy, W. A. 1880 ; Sr., 85

Padd. Thompson, W.G. 1885 ; Sr., '87

Bird, S. A. 1892

.
.
.

'92

:
:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:
:

9 )

:
:

:

'90

... ...

# Awarded a Gratuity.
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OFFICE . NAME . APPOINTMENT . PREVIOUS SERVICE.

L.P.S., E.C.

S.E.

E.

S.W. Super., 4th cï.

...9

W.

99

S.B.D.

.
.
.

Thompson , J. Over & Sen. Tel . 1873 ; O. & S.T., '96

Ogilvie, J. C.C. & T. 1868

Tyler, P. T. L. & P. T. Co., 67 ;

P.O. , '70

Prideaux, W. C. 1890

Miss A. E. 1870 ; Super. , 4th Cl . ,

Williams '98

M. Meade 1884 ; Super ., 4th Cl . ,
'00

E. A. Bray ' C.C. & T. 1871

J. Armstrong 1870

C. E. 1870 ; Pensioned , '8;;

Williamson Reappointed, '86

Thomas, W. S. Prin . Clk . 1866 ; Asst . Prin . Clk .,

'92 ; Prin . Cik ., '99

Colgate, A. Clk . , 2nd Div . , Hr. 1869 ; Hr . Gr . , '90

Gr.

Lea , C. W. Cik . , 2nd Div . 1873

Miss T. F. Sen. Asst . Super. 1875 ; Asst . Super ., '89 ;

Haynes Sen. Asst. Super., '99

A. A. Prin . Clk . 1877 ; Prin . Clk. , 90

Michell

A. M. 1882 ; Prin . Clk . , '95

Foster

F. Cl . , Ist Cl. ... 1890 ; Ist Cl., '02

Townshend

A. M. 2nd Ci . 1882

Barkley

R. E. 1883

Friston

A. S. Byrne Sr. 1899

99

99

99

PROVINCES-ENGLAND and WALES.

Barnard Castle Miss M. S.C. & T. Knaresboro' , '93 ; Bar .

Blenkhorn nard Castle , ' oo

Birmingham Riley , H. W. Clk . ( T .)... ... 1870 ; Clk . , '90

Brentwood Symonds, E. R. Pmr. L.P.S., '64 ; Sr. , '66 ;

Pmr., Brentwood, '84

Bristol Bargus, J .... Asst. Super. ( P. ) , 1866 ; Clk . , '90 ; Asst .

ist Ci. Super ., 2nd Cl . , '93 ;

ist Cl . , '03

Cardiff Powell, A.H.R.O.' Cik . ( P. ) 1873 ; Clk . , 87

Stephens, J. S.C. & T. 1887

Chester-le -Street Hawdon, M. : Pms.

...

... S.C. & T., Scarborough,

(Mrs.) *82 ; Pms. , Ashby- le

la - Zouch , '92 ; Che-ter

le -Street, '98

Derby Lomas, G. R. Asst . Super. ( P. ) ... 1868 ; Clk ., '88 ; Asst .

Super. , '96

Perkins, A. 1871 ; Cik . , '93 ; lin .

Super., '99

Exeter Roper , A. H. Super. ( P. ) 1868 ; Asst. Super., '91 ;

Super., 96

Awarded a Gratuity.
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OFFICE . NAME . APPOINTMENT . PREVIOUS SERVICE.

Exeter Knill , W.... Asst. Super. ( P.) . 1871 ; Cik . , 87 ; Asst.

Super, '91

1876

1879

1884

1893

99

Falmouth Skewes, T. H. ... S.C. & T.

Great Yarmouth Minns, E. J.

Harrogate Sergeant , J.

Lewes Miss W. M.

Barrett

Liverpool Christy, W. W...

* Jones, T. 0 .

Manchester Lyne, D. Asst. Super . ( P.),

2nd Ci.

Penman , J. B. ... Cik . ( P. )

Miss M. L. Long S.C. & T.

Newcastle -on- Friedrichs, W. J. Asst . Super. ( P. ) ,

Tyne Ist . CI.

1

S.C. & T.Todd, W. F.

* Miss C. Young...

Thoms, B. N.

..

Nottingham Pmr

1888

1901

1864 ; Asst . Super ., 2nd

Cl . , '88

1866 ; Clk . , '85

1877

1873 ; Clk . , 87 ; Asst .

Super . , 2nd Cl . , '96 ;

Ist Cl., '98

1870

1895

S.O. , '63 ; Sur. Clk . ,

'68 ; Ist CI . , 77 ;

Pmr., Norwich , '91 ;

Nottingham , '91

1899

1868 ; Asst . Super . , '91

1863 ; Cik ., 72 ; Asst .

Super., '91; Super. ,

'98

L.P.S. , '63 ; Pmr . ,

Malton , '85; Reigate,

...

Plymouth

Portsmouth

* Miss U. Price

Morrell, W. P.

Smith, S.

S.C. & T.

Asst. Super. ( P.)

Super. (P.)

Reigate Ashwell, A. T .... Pmr.

.
.
.

'97

St. Helens

Stevenage

Taunton

Critchley, J. S.C. & T.

Mills, R. C. (Mrs.) Pms.

Thrall , B .... Pmr.

:
:
:

1880

1893

Lincoln , '65 ; Hull '73 ;

Pmr., Torquay, '95 ;

Taunton, ' oo

1890 ; S.C. & T. , '95

1902

1893

Twickenham

Wantage
Wexham ...

Sargeant , G. S.C. & T.

* Miss S.L.L.Jones

Samuel, W. G ....!

IRELAND.

... Miss E. Flanagan S.C. & T.

Miss K.O'Connor Super.

Dublin

Cork

1

Killarney O’Kefſe, J. Pmr.

Tuam , '90 ; Dublin , 'or

1871 ; Asst. Super., '96 ;

Super., '99

E.T.Co., '69 ; P.O . , ' 70 ;

Pmr., Coleraine, '83 ;

Carlow , '93 ; Killarney,

’96

S.C. & T. , Wicklow, '89 ;

Pms., Rathdrum , ' oo

Rathdrum Miss C. Timmin Pms.

SCOTLAND.

Super ( P. )Edinburgh Ross , G. Nairn , '60 ; Edin ., '62 ;

Over ., '81 ; Insp ., '93 ;

Super., '99

1887

1872 ; Cik . , '87

Biggar

Glasgow

Logan , J .... Pmr.

Maxwell, M. Clk . ( P. )

Awarded a Gratuity .
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Deaths.

OFFICE. NAME . APPOINTMENT . PREVIOUS SERVICE .

9

.
.
.

...

C.T.O. Jeffery, W. R. ... Tel . 1900

Miss E. Mugliston 1899

E.'in C.o. Curra , J. W. Tech. Ofir ., Ist Ci... Cik ., Lr . Div ., S.B., '81 ;

E. in C.O. , '83 ; Tech.

Offr., '93 ; Ist Cl . , 'oo

Factories ... Dyer, F. W. Clk . , ist Cl. (Old 1871 ; Clk . , ist Cl., °92

Established )

L.P.S. , Cir . Of . Simpson , J. K ... Sr. ... 1870 : Sr. , '73

Mathews, A. H. 1873 ; Sr. , '76

Dowd , G.... 1876 ; Sr. , '78

Reilly, T. B. 1890

Wilson , J. P. 1891 ; Sr. , '92

Chapman , A. T .. 1899 ; Sr. , 'or

E. Munn , J. Över. 1879 ; Sr. , '82 ; Over.,

'91

N.W.. Dickason , T. 1868 ; Over . , '87

E.C. Rouse, F. J. cc. & T.
1903

Padd.... Marsh , F. H. Sr.

S.B.D. Hockey, G. Asst. Prin . Cik . 1869 ; Clk. , Ist Cl., '94 ;

1888

Asst. Prin . Clk . , '97

Blackpool Tong, J. Ch . Cik... S.C. & T. , Shrewsbury ,

'80 ; Ist Cik . , Wrex

ham , '87 ; Ch . Cik . ,

Blackpool, .92

Farnham ... Trotman , A. J ... Clk . S.C. & T., Winchester,

'89 ; Farnham , '95 ;

Cik . , '96

Liverpool Miss B. Corlett... S.C. & T. 1897

Manchester Sanders, F. R.... 1898 ; S.C. & T., '99

Mansfield Edwards, J. T .... 1900

Daines, W. A .... Asst. Super. ( P. ) 1873 ; Clk . , '87 ; Asst.

Super., '94

Cobb , J. E. Clk . ( T.) 1882 ; Clk . , 'o2

Nottingham Hopkinson, S.C. & T. 1901

G. A. M.

Plymouth Endacott , G. G .. 1903

St. Helens ... Critchley, J. 1880

Swansea ... Knapman, E. R. 1890

Wantage ... Wood, W. J. Pmr. L.P.S., '71 ; Over., '81,

Pmr., Wantage, 00

Dublin Cunningham , J.J. S.C. & T. 1870

Byrne, J. 1878

Spratt, E .. 1889

Cork ... Hawkins, T. 1887

Dundee Low , J. 1886

Elgin Lawson, J. G. 1898

Oban Duncan , A. Glasgow , '94 ; Oban , '00

Norwich ...

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
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Postmasters Appointed.

OFFICE . NAME. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

Barnet ...

.
.
.

.
.

Bedale ...

...

Biggleswade

Chorley

Fleetwood ...

.
.
.

Newtown

.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

Nottingham

.
.
.

Sandwich

.
.
.

.
.
.

Shrewsbury ...
.
.
.

Sunderland

.
.
.

Swansea

.
.
.

.
.
.

Thame...

Davis, W. C. B. ... Tel., Sherborne ; Cik. , Barnstaple ;

Ch . Clk.

Metcalfe , W. E.T. Co.; P.O. , Newcastle-on

Tyne ; Clk . ; Asst. Super . , 2nd Cl .
Wright ,' H . Sr. , L.P.S.

Campbell, J. Edinburgh ; Pmr . , Lochmaddy ;

Haddington

Fife, A. J. Tel . , Inverness ; Asst. Super. ; Pm.r. ,

Kirkwall

Harris, J. B. S.C. & T. , Llanelly ; Stg . Cik .

Newport (Mon.) ; Clk ., Ponty.

pridd ; Ch . Clk. ; Ch . Clk . , Chester

Harnett, W. V. Clk . , S.B.D .; Clk . , S.O.; Pmr.,

Carlisle ; Leicester

Potter, G. F. S.C. & T., Colchester ; Poir .,

Manningtree

Jones, L. S.C. & T., Wolverhampton ; Clk . ;

Ch . Clk . ; Ch . Cik . , Cardiff

Tennent, L. E. E.T. Co.; P.O. , Edinburgh ; Pmr.,

Falkirk ; Barrow - in - Furness ;

Warrington

Taylor, E. Stg. Clk ., Birmingham ; Asst. Super.;

Super . ; Ch . Cik .

Green , F. W. S.C. & T. , Wellingborough ; Clk . ;

Pmr., Sandwich

Lister , J. E.T. Co.; P.O. , C.T.0.; Super .

Sparkman, J. Clk . , Kingston -on - Thames ; Chelms

ford ; Pmr.,Micheldever Station ;

Sittingbourne; North Shields

Hodson , H. Tel . , Sheffield ; Clk .

Cleggett, P. S.C. & T., Portarlington ; Kings

town ; Pmr., Enfield ( Ireland )

Vincent, B. ... Tel . , Londonderry ; Clk.; Assi .

Super. ; Ch . Clk.

Sampson , R. S.C. & T. , Dundalk ; Sligo;

Clk . ; Pmr . , Enniskillen ; Lurgan

Selby, T. S.C. & T., Lancaster ; Clk . ,

Warrington ; Asst. Super ., South

port ; Ch . Clk . , Kendal

Brown , A. A. S.C. & T., Kilmarnock ; Clk . ,

Kilmarnock

Minto , T. Edinburgh : Pmr., Maybole

Hunter, T. N. S.C. & T., Inverness

Mackenzie , J. S.C. & T. , Peterhead ; Pmr. , Loch

maddy; Portree ; Campbeltown
Leiper, J. D. Tel . , Aberdeen

.
.
.

Warrington ...

Wigan

.
.
.

Winchfield

Dungannon...

Killarney

Omagh

.
.
.

.
.
.

Sligo

.
.
.

Biggar

Blairgowrie ...

Craigellachie

Fraserburgh

Kirkwall

.
.
.

.
.
.



Sf. Marfin’s -le -Grand.

HIS Magazine is unofficial. It is published quarterly, during

the first week of January, April , July, and October, and is sent

free to subscribers all over the world at three shillings per annum ,

payable in advance. It will save trouble and expense to the manage

ment if local agents are willing to receive and distribute copies to the

subscribers in their respective districts, but if it is specially desired

copies will be posted separately to the subscriber's address.

All remittances should be addressed to the Hon. Treasurer,

Mr. ARTHUR G. FERARD, c/o Messrs. GRIFFITH & Sons LD .,

PRUJEAN SQUARE, OLD BAILEY , E.C. Cheques and Postal Orders

should be made payable to him, and should be crossed “ London

and Midland Bank, Newgate Street , E.C.”

The fourteenth volume begins with the number for January, 1904

(No. 53) , and ends with the October number. Copies of Nos. 25 , 26 ,

27 , 28 , 29, 30, 31 , 32 , 33, 34, 35 , 36, 37 , 38, 39, 40, 41 , 45 , 46, 47 , 48 ,

49 , 51 and 52 can be obtained by subscribers at 9d. each .

22 , 23 , 24, 42 , 43 , 44, 50, and 53 are out of print. Vols. III. , VII . ,

and XII . , bound in red cloth , 5 /- each .

Our readers at home and abroad are reminded that this is an

amateur Magazine, and that, if it is to fulfil its purpose and maintain

its interest, they must help us by sending articles for publication,

newspaper cuttings, drawings , photographs, notices of events, & c .,

either to the Hon. Editor,

Nos. 21 ,

EDWARD BENNETT,, c/o Messrs. GRIFFITH & Sons LD.,

or to PRUJEAN SQUARE,

R. W. HATSWELL , S OLD BAILEY, E.C.

Should any Subscriber fail to receive his copy in due course, he

should at once communicate with Mr. R. W. HATSWELL.

Covers for Binding Vol. XIII. - Applications, together with

a remittance of one shilling for each cover required, should be made

to Mr. ARTHUR. G. FERARD.



HIGHER CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATIONS.

Special Tuition for the Above, Privately , in Class, and

by Correspondence, at

24 , CHANCERY LANE, W.C.,

BY

Messrs. J. GIBSON (First Class Camb.)

AND

C. LOLY (First Class Lond. U. )

Assisted by a Large Staff of University Graduates and others.

Resident Pupils are received at Upper Norwood.

RECENT SUCCESSES INCLUDE :-India Civil Service - T . C. Hodson , 27th

( First Trial) ; C. F. Payne, 45th (First Trial) ; O. D. Skelton (First Trial).

Home Civil Service, Class 1.-R. Court (First Trial). India Police - A . F. R.

Begbie, FIRST ; A. C. Daniel, 5th (First Trial) ; H.C. Daniel , 8th (First Trial) ;

J. B. Jenkins, 9th ; R. H. Cosens-Prior, gth ( First Trial) . Ceylon Woods and

Forests - D . Barry (FirstTrial). Student Interpreters (China,Japan, andSiam )

-W . P. Thomas, FIRST (First Trial) ; G. Pearson, FIFTH ( First Trial) ;

A. G. Major, SECOND ; W. B. Fletcher, 7th ; H.Horne, SEVENTH ;Turkey

and the Levant - E. G. Lomas, FIRST (First Trial) ;A. B. Geary, SECOND

(First Trial); C. Heathcote-Smith ,SECOND(First Trial); G. Toulmin, THIRD

(First Trial); W.S. Edmonds, FOURTH ( First Trial) ; E.M. Toulmin, FIFTH

( First Trial); FIRST in Latin, FIRST in Greek , FIRST in English Composition ;

W. A Smart, SIXTH (First Trial ) ; also FIRST Place in Navy Medical

Examination . West Indies Consular Service - H . A. Ramsden ( First Trial) ;

B. G. Michell ( First Trial). Supreme Court of Judicature - s. Geary ( First

Trial ) . Legacy Duty - E. T. Dixon , FIRST (First Trial); E. T. Hopkins,

SECOND (First Trial) , Record Marks in Law ; E.M.Miller, FIFTH (First

Trial); G. D. Crowther, SIXTH ( First Trial); H. P. C. Skingsley, 7th First

Trial) ; C. O. Vernède, 7th (First Trial); C. H. C. Watson, 14th (First Trial) ;

J. B. Birch,5th (First Trial) ; C.W. Tytheridge, 14th (First Trial). Assistant

Surveyor ofTaxes – J. E. Long, 9th place ; T.Hayes,13th place (First Trial) ;

W. Coman (Correspondence Pupil) ; R. E. Brierley ( First Trial). Admiralty

(Supply and Accountancy)-J. T. Hewetson, gth ( First Trial) ; ' G. L. Platt,

FIFTH (FIRST in Latin ). Student Interpreters, Cape Colony Service.-A.

Dickinson ( First Trial), FIRST in German, FIRST in Dutch . Chinese Customs.

-H. Hilliard ; H. Smart (both at First Trial ) . Second Division .-A. W. Gaze

(First Trial) ; W. Nops ( First Trial ) .

The “ State Correspondent” (2d. Monthly ) gives up -to -date

particulars of all Appointments. ONE GUINEA Prize offered in

cach Number.

*** In January andJuly of each year a Special Prize of FIVE

GUINEAS is offered for competition.



THE CIVIL SERVICE MUTUAL

FURNISHING ASSOCIATION LTD.

Established over a Quarter of a century .

or

If you withdraw money

from Investments to Pur

chase a Piano, Furniture,

Household Requisites

necessitating a large out

lay, the probabilities are
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The Post Office Telegraph Factories.

WONDER how many there are of the 180,000 estab

lished and unestablished servants of the Post Office who

know much , if anything at all , of these hives of industry

—the Post Office Telegraph Factories — under the control

of the Postmaster General. Hidden away in the estimates for the

maintenance of the Postal Telegraph System, under sub-head A 1 , is

a neat little sum of £100,000 for “ Telegraph Factories . " Four

fifths of this outlay for the year is required for “ Labour”.—a generic

term comprehending skilled mechanics, labourers , and boys — and the

other fifth is spent in remunerating administrative officers, store

keepers, messengers, and others.

Far back in the seventies we find Mr. W. H. Winter, Assistant

Engineer-in - Chief at the time, informing a select committee of the

House of Commons that the chief factory was situated at Gloucester

Road, Regent's Park , and that there was a minor factory at Bolton ,

in Lancashire. All the instruments requiring repairs, beyond the

minor defects which were made good by linemen and others in

their respective districts , were sent to the London factory. Some of

the 100 men employed at this factory were engaged in testing,

fitting, and sending out new stores, and in making patterns of new

instruments or adapting modifications of existing instruments . It

was a busy time telegraphically . The duplex and the quadruplex

had come to stay, and the Post Office even then had glimmerings

that the Wheatstone could do a great deal more than up to that

time had been accomplished. Tremendous efforts were being made

to meet the enormous traffic that was pouring in and was certain to

increase within the next few years. In a period of such activity

the " arsenal ” of the Post Office naturally experienced the full

effects of the pressure.

Early in the eighties it was realized at Headquarters that, not

withstanding the sweeping reduction in tariff adopted at the transfer,
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the public in favour of still further concessions would have to be

appeased. The telephone too had crossed the western ocean , and ,

although still viewed with cynical indifference, it had already demon

strated that it was growing in popularity in commercial circles.

The Post Office, with some uncertainty indeed , had introduced

exchanges in many parts of the country, and , in addition , was

experimenting with a new illuminant . Electric lighting trials were

made in several large post offices ; and the extension of this new

mode of illumination was under consideration . In connexion with

these developments vast quantities of stores and materials of con

struction were required . The Telegraph Factory in consequence

soon became cramped for room . Expansion became the order of

the day. While the Lord Chamberlain's Department was busy

arranging the proceedings in connexion with the late Queen's

historic Jubilee of 1887 , Bovay Place , Holloway, was acquired by

the Engineer-in -Chief. To the northern suburb therefore went that

portion of the Gloucester Road force engaged on instrument work

proper, and formed the nucleus of what we know to -day as

Holloway Factory. Under Mr. J. W. Willmot , its first chief, the

factory there has done most excellent work of an experimental

character in all classes of telegraph and telephone instruments, in

addition to the normal repairs required. In recognition of his

abilities Mr. Willmot was appointed Controller of Factories, when

the separation of the Stores from the Engineering Departınent was
effected two years ago.

Four hundred men are employed at Holloway, distributed through

workshops and test rooms. Anything new in telegraphic apparatus

can generally be seen there. Mr. Britton , the superintendent, and

his men have had a lively time recently making all the intricate

parts of the Murray type-printing telegraph . Skilled mechanics

alone were employed on such delicate work ; for in its construction

a mil. or two out of truth either way in the mechanical parts makes

a wonderful difference in the electrical efficiency of the new inven

tion . Wireless telegraphy apparatus has had a fair share of attention

of late ; and I should not be surprised if the Post Office blossoms

out one fine day with a perfect set of apparatus all its own to the

chagrin of its sarcastic critics . Invention is not confined to gentle

men outside the Post Office. Whatever new idea is worked out on

paper as regards instruments, Holloway can turn out in the concrete

with a skill rarely equalled anywhere, and certainly not excelled. In

one shop the component parts of instruments supplied by manu
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facturers are pieced together to make the finished article. To the

telegraphist it is a source of the keenest interest and pleasure to

watch the making-up of all the high grade instruments used in his

profession. Here one sees the Hughes, the Wheatstone, the multi

plex, and rheostat resistance coils, and galvanometers in every stage

of their manufacture. In another shop are cabinet -makers, con

structing stands and bases for them, and French polishers decorating

THE HIGH-GRADE INSTRUMENT SHOP.

them with that gloss and finish so dear to the skilled workman.

Every article and instrument is carefully examined by expert

mechanics before it is sent to store ; and where necessary an

electrical test is carried out to assure efficiency. Large quantities of

teak , mahogany, iron , steel and aluminium , together with a valuable

pile of costly platinum , are stored on the premises. So much for

the instrument factory ; but what about the other and more extensive

factory dealing with line stores and other requisites ?

After the migration to Holloway of the instrument section , there

was of course more room at Gloucester Road for the cable and

general section ; but very speedily the staff there found that space
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was limited , and Mr. Graves began to press for enlarged premises.

An opportunity occurred which it would have been folly to miss .

It having been decided to abolish Coldbath Prison , Clerkenwell, the

Post Office authorities promptly secured the site. At length , in

1892 , the new Telegraph Factory was completed ; and within a

month of the formation of Gladstone's last ministry, nearly the

whole of the factory work at Gloucester Road was transferred to

the new premises at Mount Pleasant . With this move came also a

new title . From henceforth this factory was to be known as the

" General Factory ” ; and its superintendent, a man in the prime

of life and full of energy, set to work to justify its existence

and to imprint his name on the telegraph history of the country .

Martin F. Roberts had a huge undertaking in front of him

and numerous obstacles to surmount-obstacles that would have

daunted any man of less pluck and of weaker calibre. He flinched

at nothing. In the course of very few years he was the autocrat of

1,000 workmen , with a clerical force under him, every man of whom

was literally smothered in official correspondence and frantically

struggling to keep pace with the tremendous pressure .

In one building gutta-percha covered wires are twisted into a cable

by means of reels worked by a big revolving wheel. As the cable

passes along it is swiftly and compactly bound round with tape that has

been drawn through a preserving compound of ozokerit and

stockholm tar, and finally is wound on a drum and classified in the

store list as “ G. P. quad. ” On another floor, this class of cable

returned to the factory as “ Seconds,” after having done service

underground in some cases for half a century, if found defective , is

untwisted by a machine, and stripped of its gutta -percha covering ;

and the copper and gutta -percha are sold by public tender. Nothing

is wasted at the factory. It is the proud endeavour of every officer

concerned to make his particular section pay its way. The factory is

controlled and worked on the principle of a fair field and no favour.

If an article cannot be made good or made up cheaper than by an

outside manufacturer, Mount Pleasant must explain why, and

discontinue the work. It is to the credit and advantage of each of

the administrative officers to put all his talents into the concern and

everyone is on his mettle. Each is encouraged to make suggestions in

the direction of improvements slight or otherwise ; for it is fully

realized by the Engineer-in -Chief and the Heads of Department, that

it is by attention to what appear to be small and trifling details in every

item of materials of construction that the excellence of the whole is
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assured . Take for instance, condensers - essential articles in modern

telegraphic and telephonic practice. Who can compute the hours that

have been spent and the quantity of “ midnight oil ” that has been

burnt in the effort to reach the state of efficiency now attained at a

comparatively trifling cost per condenser. In a portion of one of the

buildings under the interested and watchful supervision of Mr.

Mansbridge, the entire process of manufacture can be witnessed from

the raw materials of paraffin wax of the greatest purity and of paper

of the finest description . The metal cases too are shaped and

japanned to receive the small condensers used in telephony, and the

The CONDENSER SHOP.

wooden cases are made and French polished to contain the condensers

of larger capacity used in telegraphy. Infinite pains are taken to turn

out the most perfect and efficient article of its kind. The pride

observed in the contemplation of the finished article is most interesting

and instructive . This is but one article of the many that leave the

factories for the use of the great Postal, Telegraph and Telephonic

services.

Here, also , switchboards, large and small, are built up and wired

ready for dispatch to Telephone Exchanges in all parts of the world.

Skilled mechanics by the score are busy in the fitter's shop, near
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lathes and machines driven by belting, working at metal work of

all descriptions. Machinery for drilling, slotting, and planing metals

-in fact, everything that is requisite to repair engines and machinery,

or to fit and finish all sorts of tools , is ready at hand — while, not

far away, powerful saws are whirring a humming tune as they cut

their way through British oak or Australian karri . Machines of the

best and latest mechanism are hard at work mortising, tenoning and

dove-tailing, apparently struggling to outvie their near neighbours, band

saws, circular saws, and other wonderful inventions in the service of

the Postmaster-General, It may be mentioned that the power

driving all these marvellous machines is electricity. It is to the

credit of the present Assistant Engineer-in-Chief that the plant was

introduced nearly fifteen years ago, at a time when power stations

were not so general as they are to-day.

What a strange sensation creeps over one on entering the shops

immediately after the workmen have ceased for the day, and the

machines are shut down . How deathly still everything is , and how

dead , inert , tomblike, everything appears. The life, vitality, spirit,

the essential—the Ego, as Carlyle would have called it—has departed .

Loneliness and lifelessness reign . Near at hand , in an adjoining

block, is the engine house . Here is generated the powerful force

which lights up the immense building for sorting and parcel post

purposes, that works the hydraulic lift pumps, that drives the

factory shafting. Lancashire and Babcock boilers are bubbling out

their 2,200 horse-power, and perfectly finished dynamos of the latest

type are silently with lightning speed sending forth their deadly 8,000

ampères on their delicate and useful mission . Should any reader

of these notes contemplate a visit , let him be warned in time to

carry a non-magnetic watch and leave his repeater at home. No

children on their way from school ever peep in at our smithy door,

but the sparks are to be seen all the same ; and our own smith will

not admit that Longfellow's favourite was more burly than he.

Battery making, gutta-percha jointing, lead sleeves and solid plug

construction , and the connecting of copper plates with zinc plates

for Daniell batteries, are all carried out at Mount Pleasant.

The Imperial idea so constantly referred to of late is not allowed

to lie dormant at the factory. Not a day passes but one sees car

loads of parcel post baskets and boxes trundling into the premises

to be repaired ready for re-issue . Here comes a van piled up with boxes

labelled “ Cape Town ,” “ Falkland Islands,” “ Bombay," " Straits

Settlements ," &c.; following it is another van , announcing that its
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contents have travelled far to the westward, Bermuda, Trinidad,

Belize, and Demerara ; while Australian and New Zealand ports

under the Southern Cross figure largely on the boxes borne by a

third . In a picturesque corner of the factory, arms , to hold the

insulators at the top of telegraph poles, are prepared and dressed

with tar and fitted with “ earth ” wires to drain off stray currents

that would interfere with telegraph working along the wires. The

telegraph poles themselves are imported from the Norwegian pine

forests to ports on the north -east coast , whence they are distributed

throughout the country .

One of the last public official appearances of Mr. Arnold Morley

during his short tenure of the Postmaster Generalship was at the

factory. At the time that the phrase " First Flight of Employers

was being bandied from point to point and echoed and re-echoed

across the floor of the “ House, " a 48 hours' week was granted in

the spring of 1895 to every workman established and unestablished at

the Post Office Arsenals . Mr. Morley, supported by a number of

officials, personally announced the concession to the men, and added,

amid great enthusiasm , that there would be no reduction in pay . It

is understood that neither Mr. Roberts, the superintendent , nor his

successor, Mr. Bosomworth , has ever had occasion to regret the step,

either from a disciplinary or a commercial point of view .

Within the premises of the Mount Pleasant Factory is a well,

150 feet deep , from which in the old prison days erring humanity

used to laboriously pump by means of treadmill and crank the water

for prison use . To -day, the pumping is done by steam power .

The leather shop is kept fully employed making up belts and

straps for all classes of postal and telegraph articles where such

material is required . When a lineman is seen far up in the air

suspended by a waist belt of broad dimensions , very few of his

colleagues are aware of the care that has been bestowed upon the

belt. The best leather obtainable is purchased ; and very careful

chemical and tensile tests are made of the material before the article

is issued , as everyone concerned is fully alive to the fact that human

lives depend upon its quality. Neat little gutta -percha carriers for

conveying messages through pneumatic tubes within post offices or ( as

in the metropolis and large cities ) between the central station and

branch offices are also made up and fitted .

Coopering in all its technique is anything but a neglected

handicraft at Mount Pleasant ; and basket making and repairing has

been a flourishing business there. Shortly after Mr. Fawcett
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introduced the Parcel Post, basket repairing was taken in hand at

Gloucester Road. Mr. Roberts , however, was not satisfied with

repairing; and so it came to pass that making became one of the

trades in the new and commodious premises at Clerkenwell. As many

as 100,000 baskets have been repaired there in a year. In the battery

shop there is an interesting little machine hard at work crushing into

a shapeless mass the hundreds of old buttons taken from worn -out

uniforms of Post Office officials. This is done to deface them and

prevent their improper use for purposes of fraud . In the factory yard

is an immense destructor with a chimney 150 feet high. Into the

1200

THE BATTERY SHOP .

destructor go the hundred and one articles and refuse that may not

be thrown on to the scrap heap . After the Christmas holidays, many

are the diseased fowls, geese, ducks, hares , and other dead stock with

unsavoury odour that are swept into this Gehenna. These are from

the contents of Christmas hampers from which the labels have become

detached and for which the Postmaster General has had no claimants .

An amusing incident in this connexion is known to have occurred .

On a certain day in January some years ago, a complaint was received

that a certain hamper sent before Christmas by a loving daughter to

an aged parent had not reached its destination . The hamper was
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said to contain pork and sausages , and hidden in the folds of the pork

were three golden coins of the realm . Enquiries elicited the fact that

a day or two earlier the hamper had been sent to the destructor at the

factory. Prompt steps were accordingly taken to examine the heaps

of ashes for any trace of the sovereigns, but, alas, not a glint of them

could be seen .

Stationed at each factory are testing officers of the Engineer-in

Chief who test and examine all materials and stores sent in by private

firms for acceptance by the Stores Department . From this critical

examination the work of the Post Office Factory is not exempt .

There is a complete fire service at Mount Pleasant , and a private

well-drilled brigade in case of an outbreak of fire ; while arrange

ments are now in progress to prepare one of the buildings as an

emergency telegraph office in the event of a catastrophe at the

Central Telegraph Office in the City. Suitable looping arrangements

are already completed.

There are very few left of the staff who came to Mount Pleasant

from Gloucester Road ; but one who is an unfailing source of

interest to the younger generation is Mr. Rylands , Assistant Super

intendent. This gentleman was the senior clerk in charge in the

interregnum of 1890-2 ; and he is brimful of reminiscences of the

condition of affairs at the prison during the reconstruction of the

premises . One is reminded of Shakespeare's reference to the straw

berries in my Lord Bishop of London's garden in Holborn , as one

hears of the grapes on the vine at the chief warder's house in the

prison at Clerkenwell . Then there were the dark punishment cells

with double doors , out of which no sound reached the busy streets

beyond the walls . Underground cells were discovered when the

foundations were being dug for the factory buildings . In some parts

the contractors had to go down 80 feet to reach the clay and lay a

base of concrete, as the workmen had tapped one of the tributaries

of the old Fleet River which flowed in the neighbourhood . A

tunnel was traced under the prison yard from the governor's house

to the quarters of the administrative officers ; and there the warders

used to practise revolver shooting during the later years of the

prison régime. Although the district is not so salubrious as its

name would imply, and the Factory staff feel somewhat isolated

from their fellows in other branches of the Department , it is gratify

ing to observe that there is comparatively little sickness among

them . What the future of the Factory may be is not quite clear ;

but of one thing I feel assured, the Post Office will some day require
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the space to the south of the Provincial Sorting Establishment, and

out will go the Factory. “ Decentralisation ” may then discover a

pleasanter spot for its “ arsenal ” ; but it will fail to produce a more

zealous or enterprising staff than that over which Mr. Bosomworth at

present so patriarchally reigns.

ANDREW S. NICHOLSON .

RURAL POSTMAN'S SHELTER.

( From a block kindly lent by Mr. Jas. Brown of Glasgow ).
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The Opening and Detaining of

Letters in the Post.

IXTY years ago, on Friday, June 14th, 1844, Mr. Thomas

Duncombe, then member for Finsbury, presented to the

House of Commons a petition from W. J. Linton , Joseph

Mazzini and two other persons, who alleged that their

letters had been detained in the post, and opened and read at the

Post Office, and they prayed for an inquiry into the circumstances, for

immediate redress, and for the prevention of the recurrence of so

“ unconstitutional and infamous a practice.” In presenting the peti

tion , Mr. Duncombe asked the Home Secretary, Sir James Graham ,

whether he was aware that the letters of the petitioners had been

opened and read at the Post Office, and, if so, whether this had been

done by the authority of a Secretary of State. Sir James Graham

replied that since the reign of Queen Anne power existed in the hands

of the Secretary of State to detain and open letters at the Post Office,

and that this power had been renewed by the Post Office Act of 1837 .

He added that many of the allegations in the petition were untrue,

that a warrant had been issued, though it was no longer in force, as to

the correspondence of one of the petitioners, and that he had exercized

the power entrusted to him for sufficient reasons into which “ it was

not for the public good to pry and inquire.”

Mr. Duncombe was not satisfied with this answer, and at once

raised a discussion on the subject, in the course of which a great many

extravagant assertions were made by several speakers. Mr. Duncombe

himself declared that for two years letters had been opened in the post

in the most unscrupulous manner, and that no man in the community

could say his letters had not been opened and examined , and their

contents placed within the power of the Government. He could

prove that the letters of the petitioners had been opened in the post,

read, and afterwards resealed and forwarded ; and , to give the House

an opportunity of expressing an opinion on this spy system, he moved

the adjournment. Some of Mr. Duncombe's supporters added what

fuel they could to the fire he had kindled . One of these gentlemen

knew that a room was set apart at the General Post Office for opening

and examining correspondence, and persons had been sent abroad to

study in the school of Fouché how to open, fold, and reseal letters.
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Another said letters had been opened at the request of a foreign , or

despotic government . Mr. Hume described the conduct of the

Home Secretary as “ an outrage upon public liberty,” and Mr. French

thought he had been guilty of a misdemeanour. Sir James Graham

refused, however, to answer any of the speeches in which his conduct

had been impugned, and Mr. Duncombe's motion was negatived .

On the following Monday the subject was discussed in the House

of Lords, on a motion by Lord Radnor, for certain returns as to

recent proceedings at the Post Office ; but the debate turned chiefly

upon the legal aspects of the case ; and Lord Campbell, in laying

down the law in his usual positive manner, declared that there should

be a particular and express warrant for each letter opened. In this

opinion Lord Brougham did not of course concur, though it received

some support from Lord Denman . In the course of the discussion,

it was authoritatively stated, with reference to what had been said in

another place, that no letters had been opened at the request of a

foreign government, and it was admitted by a Whig peer that if Sir

James Graham had issued warrants for opening letters, Lord Grey

and Lord Melbourne had done the same thing when in office, and

such warrants had been issued by Mr. Fox himself!!

These discussions stimulated an unfounded opinion, which had

long possessed the minds of ill-informed , dissatisfied, and prejudiced

persons, that there was at the General Post Office in London a Secret,

or Inner, Department, manned by a staff of experienced officers whose

sole business was to pry into other people's affairs, and to open

their letters in the post. It was believed that unopened mail bags

were taken to the “ Inner Department," where their contents were

examined , and after certain letters had been withdrawn, the others

were sent to the Outer Office for disposal. Sensible men of the

world scouted the notion of the existence of the Inner, or Secret,

Department, of the Post Office, or the “ Black Chamber ," as it was

sometimes called . The “ Black Chamber ” had been described in the

Mysteries of London as a small, high , well-lighted room at the Post

Office, the door of which was usually kept bolted from the inside,

and in this room five persons worked at a large , round oak table. At

one end of this table was a black tray containing bread seals of all

sizes , a wooden bowl filled with wafers of various colours, and wafer

stamps of every dimension . The other apparatus included thin , sharp

steel knives, sealing wax of English and foreign manufacture, a small

glass retort , and a spirit lamp, a stamping pad, and several stamps.

Suspected letters were keenly scrutinized by the senior officer, who was
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was

appointed by the Treasury, and known as the examiner. He selected

such as were to be opened , and handed them to his subordinates for

treatment . If the letter was fastened with wax, the first operation

was to take an impression of the seal by means of one of the bread

stamps . Then the wax was melted so that the letter could be opened

without tearing the paper ; the letter was then copied in full, or a

note taken of its contents , refolded, and resealed with the bread

stamp , and sent out for delivery. Letters fastened by means of wafers

were subjected to a jet of steam from the glass retort , and when the

wafer was sufficiently softened, it was split by using one of the thin

knives.

The writer of this wonderful description , which does some credit

to his inventive powers , asserted that the “ Black Chamber

used for political purposes , as well as for the discovery of crimes, and

he hinted that it was also employed to investigate family and other

secrets . No doubt some of those who read his story believed what

they read , and were horrified to learn that such nefarious proceedings

were tolerated in England . But until Mazzini's petition was presented,

no general interest had been taken in the subject . On June 24th

Mr. Duncombe renewed his attack on Sir James Graham by pre

senting another petition , which came from Charles Stolzman , a Pole,

who complained that his letters had been detained and opened at the

Post Office . Mr. Duncombe moved that the petition , and the

petition he had presented ten days before, should be referred to a

Select Committee for inquiry. On the occasion of the presentation

of Mazzini's petition, he had received no support from the leaders of

the W'hig Party, but they now made a full atonement for their former

lukewarmness by speaking and voting for the motion. Mr. Macaulay,

Lord Shelburne, Lord John Russell , Mr. Sheil , Lord Howick (after

wards Earl Grey) , and Sir George Grey, all demanded a full inquiry.

But an inquiry was objected to by Sir James Graham , Sir Robert

Peel, and Lord Stanley (afterwards Earl of Derby) on behalf of the

Government, and when the division was taken Mr. Duncombe's

motion was rejected by a large majority.

By this time, however, people were thoroughly alarmed about the

safety of their letters in the post . All the wonderful tales about the

Inner Department and the “ Black Chamber ” at the General Post Office

were revived and accepted as true . Envelopes which could not be

opened and resealed without showing traces of violence, were invented

and brought into use ; seals bearing the legend “ not to be Gra

hamised ” were on sale at all the stationers shops : in defiance of the

S
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law letters were made up into parcels , and sent by carrier, or coach ,

or rail ; and the newspapers did their best to quicken the national

indignation . The effect of all this excitement induced one of those

curious fits of morality to which poor Mr. John Bull is periodically

subject, and which break the monotony of his humdrum life. Sir

James Graham , as upright and as honourable a man as ever sat in a

Cabinet, was for some weeks the most unpopular and most abused

man in the country.

The Government found it desirable to bend before the storm . On

July 2nd Mr. Duncombe, for the third time , brought the subject of

the opening and detention of letters in the post under the notice of

the House of Commons, and moved for a Select Committee to inquire

into the working of the Secret , or Inner Office, of the General Post

Office. To this the Government would not consent , but Sir James

Graham proposed as an amendment to Mr. Duncombe's motion, and

the House agreed without dividing, “ That a Committee of Secrecy

be appointed to inquire into the state of the law in respect to the

detaining and opening of letters at the General Post Office, and into

the mode in which the authority given for such detaining and opening

has been exercized , and to report their opinions and observations

thereupon to the House . " A similar Committee was appointed a few

days later by the House of Lords .

The Reports of these Committees were in due course laid upon

the tables of the two Houses of Parliament. That of the Lords Com

mittee is brief and comparatively unimportant, but the Committee of

the House of Commons produced a valuable and interesting Report,

containing some information about the early history of the Post Office

( which has been freely and not always wisely utilized by those who

have written on the subject), and as full an account as it was possible

to give of the circumstances under which the power of opening letters

had been exercized by Secretaries of State or other authorities . The

Commons Committee were greatly assisted in the inquiry by Sir Francis

Palgrave and Mr. Lemon , of the Record Office, and by Mr. Henry

Reeve of the Privy Council Office, who produced many papers, some

of which are printed in the Appendices to the Report. It was

ascertained that before the establishment of posts it was a common

practice to issue warrants to officers at the ports to search for letters

coming from abroad . The first of these warrants, of which a record

was forthcoming, was issued in 1324 , and in a warrant of 1377 , par

ticular directions were given to search for bulls , or other instruments,

coming from Rome. In 1525 Cardinal Wolsey had seized and
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examined letters sent from England by the Ambassador of the Emperor

Charles V. , and there seems little doubt that the Crown possessed and

exercized the right of doing as it pleased with correspondence passing

out of or into the country. As regards the detention and opening of

letters in the post , the Committee found that in the preamble of the

Act passed during the Protectorate for settling the postage in England,

Scotland , and Ireland, it was enumerated , among the advantages of

the post, that " it was the best means to discover and prevent many

wicked designs which have been contrived against the Commonwealth ,

the intelligence whereof cannot well be communicated but by letter .”

Secretary Thurloe made great use of his position , and took many

copies of letters that passed through the post , and some of them are

printed in his correspondence. When at the Restoration the Bill of

the Protectorate Parliament for settling the postage was re-enacted ,

the clause in the preamble, as to the discovery and prevention of

wicked designs , was omitted, but in the lease of the Post Office in

1660 to Henry Bisshopp, a clause was inserted reserving to the

Secretary of State the survey and inspection of letters, and in the

proclamation following O'Neale's appointment in 1663 , as lessee of

the Post Office, it was forbidden to open letters except by the imme

diate warrant of one of the Principal Secretaries of State . The only

known instance, the Committee found, of the exercize of this power

in the reign of Charles II . , was in the case of Coleman , one of the

victims of the Popish Plot , but it is certain that letters were freely

opened after the Restoration . Among the manuscripts at Montagu

House, belonging to the Duke of Buccleugh, is a paper by Sir Samuel

Morland, which throws considerable light upon the secret methods

followed in the reign of Charles II . for obtaining information as to the

contents of letters passing through the post. Morland called upon

Major Wildman , the Postmaster General , in June, 1689 , and offered

to discover the true secret of opening letters , counterfeiting hands

and seals , and quickly copying long despatches ; and he furnished a

statement, which probably came into the hands of Shrewsbury, as

Secretary of State. According to this statement , one Dorislaus , who

was an officer of the Post Office at the Restoration , had formerly been

employed to open letters , “ but, alas ! understood no better method

than to cut letters open with a penknife, and then drop wax under . ”

Morland himself was the master of a Spanish method of opening

and copying letters which he exhibited to Charles II . and Lord

Arlington, who admired it so much , that by his Majesty's special

order and command, it was practised at the General Post Office, and
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with great advantage to the Crown until the Fire of London , when

the machines and utensils were destroyed , and had not been replaced .

By this method, if Morland may be believed , letters, whether fastened

by wafers or wax, could be opened and resealed so as never to be

discovered by the most curious eye ; seals could be counterfeited so

as to produce as sharp an impression as the original ; all manner of

writing could be imitated so as to make it impossible for any person

to know, or distinguish his own handwriting ; and sudden and exact

copies of documents, even though written on both sides of the paper,

could be taken in little more than a minute . * Morland suggested

that this art should be put in practice at the General Post Office, and

his suggestions were submitted to William III . , who said they should

be considered, but he thought that the secret ought to die, as too

dangerous to be encouraged. His Majesty had probably little

sympathy with the cunning arts that had pleased and satisfied his

uncle, Charles II .

Apart from the preamble of the Post Office Act of 1657, the first

statutory recognition of the detaining and opening of letters at the

Post Office was contained in the Post Office Act of the ninth year of

Queen Anne . That Act has been repealed , but the powers conferred

by it upon the Secretaries of State were continued by subsequent

legislation , and still exist without material alteration as they have

existed nearly two hundred years. The Secret Committee of 1844

could only discover that the powers had been used on 101 occasions,

between 1712 and 1798, but as no account of the issue of the

warrants was kept until 1806 , when Lord Spencer directed that every

warrant was to be carefully recorded , it seems probable that many

warrants were issued and lost sight of. During the rebellion of 1745

many letters were detained and opened in the post under a general

warrant, and in 1783 Lord George Gordon's letters were detained . In

some cases copies of letters opened at the Post Office had been

produced as evidence in political trials . When the bill for depriving

Bishop Atterbury of his spiritual dignities was before the House of

Lords, a post office clerk produced a copy of one of the Bishop's

letters which had been opened and deciphered under a Secretary of

State's warrant, and this copy was tendered and accepted as evidence.

Atterbury's counsel, however , raised a question whether in making a

copy of the letter the Post Office had not exceeded their powers, but

it does not appear whether this nice point was decided . In 1795 , on

Shrewsbury Papers . Manuscripts of the Duke of Buccleugh ani Queens

bury. Vol . II . , pp . 48-51 . Historical Manuscripts Commission.
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the trial of John Horne Tooke for high treason , one of his letters

which had been intercepted and detained in the post, was produced

by a clerk from the Post Office, and other cases are known in which

intercepted letters have been used as evidence in criminal trials .

All this, however interesting, was ancient history even in 1844, but

the Secret Committee continued their investigations to the time at

which they sat and ascertained that from 1799 to 1844 , 372 warrants

had been issued for detaining and opening the letters of 724 persons.

These warrants were classed under the following heads :

Bank of England 13

Bankruptcy

Murder, Theft, Fraud, &c . ... 144

Treason , Sedition , &c. 77

Prisoners of War 13

Revenue 5

Foreign Correspondence

Letters returned to writers 7

Address copied

Forged frank

Uncertain 89

The Committee found that in 1799 a warrant had been issued to

open the letters of 17 persons at Manchester and Birmingham , one in

1809 to open the letters of 18 persons in Manchester and Liverpool.

In 1812 warrants were directed to the Postmasters of Nottingham ,

Manchester and Glasgow to open certain letters likely to convey

sedition and treasonable information ; a similar warrant was issued in

1813 to the Postmasters of Wareham and Weymouth , and another in

1817 to the Postmaster of Nottingham . Among the persons whose

letters had been opened under these warrants were Despard , Thistle

wood, Watson and Orator Hunt. In 1842 , during an outbreak in the

manufacturing and mining districts , a clerk from the London Post

Office was sent down under a Secretary of State's warrant to open the

letters of six prominent agitators , and two clerks were sent down to

two provincial towns under the like authority to open the letters of one

individual in each town ; and during the disturbancės in 1843 , two

clerks were sent into South Wales to inspect the letters of certain

persons. In the case of Mr. Mazzini , which was the cause of the

appointment of the Secret Committee, a warrant had been issued on

March ist , 1844, and was cancelled on June 3rd . Under that

warrant, Mazzini's correspondence had been intercepted at the Post

Office and sent to the Home Office, whence it was transmitted unread
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to

to the Foreign Office. It appeared that it had been represented to

the British Government that Mazzini was carrying on a plot to excite

an insurrection in Italy which might disturb the peace of Europe , and

the Government, not however at the suggestion of any Foreign power,

had thought it right to open and detain Mazzini's letters. A warrant

had also been issued to open and detain letters addressed

Mr. Worcell and Mr. Stolzman , and a further warrant had been issued

to open and detain the letters of Mr. Grodicki and another person . The

last two warrants concerned the personal safety of a Foreign Sovereign

entrusted to the protection of England , and the Committee considered

that in such circumstances even a slight suspicion of danger would

justify a Minister in taking extraordinary precautions. These three

warrants were all cancelled in June , and were the only warrants

issued by the Government, then in office, to open the letters of

foreigners.

The Secret Committee pointed out in their Report that the

general average of warrants issued during the century did not much

exceed eight a year, and affected the letters of about 16 persons

annually, but they were unable to ascertain the number of letters

dealt with , though they had no reason for supposing it to have been

large. As regards Ireland, where the Lord Lieutenant had statutory

power to detain and open letters , it was ascertained that between 1832

and 1844 , 31 warrants, comprehending the correspondence of 60

persons, had been issued . Finally, the Committee did not recommend

that the Government should be deprived of the power of detaining

and opening letters, nor did they consider it desirable to surround it

with new restrictions .

The Report was presented late in the session of 1844 , too late ,

indeed , for any action to be taken upon it , but when Parliament met

in 1845 , Mr. Duncombe made a strong effort to re -open the question .

He was profoundly dissatisfied with the conclusions of the Secret

Committee, and in moving for a Select Committee to re -consider the

subject , he alleged that his own letters had been tampered with at the

Post Office . The debate was twice adjourned, and Lord Howick,

while objecting to the re-opening of the question that had been dealt

with by the Secret Committee of 1844 , thought that inquiry should be

made by a Committee into the alleged violation of the letters of a

member of the House. The Government, however, objected, and the

proposal for a Committee was defeated by a majority of 95. A week

later Mr. Duncombe returned to his personal grievance and mored

that Colonel Maberley, the Secretary of the Post Office, should be
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ordered to attend at the Bar and produce certain Post Office records.

This motion was warmly supported by Mr. Disraeli who was one of

the tellers in the division in which the Government were again

victorious . In April Mr. Sheil attempted to raise a further question

as to Mazzini's letters, and Mr. Wakley to re-open the question of

Mr. Duncombe's letters , but neither of them succeeded ; and finally,

on May 8th, Mr. Duncombe asked for leave to bring in a bill to

secure the inviolability of letters and leave was refused.

So ended a long and bitter controversy, which , if not much ado

about nothing, was certainly much ado about a trifle. Sir James

Graham was a vicarious sufferer for the sins, if sins they were, of

another Secretary of State, Lord Aberdeen , who was at that time at

the Foreign Office. He it was , not Graham, who opened and read

Mazzini's letters , but the British public is not always discerning , and

" to Grahamise," meaning to open a letter, has found its way into the

dictionaries.

To what extent the powers conferred upon the Secretaries of State

have been used during the past sixty years, is, of course, unknown ,

but it is hardly to be supposed they have remained in absolute

abeyance. It has been stated, on apparently good authority, that

during Mr. Fawcett's reign at the Post Office he protested to

Mr. Gladstone when a warrant for detaining and opening letters was

issued by a Secretary of State, and was told with more truth than

politeness, that it was no business of his. For it must be borne in

mind that the Post Office is merely the agent of another Department in

this matter. This was clearly explained by Mr. Raikes in the House

of Commons on December 18th , 1889 , in answer to an inquiry by

Mr. Sexton , who wanted to know to what extent the practice of

Grahamising ” letters was now exercised . There had , it seems, been

complaints that the correspondence of some Irish Members of Parliament

had been detained and opened at the General Post Office in Dublin .

Mr. Raikes said that if this were so, which he did not admit but would

have enquiry made, it was altogether illegal ; and he added that the

Post Office had no power to detain or open letters , which could only

be done by a warrant issued by a Secretary of State .

J. A. J. HOUSDEN.
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Bart's : An Interesting Neighbour.

W

ITHOUT being absolutely unique the position occupied by

St. Bartholomew's Hospital among the hospitals of

London is distinct and noteworthy, and since the Post

Office has acquired the remaining portion of the site of

Christ's Hospital and consequently will be a next door neighbour of

London's oldest hospital, some account of its history and work may

not be out of place in the pages of this magazine.

St. Bartholomew's Hospital was founded in the year 1123 by

Rahere, a Prebendary of St. Paul's Cathedral and a Canon Regular

of St. Austin , on land in West Smithfield , obtained from King Henry

I. through the influence of Richard de Belmeis, Bishop of London .

Rahere had gained the notice and patronage of the King by his wit

and social qualities, although it is recorded that he was "sprung and

born of low kynage .” He is also reported to have acted as the royal

minstrel , but there is some doubt as to the truth of this . In a history

of his life, written by a Monk of the Priory of St. Bartholomew's, it is

stated that Rahere “ smitten by remorse on account of his past

follies, went on a pilgrimage to Rome, where becoming prostrated by

malarial fever, he vowed that if his health were restored he would , on

his return to England , build a hospital for the relief of the poor, and

devote the remainder of his life to the service of the sick and

suffering."

To those passing through Smithfield to-day it must be difficult to

realise that eight hundred years ago it was a waste and swampy piece

of land just outside the city walls . It was in this dreary region that

the King granted a plot of iand to Rahere , who laid the foundations

of the Priory and Hospital of St. Bartholomew. The original

structure was imposing, and some idea of its grandeur may be

gathered by an examination of the church of St. Bartholomew the

Great , adjoining the Hospital, and which originally formed the choir

of the Priory Church and is a splendid relic of the venerable edifice.

Judging from the conversation of the majority of the visitors to this

church , it is far more admired and appreciated by Americans than by

Londoners.

The original hospital consisted of a large hall with beds for the

sick , and smaller buildings adjoining, and stood in the Priory grounds.
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The management was entrusted to a Master, eight brethren and four

sisters under the rule of the Prior and Canons of St. Bartholomew's .

It was supported by the alms , begged by Rahere, and the tolls

collected from St. Bartholomew's Fair. Supplies were also begged for

daily round the market and shambles at Smithfield or Smoothfield .

Rahere died in 1143 and his tomb—still in an excellent state of

preservation — is a beautiful specimen of the work of that period .

TOMB OF RAHERE, CHURCH OF ST. BARTHOLOMEW THE GREAT.

Rahere's successor was Thomas, one of the Canons of an

Augustinian Priory-St . Osyth in Essex . Richard de Belmeis, the

Bishop of London , by whose aid Rahere had obtained from King

Henry I. land for both Hospital and Priory, had retired after an

illness to St. Osyth's of which he was the founder and where he died

in 1128. The Bishop was a friend of both St. Bartholomew's and

St. Osyth's. Thomas of St. Osyth's was a centenarian , so doubtless
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he knew both Richard de Belmeis and Rahere. In an old history of

the foundation of the church of St. Bartholomew of London, which

was written between 1174 and 1189 , it is recorded that “ This Thomas

was good company and of social cheeriness , a man of great eloquence

and varied knowledge, versed in the philosophers, and deep in sacred

books. He was able to set forth what he wished to say in measured

periods and it was his custom on every day of solemnity to pour out

the words of God to the people ."

In 1147 he appointed Adam Mercarius to the mastership of

St. Bartholomew's Hospital in a long deed , published in the reign of

Henry VI . , a copy of which is still preserved. One of the chief

points in this document was that Thomas the Prior and the Convent

of St. Bartholomew, of London, state that they have received Adam

Mercarius into their brotherhood , but that as a layman he cannot be

admitted into the convent of the clerical brethren , and they have

committed the hospital to his care. He was given authority to do

all he could for the needy, for orphans, for outcasts, for the poor

of the district , for every kind of sick person , and for homeless

wanderers. The Prior and convent granted a whole tenth of their

bread , and the remains, whether of bread or meat, of fish and of

drink , so that “ it may make greater cheerfulness than hitherto and

fuller. " The good Prior and his brothers wished it to be clear

that they desired that their Church and the Hospital should be

linked by an unbroken chain of affection and live in unity, so much

so that the following terrible ending was written on the deed :- “ And

since our church and the aforesaid house (hospital ) are one in God,

I , Thomas the Prior and the Convent of our church , curse and

excommunicate all who shall try to make division and separation

between us.”

Thomas of St. Osyth's ruled St. Bartholomew's Hospital from

1144 to 1147 , and since he was instrumental in obtaining this

charter of confirmation and benediction , he is remembered with

gratitude as having added to the usefulness of the Hospital by

firmly establishing its power of electing its master, and thus

strengthening that independence which in later and worse times

was an important aid in protecting the Hospital from destruction .

Visitors to the Guildhall will be interested to know that one of

the windows (presented by the Ward of Bassishaw ) illustrates the

story of Rahere's dream of the founding of the Hospital and the

Priory Church of St. Bartholomew the Great . The nameme of the

beneficent founder is associated with the Hospital in many ways.
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There is a “ Rahere " Ward and a “ Rahere Masonic Lodge for

past and present members of the Hospital.

For upwards of four centuries St. Bartholomew's remained the

only institution of its kind in England, and the citizens of London

regarded it with special favour.

In its early days Smithfield was a popular holiday resort for the

citizens. Sports were held upon the green sward , and many tourna

ments among the nobles also took place, and no doubt some

surgical cases were treated at the Hospital after the fierce jousts.

It was here too that Wat Tyler the insurgent was taken to be

treated for his wounds after being struck down by Walworth , Lord

Mayor of London.

THE HOSPITAL QUADRANGLE.

The earliest benefactors of the Hospital included Thomas Becket,

Henry Fitz Elwyn , first Lord Mayor of London , and Longsword,

Earl of Salisbury. Henry III . provided fuel by gifts of oak trees

from Windsor Forest , and many of the repairs to the buildings in

1423 were executed with money left by Richard Whittington .

Prior to the dissolution of the monasteries in 1536 , the Hospital

met with much royal support , and as many as thirteen charters of

liberties are recorded in an account published in the second year

of Henry VI . In 1536 Lord Rich , the Attorney General, purchased

the Priory of St. Bartholomew's, and the Hospital lands were taken

by the king. Meanwhile the institution remained empty and

neglected. This was resented by the citizens of London , and they
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todrew up a strong petition to call attention the state of

“ St. Bartholomew's Spytell " and other charities, and praying that

the Mayor and Corporation should have the administration of the

revenues, “ so that impotent persons might be relieved and sturdy

beggars punished." This petition was presented by Sir Richard

Gresham and the aldermen . Five years later the king sanctioned

the foundation of a new hospital to be called “ the House of the

Poor in West Smithfield ,” and letters patent were issued June 23rd,

1544. As there was no endowment scheme those actually in charge

of the institution proceeded to make money for themselves by the

disposal of all saleable property , and removing most of the furniture

until scarcely sufficient remained to accommodate three persons ! A

second appeal was made to the Crown and a fresh charter was

granted for the re -founding of the Hospital with an endowment of

500 marks on condition that a similar sum was provided annually

by the citizens. Post Office officials will be interested to know that

the late monastery of Grey Friars, whose church is now known

as Christchurch, Newgate, was one of the revenues granted to

St. Bartholomew's, and the Hospital Governors are still the rectors .

When the Corporation of London, through Sir Richard Gresham ,

obtained the Second Charter it undertook to pay for

annual sum towards its maintenance, and this has continued to the

ever an

present time.

The work of restoring St. Bartholomew's in 1552 was largely

due to Sir Richard Dobbes, the Lord Mayor, who worked

strenuously to collect the necessary funds. In 1557 all the Royal

Hospitals were united under one governing body, consisting of a

Comptroller General and a Surveyor General, with an administrative

committee consisting of three aldermen , a treasurer, and eight

common councilmen . At this time “ Bart's ” was able to accom

modate a hundred patients, attended by a matron and twelve nurses.

Three surgeons and one physician were in attendance — the former

receiving a salary of £12 each, but out of this amount they had to

provide all drugs . Eight “ bedells ” kept order among the patients

and " expulsed ” the sturdy beggars.

With the growth of the Hospital the expenses increased also , and

in the reign of Edward VI, market tolls on linen and wood duties on

the “ King's Beam ” and other standards of weights and measures

were collected by the City companies and handed over to the

treasury of the Hospital. In those days each patient's daily diet cost

twopence.
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Between 1564 and 1866 there were various methods-adopted in

choosing governors to manage the various London Hospitals. In

the latter year it was decided by law that the Governors were free

to elect their own president , and the Prince of Wales was invited

and consented to preside over the Hospital Council. On his acces

sion to the throne our present King gave his royal consent to be

nominated as Patron of St. Bartholomew's, and the Prince of Wales

HENRY VIII . GATE.

was elected President in his father's place. That the Royal

sympathy and interest are still with the Hospital is evidenced by the

announcement that His Majesty will formally lay the foundation

stone of the new buildings on July 6th .

Since the days of Rahere many structural alterations have been

made in London's oldest Hospital. The buildings which form the

present quadrangle were designed by James Gibbs, architect of the
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Radcliffe Library, Oxford . The cost of these erections begun in

1729 and completed in 1760 , was entirely defrayed by public

subscription. There are twenty -eight wards, containing 674 beds .

Formerly there were “ soldier," " sailor,” and “ diet ” wards , but these

titles have been replaced by such names as “ Abernethy, " " Paget,"

“ Rahere,” “ Luke,” “ Charity,” etc. The great hall in the north wing

contains many pictures of famous physicians, surgeons and historical

personages, by Kneller, Sir Joshua Reynolds, Wilkie, Millais and

Onless . Hogarth also contributed two large pictures which are to be

seen on the staircase leading to the great hall . In the committee

room is an interesting relic in the form of a pewter inkstand presented

by Martin Bond in 1619. He was treasurer to the Hospital ( 1619

36) and commanded the Train Bands of the city at Tilbury in the

days of the Spanish Armada,

Included within the precincts of St. Bartholomew's were three

chapels — St. Catherine, St. Nicholas , and Holy Cross. The last was

named in the second foundation as the church of St. Bartholomew

the-Less and is the only survivor. The vicar who bears the ancient

title of Hospitaller is chaplain to the institution . The tower dates

back to the fourteenth century and the body of the church was built

in brick and stone in the reign of Henry VIII. It was rebuilt in the

eighteenth century and further restored fifty years ago. Here may be

seen a fifteenth century brass bearing the effigies of William Markeby

and his wife, a mural tablet to the memory of the wife of Sir Thomas

Bodley, the effigy of Robert Balthrope, Sergeant Surgeon to Queen

Elizabeth and a more modern relic in the form of a brass in honour

of a former student - Arthur Jermyn Landon who perished at Majuba

Hill .

Additions to St. Bartholomew's were made in 1865 , the block of

buildings with its frontage on Giltspur Street was completed in 1881

at a cost of £50,000 to meet the needs of the five hundred students .

The school is deservedly famous and one of the largest in the

kingdom . During the past twenty years an average of six hundred

students have studied at this Hospital,and nearly one in eight medical

men in England is a “ Bart's man ."

Enough has been written to show that St. Bartholomew's Hospital

is intimately associated with the early history of the City of London.

For nearly eight hundred consecutive years it has been engaged in

doing noble work quietly and unostentatiously. Now that the

question of its reconstruction has become a pressing one, the mere

hint of its removal is a shock to historic tradition and sentiment. It
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is not the writer's business to concern himself with the complicated

questions as regards the site and accommodation, but some description

of the work and administration of the Hospital will give an idea of its

usefulness .

There are six hundred and seventy beds at St. Bartholomew's in

addition to seventy beds at its Convalescent Home at Swanley. In

1903 , 6,899 in -patients passed through the wards, and there were

130,000 out-patients. During the last fifty years over 300,000 in

patients and six and a half million out-patients have been treated within

KWA
IN ONE OF THE WARDS.

its walls. Sixty -five per cent . of the accidents in the City are taken to

Bart's, and although the resident population may have decreased, the

immense numbers of workpeople engaged in warehouses , newspaper

offices, the markets and railway termini provide constant employment

for the staff of the Hospital. The City is largely dependent on

Bart's in any great emergency. Without the present Hospital the

City would send its injured across the bridges, or into Westminster, or

down East. With King's College Hospital removing to Camberwell ;

Guy's hemmed in by a dense population and always increasing ; and
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the London largely occupied ministering to its immense crowds of

aliens, the City must rely upon Bart's for cases requiring immediate

relief. Bartholomew's is not only the Hospital for the City, but also

the large Hospital for the adjacent districts of Holborn , Clerkenwell

and Finsbury, in addition to portions of Hoxton and Hackney . It is

also accessible to many other more remote districts owing to its close

proximity to the stations of the Central London, Metropolitan , South

Eastern and Chatham Railways . Another prominent feature of the

Hospital's work is its large Maternity department. This is ever

increasing and it is one of the sad sights of the Hospital that there

are always a greater number of applicants for the benefit of this

charity than there are cards for distribution . It is evidence also that

the square mile around St. Bartholomew's still contains a large resident

population .

One of the greatest advantages connected with the position of the

Hospital is its close proximity to the residences of the leading

specialists . Eminent surgeons and physicians visit the wards at least

five times a week and daily in special cases . In fact they are available

at any time in any matter of urgency. It is a custom of

Bartholomew's for the leading surgeons to meet together once a week

to examine and discuss special cases. There is no other large

Hospital in London where such a practice prevails . The advantages

to the patient are obvious .

St. Bartholomew's Hospital receives no share of the King Edward's

Hospital Fund , the Hospital Sunday or Saturday Funds. Its

maintenance has been provided for by the endowments of early

benefactors, and a century has passed away since any general appeal

for funds has been made on its behalf. This fact is perhaps partly

the reason why in some quarters it is now regarded as a sort of

intruder upon the domain of charity. A brief explanation , therefore ,

of the reasons of the present appeal may not therefore be out of place

in this article .

The ancient site, although extended by subsequent acquisitions, is

totally inadequate for modern requirements. Owing to being bounded

by public streets , extension is only practicable on the south , and the

removal of Christ's Hospital decided the governors to seize the

opportunity of enlarging their area . The price paid for the land

( 1 acre, 2 roods and 14 perches) was £255,325 . To provide this

large amount £ 120,000 has been borrowed at an annual charge for

the next fifty years of £5,072 , and Stocks have been sold which pro

duced an income of £4,000 a year. The Hospital's income is
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therefore reduced by £9,000 a year. Against this is a sum of

£2,000 a year, the average annual excess of income over expendi

ture, so that the net result is an annual deficit of £7,000 . To make

good this amount and reconstruct the Hospital on modern lines will

cost half a million - hence the appeal which the governors are now

making to the public .

The list of distinguished members of St. Bartholomew's Hospital

is a long one. At the present time the staff includes some of the

most eminent members of the profession. Its roll of fame is long and

Two Little PATIENTS.

great. William Harvey, who discovered the circulation of the blood ,

worked in its wards ; Hunter in its operating theatres, and it was here

that John Abernethy lectured and Richard Owen studied . The late

Sir William Savory was also a Bart's man and the current number of

the Hospital Journal publishes an amusing poem upon this eminent

surgeon . It was composed by an old Bartholomew's man-Mr. F. E.

Jackson . It is understood that the author was the only successful

candidate out of twenty - five on that eventful day .

T
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Bill Savory of Bartholomew's,

By Galen's soul he swore,

Of five and twenty candidates

I will pluck twenty-four ;

By Galen's soul he swore it ,

And set aside a day ,

When men should come from every town ,

And, having paid their five quid down ,

Be plucked , and go away .

Lane of St. Mary's Hospital

To Savory quoth he,

Lo ! I will stand at thy right hand

And spin the men with thee .

Then out spake Dicky Partridge, -

From King's, I ween , came he ,

I will abide at thy left side

And plough the men with thee.

Bright was the first of April ,

E'en Lincoln's Inn looked gay,

And rosy Phæbus shone to greet

The groups of students in the street ;

It was an All Fools day.

Dixon , Benson , Ilott too ,

With many others stood ,

And chattered gaily of the glands,

And nerves supplied to feet and hands,

And of the salts of blood .

was

Apart from these strode Jackson,

Flushed with the flowing bowl,

The “ pectoralis major

The weight upon his soul ;

And from his teeth clenched tightly

The words came fast and thick ,

“ Sternum and costal cartilage,”

“ Aponeurosis of oblique.”

Savory, Lane, and Partridge,

Their solemn oath they kept,

And on that spring -tide evening

Full many a student wept .

But there was one occurrence ,

Which although strange was true ,

That Jackson of Bartholomew's

Did actually get through .
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Struck by his martial bearing,

And wɔndering at the grace

Of unobtrusive piety

Shown in his manly face,

Their souls were filled with pity,

Said they the man's no ass ,

We've plucked our four and twenty

So we'll let the beggar pass .

April, 1871 . F. E. JACKSON .

In conclusion it may be mentioned that the governors of St.

Bartholomew's Hospital have issued a special notice to members of

the Post Office with a view to eliciting their sympathy and support in

their scheme of reconstruction . The writer hopes, therefore, that this

brief sketch of the premier Hospital of the Empire may attract

further attention to this appeal, more particularly as in a short time

Post Office officials will be brought into daily contact with the work

of the Hospital.

ERNEST A. MAY,

Accountant-General's Department.

[The writer wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to J. Ivo Ball, Esq . , M.A.,

and Norman Moore, Esq . , M.D., for many of the historical references in this

article ; and to the Photochrom Company for kindly lending their blocks for the

reproduction of their original illustrations.]
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The Story of a Suburban Family.
CHAPTER II .

AVE my readers ever been tempted by the cry of Fine

flowering plants, all a penny each ,” familiar in the spring

of the year in the city streets ? The mellowness of

tone, and the beautiful crescendos and diminuendos to

which the voice gives vent, enable one without much difficulty to

trace the direction whence it proceeds. We soon light upon the

universal coster, proudly surveying his stock -in -trade, changeful , indeed ,

as the weather itself : now it consists of bulbs, ferns, or flowers , and

later on perhaps of delicious, though often sticky, strawberries . He

is always ready to humour the public demand, not disdaining at times

to supply them with such commodities as poor innocent dried-up

tortoises , and even other specimens illustrative of natural history. But

the spring is no slack season to him . Lawns and borders require

trimming, and patches where the boys will tread the grass down

require re-turfing and re-sowing with grass seed : gardens must be

re-stocked , rockeries demand attention , and the universal provider

finds he can do a roaring trade , and reap in all truth a roaring profit ,

in retailing from his movable store the many pretty flowering roots

which help to beautify suburbia. Pansies , polyanthi, forget-me-nots,

sweet columbines , ten -week stocks , and many others, are intermixed

with boxes of bright golden featherfew , or little blue -eyed lobelia, both

ornamental as edgings wherewith to set off the rarer blossoms which

will bedeck the garden a few months later. All are packed together

tightly in his all too limited space, whilst a background of fern - roots,

all of them of course osmunda regalis (or as one individual labelled

them " horsemonger regalis " ), with their tender fronds just commencing

to unroll their crozier-like buds, go to complete his stock of more or

less hardy roots . Sometimes, indeed , he tempts his customers by

offering them cuttings of fuchsia and geranium ; but, О coster, thou

knowest only too well how little chance such will have in the struggle

for life, if left in the open garden on one of those frosty nights of

spring which we all know so well .

Our friend is decidedly a man of business. We draw a veil over

the similitude between the prices he charges his customers per root,

and the price per dozen he pays the producer in the neighbourhood of

Covent Garden , and prefer to compare his prices with those of the
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boná -fide shopkeeper. He knows well enough that the amateur

gardener, wending his way to the premises of the established florist's,

is very easily attracted by the cry, “ All a penny each ," when it is found

that the rival charges two -pence ; and hence generally the proximity of

the itinerant to the established florist. This of course is decidedly

artful, and loud and long are the expressions of righteous indignation

to which the tax-paying florist gives vent , as he sees his trade being

rapidly carried off by the interloping coster.

One of the first duties which demand the attention of the newly

wedded pair is to attend to the back -yard , otherwise known by the

name of the garden : this piece will suit the flowers, whilst that part ,

not so public to the vulgar gaze, will be just the thing for vegetables,

and visions of a greatly -reduced greengrocer's bill float before the gaze

of the small-salaried city clerk. A few pence now invested in humble

packets of seeds, will perhaps save shillings in the near future, and so

the expenditure is sanctioned , a new field of energy is provided for the

slugs and worms and snails of the next-door neighbour, and the

landlord thinks of the attractive advertisement which “ a good garden

attached ” will bring him when next seeking a tenant .

But at present there was no intention of letting another reap
the

reward of our labour. Our garden was overhung by some lofty trees,

and at the fall the leaves which they shed around us were welcomed .

We were still very innocent . They were carefully swept up and

collected into a heap, to be afterwards dug into the soil . Very fine

manure they would make . And so they did . No one ever had such

wall - flowers as we had . They seemed to have acquired such a taste

for leaf manure that they ran up to most extraordinary heights , as

though to meet the branches of the trees from which they had

gathered their nourishment. And , strange to say, everything else went

skyward too. Those trees came to be a source of great anxiety .

They overspread the garden . They overspread the house . And at

the fall, nothing was free from the leaves thereof. When the second

autumn came, they were not swept up with such agility and pleasure

as on the former occasion . A sense of blighted hopes, of hope

deferred, was making the heart sick . But how the creepers thrived .

Almost as well as our neighbours' fowls. A few pieces of virginia

creeper had been buried under a couple of inches of soil all along the

back of the kitchen wall , and the wall was quickly covered with

verdure, almost rivalling the verdure of the house's occupants. The

green of the leaves turned to a brilliant red , and then troubles began .

The leaves fell, and stopped up the gutters along the roofs. The
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In

sparrows had begun the work , and had built nests under the eaves ,

and even inside the roofs . With the aid of a ladder the loft was

gained , much to the dismay of the sparrows, for hither and thither

they flew , and finally escaped down the hole leading into the house.

There the cat , scenting prey afar off, awaited them . There was a

slump in the cats ’-meat market for some days afterwards .

' My dear, while you are up in the roof, you might examine the

cistern ; I have noticed a strange smell about the water lately . "

I accordingly examine the cistern , which of course is awkwardly

placed right up in the corner, where it is about as inaccessible as it

well could be, and where the roof slopes down to meet the walls .

order to peer therein I have to lay myself down flat, and at full length,

on the edges of the upturned beams. These are each about two

inches wide, and with my knees resting on the hard edge of one beam ,

I have warily to dispose of my toes, lest they in their desire to be

somewhere, go and unceremoniously poke themselves through the lath

and plaster ceiling of the room below .

I once had an aunt, a fine old -fashioned aunt. She was about

seventy. She always wanted to be somewhere, especially where there

was something going on with which she had no concern whatever.

She thought she had a mission that way . Well, the painters and the

gas people were in . Painting and whitewashing and gas-laying were

going on freely. So of course she must needs be very busy too . She

managed to get in everybody's way to her heart's content . The floor

was “ up ” in her own room , two or three wide boards, where some

new gas pipes were being laid down. The men had gone from her

room for the time being, so she must of course pay it a visit, so as to

see how things were going on . She promptly stepped in the hole left

where the missing boards had been , and her white -stockinged leg

appeared in the roof of the room below. It was withdrawn as

rapidly as it had appeared, but the lynx-eye of the painter bad seen it ,

and , when asked if he knew who had made the hole in the ceiling, he

really didn't know, but he was quite sure that the leg that he saw was

that “ of an old ’un ."

I did not want to make a hole in the ceiling if I could help it . So

I cautiously wriggled my knees from beam to beam , each time I

moved barking a piece of skin off one of my shins, or off the knee as

it found a resting place on each one of the beams in turn . In this

way I succeeded in thrusting my head into the furthermost corner of

the roof, where was the cistern . My nose at once came into violent

contact with the cold , cold metal of the cistern , and in the recuil I
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knocked my bowler against the roof, the aforesaid bowler quickly

seeking a resting place upon the bosom of the waters of the cistern .

I said nothing, for fear that any violent words of mine might have

produced greater trouble.

" My dear, there is something in the cistern ."

“ Ah ! What is it , honey ? ”

I felt like honey at that moment.

“ It is my bowler, my best honeymoon bowler. That is the first

thing I espy . And this wretched cistern-it has got something else

in it. Here are two leg-bones of something. Catch them , dearest."

A shriek greets my ear as the bones whizz through the air and

lodge at the top of the stair, at my wife's feet. Vengeance, ah,

vengeance .

“ Here are some more. A skull. He ! he ! Do not let it fall,

my sweet. It's coming."

But
my wife had fied.

Next a handful of feathers, then more bones . These are care

fully deposited on the woodwork of the roof as a warning to naughty

birds in future.

“ The water will be sweeter in future now , my dear," I say, as

weary and exhausted I sink into a chair on reaching terra firma

again .

Now that house of ours might have been a very nice little house.

It might have been , I say, if only the walls had been built more

strongly, if the trees around it had only been fewer in number, and

if the planks of the floor had not been infected with dry rot.

One day the piano began to subside bodily in one corner of the

We began to discuss this fresh problem . We were never

short of a problem . There was always something to talk about at

inealtimes. Later on in life the servants gave a perennial subject for

conversation . But just now we had a real 66 treasure." So the

cottage provided what was necessary. My wife would have it that the

house had been built upon a yawning chasm left by an earthquake.

Or it might have been the crater of a volcano. She had just heard

that England once had some respectable volcanoes of its own.

But it didn't matter much what was the cause . We had the effect

to deal with . There was the piano gradually disappearing from view .

We were determined to save it , come what would . Duty or death .

The servant was sent out on the spur of the moment to fetch a

dozen yards of rope. The front bedroom venetians had fallen in a

heap the day before, and had been taken to pieces. A brilliant

room.
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idea ! The webbing might be used as a temporary measure to hold

the furniture from settling too far into the bosom of mother earth .

Such a thought would only occur to the mind of a genius . To think

was to act, and straightway the south-eastern leg of the piano was

secured by the improvised rope, and then having passed it round the

body of the instrument we proceeded to tie it to the bars of the

firegrate. But , alas, the subsidence continued , and with one drawn

out groan , and a heart-breaking wrench, away came the fireplace,

torn from its own position , and an avalanche of bricks followed in its

wake .

“ Sit down my love , the fates are against us . Let the worse

come. We will watch and smile on . "

The landlord's man lived a few doors off, and my wife suggested

that we might do worse than send for him . The servant girl had

now returned with the rope ; but we decided to give up the attempt

to tie the various portions of the ruins together, and determined to

invoke the assistance of the landlord's man.

Why, you've got the dry rot , that's what you've got.”

I should think we have ; dry rot through and through .”

“ Now if I could only get to the place in the floor where the leg

of your piano went through , I might be able to prop it up for you .

But then the piano's got to be shifted first, and then you've got to

put a new grate in and build the chimbley up, too, with some new

bricks. Master's werry partickler about how his tennents knock ' is

' ouses about.”

" Knock his houses about , man , why the house has been knocking

us about. "

“ None of that , now ; that's only your way of putting it . All you

tennents is just the same. You have such a way of putting things.

When the last one had his floor go through, just in the werry same

place, too, I told 'im it was werry wrong of 'im to knock my master's

'ouse about so. And he too, as I remember, was sort of annoyed,

and looked injured, and a werry big bill I had to send in to my master

for repairs, and a werry much bigger bill reached our tennent arter

wards . Now if he had said " Look here Stiggers, you 'range it for

me, and charge accordingly, ' I should have said , ' Right you are, I'm

your man .' "

“ Well, will you be my man ? ”

“ That depends ; pity to trouble the guvnor, I thinks , in a case

like this. If you just leave it to me and make no complaints, I can

put this affair straight. But no grumbling, please. You'll want a
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a bit .

piano shifter, and an ironmonger, and a plumber, and a bricklayer,

and then you'll want me, at any rate , if you want the floor straightened

But you know pianos is heavy things, never ought to be

allowed in houses at all . Ought to put 'em in the garden . You

had better leave it all to me, and I'll tell 'em to put it down to your

account, then we needn't trouble the landlord . ”

I left it to Mr. Stiggers, as he had suggested, and for some weeks

it rained bills . I calculate that if each tenant did up his bit of the

house as I did up mine, in a very few years the house would be

practically rebuilt . That Stiggers was an artful fellow to have about

an estate. He was worth his weight in gold—to his master.

GEORGE PATRICK OLIVER.

PENSIURST Post OFFICE .
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The Post Office and “ The Times . "

EUR

HE reference in the St. James's Gazette, noticed in the

last number of St. Martin's, to an action for libel

brought by the Post Office against The Times in 1807 ,

directs attention to an incident, or rather series of

incidents, in the history of the Post Office that aroused considerable

interest at the time of its occurrence. The paragraph in the

St. James's, however, by no means conveys the facts of the case.

The action was not brought by the Post Office, but by two of

its servants , Sir Francis , then Mr., Freeling, the Secretary, and

Mr. Arthur Stanhope, the Comptroller of the Foreign Department,

they personally, not the Office, being the objects of the libel.

Moreover, the legal proceedings initiated by those gentlemen were

not allowed to drop, but were decided in favour of the plaintiffs,

the other parties being unable to defend the action ; and , although

the procedure against which The Times complained was ultimately

abrogated in consequence of the march of events , in the legal

struggle between the two important institutions, the Post Office was

undoubtedly and unreservedly the victor.

Mr. Herbert Joyce, in his History of the Post Office, has given

due attention to the dispute, and in a few pages has detailed with

lucidity the causes of the quarrel and its successive stages. Never

theless, with the aid of material not then at the disposal of

Mr. Joyce, the story is well worth retelling.

The genesis of the dispute lay in the insufficiency of the salaries

paid by the Post Office to its officers. In some instances even , Post

Office servants received no direct emoluments whatever, and were

compelled to subsist on the perquisites of their office . These

perquisites were , however, by no means inconsiderable ; and, although

the Secretary of the period was compelled solely to rely upon them ,

his income was in excess of either of his superior officers, the Post

masters General. Not the least important of the means whereby

the incomes of the Secretary and his subordinates were created was

the establishment of a foreign news agency. The continental press

was then practically the sole channel through which the English

papers could obtain their foreign intelligence. For the generality of

newspapers the day of “ Our Own Correspondent ” had not yet

arrived : telegraphic communication had of course not yet been
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established , and ordinary news agencies consequently were as yet

inconceivable. The English papers were therefore dependent on

their foreign contemporaries, and these could reach Fleet Street by

one means only, that of the Post Office. With the cognizance and

approval of the Treasury and the Postinasters General , the officers of

the Foreign Department of the Post Office had , however , for long

been conducting a foreign news agency, the material for which was

entirely derived from the continental newspapers that passed through

their hands. According to the etiquette of the period, no foreign

intelligence should be published until the Foreign Secretary and

Ambassadors had received their despatches. As the newspapers and

the Foreign Office despatches used to arrive by the same mails, the

former were invariably delayed until time had been allowed for the

contents of the latter to have been mastered . Meanwhile the

contents of the undelivered journals were digested in the office, and

the news-letters prepared and supplied to the subscribing London

newspapers.

The Post Office officials, however, did not invent this means of

supplementing their incomes. During the last decade of the

eighteenth century an old woman named Cooper was employed

by the Department for the delivery of these delayed newspapers,

which were left in her charge until the time for their distribution

arrived . In her work she was assisted by her son , a young

gentleman of some ingenuity ; and it was to him that the idea first

occurred of constructing a news-letter from the contents of the

journals in his charge , and of communicating it to the London press.

Young Cooper is believed to have made a considerable fortune in

this manner. On the appointment, in 1796 , of Mr. Arthur Stanhope

as Comptroller, Cooper's supplies were stopped. His scheme was

adopted by the new Comptroller, translators engaged, and a bi

weekly newsletter issued to regular subscribers, the profits of the

venture being apportioned between Mr. Stanhope and his sub

ordinates. Such practices, however, were not allowed to continue

uncriticized . William Cobbett , who had already come into collision

with the Post Office in connection with other alleged delinquencies,

denounced the practice, but his denunciation passed unheeded. A

more formidable antagonist appeared in the form of The Times, one

of the subscribing newspapers, but which, as a rule, neglected to use

the material it derived from its subscription on the grounds that it

was meagre and stale . The Times preferred to rely on the other and

more valuable sources of information that it possessed .
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On the oth of May, 1807 , The Times published an article , in the

course of which it stated that

“ The Mercantile World has long complained of the conduct of the Post Office ;

and every corner of the Royal Exchange re-echoes, in its Turn , with the Abuses, the

Delays, the Negligence, and the Extortions of that Department . We scarcely

know which to blame the most , those who incorrigibly repeat these Offences, or the

aggrieved who fear to take the Means which are best calculated to expose and to

punish them . In a Commercial Country like our own , every possible facility should

be given to its commercial Correspondence, and purposely to throw any Obstacle in

the Way of a Regular Interchange of Letters in Order to increase the Emoluments

of the Office is a Crime which ought to be punished with the most exemplary Severity ;

but if it should be the Practice of those who superintend that important Establish

ment to screen their Underlings in order that they may as Occasion may offer be

screened themselves, New and commanding Regulations would be required to prevent

the Repitition of such a dirty and oppressive System. The Administration of the Post

Office must be considered as disgraceful to our Government. A base pettifogging

Spirit seems to pervade every Branch of it and makes a continual Sacrifice of public

Convenience to the Avarice of Individuals . The Circumstances of the present busy

and interesting Period , prevent us from entering at large into the Nature, Extent

and Consequences of that Misconduct of which we will exert ourselves to promote

the Reform , not merely for our Advantage or Deliverance, but the public Benefit.

Nor is the Day far distant when we shall feel it indispensably imposed upon us, to

detail the mysterious reaction , and the good understanding between the inferior

Departments of which we have perpetually to complain , and the Superior to which

we are perpetually condemned to complain without even a Hope of Redress. We

certainly have a Right to remonstrate for ourselves at least, against the contributions

which are continually levied upon us under pretence of communicating the obsolete

Contents of Foreign Papers ; and though we have in general anticipated any

Intelligence which the Clerks in the Post Office, by the Connivance or rather

participation of their Superiors, have conveyed to the Newspapers, we have regularly

paid their unjust Demands till last Sunday, when the Clerks were suffered to obtrude

on us as a Guinea's worth of Information a parcel of paragraphs which had already,

with the exception of a few lines of no consequence , appeared in another paper.

These Impositions we are resolutely determined in future to resist and expose .

Mr. Freeling and Mr. Stanhope will , perhaps, do well to consider with whom these

Transactions originate : at any Rate they may depend upon seeing them seriously

and unremittingly brought forward : and We advise them to prepare their Answer

to the grave Charges which will be made Public .”

This attack was immediately brought to the notice of the

recently -appointed Postmasters General, the Earls of Chichester and

Sandwich , by the Secretary, Mr. Freeling, requesting their sanction

to the taking of proceedings against The Times for libel . The attack

was resumed three days later when The Times proceeded to state
that

" It is with the greatest Satisfaction we find that the Public not only manifest a

decided Concurrence with us in the Opinions we have already delivered on the

Subject of the Post Office, but are anxious for us to proceed in the Exposure of those
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Abuses which disgrace that important Department. Nor shall the Public be

disappointed , for though some Delay may be occasioned by collecting Materials for

this Object and examining the Reports which have been formerly made of

the Practices of the Post Office, we pledge ourselves to pursue the Enquiry

in the most comprehensive Manner, and while we are making Preparation

to perform this important Duty we flatter Ourselves we shall be assisted by

well-authenticated Communications on the Subject . No consideration of Personal

Inconvenience to ourselves, no fear of their Resentment whose conduct we

shall expose, shall induce us to relax in the smallest Degree in our well

matured Design to follow up the Subject , till the Exposition we have engaged

to make shall be complete and, as we trust , effectual. This is not our Concern

alone . The other Papers have suffered the same Impositions as Ourselves,

They have been equally liable to the Post Office Extortions ; They have

equally suffered from the shameful practice of keeping back the Foreign Mails

in order to make a Sale of their contents. We do not hesitate to say that

Mr. Freeling and Mr. Stanhope have countenanced these unwarrantable

Proceedings. We shall prove that the latter participates in the Profits resulting

from them . As for the pretty Pickings of Mr. Freeling they will be an object of

future Consideration . Within these two Years we made a Complaint to Mr. Freeling

on a Subject connected with that which we have now presented to the Attention of

the Public, when he peremptorily contended that it was absolutely illegal for any

private Person to receive Foreign Journals and that the Post Office was appointed

by an Act of Parliament to be the sole Distributor of Them !!! It is in vain to

make Application to the Post Masters General who , however anxious they may be

to do Justice and to remove Abuses, are naturally enough influenced by what they

believe to be the Experience and Integrity of the Secretary whose Emoluments are

superior to their Own. A great Mass of Materials is already before us , and from

various Quarters We are promised an Increase of them , embracing a great Variety of

curious but well- founded Complaints , but we shall not be in Haste to put them into

Regular Form ; the Meeting of Parliament will be the Time to make our Grand

Attack on these Enormities."

Mr. Freeling suggested that the attack , timed to coincide with the

appointment of new Postmasters General , was intended to prejudice

them against their chief officers, in consequence of his refusal

of an application made by Mr. Walter, jun . , in 1803 , that letters and

newspapers should be delivered to him immediately on the arrival of

the foreign mails, to the prejudice of all other newspaper proprietors .

The claim to this privilege was based on the consistent support of

the Government by The Times. The defence of The Times was that

certain persons, who were named, in the service of the Post Office, had

extorted from the proprietors six sums of sixty guineas each by colour

and pretence of having supplied them with certain French news

papers, and furthermore that they had practised " extortions and

impositions upon divers other persons” mentioned , proprietors of

other London newspapers. Moreover, the Post Office officials were

accused of keeping back foreign mails in order to make a sale of
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their contents , and it was stated that these unwarrantable proceedings

were countenanced , abetted and approved by Mr. Freeling.

The case in due course came before the Court, and, being

undefended, the decision was given in favour of the plaintiffs, the

damages being assessed at £ 1,000 in each of the two actions.

Negotiations between the two parties had , however, preceded this

settlement. According to the P'ai atiffs' statement, a few days before

the date appointed for the hearing of the case , Mr. A. Goldsmid ,

acting for the proprietors of The Times, called upon Mr. Freeling to

express their sincere
sorrow and contrition ” for the supposed libel ,

and offering any “ concession both of public acknowledgment of the

offence and of money." Mr. Freeling's terms were that the matter

should come before the Court, in order that his character might be

vindicated. He was , however, satisfied to accept £100 as damages ;

and this amount he himself suggested should be devoted to some

charitable object . The counsel for the deſendants also undertook

that they should make " a proper and conspicuous insertion of an

apology, both in The Times and The Evening Mail, " in both of which

papers the libels had been published .

This Mr. A. Goldsmid , who acted as mediator, was the Mr.

Leopold de Rothschild of the day . With his elder brother, Benjamin,

the head of the London Jewish Community, he controlled the most

important financial firm in the City, and in all circles , general and

Jewish , at Court and among the labourers on his estate , he was always

welcome and popular on account of his kindness and of his charity

that knew neither sect nor race. By his friendship with members of

the Government on the one hand , and with the leaders of all other

circles, including the Press on the other, he was well fitted to smooth

the troubles that had arisen between the Post Office and The Times ;

and from the official papers it appears that he was as much trusted

by the authorities of the Post Office as by his friends, the Walters,

of The Times.

Three days after the decision of the Court was announced, “ a

garbled , false and injurious account” of the proceedings appeared in

The Times. The apology that had been promised was detached from

this report and inserted where it was least likely to be observed by

the reader. This garbled account alone appeared in The Evening

Mail, the apology being omitted, and on representations being made

by Mr. Freeling's solicitor, an apology was inserted some days later in

an inconspicuous position and with no reference to any name, so that

it was impossible for the ordinary reader to know to what matter it
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referred . Moreover, the proprietors of The Times paid for the

insertion of their own garbled account of the trial in the The Sun

newspaper, and prefaced it by a declaration that they had insisted that

the plaintiffs should not receive any sum unless it was to be applied to

charitable purposes. This action on the part of the defendants of

course gave still further offence to the plaintiffs, who asked that the

papers might be referred to the Attorney -General, with a view to the

taking of criminal proceedings against the Messrs . Walter.

It can well be understood that the relations between the two

parties being in this strained condition, opportunities for intercourse

were avoided . The Times accused the Post Office of wilfully delaying,

and in some instances even suppressing its foreign correspondence,

and for a long period instructed its correspondents abroad to send

their letters under cover to a mercantile firm in the City. The Post

Office, however, appears to have become acquainted with this scheme,

and to have withheld correspondence suspected of being intended for

the newspaper. In a memorial presented by Mr. John Walter, jun . ,

to the Postmasters General , complaining of the attitude of the staff

.towards him and his journal, it is related how, suspecting the Post

Office of delaying and withholding his letters , Mr. Walter accompanied

his friend's clerk one morning to the Post Office, and requested him ,

before enquiring for the correspondence for the house, to lodge a

complaint of the non -delivery of letters previously despatched from

the Continent . A quarter of an hour later, when the clerk applied in

the ordinary course for the correspondence of the day, “ it appeared that

the original charge for postage had been increased three shillings (the

difference of an additional letter) , while that which contained an

enclosure for your memorialist had been evidently foisted into the

packet." Mr. Walter suggested that the clerks in the office had been

alarmed at the complaint and had hastily replaced a letter that they

had originally intended to delay.

The difficulty in obtaining a punctual delivery, even through the

agency of the mercantile friends of The Times, being so great ,

recourse had to be had to other means. This seemed to continue

satisfactory until the Foreign Secretary, Mr. George Canning, was

surprised one morning to read in The Times some foreign intelligence

that had not yet reached him through the ordinary channels. Somewhat

annoyed , he wrote to the Postmasters General complaining of the breach

of etiquette whereby foreign intelligence was allowed to pass into the

hands of the newspaper editors before the despatches were delivered

at the Foreign Office . He was, no doubt , very much surprised to
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learn in reply that the foreign correspondence for The Times had of

late been sent under cover to one of the Under Secretaries at the

Foreign Office and even to Mr. Canning himself. On further investiga

tion it appeared that Mr. Hammond, the Under Secretary in question

was as unconscious as Mr. Canning of the use that was being made of

him , and that by an arrangement with a Foreign Office messenger

letters that were recognised as intended for The Times were stopped

and forwarded without delay to that office.

On the 27th of July, 1807 , The Times made another attack,

extending to over a page, on the Post Office, the charges on this

occasion being those of delaying and withholding correspondence, and

in its course the whole history of the dispute was related . The Post

Office officials, still sensitive to criticism , brought the matter under the

notice of the solicitor, with the view to further action , but that officer

did not find in it sufficient grounds for the institution of legal

proceedings ; and , wandering somewhat from the point submitted to

him , he volunteered the opinion that the fons et origo of the whole

dispute, the news-agency conducted by the Post Office officials, although

receiving official sanction , did not seem very properly to belong to

the functions of the office. The only direct result of this further

attack by The Times was an affidavit by the members of the staff

of the Post Office denying the charges preferred against them .

ALBERT M. Hyausox .
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A Holiday in Sunny Greece.

O one brought up in Western Europe, how strange all

things appear in the light of an Eastern sun ! Buildings ,

costumes, manners , speech, all are strange . After

travelling through France, Italy , and the Ionian Islands ,

I found myself once more in Sunny Greece, after an absence of fifteen

years. But what a change from the surroundings of a London office !

I stood on the ancient Hill of Munichia , on the outskirts of Piræus.

Stretched before me was the fertile plain of Attica with the noble city

of Athens and its splendid buildings. Some distance beyond were

the purple steeps of Mount Hymettus and the white marble slopes of

Mount Pendelicus. To the East in the Bay of Phaleron were

anchored His Majesty's battleships Formidable and Hermione, and

farther on were French and Russian cruisers lying alongside each

other in the Piræus harbour. To the South were seen the islands of

Hydra , Ægina, and Salamis. Towering over Salamis Bay was

Xerxes' Seat , from whose rocky heights the would be conqueror of

Greece saw his mighty fleet annihilated .

My journey from London to Athens had occupied ten days , but of

these, two were passed in Paris, one in Turin , one in the Italian

Riviera, and two in Corfu . On the voyage from Brindisi to Corfu ,

the Italian steamer called in at Santa Quaranta in Albania , and a few

mail bags were taken ashore by the Turkish officials. These mails

are subsequently carried on mules to Janina in Epirus.

Corfu is a delightful island . Traces of the British occupation are

to be seen in every direction , and English beer-houses and tobacconists

shops are arranged along the quay. I was surprised to see the natives

heartily enjoying a game of cricket , which has been introduced by the

officers of our navy . The British admiral of the Eastern division of

the Mediterranean fleet is a Corfiote, and thirty men- of-war were

anchored off Corfu during my stay there. Fruit is abundant here ;

and for twopence one can purchase four or five pounds of delicious

grapes . Olives are plentiful ; and the drive to the Achilleion , the

magnificent palace built by the late Empress of Austria, is right

through miles of olive groves.

Between Corſu and Patras we passed Ithaca, or the Isle of

Ulysses , and the large island of Cephalonia. At the entrance to the

U
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Gulf of Corinth , nearly opposite Patras, is the town of Missolonghi,

where Byron died in 1824. The heart of the poet lies buried here ,

but his body, I believe, was taken to England .*

Patras was formerly the most important port of Greece ; but its

place has now been taken by Piræus. The Apostle St. Andrew was

crucified by the Romans in Patras ; and the inhabitants aver that his

bones lie below the ancient church ; but a Scotch tradition has it

that Regulus, one of St. Andrew's disciples, carried the bones to

St. Andrews in Fife. Hence St. Andrew became the patron saint of

Scotland . The most of the surrounding country here is given over to

the cultivation of the grapes for the currant industry. The Patras

Post Office is a strange building ; and one looks in vain for an entrance

or for a public counter. Stamps are sold at small windows looking on

to the pavement, which , owing to the leisurely manner of the assistant,

is often blocked with people waiting to be served . There are stamps

sold here to the value of one-tenth of a penny for inland purposes.

Midway between Patras and Athens is the ancient city of Corinth .

Passengers are besieged here , as in Athens , by natives selling spurious

antiquities . The famous Corinth Canal is crossed by a bridge 170

feet above the water, and from the train one can obtain a splendid

view from one end to the other, so straight is the cut . The journey

from Patras to Athens usually takes eight hours, but the rate of

travelling is very slow. In fact, if you miss a train by five minutes or

so in this part of the globe, there is no need to become excited . All

you require to do is to run after the train for a short distance, and you

will be successful in overtaking it .

It always astonishes visitors arriving in Piræus to find so many

Britishers in evidence . There is a flourishing Scotch colony here,

founded by my grandfather, the late Sir John MacDowall, whose

engineering and shipbuilding works and steamship company give

employment to a thousand men under Scotch foremen . The Greeks,

however, have come to the front of late, and on the railway, where at

one time all the officials were British , only one is left ; and he is the

head manager.

The first thing to attract one's attention in Greece is the

picturesque native costume. The mountaineers and farmers still

retain the ancient Albanian costume, known as the “ fustinellos ," a

white kilt made of thin white linen arranged in layers of folds, and an

ornamented braided jacket , and, although the carrying of fire-arms is

Byron's body rests in the family vault in the village church of Hucknall , near

Newstead .-ED .
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prohibited, nearly every man carries a revolver or a knife. These

weapons are too commonly used in Greece, and during an election

scarcely a night passes but one or two men are shot dead. One such

riot took place recently while my brother was looking out of his office

window. Within five minutes from the start of the quarrel two men

were shot and carried away to be buried.

A Greek funeral is an interesting but mournful sight . As the
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GREEK NATIVE IN THE FUSTINELLOS.

procession passes, every man uncovers and stands bare-headed in

silent reverence. First comes an old man bearing the cross ; then a

number of bare-headed boys chanting dolefully ; then the priests

dressed in long black flowing robes, and immediately behind them is

the coffin borne on the shoulders of four men. The rear is brought

up by the relatives and by a number of old women whose duty it is to

wail at the graveside. The lid of the coffin is not nailed down as in
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this country ; but the corpsë is always exposed to view, being slightly

raised and usually covered with flowers.

The salary of a British Civil Servant is a princely one compared

with that of his confrère in Greece , and until a few years ago such a

privilege as an annual holiday was quite unknown ; but now a week or

ten days can be obtained without pay. Very few Greeks, however,

are paid good wages in their own country ; and one will be surprised

to hear that skilled engineers receive only sixteen shillings a week ,

firemen on board steamers a little more than half that sum, and dock

labourers a shilling a day, working from morning till night . Roast

beef and mutton are therefore great luxuries to the working people,

who require in the summer to content themselves with grapes and

bread for breakfast, the same for dinner and the same for supper, with
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ACROPOLIS AND ZAPPION , ATHENS.

halva, " a sweetmeat made of almonds and honey, instead of grapes

in the winter.

Part of my time was passed wandering among the ancient ruins of

Athens ; and, although I have seen many beautiful modern buildings in

the different countries I have visited, not one appeared so beautiful to

me as the Parthenon , whose noble remains rise through the pellucid

air of Attica amid a scene whose every spot is classic ground. Indeed ,

it would be difficult to look upon a fairer scene than that of the

massive rock of the Acropolis with the graceful ruins of the far -famed

Parthenon . The Acropolis is a tremendous mass of rock 500 feet in

length , and is joined by a neck of hill to the Areopagus or Mars Hill

where St. Paul preached to the men of Athens. It was here that the

earliest settlement of Athens was made. The Parthenon is on the

south side of the Acropolis and is entirely of white marble from the
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neighbouring quarries of Mount Pendelicus. It was designed by

Ictinus and completed in the year. 438 B.C., during the reign of

Pericles. The construction of the temple was so perfect that it would

still have been standing in its entirety but for the unfortunate

bombardment of the Turks in 1687 by the Venetians, when a cannon

ball exploded the Turkish powder magazine and reduced the middle

Henry toward
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of the Parthenon to ruins. From the south-west corner of the

Acropolis one looks down upon the ruins of the Odeium or Theatre of

Herodes Atticus, built by him in honour of his wife Regilla. This

differed from the other ancient theatres in having a roof of cedar wood .

Among other beautiful ruins to be seen in Athens are those of the

Theseion or Temple of Theseus and Hadrian's Arch and Temple .

The only place of note which appears to have been restored to its

former grandeur is the Stadium , where the great Greek athletic

meetings were held . In ancient times , when completed by Herodes
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Atticus, the seats of marble had sitting capacity for 40,000 spectators,

but the newly completed rows of fresh white marble, rising tier upon

tier, accommodate over 60,000.

All good things come to an end sooner or later, and it seemed a

great hardship to come back to London, but the beauties of the places

passed on my return trip viâ the Lakes of Como, Lugano , and Lucerne,

were some consolation to me. My trip lasted six weeks, but during

that time I managed to see seven or eight different countries and

several thousand miles of Europe.

R.L.O. JAMES RUSSELL.
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An old time Instruction for an

Irish Sub -Office.

K HAVE before me the instructions issued on the opening

of a Sub -Office (non -money order) in the Co. Donegal,

served from another sub -office. The document-a

rather lengthy printed one-does not bear a date but

it must have been issued in the forties or very early fifties, and it is

signed “ P. Urquhart, Surveyor," the gentleman who preceded the

late Anthony Trollope in the Surveyorship of the Northern District of

Ireland . As in many respects the instructions form a striking contrast

to those of the present day, I have thought that a description of

some of the clauses, quaint and peculiar as they are, may not be

uninteresting to the readers of St. Martin's.

It is directed that a " pane on hinges " shall be provided through

which letters can be delivered to and those to be posted can be

received from the public “ without admitting persons to the office.”

From this it would appear that the question of shelter for the public

was not thought worthy of consideration ; rather, indeed , would it

seem to have been provided against , because permission to provide

such accommodation, even had he been disposed to do so, does not

appear to have been given to the Sub-Postmaster. Similarly the

advantages of a horizontal aperture as compared with a perpendicular

had not been discovered, as one " of an upright shape six inches long

and one and a half inches wide " appears to have been the official idea

of perfection at that time. Postage stamps also had not advanced far

in official favour nor was their use encouraged , the Sub - Postmaster

being instructed that “ if parties wish labels on their letters you can

sell them and let the senders put them on , but you are not permitted

to substitute labels when the postage is handed to you in
money,

but

must mark the sum so received on the letter. ” Of course it would

have been wrong to substitute stamps after the postage had been so

marked, but as their use would have tended to reduce account

keeping—now stamps are actually used in accounting for postal

evenue by attaching them to the “ letter bill docket” and obliterating

them—it is difficult to understand why their being used in the manner

stated was not encouraged rather than forbidden .

A Sub-Postmaster, though holding an appointment as such , was

not thereby entitled to sell stamps. He was obliged to procure a
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licence to do so, and having procured it he was directed always to

keep “ a supply " on hand, It is evident from this that credit stocks

were not then given . It occurs to me that one of the reasons why

“ labels ” were not then popular in official circles may have been

the fact that there was no perforation between the stamps to admit of

their being torn off: the plan of perforating had not then been thought

of, and scissors had to be used to cut from the sheets whatever

number' was required. I well remember that this was necessary in

1855.; and, I believe , for some years afterwards,

A list of foreign countries with rates of postage is given , but, strange

to say, there is no information whatever as to the date of departure or

arrival of any foreign mail. In view of the International Postal Union

of the present this list presents some strange contrasts and anomalies.

Letters for the majority of European countries were sent through

France, and the weight for a single rate was a quarter ounce only. I

may mention that it is specially explained that while a letter for any

part of the British dominion or any foreign country " not through

France " does not become chargeable with a higher rate unless it

exceeds the weight specified by turning the scale , yet " according to

the French system , if it reach the weight named, it instantly becomes

liable to the increased rate . " Then as to the postage, the rates vary

from rod . in the case of France, Belgium , Holland , Prussia, &c. , to

is , 9d. in the case of “ Tuscany and the two Sicilies. ” But strange to

say, while to Portugal and Spain the postage viâ France is also iod . ,

viá Southampton - conveyance presumably by a British Packet—it is

is . 9d. and 25. 2d , respectively. Then while to the United States the

charge is is . , to Canada, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia it is is . ad .

It is somewhat remarkable also to find that in a further list of places

“ to which there are no regular packets,” several of our colonies, viz:

Australia , Cape of Good Hope, Mauritius, St. Helena, Van Diemen's

Land, &c. , are included . The postage to these places was Sd . ,

doubtless the " private ship ” rate.

The fee for registering an inland or foreign letter was is.

To send a private communication in a newspaper for inland trans

mission was evidently considered a very heinous offence, as the penalty

was “ to charge the paper with three times the sum to which it would

be liable as a letter according to weight.” Of course the paper was

then to be sealed , At this time all newspapers bore the old red

stamp impressed on the paper (when blank) by the Inland Revenue

authorities, and this stamp entitled them to free inland transmission ,

no matter how frequently re-posted, within a certain period. I think
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the limit was thirty days. The stamp also secured important

advantages as regards foreign transmission : the instructions contain a

list of no less than fifty foreign countries and places to which news

papers could be sent free, the only condition being that they must be

posted within seven days of publication . To other places, however,

the charge was ad . each . There were no supplements in those days .

The revenue derivable from fees for late posting was closely looked

after. It was specially pointed out that the Sub-Postmaster had no

discretionary power to take in a letter without the late fee after the

prescribed time for closing the receiver, and that " it would be as

culpable for him to do so as to withhold any other part of the revenue

for which he was responsible . ” The letter box was to be "closed

with a slide at the hours laid down , and which was not to be removed

till the mail was sealed . ” The slide was to be carefully constructed

“ in such manner as to prevent a letter being posted while it was on ,

and should be nearly on a line with the aperture through which the

letters are dropped into the box." The concluding portion of this

instruction appears to me to require some elucidation .

“ The mail bag must be always securely tied and bear a plain

impression of the seal of your office on the string.” This rule was

strangely insufficient as, at least in cases where a single ply of cord

was used , it would have been possible to have observed a strict

compliance with it , and yet to leave the contents of the bag quite

insecure. By putting the seal on such portion of the string as would

have left the knot exposed, the latter could have been unfastened and

the bag opened, afterwards the string could have been tied as before.

It would be interesting to know what subsequent period elapsed before

it was discovered that it would have been safer to have had the seal

always placed on the knot !

Sub - Postmasters were not permitted to deliver letters that had

been posted locally for their own delivery until they had been first sent

to their head office “ that they might be stamped there. ” In the

majority of cases a delay of a day and sometimes of two days must

have resulted from this regulation , the principal reason for which,

doubtless, was to secure that the postage of such letters should be

duly charged against the delivering office. Evidently, it was not

considered prudent to entrust to Sub-Postmasters the duty of bringing

such postage to account . It may, I think, be concluded that many

and bitter complaints must have arisen from what was doubtless con

sidered by the public a senseless and unnecessary practice.

On Sundays, the office was to be open as on week-days , " except
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from a quarter of an hour before the commencement, until a quarter

of an hour after the termination of Divine Service ." It would appear

from this to have been assumed, not only that places of worship were

always at a convenient distance from the post office, but that the great

majority of the people attended them ; and it may be further observed

regarding this rule , that it possesses a distinction which renders it

unique amongst those of the Department, seeing it provides that the

duration of an official closing shall be determined by the length of a

sermon !

The Sub- Postmaster was informed that he was exempt from

serving on a jury, or inquest, or in the Militia.

He was strictly prohibited from voting for a member of Parliament.

For breaking this rule a smart penalty was to be inflicted, viz ., the loss

of his office and a fine of £ 100.

By a Treasury Minute of 18th March, 1836, “ it is ordered that no

one shall hold a situation in the Post Office who is a member of an

Orange Lodge, or of any political society excluding persons of a

different religious faith , using secret signs and symbols, and acting by

means of associated branches.”

The following is the last prohibition ; and I think I may claim that

it justifies me in saying that the “ instructions ” which form the subject

of this paper were for an Irish office, and also the conclusion that they

were for use only in Ireland : it is , that “ no person shall be appointed

a Sub -Postmaster or continued in office who is a member, or

subscribes to the funds, of the Association for the Repeal of the Union " !

R. S. SMYTH
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• Leave. ”

(With the Compliments of the Season .)

SHAKE off, shake off the City dust

That hangs upon your heavy tread,

Leave office gloom and ledger must,

And seek sweet wood and field instead.

Seek wood and mountain, fresh and rare,

Seek wide expanse of earth and sky,

And leave behind the stony glare,

Or grey cloud-smoke that dulls the eye.

Leave pen and parchment, book and rule ,

Leave form and antique precedent ,

Leave blotting-pad and desk and stool ,

Leave little hope and discontent ;

And stand upon the mountain top,

The furthest blue horizon scan,

Then low in deepest valley drop,

Where Flora empire holds with Pan ;

Or send the flying pedal round ,

Read stones and finger-posts all day ;

Or scorning Tellus' firmer ground,

Assault old Neptune's foamy sway.

And as the Pisgah -view you scan ,

Or drive through watery fields your share ,

Pray to the Power that made you man ,

And praying, let this be your prayer :

“ O Thou, whatever name is Thine,

Or what the part of Thee I know

I do acknowledge Thee divine,

And read Thee in thy works below.
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“ Behind I've left the narrow tread ,

The formal service of the year ;

And here, where Thou art overhead ,

Seen , tho' unseen , tho' distant, near,

“ The spirit of these wider days,

The sweeter music that they make,

I pray to find in all my ways ,

Throughout the duller year to take ;

“ That when confined to narrow walls ,

I cope with narrow tasks alone,

And loud the voice of Duty calls ,

Severe compulsion in its tone,

“ To narrow tasks, no narrow mind,

No formal service, may I bring,

But in small task great truth may find,

The hidden soul of everything.

“ Such spirit grant meas may give

This time a new-creative grace ,

That I a broader life may live,

And run a fleeter, nobler race.

“ Thus would I consecrate these hours

To nobler thoughts for all the rest,

And to the broadening of my powers

To find each common duty blest.”

A.G.D. G. 1. P.
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Three Post Office Reports.

M

CANADA.

ACAULAY began his review of Dr. Nares's “ Burleigh and

his Times ” by recording the weight, cubic contents, and

the number of pages of the book, and so enabled his

readers to compare and contrast it with other works. It

is unnecessary to state the weight, or cubic contents of the report of

the Postmaster General of Canada ; but to enable our readers to

compare it with the report of our Postmaster General it may be

mentioned that the report itself is contained in twenty pages , and that

there are twelve appendices, varying from 4 to 165 pages in length .

Altogether the book contains more than 500 closely printed pages .

Many of the appendices , however, are filled with details which seem

to us of comparatively little importance ; nearly 140 pages , for instance,

are occupied by a list of non -accounting offices with columns showing

the revenue derived from each office, and the salary of the Postmaster .

At many of these offices the revenue for the year did not amount to

ten dollars, which appears to be the minimum annual salary of a

Postmaster. We suppose all these details serve some purpose, but we

may perhaps be allowed to doubt whether that purpose is a useful

one.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

On June 30th , 1903 , there were 10,150 post offices in the

Dominion , and the number of letters and other articles posted during

the year, which ended on that day, was estimated as follows :

Letters ... 235,791,000

Postcards 26,646,000

Registered Letters 5,470,000

Free Letters 8,152,000

Third class mail matter 46,794,000

Fourth class 3,743,000

Closed parcels for United Kingdom

and other countries 47,740

These figures show an increase of 192 post offices and of 22,163,000

letters as compared with the previous year. The increase in the

number of letters was at the rate of 10 per cent . , of registered

letters 9-9 per cent. , and of registered packets and merchandise

10 per cent .

Contracts for the mail service to the number of 671 were let by
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tender, and 178.4 miles of additional railway were utilized for mail

purposes during the year. In connection with these contracts it is

noticed that in one instance the frequency of the mail service has been

improved from six times a year to once a month ; in two instances

from monthly to fortnightly ; in five from fortnightly to weekly ; and

in twenty-eight from weekly to semi-weekly. There are still some

offices in the Dominion which only receive six mails in twelve months.

The net postal revenue for the year was 4,366,127 dols . , and as

the expenditure was 3,970,859 dols . , there was a surplus of

395,268 dols. In the previous year the surplus was only 5,109 dols .

and for several years before 1902 there had been large deficits .

During the year 1,196,563 postal notes of the aggregate value of

2,046,094 dols. were paid . The number of money orders issued was

1,668,705 and their aggregate value was 26,868,202 dols . All these

figures show an increase over the figures for the previous year. There

is a large interchange of money orders between Canada and the

United States and they are now paid in both countries without the

intervention of exchange offices, an arrangement “ which has proved

a very great success,” but has not yet been extended to the United

Kingdom . In the Post Office Savings Bank there were 231,619

deposits amounting 10 12,060,825 dols . ; the withdrawals amounted to

11,379,756 dols.; interest to the amount of 1,254,048 dols. was

credited to the depositors, and the year ended with 167,023 open

accounts with 44,255,326 dols. to their credit .

Undelivered letters in Canada are dealt with in what is still called

the Dead Letter Branch and nearly twelve pages of an appendix to

the report are filled with descriptions of the contents of these letters.

Here are entered : a bar tender's certificate, four catchalls, a coffin

plate, eight dolls, two elk teeth , five fascinators, one force, two insects ,

one Malta vita, one piano, one potato, one snake skin , one tump line,

and one yeast cake . We plead guilty to ignorance of the nature of

some of these articles , and we wonder if it is necessary to print so

detailed a record , as is contained in these twelve pages. If the people

of Canada have a taste for statistical information the Postmaster

General of the Dominion does his best to gratify them .

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

The report of the Postmaster General of the Cape of Good Hope

is as full and interesting as its predecessors. In reviewing the previous

report we referred to the tendency of the postal expenditure of the

Colony to outpace the revenue . In the year 1902 there was a
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surplus of £62,677 ; last year the surplus dwindled to £8,845 , and

the report shows that this surplus would not have existed but for the

fact that , in the absence of parliamentary sanction to the estimates,

all improvements in the classification of the staff as well as other

salary adjustments (except in the lower ranks) have been in abeyance,

that many vacancies have not been filled, and expenditure has been

curbed in other directions. The postal receipts for the year 1903

were slightly in excess of those for 1902 , but the telegraphic receipts

fell off by £66,000 . Without venturing to prophecy Sir Somerset

French does not regard the immediate financial future of the Colony

as hopeful and is, we presume, preparing the Government for a

probable deficit in 1904. We sympathise with the Postmaster General

himself, and with the Colonial Treasury, but our keenest sympathies

are with the officers of the Department who have not received their

due increments , nor been promoted to vacancies which they hoped

to fill.

Sir Somerset French points out the need of caution in extending

postal and telegraphic facilities. The Colony, he says, has Imperial

penny postage, an inland penny postage, which the Australian

Commonwealth has not attained, a shilling telegraph rate covering an

average distance more than twice as great as the average British

distance, and a telephone service in which the rates are lower than in

London. He adds, we presume as a warning to the Colony, that the

sixpenny British rate involves a loss of some hundreds of thousands a

year. We will not , however, pursue this melancholy subject but

content ourselves with hoping that brighter days are in store for Cape

Colony and its Post Office.

There are now 1,003 post offices in the Colony, an increase of

forty during the year. The numbers of main and branch posts also

show increases. Posts are conveyed by cart , tram , horse, on foot, by

ox cart, boat, camel and bicycle as well as by railway. The camel

post in the district of Gordonia works satisfactorily, and the herd

consists of a bull and four cows . Motor cars have been tried on one

route but were withdrawn after a few months in consequence of the

difficulty of getting repairs done locally. The Postmaster General is ,

however, willing to give suitable cars a trial provided the contractor

will agree to replace them by horse and cart whenever they are

temporarily disabled . Four accidents to post carts are noticed, and

if these are all that occurred we think, considering the condition of

many of the roads in the Colony, the record is satisfactory.

From October ist , 1903 , the contract time for the voyages of the
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steamers carrying the mails between the mother country and South

Africa was reduced by five hours , and is now fixed at sixteen days ,

fifteen hours, with a grace allowance of twelve hours. In no case was

this limit exceeded ; the fastest passage in the year was in December

when the Walmer Castle made the voyage from Southampton to Cape

Town in fifteen days , twenty-three hours, seventeen minutes . It is

estimated that during the year 6,360,000 letters and postcards, and

3,950,000 other articles , excluding parcels, were sent to the United

Kingdom . No mail was sent during the year to Tristan d'Acunha ; a

mail was despatched in December, 1902 , and it was intended to send

another in January, 1904. In February, 1903 , H.M.S. Thrush

brought from the island a mail consisting of twenty -seven letters.

The total number of letters, and other articles despatched from

post offices in Cape Colony and Basutoland and during the year was

as follows :

Letters 44,086,478

Postcards (halfpenny) 724,413

(penny) 497,614

Newspapers 11,062,532

Book and sample packets ... 3,609,652

Parcels 605,735
...

Grand Total ... 60,586,424

The money orders increased during the year 9.6 per cent . in

number and 4:6 per cent. in amount . The increase in the number of

postal notes issued was at the rate of 1'3 per cent . but their value

decreased 1'5 per cent. In the Post Office Savings Bank the deposits

were £2,262,759 and the withdrawals £2,417,691 . There was a

substantial decrease of business during the year but this is attributed

to the cessation of the war during which there was an abnormal

development of deposits and withdrawals.

There are now 528 telegraph offices (315 departmental and 213

railway) in the Colony. During the year 194 miles of new lines were

erected and there are now 7,812 miles of line belonging to the post

office ; 3,946,619 messages of all descriptions were forwarded and

4,038,296 messages were received ; the total telegraph revenue was

£260,898 . These figures show decreases as compared with the

previous year. The telephone receipts, however, show an increase of

48,066 and amounted to £36,397 during the year.

In the report of the Acting Government Electrician (Appendix 4 )

there is an account of a fatal electrical accident, said , and we hope
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correctly, to be of a most unusual description. At the end of

October a leakage occurred from the tramway system at East London ;

and owing to a series of coincidences the electric current from the

tramway was communicated by various pipes to the bath in a house,

and a person using the bath completed the circuit through his body

by touching another pipe connected to the earth and was killed . In

view of the electrification of the tramways in London , and elsewhere,

we trust that such a series of coincidences will not recur.

MALTA .

The Postmaster General of Malta modestly refrains from describing

as a report the “ Postal Statistics ” of the offices under his control ,

but he furnishes in a volume of fifty pages a large amount of

information from which we gather that the postal department made

good progress during the year ended March 31st, 1903. The total

revenue was £21,360 and the expenditure was £ 13,951 , so that the

surplus amounted to £7,409 as compared with £3,910 in the previous

year. Owing to the issue of new postage stamps bearing the King's

effigy the cost of manufacture was £ 1,093 , but there was a large

demand for these stamps by collectors in Malta, and elsewhere , and

the sales showed an increase of £3,004 over the previous year. This

increase was chiefly in halfpenny, penny, fourpenny and shilling stamps ;

there was a large falling off in the sales of farthing stamps as well as

in stamps of some other denominations.

During the year 6,344 mails, consisting of 14,611 bags and 929

packages, were received , and 3,953 mails, consisting of 6,023 bags and

1,393 packages were despatched . The ordinary correspondence

received and despatched was estimated as follows:

Letters 3,278,600

Postcards 314,860

Printed matter
1,199,085

Parcels (actual number) 73,494

.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.
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Total 4,866,039

As compared with the previous year letters decreased 8:65 per cent .

and printed matter 41 ° 72 per cent.; on the other hand postcards

increased 32'27 per cent. and parcels 12-14 per cent. The increase

in postcards is ascribed to the greater use of pictorial cards. The

average numbers of letters, postcards, printed matter and parcels to

W
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each person were 17:43 , 1:67 , 6-37 and 0-39 respectively. There were

46,393 registered packets received and 77,306 despatched .

The London and Continental mails are now delivered at 7 a.m.,

and the hour of closing the outgoing mails has been extended from 7

to 8 p.m. In the Money Order Branch 4,811 money orders and

82,530 postal orders were issued , and 6,927 money orders and 29,364

postal orders were paid. The amount of these orders was £ 101,768 ,

or more than £4,200 less than in the previous year , although the

number of orders increased by over 16,000 .
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On the Rocks at Bolt Tail.

on

T was a bright afternoon at the end of May ; and in

Plymouth , where the " Lady Hudson Kinahan ” had

called on her way from Dublin to London Docks , the

sun beat down almost fiercely. Three fellow -passengers,

who had been enjoying an early taste of summer in Cornwall, had

taken refuge from the oppressive heat by courting the cooling breeze

an electric car running to Saltash , had duly admired Brunel's

magnificent viaduct by which the Great Western Railway crosses the

Tamar, had stopped to sample some delicious Devonshire cream , and ,

after a lingering survey of the panorama of Plymouth Sound to be

seen from the Hoe, found themselves once more aboard the steamer.

The cargo is still being loaded . So we watch the various men -of

war scattered about the bay, and beguile the time of waiting by

discussing the chances of success of the night attack which we learn is

about to be made by a torpedo flotilla . At last we are about to start .

One by one the ropes are cast off from their moorings on the quay.

We hear the rumble of the machinery as the propeller begins to

revolve . The " telegraph ” to the engine room gives its characteristic

“ ring ” as its dial indicates the skipper's instructions to the man of

steam , the rudder chains rattle as the man at the wheel guides the

1,300 ton boat ; and soon we have the breakwater on our starboard

bow. After a hasty meal we hurry up on deck, take a parting glance

at the Hoe with Smeaton's lighthouse conspicuous — an undying

monument to the daring of a resourceful engineer — a final look

towards Mount Edgcumbe, and its shore honeycombed with masked

batteries, and, as we reflect that we are making our way through

channels freely strewn with mines, feel thankful that here at least ,

whatever may be the case in far off Eastern waters , peace and security

prevail. As we leave the breakwater behind us, and see the great

war vessels , one by one, grow gradually smaller, and England's grand

fortress in the West becomes little more than a dim outline, there

comes to us that sense of freedom on the open water which only

those who love the sea can feel afloat . We fancy Byron must have

enjoyed some such scene when he wrote

“ O'er the glad waters of the dark blue sea ,

Our thoughts as boundless and our souls as free

Far as the breeze can bear, the billows foam ,

Survey our Empire and behold our Home.”
99
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The sky is clear and the sea calm , so drawing our deck chairs

together we watch and admire the slowly setting sun . We are about

ten or a dozen miles out of Plymouth when one of our number calls

attention to the sudden and sharply defined haze right ahead ; and

soon we find ourselves om etely surrounded by fog. It is not very

thick and one can see every part of the vessel distinctly. We listen

for the hideous but necessary sound of the horn , but listen in vain .

Something has gone wrong ; and we find a little group watching the

efforts of the engineers to remedy matters.

A little later we notice that a is heaving the log ;

and as we see the line run out with its knots one by one, we recall the

stories of our almost forgotten youth , of ancient sailing boats in the

good old days— " eighteen fathoms sir ," says the man— " that's all

right,” comments a passenger, but another more cautious points out

that water may be shallow further ahead. We stroll back towards our

chairs, but before settling down we peer just a little anxiously into the

curious grey mist which hangs persistently round about, though all is

clear overhead . The steamer is now going dead slow ; and all seems

strangely quiet on this calm sea . We seem to be so utterly alone,

quite out of touch with the world , when suddenly a huge shadow

towers above us . Together we exclaim “ what's that,” and then we

feel a sudden bump, scarcely a shock ; but something is wrong we

know.

Hastening forward we find the bow out of the water wedged

on a rocky shelf. Around us are small jagged rocks, and some

forty or fifty yards away the cliff rises almost perpendicularly to a height

of perhaps one hundred and fifty or two hundred feet. We are

ashore at Bolt Tail, near Salcombe. Then we think of the passengers.

We know there are about thirty, including some half a dozen ladies ;

and in addition seventeen French seamen , bound for Cherbourg , are

with us as deckdeck passengers.

Is the tide rising or falling, we anxiously enquire , knowing that with

a rising tide there is a chance of the vessel floating off if not too badly

damaged. The most contradictory opinions are expressed . Then

we feel a little comforted that so many extra seamen are on board ;

but, alas , that comfort is short-lived ; for we find these gentlemen

securely enveloped in all the lifebelts within reach . Soon , however

others are supplied from the cabins , and every one is provided for.

Meanwhile, frantic efforts are being made to get the ship’s boats

ready. The ropes seem stiff and hard , and after what appears to be
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an endless time, the four boats are ready swung over the side for

lowering .

It was nearly nine when we struck, and now, an hour later, the

captain , finding all attempts to get the vessel off the rocks unsuccess

ful, sends up a couple of rockets. How intently we watch those

rockets and wonder whether they will be seen . The sea so far has

been perfectly calm , and the fog has disappeared ; but we know

that, should any swell come up, the boat will probably become a

wreck . We have not long to wait, however, for in about a quarter of

an hour a rocket shoots up from the shore , and a bright magnesium

light burning steadily on the top of the cliff tells us that friends are

not far off.
Next we hear and see the signals summoning the life

boat crew. They live in a somewhat scattered district , but we feel

reassured to know that they are on their way.

Presently we see a boat coming through the darkness. It is not

the lifeboat, but a coastguard boat hailing us . They learn the name

of our ship and her destination , and then wait close by in case of

need . There is another long interval . Some of our passengers are

invalids who have taken the voyage to strengthen their nerves and

woo back fickle health . These begin to get anxious, and have to be

reassured. The stronger passengers vie with each other in explaining

that there can be no possible danger, the sea is so calm and help close at

hand. Meanwhile a kindly steward has provided tea, and , soon after

this has been disposed of, a large boat is seen approaching. There can

be no doubt about it , the lifeboat has come. As the twelve stalwart

rowers pull the boat alongside, and hail us with an accent which is

unmistakably that of Devon, we cannot but feel something of a thrill

of mingled pride and gratitude. Grateful we are to the sturdy fellows

who are ready to rescue us if the need should arise, and proud of them

as men of the sea, handy men , who are always to be found where

danger is suspected , and more than willing to exert themselves and

even risk their lives for the sake of their fellow countrymen . “ Shall

we stand by," shouts the cox . “ Yes ," says the captain . " If the

swell comes on we shall want you.” So half an hour goes by. It is

still hoped that the boat will float on the rising tide unless too badly

damaged ; but presently an ugly grating sound is heard on the rocks

beneath . The vessel shivers from stem to stern . We begin to feel

a little anxious, but explain to the nervous passengers that this

may be a good sign , perhaps the tide is lifting her. She gives

another litti : shudder, and , as if to belie our words, the captain ,

finding it impracticable to lower the gangway, has given orders for
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the large iron doors in the ship's side through which the cargo is

usually passed to be opened , and the passengers to be taken off in

the lifeboat.

The lifeboat rule, women and children first , ” is acted on

instinctively. There is no hurry. Everyone is as deliberate as

though he were going to church or making his will. There is

a bit of a swell on now, and the lifeboat, rising and falling

with the sea, approaches and recedes from the vessel. It is

necessary to watch one's opportunity. The passenger stands on the

edge of the steamer's side, steadied by one of the crew, a lifeboat

man below holds out his arms, and , as the boat swings in towards

the vessel, shouts " jump " ; and thus one by one the ladies are

safely embarked . Then one of the male passengers who is slightly

lame is assisted gently into the boat and the other passengers are

directed to get in , until the boat can take no more . Just as

the lifeboat, the “ Alexander," is about to push off, a fine Irish

terrier belonging to one of the lady passengers gives a despairing

yelp to call attention to his forlorn condition . It touches the heart

of one of the crew of the “ Alexander," and at his earnest request

the dog is thrown into the boat . The crew and stewards are still left

on the ship— “ we will come back again ” shouts the coxswain ; and at

last we find ourselves making for the shore. Our destination , about a

mile away, is , we learn , called Hope Cove. Never, we think, was a

place more appropriately named .

In response to our inquiries we are told that our steamer is in

an extremely precarious position , and that if the swell continues she

is very likely to founder. “ Pull whites - pull blues , " bawls the cox

to his crew, then "vast pulling ” ; and we realise that the oars on

each side of the boat are coloured in order to facilitate its manage

ment. There are more than forty of us in the boat , and there is

little room to spare for the rowers, but we gradually find ourselves

nearer and nearer to the beach . In the distance we can dimly sce

figures awaiting us at the water's edge, and, when the boat finally

comes to a stop in shallow water some three feet deep, we look

askance for a moment at the water, and are not pleased at the

prospect of wading to dry land . But soon a number of sturdy

Devonshire men wade out to meet us , and we gladly avail ourselves

of their proferred assistance to ride on their backs beyond the reach

of the tide . The lifeboat starts once more for the steamer, from

which , in the meantime, the French seamen have departed with all

their boxes and other impedimenta in one of the ship's boats
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We who are left on the shore have now plenty of opportunity

to realise our position . At first the outlook is not very cheering. We

are safe we know, and for that we are thankful , but none of us has

been able to bring away any of his belongings, and it is nearly mid

night and a strange place.

First of all the passengers are persuaded to form up in line, are

duly counted , and their names taken , so that we may know if any are

missing. Then we look around to see what next is to be done. We

find that practically the whole population of the neighbouring village

has turned out to greet us, including the mothers with their babes in

their arms. We learn that we are six miles from Kingsbridge station ,

and that the next train will leave in nine and a haif hours time ; but

there is a little inn not far off, and thither some of the passengers

wend their way while others remain on the beach to await the return

of the lifeboat.

In the hostelry we find cheery hospitality from the landlord and

his good lady, who make us heartily welcome. We are many, but

they promise to do all in their power to give us warmth and shelter .

Having rendered “ first aid ” to one passenger whose injured knee has

suffered in his journey to the shore, we sally forth once more to seek

news of the lifeboat. It is after one o'clock before the boat returns,

and then we are surprised to hear that assisted by the coastguard by

ineans of a kedge anchor, the steamer has got off the rocks. She is

leaking somewhat, but by dint of working the pumps the captain is

confident of being able to return to Plymouth , some eighteen miles

away.

Some of us elect to go back to the steamer and to our luggage

and return to Plymouth. Others prefer the solid comforts of dry

land . So we return to Plymouth , whence we started , convoyed by a

powerful tug which has been sent to our assistance ; and soon after

the day breaks we find ourselves in dock with our adventure ended .

W. HUMPHRIS WINNY.
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Reminiscences of Telegraph Service.
Imagination fondly stoops to trace

ST is now thirty-four years since the transfer of the

telegraphs to the State, and the staff taken over have

become a comparatively small , and rapidly diminishing

I happen to be one of this " Old Brigade" ; and

it has occurred to me that some recollections of the service in the

days of my youth may interest a newer generation .

Distance is said to lend enchantment to the view ; and in this case

it has probably thrown a veil of romance over conditions which in

truth were decidedly penurious and squalid . Romance, indeed !

There wasn't really much romance about a twelve hours duty at

twelve shillings per week , with the prospect of becoming, after many

years, if you were fortunate , passing rich on seventy or eighty pounds

a year. Yet , somehow, the service attracted. Its novelty, and

perhaps mystery, drew some, and the prospect of frequent change of

scene, others ; for, whether from necessity or design , the old

companies certainly kept their operators on the move. I think it was

the latter bait which attracted me — it couldn't well have been the

remuneration . I have always been a bit disposed towards a vagabond

life - of course I mean this in a strictly “ roving ” sense. A passion

for seeing fresh places led me, when a youngster, to exploit every town ,

village, and hamlet , within the scope of my locomotive powers ; and

well I remember :

“ How oft my slice of pocket store consumed ,

Still hungering, penniless , and far from home,

I fed on scarlet hips and stoney haws."

No crisp bank note I have ever possessed has created feelings of

delight akin to those experienced by the inevitable “ requisition for

pass” which accompanied the announcement of my first appointment

as Clerk - in -charge of Y— How big it sounds ! And yet, dear

reader, the emolument was the princely salary of ten shillings per week .

And the office - well, “ not big enough to swing a cat in ” would be

a misleading description . It was just big enough to accommodate

two, one each side of the rude bench which served both as line of

division and counter. The luminant was an oil lamp, which it was my

unpleasant duty to trim - a lot of trimming it wanted too - every day.

Of course it was a railway station office : most of the offices were at
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railway stations, otherwise the number of places served, comparatively

few though they were, would have been far fewer ; but by combining

public with railway service work , and keeping wages down to a bare

subsistence level, the system paid, and paid handsomely.

How did I lodge ? Well, the station was a junction , and the piace

a large village where living was cheaper than in a town .town . I paid eight

shillings per week, board and lodging, and washing ; and I am afraid

my landlady, a kind-hearted creature, did not profit much , my appetite ,

stimulated by the country air, being of rather more than average

keenness . What delicious brown bread the good lady used to bake !

It may be merely fancy, but never since has bread seemed to taste so

sweet .

What were my duties ? Well, mainly the transmission of “ T.A.”

(train) reports, the public messages being few indeed on account of

the high tariff, through the medium of the old double needle. Good

old double needle, though lost indeed to sight , yet still to memory

dear ! The charm of first love attaches to thee , the memory of

youthful enthusiasm in those far off days ere yet the sad process

of disillusionment had begun ! Fallen on evil times no protracted

existence were, alas, possible for thee in this utilitarian age ! But

thou wilt ever be had in fond remembrance by those who served thee

in the days of thy pride .

How vivid yet is the memory of that merry month of May when

I was thrilled with the announcement of my promotion to fresh fields

and pastures new, with a generous advance in salary of two shillings

A. E.per week !
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ELEMENTARY TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. By Arthur Crotch ,

Engineer-in -Chief's Office, G.P.O. , London . E. and F. Spon Ltd.,

125 , Strand , London . Price 4s . 6d . net .

This little work , the author points out in the preface, is intended to

cover the intermediate ground between Electricity and Magnetism

proper and the twin subjects of Telegraphy and Telephony, in a brief

manner, and incidentally the syllabus of the ordinary grade examina

tion of the City and Guilds Institute. That the work is elementary

is undeniable, but to state that it covers the City and Guilds

syllabus is perhaps somewhat misleading. We are always pleased

to notice works by members of the Post Office, and hesitate to

criticize too severely the book under review ; but we feel that the

author has not gone far enough in his work from a student's point

of view, and presumably it is the student class that he hopes to

supply. Had he combined the information contained in the average

text books on the subject with the particulars he has collected , the

work would have proved a welcome addition to its class .

Of the 220 pages, 180 are devoted to Telegraphy, 20 to Telephony,

and the remainder to Construction and Testing. Telegraphy is in

places dealt with in a most excellent manner, the method of

bridge duplex working being very clearly described , as also is the

ABC and single needle apparatus. The telephone is , however,

but thinly described ; and here perhaps was the author's best chance ,

for a concise work on Telephony is much wanted . Construction is

scarcely mentioned. The work concludes with a few paragraphs on

Testing.

The printing is all that could be desired , though we fear the

price (4. 6d . ) is too high for this class of work .
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THE LADY AND THE BURGLAR . A Fantastic Romance by Edgar

Turner, author of “ The Girl with Feet of Clay." Ward, Lock

& Co. , Limited , London and Melbourne.

ALMOST every leading incident in this book is a wild impossibility,

and it is crammed with incident. Yet there is so much ingenuity of

treatment and such vitality in the narrative, that there are few persons

who, having once started reading the story, will not continue it with

interest and amusement to the last page. The aims of the central

figures in the romance are subordinated to one end , the discovery of a

casket of jewels which were buried in the earth by burglars before

they were arrested . On recovering their freedom some years after the

robbery, the burglars, independently of one another, start searching

for the missing treasure . But the open space in which the jewels were

buried , is now covered by a nonconformist chapel, and it is impossible

to dig for treasure in such a building unless you become either the

minister or one of his deacons. And even then there are obvious

difficulties to be surmounted . We do not wish, however, to spoil the

reader's interest by telling the story. It is sufficient for our purpose

to indicate the leading idea on which the story is based , and, having

done so , to recommend the volume to those of our subscribers who

want a book for the seaside , which is sheer fun from beginning to end ,

without being in the least degree wearisome . Even when we are most

indignant at the strain which is constantly brought to bear on the long

arm of coincidence, we forgive the writer because of the ingenuity

with which he minimises the appearance of strain .

THE JEWISH LITERARY ANNUAL, 1904. Published for the Union of

Jewish Literary Societies by Albert M. Hyamson , Hon . Secretary,

102 , Grosvenor Road, Highbury, London, N. Price One

Shilling

In the October, 1903 , number of this magazine, we noticed the appear

ance of the first Jewish Literary Annual , and our colleague, Mr. Albert

M. Hyamson , now sends us the second of the series . It is always an

encouraging sign when the second venture of any kind is an improve

ment on the first, and, though in the particular instance before us,

the first number as such things go, was unusually excellent , the second

has developed features which place it some way in advance of its pre

decessor. The literary contributions especially are better, and , in

some cases, appeal as strongly to the general reader as they do to the

literary Jew . Professor Israel Gollancz's address on " Literature and
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Race ” is an able defence of Hebrew literature ,and he bears eloquent

testimony to the fact that the Anglo-Saxon has much in common with

the Jew. “ Not only is there in the English race something akin to

the strenuous spirit of the Bible, but its very language resembles the

Biblical style , and in much of its literature there is to be found just

that strong and manly rhythm that is characteristic of the Bible.

“ How those English got hold of the rugged versification of the Bible,”

said a Frenchman , “ it is wonderful! Look at our French version .”

This is a most suggestive thought , and indicates a strong spiritual

kinship between the two races . There are also articles in the Annual

on “ Literature in the Ghetto ,” by Israel Cohen, and on “ Cromwell's

Jewish Intelligencers," by Lucien Wolf, which are of great interest ;

and Mr. Hyamson has himself contributed " A Bibliography of all

books and articles on subjects of Jewish interest published in the

English language during the past year.” The reports of the various

Societies in the Union form a portion of the volume.
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The Difference of Places.

live in a house which has a cheerful or inspiring outlook is to

be happy though married or unmarried . Most Londoners

overlook this axiom , some through painful necessity, others because

they foolishly think that the happiness of a home is dependent on the

size of the house , the interior fittings, or the good temper of its

occupants. A rather feeble article appeared in this magazine about a

year or so ago entitled “ The Indifference of Places, ” in which the

writer elaborated a doctrine that he had arrived at as the result of his

own personal experience. His belief, to put it briefly, was that it did

not much matter where you happened to be on this planet so long as

you were in congenial company. When smashed and pulverised by

Mr. Shannon he sheltered himself under the miserable plea that he

had only been giving expression to a passing mood. Now to inflict

on the readers of a quarterly magazine a passing mood as an article of

faith is a species of impertinence which it is difficult to forgive.

Possibly the mood has entirely passed before the magazine is

published : and most probably, before the issue of another number,

the writer is of an entirely opposite way of thinking and eager to

demolish his own arguments. The reputed inconsistencies of most

men and women are due to a want of reserve on their part concerning

their passing moods. Men and women who are noted for their

consistency have these moods quite as frequently ; but they are not

deceived by them .

With regard to this particular article of which I have been speaking

there may have been a modicum of truth in the arguments, if they

were applied simply to the matter of holidays, but they are obviously

untrustworthy when we have to consider what is or is not a desirable

dwelling place. Strong as is my attachment to Angelina I can plainly

see that if I were doomed to live in a provincial town , say Stony

Stratford or Sittingbourne, our family life would degenerate into a civil

conflict. For the fact is that the place is important: the outlook is all

important . There is a difference of places which I for one cannot get

away from . Ever since I have had to find a home for myself in

London I have felt the necessity of an inspiring outlook from my

windows. I lived in Hampstead during many years within view of the
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beautiful wooded hill which is crowned by the spire of Highgate

Church. I moved to Westminster, and the Abbey and the Victoria

Tower dominated my landscape, and I now live facing what is perhaps

the most beautiful park in London. If I retain a certain cheerfulness

of temperament and an outer crust of optimism which hides from most

people an infinite capacity for depression it is , in part, due to the fact
that I have always lived with a beautiful picture in front of me. Had

I lived all these years opposite a gasometer I might possibly have

become a more staid and model official, but I think I might at the

same time have degenerated into a wife -beater or a wearer of vine

leaves in my hair.

There is still , however , one dwelling place in London which I

covet , for which I would sacrifice Battersea Park or the towers of

Westminster. I want to live on the Embankment, anywhere between

The THAMES AT CHELSE 1 .

the World's End, Chelsea , and Blackfriars Bridge. It is the tidal river

that fascinates me, not the sluggish enervating stream that flows above

Teddington . Something is always happening on a tidal river : if there

are no vessels passing up and down there is the ceaseless movement of

the waters, and twice a day, supposing one has the gift of insomnia,

one is able to experience that feeling of exhilaration and expansion

which comes to one when the tide is full. We Londoners neglect the

tidal Thames shamefully , we rush for week ends to those portions of

the river where the spirit of laziness is ministered to, but we care little

for what is the chief glory of our city. The most important

achievement of the present Parliament is in my opinion the power

which it has given to the London County Council to recover for

Londoners the use of the Thames as a highway. The early Victorian

fleet, which ceased running about three years ago, was better than

nothing ; it at least enabled foreigners and country visitors to see our
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city from the best point of view and in panorama, but since the

disappearance of these curious old tubs the river above bridge has

ceased to be a passenger highway and its forlorn condition has been a

national scandal. For London looks her very best from the river.

The river is the only approach to London which is at all impressive.

Most foreigners obtain their first impressions of the city from a South

Eastern and Chatham train , and can anything be more dismal and

depressing than the approach viâ South London through New Cross

and Bermondsey or Clapham and Battersea ? Americans usually

approach London viâ the North through Camden and Kentish Town or

through Islington and Pentonville, and only the American language is

equal to recording impressions formed in such circumstances. But the

man who sails up the river to the docks begins with a most vivid

impression of the commercial activity of London and of her fitness to

als

Mind

THE TOWER BRIDGE .

be the capital of a nation which boasts that it rules the waves . And

if instead of taking the train to Liverpool Street from the docks he

pursues his journey by water, the impression that London is really a

beautiful city grows upon him in every reach that he sails through .

Our modern cities have lost one particular charm which they possessed

in the middle ages . The mediæval city had gates ; there was no

wilderness of suburbs to negociate before you entered the town itself.

It was compact in itself and there was an individuality in its life which

appealed to the imagination . In London the only suggestion now of

a gate is on the river. The gate of London proper is the Tower

Bridge ; we feel as we sail under it that we are entering no mean city ;

the size and shape of the bridge stir the imagination : it dwarfs the

Tower itself, makes London Bridge take a second place in rank as well

as in order, and , once through it, the visitor recognises that he is really

within the London of his dreams. He may visit the suburbs

afterwards, but they will then take their rightful place in his mind , they
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have no part nor lot in his first impressions . And this is as it should

be. A whole chapter might be written on the importance of first

s

1111

OLD LONDON BRIDGE.

( From a Drawing by R. P. Bonington , British Iuseum . )

impressions and on the difference of places as points of view . Prince

Bismarck used to tell a story against himself of his first visit to
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London . He came with the reputation of a great beer drinker,

and he was directed at once to Barclay and Perkin's brewery.

Anxious to show the English how little he thought of their capacities

as beer drinkers, and how poorly he thought of English beer, he

drank off easily a quart or so of Barclay and Perkin's strongest ale

without turning a hair. He then shook hands with the proprietors,

with some difficulty found London Bridge, and sat himself down in

one of the recesses. “And there I sat for hours watching London

go round and round me.” London Bridge has witnessed many

curious and notable incidents, but surely none more delightful than

Prince Bismarck forming his first impressions of London under

difficulties.

From the Tower right away to Battersea Bridge, with the

exception , perhaps, of one depressing reach at Nine Elms,

" Earth has not anything to show more fair. ”

The indifference of places, forsooth ! You may hate London or you

may love it , and the explanation of the one attitude or the other will

probably not be the presence or absence of delightful companions,

but it will depend on whether you have entered her gates with

thanksgiving and into her courts with praise. If you have not seen

her in panorama from the river you have not seen her at all . You

came in by the backgarden and the back door, and you are criticising

the kitchen and scullery when you have not even seen the entrance

hall. Is it to be wondered at that , feeling as I do, I want to live in

view of the entrance hall ? Suburban London depresses me more

and more every year, and now that even my official day is spent in the

suburbs I have a still greater craving for a dwelling-place near the

centre of things. I sigh after the good old days when there were

houses on London Bridge itself. A residence there would mean

separation from Angelina,who sighs after Piccadilly and Park Lane,

and turns up her nose at the river, but rapid promotion might enable
us to maintain two establishments . With both of us the place is

everything : we cannot even be civil to one another in uncongenial

surroundings.

It is only to state the obvious to say that there are places where

some of us cannot breathe in a physical sense. That is another story.

We may, indeed, love the places, but our bodies cannot exist in them .

There are also places where many of us cannot breathe in a spiritual

sense. So long as we are living in them they act as an irritant to the

spirit : they lower our mental vitalityand shatter our nervous system .

The more highly-strung and sensitive we are , the more does the

difference of places force itself upon us. I cannot live beside the sea

without feeling something of this. I could live on the sea for months

at a stretch , and feel exhilarated and inspired , but the seashore as a

dwelling place is Gehenna to my spirit. “ The melancholy long

withdrawing roar of the sea has not even the human message to me

that it conveyed to Matthew Arnold, and the sea air has a hardness,

when felt on the land, which gets at my liver and unfits me for

exertion .

X
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If I cannot live on the Thames Embankment, I will live on the

slope of some Surrey or Kentish hill , where the air is soft and is

laden with the scent of trees and flowers.

To live in a place which is a perpetual irritant to the spirit is a worse

fate than to live with a person who is a constant provocation to

the temper. You can say things to the person and be understood :

you can throw things at him or her and the fire will be returned , thus

relieving the mental tension , but there is little consolation to be

derived from weeping over Jerusalem or in cursing her stones. She

is so supremely indifferent to such treatment, and this attitude of hers

only increases our irritation. She is our temporary prison house, and

there is no consolation to the spirit which she depresses except to

plan ways of escape. Nothing less than a judicial separation is

possible to some people in their relations to places . Addle Hill was

only endurable to me because I saw in imagination Olympia and its

marble halls. Addle Hill , without a means of escape ! -- but I am

getting rebellious.

To be indifferent to places in which one resides is a counsel

of perfection . Of any person who professes to be so , I should say

of him , as Charles Lamb said of the man who affects not to know

what he is eating, “ I suspect his taste in higher matters.” I might

go further and paraphrase Lamb by saying that I shrink instinctively

from one who professes to like Bermondsey or Margate. I can

scarcely bring myself to be civil to a person who, “ for puir pleasure ,"

selects Peebles. I speak, of course, metaphorically. Peebles may be

my “ Yarrow Unvisited . ” I am drawn towards anybodywho is sensitive

to places : it is only a passing mood that visits me when I sing the

glories of love in a cottage or around and round the gasworks.” The

places we love become alive to us : we endow them with souls ; the

places we dislike are no less alive : they are possessed with devils.

We can sometimes no more explain the cause of our love or our hate

of different places than we can our feelings towards individuals.

“ Most of us , ” says Mr. Robert Hitchens, “ are careful when we make

our wills : we should be far more careful where we make our homes.

To the sensitive man or woman place means very much . It affects

the health of the body. It considerably transforms the mind,

changing greatly the outlook on life. It even plays tricks with that

very delicate piece of mechanism , the heart.”

“ Change of place ” is the modern craze : we rush here and there

by motor car or train , and our ambition is to travel as much and as

far as time and our pockets will admit. I hear so many men say

when they are talking of their coming retirement, “ I should like to

see something of the world before I die . I shall travel, perhaps go

round the world .” I shall travel, too , perhaps, but I don't understand

this craving for long distance records . I think when I retire I shall

visit Essex. It is a county I have shamefully neglected , and there

are corners in Essex, I understand, as primitive and as unspoilt by

civilisation as any of the places to which you can take Cook's tickets .

To love or to hate places you must live in them : they never reveal
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their full charms or their depths of ugliness to the tripper. I want a

place I can live with in the bonds of affection , and I think it a

ghastly mistake for any man over sixty years of age to go round the

world . I shall certainly take the train into Essex.

I know a very sweet old lady, who is a lady in every movement

and form of speech, who was always noted for her great simplicity of

character, and her extreme old age is a real reversion to childhood.

She is always happy-looking and lives in the perfectly serene and

cloudless faith of her infancy. A middle-aged female relative, who is

a pugnacious Christian of the Salvationist type, came to stay with her

and was rather shocked than otherwise to see how unconcerned the

old lady was on the threshold of death . So she asked her old aunt

straight whether she was not disturbed by the great approaching

change, and whether she was really prepared. The old lady smiled

sweetly and said, “ My dear, I am not unused to changes : you

remember I once moved from Rochester to Old Brompton and from

there I came to Maidstone. It is not very far from here to Heaven,

and it is not the first time I shall have made a move. " I like that old

lady's answer. She loved Maidstone, where all her interests were

centred, and the move to Heaven to her mind would be no more

serious than that from Rochester to Old Brompton . Why should it

be ? It would only be a difference of places. E. B.

-

THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT FROM THE RIVER .
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Army Post Office Corps Memorial.

MEMORIAL Tablet erected by subscription among the

members of the Army Post Office Corps to the memory of

their comrades who lost their lives in the South African War was

unveiled by Lord Stanley, M.P. , Postmaster General , at the G.P.O.

North on the morning of Sunday the 18th of June .

The ceremony was preceded by a Church Parade of the 24th

Middlesex ( Post Office) Rifle Volunteers, of which the Army Post

Office Corps forms a part, at Christ Church , Newgate Street , E.C.

The Regiment paraded under the command of Lt. Col. Treble,

C.M.G. , formerly commanding Officer of the A.P.O.C. in South

Africa, on the Christ's Hospital ground , a guard of honour of 100

N.C.O.'s and men of the Army Post Office Corps who had served in

the War, under the command of Major Price, C.M.G., being posted

at the Newgate Street Gates.

Among the Officers present , in addition to those already named ,

were Lieut.-Col. the Hon. F. L. Colborne commanding the 24th
Middlesex R.V., Lieut. -Col. Ogilvie, V.D., Capt. Palmer, Capt. Curtis ,

Capt. McClintock , Lieuts. Maxwell, Owen, Warren, and Wynne. The

Post Office was represented by Mr. H. Babington Smith , C.S.I. , the

Secretary, Col. S. Raffles Thompson , V.D. , formerly in command of

the regiment, Mr. John Ardron , and Mr. Bundy, of the Secretary's

Office, Mr. Badcock, C.B. , Controller, L.P.S. , Mr. King, Accountant

General , Mr. Wickham, Controller M.O.O., Lt. Col. Greer, C.M.G.,

Postmaster, E.D.O., and late Director of Army Postal Services in South

Africa, and many others. Lord Stanley and Field-Marshal Lord Roberts,

who accompanied him , were received on their arrival in the grounds with

a general salute, and inspected the ranks, after which the regiment

marched to Christ Church , where the vicar, who is chaplain to the

regiment, conducted the service and preached from Psalm xx . , 8 :

“ They are bowed down and fallen , but we are risen and stand

upright." The offertory was given to the fund for rebuilding St.

Bartholomew's Hospital .

At the conclusion of the service the guard of honour and regiment

took up position facing the east side of the Secretaries' block in

St. Martin's le Grand, and after prayer had been offered by the

chaplain , Lord Stanley, at the request of Col. Colborne, proceeded

to unveil the memorial, which had been covered with the Union

Jack . He referred to the service rendered by the Corps

during the campaign , and mentioned that besides their work in

connexion with the postal service there had been several instances of
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gallantry displayed by the men, especially at Roodeval. He also

alluded by name to several of those who were killed in action or died

of disease during the War. When the tablet had been unveiled , the

National Anthem was sung, and the Postmaster General asked Lord

Roberts, as the Commander-in-Chief under whom he and the regiment

had served, to say a few words. Lord Roberts said he had been very

glad to take part in the ceremony, as he greatly appreciated and had

spoken before of the postal services rendered by the men of the corps

in South Africa. They had done a work with which without their aid

the local officials could not have coped. Before leaving the Post

Office Lord Roberts spoke personally to one or two of the men who

served under him , and to some of the relatives of those to whom the

tablet has been erected . The regiment then returned to Christ's

Hospital and was dismissed .

The Memorial, of which a photograph is reproduced , takes the

form of a bronze tablet let into the outer wall of the G.P.O. North,

adjoining the principal entrance from St. Martin's le Grand. It bears

at the top the red and white flag of the A.P.O.C. reproduced in

coloured enamels, and, below, a short inscription followed by the names

of the men to whom it is erected and the offices to which they

belonged .

Birthday Honours.

Mr. R. A. Egerton to be C.B.

Mr. E. P. W. Redford to be C.B.

Lieut-Colonel Frank Leon Outtrim (Deputy Postmaster-General for

the State of Victoria) and Mr. A. W. Heaviside to be Companions of

the I.S.O.

We tender our hearty congratulations.

TH

The Eastern Mail Service.

HE inter-departmental committee appointed in May, 1903 , “ to

consider the best means of providing for the conveyance of

the mails to and from the East and Australasia on the expiration of

the existing contracts with the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Naviga

tion Company and the Orient Steam Navigation Company ” have

arrived at the conclusion that the best means of conveying the

Eastern and Australian mails when the P. and O. and Orient con

tracts expire in 1905 will, in view of the decision of the Australian

Government against coloured labour, be determined by asking for

sectional and through tenders for mail services to begin in 1908 .

The committee viewed with some concern the necessity of dropping

the mail contract with the Orient Company for the alternating

fortnightly Australian mail service, especially as this was at variance

with their general aim to encourage a number of good British fleets.

But , considering the comparatively few really fast ships at this moment

available, they were satisfied that it was useless at once to ask for

sectional tenders ; and it was equally useless without asking for them

to dislocate the present P. and O. service, especially when the twenty
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four hours' acceleration can be obtained for which the Government of

India so strenuously press. With reference to the different schemes

which the P. and O. Company have put forward for an extension of

their services after January 31st, 1905 , the committee are opposed to

an extension for seven or for five years ; but a majority are in favour

of an extension for three years with twenty-four hours ' acceleration

and an annual subsidy increased by £10,000—making £340,000 in

all — while a minority voted for accepting the offer of an extension for

three years without acceleration and an annual subsidy decreased by

£ 10,000, making £320,oco in all . All members of the committee,

however, were united in recommending that the options offered by the

company of an extension for five or seven years with retrospective

reduction of subsidy should be embodied in any agreement that may

be framed . In connexion with the Australian mails it is recalled that

the Australian Attorney-General has given an official opinion that

mails may, under section 69 of the Commonwealth Post and

Telegraph Act , 1901 , be placed on board an outgoing vessel with a

coloured crew without any breach of section 16 of the same Act ,

which prohibits any contract or arrangement for the carriage of

Australian mails unless it contains a condition that only white labour

shall be employed. The Australian Government, however , has

explained that it will not enter into any undertaking to adopt the

course indicated, but that each case will be treated as a separate

incident , leaving the Commonwealth Postmaster General free at his

discretion to avail himself of the opportunity or not.

Throughout their deliberations the committee bore in mind that

the primary object of nail contracts was the regularization of fast

communication which should ensure at a reasonable cost postal

services at fixed dates ; that increase of speed and reduction of cost

( so far as compatible) were always to be desired ; that unduly long

contracts involved risk of excluding the mail service from the benefit

of the most recent marine inventions and appliances ; and that rapid

postal communication mainly , and in fact necessarily, followed the

lines of great commercial traffic. It being admitted that the speed

for mail packets is properly a question of expensefixed in practice by

commercial demands , that a higher speed is really obtainable in one

part of the world rather than in another in consequence of the needs

of commerce, and that the contract speed of any service under the

Post Office must be determined by the speed of the slowest ship to be

used in that service, the committee compared the contract speeds of

British and foreign mails, with the result that they recommend an

increase in the contract speed to and from India of not less than

twenty-four hours , and also an increase in the speed over the China

sections of the service. This would raise the Indian mail speed to

nearly sixteen knots.

The recommendations of the committee have resulted, Lord

Stanley said in the House of Commons, in an arrangement being

made with the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company to

continue their present service for three years after the expiration of the
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current contract on the 31st of January, 1905 , but with an acceleration

of twenty -four hours on every section of it both in the outward and

homeward direction . For this increase of speed the Company will

receive an addition of £10,000 a year to their annual subsidy of

£330,000, and during the three yearsfor which this arrangement is to

remain in force it will be ascertained whether further improvements

can be obtained byopen tender. The option has also been procured

from the Peninsular and Oriental Company of prolonging the

arrangement for two or four additional years if circumstances should

at any time make a further extension desirable. If the prolongation

is made for two years only the subsidy for the whole period of five

years will be £ 330,000, but if the arrangement is maintained for

seven years in all the subsidy for the whole period will be at the rate

of £315,000 a year.

T

British Mail Service to East Africa.

'HE Government is agreed that financial encouragement is called

for if British shipowners are to hold their own in face of stiff

foreign competition on the East African Coast. A step in the right

direction has been taken by the appointment of an inter-departinental

Committee to work out the details. It is composed of representatives

of the Post Office, Treasury, Foreign Office, Colonial Office,

Admiralty, Board of Trade, and India Office. The Committee is

charged :

To inquire and report ( 1 ) what conditions should be prescribed

for such a service ; ( 2) what subsidy was likely to be required ; and

( 3 ) what contributions may be expected from the British possessions or
protectorates interested in the scheme.

The Post Office is represented on the committee by Mr. H. Buxton

Forman, C.B.

T

The Postmaster General and Athletics . ' wicow4w

'HE sight of three Cabinet Ministers at a great athletic meeting,

saysthe Court Journal, recalls the days of ancient Greece,

when statesmen took an even more active part in such contests .
For

had the custom of the Olympic games been followed on the occasion

of the Football Cup Tie Match at the Crystal Palace recently, we

should have seen Mr. Balfour and Mr. Lyttelton competing in a foot

race, while Lord Stanley would undoubtedly have entered one or more
of his fast parcel vans in the chariot race. We dare not hazard a

guess as to which of the Trinity Cambridge men would have gained

the victor's wreath of wild olive ; nor could we be certain that the

P.M.G. would have triumphed in the final heat of the chariots, since

the Premier might have been tempted to enter his motor, and, if

police watches are to be trusted , must then have won the race. But

we can be quite sure that the proceedings would have ended with a

public banquet to the victors, as, indeed, they did that Saturday evening

at the Palace, when the vanquished were also included , and the
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aspect of

presence of the genial P.M.G. once more gave the gathering the

familiar a “ Stanley ” show . Who knows whether the visit of

the Prime Minister and his colleagues to Sydenham may not result in

the founding of a new Olympic era ? So that henceforth we should

date documents of high importance to the State from the year when

Manchester won coop ” at Crystal Palace.

ON

The Civil Service Dinner.

'HE Annual Dinner of His Majesty's Civil Service was held at

the Hotel Cecil , Strand, on Monday, the 27th June . The

Marquis of Londonderry, K.G., Lord President of the Council

presided , and Sir Thomas H. Sanderson , G.C.B. , K.C.M.G., I.S.O. ,

Under Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, acted as Vice-Chairman .

The guest of the evening was Sir Francis Mowatt, G.C.B., I.S.O. ,

(on his retirement from the Civil Service) ; and Viscount Goschen,

Sir Michael Hicks Beach , Bart ., M.P. , Sir William Vernon Harcourt,

M.P. , and the Right Hon . C. T. Ritchie, M.P. , the ex -Chancellors of

the Exchequer under whom Sir Francis has served at the Treasury ,

accepted the invitation of the Service to meet him on this occasion.

Rear-Admiral Sir W. J. L. Wharton , K.C.B. , and Lieut. -General

Sir John D. French , K.C.B. , were also guests of the Service.

The string Band of the Royal Artillery (by kind permission of

the Commandant and Officers ), performed a selection of music during

the evening.

The Gratton Club.

NE of the results of the removal of the Savings Bank staff to

West Kensington has been the development of a desire for

club -life among the staff. The city always presented obvious

difficulties in the way, when any movement in this direction was

suggested , but at Kensington all the conditions are favourable ; and the

fact alone that a large number of the staff reside within easy distance

of the Department has almost created a demand for cluts. We

believe that this last consideration applies especially in the case of the

lady clerks, who have recently started a club quite close to the Bank

premises. The rooms have been furnished with an eye to comfort,

and members can turn in after the official day is over to enjoy a cup

of tea and conversation with one another. We are delighted to know

that one of the rules of the club is that no official matters shall be

discussed . The leading papers and magazines are to be found here :

a small room is set apart for letter -writing, cards, chess, or quiet

reading, and there is a good table for ping-pong in another room .

Italian , German and French classes are in full swing both for

beginners and advanced scholars : and classes for other subjects

are in contemplation . There is also a Blouse class, where members

are instructed in the mysteries of cutting out and fitting .

Once a fortnight during the winter the members and their friends

enjoy a social evening. A piano forms part of the club's property ; and

musical evenings are arranged . Each member may bring a friend
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as often as once a week , while all classes are open to non-members .

The club is open from four o'clock to ten p.m. every week -day ; from

one o'clock to ten on Saturdays, and from three to nine on Sundays.

Other particulars may be obtained from the hon . secretaries, Miss E.

Axford and Miss A. D. Edwards, both of the Savings Bank

Department. The swimming, rowing, tennis and rambling clubs

already in existence in the Department, are now in touch with the

social club .

A very successful sale of work in aid of the club was held on three

consecutive days in April in the club premises. The demand for tickets

indeed was in excess of the supply. As usual at such functions the

refreshment stall did a magnificent business , and the arrangements

of the Japanese tea room and the Geisha costumes of the waitresses

were much admired. We think a word of praise should be bestowed

on those self-sacrificing girls wholaboured unseen and unadmired in

the scullery. There were six stalls, plain needlework , fancy work, art

and photography, dolls, sweets and horticulture. The bazaar was well

patronised by all ranks among the ladies, and a pleasant feeling of

good comradeship showed itself everywhere. A substantial sum was

raised and the club obtained a good advertisement . Indeed , the

lively appearance of the Blythe Road on the evenings of the sale

created no little curiosity among the male members of the staff. We

understand that there is no truth in the rumour that it is the intention

of the members to hold another sale of work with a view to meet the

cost of a covered way or of a tube to the club .

T '

C. T. Ambler.

' HERE is no need to keep in mind the proverb " Let nothing

be said of the dead but what is favourable” when writing

about Charles Ambler ; close observation for thirty years having

failed to detect a mental slip or moral flaw , the difficulty is to avoid

seemingly undue praise ; yet, to write of him with a touch of fulsome

ness would do violence to his memory. Few have been so richly

endowed ; educated, polished, many-sided, energetic nevertheless

discreet , having rare intuition , stability, self-restraint, and a conscience

“ he reverenced as his king ,” he was an ideal man, modest, kindly,

all-accomplished , wise.” Mr. Beaufort, a foremost man to serve the

Post Office, abhorred arrogance or pretentiousness ; that a man of

his discrimination and character made Mr. Ambler his friend, as well

as chief clerk, sets a seal upon the friend's sterling worth. The

friendship was not transient , the passing away of years but intensified

Mr. Beaufort's admiration for the chief clerk, and the latter's tender

reverence for his superior ; eventually they agreed that they would not

voluntarily separate .

Beginning his official career when a relative of Sir Robert Peel

was Postmaster of Manchester, Mr. Ambler had had three years

experience on Mr. Beaufort's advent in 1860 ; activity now replaced

inaction , a to execute improvements was required, and

Mr. Ambler was the man chosen . While holding a minor position

man
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he recast all the postmen’s “ walks ” in Manchester and Salford , and

started the suburban men from District offices instead of the Head

office. To make this work perfect he traversed every street and

court in the city and the adjoining royal borough. Afterwards, he made

the Manchester District preparations for the commencement of the tele

graph business, and, from February 5th , 1870, assisted the telegraph

officials to introduce Post Office routine. The latter duty was

performed with such tact that he and the telegraph officials remained

life-long friends. In 1870 he also made arrangements for the intro

MR. AMBLER.

duction of the “ Book Post,” it was, therefore, expected he would

become chief clerk at the first opportunity. He was promoted in

1871. A period of unrelaxing toil then commenced . Mr. Beaufort

ceased to follow the hounds, use his gun , or visit his club, as had

been his wont, supported by an ideal helper work became an absorbing

passion. Eight hours daily did not nearly suffice, a bulky cover (extra

thick on Saturday) went every afternoon to his bachelor home for

attention after dinner ; he even sought outside work and became
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Chairman of an Urban District Council. Mr. Beaufort's judgment

was greatly prized in London , as the memento of the Postmaster

General, written after his death , testified. National problems were

therefore constantly sent to him “ for report ” ; a list of them would

supply a concise, twenty years, history of the Post Office ; few were

reported upon until sifted by Mr. Ambler. Nothing came amiss to

him , questions concerning the establishment of Postal Orders, Tele

graph Money Orders, Parcel Post , and Express Delivery, about the

advantages of employing women, of provincial Returned Letter

Branches, of Parcel Coaches, were grasped with equal facility. A

complete knowledge of the rules, experience, fine natural qualifica

tion , and daily association with a discerning chief had made Charles

Ambler a sagacious counsellor and safe guide, he was therefore sent

with great confidence to the Bushey Conference to represent Man

chester. Mr. Beaufort had prepared the old “ Rules for Post

masters," it was evidently thought fitting that those relating to the

Parcel Post should also have his oversight . Mr. Ambler prepared

the rules : they testify to his sagacity.

Had there been no national, i.e. extra , work the chief clerks '

duties were sufficient to occupy an average man . Manchester and

the surrounding towns revelled in prosperity ; postal packets, tele

grams, and parcels were “ dumped ” into the great centre in ever

increasing numbers ; sites had to be acquired and new head post,

telegraph , and parcel offices built thereon ; additional branch and

sub -offices were also constantly needed. Mr. Ambler's devotion and

responsibility cannot be comprehended without stating that Mr.

Beaufort was frequently incapacitated by asthma; he was not more

vigilant when he had vicarious responsibility, but his solicitude was

greater. The Chief was eager to hear of the day's proceedings when

not too prostrate to give them consideration , a nightly letter, or the

chief clerk , viva voce, therefore kept him informed.

Having a postmaster who required to guard his health , Mr.

Ambler bore the official burden whenever possible; indeed , those

who witnessed the work of those years could never determine whether

the great Postmaster, or his great helper, was the more ardent .

Certain it is that the postmaster shortened his life by staying in an

impure atmosphere when he could have retired on full pay elsewhere ,

and that the helper injured his health by excessive work . In 1887

“ the great reaper " unexpectedly came and effected the separation

which the Postmaster had desired might be deferred until “ he was
not.” It was then found that the unsurpassable services of the

faithful friend were not recorded , the friend, convinced that the

failure was unintentional , accepted the grave misfortune with charac

teristic reserve and dignity.

In 1888 Mr. Johnston ( “ R. W. J.” ) became Mr. Ambler's second

surveyor; happily he is spared to grace the columns of St. Martin's,

and will doubtless chronicle therein his judgment of Charles Ambler.

Mr. Johnston had not been long in Manchester when a chest affec

tion developed ; he had withstood the fogs that periodically shroud
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" the hub of the universe ," but those that cloaked Cottonopolis

prostrated him time after time. Having endured unto extreme

feebleness there was no alternative to leaving Manchester if life was

to be continued , he consequently parted from many friends and

went to Hastings. Mr. Ambler, of course, was “ Acting Surveyor "

during the absences of both Mr. Beaufort and Mr. Johnston ; it is

almost certain that no officer ever filled that position as frequently.

Although not strictly pertinent to this notice, it may be stated that

Mr. Johnston's inability to remain in Manchester was a misfortune for

the office as well as calamitous to him .

In 1892 Mr. Ambler saw his third surveyor; twenty-five hard,

anxious years had then produced acute dyspepsia , he therefore sought

the retirement that was accomplished on the day he completed thirty

six years' service. He and his wife travelled abroad, and, in the

course of a year, his health greatly improved. Being still three years

under the retiring age, he was not satisfied it was just that he

should be the recipient of a pension , he therefore volunteered to

resume duty ; his official career was , however, closed.

In private life Mr. Ambler was equally estimable and many-sided ;

an attached member of the Anglican Church he was organist and

choirmaster for several years, and churchwarden up to the time of

his death ; he was also a director of the Manchester Exchange

Library. Although before 1892 his opportunities were curtailed, no

one enjoyed life more sanely, the luncheon table was often enlivened

with descriptions of the pleasure derived the previous night at
Halles or elsewhere ; he also delighted in outdoor sports.

As the president of an assembly in the suburb in which he

resided, he led off the first dance of the season last November.

Only a few steps had been danced when he became indisposed ,

medical aid was quickly forthcoming, and Mr. Ambler carried home;
the attack was pronounced to have been " angina pectoris." With

rest improvement continued for ten days , his doctor was therefore

almost assured that peril from a second attack had passed, the

attack , however, came, and in a few minutes closed the life of one

who has had few equals. Mrs. Ambler had no idea that his heart

was affected ; it is also certain he was unaware of it , he was too

prudent to have cycled and danced if aware they were attended with
danger.

Many rejoice that they were privileged to see Charles Ambler

exemplify the charms of purity, truth , and absolute uprightness, his

life was indeed rich, in the sense of being filled with beauty, for “ that

man is richest who having perfected the functions of his own life to

the utmost, has also the widest helpful influence over the lives of

others.” R. W. M.

I understand that my old friend and colleague, Mr. R. W. Mason,

late postmaster of Huddersfield, has written an " appreciation " for

St. Martin's-le-Grand of our mutual friend and colleague , Mr. Charles

Ambler, for many years chief clerk at Manchester. I had the
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happiness to be associated with Mr. Ambler during the brief period of

my postmastership of Manchester, and I retain the happiest recollec

tions of that time, in spite of much physical suffering, and not a little

mental anxiety. Mr. Ambler was not only an exceptionally able

officer, but he was the most loyal and upright of men ; and it was a

great comfort to me, as it would have been to most postmasters, to

have such an one as a right hand amid the numerous anxieties of the

greatest of provincial offices. He had grown up with the Manchester

office from comparative boyhood,and what he did not know about its

many-sided activities , and multifarious operations was not worth

knowing . Albeit, he was one of the most modest and least assertive

of men, a man with whom to take counsel was always a pleasure ,

just as it was a pleasure, in the lighter moments of official life, to dis

cuss the several interests in which he delighted to employ his not

over-abundant leisure . Our friendship — for so I must describe the

relations which existed between us— did not terminate with

departure from Manchester, for we corresponded regularly for some

years, and towards the close of my postmastership of Hastings, he

paid me a visit there, which was to me, and I think I may safely say

to him , a most pleasurable occasion . I was rejoiced to see him in

such excellent health, and little imagined that I should never see his

kindly expressive face again . If Mr. Ambler had a fault, it was over

scrupulousness in his personal conduct, which he carried to such an

extent as to decline the testimonial which we proposed to present to

him on his retirement from the Manchester office. I think if he had

realised the pleasure of which he was robbing his many friends, he

would have acted differently. But as he acted from what he conceived

to be the highest motives , and not from any desire to appear singular,

there is nothing more to be said .

R. W. J.

my

Mr. R. Douglas Binsted.

THE
HE Controllership of Telegraphs, Edinburgh , having become

vacant by the call of Mr. Plackett to take up an appointment at

Head Quarters, it was appropriate that, when nominating his successor,

the choice should fall upon a London man ; and it is generally agreed
that, in conferring the post upon Mr. Binsted, a wise selection has been

made, while the Telegraph Staff of Edinburgh have much cause for

congratulation in having secured so able and genial a chief.

To follow , with any prospect of success,so deservedly popular a

controller as Mr. Plackett requires a man of energy, experience, and

tact, qualities which Mr. Binsted possesses in a more than average

degree , while his affability and sound common sense will, there is little

doubt , be speedily recognized by his new colleagues.

Entering the service of the Electric and International Telegraph

Company in June 1866 , Mr. Binsted was for some years attached to

the Southampton office, where he displayed marked ability as an

operator, and when the Government acquired the control of the several
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telegraph systems, and the rapid growth of the business in London

rendered expert assistance necessary, he was among the first selected

for transfer. After becoming thoroughly conversant with every detail

of the manipulative side of Telegraphy, he was in 1890 promoted to

theclass of assistantSuperintendents, and three years later was offered

a clerkship in the Controller's office, which he accepted. Since that

time he has been wholly engaged upon administrative duties, in

connection with which he has been able to utilize his extensive practical

knowledge to great advantage.

Outside his official hours he has, amongst other pursuits, devoted

MR. R. D. BINSTED .

himself to athletics, and has distinguished himself in the football field

and upon the running path, where he has won numerous prizes, among

the principal of which is the handsome cup presented for competition
at the Civil Service Sports by the late Princess Mary Adelaide of Teck .

Mr. Binsted carries with him the sincerest good wishes of all his

friends for his future success and happiness in his new sphere of

labour, and a more tangible expression of regard from his late

confrères on the Controller's Staff of the Central Telegraph Office.

TH

Mr. Mark Edwin Dockree.

'HE Chesham News of the 16th of May announces the death of

Mr. Mark Edwin Dockree at one of the London Hospitals as

the result of an internal complaint from whichhe had long suffered.
For many years Mr. Dockree served in the Inland Branch of the

Circulation Department, General Post Office. As an overseer he

gained a high reputation for efficiency and zeal. He was an artist

of no mean repute , and his paintings were so much in demand that

he was induced in the year 1881 to retire from the Post Office in

order to devote himself to art . He settled at Croxley Green .
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Mr. Dockree was a member of the Rickmansworth Urban District

Council for several years, but had not attended the meetings for

some months past owing to his failing health . In addition , he was

vice -chairman of the Rural Parish Council, and a member of the

Joint Burial Committee. He was also a member of the old Parish

Council, which body became extinct on the formation of the Urban

District.

*Mr. W. A. Hetherington.

E greatly regret to record the death of Mr. Wilson A.

Hetherington, the postmaster of Birmingham , which

occurred on the 28th of April. Four years ago Mr. Hetherington

underwent a most serious operation , from which he had a somewhat

remarkable recovery, and was able fully to resume his duties . He

continued to discharge them until about a week before his death ,

when he had a seizure from which recovery was hopeless.

Mr. Hetherington was the only son of the late Mr. Wilson

Hetherington , a well-known Chancery barrister, of London , and was

born in Hyde Park Square in 1842. He was educated at Westminster

School , of which he eventually became “ captain .” Thence he

proceeded to the University of Oxford, was entered at Christ Church ,

and in 1865 took his B.A. degree. Mr. Hetherington was originally

intended for the Bar, but the sudden death of his father in 1865

upset all his plans . He went in for an examination which led to his

getting an appointment in the secretarial department of the London

General PostOffice. He was for many years engaged in the surveying

branch, being at various times stationed both in Ireland and in

several parts of the Midland Counties. In 1891 a vacancy occurred

in the postmastership of Brighton , upon the resignation of the late

Mr. Whiting, when Mr. Hetherington was nominated by the

Postmaster General to fill his place. Brighton is a very large and busy

office, and many improvements were inaugurated and important

extensions made during Mr. Hetherington's mastership. He showed

himself a most capableorganiser, and was extremely popular with the

large staff under his control . He was a warm friend of societies of a

recreative character for the postal and telegraph staffs, and was the

president of a cricket club whose members were drawn from both

sides of the service. He was a supporter of the Volunteer movement,

and also an active worker in Church affairs, acting as vicar's warden

at St. Martin's Church , Brighton , taking part in the Diocesan

Conference, and filling the office of school manager, and member

of several committees of public institutions.

Mr. Hetherington took up the duties of postmaster in Birmingham

in succession to Mr. J. F. Wight in January, 1897. During the time

he held office there was no radical change in postal administration,

but the work has grown enormously, and the Central Post Office has

been elevated to the position of a first -class office, so that it now

ranks level with Liverpool, Manchester and Glasgow . Another

matter of interest during his term of office has been the completion of

*A portrait of Mr. Hetherington appeared at page 348 of our 8th volume.
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the underground cable between London and Birmingham . Mr.

Hetherington's experience and ability enabled him to cope satis

factorily with any developments or alterations of the service which

have proved necessary. He was a most capable organiser, and had a

thorough grip of all departments of postal work, while no one could

have been more regular and attentive to his duties . Until his illness

every day found him at his post, prepared to bring a ripe judgment

to bear upon all matters which came under his consideration .

Among his subordinates Mr. Hetherington has always been

regarded with the deepest respect and esteem . Invariably courteous

and considerate , he was yet a strict disciplinarian , and he held the

reins of government with a firm and just hand.

In addition to his duties as head of the Birmingham Post Office

Mr. Hetherington was surveyor of the Birmingham district, and

thus had the offices in Wolverhampton, Walsall, West Bromwich,

Kidderminster, and ten other towns in the neighbourhood under his

supervision.

Mr. Clement Mason .

E regret to have to announce the painfully sudden death from

meningitis in the 29th year of his age of Mr. Clement

Mason , senior clerk in the office of the Postmaster General of the

Transvaal, which took place at Johannesburg on the 16th of

April last.

Mr. Mason entered the Home Postal Service in 1890, and was

transferred to the postal service of Cape Colony in June 1895. When

the postal service of the Transvaal was reorganised after the war, he

was one of the first officers selected for transfer to that service, and

in addition to having rendered valuable assistance in the work of

reorganization , had since been recognized as a courteous, conscientious

and capable officer.

Mr. Mason was one of the first members of the Post Office company

of the Transvaal Light Infantry, which company he recently left upon

promotion to be officer- in -charge of the signalling section of that

corps, and he was present in that capacity at the annual camp and

maneuvres of the Transvaal Volunteers at Frederikstad a very few

days before his death , to all appearance in his usual health . He was

also a zealous Freemason .

Mr. Mason leaves a widow to mourn his loss to whom the sincerest

sympathy is extended by his many friends both in Cape Colony and

in the Transvaal, who are themselves left to regret the early death of

one to whom no higher tribute can be paid than to say that he was a

loyal comrade, a capable officer and an English gentleman.

[The loss to the Magazine by Mr. Mason's death is great ; for he

displayed great keenness in extending the circulation among our

colleagues in the Transvaal. Mr. H.C. Waterhouse has been good

enough to step forward to take the place of Mr. Mason as our local

agent ; and we extend to him a warm welcome as a member of the

staff.-- ED.]
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The P. and O. Fleet.

HE tonnage of the fleet of the premier British Mail Contractors

is announced to be 366,937 , and yet another vessel of 10,000

tons is on the stocks. This ship is to be of the “ Moldavia ” type,
four of which are already in being, namely the “ Macedonia ,

“ Marmora," “ Moldavia" (see illustration ), and “ Mongolia ." The cost

of the four steamers was £ 1,500,000. It is the possession of these

splendid vessels which makes it possible for the Directors to under

take to continue the present mail services to India and China and

Australia, with a considerable acceleration, for a period of three years

from February, 1905 , when the contract now in force comes to an
end.

The Anglo-French Telephone Service.

THE
HE telephone service between certain provincial towns in England

11th of April, and the following congratulatory telegrams passed

between the French and British Administrations :

Sous Secrétaire d'Etat Postes et Télégraphes à Postmaster General,

Londres .

À l'occasion de la mise en vigueur de la noựvelle convention télé
phonique Franco -Anglaise le Sous Secrétaire d'État et l'Administration

Française des Postes des Télégraphes et des Téléphones envoient à

Monsieur le Postmaster General et à l’Administration Anglaise leurs

cordiales salutations .

Sous Secrétaire d'État , Postes, Télégraphes et Téléphones, Paris.

Lord Stanley, on his own behalf, and on behalf of the British Post

Office, warmly thanks M. Berard and the French Administration for

their kind message, and cordially reciprocates their friendly sentiments.

Mr. W. M'Neil.

MRTroon, after havingasied that position for nearly a quarterof
a century. Mr. M.Neil is a native of Dumfries, and began his career

as a telegraphist with the old Magnetic Telegraph Company at Castle

Douglas in 1860 , and filled similar positions at Glasgow, Dundee,

Edinburgh , and other places until the transfer of the telegraphs to

the Post Office in 1870, at which time he was at Ardrossan , where he

remained till 1879 , when he was appointed postmaster of Troon in

succession to Mr. James Orr . Originally the Post Office found

ample accommodation in what is now a small drapery shop, but a

staff of eight clerks, seven postmen , and five telegraph messengers is

now required to overtake the work , whilst an additional postman and

two telegraph messengers are required during the summer season.

A correspondent writes to us in connection with Mr. M'Neil's

retirement as follows :

“ Mr. M`Neil was always a most conscientious and painstaking

officer of the Department, and his merits did not escape the notice of

his superiors ; but, when offered promotion to a larger office, he was

Y
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compelled to refuse it in consequence of his health not being robust,

the salubrious climate of Troon being preferable to higher salary and

increased work, and its attendant worries in a larger sphere.

Many friends, both in and out of the Service, will wish Mr. McNeil

many years to enjoy his well -earned leisure.”

A

Mr. C. W. Treacher.

NOTHER of the men who have been in the service of the

Savings Bank Department from its early days has retired under

the age limit regulations. Mr. C. W. Treacher has been an Assistant

Principal Clerk since 1892 , and his unfailing courtesy and amiability of

manner made him one of the most popular officials in the Department.

A gold watch , which was subscribed to by 135 of his friends, was pre

sented to him on the 13th May ; and Mr. H. Badcock, Sub -Controller,

in making the formal presentation, said that he had great pleasure in

presiding, as he thought he might claim to be the oldest friend of

Mr. Treacher, as he had knownhim during the whole forty years he had

been in the Department. If, like the celebrated Mr. Silas Wegg, he

was inclined to drop into poetry, he could remind Mr. Treacher that,

in the words of the old song, it was forty year since they were boys

together ; and he could go even further with the words of the old

song, and remind him of occasions when they had " raced across the

heather ” on Barnes Common after sundry aquatic festivals. Forty

years was a long time to have known a man, and he had had plenty

of opportunities to notice the characteristics of his old friend .' The

thing which always impressed him about Mr. Treacher was his con

sistent amiability ; in fact, he could not remember one occasion when

he had seen him out of temper, and he had been told by a friend who

had been with Treacher on a recent occasion when he was run over

by a cyclist that he did not show much resentment, in fact he took the

offence " lying down." (Laughter.) He was not surprised, therefore,

that so many junior officers had joined in the testimonial , for Treacher's

amiability must have much commended itself to the youngsters who had

to take their instructions and tuition from him . (Cheers.) The editor of

a certain official magazine had recently given his readers his ideas on

the subject of sympathy with junior officers, and if he intended to

continue the idea he could not do better than take Treacher as his

model for an article on official amiability. (Cheers . ) In conclusion , he

hoped that a perusal of the names in the album would call up many

pleasant recollections in Treacher's mind, and that when he consulted

the watch it would remind him not only of the time that was passing

but the times that had passed . (Cheers . )

Mr. Treacher, who was much affected by his reception , thanked

everybody most warmly for the handsomepresent and for their atten

dance that afternoon. So many of his friends had retired or died that

he was surprised to find they still numbered no less than 135

( Cheers.) He thanked the men of his own branch , the Penny Banks

Branch, where he had passed many happy days, for their kindness and

indulgence to him . He thanked Mr. Badcock for his reference to old
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days, which he remembered very vividly . He wished everybody all

sorts of luck, quick promotions, increase of maximum and salaries.

(Laughter.) They had sped the parting guest nobly. (Cheers.)

A Curious Coincidence.

UR illustration depicts the condit of some Post Office

property after the occurrence of which the following details are

furnished to us by a correspondent at East Croydon .

On the 13th of May a platform truck laden with Parcel Post

Hampers was accidently upset at East Croydon Station, with the

result that a “ Noble ” Basket and a Skip fell on the line in front of an

OU

approaching train . Both receptacles were full of parcels, which ,

as might be expected, came off rather badly when the engine had

worked its will . But , curious to relate, a stout cardboard box ,

although considerably " bent," was found, on examination, to contain

a dozen eggs, none of which were even cracked .

Our informant adds, I forbear to give any description of the

construction of the box which brought its contents so successfully out

of the ordeal, lest I be accused of seeking a free advertisement for its

maker.

Walter Farquhar Tupper.

N the 13th of May, after a short absence on sick leave, Mr. W. F.

He was the second son of

the late Martin Tupper, who was an upper boy of the Charterhouse,

when Thackeray was in the lower forms of that famous foundation,

and who was a college companion of two great Indian pro -consuls long

Othuppet died at South Norwood.
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since dead-Lord Dalhousie and Lord Canning, and also of Rogers,

Carlyle, Grote, Dickens, Matthew Arnold , Shirley Brooks , Albert Smith,

and Mortimer Collins.

Mr. W '. F. Tupper entered the Post Office service in July 1872 , and

at the time of his death was in his 55th year. He was a man of

refined mind and cultured tastes, of original thought, and quiet quaint

humour: his sympathy was readily given to the unfortunate, and his

sound counsel, and practical help to the friendless .

The literary tastes of his father were in no mean degree inherited

by him , and his writings , known to few, are rich with beautiful ideas

expressed in scholarly style. Since the autumm of last year his health

failed, and although until lately he spoke jokingly of his symptoms it

was evident that something was seriously amiss. Pneumonia was the

immediate cause of death .

TH

Postmasters of Scotland Annual Dinner.

HE Sixth Annual Dinner of the postmasters of Scotland was held

at the Balmoral Hotel , Princes Street, Edinburgh , on Friday,

the 27th of May last , under the chairmanship of Mr. J. Macmaster,

Postmaster of Paisley . Fully seventy ladies and gentlemen attended,

and the guests from the outside included Sir Robert Cranston , Lord

Provost of Edinburgh , with Bailie Dobie, Senior Magistrate of the

City ; Mr. W. T. Oldrieve, Principal Architect and Surveyor for Scot

land, H.M. Office of Works, with Mr. J. Rutherford , of H.M. Office

of Works, London , and Mr. W. Gilruth of the same office, Edinburgh.

The guests from within the service were Mr. E. D. Thomson , Chief

Clerk , Secretary's Office, Edinburgh, with Mr. N. W. R. Johnston ,

Principal Clerk, and Mr. E. A. Lenton ; Mr. C. G. Clark, Chief

Examiner, Accountant's Office ; Mr. E. Campbell, Superintending

Engineer ; Mr. J. W. Hyde, I.S.O. , Controller, Sorting Office ; Mr. R.

D. Binsted , Controller, Telegraphs ; Mr. J. Newlands , Traffic Manager,

London ; Mr. D. A. MacPhee, Assistant-Surveyor ; Mr. P. Taylor,

Storekeeper ; Mr. A. Kettles, Chief Superintendent of Telegraphs,

and Mr. W. Payne, Superintendent, Glasgow ; Mr. T. S. Jennings,

Postmaster of Oldham , and Mr. H. Little, Postmaster of Durham .

The Postmaster General telegraphed wishing the company a

pleasant evening, and, in acknowledgment of this act of courtesy, a

telegram was despatched thanking Lord Stanley for his good wishes.

After the usual loyal toasts the chairman proposed the health of

the Postmaster General, and in the course of his remarks stated that

though the office was a political one it was not associated in their

minds with politics. Cordial cheers greeted the formal putting of

the toast , after which Mr. Learmont, postmaster of Ayr, gave the

“ City of Edinburgh ,” and this brought up the Lord Provost to

respond. In a speech sparkling with wit, humour, and apt quotation

from classic verse, Sir Robert Cranston entertained the company for

a quarter of an hour . He was pleased, he said, that they had

selected Edinburgh as their meeting place, and if they returned next

year he did not know , but he thought that he might be in a position
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to welcome them in his civic capacity. If so, nothing would give

him more pleasure than to have such further opportunity of bearing

testimony to the usefulness of the work carried on by the postmasters

in the several divisions of the country they represented that night .

Later in the evening Bailie Dobie, in response to a hearty call for

a few remarks, stated that the officials of the Post Office were

entrusted with business on behalf of the public which brought them

into
very close personal contact with each other, and they were all

proud of the regularity by which the various branches of the work

were carried on . Mr. Oldrieve was also induced to speak for a little .

He said that on first taking up Post Office buildings' work at the

Office of Works he felt some uneasiness, as he had always understood

that the officials of the department were thoroughly practical and

business-like in all their dealings. After some twelve years ' associa

tion with them he had pleasure in saying that he had found the

postmasters to be imbued with the strongest desire to help in

advancing the usefulness of the service in the interest of the public.

Mr. Newlands spoke of the measures in force and contemplated for

consolidating the strength of the telegraph service and of the great

assistance postmasters had given in the matter . The watchwords

were “ 24, and no doubleplates."

Mr. J. B. Hegarty, postmaster of Aberdeen , in proposing “ The

Post Office Service," said they often read of the humours of the

Post Office, but very rarely of the humorists of the Post Office. It

did not follow that the service was deficient in humorists. One

type of post office humorist had always claimed his admiration ;

of that type there was
the man who, after a considerable

service, on reaching the age of sixty or sixty-five , was

pelled by the regulations to relinquish his appointment.
He was

told that he was no longer physically fit to conduct the business of

his office, and that he had to go . What did he do ? He started a

private business , and carried it on for fifteen or twenty years with

success. ( Laughter ). He believed that postmasters were favourable

to the Government's taking over the telephone service of the country,

because with the resources at the command of the Department , they

thought the service would be improved and the public benefited.

Speaking of the possibilities of wireless telegraphy he thought

although it might not at present be possible — that a pigeon post in

connection with fishing boats would prove very useful. It would

enable reports of catches of fish to be sent from the post offices to

all parts of the country more rapidly than was now the case .

Mr. E. D. Thomson , Edinburgh, in replying to the toast , said

the Post Office had enough of vanity to imagine that it deserved

well of the public. ( Applause.) He did not know whether the

public had the same opinion, but that was one of those things into

which it was best perhaps not to inquire too curiously. When the

report of the Postmaster General came up they would find if they

read their newspapers that the Post Office was patted on the back all

round, but if they were elated by that circumstance they were speedily

com
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brought to book by other communications of a less palatable nature

in the newspapers. The humours of the Post Office were apparent to

everyone but the writers of these “ letters to the editor.” Taking the

Post Office all in all , he thought they might say they got on very

well with their public ; and considering the amount of work over

taken , he thought the number of errors was so small that the letter

writer might almost neglect consideration of them . (Applause.)

Other toasts followed, and the proceedings concluded with the

singing of " Auld Lang Syne."

The Voices of the Unseen.

A ansuggestiveness of activity in being. It is like the hubbub of a

far off multitude, or an echo of Babel heard through the electrophone.

It is the negation of noise, and yet it bespeaks energy and meaning.

Around the room many girls are seated with their faces to the wall.

On their heads a bright metal band is fastened, and against the hai

of the brunettes it gleams like a barbaric ornament. With the

intuition of womanhood, these young ladies must be aware that this

implement of their toil becomes them , for they carry it with a certain

grace and coquetry. But they have no eyes for the intruder. All the

time they are intent on something else, listening constantly to the

voices oftheunseen . All London is speaking to them — nay, all England .

Though the voices are those of strangers they respond readily and

reply promptly to the words they hear . They are the intermediaries

of communication, and they bring together millions who are miles

apart . Heaven knows how much purposeless chatter they encourage,

yet they also make possible the most momentous conversations fraught

with grave consequences to individuals and communities. Yet all the

while they are calm and unmoved , speaking in a voice that is " ever

soft, gentle , and low-an excellent thing in woman ” ; and they deftly

handle coloured cords and push plugs into thousands of small holes

in the framework before them . A few soft-footed superintendents

walk up and down the room , but there is no sound to conflict with

the murmurous harmony of subdued speech . — Daily Chronicle.

Some Foreign Holiday Postal Dont's.

Don't PENALTY

( 1 ) Send pictorial post-cards with the Charge as letters.

stamps affixed to the back .

( 2 ) Write a message on the address side of Ditto .

post - cards.

( 3 ) Expect pictorial or other cards bearing Charge as insufficiently

the equivalent of the words “ Post paid post-cards.

Card ” to pass as printed matter ,

even though no communication is

written on the cards. Always erase

the title , and for safety substitute

“ Printed Matter, " or the equiva

lent of such words .
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(4 ) Put post cards in covers, even though Charge as letters .
such covers are made of transparent

material.

( 5 ) Use the stamps of one country to pre- Charge as unpaid letters

pay the postage on correspondence or post-cards, as the

posted in another. case may be.

(6 ) Forget to ascertain whether the post- Obsolete stamps are dis

age stamps purchased are of the allowed , and the cor

current issue. (The current issue in respondence treated

Germany bears the inscription as unpaid.

“ Deutsches Reich : " the obsolete

issue, frequently sold to the unwary,

“ Reichspost." In Italy the stamps

above 5 centesimi in value bear the

effigy of the reigning Monarch ; but

the obsolete issue with the picture of

the late king are often tendered . )

(7 ) Use soiled , crumpled, or mutilated Stamps frequently dis

stamps . allowed .

(8 ) Send presents of flowers and other Stopped and returned
articles home by sample post . (This ( if possible) to the

post is intended for the transmission senders .

of trade samples of merchandize

without saleable value) .

( 9 ) Expect counter - clerks to “ hustle ." Disappointment.

The Alake at Home.

THE
'HE Alake of Abeokuta, whose visits to the various sights of

London are a source of joy to the populace, is a very

intelligent man, and is eager to copy in every way the white man's

ways and customs (says a writer in the “ Bystander,” who has lived

in the Alake's country). He has already, in his native kingdom of

Egba, erected a very excellent court-house, printing office, secretariat,

treasury, and prison, all built of brick , after European ideas , and kept

scrupulously clean . The Government is composed of a native

council, the Alake being president, the three other kings and chiefs

being members of the council . Some educated Egbas, such as the

Government secretary, treasurer, collector of tolls , postmaster, &c. ,

also assist the Government.

There is a small native police force, and sanitary inspectors. It

was necessary to admonish the late Alake, a very old man and too

fond of drink, several times , as his people persisted in interfering

with the military telegraph wire, which was being constructed for

the Government during the Anglo -French Boundary Commission .

A mile or two of wire would frequently be stolen ; and it was not

until the Alake was fined that he issued stringent orders that the

wires must be untouched , and the thefts were stopped.
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The Wardens of the Rhine.

PRINCE SIEGFRIED sailed

Adown the Rhine,

His merry men and he,

Adown the Rhine,

In the white moonshine ,

To the land of Burgundy.

And when the day

Began to dawn ,

And the bright sun he 'gan to shine

On the forests brown ,

They came to the town

Where dwelt the lords of Rhine.

Four Wardens has the Rhine,

Gunther, Gernot and Geiselher,

And Princess Chriemhild, maiden fair,

None can pass without their yea,

None can pass without they pay

Their toll to the Rhine -lords there.

Four wardens has the Rhine,

Gunther, Gernot and Geiselher,

And Princess Chriemhild , maiden fair,

Of the wardens of the Rhine i -wis,

The Princess Chriemhild the strongest is .

B.

Lèse -majesté in the Post Office.

'HE wife of a post office assistant in Leipzig has been sentenced

to four months' imprisonment for lèse-majesté. The curious

point about this case, says the Berlin correspondent of the Daily

Chronicle, is not that the woman has been convicted of this offence,

but that the Post Office authorities have asked the woman's husband

to resign his situation on the ground that no servant of the Govern

ment should be married to a woman capable of this offence. The

question is naturally asked whether, if this woman had been foand

guilty of theft, her husband would have been asked to resign .

TH

A

A Cat Story.

CLERK receiving mails recently at Winchester was surprised

upon opening a bag to see a little black head pop up to

greet him . The head was that of a black kitten belonging to a sub

postmistress , and the little animal had been brought more than eight

miles in a sealed bag (into which it had jumped unseen) shut in a

mail cart. It seems probable that some at least of the proverbial

nine lives must have been exhausted ere the journey's end was

reached . It need scarcely be added that the kitten was nourished

and duly returned to its home—but not in a mail bag.
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A Crimean Relic .

T a timelike the present, when the Russians are again suffering

A ,
be interested in this illustration . It is the picture of an old Russian

lock, which was taken off the Redan at Sebastopol by an engineer in

the service of the Peninsular and Oriental Company. He presented

the lock to the late Mr. Joseph Everitt, of Southampton, and it is now

in the possession of Mr.G. R. Everitt, of the Savings Bank Depart

ment. Mr. Everitt invites suggestions from our readers as to themost

suitable institution to which to present the lock.

1

1. - Locked , with key left in. 2.-Key withdrawn . 3. - Open , with key left in .

Odds and Ends.

YOUNG man, who had resigned his position as S.C. and T. in

a large office, applied to thepostmaster of a seaside office for

employmentas seasoned assistant.

A

MR.
R. HYDE, of Edinburgh, has kindly called attention to an

error in the paper on the Early Posts, printed in the January

number of this Magazine, on page 9 , line 3 ; and wherever else in the

paper the word “ Swansford " appears, the word “ Gravesend ” should

besubstituted . This is not a printer's error, but a mistake of my own

in copying the manuscript. Peccavi. J.A.J.H.
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THE
CHE Post Office Crow is evidently no flyer, grumbles the Star in

complaining that a packet posted at Coleman Street, E.C. , on

the 20th of May did not reach the Star office until the 24th , a distance

of perhaps a mile ! It is so easy to be sarcastic at the expense of the

Post Office, especially when it is known that that department will not

retaliate by chronicling in its own daily organ all the misprints and

other shortcomings that constantly come to light in the columns of the

Press .

N assistant at a provincial office was asked to explain why a

A , a
bill prepared by him for despatch to X His explanation was

“ The attached bill was not used ina despatch forX— Having

to make more than one basket I probably destroyed the Bill , and by

accident got into an empty basket , which was afterwards despatched

to X — I will exercise more care in future.”

*

THE
HE Daily Chronicle was lately taken to ;task for speaking of a

citizen of the United States as an American subject, and

cleared itself as follows :

“ Subject ” is one of those words in which convention has becoine

divorced from actuality . No one hesitates to address as “ dear sir " a

man to whom he proceeds to declare his hostility. It was Rowland

Hill, the autocrat of the Post Office, who gave the best illustration of

this. Speaking to his official superiors he explained that when he

wrote to them he subscribed his letter “ Your obedient servant.” With

a twinkle in his eye he concluded, " Whereas, gentlemen , I am nothing
of the sort ”

Now this is a very pretty story ; but , unfortunately for the argument

of our contemporary, it is not true . We hasten to clear Sir Rowland's

memory from the charge of insubordination by pointing out that he

was not addressing his superiors on the occasion referred to but his

juniors — the surveyors of the Post Office, which gives quite another

complexion to the matter.

A a
YOUNG postman in his written apology expressed regret for

what to do with the new word , but thinks of sending it to the

Returned Letter office for disposal !

“ THE
'HE top of the A form had been torn by someone at the

counter, and it was only fit for waste paper or I should not

have used it ”-ran the explanation of an officer when called to

account for using a telegram form to communicate with the medical

attendant.
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[Note . — It should be clearly understood that these lists are unofficial; but every
effort is made to render them accurate and complete . ]

Promotions.

LONDON.

OFFICE. NAME . APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE

>

1

9

9

S.O. Smith, W. M. Clk . , 3rd Cl . Clk. , 2nd Div. , A.G.D. ,

(Supply. Est.) ' oo

(Teleg’hs) Plackett , J. W .... Traffic Manager U.K.T. Co., '69 ; P.O. ,

Leeds.'70; Inspg. Telst.,

82 ; Cont. Tel. Off .,

Edin ., 'oi

(Regy.) Peak , H. C. Regd . Asst., 2nd Cl . Tel . , C.T.O. , '99

Newman , M
. S.C. & T. , Cork , 'oo

Kieran , J. Sr. , L.P.S. , '98

McCallum , M. Asst. Clk . , S.B.D. , '98

Perry , W .... Tel . C.T.O. , '98

Dalrymple, W .... S.C. & T. , Glasgow, '98

Kemp, E. W. C.C. & T. , S.W., 'oo

Raffaelli, P. V.F. C.C. & T. , L.P.S. , '99

O'Connell, D. Sr. , L.P.S. , '97

Drane , C. F. Sr. , W.C. , '94

Osborne, F. G. V. Tel., C.T.O. , '99

Dent , H. L. Tel. , C.T.O., 'oi

Brown , M. E. 1896 ; Sr. , Cir . Off ., '96

Whittaker, G. L. Sr.-Tr., A.G.D. , '96

Butcher , A. W. 1896 ; Sr. , Cir. Off ., '97

Edwards, G. Sr., Cir . Off ., '94

Cremin , D. Sr., Cir . Off., '97

(Telephones) Miss M. E. Asst.Super ., 2nd’ci . Tel. Oper. , '02
Sweetser

M. J. Miller Tel . Oper ., Dundee, '96

A.G.D. ”. Jeffery , W. J. Cik ”, 2nd Div.,Hr.Gr. 1882
Neal, E. G. 1882

Plowman , G. T. 1882

Hudson , F. R .... 1882

Gray, G. 1882

Cox, W. C. 1883

Kerby, H .... 1882

Thompson, C. K. 1882

Staines, A. P. 1883

Langdon, C. B.... 1883

Weekes, W. Æ. 1883

Walker, J.

Cackett, J. P. 1883

Davison, L. E. A.

Sankey, F. W ....

Bryani, A. C.

Barton , W. A.

Reaston Brown,J. 1883

Manning, C. S .... 1886

Pearson, J. S. 1887

Matthews, A. 1887

Carwithen, A. 1888

9

وو

1883

1883

1883

1883

1883>

99 99
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A.G.D.

C.T.O.

.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

...

.
.
.

.
.
.

Gordon , F. W. S. Clk ., 2ndDiv .,Hr.Gr. 1888

Purdon , M. Super . E.T. Co. , '63 ; P.O .,'70;

Asst. Super., '89

Sowman , T. W. Asst. Super. ... 1874 ; Asst. Super., and

Cl. , '96

Beetlestone, C. J. 2nd Cl.... 1875 ; Over . & Senr.Tel.,

'97

Hughes , C. Over . & Senr. Tel. 1878

Miss A. S. Robins Asst. Super. ... 1870 ; Asst. Super ., Lr .

Gr . , '94

J. C. Atkins 1870 ; Asst. Super . , Lr .

Gr . , '95

E. F. Hart Lr. Gr. 1884

S. C. Young 1884

Catley , E .... Tech . Oħr., Isť ci. E. T. Co. , '67 ; P.O.,E. in c.o.

Leeds, '70 ; Insp., E.

in C.O. , '81 ; Asst.

Super. Engr. (London ),

'03

Groves, J. W. ... U.K.T. Co .,'65 ; P. O. ,

Newc.-on -Tyne, 70 ;

Relay Clk. , E. in C.O. ,

°78 ; Insp . , '85 ; Asst.

Super. Engr. ( Prov. ) ,

'03

Lapham , T.W.... Asst. Supg. Engr. Tel., C.T.O .,'85 ; Insp . ,

( London) E. in C.O. , '85 ; Asst.

Super. Engr.( Prov. ) 97

... Price , H. C. ... Engr. , Ist Cl . S.C. & T. , Brecon , 73 ;

Cardiff, '82 ; Jr. Clk . ,

E. in C.O. , '85; Senr.

Clk . , '93 ; Engr., and

Cl . , '95

Farrand , E. H .... ( Prov. ) S.C. & T., Chesterheld,

'81 ; Jr. Clk . , E. in

C.O., '85 ; Senr . Clk . ,

'93 ; Engr., 2nd Cl . ,

'95

Wells, R. A. Engr., 2nd Cl. S.C. & T. , Dub ., '87 : Jr.

( London ) Clk . , E. in C.O. ( Prov. )

'97 ; Sub .-Engr., '09 ;

Engr . , 2nd Cl . ( Prov .),

'03

Bramwell, J. T. ( Prov. ) S.C. & T. , Newcastle -on

Tyne, '89 ; Jr. Cik . ,

E. in C.o. (Prov.), 98 ;

Sub . Engr ., '99

Everatt , W. C .... S.C. & T. , Newcastle-on

Tyne , '90 ; Jr. Cik .,

E. in C.O. (Prov .),'08;

Sub. Engr . , '99

l'artridge , T. T. S.C. & T., Notim ., '95;

Jr. Clk . , E. in C.O.

( Prov. ) , '98 ; Sub.

Engr . , '99
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»

9

>

.

'92

E. in C.O. Wilby, E. J. Engr., 2nd Ci . S.C. & T. , Leeds, '91 ;

(Prov.) Jr. Clk ., E. in c.o.

(Prov.), '98 ; Sub.

Engr ., '99

Scarr, W. ... S.C. & T. Norwich, '94 ;

Jr. Clk . , E. in C.O.

(Prov . ), '98 ; Sub .

Engr . , '99

... McDonough, T. 1891 ; Sub. Engr ., '99

Dawson , A. E.... ;; S.C. & T. , '87 ; Jr. Clk . ,

E. in C.O.(Prov . ) , '98 ;

Sub. Engr. , '99

Smith, R. J. Sen. Clk . (London) Jr. Exr., T.S.D. , '98 ;

Jr. Clk. , E , in C.o.

(London ), 'o3

Downing, G. H. Ch . Cik . ( Prov. ) ... S.C . & T., B'ham , '85 ;

Jr. Clk . , E. in c.o.

(Prov .), '98 ; Senr .

Clk. , '04

McNally, W. J. Jr. Clk . (London )... Sr. Circ . Of., '98

Hamilton , A. Asst. CIk . , S.B.D. , 'oi

Lund, G. ... ( Prov. ) Tel . , C. T.O. , '91

Austin , F.... S.C. & T. , Liverpool,'96

Bartlett , A. H .... Tel . , C.T.0, '93

L.P.S. , (Conts. Naylor, H. Ch. Supt . F. B. , '70 ; Asst. Super . ,

Off .) '91 ; Super., '99

Foster , H. F. Prin . Clk . F. B. , '71 ; Clk . , Ist Cl . ,

Thomas, J. Clk . , ist . CI .... 1871 ; Over., '89 ; Clk .,

'91 ; 2nd Cl . , '95

Browne, E. A. B. Stg . Clk . , B'ham, '82 ;

Cik .,' 90; Clk . , L.P.S. ,

'91 ; 2nd Cl . , '95

Warren , P. 2nd CI.... Stg . Clk . , Exeter, '89 ;

Clk . , L.P.S. , '94

Gill , F. A.... Sr. , L.P.S. , '90 ; Clk . , '94

Davidson, J. S.C. & T. , Edin ., '99 ;

Regy .-Asst., 03

(Cir . Off.) Cane, E. Super. F.B., 1870 ; Cont . Ofi.,

2

9

وو

» 3rd ”ci.

92

'85 ; Asst. Supt. Cir .
Off. , '93

Hayes, J. H. Asst. Super. ... 1871 ; Over. , '91 ; Inspr ..

'96

Dixon , W. G. Inspr . 1875 ; Over. , '96

Wallbank, H. Over . 1886 ; Bagman, '92

Buxton , S. T. 1879 ; Sr., '82

Paul, H. Insp.inChf.(Lr.Sec.) 1873

E.C. Miss E. A. Super., 3rd Ci. 1881 ; Super . , 4th Cl.,'99

Sedgwick
S.W. Miss C. Flynn 4th Ci . 1876

F. George ... 1879

S... ... Clark, J. Asst. Super. 1870; Over. , '82 ; Insp . ,

'98

Cotsford , R. J.... Insp. 1870 ; Over . , '89
Padd . Camp , W.... 1877 ; Over . , '88

N.W. Box , R. J .... Over. 1882 ; Asst. Hd , Pmn . ,

'94 ; Hd, Pmn., '98

,
,

99

:
:

:
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L.P.S. S.W. Warner, C. J. Over. 1876 ; Asst. Hd . Pmn .,

'97 ; Hd . Pmn ., 'oo

Nord . Shepherd, J. 1875 ; Asst. Hd . Pmn . ,

'92 ; Hd . Pmn . , '98

Batt. Golding, H. H ... 1882 ; Sr. , '85 ; Over .,

2nd Cl. (old cl . ) , '95

E. Russell, R. 1878 ; Over. , and Ci.

( old cl . ) , '95

S.W. Bamford , R. J .... 1880 ; Senr. Pmn. and

Lobby Ofir., '93
M.0.0 . ... McCormick, E. J. Clk ., 2nd Div. , Hr. 1882

Gr.

King , E. R. 1883

Cheffins, A. W ... 1886

R.L.O. Baines, W. P. Exr., and ci.... Cik . , 2nd Div. , M.0.0 . ,

'96 ; Clk . , R.L.O.,'99

Miss M. L. Foster Asst. Super.of Retrs. Retr ., '74

S.B.D. Millington , W. A. Asst. Prin . Clk . 1870 ; Hr. Gr.,' 90 ; Clk .,

ist Cl., '97

Edwards, C.D. , '70 ; S.B. , 72 ;

R. H. A. B.
Hr. Gr., '90 ; Cik .,

Ist Cl . , '99

Lee, J. P.... 1870 ; Hr. Gr. , '90 ; Cik .,

Ist Cl., 'oo

Rumsey, Clk. , Ist CI. 1874 ; Hr . Gr . , '94

L. L. N. C.

Cavanagh, P. T. C.D. , 72 ; S.B. , '75 ;

Hr. Gr . , '94

Bennett, E. 1874 ; Hr. Gr. , '94

Potter , J. J. cik . , 2nd Div. , Hr. 1880

Gr .

Curry , S. E. 1882

Blessley, A. W. 1882

Finch, J. N. 1882

Hutchings, A. W. 1882

Hall , J. C. P. 1882

Elliott, F. W. 1882

Raynolds, J. 1882

West, G. H. 1882

Beard , E. W. 1882

Neales, E. W. 1882

Booth , J. 1882

Buckwell, G. 1882

Houghton , T. U. 1882

Hender, F. H .... 1882

Marriage, W. G. 1882

Tubb , W. A. 1882

Capponi, C. J. ... 1882

Cook , W. J. 1882

Pole , W. 1882

Heighley, T. W. 1882

Wyborn, F. 1882

Parry, L. V. 1882

Atha , H. M. 1882

Anderson , H. 1883

King , A. J.

:
:

9

>

9

>

93

.
.
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1883

1883

1883

رو

1883

1883

1883

رو 1883

1883

S.B.D. Putnam, T. Clk . , 2nd Div . , Hr. 1883

Gr.

Griffiths, L. J.... 1883

Buckwell , E. M .. 1883

Gates, F.

Humphries, H.Y.

Blessley, G.

Jones, A. J. 1883

Humphries,H.R. 1883

Rees, W. 1883

Shoemack , E. 1883

Geddes, H. V .... 1883

Hodge, S. W. 1883

Hutchings, w. 1883

Kelly , W.M. 1883

Towne , W. J. 1883

Jones, F. J. R .... 1883

Mayes, H. G.

Pull , A.

Neave, A.

Leggett, B. 1883

Mitchell, S. P .... 1883

Boggon , J.

Sperring , H. A ..

Shearman , F. H. 1884

Tinnock , W. A... 1884

Witt , W. C. 1885

Lacey, F. W. 1885

Turner, W. H .... 1885

Botting , L. J. 1886

Hiorns, F. ) . 1887

Bell , A. D. 1892

Miss E.G.Edkins Senľ . Asst. Super... 1879 ; Asst. Super ., '99

K.A.Bumpus Asst. Super. 1882 ; Prin . Cik . , '95

A J. Watt... Prin . Cik . 1883 ; Clk . , Ist Cl., '94
H.G. Jaques 1885 ; Clk ., Ist Cl., '97
J. W. 1887 ; Clk . , ist Cl . , '97

Macdonald

A. May Clk . , Ist Cl . ... 1889

J. L. Christie 1891

A. J. Wilson Tel., C.T.O. , '86 ; Cik . ,

S.B.D. , '91

A.L. Collings 1891

Stores Dept.
Ayliffe, J. W. Cik ., 3rd Ci.... Sub . Tel Co. , '70 ; C. of

S.O. , '89

... Smith , S. H. Tel., C.T.O. , 'or

Surveying Dept. Castelí, w . Sur. C.D., '72 ; M.0.0 . , ' 72 ;

Sur . Clk. , '85 ; Asst.

Sur . , '96

Oakley, F. J. W. Asst. Sur . , Ist Cl.... Clk ., Lr. Div., R.A.G.O.,
'81 ; E. in C.O. , '82 ;

Sur . Clk ., '92

Hughes, E. K .... Asst. Inspg . Tel . S.C. & T. , Swansea, '81

;; Boston , J. W. S.C. & T., Darlington ,

:
:
:

'90
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Surveying Dept. Bailey , E. W. B. Asst. Hd . Sta. Cik . S.C. & T. , Colchester,

'82 ; Stg . Clk . , Nor .

wich , '88 ; Sur. Sta ,

Clk ., '93

Wardle, H. J. ... S.C. & T., Sowerby

Bridge , '87 ; Sur . Sta.

Clk. , '93

Setchell , L. S.C. & T., Bedford , '89;

Sur . Sta . Clk . , '95

Brown, W. H ... 1884 ; S.C. & T., St.

Ives , '87 ; Lowestoft,

'92 ; Sur . Sta . Clk .,'95

Chambers, W. H. Sig. Clk ., York, '91 ;

Sur . Sta . Clk. , '96

Cabeldu, W. J. S.C. & T., Jersey , '91 ;

Sur . Sta . Clk ., '96

Noble, R. H. Stg. Clk ., Ipswich, '89 ;
S.C. & T. , Lough.

boro ', '92 ; Stg . Cik .,

Leicester, '92 ; Sur.

Sta. Cik . , '96

Owens, A.... S.C. & T. , Steurbridge,

89 ; Hawkhurst, '90 ;

Sur . Sta. Clk . , '97

Smith, A. F. Stg . Clk . , Dundee, '90 ;

Sur. Sta . Clk . , '97

Forsyth , A. McA . S.C. & T., Forres, '91 ;

Stg. Clk. , Aberdeen ,

'94 ; Sur . Sta . Clk .,'97

Merefield , F. E.. Sur . Sta . Clk . S.C. & T. , S'uth'pton , 90

Hilton , C. F. Tel . , C.T.O. , '88 ; Reg .

Asst., 'oo

Banks, A. J. ... S.C. & T. , Rugby, '91

Woodrow , F. H. Tel., C.T.O.,'94 ; S.C.

&T., South'pton , '98

Boland, J .... S.C. & T. , Armagh, '97

9 )

99

,
,

99

port, '88

PROVINCES–ENGLAND & WALES.

Barnstaple .. Hallett , J .... ... Ch . Cik. S.C. & T. , Bridport,'83 :

Wokingham ,'87 ; Brij

Birmingham Howes, W. J. ... Asst. Super. (P.), 1875 ; Cik . , '92 ; Asi.

Ist C1. Super. , and Cl . , ‘ol

Laughton, F. s . 2nd Cl. 1883 ; Clk. , '95

Jones, A.'H. S.. Cik . ( P.) 1886

Knight , W. Clk . (T. ) 1880

Alexander, A. W. 1880

Wilks, T. W. 1880

Bristol Mackay, J. J. Ch . "Super. ( P. ) 1867 ; Asst. Super, and

Cl . , '85 ; Ist Cl . , '90 ;

Super. , '97

Aldridge, H. H .. Super. ( P. ) 1871 ; Asst. Super., 2n -1

CI . , '86 ; Ist CI., '90

Cooper, W. S. H. Clk . ( P. ) 1882

Bovey, W. H ... 1882

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

:
:

9
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.

.
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.

.
.

99

...

Bristol Devine, A. C. Super. (T. ) E.T.Co.,'65 ; P.O . , '70 ;

Clk .,'86 ; Asst.Super .,

2nd Cl., '90

Cardiff Evans, J. ... Ch. Clk.... 1880 ; Asst. Super. ( P. ),

'91 ; Super . , '02

Loyns, G. B. Super. ( P. ) 1882 ; Asst. Super., '91

Williams, W. T .. Asst. Super. (P.), Tel., L'pool, '82 ; S.C.

Ist Ci. & T.. Wolverhampton,

'87 ; Asst. Super. (P.),

2nd Cl . , Cardiff, '91

Tudor , J. J. 2nd Cl. 1885 ; Clk . ( P. ) , '97

Sheard , J .... cik . ( P) 1885

Cheltenham Copland , J. W. Asst. Super. 1883 ; Clk . , '94

Derby Musgrove, G. Asst. Super. ( P. ) Tel., '74 ; Stg. Clk. , '76 ;

Cik. (P.), '99

Crooks, T. J. Stg . Clk ., '78 ;Clk . ( P. ) ,
'OI

Whalley, H. Clk. (P. ) Stg. Clk . , '82

Chapman, A. E. Stg. Clk. , '82

Dereham... Skerritt , R. G .... Cik. 1890

Exeter Hallett, F. G.... Super. (P.) 1878 ; Clk . , '91 ; Asst.

Super ., '95

Dymond, w . Asst. Super. ( P. ) 1874 ; Cik . , 'o2

Baker, A. W. Clk. (P. ) ... 1887

Farnham Gunn , W. H. Cik . 1890

Gloucester Shellswell , w. Clk. (P. ) 1882

Jersey Benest , E. C. Cik . 1882

Liverpool O'Neill , T. M.T. Co.,'66 ; P.O . ,'70 ;

Asst. Super. , 2nd Cl.,

'90 ; Ist Cl., '98

Maddox, J. R .... Asst. Super . ( T. ) , 1874 ; Clk. '97 ; Asst.

Super ., 2nd Cl . , 'or

Merchant, W. B. 2nd Cl. 1872 ; Clk . , 'or

Wolfe, A. J. 1874

Thompson, J. Super. ( P. ) 1871 ; Clk . , '84 ; Asst.

Super . , 2nd Cl . , '92 ;

Ist Cl . , '95

Clarke , F.... Asst. Super . ( P. ) , 1873 ; Clk .,, '90 ; Asst.

Ist Ci. Super., 2nd Cl. , '98

Henderson , A. J. 2nd Cl. 1879 ; Clk . , '95

Rogers, T. Cik" ( P . ) 1884

Lascelles, G. 1885

Miss K. Hodges . Asst. Super. Tel. Oper ., '97

(Telephones)

Llanelly Beynon , W. G. Clk. 1888

Manchester Martin , w. Asst. Super. , 2nd Cl. 1887 ; Clk . , '97

(P.)

Simmonds, C. Clk. ( P. ) 1884

Ferguson , A. 1884

Stockall, H.T.. Cik” (T . ) 1882

Spooner , J. 1882

Ryman , C. J. 1882

Miss A. Jackson . Super. ( P. ) 1881 ; Asst . Super ., '02

A.E. Bleackley Asst. Super. (P.) 1880

Middlesborough Hawkins, R. J.. Asst. Super. 1885 ; Clk . , 'o3

Norwich ... Hartley, H. Asst . Super. ( P. ) 1884 ; Clk. , '98

Super. ( T.)

Ist Cl .

... Cik . ( T. )

9

...

.
.
. ...

99

99

99

Z
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Norwich ... Edmonds, W. B .. Clk . (T. ) 1885

Dennis, H. J. Clk . ( P.) 1878

Plymouth Bond, W. H. Asst. Super. (T. ) E.T. Co ., '66 ; P.O . , ' 70 ;

Clk. , '97

Williams, R. H .. Cik. ( T.) 1870
Portsmouth Leamy, A. C. Super. ( P.) 1868 ; Asst. Super . , '92

Morrell , A. B. Asst. Super. ( P .) 1884 ; Clk . , '98

Ryde Newberry, G. S. Cik . 1882

Sheffield Jones, J. Clk . ( P.) 1882

Wright, R. 1886

Stevenson, W. 1887

Northam , Cik ." (T.) 1872

F. J. P. H.

Shrewsbury Bratton , W. W .. Asst. Super. (P. ) ... 1880 ; Clk ., '92
Robinson , W. 1869 ; Clk . , '88

Hammond, A. C. 1882 ; Clk. , '94

Sims, J. 1874

Harris, W. 1883

Stoke -on - Trent . Shufflebotham , Super. ( P. )) 1871 ; Clk . , '87 ; Asst.

W. R. Super., 'oo

Kent , W. ... Asst. Super. (P. ) 1872 ; Clk. , '76

Pennington, J. 1882 ; Clk ., 'or

Braithwaite, R.. Clk . (P?) ... 1885

Tring Bourne, E. C. Clk . Aylesbury, '94 ; Tring,'99

Weston-super Horsington, A .... Ch . Clk . 1881 ; Cik. , '02

Mare

Armstrong, C. ... Cik . 1885

... Cik . (P)
...

...

...

9

IRELAND.

Dublin (S.O. )

1883

Cork

Cahalan, J. Clk . , 2nd Div. , Hr. 1882

Gr.

Booth , J.

O'Connor, M. Asst. Super."(P.) 1875 ; Clk . , '91

Wallace, W. H. . Clk . ( P. ) 1896

Bell , R. Ch . Cik . 1881 ; Cik . (P.), '91 ;

Asst. Super. ( P. ) , '02

Brown, W. S. Asst . Super . (P.) 1889 ; Cik. , 'o2

Baird, M. Clk . ( P.) 1885

Londonderry

SCOTLAND.

Edinburgh Fentiman , F. Clk ., 2nd Div. , Hr. 1882

(A.O.)
Gr .

Budge, W. G. ... 1878 ; Cik ., 2nd Div., '82

Brisbane, T. F. . 1882

( Stg . or.) McLachlan , T .... cik . 1884 ; S.C. & T., '93

99
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Edinburgh

( Tel. Ofl .)

Glasgow ...

Binstead , R. D. . Controller C.T.O .,'71; Asst. Super.,

C.T.O., '93 ; Clk ., and

Cl . , '94 ; Ist Cl . , '97

Tanish , R. Asst. Super., 1st Cl. E.T. Co., '67 ; P.O.,

'70 ; Clk . , '91 ; Asst.

Super., '96

Prescott, J. N .... 2nd Cl. 1880 ; Cik. , 'or

Thomas, D. Clk. 1879 ; Tel . , '81

Kinnear, T. 1882

Webster, J. Super. (T.) 1870 ; Clk. , '84 ; Asst.

Super., 2nd Cl., ,'90 ;

Ist Cl., '96 ' ? morto

Collins, W. G. ... Asst. Super. (T. ) , ist M.T. Co , '62 ; P.O. ,

Ci . '70 ; Asst. Super., 2nd

Cl., '90

Watt , J. 2nd Cl. 1875 ; CIk ., '98

Fulton, w. 1874 ; Clk ., '98

Cadman , B. Cik. ( T.) 1880

McLeod, W. H. 1881

Robertson , D. 1881

Park, W. 1881

.
.
.

.
.
.

Cik (P .)
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LONDON.

OFFICE. NAME . APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

.
.
.

CI.

S.O. (Regy.) Wiles, A. Regy . Asst., 2nd CI. 1868

A.G.D. Price , H. F. T ... Tr. ... 1872 ; Tr . , '78

Isern , W. J. 1883 ; Tr . , '85

C.H.B. Miss B.A.Člifford cik . , 2nd Ci. 1881

P.O.B. M. E. Weston Sr. 1883

A. E. Gosling 1902

c.r.o. Claxton ,F. H ... Tél. 1881

Miss C. Polley ... Asst. Super.(Hr.Gr.); 1870 ; Asst. Super. ( Hr .

Gr . ) , 'o2

L. Blake ( Lr.Gr. ) 1872 ; Asst. Super., '97

J. J. Jarvis... Tel . 1870

J. A. Riley ... 1872

H. A. 1874

Tattersall

K. A. 1898

Collishaw

E. in c.0 . Stephenson , G .... Engr. (Prov. ) , ist Tel . , Glasgow , '81 ; Jr.

Clk . , E. in C.O. , '85 ;

Engr . , 2nd Cl. , '92 ;

Ist Cl . , 'or

* Horwill, G.W.F. Sub- Engr. ( London ) , Tel., C.T.O., '95 ; Sub ..

Engr. , ' oo

L.P.S.,Cont.Off. Pounds, W. J. Prin . Clk . 1864 ; C.D. , '65 ; C.O.,

( Senr . ) '85 ; Clk ., Ist Cl., '86 ;

Prin . Clk . , '99

Matthews, W. ... Clk . , ist Cl . ... F.B. , '74 ; S.B.D., 75 ;

R.A.G.O. , '80 ; L.P.S. ,

1 '84 ; Clk . , Ist Cl., '94

Cir . Off. Hayward , W. G. Insp . 1863 ; Over . , '73 ; Insp . ,

Chappell , W. 1859 ; Over . , '81 ; Insp .,

'96

Kershaw, J. W..Over. 1870 ; Sr. , '72 ; Over.,'86

Pond, H. Sr. 1866

Worts, F. W. 1878 ; Sr. , '82

Hardingham , C .. 1882 ; Sr. , '85

* Curtin , P ....

.
.
.

'90.
.
.

:
:

99

1898

* Ring, G. 1808

S.E. Haynes, T. Asst . Super. 1863 ; Over., '80 ; Insp . ,

'89 ; Asst. Super., 'oi

Padd . Hoade, R. R. Insp . 1863 ; Over., '74 ; Insp . ,

'97

W.C. Oulet , J. J. Insp . in Charge 1856 ; Insp. , 'or

( Lr . Sec. )

E. Ewen , S. J. Over . 1868 ; Over . , '77

S.W. Twaits, S. J. 1877 ; Over ., '88

S.E. Basden , H. 1871 ; Over., and Ci.,

'92 ; Over. , '98

Padd. Thompson, J. H. Sr. 1890

E. Penwill , E. H. ... 1890

* Awarded a Gratuity.
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OFFICE NAME. APPOINTMENT . PREVIOUS SERVICE .

L.P.S. ,

> 32

M.O.O.

R.L.O.

S.B.D.

Padd . Carr , F. D. C.C. & T. 1885

E.C. Steeds, H. C. 1890

Padd. Miss M. M. Bray 1871

S.W. K. Brinkler.. 1892

W. * F . D , Mercer 1902

E. C. Smith .. Sr. P.O.B., '91 ; M.0.0 .,'98

A.A. Paynter Asst.Super. of Retrs. 1873; Asst. Super., '97

A. H. Noy... Retr. Tel., Wolverhampton,

'88 ; S.C. & T., Col.

chester , '92 ; Retr . ,

R.C.O. , '99

Treacher, C. W .. Asst. Prin . Clk. 1864 ; Asst. Prin. Clk . ,

'92

Gifford, W. E .... 1864 ; Asst. Prin . Clk . ,

'93

Lamb, W. F. Clk. , 2nd Div. , Hr. 1874 ; Hr. Gr. , '94

Gr.

* Coulter, H. Asst. Clk.
1901

Miss I. Noel Clk . , and Ci.... 1878

M. A.
1899

Sandison

H. M. 1900

Clandillon

L.F.Richards Girl Clk . 1902

.
.
.

.
.
.

>

.
.
.

9

.
.
.

97

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

PROVINCES – ENGLAND and WALES.

...

...

...

Birmingham ... Pargeter, E.H.N. Asst. Super. ( P. ) , 1868 ; Asst. Super . , 2nd
Ist . Ci. Cl . , '86 ; Ist Cl., '90

Hill, . Clk . (T. ) ... E.T. Co., '62 ; P.O. ,

70 ; Clk ., '97

Cook , J. S.C. & T. E.T. Co. , '58 ; P.O. , '70

MissM.M.Proctor 1891

Bradford ... Worth, H. Cik ."( T.) U.K.T. Co., '63 ; P.O. ,

? 70 ; Clk ., '91

Cambridge Sheldrick , J. A ... Asst. Super . ( P. ) 1865 ; Cik . , '98 ; Asst.

Super. , 'oo

Cromer .]* Pyman, A. H .... S.C. & T.
1903

Derby Ballard, D. W .... Asst. Super. ( P.) 1869 ; Cik. , '85 ; Asst.

Super., '93
Gloucester ... Allaway, F. H ... (T.) ... U.K.T. Co., '69 ; P.O.,

'70 ; Clk. , '92 ; Asst.

Super ., '95

Bullock , H. H.J. S.C. & T. 1888

Horsham ... Austen, J .... Ch . Clk .... 1874 ; Clk ., '93 ; Ch.

Cik ., '97

Lichfield ... Howe, W. Pmr. E.T. Co. , '63 ; P.O.,

B'ham, '70 ; Clk ., '87 ;

Pmr. , Lichfield , '94

Miss E. Beaman. S.C. & T. 1873

Liverpool Sarginson , W. H. Super. ( P. ) 1869; Asst. Super . , and

Ci., '86 ; Ist Cl., '90 ;

Super . , '97

* Awarded a Gratuity .
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...

...

Liverpool Nottingham , C ... Super. (T. ) ... E.T. Co., '59 ; P.O.,

70 ; Asst. Super ., 2nd

Cl., '90 ; ist Cl., '94 ;

Super., 'oi

James, H .... S.C. & T. 1885

* Williams, J. H ... 1897

* Atkinson , W. E.. 1899

Malvern Miss H. Rickard. 1891

Manchester Kay, W. K. Asst.'Super. ( T.), 1880 ; Cik . , '97 ; Asst .

2nd CI. Super., and Cl., 'or

Baker, W.... Clk. (T. ) E.T. Co., '60 ; P.O.,

'70 ; Clk. , '90

Miss A. E. Jacob Super . 1879 ; Asst. Super., '94 ;

Super . , 'or

C. Wood S.C. & T. 1881

C. Tiplady 1888

Newcastle-on- Stevenson, T. , Pmr? Clk. , Kilmarnock , '56 ;

Tyne I.S.O. Clk ., Dumfries , °59 ;

Carlisle , '60 ; L'pool,

’62 ; P.O. Agent, St.

Thomas, '72; Pmr.,

York , '78 ; Sheffield,

'91 ; Newcastle -on

Tyne, '94

Fairlamb, N. A .. S.C. & T. 1892

Newport (Mon.) James, T. E. Pmr. Clk . , Hereford , '58 ;

S.B.D. , '66 ; Travg .

Clk. , Mail Office , '66 ;

Pmr . , Carmarthen ,'74;

Stockport, '90 ; New .

port, '97

Penzance ... James, C. D. S.C. & T. 1888

Plymouth Collings, C. E .... Asst. Super. (T. ) . E.T. Co., '59 ; P.O. , '70

Clemow , J. D .... E.T. Co. , '60 ; Clk ., '91 ;

Asst . Super., '98

Ruabon * Miss A. E. Jones S.C. & T. 1901

Shrewsbury Davis, J. Asst. Super. ( P. ) 1867 ; Asst. Super., '92

Southport McIlwreith , J. ... Super. M.T. Co. , '65 ; P.O.,

Bradford ( Yks.), '70 ;

Clk ., '91 ; Asst. Super ,

Southport, '98

Stamford ... Hart , C. S.C. & T. 1887

Sunderland Reay , M. Clk . (T. ) M.T. Co., '61 ; P.O. ,

70 ; Clk ., '90
Taunton ... Culverwell , H. J. Clk . 1869 ; Clk . , '98

Weston -super- March , J. ... 1868 ; Clk ., '91
Mare

Worksop ... Miss E. A. S.C. & T. 1892

Parkinson

IRELAND

Dublin (Stg.Of.) Irvine, M. J. .... Asst. Super ,, Ist Cl . , C.D., '64 ; Stg. Office ,

Dublin , '75; Asst .

Super., '90

:
:

Awarded a Gratuity.
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OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

... ...

Dublin (Stg.Off.) Fahy, P. Clk. 1869 ; Clk. , '91

Belturbet... Jordon , H. Pmr. Tel ., Curragh Camp, '72 ;

Dublin , '81; Pmr.,

Cahir, '85 ; Kells, '89 ;

Belturbet, 'or

Galway *Miss E. K. S.C. & T. 1900

Prentice

SCOTLAND .

Edin . (Tel . Off.) Gordon , J.... ... Asst. Super. ( Ist Cl.) U.K.T. Co. , '69 ; P.O. ,
'70 ; Asst. Super.,

Aberdeen, '91 ; Edin . ,

'95 ; Ist Cl . , 'oi

Sword , C. J. Cik. E.T. Co., '63 ; P.O. , ' 70 ;

Clk. , '92

Nivison , R. A .... S. C. & T. 1885

Castle Douglas Miss B.J.McVitae Pms.

Glasgow Thomson, G. S.C. & T. 1885

Maybole *Miss J.C.Murray S.C. & T. 1900

Troon McNeil , W. Pmr M.T. Co., '60 ; P.O. ,

Ardrossan , '70 ; Pmr. ,

Troon , '79

* Awarded a Gratuity .

1877
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Deaths.

OFFICE. NAME . APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

A.G.D. Tupper, W. F. Clk . , 2nd Div.

C.T.O. Mitcham , J. O ... Tel .

Ryan , A. E.

Miss J.M.Butcher

E.in c.o.(Prov.) Farr,A. K. Sub. Engr.

1872 ; Hr . Gr . , '93

1892

1902

1897

S.C. & T. , '90 ; Jr. Clk . ,

E. in C.O. , '00 ; Sub .

Engr., 'o3

1898 ; Sr.-Tr. , 'oo ; Sr. ,L.P.S. , Cir . Off. Williams, G. T .. Sr. ...

E.

W.

E.C.

M.3.0.

(P.O.B.)

R.Ľ.o.

S.B.D.

Sur. Dep .

Birmingham ...

Wise, W. J. Over. ... 1867 ; Over. 2nd Cl.,'87 ;

Over., '97

Stanley, J. T.... Sr. ... 1880 ; Sr. , '85

Etherton, G. C.C. & T. 1886

Miss E. J. Miller Clk . , 2nd Ci .... S.B. , '96 ; M.O.O., '99

A. Dalgleish 1898

Broan, W. 7. ... Exr ., 2nd Ci .... Clk . , 2nd Div. , R.A.G.O.,

'92 ; CIk . , R.L.O . , '93 ;

Exr. , 2nd Cl . , 'oo

Hudson , J. Senr . Asst . 1867 ; Senr. Asst ., 'oo

Miss A.M.Farwig Clk . , 2nd Cl .... 1882

P.J. Reavell 1900

Allsop, J.W. ... Inspg . Tel . E. T. Co., '63 ; P.O. ,

Derby, '70 ; Inspg.

Tel., '82

Hetherington , Pmr . S.O. , '66 ; Sur. Clk .,'68 ;

W. A.
Sur.,91;Pmr.,Brighton,

'91 ; B’ham , '97

Kinsella , J. Asst. Super. (T.), E.T. Co. , '69 ; P.O.,

2nd Ci. Glasgow , '70 ; B'ham ,

73 ; Clk . , '90 ; Assi.

Super ., '93

Hyde, A. ... S.C. & T. 1871

Josey, W. 1899

Liddell, M. H... 1899 ; S.C. & T., '02

Arnold, F. G. Chatham , '96 ; Brighton,

'03

Rodwell, w. Pmr. Hull, '71 ; Pmr. Tring,

'77 ; Devizes, '96

Oakey, H. R. Sr.,Gloucester,'66 ; (lk . ,

S.0 . , 74 ; Omr . , Ban

bury , '77 ; Bridgwater ,

'89 ; Hereford , '96 ;

Eastbourne, 'or

Holmes, H. A .... S.C. & T. 1888

Davey, A. E , C .. 1891

Porter , A .... 1873

Haworth , J. E ... 1894

Brighton

Devizes

.
.
.

Eastbourne

> .
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

Ipswich

Liverpool
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OFFICE. NAME . APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

...Manchester

Plymouth

Read , J. H.

Jennings , W.

S.C. & T.

Ch . Cik....

Rugby

Shrewsbury

Belfast

Limerick ...

Glasgow

Harrison , W. J .. S.C. & T.

Landsey , R.

Miss E.L. Gibson

A.M.O'Connor Tel. Oper .

Phillips , G. G.... S.C. & T.

Matheson, W.

Vernon , E. A.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

1901

Stg. Clk. , '81 ; Clk . , '91 ;

Asst.Super.,'95; Super.,

'97 ; Ch. Cik ., 'oi

1876

1900

1870

1901

1889

1887

1895Kelso
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Postmasters Appointed..

OFFICE. NAME. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

Birmingham

Brentwood ...

Carlisle

Chester-le-Street ...

Dawlish

Esher

...Hemel Hempstead

Ilfracombe

Leicester

Lichfield

Manningtree

Newcastle -on - Tyne

North Shields

Pembroke Dock ...

Stevenage

Court , C. S. ... R.A.G.O. , '70 ; Sur . Clk . , '78 ; Asst.

Sur ., '91 : Sur . , '94

Baker , J. W. E.T. Co. , P.O. , Rotherham ; Pmr. ,

Nantwich ; Pembroke Dock ;

Uxbridge

Teversham , M. W .. S.O. Cik ., Lr. Div. ; Clk . , and C.

(Supply.Est.); Pmr.,Constantinople

Wilson , J. S.C. & T., Liverpool

Riordan, J. S.C. & T. , Cork

Bartington, J. C. ... Boy Sr. , C.D.; Tr . , R.A.G.O . ; Pmr.,

Cowbridge ; Ponders End

Scott , J. S.C. & T., Malton ; Pmr. , Blyth

Richards, G .... Tel . , Swansea ; Cik ; Asst. Super.

Twiss, A. E.... Clk . , M.0.0 .; S.O .; Pmr., Lincoln ;

Carlisle ; Oxford

Gillard , H. J. Tel . , Sherborne ; Torquay ; Cik .;

Penzance ; Ch. Clk . ; Pmr., D'port

Wilmot, H. S.C. & T.,Saffron Walden ; Wymond

ham ; Pmr., Wymondham

Muir, J .... M.T. Co.; P.O., Edin . ; Sur. Clk . ;

Asst . Sur . ; Sur.

Jones, T. S.C. & T. , Carnarvon ; Clk . ; Pmr . ,

Pontypool ; Carnarvon

McKeon , J. ... Tel . , Waterford ; Clk . ; Supt.

Horwood , S. D. M.T. Co. , P.O.,St. Albans ; S.C. & T.

Cardiff ; Clk .

Knight , F. H. Clk . , Oxford ; Pmr., Stourbridge ;

Hawkhurst; Bury St. Edmunds ;
Walsall

Taylor , H. F. S.C. & T., Weston -Super -Mare;

Clk . ; Ch . Clk .

Semple, D. S. C. & T., Armagh ; L'pool; Tel . ,

C.T.O .; Pmr., Kilrush

Freeman, T.... S.C. & T. , Tralee ; Clonmel

Sharpe, R. Postman , Liverpool

Green , J. Tel., Brighton ; Sheffield ; S.C. & T. ,

Grantham ; Chesterfield ; Retford

Ferguson , G.... Stg. Clk . , Kilkenny ; Belfast; Pmr.,

Larne; Navan

Miss E. Potter S.C. & T. , Rathdrum

Clark , W. B. S.C. & T. , North Shields ; Clk . ;

Ch . Cik .

Ford , W. F.... Clk . , 2nd Div ., A.G.D.; Clk . , 3rd

Cl . , S.O. (Supply Est . ) ; Asst.

Sec ., Natal

Reed , W. H.... Pmr., Ottery St. ary ; Dawlish

Cameron , J .... Stg. Clk . , Glasgow ; Tel . ; Clk.

Ferguson, G. First Asst., Constantinople

Taunton

Wantage

Wymondham

Enfield ( Ire . )

Ferns

Kilrush

Lurgan

Rathdrum

Campbeltown

Castle Douglas

Haddington

Maybole

Constantinople



HIGHER CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATIONS,.

Special Tuition for the Above, Privately, in Class, and

by Correspondence, at

24 , CHANCERY LANE, W.C.,

BY

Messrs. J.J. GIBSON (First Class Camb. )

AND

C. LOLY (First Class Lond. U. )

Assisted by a Large Staff of University Graduates and others.

Resident Pupils are received at Upper Norwood.

RECENT SUCCESSES INCLUDE :-India Civil Service-T. C. Hodson , 27th

( First Trial ) ; C. F. Payne, 45th (First Trial) : 0. D. Skelton ( First Trial).

Home Civil Service, Class 1.-R. Court ( First Trial). India Police - A . F. R.

Begbie, FIRST ; A. C. Daniel, 5th (First Trial) ; H. C. Daniel, 8th ( First Trial) ;

J. B. Jenkins, 9th ; R. H. Cosens -Prior, 9th ( First Trial). Ceylon Woods and

Forests — D . Barry (First Trial). Student Interpreters (China, Japan, and Siam )

-W. P. Thomas, FIRST (First Trial); G. Pearson, FIFTH (First Trial);

A. G. Major, SECOND : W. B. Fletcher, 7th ; H. Horne , SEVENTH ; Turkey

and the Levant-E . G. Lomas, FIRST (First Trial) ; A. B. Geary , SECOND

(First Trial); C. Heathcote-Smith , SECOND (First Trial) ; G. Toulmin, THIRD

(First Trial); W.S. Edmonds,FOURTH (First Trial) ; E.M. Toulmin, FIFTH

( First Trial) ; FIRST in Latin, FIRST in Greek , FIRST in English Composition ;

W. A Smart , SIXTH (First Trial ) ; also FIRST Place in Navy Medical

Examination . West Indies Consular Service - H . A. Ramsden ( First Trial);

B. G. Michell ( First Trial). Supreme Court of Judicature - s. Geary ( First

Trial ) . Legacy Duty - E . T. Dixon , FIRST (First Trial); E. T. Hopkins,

SECOND (First Trial), Record Marks in Law ; E. M. Miller, FIFTH ( First

Trial); G. D. Crowther, SIXTH ( First Trial) ; H. P. C. Skingsley , 7th (First

Trial) ; C. O. Vernède, 7th (First Trial) ; C.H. C. Watson, 14th (First Trial) ;

J. B. Birch, 5th (First Trial) ; C. W. Tytheridge, 14th ( First Trial). Assistant

Surveyor of Taxes - J. E. Long, 9th place ; T. Hayes, 13 pla ( First Trial ) ;

W. Coman (Correspondence Pupil) ; R. E. Brierley (First Trial). Admiralty

( Supply and Accountancy )-J. T. Hewetson, 9th ( First Trial ) ; G. L. Platt,

FIFTH (FIRST in Latin ) . Student Interpreters, Cape Colony Service . - A .

Dickinson ( First Trial ) , FIRST in German , FIRST in Dutch . Chinese Customs.

-H. Hilliard ; H. Smart (both at First Trial) . Second Division . - A . W. Gaze

( First Trial) ; W. Nops ( First Trial ) .

The “ State Correspondent" ( 2d. Monthly ) gives up- to -date

particulars of all Appointments. ONE GUINEA Prize offered in

each Number.

* . * In January and July of each vear a Special Prize of FIVE

GULVEAS is offered for competition.
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THE CIVIL SERVICE MUTUAL

FURNISHING ASSOCIATION LTD.

Established over a Quarter of a century .

If you withdraw money How much more ad

from Investments to Pur- vantageous to
purchase

chase a Piano , Furniture, through the C. S. M. F. A.

or Household Requisites and to REPAY THE AMOUNT

necessitating a large out- FROM CURRENT INCOME, by

lay , the probabilities are monthly instalments spread

that THE MONEY WILL NEVER over one, two , three

BE REPLACED.

or

years .

Cash Business.— Furniture may be selected at some of the best

WHOLESALE HOUSES, very liberal discounts being allowed for Cash .

WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELLERY on equally advantageous terms.

Deferred Payments . — In this class of business, it is of the greatest
importance that the Hirer should deal with a firm where he will know

what he is paying for the accommodation . Most Hire Purchase Firms

charge at least 50 % more for their goods than Firms connected with the

C.S.M.F.A. Write for a complete list of London and Suburban Firms.

FURNITURE, CARPETS, CHINA, BEDSTEADS, BEDDING, AND HOUSE

HOLD UTENSILS may be selected at Cash Firms connected with the
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Kingdom . Most of these Firms mark their goods in plain figures at

actual Cash Prices ,

Pianos.-Pianos by the Best Makers. The C.S.M.F.A. special line is in

instruments by a reliable ENGLISH FIRM tha makes for the Trade only .

Large Discount for Cash , or on Extended Payments a Piano may be

purchased at no more than the cost of Hire . Set of illustrations, with

prices for Cash , One , 1 wo , or Three Years , sent on application .

Bicycles and Motor Cycles. - By all the BEST -KNOWN MAKERS,
on Monthly Instalments . This branch of the C.S.M.F.A. business has

greatly increased during the past two years. Terms and prospectus

on application . 1

1

Illustrated Prospectus, containing full particulars, Scale of Repayments, & c .,

forwarded on application to the Secretary, H, A. PASCOE .

ONLY

ADDRESS

}15, CHARTERHOUSE STREET, LONDON, E.C.
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United Service Share Purchase

Society Limited

A
DVANCES made for the purchase of, or on the security

of, Stocks and Shares, repayable either by Monthly

Instalments of principal and interest combined , over a

selected period , or on ordinary Mortgage at a fixed rate

of interest.

The Directors are prepared to receive subscriptions for

Preference Shares bearing interest at the rate of 4 pr

cent. per annum.

Apply to the Secretary

ST . MARTIN'S HOUSE, CRESHAM STREET, E.C.

The Civil Service Share Purchase & Investment Society
LIMITED .(ESTABLISHED 1886.)

Registered under the Industrial and Provident Societies Act 1876.

Office :-143, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.

This Society affords facilities for purchasing or mortgaging shares in the Civil

Service Supply Association,and other Stocks, Shares, and securities by means of

advances repayable by monthly instalments extending over terms of one, three ,

five, seven, or ten years, at the option of the borrower. All agreements in con•

nection with advances are prepared by the Society, and the cost of an agreement

for £ 100 including stamp duty is 3/6 . The Society undertakes for its members

the purchase or sale of Shares of all descriptions. Full information can be

obtained on application to W. J. ORAMS, Secretary.

THE POST OFFICE EMPLOYÉS' WIDOWS' AND

ORPHANS' ANNUITY FUND.

Open to all Post Office Employés Established or Vnestablished.

Entrance Fee Is. , Annual Contribution Is. for every £6 of Annuity to be

eventually purchased-limited to £ 30 for Widows and £ 12 for Children .

Additions to Annuities purchased will be made from the Augmentation

Fund, which already amounts to over $ 700 .

Further Particulars may be obtained from the Secretary,

J. WALKER, 87, Newgate Street , E.C.
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ST . MARTIN'S-LE-GRAND

OCTOBER , 1904.

* Post Office Uniform .

R

ATHER short in the waist, ain't it ? Like a general

postman's coat-queer coats those—made by contract

--- no measuring --mysterious dispensations of provi

dence—all the short men get long coats—all the

long men short ones ! Thus Mr. Alfred Jingle , on his way to

the famous ball at Rochester.

Probably Mr. Jingle's amusing sally marks the beginning of the

long endeavour to solve the great problem of Uniform Clothing in

the Post Office. It is the first recorded grumble ; the last will

never be heard-or so the saddened mortals who know most about

it are wont to believe. The trouble is that so much more is expected

of Uniform than is ever looked for in plain clothes, so that the

selfsame man who on Monday philosophically makes the best of

his own tailor and the vagaries of the English weather, demands

immunity from every kind of sartorial and climatic discomfort when

on Tuesday his equipment is taken in hand by the state . But anyway

things have improved since Mr. Jingle's day, for nothing but his

“ made by contract ” remains. Unfortunately we are not able to

present the readers of St. Martin's with a picture of either a long

general postman in a short coat or a short general postman in a long

one ; but we give a black and white copy of a clever old water

colour drawing shewing a number of old-time servants of the Post

master General in full official tenue . This dates from the fifties.

The figures were all drawn from life by a member of the staff of

those days, and the persons depicted appear to have stood for their

portraits, appropriately enough , in front of the old Circulation Office.

It is to be regretted that the artist left no written key to his work ;

but the following description , taking the figures from left to right ,

is believed to be accurate . The first is a postman in a large waterproof

*We are indebted to Mr. A. G. Alexander of the Stores Department for the

suggestion of this article, and to Mr. A. Spong of the same Office for the pen and

ink sketch which has enabled us to produce our frontispiece.
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cape and a leather hat ; the second also is a postman , in a scarlet coat

and felt hat ; the third and fourth are labourers , one suitably armed

with a brush ; the fifth and eighth are postmen in different dresses,

probably pertaining to summer and winter respectively ; the sixth is

still another postman , in an Inverness cape ; the seventh a hall

messenger; the ninth a mail guard ; the tenth a special messenger to

the Inspector General of Mails ; and the last a mail cart driver. The

original watercolour claims the distinction of having been shewn,

among other British postal exhibits, at the Paris Exhibition in the

palmy days of the Empire - decidedly a feather in the cap of the artist ,

who, we understand, was a sorter.

A contemporary form of contract—the earliest we have been able

to discover - furnishes some interesting particulars of the arrangements

for supplying the Postmaster General's regimentals , and the extent to

which they were worn , in the middle of the nineteenth century .

London was far more highly favoured than any of the provincial

towns, which indeed were rather scurvily treated. This distinction

between town and country was only a temporary one, for it long ago

practically disappeared , but while it lasted it must have been rather

aggravating to the country postman . In the metropolis there were

already nine grades of Uniform -wearing officers ; to wit, Inspecting

Mail Guards, Inspecting Messengers , Mail Guards, Letter Carriers,

Auxiliary Letter Carriers, River Letter Carriers, Hall Messengers,

Laborers (sic) , Mail Cart Drivers .
What was an Inspecting

Messenger, we wonder ? The Letter Carriers, of whom there were

quite a respectable number, some 1,600, came off best , with two suits

a year, save that by a characteristic touch of official thrift one waist

coat had to serve all the year round , and every second year they

received an “ Inverness Cape.” The other London grades, numbering

altogether 768 men, had to be content with partial outfits ; and the

combination of official coats with unofficial continuations -- private

fancy beginning where departmental austerity left off — must occasionally

have had rather weird effects.

But in the provinces the provision was more meagre still—indeed in

many towns of fair size there seems to have been none at all .

Nowhere did it go beyond a summer coat, a winter coat, and the

“ Inverness Cape ”—which, the contractors were rather vaguely

informed, was to " undergo the waterproofing process ." At such an

important town as Bristol one is surprised to find that there were only

46 regular postmen , at Bath 25 , Cambridge 6 , Norwich 11 , Durham 3 ,

Coventry 7 , Brighton 22 , Swansea 7 , Gosport 1 , Middlesbrough 3 ,
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York 14, and so on . The total number of provincial Letter Carriers

supplied with Uniform was just over a thousand, and no other

provincial grade received any at all . A curious clause in the contract

provided that the clothing should be “ sewn by Thomas's Patent

Sewing Machine," while the coats and trousers were to be "fitted with

the Patent Surgical Gusset." We should like to know something

about surgical gussets — can any gentle reader enlighten us ? The old

contract form obligingly directed the curious to the patentee, a

gentleman in Leadenhall Street ; but alas he must have long since

joined the shades, and his strange contrivance seems to have followed

him to the unknown, where presumably it must be even less in request

than in this unappreciative world .

Evidently the notion of Uniform in the Post Office caught on from

the first, and the demand for the official garb must have speedily

become general and insistent ; for by 1873 we find that the number

of persons so distinguished had sprung up to close on twenty

thousand—a total that has since been multiplied by four ! My Lords

little thought what They were undertaking when They sanctioned the

modest outlay for the first lot of Uniform . They have discovered

since that sometimes the first step is by no means all that costs, for

the annual expenditure on Post Office clothing now amounts to over

£218,000, which must be a formidable sum for even a Chancellor of

the Exchequer.

The dramatic event in the world of Post Office Uniform was the

introduction , six or seven years ago, of what is known to the initiated

as the Fitting Sizes Scheme. It was this that made history. Fearful

and wonderful are its workings, and to none but the elect , the ever

genial Mr. Curtis and his attendant mountaineers, is it given to

penetrate them . All we know is that in the emergency of an utter

breakdown of the old order of things it was a bold bid for success

and it succeeded. For methods that had been more or less adequate

in bygone times, for the equipment of a few thousands of men , gave

way under the strain of the immense additions to the uniform-wearing

staff that we have indicated . The contractors, on whom the Depart

ment had relied almost entirely, were quite unable to keep pace with

the increasing demands upon their resources. Further and further

into arrear did they fall, sterner and sterner became the remonstrances

of the Postmaster General, and dire were the penalties in which he

mulcted the unhappy firms, who were really struggling with a burden

beyond their strength. Then came the inevitable questions in Parlia

ment-frequent and painful and free — a sort of Olympian chorus to
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the plaintive clamourings of unclad men and boys, who by the winter

of 1896 were arriving at the condition of Falstaff's ragged regiment.

In reality nobody was to blame, but the system was ; and so things

went from bad to worse, and many a shivering postman waited perforce

for his winter suit until he had turned his money for the first lamb or

had even heard the cuckoo . And when it did come his troubles were

not over, if we may judge from the following naïve observations in a

memorandum on the subject : — “ It naturally causes irritation when

the distributions are so delayed that the winter clothing does not

reach the employés until the cold weather is well -nigh over ; the

irritation is not allayed when the garments which reach them at this

late period are found not to fit; and when months elapse before

misfitting garments are exchanged it is not surprising that this feeling

of irritation is merged in one of active discontent.” Poor fellows :

for our own part we could have found excuses if the active discontent

had taken the shape of brick-bats !

“ His Grace wishes to have something done ! ” This was the mot

d'ordre that came to the Stores Department , and to transmute into

success the dismal failure we have been describing was the chosen task

of an officer whose modesty will not permit us to mention his name.

He devised the Fitting Sizes Scheme: believed in it despite many

discouragements, and made others , around him and above him , also

believe . He persuaded first Mr. Smyth , to whom the Service is deeply

indebted in this as in so many other matters, next Sir Spencer Walpole

and the Duke of Norfolk, and lastly Sir George Murray, then as now

representing the Treasury . Better still , he secured their active and

personal interest , and therewith the free hand without which the task

would have been insuperable. It soon became apparent that an

immense number of sizes of every garment would be needed, to

match the multitudinous varieties of build among postmen and

telegraph boys ; for it must be remembered that the Postmaster

General's scattered battalions do not by any means exhibit the dead

levels of a regiment of soldiers . As an illustration of the length and

breadth to which the Department has to go, we may mention that one

of its clients is 6 feet 5 inches high and 5 feet round the waist , while

another postman measures no more than 4 feet in height and 26 inches

in girth. Experts in military clothing matters shook their heads

ominously, and declared that anything beyond twenty- five or thirty

sizes would be absolutely unworkable and would merely mean fresh

disaster. Mount Pleasant, undismayed, proceeded to schedule them

by the hundred. At the present moment, for example, we are told
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that there are twelve hundred sizes or variants of the ordinary tunics

for postmen . The number of grades now supplied with Uniform is

101 ; and there are over 200 separate and distinct articles of apparel

in the official wardrobe. Every man and boy is measured for his suit ,

and the immense choice afforded by the present system enables Mount

Pleasant to fit him at least as well as the ordinary tailor fits his

customer. That it does so will, we think, be admitted on a compari

son of the postman's tunic with the coat of our friend the man in the

street . The department does its own measuring, and conducts the

operations of badging, which we can understand , and “ suiting up ,”

which we confess we cannot. A curious physiological fact comes out

in the process of measuring. The farther one goes north , the bigger

become the heads and the feet of His Majesty's lieges. By the time

we get to Yorkshire this capital and pedal increment has already

become conspicuous, and in Scotland it is more marked still . Glas

wegians may like to know that the heads of postmen in their city are

the largest in the kingdom ; and our northern friends must acquit us of

any intentional rudeness when truth compels to add that the feet of

their telegraph boys also hold the record .

Another essential part of the scheme is the provision under separate

contacts of all the materials for the clothing — and there over seventy

items and fifty contracts for these alone. The department by this

measure always holds large stocks of all its cloths and linings and tapes

and braids and buttons , and it issues them from time to time to its

tailoring contractors , who thereby are never kept waiting for stuff to

They draw upon Mount Pleasant to the extent of 287

miles of cloth and 303 miles of linings , besides three or four millions

of buttons and the other multitudinous things that go to the making

of over half a million garments every year. By this plan of supplying

materials one of the most fruitful causes of delay was removed ; and

it is a significant tribute to the new scheme as a whole that , although

the same tailoring contractors are employed now as in the old days,

the half- yearly issues are always completed within schedule time

winter suits in the autumn and summer suits in the spring . During

the South African war the Stores Department had to ask for a little

grace, so busy were all its contractors with khaki for Mr. Atkins; but

nothing else has disturbed the monotonous regularity of its supplies.

It will be agreed that to clothe twice a year some eighty thousand men

and boys, scattered in every corner of the kingdom , from Dan to

Beersheba , is no light task , but “ fitting-sizes " does it with automatic

precision and two per cent. of misfits. It sounds almost Japanese.

work upon .
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For just think what two per cent. of misfits really means. Some of

the readers of this magazine will have ordered perhaps, a hundred

suits of clothes in their time. With all London to choose from , they

will have selected their tailors after much consideration and trouble ,

and will probably have changed them more than once in the hope of

betterment. They will have had all the advantages of trying-on , and

of the tailors' personal interest in retaining their custom . With all this ,

does anyone think that out of the hundred suits that have been sent

home to him only two have had to be returned for alteration ?

Eliminate trying on , as the official system perforce does, and at what

figure we wonder would the most sanguine and best tailored of our

readers estimate the probable percentage of his personal misfits ?

We have been speaking of men and boys only ; but will it not be

a surprise to most people to learn that the Service includes nearly

three thousand Postwomen ? They get a rather smart waterproof

outfit ; official leggings, too, and even shakos are not refused ; but

naturally most of the ladies prefer to wear their own hats. We once

knew an elderly daughter of Eve who declared that she wouldn't

mind joining the Salvation Army if the bonnets weren't so

unbecoming ! The numbers, too, of Postwomen are steadily

increasing -- a curious little side effect, apparently, of the migration of

men to the towns. They seem to affect the more distant and

sequestered regions, for, numerous as the sisterhood has already

become, one rarely meets a Postwoman on her rounds. An interesting

picture of a Postwoman of the olden time will be found on page 151

of our sixth volume, but we are not sure whether the lady is in uniform

or in mufti. Other “ uniform ” pictures, to which some of our readers

may like to refer, appear on page 197 of volume II . ; 308 , IV .; 83 , V .;

216 , VII . ; 308 , VIII . ; 128 , IX . ; 149 , XIII. One of these represents

a French rural postman carrying a substantial umbrella, which is

about the only article of equipment the Stores department in this

country has never been asked to supply.

Quite recently a dearth of boys has led to the employment

of young girls as Telegraph Messengers, and some of these damsels

flit about the country on official bicycles. We hear that the

Controller of Stores readily undertook to find them capes, and with

some misgivings consented to purvey blue Tam o'Shanter hats with

red pompons, but recoiled in dismay when blouses and divided skirts

were mentioned . Courage, it appears, has its limits even in Covent

Garden and Clerkenwell !

Many and various are the suggestions and inventions that find
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their way to those official abodes. They are all very carefully

considered and gravely reported upon . What would happen if they

were all adopted no one knows ; but most likely the first wearers of

the perfect uniform would have a bad time of it in the streets .

Those white helmets that were issued to the Postmen of London one

summer, literally in hot haste, were they not pelted by rude boys with

potatoes and other missiles ? To take another simple instance :

rain runs off a waterproof cape at the edges, to the detriment

sometimes of the wearer's nether limbs . Anyone can see that ,

but it needs a genius to construct a gutter or spouting round the

bottom with a tube at each side to carry the water to mother earth .

Endless, indeed, is the ingenuity that has been lavished on the harmless

necessary waterproof cape -- almost as endless as the qualities that are

artlessly demanded , in impossible combinations , of the service article,

which , it would seem , should unite the lightness of gossamer with the

airy ventilation of a cherry net and the imperviousness of armour

plating . Really the epic contest between clouds and cuticles—the

phrase is not ours but a Postmaster's—has a good deal to answer for,

and it seems almost a pity that no one has thought of the simple

expedient of abolishing rain .

Meanwhile another mechanical altruist shews clearly that all

we need to make us permanently and unprecedentedly happy is to

insert in our boots his registered toe-post, whereby our great toes will

always be kept pointing in the way they should go. It is a shame to

repulse such benevolence, but, knowing the cold blooded official

world as we do, we find without suprise that the regulation boot-a

really admirable one, by the way, the design of Dr. Carrick Steet ,

sometime Medical-Officer-in -Chief - is still without a toe-post . The

same thing happened to a philanthropic company, with an obsession

for “ valeting " everybody, from a Postmaster General to an Auxiliary

Postman , and promises of double life for every habiliment and the

perennial smartness of Piccadilly for the wearers . Again , India

rubber boot heels are common enough ; but why not go one better

with a spiral steel spring cunningly implanted ? Such a machine was

submitted by its proud inventor—an alien this time with a positive

assurance that equipped therewith our postmen would walk more

twice so far than formerly.” On the principle of trying it on the dog,

the first pair of boots with spiral spring heels was given to a Staff

Officer, who reported that he got on well until he attempted to come

down stairs , when a sudden recoil pitched him head first - more twice

so far than formerly. There is nothing new under the sun ; and we
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fancy we have heard of Spring-heeled Jack before to -day - though

whether he really had springs in his heels, or was merely a springald

as some say, we have no idea . Heels in fact have always come in for

a good deal of attention , exercising apparently a subtle fascination on

the inventive mind . There was even a patent attachment to the heel ,

that was designed to raise the trouser gracefully aloft in muddy places.

It found no favour with the authorities, who are now patiently waiting

for the hydrogen heel, for imparting buoyancy to the wearer, and the

intermittent percussion heel, for lifting him along with a series of

miniature explosions.

The struggle against time is not all that has taxed the energies of

the Department . The exigencies of space have added enormously to

its difficulties, for elbow -room has always been at a premium in the

Stores as in so many other branches of Post Office activity in London .

At one time the work had to be done in the basement of the old

General Post Office ; then it was transferred to a room under the old

South-Western District Office ; then in succession to Cannon Street,

to the premises vacated by the Savings Bank in Carter Lane , and to

Euston Station . For some years past the Uniform Clothing Section

has been domiciled in the old prison chapel and bakery and several

other makeshift buildings at Mount Pleasant, with some rows of

eligible cells thrown in for storage , and headquarters at Bedford Street,

Strand . Its next move will , it is hoped, be its last, for it is to be

taken to a brand new edifice of magnificent proportions in merry

Islington .

A word should be said for the quality of the official materials.

When a postman or telegraph boy finds his uniform frayed or shabby

he commonly puts it down to bad stuff, and his superior officers

sometimes jump to the same conclusion . They are wholly wrong, for

all the official cloths and serges are of first rate quality. They are

much more expensive than is usually supposed, and the standard is

never lowered for the purpose of cutting down the bill . Moreover,

every yard of material is subjected to the severest possible tests before

it is passed to be made up ; and on the whole it is safe to say that

the man in uniform gets things of better quality than nine out of ten

of his more highly placed colleagues .

One would hardly look for humour in applications for clothes, but

of the unconscious sort there is a good deal. Thus a Postmaster

enquires “ whether anything can be done for a Cycle Postman who

has ridden through the seat of his trousers ” ; and here is another

affecting appeal :
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“ Being appointed Cyclist Telegraph Messengers Staff. And now

the approaching bad weather is coming on I most Respectfully apply

for your approval of a pair of Waterproof Leggings for the protection

of the legs in wet weather I should not be able to ride, as in a short

time I get wet through the legs, not being able to ride with an

Overcoat and wearing my cape the rain drips on to the legs.”

An auxiliary, appearing in private trousers, was taxed with the

disappearance of the official pair. He explained that after a shower

of rain he had hung them on a fence to dry and had subsequently

discovered that they had been eaten by calves . We really do not know

which to admire — the lively imagination of the deponent or the

reckless courage of the calves. "Infectious disease," " dog bites,"

“ fire in home, ” “ boots taken by hooligans,” are a few other reasons

given for losses . But there is occasionally a more serious note in

these matter -of- fact records , as the following brief extracts will show :

“ shako destroyed by auxiliary shooting himself,” “ suit lost, postman

killed on line,” “ cape irrecoverable, wearer in prison .”

Sometimes applications for renewals are explicit and peremptory,

sometimes tentative and insinuating , while others proceed merely by

implication. Here is a tragic example of the last sort :

“ Alfred Padget - after bringing the mail bag from 10.38 train this

morning Friday May 25th he went off duty at 11.5 as he always

does until the mail is made up for 11.45 for 12.3 train . after that he

fetched my Pony from Grazing unknown to me for my Boy it is

against my wish a Sub Postmaster to employ him for that work but I

was not asked the Pony had a chain on him with a rope on the end it

is supposed he twisted the rope round his hand and give the Pony the

full length of the chain and rope and trotted him from Woodcox

Green then must have triped for the Pony came galopping past the

office and down the Hill with Padget laying Flat on the Ground the

Poney draging him 15 yards behind the Pony his clothes is very much

torn his Head is Cut his thumb nearly torn off but no bones broken

about his Body but the Doctor will be able to tell better tomorrow.

“ Ernest Walker,

will do his work to morrow,

"Yours Obediently."

Mount Pleasant knows its examiners of official boots as Viewers.

This is why, on a rumour of vacancies , one applicant seeks employment

as a “ Reviewer ” and another as an “ Interviewer.” Shades of Jeffrey

and Colonel Diver !

In support of an application for employment an ingenuous son of
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St. Crispin remarks : “ I have a moddle at my house for a Postman

instead of a lace boot.” And here is a delightful non -sequitur from

another : “ I have left the shoemaking on my own account and am

now out of a situation . I have in my possession an exemplary

character from the Army, and also one from the Rev. Chaplin to the

Forces, so I think I am a good judge of leather.”

We almost blush to print the following excerpt from the official

form filled up by an applicant for the post of needlewoman , but it is

too good to be lost : " Q. Where were you last employed ? A. Queen

Charlotte's Lying- in Hospital, Marylebone Road. Q. Cause of

leaving ? A. Too much confinement."

We have kept the best till last. A learned colleague says it is

sheer anacoluthia, but to us it appeals with all the pathos of an

authentic human document:

“ I was late last night and my close are to thick for this weather

my shirt was running wet with prasperation last night and they are to

much for this weather it take all your time to wipe the swut of my

face and I cannort tell weather I am intit to A summer sute or not but

the things are to hot for this weather and I had to worke at Skote and

weigh some parcels as there is no men to carry them when the woman

is out and that make a difference to me on my round and it is not all

pleasure with winter clothing and I am sorry believing me to be yours

truly ."

Truly, brother, it is not all pleasure, and with or without winter

clothing yours is not the only swut. We hope you got your summer

sute, to which in equity if not in law you were assuredly intit , though

of course we know well that having got it you immediately felt chilly

--for life, like Mary, is all contrary. Vanity Fair it remains, with

the one and only exit ; and, as the wise showman asked, Which of us

is happy in this world ? Which of us has his desire, or, having it ,

is satisfied ?
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RHE Post Office and the Magazine have been influentially

represented in the wide-spreading and beautiful

county of Sussex during the past month (September) .

The Editor has been spending the “ passing hour”

at Rye, that paradise of artists— " Rye Royal ” -of which

shall, no doubt, hear something from him anent the grand old

church , with its grand old clock , of which the pendulum swings

amongst the congregation , and which has been described as the

“ oldest going concern in the kingdom .” Something, also, of the

quarter boys," who strike the hours, hammer in hand, and of the

Ypres Tower, which, I think, has been a prison in its time , if, indeed,

it is not one now. The assistant editor has been at St. Leonards, and

mildly responds to my demand for proofs that the magazine is being

“ run from the seaside” and that I shall have them in due course.

Happy assistant editor, who can run his show where printers cease

from troubling, and “ devils” are at rest !

The second Secretary of the G.P.O. has been at Tunbridge Wells,

which is partly in Sussex ; and it is comforting to see him back at work

again, in spite of a disquieting rumour in the “ accredited organ of the

service " that he was on the point of retirement. Why a man should

retire because he choses to change his residence and take a much

needed holiday, it is difficult to see. The rumour did not greatly

disquiet me, as I knew one very good reason why it should be dis

regarded , viz. : that Mr. Lamb it not yet 6o, much less 65 , and that he

is in excellent health and spirits.

Another old and dear friend, Sir Henry Fischer, has been at

Littlehampton , close by where these lines are being written , but I am

not going to disclose the exact locality in case there should be an

influx of trippers. Suffice it to say that it has been dubbed “ the

children's paradise ” and that we feel ourselves “ children of a larger

growth , ” which is the proper attitude in which to approach a holiday.

I dislike piers, parades, and puppet shows, and am not sorry to find

myself so located that I look from my balcony over a field of red

clover, and a further field of what ought to be turnips, to the billowy

sea beyond, the “ melancholy ocean Dizzy " once dubbed it.

I am of a bucolic turn , and therefore I note with pleasure a man

as
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ploughing on one side of me and one sowing on the other. I descend

upon the sower and find he is scattering trefoil with that well-known

swing of the arm common to sowers and that it will be " ready ” next

spring if the slugs don't eat it all off. I learn for the first time that

slugs are just as much the enemy of the farmer as of the gardener,

just as ready to eat off tender turnip tops and thirsty trefoil, as zinnias,

ten -week stocks, and mignonette. I learn, too, that the black slug is

more destructive than the white one and is less easy to “ spot, " being so

nearly the colour of the soil in which he conceals himself. I am

duly grateful for these lessons in agriculture, and make a note of

them accordingly.

I take my walks abroad in search of the depression in agriculture

of which we townsfolk hear so much and see so little , and I fear care

still less . The farm near which I am located is one of 500 acres,

and I go in search of the farmhouse, expecting to find it decaying and

dilapidated . I find, instead, a mansion , with ample grounds and

flower beds, and both tennis and croquet lawns. As I retrace my

steps down the drive I am met by a well-appointed carriage, well

horsed, and driven by a coachman in full uniform . I at once

conclude that the occupant of the mansion is a “gentleman farmer.”

But here, again , I am wrong, for I find that he is a tenant farmer,

and one of the best. I wonder if he gets a remission of rent ! As

I stroll homewards I meet a genuine rustic, and salute him , as is my

wont. I ask what line he is in , and he tells me he “ grows ” pigs,

pigeons, poultry, and potatoes. 1 reply that pigs, at least, pay well,

when he responds with a pleasant grin . But he has done badly with

pigeons and poultry, from having been served with poisoned wheat ,

and potatoes are only “ middling good ” from the dry season . “ You

see,” he says, " they haven't growed to no size this droughty year.”

I ask his opinion on the agricultural question, generally, when he

replies, “ Ah ! they varmers doan't put enough labour into the land,

doan't employ enough of we.” I contrast, mentally, this statement

with the complaint of the farmers that they can't get enough labour,

and I pass on.

Extending my peregrinations, I encounter another rustic near a

clump of magnificent elms. “ A fine lot of timber there," I remark.

“ No there bean't,” said he . “ How's that? " I inquire . “ 'Cause

them's all hollow , ” he replies. “ I've stood up inside that one," he

continued , “ and there's a sight o' stones and old ploughshares inside."

I examine the trunk, and there, sure enough , is an aperture where

the rind hasn't joined , revealing the hollowness within . Then I
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66 Larst yearextract from my rustic friend the following pretty story :

there cum along one of they painting chaps that's allus painting they

trees. Sez he , “ If you'll stand there with that rake on yer shoulder,

I'll pay yer well for it . ' I stood for a quarter hour, and he gie me

arf a crown , and arst if I'd stand agin the next day. I did, and

he gie me another arf a crown . " “ That's at the rate of ten shillings

an hour," I said ; more than you get for field work , eh ? ” To which

he replied with the characteristic Sussex grin . Continuing, he said ,

“ Tother day I goes to see my darter what's in service in the adjoining

town . I was shewn into what they calls the droring room , and was

taken up to a picter hanging on the wall . " What did ye pay for

that ? ' I asked . Fifteen shillings,' said the lady ; and I sez , says I ,

' That's only ten shillings for the painter chap , as he gie me the other

five .? ” Another rustic tells me that he has a blind son , thirty -eight

years of age, who makes his living by selling tea on behalf of a

company which has a blind man for its manager, and only employs

blind men as agents. I purchased half -a -pound for elevenpence, and

if I find that the enterprise is a genuine one, and the tea is good, I

shall one day write the story of the “ Blind Man's Tea.”

If any of my readers fail to connect these scribblings with the

title of this paper, let me just say that a man should not be held too

tightly to his text when he is on holiday. My old friend, the late

Mr. Clement Scott , whom I remember as a clerk in the War Office,

used to write of the “ Silver Sea ” when it was far otherwise, and of

Poppy Land ” when the corn had long been gathered !

R. W. J.

в в
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A Weak Heart.

By DR. YORKE-DAVIS .

HE heart, from time immemorial , has been considered

not only as the organ that maintains life, but also the

organ that is the seat of the affections. How far this

latter may be true it is impossible to say ; certainly the

action of the heart is very much influenced by the emotions of the

mind. Indeed , it is not too much to say that these influence its

duration and its continued activity , for constant disturbance of its

rhythm will in time induce serious trouble . It is a curious circum

stance that almost everyone takes more interest in the action and

well-being of his heart than in any other organ of the human body, no

doubt one reason being that he feels its presence, whereas other organs,

such as the liver and kidneys, work automatically in health without

their presence being felt. It is rare to find a middle -aged person of

either sex that has not at one time or another thought his or her

heart has been diseased ; and still there is no organ of the body that,

with fair usage, would last longer than this one. One thing is per

fectly certain , and that is , that the health of the body and the

continuance of life depends entirely upon its unimpeded action . A

very large number of individuals live under the impression that what

is known as a weak heart is unavoidable, and yet , in nine cases out of

ten, the reason for the heart being weak, if it is so , depends entirely

upon themselves. Improper food and want of exercise, by loading

the system with waste, are certain factors in inducing a diseased

condition of this organ .

The heart , of all organs in the body , requires for its continued

health and vigour that the individual should , above all things, take

proper daily exercise . By means of suitable exercise the muscular

tissue of the heart is kept in good tone, and , where this is the case ,

most of the other organs of the body act harmoniously. It is also

essential that the weight for the height of the individual should be

normal, or very little above it . The indolent and the luxurious suffer

frequently from a weak heart . But why ? Simply because in some

way or other they load the system with refuse of all kinds, such as

fat, gouty poison , biliousness , or other deleterious products, that

impede the free action of the different organs, and by so doing give

the heart extra work. In the case of the gouty and the rheumatic a

thickening of the valves very often takes place, allowing part of the

blood with each stroke to flow back again . In this case the heart has
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an undue amount of work to do, and, consequently, like other bodily

organs , will not last as long as it would under regular and healthy

conditions.

It would not be going too far to say that the heart is rarely

diseased, or rarely weakened, except through faults of the individual .

The only disease that permanently injures the heart in early life is

rheumatic fever. But violent exercise carried to excess in the young

may do the same, where its fibre is lax . In the former case very

often mischief is done which cannot be remedied ; and this is a mis

fortune, because rheumatic fever may be an ailment that may attack

a child , or an adult, from really no fault of his or her own . Of

course, the common cause in such instances is an inherited rheumatic

disposition, and often some carelessness in getting wet, or being sub

jected to extreme cold when the health is below par. But there is

one cause of weak heart that cannot be too widely known , and that

is where the individual allows himself, or herself, to become too fat.

In this case the heart is called upon to do an enormous amount of

extra work , and, being hampered in its movements, is unable to do it

in the way it should be done . Indeed , it is not going too far to say

that extra weight not only shorters the life of the heart, and very

often terminates its action suddenly, but, undoubtedly, always weakens

it. Speaking from a very large experience in the matter, I can say

that not one fat person in twenty has a strong heart . The thing is

almost impossible. The heart is weakened and works at high -pressure,

simply because it has to pump the blood through an extra amount of

tissue, and , therefore , by being oppressed by fat, having to labour in

this way, its action becomes more frequent, and it wears itself out the

Indeed, in this case , after middle age, an attack of flatulent

indigestion will often suddenly arrest its action for ever . Most of the

sudden deaths that occur during sleep are due to this cause .

It must be a common observation on the part of the over-stout,

especially where this means two , three, or more stones above the

proper weight , that running upstairs, or running to catch a train , or

walking up a hill, throws an increased stress upon the heart, which

would not occur if the system were not burdened with superfluous fat.

In the majority of cases in advanced age, where the heart becomes

diseased, or where a state of over - fatness restricts the heart's action,

this condition obtains, and a little extra exertion may often induce

sudden syncope and death . Many cases of sudden death from heart

failure occur in those who are over- stout during the shooting and

hunting seasons, as everyone must know. The reason for this is that

sooner.
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day after day the heart , which has not been toned -up for the occasion ,

has to do an enormous amount of work ; and this it may do for a few

days, but a slight extra exertion , such as jumping a fence, or some

thing of the kind, suddenly the heart fails. The remedy is obvious ;

for before indulging in such pursuits the heart should be toned -up for

some time previously by a moderate amount of suitable daily exercise ,

and the weight, if much above normal, reduced . It is a common

observation , too, that during the bathing season many cases occur of

sudden death from what is supposed to be cramp ; but nine cases out

of ten of these are from heart failure. In the case of the bather

who is in the water his recovery from an attack of faintness becomes

impossible, and he sinks to rise no more . In such cases, no doubt ,

the heart is further hampered by an accumulation of fat, and it will

be found that the usual run of those who die in this way are over

stout . There are some individuals who seem to have muscles of iron ,

and whose muscular tissue throughout the body is capable of great

and continued exertion ; but cases of this kind are very rare. People

in general have but ordinary muscular fibre, and with some the

muscular fibre is exceedingly lax ; and these are the people whose

lives are inaterially shortened by extra weight in the shape of fat.

I have for years persistently pointed out this particular danger,

which leads to so many other evils . * Nature, long before a fatal

result may occur, holds out a warning signal , and in this case the

signal is excessive fatigue after little exertion , or difficulty in recover

ing breath after any violent effort, for however short a time. But

there is another signal of greater import, which any person may

detect, if he or she takes the trouble to, and this is a dropsical state

of the extremities . If any over- fat person were, before retiring for

the night , just to firmly press the skin over the shin, and, if it pits, as

in the case of goose-flesh , he may be sure that his heart, from being

burdened with fat, is getting too weak to maintain properly the cir

culation , and that any ailment or disease, such as a bronchial attack , or

an attack of pneumonia, or a congested state of any organ , is nearly

certain to be fatal. In this case the heart is called upon to do an

enormous amount of extra work, and as it cannot carry on the circu

lation , even in health, it is impossible for it to maintain life during the

state of things that exists when the patient is suffering from an attack

of bronchitis, of pneumonia, or of congestion in either of the

important organs of the body.

This subject is fully entered into in a work of mine, “ Health and Condition

in the Active and the Sedentary , " published by Sampson Low and Co., Si.
Dunstan's House, London .
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or more stones.

I would now point out to the over-weighted that if they want to

live long, and do not want a weak heart, that they should get their

weight down to normal. As the weight decreases the heart rapidly

regains its power and force, all goes well , and long life may be

assured. There is one easy method of reducing weight , with the

further advantage that it is safe at any age , and that is the adoption

of a proper system of dietary for a time, by which the fat in the

body is consumed in having to maintain the heat of the body,

which is its function . The remedy is as simple as A B C. It means

that for a given time all fat-forming food must be cut out of the

dietary ; so that nature, to maintain the heat of the body, has to con

sume the fat already there, and this it does to the benefit in every

way of the sufferer. There is no difficulty , by dietetic means, to

reduce the weight of the body, at any age , to the extent of five, six ,

But no attempt to do this should ever be made by

taking medicine, quack or otherwise, or by excessive exercise , or

by electric baths, or by purgatives. All these are injurious means

of obtaining the desired end , and of all the dangerous methods

of reducing weight, the remedies of the quack are the worst . They

only reduce weight by ruining the digestion and preventing the food

nourishing at all . The mischief they do is irreparable, and their

statements are a tissue of lies . I can say that there is scarcely a day

in my professional career that I do not find this to be the case.

Happily the sufferer from obesity or gout may, by dietetic means, be

guided by his physician, whoever he may elect to consult, if he under

stands dietetics, at any distance, and , for a time, strict rules must be

laid down and obeyed. Personally, I have often been able to diet in

this way for obesity people living in America, India , or even farther

climes. Of course, as no medicine of any kind is necessary , the

remedy being one of diet alone, the physician may be of service in

this case , where he would not be in any other condition . The late

Sir Andrew Clark, who took great interest in dieting his patients,

dieted many, to my certain knowledge, who could not personally con

sult him , and , for all I know, there may be, not only in England but

also abroad, others who do the same. Anyhow , in my own practice

I find it is by no means difficult to do so, now that the means of

communication between distant parts have become rapid and easy.

In conclusion, I may remark that in all ailments due to improper

diet the remedy is proper diet ; medicines in these cases are only

palliatives. These ailments embrace gout , obesity, indigestion , and

N. E. YORKE-DAVIS.many others .
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Landing an American Mail

at Liverpool.

K

T has been suggested that some account of what is a very

important and very interesting part of the postal work

at a great sea port may be of interest to many readers

of St. Martin's- le-Grand, and I gladly attempt the task

of giving those living inland some idea of this part of the employment

of their colleagues on the Mersey.

Years ago the duty of meeting an American mail was anything

66

THE BALTIC ” ( THE LARGEST SHIP IN THE WORLD) ABOUT TO START OX

HER FIRST VOYAGE .

( From a photograph by J. Higginson .)

but pleasant. Owing to insufficient depth of water, mails, passengers,

and luggage were then usually transferred at “ The Bar” -in the

open sea 13 miles from Liverpool , to tenders sent out to meet the

big ships, and there are still men in the Liverpool Office who can

tell of weary hours of waiting, tossing in the tender at sea on cold

and wet winter nights.

Skilful and successful dredging by the Mersey Docks and Harbour

Board has, however, so improved the conditions that the great liner,

drawing nearly 30 feet of water, can now come straight up to the

landing stage and occupy the position of the “ Baltic ” as shown in the



LANDING MAILS.

( From a photograph by J. Higginson .)

MAILS BEING CONVEYED BY " CREEPER FROM LANDING STAGE TO

CUSTOMS BAGGAGE ROOM .

(From a photograph by J. Higginson .)
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as

illustration . The change has been of benefit to the Post Office, for

the 300 bags checked with difficulty on the tender 25 years ago have

grown into from 1200 to 2000 when a full mail is received .

The first intimation of the arrival of the liner is a telegram

announcing that the ship has been sighted from Browhead, in the

south-west corner of Ireland, and this is followed 3 hours later by

another message stating at what time she left Queenstown and what

mails she has on board. The voyage from Queenstown takes from

12 to 16 hours , according to the speed of the ship, and the vessels

run so regularly that experienced officers can tell with accuracy at

what time any particular ship is likely to arrive, and can make their

arrangements accordingly. The checking staff is then sent to the

landing stage to await the ships' arrival, and the sorting staff

brought on at the Head Office somewhat later .

The ships ' mail officer has made on board a preliminary division

of the bags into London, Liverpool, Continental, &c. , &c. , and to

facilitate the checking each division is landed separately. To prevent

injury to the propellers by contact with the sponsons on which the

stage is supported, the ship is kept off by two flat barges, known locally

“ Camels," and the bags are landed down gangways across these

“ Camels.” At the foot of the gangway stands a Postman who, with

one of the Steamship Company's men, takes a count or “ tally ” of the

whole Mail , and directs the disposal of each part of it , if, as sometimes

happens, a portion is taken by van direct from the landing stage.

Usually, however, as in the illustrations , the whole mail is taken to

the Customs Examination Room above, and the bags are carried by

licensed porters , provided by the Steamship Company, to the foot

of the “ creeper ,” a platform running on an endless chain , which

carries them up to the Customs Room . Here the actual check is

made by clerks provided with boards supporting a list of the 124

different closed mails which may be received . Postmen at the top

of the “ creeper ” call out the name of each bag , which is ticked off

by the clerk checking that particular portion of the mail, while other

Postmen see that the bags after being checked are placed in their

proper divisions and direct the " badge porters " who dispose of

them .

This detailed check is the central and most important point of

the duty, and upon its accurate performance depends the evidence

whether in case of dispute a small bag from , say, one of the Central

American Republics was or was not received . Only experienced and

reliable men are employed upon it , and mistakes are almost unknown ,
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CHECKING MAILS.

( From a photograph by J. Higginson .)

LOADING MAILS IN TRAIN AT RIVERSIDE STATION .

( From a photograph by J. Higginson .)
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although, if it is performed on board ship , or on the open stage, the

conditions are not always favourable to accurate working.

After the check, the bags for London and the Continent are taken

across the road to the Riverside station-provided specially by the

Dock Board for the Ocean traffic — and Mr. Higginson's photograph

shows them being loaded in different cupboards of the Van , according

to their destination , to facilitate their disposal on arrival in London .

The trains make the journey to Euston—200 miles — in 4 hours , and

have done it in less .

Z

ROADWAY BETWEEN CUSTOMS EXAMINATION ROOM AND RIVERSIDE

RAILWAY STATION .

(From a photograph by J. Higginson .)

In the road between the Customs Examination Room and the

Riverside station , vans are waiting to take the Liverpool bags to

the head office and those for Scotland , Manchester, &c . , to the

different railway stations.

A responsible man at each van has to see that only the proper

bags are sent by it , and the officer in charge of the whole arrange

ments has to enjoy such an intimate acquaintance with “ Bradshaw ”

that he can decide instantly which mails shall be sent away first in

order to catch trains that may be about to start .

The letters for the provinces generally, not sent in the bags made
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up at all the large cities in America for London , Liverpool, and the

largest towns in this country, are enclosed in bags labelled “ England ”

which are opened in the Liverpool head office. A full mail will

contain from 50,000 to 80,000 letters , in addition to newspapers and

books, registered letters, and charged letters . The latter form a

very considerable and troublesome portion of the mail ; they often

number 2000 , every one of which has to be weighed and taxed

independently, to confirm the interpretation of certain hieroglyphics

placed upon each letter in the American offices .

Each country uses its own particular mail bags, differing in

material , colour and marking, so a full mail from New York presents

a very motley appearance. The bags are returned empty to the

country of origin . All letters from abroad are received carefully

packed up in paper, after being tied in bundles , and the necessary

records and statistical information involve a great amount of detailed

labour to which Sorters dealing only with Inland Mails are now

happily strangers .

F. SALISBURY.
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An Interlude.

D

ESTINY and a decrepit steam -barge had taken me to

Maidstone. The steam-barge was described in the

advertisement of the Speedy Transport Association as

a powerful twin -screw steamer. Her master, a hardy

mariner with a good -humoured face and a reckless character, had

brought her round from Ipswich to London in a gale of wind , the

engineer on the qui vive all the time to make a dash from confinement

when she should go down .

Said the skipper to me, “ It's a good job my old woman ain't seen

this here twin -screw biscuit-box."

Oh , ” said I , “ Why ? ”

Because , ” he retorted gruffly, “ she'd never let me come aboard

again .”

He brought the stately craft up alongside the wharf in grand style.

Two large traction -engines, each with a train of loaded wagons

attached , were taking in water by means of long sections of hose

dropped over the wharf edge into the muddy stream . My captain

manoeuvred his vessel skilfully so as to saw off one piece of hose .

His honest countenance beamed with delight as he successfully

executed this villainous joke, and he listened contentedly to the

engine -driver's magnificent display of language ; but his joy was

suddenly tempered by discovering that a piece of line attached to the

hose had fouled his propeller. It took him two good hours to hack

that line away, whilst I sat idly on the wharf lost in amaze at the, to

me, hitherto unrevealed beauties of my native tongue.

He finished his job at last ; and, after he had shown me how to

drink a pint of beer without stopping, I bade him good-bye. Three

days after I learned that his twin -screw command had foundered

miserably in the mouth of the Thames, fortunately with no loss of

life. I was not surprised, after what I had seen of her performances.

Why she had not taken the worthy skipper to the bottom on his

initial trip has always remained a puzzle to me.

Well, as I have said , I left him and walked into the town . Now

I was there I hardly knew why I had come, or what to do. Fortu

nately I met Grigsby on the footpath by the railway bridge.

Grigsby is rich and eccentric , and has a sweet little aunt. Yo !
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I don't mean niece, for, by one of those strange freaks of human

relationship which meet us every now and then , Grigsby is ten years

older than his own aunt , who is twenty.

Grigsby now said , in those full rich tones of his which resound

from one end of a street to the other, “ Hullo, old chap ! You're

just in time . I'm taking Aunt Kate for a pull up the river . Come

on , old lazy-bones.” With that he whirled me off to a skiff, coolly

sat down and took the rudder lines , leaving me to pull . He planted

Kate in the bow of the boat, where, of course , I could not see her .

I accepted the situation meekly, as I accept most things which

meet me in this vale, and I pulled them up the stream . Grigsby had

a bag of cherries, which he seemed to enjoy very much . He con

siderately remarked , " I'm sorry you can't eat cherries and scull too ,

old man .” To which I answered that cherries were a fruit I detested .

But , all the same, in Farleigh Lock I managed to put away a good

few of Katie's own supply. Grigsby was busy waving a boat-hook

about and chaffing the lock-keeper as he worked at his antiquated

gates , and did not observe me.

Just the other side of the lock we noticed a steam-launch about

the size of a roomy rabbit-hutch . There were six fellows on board ,

four of whom were playing cards and the others playing at ships. A

little dinghey was towing astern . I smiled good -naturedly. Grigsby

once remarked that my good-natured smile always gave him a sensa

tion like cold water running down his back. That is Grigsby's idea

of wit .

Having relieved myself of the smile I went on . I forget where

we landed ; only I know we had tea under some big trees .

beautiful there-a light spray of green buds on the bushes and the

whole place full of light . The trees by the water were a glory of

light and shade , each trunk marked with black streaks where the

water had run down , and marked, too , with the clear-cut shadows of

its own branches and twigs ; a wonderful radiance, reflected from the

water underneath , played on everything.

In quiet moments among such scenes I always feel as though I

am on the verge of some mysterious happening, almost as if I were

dead and waiting expectant of the new things which death has to

reveal .

The quarters ring out from a distant steeple, but here they have

no meaning . In that other far-off life which we have left they mark

the doing of unpleasant duties , the gratification or the disappointment

of desire. But here we have no wishes, no hopes, no fears .

It was

We are
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utterly content . The law is that we must go back to that other life ;

and it is a just law. But now we are in eternity, for time is wrapped

and penetrated by eternity, as the atmosphere is wrapped and

penetrated by the celestial ether.

What with the beauty of the scene and the dreamy look of

Katie's eyes I was rapidly becoming sentimental . Fortunately, com

monplace Grigsby, who had been taken up with the antics of a water

rat , intervened with the remark that it was “ time to be toddling,"

and we re -embarked .

This time I made Grigsby scull , while Kate and I sat side by side

and pulled one rudder -line each . It was this neighbourly arrange

ment, no doubt, which made us run into the steam -launch's dinghey

on our way back, and led to the volley of uncomplimentary remarks

which the crew discharged at us . We went our way abashed .

But Nemesis, in the most ridiculous incarnation of that uncom

fortable deity, overtook our enemies.

Behold the scene ! In the foreground, the mighty ship, standing

out bold and distinct against the foaming weir. Propelled by the

strong arms of her stalwart crew the ship's boat glides rapidly towards

it , bearing provisions from the shore . Busily hauling up the anchor

are the ship -keepers. The boat reaches the side. The rowers ship

their oars , neatly and expeditiously, as befits such hardy sailormen .

The foremost springs gaily on board-or would have sprung. save that

he has stepped short and plunged up to his neck in the brown stream.

Frantically he clutches the side of the barque, which heels over to

his grasp . The second man in the dinghey takes fright, and clambers

unsteadily aboard the lurching launch . One dismayed individual

remains in the dinghey's stern ; its nose cocks foolishly in the air

as his weight tips her up . Water pours in rapidly, whilst he clutches

with agonised fingers to her sides , his eyes near starting. Luckily he

is rescued before he is altogether submerged, and the launch goes

hurriedly off amid the cackles of the delighted onlookers. Later we

see the last unfortunate man sitting on the boiler to dry, in company

with his companion's shirt . We renew our laughter as far as aching

sides will permit.

Then we fare home, and I reluctantly leave Grigsby and his aunt,

once more yielding myself to that blind destiny pathetically called by

Verlaine, “ the evil wind which bears us hither and thither like dead

leaves . ” It whirls me once more to London and its squalid Jewry,

where for a time my uncomfortable tent is pitched .

B.
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The Cable Room , Central Telegraph

Office.

HE following particulars of the above -mentioned Depart

ment may prove interesting to readers of St. Martin's-le

Grand.

The first attempt to establish telegraphic communi

cation between Great Britain and the Continent was made in the year

1850, when an experimental cable was laid between Dover and Calais.

This cable , which scarcely deserved the name, consisting as it did of

CABLE ROOM (GERMAN Section ) .

a single gutta-percha-covered copper wire, the whole measuring less

than half-an -inch in diameter, had , as may be imagined, but a short

lived existence. Signals were indeed exchanged over it , but a few

hours after its submersion it was hooked up by some French fishermen

and exhibited as a curiosity in Boulogne market .

A properly constructed four-wire cable was laid between the same

points in the following year, and , although it has of course been subject

to many repairs, it is working at the present day. The success

achieved in 1851 led to the laying of a six-wire Belgian Cable (Ostend

Ramsgate) in 1853. No further Anglo -Continental Cables were put
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in hand till 1858, between which year and 1861 no less than two

Dutch , three French (including one single -wire cable between Jersey

and France) , and two German Cables were laid . The two latter

cables , however, (Cromer-Emden and Cromer - Tonning ), which were

badly constructed, only lasted a short time, and were eventually

abandoned. In 1866 two cables were laid , between Norderney

(Germany) and Lowestoft and La Panne ( Belgium) and Dover. A

further French Cable (Hâvre-Beachy Head) was submerged in 1870 .

Up to the latter year the two Dutch Cables and one German Cable

( Norderney-Lowestoft) had been in the hands of the Electric and

International Telegraph Company, and when their inland and foreign

lines were purchased by the State in the year named, the Post Office,

fully occupied in organising the inland telegraph system , leased these

three cables to the Submarine Telegraph Company, which company

had been working the other cables mentioned in the foregoing notice .

Another German Cable (Borkum -Lowestoft) was opened in 1871 ,

and a Dutch Cable to replace one of the two earlier Dutch Cables,

which had failed and had had to be abandoned, was laid in 1884 ; but

beyond this no further extension of the Anglo -Continental cable

system was effected up to 1889 , when upon the expiry of the various

leases and concessions held by the Submarine Company, the Post

Office finally took over the working of all the cables named. Since

that period—when the Cable Room, officially known as T.S.F. , had its

origin - progress has been rapid , no less than eight new cables having

been laid , and direct communication having been established with

Rome, Genoa, Milan , Vienna, Budapest , Magdeburg, Lyons, Nice,

and Zurich . The traffic to these and other important cities had ,

under the old régime, been telegraphed to a few transmitting centres ,

and the delay avoided by direct and more ample communication

appears to have been fully appreciated by the public, inasmuch as in

spite of the competition of the London-Paris Telephone, which was

opened in 1891 , the total Government Cable traffic for the year ended

31st March , 1904 , compared with the year preceding the transfer of

the Cables to the Department, shows an increase of over sixty-five

per cent .

The number of Anglo -Continental Cables worked by the Post

Office with the countries named is (July, 1904) as follows :

FRANCE : 7 ( including three, some of the conductors of which are

employed for telephonic and some for telegraphic purposes.

Sinultaneous telephonic and telegraphic working is also in

operation on some of the circuits ) .



F. D. CHARROSIN .

( -Assistant Superintendent .)

J. GRIFFITH .

( Assistant Superintendent.)

E. HUTSON .

( Assistant Superintendent.)

.

H. A. TREWINNARD.

( Superintendent.)

W. G. GOULI) .

( Assistant Controller .)

F. P. DIDDEN .

( Superintendent.)

F. B. BARKEK . G. S. LACEY . : W : !t. Mv9: ::

( Assistant Superintendent.) (.Assistant Superintendent.)dernie .) ( Assistant Sunrrintendent )

SOME CABLECABLE ROOM OFFICERS ,
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BELGIUM : 3 (including one telephone cable , the conductors of

which can also be utilised simultaneously for telegraphic

purposes).

HOLLAND : 3 .

GERMANY : 5 .

By means of these eighteen cables direct communication (in many

cases by several circuits) is maintained between London and the

following Continental cities :

FRANCE : Paris, Marseilles, Lyons, Hâvre, Lille, Nice (during the

Riviera season ), Bordeaux, Calais, Boulogne.

21

Si

“ HUGHES " Duplex SET .

ITALY : Rome, Genoa, Milan .

SWITZERLAND : Zurich .

GERMANY : Berlin , Hamburg, Frankfort, Bremen, Emden,

Magdeburg, Cologne .

HOLLAND : Amsterdam , Rotterdam .

BELGIUM : Brussels, Antwerp, Ghent , Ostend .

AUSTRIA : Vienna.

HUNGARY : Budapest.

Four conductors are also allotted to Liverpool, which city has

direct communication with Hamburg, Bremen , Paris, and Hâvre, and

four are leased to Cable Companies.

CC
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The double and single-needle instruments were employed at the

inception of international telegraphic working in 1851 , but these

instruments were succeeded later by the “ Morse," which was in its turn

replaced by the " Hughes." The latter form of apparatus, driven by

electromotors, and worked on the duplex system in many cases, is

now in general use in the Cable Room . Two “ Baudot ” circuits are

working with Paris.

During the busy season 20,000 telegrams pass over the cables

daily. This number is exceeded on special occasions. Some of the

FF .

99

“ BAUDOT INSTRUMENT, SHOWING DISTRIBUTOR AND Two SETS OF

TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING APPARATUS.

“ Hughes” duplex circuits not infrequently deal with 150 telegrams in an

hour, and this number has been exceeded . A “ Baudot” circuit,

working four " arms," has at times of pressure disposed of as many as

300 telegrams in an hour.

In addition to the traffic transmitted over the cables, between

2,000 and 3,000 telegrams daily are handed over to the Cable

Companies with which there is communication by pneumatic tube . A

large amount of service correspondence--the greater part of which has

to be translated from and into foreign languages — is also dealt with .

Under a scheme authorised in February, 1903 , a separate
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establishment was sanctioned for the Cable Room , constituted as

follows :

2 Superintendents (higher grade) .

6 First Class Assistant Superintendents.

13 Second Class Assistant Superintendents.

45 Overseers and Senior Telegraphists.

286 Telegraphists.

the whole under the charge of an Assistant Controller.

New intrants to this establishment are required to possess an

elementary knowledge of at least one foreign language, and are

expected to give satisfactory evidence of progress in the French and

German languages and in “ Hughes ” manipulation after a probationary

period of one year. The minimum rate of pay, regardless of age , is

£ 52 per annum. This rate is not obtainable by the general body of

telegraphists at the Central Telegraph Office until the age of nine

teen years is attained. The proportion of appointments in the class

of overseers is , moreover, larger than in the case of the Central

Telegraph Office main establishment . This improved scheme had its

origin in the need that arose for the encouragement of the study of

foreign languages amongst the Cable Room staff, which by the lapse

of time was becoming depleted of telegraphists of foreign nationality

and other linguists who had been taken into the service of the tele

graph companies for the purpose of working the cables .

Portraits of Mr. J. W. Eames (who was in charge of the Cable

Room from 1889 to 1902) and of Mr. J. F. Ducloy, who was

connected with the Anglo -Continental Cables from 1852 to 1898 ,

appeared in volumes IV. and VIII . of St. Martin's- le -Grand,

respectively. In the notice which accompanied Mr. Ducloy's portrait

will be found some interesting details of the laying of the first Anglo

Continental Cable.

W. G. G.
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The Fiftieth Report of the

Postmaster General.

T would not, we presume, have been compatible with

official propriety to have described the present Report

of the Postmaster General as a jubilee number. Fifty

years ago, Viscount Canning, who was then at the head

of the Post Office, proposed to the Treasury the publication of an

annual report which should “ set forth the progress, changes and

improvements effected in the various departments of the Post Office

during each preceding year.” The proposal was approved and the

first Report of the Postmaster General , which dealt with the year

ended December 31st, 1854 , was dated January 31st , 1855 , so that

very little time was lost in its preparation. It is, perhaps, worth

noting that the first and fiftieth Report of the Postmaster General

consist of the same number of pages , though in form , type and

contents the two documents are very different. In the present day

the Report on the Post Office includes a vast quantity of statistics ,

but in 1855 the appetite of the British public for long columns of

figures had not developed itself. Moreover, as in those remote

times the business of the Department was restricted to the trans

mission of letters , newspapers, and a few book packets, and to the

issue and payment of inland money orders, there was but little

material forthcoming to satisfy statisticians , and the Post Office does

not appear to have taken any superfluous trouble in collecting figures.

Except in London , no record was kept of the number of newspapers

passing through the post. Newspapers still bore an Inland Revenue

stamp, and as the Post Office earned nothing for carrying and

delivering them , to count them would have served no postal purpose.

It is hardly possible to compare the work of the Department in

1854 , and in 1903 , and it is perhaps needless to remind our readers

that in the former year there was no parcel post , post cards had not
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been thought of, there was no Post Office Savings Bank, no system

of Colonial and Foreign Money Orders, the telegraphs were in the

hands of public companies, and telephones were unknown. But it

may be worth while to set out such statistical information as is

common to the two Reports, and to give a few details of the Report

of 1854 before we review, as we have done for some years , the

latest Report of the Postmaster General .

The number of letters was estimated as follows :

Year ended, Dec. 31st , 1854 Year ended, Mar. 31st, 1904

No. per No. per

No. No.head of

population

head of

population

England and Wales 358,000,000

Scotland 44,000,000

Ireland 41,000,000

19

15

7

2,218,300,000

226,200,000

153,100,000

663

49'4

34 7

...

443,000,000 2,597,600,000 6102

The letters in 1854 were about six times as many as in 1839 , the

last
year before the introduction of penny postage. It was estimated

that in 1854, 103,000,000 letters were delivered in London, and

that 210,000,000 letters , 53,000,000 newspapers, and 375,000 book

packets passed through the London office, to which about 2,500

officers were attached .

The number of post offices was as follows :

1854

935
Head offices

Branch offices

Town sub -offices ...

Country sub -offices

1904

888

273

5,566

16,123
9,038

Total
9,973 22,850

In 1840 , at the time of the establishment of penny postage , there

were only 4,028 offices ; in 1854, money order business was transacted

at 1,872 offices, as compared with 14,438 on March 31st , 1904 .
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I T

5

II

260*

The staff of officers was as follows :

1854 1904

Postmaster General ...

Secretary, Assistant Secretaries, and

Secretaries for Ireland and

Scotland 5

Surveyors 13

Other superior officers, Heads of

Departments, Chief Clerks 156

Postmasters ... 9,973 22,536

Clerks, &c . 2,235 8,6447

Guards 175

Letter Carriers, Porters, Mechanics 9,152 39,749

Counter Clerks, Telegraphists,Sorters,

Telephone operators, &c. 31,699

Unestablished officers 84,964

Postmasters and Clerks abroad not stated

20

II

Total .. 21,574
188,031

The gross revenue in 1854 was made up as follows :

Letters, book packets , &c . £2,597,700

Commission on money orders 91,300

£2,689,000

And the expenditure was :

Salaries , pensions, &c .

Buildings

Conveyance of mails

Packet Service

Miscellaneous

£730,000 (£7,237,060 )

23,000 (£375,665 )

526,000 (£ 1,728,138 )

17,000 (£784,649 )

117,000

£1,413,000

Comparison with the accounts for the year ended March 31st ,

1904, is hardly possible , but the figures in parentheses represent the

corresponding expenditure for that year. In 1854 the Packet Service

was chiefly controlled by the Admiralty, and the greater part of the

cost was borne by that Department.

Among the improvements effected in 1854 it is noticed that the

mails were conveyed from London to Edinburgh in 15 hours, that to

many, though not to all , British Colonies the rate of postage had been

reduced to 6d. for a letter weighing half an ounce, to France from

8d . or iod . to 4d . for a letter weighing a quarter of an ounce, to China

Includes Assistant Surveyors, Travelling Clerks , Inspecting Telegraphists and
Stationary Clerks .

† Includes 42 Clerks , Class I , Secretary's office .
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from is. to 6d . for a letter weighing half an ounce, and to Monte Video

from 2s . 7d. to is . for a letter weighing half an ounce. Considerable

difficulty had been caused to the Department by the withdrawal of

many mail packets to serve as transports for the conveyance of troops

and stores in connection with the Russian war, and the establishment

of an Army Post Office for the troops on active service is recorded .

In an Appendix to the Report particulars are given of the amount

collected for Postal Revenue, including postage stamps sold at the

Post Offices and Inland Revenue Offices at 38 of the more important

towns (excluding London ) in the United Kingdom . The highest

amounts were Liverpool, £91,909 , and Manchester, £74,736 ; and

the lowest , Macclesfield , £ 1,949 , and Drogheda, £1,934.

We must, however, leave this ancient history, which has enabled

us to make some comparison between the small things of half a century

ago and the present work of the Department, and come to the proper

subject of this article. During the year 1903-4 it is estimated that the

number of postal packets delivered in the United Kingdom was as

follows :

Increase Average number

Number. per cent. to each person .

Letters 2,597,600,000 7

Postcards 613,700,000 29'5 14'5

Halfpenny packets ... 820,400,000 13 193

Newspapers 174,800,000 4'I

Parcels 94,400,000 4'5

6102

3 (dec.)

2'2

Total 4,300,900,000 3 :8 IO13

The increase in the number of letters is the smallest for nine years ,

and is accounted for by the stagnation in trade, the increased use of

the telephone, and the enormous increase in the use of pictorial post

cards . The number of letters registered in the year was 19,029,114 ,

and of parcels 1,043,927 . The total number of express services was

1,290,800 , an increase of 16'6 per cent. on the number for the previous

year. The number of undelivered packets was 26,707,983 , of which

more than half consisted of postcards and halfpenny packets ;

undelivered packets increased 4 per cent. during the year, and as the

total number of postal packets increased by only 3.8 per cent . , we

have in these figures a confirmation of the complaints of successive

Postmasters General as to the carelessness of the public in addressing

correspondence. Additional proof of this carelessness is derived

from the number of letters containing property sent through the post

insufficiently addressed, and from the increased number of packets
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posted without any address at all . In these days when everybody is

in a hurry and so much work is done under stress, it is scarcely a

matter for wonder that so many letters and packets are posted

insufficiently addressed, or not addressed at all . The Postmaster

General may repeat his comments on the negligence of the public but

little heed is given to his warnings , and he can only console himself

with the reflection that he has done his duty in pointing out to the

offenders the error of their ways and sadly repeat Crabbe's well - known

line :

" I preach for ever, but I preach in vain .”

The Postmaster General is able to record the failure of the appeal

of the Great Western Railway Company against the award of the

Railway Commissioners fixing the payment for the conveyance of mails

on the Company's lines . The wording of the paragraph dealing with

this subject is somewhat obscure, and as it stands conveys the

impression that the payment is to be made to the Commissioners.

But as great Homer sometimes nods we may pardon an occasional

slip in an official report. The result of the litigation is satisfactory to

the Department and should be welcome to the Treasury ; we think the

result was largely due to the skill with which the case was prepared ,

and there would have been no harm in saying so, but gratitude is an

almost unknown quality in official minds.

Progress has been made during the year in the use of motor vans

for the conveyance of mails, and these vans are now to be seen in the

streets of London . The Milnes -Daimler motor, which travels between

London and Epping, has kept excellent time and there has been no

serious breakdown. The Postmaster General anticipates a time when

motors will be extensively used for the conveyance of mails, and he

points out their superiority in point of speed . We hope he will not

be disappointed , but the prospect of evil smelling, loud tooting vans,

carrying glaring lights, rushing through quiet villages and awakening

sleepers at midnight, does not enchant us. Already there have been

complaints in the newspapers (always too willing to print letters

grumbling at the Post Office) about the Post Office vans now on the

roads, and when the Postmaster General's hope is realised and motor

vans are extensively used by the Department, we think hemay anticipate

a large addition to the correspondence received from the aggrieved

inhabitants of sometime " quiet resting places."

Several minor improvements have been carried out during the year .

Second deliveries have been arranged in many rural districts , and

increased facilities have been afforded for the collection of parcels by
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rural postmen and mail cart drivers. Greater latitude has been con

ceded as regards articles sent at the halfpenny rate , and the designation

“ Book Packet," which had becomeobsolete, has disappeared from the

official vocabulary. Penny postage stamps are now sold in books of

24, the price for a book being 2s . od., and this experiment has been

successful, though we do not quite understand why people should wish

to pay 2 per cent. more than the actual value of the stamp . The

paragraphs on the cash -on -delivery system remind us of a judge's

summing up, in which both sides of the case are fairly set out with a

hint to the jury as to their verdict. If Lord Stanley's view is adopted

a cash -on -delivery post will be established.

The existing contract for conveying the Eastern and Australian

Mails has been extended for three years from February, 1905 , and

the service has been accelerated. The arrangements made for sending

Mails to the Far East by the Trans-Siberian Railway have been dis

turbed by the war. Some changes as regards the United States Mails

aré noted in the report, and further endeavours are being made to

establish a penny letter post to Australia . During the year 2,213,819

parcels were sent, and 1,295,484 parcels were received from abroad ;

the combined totals show an increase of nearly 5 per cent. over the

previous year. A reduction has been made in the rates of postage on

parcels exchanged with India , and the Parcel Post has been extended

to Manila (Philippine Islands) and to Dilly ( Portuguese Timor).

The number of Inland Money Orders issued during the year was

11,261,745 , representing £ 35,430,349. Fifty years ago the corres

ponding figures were 5,466,244 and £10,462,411 respectively. The

Colonial orders issued in 1903-4 were 1,188,073 in number and

£3,608,353 in amount ; and the Foreign orders, 1,514,355 in number

and £3,677,504 in amount . There was a large increase in the

number and amount of Colonial and Foreign orders, but the Inland

orders fell off to the extent of 7'3 per cent . in number and 9 per cent.

in amount, and this decline occurred in spite of the raising of the

maximum limit of a money order to £40 on January ist , 1904. The

decrease is attributed to a large reduction in the number of Govern

ment Orders , to the extension of the maximum amount (which would

not apparently reduce the value of the orders) , and to the increased

use of postal orders. In addition to these causes we think the

increase of banking facilities and the multiplication of branch banks

has much to do with the decline in the business of inland money

orders . Banks have been set up in many places where they were not

to be found a few years ago, and cheques are now drawn for the
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smallest amounts without objection on the part of bankers who are

beginning to learn the object lesson the Post Office has been teaching

them for years, that a profit can be made upon small remittances and

small deposits.

The number of postal orders issued during the year was 90,571,000,

representing £34,301,000 , and stamps to the value of £184,502

were affixed to these orders. Postal orders can now be obtained for

every complete sixpence from 6d . to 21s . , and are issued and paid at

all post offices. British postal orders are sold at many Colonial and

Indian post offices, and it is proposed to establish a system of Imperial

postal orders.

In the Post Office Savings Bank the deposits in the year ended

December 31st were 15,325,618 in number, and £40,857,206 in

amount, and the withdrawals were 6,180,419 in number, and

£42,786,025 in amount. For the first time in the history of the

Bank the withdrawals exceeded the deposits. The deposits during

the year were less by £1,397,797 than in the previous year. On the

other hand, owing to the low price of Consols, the investments in

Government Stock were more numerous and larger in amount than in

the previous year. There was also an increase in the number of

Immediate and Deferred Annuities granted, but fewer Insurance

Contracts were issued than in any of the ten previous years. The

total number of accounts remaining open on December 31st , 1903 , is

shown in the subjoined table :

Number of

depositors.

Total amount

to credit of

depositors.

Average

amount to

credit of each

depositor.

Proportion

of depositors

to popula

tion .

S.

I in

€ £

England and Wales ... 8,537,991 130,799,452 15 6

Scotland 418,981 5,786,898 13 16

Ireland 446,880 9,548,797 21 7

d .

5

3

4

+

III

I IO

United Kingdom . 9,403,852 146,135,147 15 10
IO

41

In addition to the amount of ordinary deposits, stock of the

nominal value of £ 16,165,548 was held by 131,343 depositors.

There is no copy of the Balance Sheet of the Post Office Savings

Bank in the present Report, and the omission is to be regretted. The

net expenditure of the Bank during the year was £549,140 , and

owing to the reduction in the rate of interest on Consols the loss on
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the year's business was £ 107,403 . The cost per transaction was

6.12d . , as compared with 5.93d . in 1902 .

During the year 1903-04, 89,997,000 telegrams passed over the

Post Office wires , or 2,474,000 less than in the previous year, and the

receipts were £2,755,732 , or £82,697 less than in the previous year.

This falling off is attributed to the dulness of trade, and to the

growing use of the telephone system . In spite of the general decline

there was an increase in foreign and railway free telegrams . On

December 17th , nearly 90,000 telegrams relating to the Encyclopædia

Britannica were handed in . The underground cable from London

to the north has been further extended . There is a paragraph in

the Report as to the violent magnetic storm of October 31st, which ,

though very interesting to students of natural phenomena, caused

considerable trouble to the Department and hindered telegraphic

communication in all parts of the country. A full and interesting

account of this storm , written by Mr. Gavey, appeared in the

January number of this Magazine.

The International Telegraph Conference, which met in London in

May, 1903 , decided that the use of an official vocabulary for code

telegrams is not to be made compulsory, and dealt with other

important questions, including the admission of a letter -cypher and a

relaxation of the rules , governing the reimbursement of telegraph

charges. It also arranged for a considerable reduction in the rate per

word of telegrams to many countries in Europe, Asia and Africa . In

August , 1903 , a conference on wireless telegraphy met at Berlin , and

was attended by Messrs . Lamb, Gavey and Mackay, on behalf of the

Post Office, and by representatives from the Admiralty and the War

Office.

There has been a large extension of the telephone business, and

Parliament has authorised by an act of the last session the raising of a

further sum of £3,000,000 for the development of the system . Of

this amount about £1,300,000 will be wanted for trunk wires, and

about £1,700,000 for the exchange system in London and the

provinces . Telephonic communication between London and Brussels

began in June, 1903 , and was extended in October to certain

provincial towns in England and Belgium . The extension of the

Anglo -French telephone service to the principal provincial towns of

both countries is recorded , although it was not actually effected

until April ith this year. The experiments, made with the view of

establishing telephonic communication with Holland, showed that

such communications are not at present practicable .
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In London the number of subscribers to the Post Office telephones

increased during the year from 9,122 to 15,632 . The accommodation

at the Central Exchange will be nearly exhausted at the end of the

present financial year, and the construction of a second exchange is in

progress. On March 31st 1,146 miles of pipes, containing 125,717

miles of wires, had been laid in London , including 32,248 miles rented

for the present by the National Telephone Company. During the

year the Company paid the Department £ 169,853 by way of royalty,

and £6,206 were received from other licensees.

The postal revenue of the year was £15,824,394, nearly sixfold

the revenue in 1854 , and the expenditure was £11,180,087 , nearly

eight times as much as in 1854. The net postal profit was

£4,644,307 . The revenue (which includes £265,294 for services

rendered to other Departments who do not pay their debts ) and

the expenditure are the highest ever recorded. The telegraph revenue

was £3,736,115 (including £61,957 for services rendered to other

Departments) and the expenditure was £ 4,719,796, so that the

deficit was £983,681 , to which the sum of £298,860 should be

added for interest on Stock created for the purchase of the telegraphs.

A deficit of more than £1,250,000 is a serious matter, and the

publication of the figures has evoked much hostile comment, and

many crude suggestions. Peter of the Postal Service is robbed

to pay Paul of the Telegraphs, and the Chancellor of the Exchequer

instead of getting £ 4,644,000 out of the Post Office, had to put

up with £3,700,000. It is a waste of time to cry over spilt milk,

yet newspaper editors, as August returns and the Report of the

Postmaster General is published , forget the trite proverb, indulge

in vain lamentations over the telegraph deficit, and allow their

correspondents to offer crude suggestions for remedying what cannot

be remedied . It is an old story that the price paid to the Telegraph

Companies was far beyond the value of the property sold to the

Post Office. This was the original source of the deficit, and since

the transfer the public has been continuously demanding cheaper

rates , extended services, and more telegraph offices. These demands

have been conceded , much to the advantage of the public, but

the financial effect of the concessions is shown from year to year in

the Report of the Postmaster General.
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How a London Postman Lives.

T was one Saturday afternoon . I stood by the: iron gate of

the workhouse - as an old French superintendent was

once overheard to describe the Post Office to a messen

ger boy whom he had caught red handed in the act , as

he put it , of turning the venerable pile into a play house - nervously

fingering a telegram from the Editor. In a weak moment I had

determined to do something for the yellow -covered Quarterly ; and

the outcome of it was a brief message.— “ Find out how a postman

lives . ” With all my courage departed , I stood , as I have said, at the

iron gate , thinking over my task , eyed suspiciously the while by the

sturdy guardian of the peace in the red coat from within the court

yard, who evidently interpreted the worried expression on my face to

mean evil designs on the property of the Postmaster General .

I don't often lounge about the office, and especially on fine Satur

day afternoons ; but I had decided that the first step to take towards

the accomplishment of my mission was to find a postman . So I waited

patiently for whatever the gods vouchsafed me.

This St. Martin's-le-Grand of ours is not at all a despicable

thoroughfare nowadays, is it ? I have lately been inspecting Sir

Walter Gilbey's gift to the Record Room of pictures illustrating it ;

and the contrast between the past and the present is wonderfully

striking . It has improved in my own time ; and I can only go so

far back as the “ Bull and Mouth ” hotel just before its demolition .

In spite of alterations, however, in many respects it has not changed.

The mail vans still dash down it and round corners as of yore—in

Dickens's time in fact. The great novelist's description , in “ Little

Dorrit, ” of this weakness of the mail vans to boss the road is doubtless

well known , and would not be far wrong if written for present day

circumstances, except that now the motor mail van must be added to

these terrors.

“ . An accident going to the Hospital ? ' he asked an old man beside

him , who stood shaking his head, inviting conversation .

“ Yes,' said the man, along of them mails. They ought to be

prosecuted and fined, them mails. They come a -racing out of Lad

Lane and Wood Street at twelve or fourteen mile an hour, them

mails do. The only wonder is, that people ain't killed oftener by

them mails. '

" " This person is not killed , I hope ? '
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“ I don't know ,' said the man , ' it ain't for the want of a will in

them mails, if he ain't . '

“ The speaker having folded his arms, and set in comfortably to

address his depreciation of them mails to any of the bystanders who

would listen , several voices , out of pure sympathy with the sufferer, con

firmed him : one voice saying to Clennam, ' They're a public nuisance,

theni mails, sir ’ ; another, ' I see one on 'em pull up within half an

inch of a boy, last night ' ; another, “ I see one on 'em go over a cat , sir

—and it might have been yourown mother ' ; and all representing , by

implication, that if he happened to possess any public influence, he

could not use it better that against them mails.

' Why, a native Englishman is put to it every night of his life , to

save his life from them mails ,' argued the first old man, and he

knows when they're a coming round the corner, to tear him limb from

limb. What can you expect from a poor foreigner who don't know

nothing about 'em. ' ”

This little story stuck in my mind when, as a child , I first

heard it read ; and I always felt keenly anxious to make acquaintance

with “ them mails ” that went fourteen miles an hour and ran over

cats and foreigners ; and now I am hand in glove with them as a

member of the firm which runs them . Such is the irony of fate.

After a short interval the very man I wanted came along-a man who

did credit to his uniform , which was well brushed and bore buttons as

brightly polished as his boots. I at once explained my position, and

was asked to come along Aldersgate Street a little way, as he was due

to meet the “ missis ” to do the usual Saturday marketing.

We were soon deep into scales of pay, annual leave, rent , taxes and

food . He wasn't quite sure of the detail as to the last item , that was

the province of the " missis " ! But perhaps as I was so interested I'd

not mind doing the round of the market with them and learning

prices for myself. I agreed. Incidentally I learned that my

man was a Londoner born and bred , was in receipt of a wage of 325 .

a week, had been married at 25 years of age to the country -bred maid

at the vicarage on his walk (much to the annoyance of the Vicar, who

didn't like losing the services of the best maid he had ever had , and,

during the progress of the courtship, let drop several hints that if any

of his letters were delayed he'd get the wooer moved to another dis

trict ) , lived in a flat within easy walking distance of the office, and was

altogether the most contented individual in the Postmaster General's

service . The wages , I gathered, enabled him to live comfortably

according to his lights , and moreover permitted of something being put
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by for a rainy day and for the annual holiday. With his wife's cordial

co -operation — he laid stress on this, remarking that he knew of many

cases of people in his state of life who didn't pull together and

consequently led a sad existence, debt and unhappiness being the

chief items in their daily round, he laid out his money somewhat

according to this scheme:
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Food ... 14

Firing and Lighting, &c.

Sick Club

Holiday Fund

Sundries

Savings Bank

£ i 12

The enquiry was growing more and more interesting ; and my

courage returned .

Thirty-two shillings per week and two grown-up people to lodge,

feed and clothe . Wonderful ! And I was to learn how it was done.

“ By the bye, what do you both drink ?” There was a flash in his eye

as he answered , “ Nothing stronger than tea and coffee, sir . Bang

would go savings and summer holiday if we indulged in luxuries." Yes,

I could quite believe it ; and the wonder grew how the habitués of the

numerous public houses we passed managed to scrape through life,

when it was evident that their circumstances did not warrant

expenditure on luxuries.

At a turning off the Goswell Road we met the “ missis .” London

air and smoke had not robbed her cheeks of the freshness and glow

of health derived from a youth spent in the country. She was

modestly dressed, and had that quiet refined mien so noticeable in

domestics trained in good families . On her arm was a large string

bag ; and I was to have the satisfaction of seeing this gradually filled

with stores for Sunday and the approaching week .

Five minutes' walk brought us to the High Street, Islington .

What a busy scene ! Omnibuses and trams concentrate here from
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all parts . The City Road, Goswell Road, and St. John Street are the

three great arteries which lead into it from the City ; Pentonville

Road from the Western Districts ; and Liverpool Road, Upper

Street, and Essex Road from the Northern and Eastern Districts.

There are huge shops on each side of the way ; and the popula

tion of the neighbourhood seemed to be out with but one

object in view , namely, of filling the baskets and bags that each

person carried with good things for the morrow . My guides

first visited a tea dealer's . There were several about, one or two

displaying in their windows various household articles which were

awarded to purchasers of such and such quantities of tea. The

“ missis ” evidently went on the principle that when she bought tea

she bought tea and not kettles and pans, and knives made to sell and

not to cut ; for the emporium that she patronised laid out no

extraneous wiles to catch custom , but offered a genuine article at a

fair price.

We branched off here to the left up the Liverpool Road for a

pace or two, and then again to the left. The street we turned

into presented a wonderful scene. There were shops on either side

flanking the pavement, and in each gutter endless rows of stalls and

barrows. Shopkeepers and costermongers - marchands des quatre

saisons, as the French aptly call them — were all talking, or rather

shouting, at the top of their voices to the crowds of people that

packed both pavement and roadway. It seemed folly to endeavour

to get through ; but my guides, whom I patiently followed , with a

facility born of long experience, eased a way single file ; and we

became swallowed up in a seething mass of people. I craned my

neck first this way and then that to catch a glimpse of the wares

being offered for sale . The shops were successions of grocery, butter,

drapery, meat, fish , vegetable, boot , and pottery stores , well sprinkled

with publichouses ; and all seemed to be doing well . Outside the

butcher shops, more often than not , stood the proprietors in long

light coats decked with extravagant but expensive floral bouquets.

Raised above the heads of the eager crowds these men delivered

addresses (interlarded with anecdotes not always in good taste) on the

excellence of their goods , in stentorian voices, and sold joints in

the manner usually associated with the Cheap Jack of fiction.

Shoulders and legs of New Zealand mutton were selling rapidly at an

average price of 5d . a lb. ; sections of healthy-looking beef at 6d.

and 7d . When a purchaser was secured, the joint was thrown from

the seller's greasy hands over the heads of the crowd into the shop.
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The poor

Next door the fishmonger was selling piles of fresh herrings at two a

penny. The fish could not have been long out of the sea ; and a

pennyworth would have been an ample meal for a man .

live cheaply in London indeed. Huge cabbages were being sold

farther on at two for itd . , potatoes and apples at 2 lb. a penny,

market bundles of rhubarb at 2d . The hurly-burly was deafening ;

and it was necessary to bawl whatever remarks I had to make into my

man's ear in order to be understood. A little way along the din

was added to by a brass band over a butcher's shop playing

popular melodies . The shop was newly opened that day, I gathered ;

and the band had been hired in accordance with the custom to

announce the fact to the world . A barrel-organ had somehow

managed to take a stand where the road widened slightly, and an

individual , exceedingly ugly, whose ugliness was intensified by daubs

of paint on nose and cheeks, was dancing to its strains to the delight

of the crowd . He sang, or rather howled, a ribald song, whereat the

crowd guffawed . Then round came the inevitable hat ; and there was

a perceptible movement among the audience to leave the spot. It

was not so easy to do so, however. The sudden movement brought

me within hearing of a glib-tongued man standing on a box , who

beguiled the onlookers to purchase penny packets of a medicine of

his own preparation, which , according to him , was a cure for all the

ills of mortal man, and had been sold to His Majesty himself on

the steps of Buckingham Palace !

We at last extricated ourselves from the crowd and passed into the

calm of a side street ; and my guides turned towards their home. As I

was cogitating what to do next (for I felt that my enquiry would not

be complete without a knowledge of what was obtained for the gs .

spent weekly in rent) my man turned to me, after a word in the ear of

his wife, and hesitatingly asked if I would mind stepping into their

house to take a cup of tea . This was a capital idea ; and I said so ,

and accompanied them to a pile of the model dwellings which are

now well sprinkled about London . A short flight of stone steps led

from the street to a species of stone verandah , faced with painted

railings, from which tiled corridors led off to the doors of the flats .

There were four such verandahs above the one at which we had

arrived , and over all a flat asphalted roof used by the tenants for

carpet beating and clothes drying. I followed my hosts to the floor

just under the roof. They believed in fresh air and light, they said ;

and they certainly had it , for they were able to look down on

surrounding houses on all sides from their verandah windows. The

D D
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door of their flat led into a short corridor, to the left of which I was

led into a neatly-furnished sitting -room . The room was lofty, and

measured about 12 feet by 12 feet. One window in it opened on to

the verandah, and another on to the street. The walls were tastefully

papered , and hung with some portraits and engravings, among which

I observed the favourites— “ The Courtship " and " The Proposal. ” On

each side of the fire-place were cupboards reaching about four feet

from the ground . The alcove above

one of them contained a book -case,

the shelves of which I immediately

scanned . Didn't some eminent

person once say that from a man's

books he could sum up the owner's

character ? What would he have

made of " Cassell's Popular Edu

cator," school prize

books ( " The Wide Wide World ,"

“ Queechy, " " The Swiss Family

Robinson ," and so on) , a large

illustrated history of England, a

bible, a prayer and hymn book,

an illustrated Shakespeare, and a

volume each of Keats, Longfellow,

and Wordsworth ? On the top of

the other cupboard was a large

family bible, and on the wall a

pastel portrait of a sweet- faced

child . Quite instinctively I turned

to my host with a questioning

face ; he saw and glanced

nervously towards the door, which

his wife had opened at that moment.

THE MODEL DWELLING .
The rosy fresh face fell and great

tears welled into the large brown

eyes as she comprehended the position, and quietly retired . My

host opened the family bible and pointed a shaking finger to

an entry.
I quickly comprehended how that grief had once

assailed this happy English home and left an indelible mark on

the two ves into which I had so strangely intruded . I learnt the

sad story, told in a broken sorrowful voice. The most golden ray of

sunlight had come from the unknown and entered into this home

AUD

me
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and warmed and cheered it-oh, so greatly -- for twelve short months .

Little feet had just begun to beat the floor, and a curly head, every

hair of which was rooted in a mother's heart, was lifted daily to greet

“ daddy ” on his return from duty ; and the world was a sweetworld

then . Suddenly bronchitis seized on the little form and sapped away

the young life. The parting from the treasure, after a long and

weary night of watching, took place as the grey light of a winter

dawn broke fitfully through the window ; and the grief -stricken

parents bowed their heads in the agony of despair as the little weary

head fell back to rise no more . " We all have our trials," whispered

my host, “ and this has been our greatest.”

I was presently summoned to tea , which was laid in the kitchen

at the opposite extremity of the small corridor previously mentioned .

In this room , which was of moderate size , I observed some cup

boards built in the wall, and intended, no doubt, for dry stores, and

also a set of shelves reaching almost to the ceiling, on which was

arranged a dinner set of a very tasteful pattern -- the gift of the irate

Vicar. The walls were hung with a varnished paper, and with its

curtains and pictures and abundance of light from two casement

windows the room was altogether very cosy. Out of this room

opened on one side a concrete -floored chamber, containing a fire

place, a copper, a coal cellar , and sink, and on the other side a bed

room . Throughout the suite cleanliness reigned supreme; and I

could not but come to the conclusion that as things are nowadays in

London the nine shillings were well spent and value was received for

the money. I learned that the flats were largely patronised by post

men and policemen, and that even a curate from the neighbouring

church had not disdained once to take up his abode there . The

general health of the flat dwellers was stated to be good , and

certainly better than that of sharers of the neighbouring ordinary

houses.

*

Since I paid my visit to merrie Islington I have chanced upon the

report of the Postmaster General for the year 1857 , and discovered

that my mission had in a ineasure been forestalled. During that

year the Medical Officer of the Post Office - Dr. Lewis — had, at the

direction of the Postmaster General, gone thoroughly into the

question of the housing of postmen , messengers, and sorters . He

appears to have visited many homes, and to have gleaned much

information as to the amounts paid by the officers in question for
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rent, and what accommodation was obtained for the expenditure.

Thus he found that the average amount paid was as follows:

Postmen

Married
5 2 per week.

Single 3 7

Messengers

Married 6

Single 4

Sorters

Married 6 6

Single 4 6

and strange to say he urged strongly the erection of such model

dwellings as the one I visited . At first he suggested that the buildings

should be erected officially is it any use to repeat the suggestion

now with the Christ's Hospital site in view ?) , but later found it appro

priate to leave the matter in the hands of philanthropists and others .

It is clear from the figures quoted that nowadays much more has

to be paid for rent than formerly , but less has certainly to be paid for

food of the same nature than was the case about the period

mentioned. On the whole , therefore, unless the rate of wages has in the

meantime been increased , the present financial position of a London

postman is the same as it was fifty years ago.

REGINALD CRUDEN .
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The Indiscretion of Mahaffy.
« The best laid schemes o' mice an ' men

Gang aft a -gley . " --Burns .

ORNELIUS MAHAFFY was tall and slight , and of that

distinctly old-world appearance which one associates with

the backwater of the last century. He was a man in

whom the bloom of youth had long since given way to

the furrowed brow and the sallow cheek, and upon whom domestic

cares and strenuous endeavours to accommodate himself to the

exacting conditions of his official post had left their imperishable

imprint . As he was in countenance, so he was in deportment and

dress . His manner betrayed a link with the past , his clothes an

acquaintance with an age long since gone. His velvet jacket , that at

the elbows was almost napless ; his wide expanse of linen , somewhat

ostentatious in character-and not always of virgin whiteness ; his

trousers, perhaps too full at the knees—a fullness that might

advantageously have been used in the length ; all these gave Mahaffy

an appearance that was not only quaint but decidedly picturesque.

He rose from his chair, opened his office door and shouted

impatiently down the corridor,

“ Jeremy ! ”

Mahaffy went back to his desk and adjusting the velvet cap upon

his head—long since destitute of natural adornment - proceeded to

peruse his morning's official correspondence. Not that he need have

been over-anxious to dispose of this with any haste ; for the table was

already littered with papers and forms of all descriptions . Some,

alas ! had occupied their present position for days—aye, weeks-had

indeed suffered delays that rankled in the minds of officials at head

quarters ; but to Mahaffy confusion and disorder made up the first

law of official motion , and to have attempted reform would have been

to shatter the fine framework that surrounded the officialdom of the

Postmaster of Little Bedlam .

While thus occupied , the office door was quietly opened, and a

female figure that corresponded to Mahaffy's in point of slightness

glided silently and unconcernedly to the fireplace, and there took up

her position in an old high -back chair , that in its better days had lent

a dignity and an air of social distinction to the drawing room stairs .

Cornelius Mahaffy greeted his wife with a nod and went on with his

work .
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Between these two there existed a code of official etiquette that

each held to be inviolable . Cornelius had with solemn persistency

impressed upon his wife the dignity and responsibility of his position

as the representative of His Majesty's Postmaster General. There

was in consequence little idle talk in the Postmaster's room at Little

Bedlam. Cornelius Mahaffy scratched all day with his halting quill,

and Jane Mahaffy plied her needle and arranged her patches, in

comparative silence. If chance brought a member of the public to

Heary) How
2 ) Howard

“ Cornelius Mahaffy scratched all day,” . “ and Jane Mahaffy plied her needle

and arranged her patches.”

the Postmaster's sanctum , Jane exchanged her seat for one behind a

screen in a far corner of the room ; and did a member of the Surveyor's

staff so much as favour the Little Bedlam Post Office with his august

presence the worthy handmaid , with a demure air, betook herself to

the privacy of the regions above .

But this morning Mahaffy was in an ill-humour. He was not at

all in the mood for work . Things had somehow got out of joint . For

some days the resources of his imagination had been ineffectually

taxed in an attempt to answer some searching questions upon rural

post administration . The matter haunted him by day and disturbed

his dreams by night ; and it still remained incomplete — waiting only
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for one of those inspirations which Mahaffy was assured would tide

him over his difficulty.

He rose from his seat , went to the door, and shouted more

impatiently than before ,

“ Jeremy !

Returning to his desk his eyes caught sight of the official circular ;

and something took hold of him suddenly, something that held his

gaze long and insistently. A faint smile played about the corners of

his mouth , and a gleam of hope lighted up his furrowed face. After

years of waiting were his ambitions to be realised ? Would his

devotion to the department be recognised ; his assiduous labours meet

with reward ? Ha ! ha ! he chuckled to himself ; and Jane Mahaffy ,

from over the rims of her spectacles, threw at her lord a glance of

horrified disapproval. For did not the official code preclude the

exhibition of frivolity !

Mahaffy rose from his chair, and gazed long and intently at page i

of the official circular. There was the tempter !

“ Postmastership of Southmark . . . . Salary £250 a year."

And Mahaffy , with his 35 years ' service , was tempted !

He adjusted the spectacles upon his broad aquiline nose, sat down,

and set his spluttering quill to work . Presently he blotted the sheet

and advanced to the fireplace.

“ My dear, ” said he, with an air of conviction, “ my dear , a strange

presentiment tells me that in the near future you and I will be trans

ported to the place of our dreams . I have a premonition that- er-

that the Postmaster General is about to confer upon - er - upon me

-a promotion."

Jane Mahaffy's hands dropped involuntarily upon her lap ; and she

stared surprisedly at the speaker.

“ Lor', Corney,” she said , “ how you startled me !”

Mahaffy ignored the interruption .

“ I have worked hard . I have been zealous . I have done my

duty, and here, my dear ," he went on , brandishing before her the

printed sheet , " and here is to be my reward. Never fear, my dear,

within a month we shall be in Southmark .”

Mahaffy bestowed upon his wife a smile so benign that it caused a

palpitation in the region of that lady's heart.

“ Dear, dear Corney ! and you really think we'll go to Southmark ?

I'll go upstairs and write to Eliza Ann-just to prepare her. Ah !

Corney, you're a good and faithful servant, you're

The exordium of what was intended to be a panegyric was rudely
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it to you

interrupted by a loud tapping upon the door and the entry of a

telegraph messenger, flushed and breathless.

“ Jeremy," said Mahaffy, sternly, assuming once again his official

dignity, “ twice I called you in the corridor . Why did you not come

at once, sir ? "

“ If-if you please, sir, Miss Mactier sent me to Lindsey's for some

-some toffee, sir, and

“ Toffee ! ”

Mahaffy turned sharply to his wife.

“ I won't have the messengers used for any other than official

purposes,” he said, severely . “ Jeremy, go to the instrument room ,

and tell Miss Mactier to come to me.”

And the honest Mahaffy, in whose heart the glamour of anticipation

o'ershadowed his momentary displeasure, again approached his wife

and took up the conversation on the subject of Southmark .

“ As I was saying, my dear, I have applied for Southmark, and

something tells me that I shall not have applied in vain . But , my

dear, we have lived in Little Bedlam for twenty years — think of it !

should we not feel keenly the severance from the old place ? I leave

Your choice shall be mine, and - "

I was thinking, Corney, that Little Bedlam can ill-afford to spare

such a zealous servant, and that the Mayor might take it as an affront

should we leave the place now that we are getting old . But still, Eliza

Ann lives in Southmark, and for Eliza Ann I would risk the rest.

Yes , Corney dear , let us - let us go ! "

Jane Mahaffy's brain underwent a paroxysm of ferment while

racked with the contending alternatives that the situation offered : and

when in a flash of decisiveness she elected to leave Little Bedlam it

seemed to her, in the sweet innocence of her ingenuous nature , that

the matter was already settled, and that her election removed all

obstacles to the, alas ! tortuous and difficult path towards Mahaffy's

promotion.

Mahaffy regarded the honest Jane meditatively.

“ I think , my dear, ” said he, “ there is much in what you say about

the Mayor's attitude. I will see him . He is a rough man , and the

end of him will be worse than the beginning ; but at least he is the

principal person in Little Bedlam , and it would soften our lot if in

leaving this place we were assured of his sympathy."

Jane Mahaffy, with some reluctance , concurred. The fact was, she

had made up her mind to go, and nothing would dissuade her. She

felt also that Mahaffy was equally keen in his desire to quit Little
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Bedlam, and knew that only his unfeigned honesty compelled him to

regard the matter in the light of altruism .

Kindly, beneficent, old -fashioned Jane, in whose angular figure

dwelt a little palpitating heart, nurtured a blind attachment for

Mahaffy. Whatever her other virtues, devotion to him was the

supreme power of her being ; and Codrington's immortal couplet

might be used for a less worthy purpose than to express the

appreciative Jane's conception of her lord .

“ Thou hast no faults, or I no faults can spy,

Thou art all beauty, or all blindness I.”

" If you please, sir, " said Jeremy, entering the half-opened door,

" If you please, sir ,--

" Well ! ”

" If you please, sir , Miss Mactier says she can't come, sir ; she's

too busy."

“ Too busy, eh ! And yet she eats toffee. Refuses to come! ”

said the irate Mahaffy. Then , unbending under the train of his

uppermost thoughts, he continued , “ Tell Miss Mactier to come to me

as soon as she isn't busy ."

In a frame of mind that hardly admits of analytical treatment,

Mahaffy passed out into the broad High Street, and with a pre

occupied air that well-suited his official dignity walked somewhat

hurriedly towards the upper part of the town . He stopped abruptly

outside of a butcher's shop , and entered.

“ Ah ! Good morning, Mr. Mahaffy,” said a stout personage,

coming out of a little counting -house at the back of the shop .

" What may I get for you this morning, sir ? Sirloin, rump steak ,

cutlets

“ No, no, my dear Mr. Simpkins, I just wanted to talk to you

privately upon a matter of some importance to myself. You under

stand ? ”

Exactly. What is it ? ”

" It's just this , Mr. Mayor,—it's just this --what would you say ,

what would the good people of Little Bedlam say, if I were

promoted ? "

" If you were promoted ? "

“ That's it .”

' Why, I am sure, my good sir, they would give you their heartiest

congratulations. But , tell me, Mr. Mahaffy, is it so ? ”

Mahaffy approached the Mayor closely, and in a voice that was

"
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little more than a whisper, confided to him his secret purpose and

desire.

“ Well, well, Mr. Mahaffy, I wish you success—in the name of the

people of Little Bedlam I wish you success. And if I could help you

by speaking to our Member or - _ "

“ It's against the rules," answered Mahaffy, sharply.

“ Against what rules ? ”

“ The rules of the Service, Mr. Mayor, and I couldn't think of you

doing thať, sir . "

“Very well ! very well ! Mr. Mahaffy. Still , if you should want

me- 2 ”

grey

“ You are very kind, Mr. Mayor,-indeed, you are extremely kind ;

and I shall ever feel grateful to you ."

Mahaffy bowed obsequiously, doffed his hat , and passed out ; and

the worthy Mayor, his hands thrust into the pockets of his ample

apron , bestowed upon the Postmaster one of his most benign smiles .

Truth to tell , he did not look at the matter disinterestedly. There

was a feeling in Little Bedlam that the affairs of State which Mahaffy

controlled were somewhat laxly performed , and it was only out of

respect for hairs and an honoured career that the public bore

trials which sometimes caused it to say hard things. In the possible

departure of Mahaffy , the Mayor saw the end of the old régime, and

was chuckling to himself as he thought of the pleasant surprise he

would spring upon his colleagues in the Council chamber.

As for Cornelius Mahaffy, he was in a very happy frame of mind .

He returned to the office with a buoyancy that was altogether foreign

to his matured nature. He walked jauntily along the passage , and

passed in at the half-opened door of his room .

There was the old high-back chair at its usual place ; there

certainly was the sharer of Mahaffy's affections busy with her needle.

Now amongst the misfortunes which had fallen to his humble lot

it must be mentioned that Mahaffy was myopic ; and in the decrees

of Providence this condition , in the eyes of Jane, threw around

Mahaffy a halo of greater sympathy and respect.

For once , however, Mahaffy's providential star was not in the

ascendant . With his brow glowing, Mahaffy approached the high

back chair, threw his arms about the neck of the occupant, and

impressed an ardent kiss upon her cheek.

“ My dear , the Mayor says- "

The female so addressed rose abruptly from the chair and

confronted the Postmaster of Little Bedlam .
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“ Sir ! " she cried , hysterically. “ How dare you , sir ! How dare

you assault me! ”

The astonished Mahaffy was beside himself.

“ I-- I beg-- I-- I beg-— . "

But before he could stammer out an apology the injured lady had

gathered her skirts about her and rushed from the room , only

hesitating at the door to inform Mahaffy that she would report his

“ atrocious conduct. "

Henry & Howard

“ How dare you, Sir ! ”

CG

In a very perturbed state of mind Mahaffy went upstairs to his

wife and unburdened his feelings.

“ What did she say ? " asked the distressed Jane, with a modulation

in her voice that spoke of anxiety and suspense.

Say ? She didn't wait to say anything, or give me an opportunity

to explain . And there's no handling that girl ! If she reports it-

if she--."

“ What business had she to sit in my chair ? ” asked the bewildered

Jane , absently.

“ If she does," continued Mahaffy, “ I'm afraid that Southmark—”
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Jane went out of the room ; she couldn't bear to see Cornelius so

crestfallen . She filled the kettle , and tried ineffectually to suppress

the mist that came over her eyes .

Two days passed away ; two days of misery, of suspense , of

anxious expectancy . On the afternoon of the third the Surveyor of

the district was closeted for the space of one hour with the Postmaster

of Little Bedlam .

That was the longest hour in Mahaffy's uneventful career, and

when he crawled upstairs to his wife it might have been said with

truth that he had aged a decade.

He placed his elbows upon the table and hid his face in his hands.

" Never mind, Corney ," said the comforting Jane , as she put her

arms about his neck . “ It's an ill wind that blows nobody any good .

Tell me what the Surveyor said .”

But Mahaffy was slow to burden his anxious wife with the story he

had to tell . Was it not enough that the iron had entered into his

soul without causing it to embitter hers also ! Yet by degrees the

story was told , punctuated though it was by long moments of

hesitation .

" First of all,” explained Mahaffy, " he said it was a most

unfortunate affair — a serious blot on an excellent record ; but he

would represent it in the most favourable light ...... Well, that was

fair enough, for I ought to have been more careful...... But when I

asked about Southmark, he said to me, says he, Mr. Mahafiy, you've

been a good servant to the department, and have done your work

well , and I should have been glad to recommend you, but in view of

that...... ,' ” and Mahaffy made a gesture as the Surveyor had done; and

the attentive Jane at once interpreted it as synonymous with despair.

" . Then ,' says he,” continued Mahaffy, " of course I can't allow

Miss Mactier to remain here, I am sure you would not desire it . And

after this we could not expect amicable relationships...... I think she

would make a very good Sub -Postmistress, and in her stead-- '"

Jane Mahaffy rose to her feet in a feminine passion .

“ She - a Postmistress — and you stay here — for ever ! ”

There was temper in the little woman ; and little women, like

little men, are capable of making a terrible to -do . She placed her

chair in front of the fire and sat down.

“ Corney, ” says she, “ sit up man and listen to me.”

She picked up the poker and thrust it into the fire, again and

again , and so punctuated her little speech with poker thrusts at the

blazing coals.
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" I only wish ,” said Jane Mahaffy, to the flaming fire, " I only

wish you were Georgina ( pokes ) Mary Mactier (pokes ). I'd teach you

to respect your elders ( pokes ), and I'd belabour you within an inch of

your life ( pokes ). I do fondly wish you become Sub - Postmistress of

The Windmill ( pokes ), Cornelius Mahaffy will keep you in bounds

( pokes ), and what he doesn't do I will ( pokes ), and you'll very soon

wish you'd kept your baby's tongue between your lips ( pokes, pokes ). "

Cornelius Mahaffy rose from his chair and patted his wife's

shoulder.

“ I'm thinking, my dear,” says he, “ we'll be content to stop in

Little Bedlam.”

Surveyor's Office, Portsmouth. C. H. W.

90
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EMPEROR PENGUINS.

(From a series of Antarctic pictures published by the Canterbury Times, New Zealand. )
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The Telephone: at Home and in the

States.

N a recent issue of “ Cassier's Magazine,” Mr. Herbert Laws

Webb, the Telephone expert, contributes a most interest

ing article on " The Telephone in the United States ; "

and our readers may be interested in a comparison of

the conditions and rates which apply in the United States and in this

country.

Mr. Webb states that the enormous growth of the Telephone

service in the United States within recent years is probably due to

absence of government monopoly, as compared with its development

in Europe, where the telephone is looked upon as an adjunct to the

telegraph, and comes more or less under State control . It is more

than likely, however, that the cheap and efficient postal and telegraph

services available under government administration in Great Britain

accounts for the difference so far as this country is concerned .

Mr. Webb is silent on the important question of facilities for inter

communication between the subscribers of the various companies, who,

under “ free trade ” conditions , cater for telephone users in the States.

Some information on this point would have been interesting .

In dealing with the technical details of the advancements made in

exchange equipment in America, an instructive resumé is given of the

principal features of the common battery system , now universally

adopted by up-to-date telephone engineers, and the many advantages

of the automatic calling and clearing lamp signals conveyed to the

Exchange operator by the removal and restoration of the subscriber's

telephone receiver are enlarged upon . In this connection , it should be

noted that the automatic signalling to an Exchange by means of the

removal and restoration of the receiver was first introduced by the

Post Office Engineers many years ago . The new Post Office

Exchanges in London are equipped in accordance with all the latest

improvements, and the common battery system , with its lamp signalling,

is also being introduced at some of the larger provincial exchanges.

Mr. Webb's article , curiously enough, is adorned with an illustra

tion of the magneto telephone, with primary battery and obsolete Blake

transmitter, which he so heartily condemns in the letter-press.

Coming to the all-important subject of rates, Mr. Webb is unre

servedly in favour of the message rate or measured service, whereby
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each subscriber pays a small sum for his telephone installation , and a

certain fee for each message transmitted. This is the only system

applicable at present in New York ; but in London the Post Office

and the National Telephone Company give alternative rates for

measured service or unlimited service. Apparently the lowest sum

for which a subscriber can obtain an exchange connection in New

York is £ 15 1os . od . per annum , which covers 600 free messages .

Additional calls are at first charged 4d . each ; but this amount

gradually decreases to 2 d . as the subscriber makes a larger number ;

or the subscriber can contract in advance by the hundred for calls ,

beginning at 3d. each , and eventually reducing to rid . each . Some

of the large hotels are said to make a handsome profit in this way by

purchasing calls in bulk at the low rates, and retailing them to visitors

at 5d. each .

The tariff for an individual business line is given at £47 per

annum, which includes 4,500 free calls or an average of 15 a day.

Should the subscriber originate more than 15 calls a day, he is

expected to rent another circuit , for which a charge of £8 125. od.

is made.

In the London telephone area the Post Office will provide a

separate circuit with a message service to an exchange within the

County of London for £5 , plus a fee of id . for each call to a

subscriber connected to an exchange within the county, or 2d , if

the subscriber is connected to an exchange outside the county.

Subscribers connected to an exchange outside the County of London

pay an annual subscription of £4, together with a toll fee of id .

for each call to a subscriber in the same exchange, or 2d . if the

person wanted is connected to another Exchange. In each case a

minimum sum of £i ios . per annum is payable for message fees.

Cheaper terms are available for party lines, whereby two or more

subscribers have the joint use of a circuit . Inside the County of

London the charge is £3 ; outside, £ 2 , a minimum payment of £3

for message fees being also collected from each subscriber. For an

unlimited service the rates are even more favourable to the subscriber

in London , as an exchange connection can be obtained for £ 17 with

no limit to the number of calls . Even allowing for the difference

in the purchasing value of money here and in New York, the

unlimited service rate of £ 17 in London compares very favourably,

from the subscriber's point of view, with the £47 which he has to

pay for similar facilities in New York .

The extensive use in New York of private branch exchanges with
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switch -boards controlled by skilled telephone operators is brought

under notice as a means of providing a rapid and efficient service for

large business premises, hotels, &c.; but the author should be aware

that this system is also in common use in connection with the

London telephone system .

With reference to the subscriber's part in the working of a telephone

system , Mr. Webb very pertinently writes, “ The average user of the

telephone is apt to regard it from the point of view of his own

convenience only, to consider , perhaps not unnaturally , his own calls,

and to ignore the fact that he is part of a system , and that the other

users depend partly on him for the quality of the service they receive."

It might be suggested that London telephone subscribers would do well

to bear this fact more frequently in mind, and so obviate the irritating

enquiry, “Are you Mr. X. ? Hold the line, please ; Mr. Y. wants

to speak to you ; " and the consequent annoyance of waiting at

the telephone for Mr. X. to speak , when the desire to restore the

receiver and clear the line is only restrained by the knowledge

that the bell would ring again and the whole performance probably

repeated .

In conclusion , Mr. Webb's deductions are that " the development

of the telephone service depends not so much on extremely low rates

as on the supply of a thoroughly reliable and efficient service, and on

the education of the public in the usefulness and peculiarities of the

service.” Regarding efficient service, the London telephone sub

scribers have no cause for complaint ; and it will be seen from the

information given above that they also enjoy the benefit of low

rates .

" TELEPHONES."
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A Holiday Letter.

I
N the last number of this Magazine I spoke rather strongly

against the idea which seemed to possess so many people that

the farther one was able to get away from the scene of one's daily

work , the more complete was the holiday and the feeling of

emancipation that should accompany it . And I mentioned that when

the time came that I should be able to throw off the chains which

bound me to His Majesty's Service , I should not want to travel or to

go round the world as many misguided Civil Servants do, but I should

explore Essex. Emancipation is a state of mind ; it is not a

geographical expression. I experience the feeling mildly every day at

5 o'clock in the Blythe Road at a no greater distance than the gates

of my prison house . I heard two little boys one day discussing in

this same road, the nature of the building out of which I had come.

“ Garn ,” said the one, “ I tell yer it is a prison. I seed the pris’ners

bein ' drilled one day .” This must have surely been one of the

occasions when a Postmaster General or a Secretary visited the

prisoners .

Once a year there comes to me in a stronger form the feeling of

emancipation which I have described , and here, again, distance has

little to do with the strength of the feeling. I am still reserving

Essex for my superannuation period , but in these early days of

September I have been spending a quiet time, not very far from

London, in a very interesting corner of the borderland that divides

two of the home counties , Kent and Sussex. In imagination I am

just as far from the Blythe Road as if I were in Switzerland and Italy .

The distance seems in reality farther than it actually is , because you

travel here by the South Eastern and Chatham Railway, and you are

not hurried in the journey. There is an erratic and wayward stream ,

called Kent Ditch , which divides the two counties in this district, and

it is difficult for anybody who has not an ordnance survey map in his

waistcoat pocket to say at one moment during his walks whether he

is in the one county or the other. And there is so little difference

between the dialects of Kent and Sussex that you may easily insult a

man of Kent by calling him a Sussex pig, or a Sussex native by

hailing him as a Kentish man .

As a man of Kent, I have always grudged Sussex the possession

E E
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of Rye and Winchelsea, and the present border-line which cuts

Romney Marsh in two strikes me as unscientific . Romney Marsh ,

which the author of the “ Ingoldsby Legends ” called “ the fifth

quarter of the globe,” is an entity of itself, and it stretches from

Hythe in the east to Fairlight in the west, where, in my opinion , the

Kentish boundary should be . But when I stay in Rye I never think

I am in either county. One moment I think I am in some old town

in Normandy or Brittany, and at another time, when I catch glimpses

of the country which surrounds the town , I feel that I am in the Low

Countries . The other day I saw a Dutch vessel discharging a cargo

at Rye Harbour, and it seemed to be quite at home. There is

nothing in Great Britain and Ireland that I have seen which compares

at all with Rye.

I think that Rye is an ideal place of retirement for the super
annuated civil servant. Winchelsea resembles a civil servant who has

left the service without a pension : she has no visible means of

subsistence : one wonders how she lives at all with only a past to

depend on and no present or future. But Rye strikes one as being in

the possession of at least half-pay, and though her past is her great

glory, as it is with Winchelsea, she keeps up a moderately animated

present and sometimes dreams of future glories. It must be such a

relief to a superannuated man to live in the midst of associations which

enable him to lead a quiet and simple life without either regularity ,

method or discipline. It is only when he is free from these three

things that a civil servant can call himself emancipated. There are

no attendance books in Rye. The only power which draws the line

here is the sun itself : there is a sun-dial in almost every street, and

anybody who has anxiously watched St. Paul's Cathedral clock for

forty years will find emancipation in keeping time again by these

ancient guides. No absurd respect is shown to particular hours or

moments in Rye. Even the South Eastern and Chatham Railway

beats its own record constantly here. We speak not of the 9.33 train ,

but we call it the morning train ; we allow it grace up to noon , when

if it does not arrive then it may get mixed up with the 1.8 p.m. train .

You breakfast leisurely as soon after you have risen as you feel

inclined , which was surely nature's original design . Breakfast of all

meals in the day should be eaten leisurely and lingered over.

the one meal in the day that I enjoy most when on my holiday, for it

is then that I feel the freest from my chains. Breakfast should be

regarded in the light of what the name indicates, a mere makeshift

until lunch . It should go out, as it were , to meet lunch , with perhaps

a pipe and a newspaper in between . Then at Rye the habit is to
continue your lunch until you have ceased to feel hungry. In

London you feel that on the whole it is safer to lose your appetite

than your increment, and many men have ceased to lunch at all for

this very reason . In Rye we dine in the evening. That is all I can

say, because at my particular dwelling place, though we have a stated

time, the givers of the dinners pay no attention to the programme,

and during the meal itself there are often long pauses, as if to try the

It is
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endurance of the diners, and if they are found to be still hungry, then

a fresh course is hurriedly prepared. Not until the diners themselves

rise and leave the table does the supply of courses cease, and this

seems to me exactly what a dinner should be . The supply should

always be regulated by the demand. A civil servant's dinner is usually

governed by the exactly opposite conditions. In September the sun sets

early in the evening, and as the sun -dials cease to act then, one is not

surprised to find a hopeless confusion existing in peoples minds about

hours and moments after that period, and one goes to bed anywhere

between 9 p.m. and 2 a.m. Much though depends on whether or not

you play bridge .

There is another reason why the superannuated man should live

in Rye. It is an altogether mistaken idea to think that the way

to keep young is to live with young people . I have seldom seen so

many old folk as in Rye, and I am sure the explanation is that they

keep one another alive. The old men sit in the Gun Garden in

the morning and discuss the decadence of Rye and the world in

general ; they lament together over the “ then and now . " A sobered

melancholy is the best receipt for old age ; it is joy that kills . I often

smoke my morning pipe in the Gun Garden , which is immediately

under the Norman Tower built by William of Ypres in the twelfth

century, and which is called in the local vernacular the “ Wiper's

Tower . ” The garden is on the top of the old sea cliff of Rye, but

between it and the sea there is now a broad expanse of marsh land,

while the sea itself is only distinguished by a thin blue line in the

distance. Through the marshland wanders the river Rother, which

still connects Rye , at times rather precariously, with the sea. It

is an ideal place to sit in , and to meditate over departed greatness

and lost opportunities.

“ Ah !” said one old man to another, in my hearing, “ We can

remember, can't we, when we did a big coal trade in Rye , but it

is nearly all gone. The railway was the ruin of Rye. You've only

got to look out 'ere to see that things was meant to come into Rye by

sea and not on rails ." And then they argued for a full half hour

whether a certain house near the Landgate sold beer when they were

young. Both men seemed to have extraordinary long memories for

long drinks .

I sat on a stile one morning watching hop -pickers at work . An

old man who had been gathering mushrooms joined me, and his

thoughts too were wholly in the past. He told me he had visited

a field that morning which, though he was a native of the place ,

he had not entered for sixty years. This was evidently an event

in his life, and as far as a limited vocabulary would allow him , he

was quite philosophic about youth and age, and the changes that they

bring. I ventured with him on the borderland of metaphysical

subtleties, and I said how curious it was , how impressions got stored

away in one's brain , and only came to life when the associations which

saw their birth were repeated. He eagerly assented, " For instance ,"

he said , “ that ' ere field, where I picked them mushrooms, 'ad a
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notice up to-day, ‘ No mushrooms must be gathered 'ere . ' Now,

I remember as clearly as I remember anything, that when I was a boy

there were no such notice.” Two ladies approached the stile on

which we were sitting , apparently with the idea of crossing it . We

made a move, but the ladies turned away. The old man said ,

“ It's a curious thing but I've noticed it , how afraid London ladies is

of men . They think too we're 'oppers and disreputable characters.

I know they ain't Rye ladies by their be’aviour. " I wondered if the

old man's knowledge of the ladies of Rye was as accurate as that

which he possessed of the ladies of London . This old man was

actually in receipt of a pension. He had been in the police force a

number of years , but when I suggested to him that this fact should

have prevented him gathering mushrooms in a field where trespassers

were warned off, he only chuckled and said , “ I know the police of

this district and they won't trouble me.” “ Yer see I've been in the

force ” he said again , and he seemed to think that this gave him an

ex officio right to steal mushrooms. I hope that I shall not spend a

portion of my own retirement in endeavouring to deposit money in

excess of the annual and total limits fixed by Act of Parliament for

Savings Bank deposits. Even though I may know the ropes and the men

who deal with my account I hope I shall resist the temptation to act in

defiance of the regulations which are framed under Act of Parliament."

I have been a fortnight in Rye merely cultivating a feeling of
emancipation and now I am moving on to more animated scenes . I

have done nothing for full fourteen days and I think I shall now cross

the Channel If I do not act vigorously in some way or other the

spirit of Rye will so possess me that I shall lose count of the passing

of time and forget to return to London at the end of the month. I

have moments which are growing in number when I feel that I am

not yet ripe to enjoy the daily debates in the Gun Garden for a

prolonged period . I have found myself going down once or twice to

the station to see the London train crawl in , and I have looked

enviously at the guard's face as that of a man who saw London nut

more than three hours ago . One afternoon I even took the train to

Hastings, eleven miles away, in order to buy a Westminster Gazette.

The copy I purchased cost me one shilling and eleven pence and

Angelina called me a fool for my pains, though I did bring back with

me a little peace-offering for her as well .

A fortnight ago I was longing for quiet, rest and a peace that

passes understanding. I have found what I wanted in Rye , and I find

I am not yet ready to enjoy the conditions for a longer period than

fourteen days. The sleepiness of Rye is beginning to rouse me into

a desire to be awake : the beautiful colouring of her roofs and gabled

houses is satiating to the taste . I feel sometimes as I do after a

morning in a picture gallery. Angelina says I am a fraud and that I

neither love beauty, nor rest, nor peace. The explanation is that it

takes full forty years to break a man's spirit in the Civil Service, so

that he can enjoy rest and peace in perpetuity and I have only served

thirty years .
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I must return to London to be crushed to the right mould . Ten

years hence I may be ready to enter the Gun Garden of Rye and

luxuriate in mere retrospect . If you retire before you are ripe, before

you can do this , you will probably not take your pension for a long

period . You will be bored to death . But if you retire when your

spirit is quite broken and you can enjoy, like Rye and Winchelsea,

simply the pleasures of memory, you will outlive the partially crushed

by many years, and be a burden on the State for almost as long a time

as you were its servant. You will probably add another ten years to

your life if you retire to the scenes of your youth. The ceaseless

comparison between the “then and now ,” which forms the daily

debate in the Gun Garden at Rye, will give an interest to your life

which no new associations could ever create . I often think of the joy

my old friend experienced at the thought that although living in the

near neighbourhood all the time he had not visited a certain field for

sixty years . It is true the joy was heightened slightly by the sense

that he had evaded the law in so doing, but his enjoyment arose chiefly

from the fact that he was connecting past and present . I am only

partially crushed and I have the tag end of a future to realise . So I

must say good -bye to the Gun Garden for the present.

Rye, 16th September, 1904. E. B.
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Postal Union Monument.

THE
HE result of the international competition for a monument to be

erected in commemoration of the foundation of the Postal

Union was announced in our number for January last. It will be

remembered that none of the models submitted were found to be suit

able, and that the jury decided to open a limited competition between

six selected artists, who were to deposit fresh models by the ist of

August .

We now learn from L'Union Postule that all the artists submitted

fresh models , and that the choice of the jury fell to that bearing the

motto, “ Autour du Monde, " executed by Mr. René de Marceaux, of

Paris . “ The jury deems it a work of great talent, striking in its

originality and well-balanced proportions. It is a living work, auda

cious without being extravagant. The jury is of opinion that it also

represents, in a happy manner, and without being commonplace, the

institution to be glorified. The materials proposed likewise give

entire satisfaction to the jury .”

The proposal of the jury that Mr. René de Marceaux's model be

executed has been ratified by the Swiss Federal Council, which has

entrusted the artist with the carrying out of the work .

Cash on Delivery System .

E publish the following letter extracted from the Daily

,
in regard to the question of introducing the “ Cash on Delivery "

system into the postal service :

General Post Office, London , Sept. 9 .

Sir,—With reference to yourletter of the 2nd inst . , relative to the

question of introducing a postal “ Cash on Delivery ” system , I am

directed by the Postmaster-General to inform you that he has carefully

considered all expressions of opinion sent to him on the subject,

whether favourable or unfavourable .

The majority of the representations have been made by traders or

bodies discussing the matter from a commercial point of view ; and

the Postmaster-General would read with much interest further state

ments representing the views of a wider public as to the manner in

which the proposal appeals to private individuals .

I am , however, to observe that the evidence which has been ob

tained from abroad clearly indicates that the system is likely to meet

in many ways the convenience of all classes of the community.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

H. BUXTON FOR JAN .

W. B. Warren , Esq ., 91 , Great Saffron -hill, E.C.
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Wireless Telegraphy Bill.

'HIS Bill, which was lately introduced in the House of Commons

by the Postmaster General, contains no proposal for setting up

a Government system of wireless telegraphy. At the same time, says

the Daily Chronicle, there is nothing in the Bill which would preclude

the establishment of such a system if it were in due course decided

upon . It is essentially a measure for the regulation of wireless

telegraphy, and provides for the prevention of monopoly in that

connection .

Licenses may be granted for the establishment and working of

such undertakings by private companies, but it is directed against the

establishment of monopolies by them .

One provision of the measure, which is of national importance ,

would confer upon the Government such powers as would enable them

in time of war or grave emergency to take over, or suppress, or make

use of all wireless telegraphs, so as to be of assistance to themselves,

and also to prevent their being of use to the enemy.

Further, the Bill will enable the Post Office to give to companies

and stations such licenses as will prevent them from interfering with

other “ wireless " systems. At the present time any one can set up a

wireless telegraphic station , which may not be effective in itself, but yet

absolutely ruinous to an effective station close by.

Whether this latter provision will deal a blow to the “ scientific

hooligan ” who desires to test the syntony of a wireless system remains

to be seen.

The amusing incident at the Royal Institution in June of last

year, for which Mr. Nevil Maskelyne was responsible, must be still

fresh in the public memory.

Professor J. A. Fleming had stated that his experiments proved

conclusively that there was no interference in the working of wireless

telegraphy ; but when he was giving a practical demonstration of the

Marconi system at the Royal Institution the messages which he had

been receiving from Poldhu had a totally unlooked -for interruption .

To the infinite annoyance of the professor his instrument suddenly

gave forth the word “ Rats " !

The Imperial Service Medal in the Colonies.

THE
' HE Imperial Service medals awarded to Colonial Civil Servants

are being received with great enthusiasm . The King recently

awarded a medal to Mr. James Conroy, an ex -mail guard of the

New South Wales Post Office, and, according to the Transmitter,

about 300_officers, representing all branches of the Postmaster

General's Department, gathered to witness the ceremony of the

investment . Sir Phillip Fysh ( Postmaster General) , in pinning the

medal to Conroy's breast , said the Crown had from time to time

deemed it advisable that service, whether in the field , diplomacy, or

administrative services, should be recognised . Mere payment for

service is not all that is required by the King . It is desired to extend
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a hand to the officers engaged in the Civil Service of the Empire, and

to show a fitting recognition of such service whenever desirable . The

Imperial Service Order and the Medal are for special meritorious

service of 25 years. Sir Phillip hoped that Mr. Conroy would value

the Medal granted to him at its full worth . There is not a gentleman

in the Service, from the clerk of the Executive Committee down to

the somewhat humble position held by Mr. Conroy, who would not

be proud of this order or the medal . He found that so far back as

1860, Mr. Conroy drove a mail coach and four horses : he was thus

connected with the old order of things, when His Majesty's mails

travelled along bad roads or no roads at all. At that time Mr. Conroy

drove through bush fires, and flooded country , and was liable at any

time to be molested by bushrangers. When Great Britain introduced

travelling vans on the railways, the old stage coach had to go, and

this had been the experience of the different Australian States. When

Mr. Conroy deserted the coach for the mail van on the railway line

his record was unblemished . Twenty-five years is a long service, and

Sir Phillip was pleased to learn that Mr. Conroy had given this service

to the Department, and had retired without a stain on his record .

T!

The Postal Sanatorium Movement.

HIS movement is making excellent progress ; and the meeting

held on August 27th at the G.P.O. was in every way successful

in its object. The meeting was well attended ; and representatives

were present from all the large organised bodies. It was not antici

pated that the unorganised sections would be largely represented ; but

invitations were issued to representative members of practically all the

arms of the Service, advice being sought in this matter from

Col. S. R. Thompson . The chair was taken by Mr. Fitzgerald of the

Fawcett Association . Mr. C. H. Garland, the convener of the

Conference, gave some particulars of the movement, the outlines of

which have already appeared in our columns. It was then decided

to form a provisional committee consisting of one member from each

of the organisations, and one from each of the unorganised arms of

the Service. The duties of this committee were defined ; and it was

instructed to draw up a circular setting out the objects of the move

ment , to be issued to every established officer in the Postal Service,

and asking him or her to agree to a deduction of one shilling being

made each six months from salaries by the Comptroller and Accountant

General, such deduction to entitle the subscriber to free residence and

treatment in a Sanatorium on certification of Tuberculosis. The

stoppages will not commence until the Sanatorium is , in the words of

the Postmaster General , “ a going concern .” The committee has also

to organise a subscription among postal officials for the purpose of

contributing some part of the cost of erection ; but it was explained

that it was not essential to the success of the movement that any

particular sum should be raised, although it was desirable for the sake

of the reputation of the movement that as large a sum as possible
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should be obtained . When subscribers are obtained , a representative

council will be elected to administer the funds and manage the

allocation of the beds. This council will be representative of each

office in proportion to the number of the subscribers. A vote of

thanks to the Postmaster General for the use of the room and for his

sympathetic interest in the movement was passed . Since the

conference , the Secretary has placed Committee Room 33 , G.P.O.

North , at the disposal of the committee for its meetings. The

provisional officers will be elected at the first meeting which will shortly

be held . Branches not yet represented should communicate at once

with Mr. C. H. Garland, at 7 , Elm Bank Gardens, Barnes , S.W., who

will supply all particulars .

TH

Hong-Kong Post Office Report, 1903.

HE Report of the acting Postmaster General of Hong-Kong for

the year 1903 does not show the number of postal packets

that passed through the office . Stamps of the value of $351,306

were sold at Hong-Kong and of the value of $81,406 at ten British

Agencies in China during the year ; the sales at Hong -Kong increased

by $ 86,885 but at the Agencies they decreased by $8,839 as compared

with the sales during 1902 ; the decrease is attributed to the improved

methods of the Imperial Chinese post, and to the use of the Trans

Siberian route by foreign offices before the British office was able to

send mails by that route. There was a considerable increase in the

number of bags, packets &c . , dealt with , and in the number of steamers

carrying mails. The total number of parcels despatched was 28,744,

and of parcels received 28,953 . The money order business amounted

to $ 790,642 , Imperial postal notes of the value of £6,667 , and local

postal notes of the value of $ 12,926 were sold during the year. The

revenue was $ 414,867 and the expenditure $334,177 .

THE

Natal Post Office Report, 1903.

HE Report of Mr. Maxwell Hibberd, who took up his appoint

ment as Postmaster General of Natal in May, 1903, shows

that considerable progress has been made in improving and re

organising the postal and telegraph service of the colony. The English

system of Head post offices has been introduced and there are now

21 such offices in the colony in addition to the General Post Office at

Pietermaritzburg, and each Head Postmaster controls the postal

arrangements of the district attached to his office. The Postmaster

General is evidently a reformer ; he wishes to reduce the charge (8d .

a pound ) for carrying parcels and to increase the limit of weight (half

an ounce) for penny letters , and as the accounts of the Department

show a handsome surplus he will , we hope, be able to carry out these

and other improvements. One incident recorded in the Report is

worth quoting. In September last an un -opened mail bag was found

among some papers at Dundee. It had been despatched by the

Postinaster of Dundee in October 1899 , but the train conveying it
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had been held up by the Boers who put the bag aside and forgot it .

The contents of the bag included 47 registered letters , the majority

of which were delivered to their owners .

There are 277 post offices and 62 post office agencies in Natal,

30,266,756 postal packets of all kinds were received for delivery and

27,227,668 were posted . Money orders to the amount of £ 515,340 ;

and postal orders to the amount of £35,553 were issued during the

year ; 723,648 telegrams were forwarded, 784,420 were received and

1,041,964 were transmitted, the numbers in each case, owing to the

decrease of military traffic being considerably less than in 1902. On

December 31st last there were 200 telegraph offices in Natal . The

revenue, postal , and telegraph was £238,778 , and the expenditure

£168,099 .

S

Southern Rhodesia Post Office Report, 1903.

EVERAL pages of the Report of the Postmaster General of

Southern Rhodesia for the year ended March 31st last are

devoted to a detailed account of Telegraph construction and re

construction under difficulties due to the nature of the country , the

scarcity of native labour, and to other causes . Financial difficulties

have interfered with the extension of the Telegraph and Telephone

services. There has been a falling off in the number of forwarded

telegrams caused by a large reduction of railway messages , and

owing to a reduced tariff the Telegraph revenue decreased from

£ 34,998 in 1902-3 to £28,753 in 1903-4. The postal revenue has

also declined owing, apparently , to the introduction of half -penny post

cards , though there has been an increase of 26 per cent . in the total

number of articles posted ( 1,633,893 in 1902-3 , as compared with

2,055,820 in 1903-4) . Money orders have increased in number and

amount, and the sale of postal notes began on October ist .

Two post offices were burnt in September 1903 ; in one instance

the fire began at a photographers and spread to the post office. In

the other case the Postmaster improperly used the office as a bedroom ,

and fell asleep leaving a lighted candle at his bedside ; the candle set

some official forms on fire and though only slight damage was done

to the building or the fittings, the records were destroyed . A proposal

to use camels for the carriage of mails has not been adopted, for it

was found that the tracks over which it was intended they should

travel were in places covered with thick bush , and the camels

themselves fell sick .

Straits Settlements Post Office Report, 1903.

URING the year covered by the last Report on the Postal and

Du ,
postal articles were dealt with , an increase of 18 per cent . on the

corresponding figures for 1902. The revenue was $427,259 , and the

expenditure $326,928 . The money order transactions were 78,771 in

number, and of the total amount of $ 2,066,641 ; local postal orders for
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$ 6,822 , and British postal orders for £7,680 were issued in the year.

The Colonial Government owns no telegraph lines in Singapore, but

in Penang and Malacca the revenue from telegraphs was $ 18,137 and

the expenditure $ 21,468 . The telephone exchange in Penang has

204 subscribers and belongs to the Government ; the Singapore

exchange with 882 subscribers is the property of a Company. The

Savings Bank has 3,078 depositors with $ 583,842 to their credit and

the balance sheet shows a handsome surplus of $ 104,104 . The Mail

packets of the Peninsular and Oriental Company kept excellent time,

and in no case was the contract time exceeded, but 11 of the 26

mails arriving by the French packets were late, and on one occasion

the delay was as much as five days .

TH

Egypt Post Office Report, 1903.

'HE Report of the Director General of the Egyptian Posts affords

conclusive evidence of the growing prosperity of the country ;

and for the excellent results attained by the Egyptian post office,

credit is certainly due to the skill with which it had been organised by

Englishmen. The present Director General, Saba Pacha, though not

an Englishman , is a great admirer of British institutions and ways, and

is a personal friend of many of the chief officers at St. Martin's

le-Grand . A few figures will show how great has been the progress

of the postal service ; in 1883 the number of articles sent by post

was 9,587,000 , the amount remitted through the post office was

£E9,545,200 exclusive of remittances abroad, and the number of

parcels was 39,000 ; the corresponding totals for the year 1903 were
40,110,000 , £ E20,275,000, and 586,000 respectively. Of the

40,110,000 articles dealt with Jast year, 26,665,000 circulated within

the country, and 13,455,000 were received from or sent abroad ; of

the latter 26 : 6 per cent. were proper to Great Britain , including Malta

and Gibralter, 18 :6 per cent . to France including Algeria, Ir'i per

cent . to Turkey, 9 : 6 per cent . to Italy, 8 per cent. to Germany, and

5-7 per cent. to Austria-Hungary. Among other duties the Egyptian
post office receives subscriptions for any of the 146 newspapers now

published in that country, and last year there were 2,406 subscribers

through the Department . The Savings Bank depositors number

20,199 , of whom 13,673 are natives and 6,526 foreigners, the deposits

during the year amounted to £E197,374, the withdrawals to

£E156,047 , and the balance due to depositors at the close of the

year was £E130,842 .

There are now 343 Bureaux de poste and 669 Stations postales

in Egypt. The revenue was ££168,042 , and the expenditure

£ E122,132, so that the surplus was £ E45,910, or 27 per cent . of

the revenue, a very satisfactory result, equalled, as the Director

General points out , by few Postal Administrations . The surplus in

1901 was £ E26,028 and in 1902 £E37,221 .
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M

Mr. C. H. Manceau .

R. CHARLES HENRI MANCEAU, who has retired from the

Postal Telegraph Service, and whose portrait we publish ,

entered the service of the late Submarine Telegraph Co. so far back as

1858. He was appointed Clerk -in -charge in 1867 and Assistant Superin

tendent in 1872 , and was transferred with the latter title to the Govern

ment service in 1889 when the working of the international cables was

undertaken by the Post Office. At the time of his retirement he was

MR . C. H. MANCEAU .

the senior Assistant Superintendent in the Cable Room. His uniform

good temper and genialmanners endeared him to all his colleagues ; and

on the occasion of his retirement at the age of 60 years he received a

substantial token of regard in the shape of a valuable gold watch

and chain . Mr. Manceau is of course of French nationality, and is a

nephew of the late Mr. Despointes for many years Superintendent of

the Submarine Telegraph Company.

Mr. W. Trull.

R. WILLIAM TRULL, who has retired from the Postal

MR Telegraph service and whole portraitwepublish, entered the
service of the Electric International Telegraph Company at Kingston

-on -Thames in 1856, and has thus seen 48 years' telegraph service.

Shortly after his entry into the Company's service he was appointed

relieving clerk in the Company's S.W. District with headquarters

at Southampton, and on the opening of the Portsmouth line via

Guilford spent some months instructing the Railway officials in

the use of the double needle instrument. He remembers an

amusing incident in connexion with the Goodwood Races in 1858 .

The then Duke of Richmond declined to have the wires extended to

the Park ; and the results of the races were sent to the nearest telegraph

office, Chichester — where Mr. Trull was stationed—by carrier pigeons.
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The Electric Co. , who collected and distributed their own news,

had a competitor, one Wright-a turf agent. After one of the big

races the Company's pigeon arrived at Chichester in due course, but

Wright's bird settled on the top of a house opposite the telegraph office

and nothing would induce it to come down. It was eventually shot

a somewhat severe punishment for delaying a message : in these days the
unfortunate bird would probably have been let off with a caution .”

From 1861 to 1863 Mr. Trull was stationed at Brighton ; and although

it was a town of 80,000 resident inhabitants only one telegraph office,

MR. W. TRULL .

situated in the old Steyne, existed . The Staft consisted of three persons

including the Clerk in Charge ; and the office was open from 7:30 a.m.

to 10.0 p.m. On the occasion of the first Easter Volunteer review

Mr. Trull did not leave the office during the whole of that period , and

no meal reliefs were provided in those days ! All the traffic, private and

news, was disposed of on a single morse wire. The Clayton Tunnel
Railway accident happened during Mr. Trull's stay at Brighton . As

his name and address were painted on the office door he was quickly

fetched and was occupied with the rush of traffic till far into the night.

In 1863 Mr. Trull resigned his appointment in the Electric Co. and

entered the service of the Submarine Telegraph Co. in London whence

he was transferred to the Post Office service as Assistant Superin

tendent in 1889. On the occasion of his retirement he was presented

with a silver tea service as a token of regard from his colleagues in the
Cable Room .

The late Mr. F. S. Cobb.

UR readers will be interested to know that the inscription

which now appears beneath the window erected in Rochester

Cathedral to the memory of Mr. Frederick Stewart Cobb, is as

follows :

To the glory of God and in memory of Frederick Stewart Cobb,

this window is dedicated by some of his friends as a mark of their

O
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affection and of their appreciation of his devotedness to the cause

of the oppressed. He was born in this city, December 21st , 1841 ,

was King's scholar, and for seven years British Postmaster at

Constantinople , where he died, February 16 , 1899. His body rests in
the cemetery at Scutari .

ON

Mr. C. A. Maitland.

N the 23rd of July last Mr. C. A. Maitland, late surveyor for
the North of Scotland , passed to his rest . He fell ill in

October last and despite every remedy and the constant care of the

best physicians in London he gradually wasted away. His relations

in the midst of their grief console themselves with the knowledge that

his end was peaceful and painless .

Mr. Maitland contributed several articles to our pages, and that

entitled “ The Irish Post Office Fifty Years Ago ” (page 24, Vol. X. ),

describes his early career in the Post Office about the time of the

appalling Potato Famine. During that trying period he was a boy

clerk in the Irish Dead Letter Office, and later on was drafted into the

Surveying Service . He retired from the Post Office in 1894 , when a

handsome presentation was made to him at Aberdeen by his

colleagues.

A

Postmaster and Provost : A Record.

SERVICE of fifty -two years may not be an absolute record , but

a fifty-two years ' Postmastership is unapproached, I should

imagine, and will in the future be unapproachable. Such a service

goes to the credit of Mr. Peter Brodie, J.P. , late Postmaster of North

Berwick , who died in July last at the great age of 85 , and who was

appointed Postmaster in 1850 , and retired in 1902. About the time

he was appointed Postmaster he was elected to the Town Council,

on which his period of service coincides almost exactly with his

postal service ; and of this probably unexampled period ( fifty-two years)

he occupied the Provost's Chair about twenty-seven years, and was a

Bailie ( Alderman ) for some eleven years. He saw North Berwick

grow from a village into a good sized town, and such a town, perhaps,

as has no rival in the quality of its air , or the quality of its visitors.

Although not exactly the head quarters of golf, an honour which

belongs to the ancient City of St. Andrews on the opposite shore,

North Berwick has attracted to its “ green ” many of the most

distinguished exponents of the game from the Prime Minister

downwards, and the worthy Provost himself, who was an expert at the

game he had done so much to popularise, has “ halved many a hole "

with the best of them .

For the space of quite half a century, prior to his being laid aside

from active duties, the name of Provost Brodie was intimately bound

up with most of the important schemes for the development and improve

ment of the town , chief among which was an abundant supply of
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water. Recognising the benefit of his “ long tried and faithful services ":

to the public , a number of friends throughout the town and county

honoured him by a complimentary dinner so long ago as 1872, and

on the occasion of his completing twenty -one years without a break

as Provost of the Burgh in 1886 , he was presented with several

handsome gifts, the subscription list being headed by the Duke of

Montrose. But the Provost was more than a mere local man , for he

was Convener of the Committee of the Convention of Scottish Burghs

for the promotion and passing of the Burgh Police (Scotland ) Act of

1892 , a legislative measure conferring numerous benefits and

privileges on the municipality and Burghs of Scotland . For this

service he was presented with an address, and with valuable gifts,

including a gold watch and a silver bowl, the presentation being made

by the then Lord Provost of Edinburgh. Nor did he “ demit ” (as we

say in Scotland) all his offices when he retired from the Postmastership,
for he continued to hold the office of Commissioner to the Convention

of Royal Burghs, at which he established for himself a more than local

reputation, independent of his work in other connections. Concluding

an appreciative notice of the career of Ex-Provost Brodie . the Scotsman
said : “ Of a most energetic and forceful character, as befitted one

who had so long been at the helm of public affairs in his own

community, Mr. Brodie was yet possessed of an innate kindliness of
disposition that won for him a wide circle of friends both within and

outside the Burgh whose interests he had evidently so much at heart.”

I am the more impressed with the unique character of Mr. Brodie's

service when I remember that when I was a lad of 16 visiting North

Berwick , he had already been Postmaster for four years , and that he

did not retire until a year after me, albeit I had put in a combined

service of forty-eight years . I feel quite a youngster at 67 , compared

with the genial Ex-Provost .
R. W. J.

Augustus Myrton Cunynghame.

HIS gentleman, who retired from the Scottish Secretaryship in

,
Rye Park , Hoddesdon , Herts, at the age of 75. He was a son of

Sir D. Cunynghame, fifth Baronet of Milncraig, Ayrshire, and was born

in 1829 , marrying in 1864 , Anna Eliza, daughter of the late Baron

Molesworth de Mallet , who died about five years ago. Mr. Cunynghame

was originally appointed to the Accountant General's Office, but only

remained there for a few weeks , being transferred to the Secretary's

Office the same year , viz . , 1847 . In 1860 he was appointed

Surveyor of the South Midland District, with head quarters at

Leamington , and as Birmingham was at that time part of the District,

he found great scope for his well-known abilities as a master of

“ circulation.” In 1866 , when the Metropolitan District was formed,
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four years.

he was appointed Surveyor, and took up his duties after Anthony

Trollope had licked the thing into shape. I remember the circum

stancevery well , being at the Western District Office, where were the

Surveyor's headquarters , at the time ; and I believe I owe my first

promotion to Mr. Cunynghame. So rapid was his promotion that

two years later, viz . , in 1868 , he was appointed Secretary for

Scotland, in succession to Francis Abbott , whom I remember as

Secretary at Edinburgh at least fifty years ago, and whose bust adorns

the staircase of the Edinburgh Office. With the Secretaryship was

combined the Controllership of the Edinburgh Sorting Office, an

arrangement of so extraordinary a character that it only lasted about

It was as though the position of master and foreman should

be combined in the same person , and could not have worked very

satisfactorily, one would think . In 1872 , Mr. Cunynghame was

appointed Surveyor General for Scotland, an office which must have

been very congenial to one so fond of travelling and of seeing things

for himself, although it reverted to the original Secretaryship on his

retirement in 1894. During Mr. Cunynghame's service in Scotland the

mail trains on all the main lines of railways were greatly accelerated,

and in Edinburgh the postal facilities were much increased . The

telegraphs and parcel post were introduced during his period of

service, and the more rapid transmission of parcels was obtained in

great measure through the arrangements which he organised. He was

a persona grata at St. Martins -le -Grand, and was frequently called to

London to consult upon Official matters, a diversion which he greatly

enjoyed.

Mr. Cunynghame could enjoy a joke as well as most people and

was not at all put out when Edmund Yates spoke of him in his

novel “ Wrecked in Port,” as one “ who represented his own firm

in Scotch goods, a very pushing young gentleman, and a wonderful

fellow to get on . I think it was Yates, too, who told a story about

Cunynghame and he bathing at Dover on one occasion when , the

former not being a very good swimmer, he invited him to “ come out

here and create a vacancy.” Cunynghame was at Bushey when the

conference of Practical Officers was assembled there, and I remember

how he used to enjoy his pipe, starting out immediately after breakfast

for a three or four mile walk, with “ My Lady Nic ine " as his only

companion. He was wont to amuse us of an evening with a most

gruesome song, which concluded by the putting out of the gas, and

dropping the fire irons against the fender. Soon after his retirement

he settled down at, or near, Brighton , and he paid me a visit at

Hastings on one occasion, when Ithought him looking old and some
what worn . But he held on well , and actually survived two of the

gentlemenwho succeeded him in the Secretaryship at Edinburgh , Mr.

William Mitford and Mr. H. L. Creswell . He owed a good deal to

his friendship with Sir John Tilley, which was of a close and confidential

character, and continued down to the death of that gentleman .

R. W. J.
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* Dr. Luiz Betim Paes Leme.

E learn from L'Union Postale of the death of Dr. Luiz Betim

Paes Leme, Director General of Posts of Brazil, at Rio de

Janeiro on the 19th of February, 1904, after a short illness . The

deceased, who has done much to develop the postal service of his

country, represented the Government of Brazil at the Universal Postal

Congress of Vienna, where he was greatly appreciated for his ability

and winning amiability. His name will long be honoured by all those

who came into personal contact with him .

W

† Mr. Robert Oakey.

E have to record the death of Mr. Robert Oakey, Postmaster

of Eastbourne. Mr. Oakey entered the Post Office service

at Gloucester in July 1866 , and was afterwards stationed at Worcester.

In arch , 1874, he served in the Secretary's office and left it in October,

1877 to take up the Postmastership of Banbury. He subsequently

occupied the Postmasterships of Bridgwater (Oct. 1889) , Hereford

(March, 1896) , and Eastbourne (Jan. 28, 1901 ) . The Civilian points

out that Mr. Oakey, Mr. T. Phillipson , and Mr. Powell Williams ,

M.P. , worked together some years ago as Clerks in the Surveyor's

Department, G.P.O. , of which Mr. E. C. Burckhardt was the Chief.

Within the short space of eight months all three gentlemen have died .

The late Postmaster of Eastbourne was only 53 years of age .

UN

Startling Occurrence in a Post Office.

NDER this heading our witty contemporary waxes sarcastic at

the expense of that sorely-tried officer, the counter -clerk ,

Dear Mr. Punch ,

I am not subject to hallucinations, and this is what happened.

I stood in the spacious hall of a post office, beside me a fellow

citizen was transacting business with an official. Some slight error

occurred for which the official was to blame ; imagine my feelings

when I heard him pronounce these extraordinary words to the

customer: " I beg your pardon, sir .”

Oh, Mr. Punch, sir, is the millennium near ?

Yours in deep respect and agitation . A PLAIN Man,

Side-lights on Life on a Cable Ship.

N reporting upon the conduct of a probationer for the post of

printed list of questions prepared to meet the case of postmen and

other outdoor officers was used with the result that the following

astounding revelations as to the life of a stoker on board ship came
to light .

* A portrait of Dr. Leme appeared at page 324 of Vol . XIII .

† A portrait of Mr. Oakey appeared at page 96 of our 5th volume.

F F
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Question . — Has he been observed while on duty to enter a public

house , except to deliver a letter or postal packet ?

Answer.—No.

Question .—Does he present a neat and cleanly appearance while

on duty ?

Answer. — Yes!!!

Question .-Does he always wear his full uniform in a proper

manner, as specified in the detailed regulations on the subject ?

Answer .—Yes !

T

The “ Cunard Bulletin ."

HE first daily newspaper to be edited , printed and published on

board ship is just one year old , says the Daily Mirror, in the

shape of the Cunard Bulletin . It is a novel little journal, measuring

when opened just ili by 87 inches. It is produced on platen

printing machines of the latest type, driven by electric motors, and

the turn-out is 800 an hour. Engaged on it are editors , telegraphists,

compositors,machinemen, publishers, and newsboys ; and these types

must now -a-days be included when summing up the various items which

go to form the crew of the larger Cunard steamships. These ships

are fitted with every facility for printing and publishing the unique

ocean newspaper, the columns of which are fed from the skies in the

shape of Marconi telegrams. The paper goes to press at midnight:

and the frantic rush of customers for the morning paper, which is so

familiar a sight at most English seaside resorts during the holiday

season , is enacted daily in mid -Atlantic. The old sense of freedom

from the worries of ordinary city life, which it was once possible to

attain for at least a week , by taking a trip across the Pool, is now

becoming a thing of the past. Even the fugitive from justice will now

have no respite, for tender enquiries for him will no doubt be

advertized by Scotland Yard in the Bulletin daily as soon as his flight

is discovered.

Clerical Amenities.

TWO anMinister, each having the same christian name and surname,

lived in a city on thewest coast of England, and it sometimes happened

that a letter,or parcel, intended for one was delivered to and opened by

the other, who sent it on to its rightful owner with an apology. These

mistakes never caused any misunderstanding untila parcel of game

for the Minor Canon was delivered at the house of the Independent

Minister, and , in his absence,was unopened. As soon as he returned
home he discovered the mistake and sent the game, which was past

eating, tothe Minor Canon with the usual letter of apology. But the

of the game so upset the Churchman that he wrote to the

Dissenter , — “ If you had not assumed the title of Reverend, to which

you have no right, this mistake would not have happened .” Soon
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afterwards another parcel was delivered to the Independent Minister,

who found the contents to be manuscript sermons, that had been

ordered by the Minor Canon from an agent who supplied sermons

to preachers unwilling , or unable , to write them . The sermons were

at once repacked and sent to their owner with the following note, –

Sir , If you had not assumed an office for which you have no

qualification, this mistake would not have happened .”

A

The Patriarch of the Telegraph Service.

CORRESPONDENT writes :- Apropos of your article on the

late Mr. Moseley, I think the present patriarch of the service

is undoubtedly Mr. Costello, clerk-in-charge of the South Eastern

Railway Telegraph Establishment at Dover, who handed over to the

post office at the Transfer of 1870 , but elected himself to remain in

the railway company's service, which he entered in 1847 , and is

yet in harness at the age of 72 ! During this phenomenally long

service, it is said he has not had a week's sick leave, and has availed

himself only once in the last fifty years of the annual leave to which

he is entitled .

Mr. Costello enjoys the further distinction of being the son of a

famous warrior who served under the Duke of Wellington in the old

95th , and subsequently in the Spanish Legion, in which he held the

rank of captain .

Mr. Costello has inherited his father's almost unique decorations ,

including the Peninsular medal with eleven clasps , the Forlorn Hope

medal for Ciudad Rodriguo, and the Waterloo medal, which he is

good enough to show to privileged friends or visitors. He is much

esteemed .

“The House Beautiful ."

WE
E have received the June , July, August , and September issues of

“ The House Beautiful,” edited by Mrs. Ernest Hart . This

is a journal for those who design , beautify, furnish and inhabit houses ;

and it will therefore be seen that it meets the needs of everybody
except perhaps gipsies and tramps. The price is 6d . per month .

To each number our colleague, Mr. Henry J. Howard, has provided

a supplement in the shape of a full - page drawing , showing respectively

the treasurer's house and garden , the dining hall, the court room , and

the Grecian cloisters of Christ's Hospital. Mr. Howard's work is well

known to our readers, and we are glad to see his efforts on a larger

He has a very delicate touch , and he knows especially how

to sketch an interior.

Mr. Howard has provided the sketches for the story “ The Indis

cretion of Mahaffy” which appears in this number of St. Martin's-le
Grand.

canvas .
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A Relic.

ON
NE of the most interesting exhibits in the " Old Manchester

and Salford Exhibition ,” held recently under the auspices of

the Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian Society , at the City Art

Gallery, Manchester, at least to those connected with the Post Office,

was an old copy of the Manchester postal regulations bearing the

date 1721 , loaned by the Salford Corporation . Its contents are

worth reproducing, and are set forth as follows :

“ At Manchester,

According to the last Regulations, 1721 .

The Post goes out

To London etc. on or to any (Monday

of the towns on the road to WednesdayWednesday Morning, 9 o'clock.

London . Saturday

To Warrington

Chester

Worcester

Bristol Sunday

Ireland

Liverpool Tuesday - Morning, 6 or 7 o'clock .

Preston

Lancaster Friday

Kendal

Carlisle

Dumfries, etc.

The Post comes in

Monday

From London Thursday
Night, 9 , 10, 11 , 12

etc.

Saturday

Tuesday

From Warrington, etc. Friday Morning, 6 or 7 .

Saturday
Monday

From Rochdale Wednesday Morning, 8.”
Saturday

At the foot of the bill is written “ With Mr. Wm. Howis compli

ments to Mr. Gratrix .”

One has only to turn over the pages of the Post Office Guide

issued locally to realise the great advance which has been made in

the internal communication of the country.

L. C. GATES.

An Echo of the Past,

“ Dadate of Mr. W. S.Gilbert's first appearance on any stage ,

which was promptly amended by a correspondent , who forwarded a
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copy of a playbill dated 1861 , which has a special interest for Post

Office men . Here it is :

CIVIL SERVICE RIFLE VOLUNTEERS.

ICH DIE

Honorary Col. , H.R.H. the PRINCE OF WALES, K.G.

Lieutenant-Colonel, VISCOUNT BURY, M.P.

On WEDNESDAY, May 22, 1861 , will be performed for the second

time , at the THEATRE ROYAL, LYCEUM , by special desire, the

Original Comedy by Captain Tom Taylor, C.S.R.V. , entitled

A LESSON FOR LIFE.

Lord Graystoke ........ .Lieutenant Dewar

The Hon. Marmaduke Dacre Under- Capt . J. Du Plat TAYLOR

Reredos graduates Mr. MILLS

Norsley of Lieutenant AnGELL

Crouch St. Barnabas Lieutenant GILBERT

Stretcher College, Sergeant BANKE

Vivian Cambridge. Captain Hood

Colepepper, Senior Tutor of St. Barnabas Captain Mills

Oppenhardt, a German Jew Captain Tom TAYLOR

Basewitz, A Swindler Ensign EDMUND YATES

Dr. Vivian , A Country Vicar Private W. MORRISON

Mr. Gray (A Country Attorney) Mr. W. H. LONG

Topham Lieutenant GARNETT

Murcott .Sergeant WALSHE

Lady Valcornas Mrs. STIRLING

The Hon. Mabel Valcornas .Miss ELLEN TERRY

Mary Ford Miss KATE TERRY

(By kind permission of A. Wigan, Esq . , T.R. St. James)

Nanny Kettlewell Mrs. STEPHENS

To be preceded by an original comedietta in one act, IF THE

CAP FITS, written by Captain Harrington , C.S.R.V. , and Ensign

Edmund Yates , C.S.R.V.

The performance to conclude with THEHAPPY MAN, a farce by

Private Samuel Lover, of the London Irish Rifle Volunteers.

The band of the Regiment will attend.

The first name in the bill - Lieut. Dewar-is, no doubt , that of a

gentleman who was Postmaster of Malta about forty years ago, and

whom I only vaguely remember. The second name is familiar to many

present day men , and was the subject, alas ! of an obituary notice in a

recent number of the Magazine. I remember Capt. Du Plat Taylor
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when he was in the old Missing Letter Branch , and afterwards Private

Secretary to the Postmaster General. He took a prominent part in

connection with the transfer of the Telegraphs to the Post Officeabout

35 years ago, and organised a great demonstration of Telegraph Boss

at St. Martin's -le -Grand on the eve of the transfer. Mr. Baines,

who always addressed the gallant officer as “ My Colonel, ” contributed

a generous “appreciation” of him to the magazine containing the

announcement of his death , to which not a few men now out of the

Service must have responded with a hearty Amen ! Lieut . Angell 15,

of course, our old friend “ Tom ” Angell , one of the Postmasters in the

Crimea, and latterly Postmaster of the South Western District of London .

He entered the Service so long ago as 1838, and must have done

fully fifty years ' service. But he remained young, or at least youthful,

the last , and was a first-rate actor, and quite to the manner bera .

Lieut. Gilbert is , no doubt , Mr. W. S. Gilbert, who was originally in

the Civil Service, and has since risen to fame and wealth as a writer of

comic opera. I met him at the Autumn Manæuvres on Salisbury Plan

some thirty years ago, or more, when he was in command of the

Aberdeenshire Militia, and was introduced to him by my friend the late

Mr. (afterwards Sir ) Campbell Clarke of the Daily Telegraph,

Hood and Tom Taylor are well known as the editors of Fun and

Punch respectively, and the same may be said of Edmund Yates, no

was better known as a literary, than as a Post Office, man , through his

editorship of The World , and his several Novels and fugitive contribu

tions to the Press . Yates was a son of the stage, so to speak, and

while he was yet in the Post Office he and Harold Power gave an

entertainment at the Egyptian Hall , or somewhere in that quarez,

entitled “Invitations to the Seaside," or something of that sor .

Sergeant Walshe is, I should imagine, a gentleman of that name who

was originally in the Money Order Office, and latterly in the Receiver

and Accountant General's Office ; while Lieutenant Garnett is probably

a gentleman of the namewho rose to a high position in the Inland

Revenue Department . The ladies of the cast are too well-known 2

fame to require any notice at my hands. They must have been a

perfect galaxy in the daysof their youth and beauty forty years ago .
The " original Comedietta," in which Captain Harrington and

Ensign Edmund Yates collaborated , recalls one of the most jovial and

genial of Irishmen who was always called “ Pat," albeit his initials were

“ N.H.H.,” if I remember aright. Who that remembers the Secretary's

Office forty years ago, does not recall that beaming countenance, that

unmistakable wig, and that rollicking air which bespoke the actor bora

and bred ? Never was an unkinder kindness done to anyone than when

poor Harrington was appointed Postmaster of Tork, for he womeu

himself to death over his accounts, and I believe he died , poor fellow ,

under the delusion that his balance was ever so much short." I

remember when the committee of practical officers was sitting a:

Bushey, our Chairman , Sam Walliker, who was Harrington's greates:

friend, was called away to witness his last moments. Poor Pat: I don't

believe there was anyone who really knew him who did not like him .
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Another Irishman, Sam Lover, contributed to the programme a scream

ing farce entitled “ The Happy Man ," and altogether the performance

must have been a most creditable and enjoyable one. Why are such

agreeable diversions not witnessed now -a-days ? Is it because we have

become too serious, or too dull, or too conceited under the system of

open competition , that closely meshed net which is supposed to

admit geniuses only into the Service ? Has the gaiety of the Service

been eclipsed by the advent of that odious creature the “ Superior

Person ” ? R. W. J.

To Lick or Not to Lick.

T Kai Feng, says the Echo, when the post office was first

established , the clerks had a fight with some men who bought

stamps and wanted the clerks to lick them and put them on letters for

them . They held that the clerks were there to lick the stamps, and

were paid for the business . The clerks objected, and officials and

customers came to blows, and the police had to be called in to restore

order.

The Oldest British Postman.

E publish the of ,

photograph taken by Mr. Phillips, of the Post Office, Stone,

Staffs. Thomas Hough was born on the 13th of October, 1820,

signed the Official Declaration on the 7th of November, 1855 , and

will therefore, all being well , celebrate his postal jubilee next year.

AT

China

THOMAS HOUGH.

Although nearly 84 years of age, he still delivers letters in the Milwich

district , walking five or six miles daily, and does his duty with satis

faction . He is thought to be the oldest postman in the service of

the Postmaster General.
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AN

Pray Without Ceasing.

N amusing story is told in the Postal Record of the

Hon. J. L. Bristow, Fourth Assistant Postmaster General of

the United States. It appears that when at college he became very

friendly with the Rev. Dr. Quayle, who became pastor of the most

prominent Methodist church in Kansas City at or about the time

Mr. Bristow entered political life. During one of Mr. Bristow's

political visits to the latter city hemet his former chum; and , after the
usual greetings were exchanged , Dr. Quayle reminded him of his early

piety, expressing a fear that political allurements and exigencies would

wean him from religious duties, and admonished him to “ praywithout

ceasing ."

That evening Mr. Bristow was a guest at the home of Dr. Quayle.

The visit was thoroughly enjoyed as the evening wore on to bedtime,

when the good doctor read a chapter from the bible and then asked

Mr. Bristow to lead in prayer. With his eyes twinkling, Mr. Bristow

knelt with the family and began to pray. A half hour had worn away

and the prayer continued : an hour elapsed, and Mr. Bristow's voice
still sounded in supplication. The little Quayles dropped off one by

one and were taken to bed by the mother, who each time returned to

her place at the family altar. Midnight came and found these three

still kneeling and Mr. Bristow still praying. He had prayed for the

families of all he knew ; for city, State and Federal heads. Then he

crossed the ocean and invoked divine blessing upon the household of

each principality in Europe, and had just returned again and taken up

the various United States Senators and members of the House and

and their families, when the good doctor, remembering his advice to

Mr. Bristow to pray without ceasing,” leaned over and quietly

whispered that he felt he had done his duty , and brought forth a ready
and fervent “ Amen ."

A

“ His Majesty's Mails ."

CORRESPONDENT writes to us as follows, regarding the

subject of our illustration— Jane Wort, the old postwoman at

Overton , Hampshire, belongs to an era very fast passing away. A woman

of strong and peculiar characteristics, self -respecting and self -reliant,

she is held in esteem by all with whom she comes in contact , and her

very way of walking and carrying letter bag and basket, impresses the

passer-by with the feeling that, little and old as she now is, she will still

hold on in a straight line to the end, and will ask no assistance and

will be indebted to no one . She was born in 1830 , and, at the age of

7 , began to earn her living at the Overton Silk Mill, so small a child

that she had to stand on a block of wood to reach her work . In 1848

she went to the Whitchurch Silk Mill, working there until it was closed .

She married in 1873 , and was lett a widow in 1876, with a young step

son whom she supported until his death at 17 years of age. That

same year, 1876 , at her husband's death , she began working for the



His MAJESTY'S Mails.

(The above illustration, from the original photograph by Mrs. Pirie , appeared in The Amateur Photographer

of June gth ; and the block has been kindly lent by the Editor of that journal.)
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Post Office at Overton ; and I was told when asking for these par

ticulars a few days ago that after nearly thirty years of work “ Neverwas

duty more faithfully performed and never had the Department a more

obliging official.” Her daily round from 1876 to 1895 , was from six

teen to seventeen miles a day, no small distance for a woman of sixty.

Now her morning round is reduced to an average af eight miles a day,

though on her return she is willing enough to start off again with a

telegram . Twice only during these twenty -eight years has she been

off duty. In 1893 she sprained a hand and wrist badly, and in

1895 she sprained an ankle, both accidents were caused by falls in

slippery weather when going her rounds . It is a matter of great regret

to all who know her that, with the curious mischance of life, she is

alas ! after all these years of service, not entitled to a pension , and it is

sincerely hoped that something might possibly be done for her in this

respect, should necessity ever arise. If she is really fortunate she will,

as the saying goes, “ die in harness."

The employment of women in the postal service is not by any

means confined to our own country, and it may be interesting here to

note that the practice of utilizing female labour in the Post Office

held on the Continent at such early dates as 1744 and 1748 , when it

is recorded that Prince Alexander of Thurn and Taxis appointed two

deputy Postmistresses . In 1779 , moreover, the postal destinies of the

town of Warendorf were placed in the hands of a Postmistress. Lower

down in the scale we find that a certain Marianne, known as the

" Zoppoter Schnellpost," carried the letters between Zoppot and

Dantzic for 32 years,and was ultimately murdered and robbed of her

mail bag in a forest. Marie Zwicklinsky, the “ Ragniter Schnellpost "

performed the postal service between Ragnit and Tilsit for 45 years,

and the widow Hannerstein between Wald and Elberfeld for 33

years .

T !

A Besieged Sub -Office.

HE view gives only a faint idea of the battered and wrecked

appearance of the Post Office at Seathwaite, at the head of the

Duddon Valley when visited on the 26th of July.

The sub-Postmaster is also inn-keeper, his place, the sole licensed

house for many miles around, providing the only suitable accom

modation for the office.

The day before, a number of navvies employed at the Barrow

Corporation Water Works, after doing great damage to the church ,

school , and vicarage ( fortunately unoccupied ), attacked the hotel ,

threatening to murder the inmates. The situation was serious , the

nearest policeman being four miles away. The landlord , with the

barman and a visitor, fired in self defence, wounding three men , one of

whom died next day. To check the credit stock and go over small

details of official working in a house guarded by the police , with dead

and wounded but a few yards away, was an experience one would not

wish to repeat.
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The landlord and his assistants were completely exonerated in

the subsequent legal proceedings .

Seathwaite is interesting from its association with one of Words

worth’s heroes, the Reverend Robert Walker, incumbent from 1735

to 1802. The living was worth £5 a year, with a cottage and an

acre of glebe land .

The good man , whose memory was fragrant half a century after

his death, brought up eleven children, to whom he left £2,000, the

fruit of singular industry and frugality. He was the schoolmaster,

teaching in the chancel , using the Communion table as his desk, and

NEWFE

NewFIELD HOTEL, SIATHWAITE .

spinning as he taught . He was always able to show a more excellent

way in sheep shearing, cutting and drying peat, or other task of

husbandry. He did the legal business of his parishioners, drawing

up wills , leases, and agreements. He brewed a good light ale, which

was retailed in strict moderation to wayfarers passing up and down

“ the long and lonely valley.” If rare is now the association of inn

and post office, still stranger is the conjunction of parsonage and ale

selling.

It was of a life thus humble and strenuous, beautiful in its

kindliness , and unceasing in pastoral faithfulness, that the poet wrote

* Mother of Love ! In this deep vale protect

Truth's holy lamp, pure source of bright effect.

Gifted to purge the vapouring atmosphere
That seeks to stifle it : -as in those days

When this low pile a Gospel teacher knew ,

Whose good worksformed an endless retinue :

A Pastor such as Chaucer's verse portrays ;

Such as the heaven -taught skill of Herbert drew :

And tender Goldsmith crowned with deathless praise. "

What were the postal arrangements in those days ? Had a sub
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office existed we may be sure that it would have been in the vicar’s

hands. The visiting officer would perhaps have had to go to the

village sanctuary, break in upon the lessons and the spinning ; but the

survey would have been eminently satisfactory !

Barrow-in-Furness, A. Haigh .

August, 1904.

MR.

The Fakir's Rupee.

( R. THOS. PUTNAM of the Savings Bank draws our attention

to the following from The Times of India :

An Englishman arrived in great haste at a large up -country post

office in order to obtain his English mail letters to which , like all

Anglo-Indians , he iooks forward throughout the week . He was

travel-stained, having ridden from his lonely village some thirty miles

distant to receive his budget a few hours earlier. He found the

whole of the office much disturbed and worried , every official taking

part in the important discussion , so that it was impossible to get the

letters for which he had ridden so far. What was the cause of this

commotion . It was not far to seek , for there at the counter stood a

holy man , an ash -smeared fakir with his long matted hair and caste

marks and his few rags of clothing. He was gesticulating wildly, and

the official population of the Tepal-Afis were all expressing their views

on the subject. The Englishman, finding he could not be given his

mail, naturally inquired what was the trouble, and , after much difficulty,

elicited the following facts :—Sometwo months before a sum of one

rupee had been placed in the Post Office Savings Bank by the fakir,

and he now wished to withdraw this small amount. He had been

furnished with the necessary form and had filled it up , but had

inserted opposite the entry for Occupation the word “ Decision .”

Although the local official had protested that this was not an occupa

tion , the fakir explained volubly in perfect English that his profession

was that of giving decisions in difficult cases amongst natives of his

village, and as he was a “ Decider ” therefore his occupation was

“ Decision.” The postmaster offered a compromise as a solution of

the difficulty to the effect that he should describe himself as “ Decision
wala ,” but he stated that he wished to be correct and refused the

suggestion with scorn . It was finally agreed that the form should be

sent up to the Controller General for settlement.
Rumour states

that the money has not yet been paid .

UN

Is England less Thrifty ?

NDER this heading the Daily News of the 24th August

published an interesting article from which we give the

following extracts :

“ Dismissed in a line or two of the report of the Postmaster

General, there is yet reason to believe that the continuous decrease

in savings bank deposits is creating some concern among those

responsible for our national money -box .'
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During the past year the withdrawals exceeded the deposits by

nearly two millions. What does this fact denote ? Are our people

less prosperous ? Are they less thrifty, or are there causes operating

rendering the Post Office less popular ?

“ These questions were put by a Daily News representative to

Mr. W. Walter Crotch , F.S.S. , whose researches into questions of

practical economics entitle him to speak with some authority.

“ No, despite the inevitable depression which followed in the wake

of the war, I do not think diminished prosperity can be held to be

the cause of the dwindling deposits," said Mr. Crotch. “ The decline

has been continuous . Nor do I think that our people are less thrifty

-in the best sense of that term . The standard of living has

undoubtedly risen, and the desire for fuller life is everywhere appar

ent — that is a happy product of our more widely diffused educational

facilities — but our people as a whole are not less thrifty. The

increasing amount of new business” recorded by our insurance

companies disproves that; the increase of " small investors ” in public

companies, and the ability of our municipalities to raise by small

loans locally money which hitherto they had to seek in the open

market, is also evidence. '

“ « Then do you think the Post Office Savings Bank is less popular

than it was ? '

“ I do most certainly . Those of us who have been observant

have predicted this decline in popularity for years. We go back

further than 1899—although it is since that year that the diminution

in deposits has been most marked . The truth of the matter is , we

have outgrown the swaddling clothes of 1861. The people have

advanced ; our system has remained practically rigid . Besides, how can

you expect anything else ? The people have been restricted in every

way rather than encouraged . When Consols stood at famine price

the Government was praying for a diminution in deposits . The

people have been told for years that their thrift involves “ a loss to the

State," and have had intimated to them pretty plainly that their

savings were a trouble to us. They are taking our Government at

their word . '

“ What are the restrictions? '

Look, for instance, at the limit of £50 per year up to £ 200 ,

and the provision made by the Automatic Investment Clauses . The

Inspection Committee as far back as 1895 pointed out that the

regulations which insist upon sums in excess of £ 200 being invested

in Government stock had already then produced large withdrawals of

deposits, and in some instances the closing up of accounts. That has
been going on for years, and side by side with it have been the

perpetual clamours for a reduction of interest. Restrictions such as
these left the people to gamble or speculate with their savings beyond

the “ limit," and great financial bubbles have been made possible

because of it . Of late years the people have become more and more

educated as to the useful employment of their money, and in that

seems to me to lie the hope of the future. ”
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The Worship of Red Tape.

THEfollowing curious incidentisrelated in theChurch ofScotland
Magazine regarding the keeping of a festival by a number of

Indian hillmen, who had accompanied certain Government officials

from Simla to Calcutta . The ceremony took place on the flat roof of

the huge pile of buildings in Calcutta occupied by the Secretariats of

the Government. The worshippers, some thirty of them , engaged as

their priest a Brahman employed in the same capacity as themselves.

One of the large , rough , wooden boxes used to convey office records

between Simla and Calcutta was draped with plantain leaves and

branches of the sacred pipal tree. On this foundation they set an office

despatch box as a sort of altar. In the centre of the altar was placed

the principal object, a common English glass inkpot with a screw top.

Round this were arranged penholders and pen-nibs, pencils red , blue ,

and black, pen -knives, ink-erasers, foolscap and letter paper, envelopes,

postage stamps, blotting-paper, sealing-wax, --in short all the clerkly

paraphernalia by which the Government of India carries on its work.

Thewhole was festooned with abundant coils of red tape.

To the fetish thus installed each worshipper presented, with

reverential obeisance, grains of rice, pepper, and other fruits of the

earth, together with the more substantial offering of nine copper pice

or farthings — the perquisite of the officiating priest. The Brahman

recited verses, supposed to be texts from the Vedas, of which neither

he nor the otherworshippers understood a single word. The ceremony

over, they attacked a vast mass of sweetmeats which had been

bought by a subscription of a rupee ( Is . 4d . ) a head . When one of

the devotees, a small landowner in a Hill State near Simla, was asked

why he worshipped an imported inkpot and not his country -made

plough, the anomaly was admitted. He justified the choice, however,

by saying that he drew pay from the Government, of which the inkpot

was the emblem , and that he had left his plough in the hills .

TH

Liverpool Telegraph Messengers' Institute .

HE Fourth Annual Sports organised by the Committee of the

Liverpool Telegraph Messengers' Institute were held on

Saturday the 4th June and were very successful , both the entries and

the attendance being much greater than at any of the previous

meetings . The total number of entries was 375, and no less than

64 competitors started in the Open Mile Handicap.

A squad of selected Telegraph Messengers, under Sergeant

Robins , late Loyal North Lancashire Regiment, the permanent

Drill and Gymnastic Instructor, gave an excellent display of Physical

Drill with Carbines, Indian Clubs, and Gymnastics.

The 100 yards Handicap open to members of the Service

employed in any part of the United Kingdom was won by A. Lowthian

of Liverpool with 91 yards start ; and the mile Bicycle Handicap also
restricted to the Service was won by D. Daly of Dublin , 50 yards.
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The Manchester Police won their pull in the Tug of War but

were disqualified by the Judge.

The only drawback to an otherwise enjoyable and successful

afternoon was a very serious accident in the Final Heat of the Mile

Bicycle Handicap - open - to Howard of Warrington , who, when

riding very fast at the commencement of the last lap turned round

to see the position of the next man, with the result that the front

wheel of his bicycle came in contact with the back wheel of the rider

in front of him He was thrown violently, and sustained such severe

injuries to the head and shoulder that he had to be removed to the

hospital. During the afternoon the Liverpool Postal Band and the

band of the Liverpool Postal Telegraph Messengers' Institute played

selections of music. The principle officials of the sportswere : - Judges,

Messrs J. Merlin, C. Hughes, G. T. Burrows, J. M. Gill , and W.

M'Conchie ; timekeepers, Messrs. H. P. Ellis and J. Park ; secretary

and clerk of the course , Inspector T. Gates. The results were :

100 Yards ( confined to officers of the British Postal and Telegraph

Service ).— 1 , A. Lowthian, Liverpool, 95 ; 2 , J. P. Passant, Wigan, 31 ;

3 , F. Roberts , Liverpool, 10. Yard ; inches .

Mile Bicycle (confined to officers of the British Postal and Telegraph

Service ).- 1, D. Daly, Dublin , 50 ; 2 , W. B. Stevenson , Liverpool, 110 ;

3 , J. Callaghan , St. Helens, 100. Two lengths ; inches. Time, 2 min.

25 sec.

Running High Jump ( Liverpool Postal Telegraph Messengers).- .

1 , T. P. Tierney ; W. Edwards and R. Opens tied for second place.
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same.

Half-mile Bicycle . - 1, P. Ward, Salford H. , 80 ; 2 , R. Dutton ,

Rainford, 75 ; 3, A. E. Howard , Warrington, 8o .
Three lengths ;

Time, 1 min . 34 sec.

Tug of War. — Liverpool Police Athletic won .

100 Yards. — 1, H. S. Astbury, Sefton H., 10 ; 2 , G. H. Lamb,

Liverpool H. and A. C. , 10 ; 3 , E. T. Smith , Sefton H. , 7 Inches ;

2 yards . Time, 10 1-5 sec.

Mile Bicycle.— 1 , A. Benyon , Chester, 165 ; 2, J. Powers, Rainford

C. C. , 165 ; 3 , R. Dutton , Rainford C. C. , 160. Easily ; bad . Time,

2 min . 24 2-5 sec.

Mile .-- .1, W. Trotter, Liverpool H., 140 ; 2 , W. H. Mason,

Liverpool Oddfellows , 137 ; 3 , F. Latham , West Cheshire H. , 150 .

Two yards ; yard . Time, 4 min. 25 2-5 sec.

220 Yards.- 1 , H. H. Fleetwood, Sefton H., 9 ; 2 , E. C. Passant ,

Wigan R. and A. C. , 13 ; 3 , E. P. Nener, Wavertree, 15. Inches ;

yard . Time, 24 2-5 sec.

THE

The Oxford Mails in 1753.

HE following copy of a Mail Notice of 1753 is printed in

“ Three Centuries in North Oxfordshire," a book full of

interest, by Mrs. M. Sturge Henderson .

Oxford Post Office. Account of the Days and Hours that the

Post sets out from the Post Office in Oxford .

To Abingdon , Farringdon , Cirencester, Gloucester, Monmouthshire,

and all South Wales ; on Sundays, Tuesdays , Thursdays and Saturdays

at One o'clock at noon .

To Bath, Bristol , Sherborne, Lynn, Bridgeport, Blanıinster ,*

Somersetshire, Devonshire, Cornwall , and all parts of the West ; on

Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at Two o'clock at noon .

To Woodstock, Enstone, Chipping -Norton, Shipton -upon -Stour,

Worcester and Herefordshire ; every Day in the week except Monday,

at Two o'clock at noon .

To Evesham , Pershore and Ludlow ; every Sunday, Wednesday

and Friday, at Two o'clock at noon .

To Witney, Burford and Stow, or anywhere that way ; on Sundays ,

Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays, at Two o'clock at noon .

To Stratford -upon -Avon, Banbury, Warwick, Coventry, Ireland ,

Birmingham , Wolverhampton and all Staffordshire, Lancashire,

Shropshire, and all North Wales, with Kendal in Westmoreland ; on

Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, at Two o'clock at noon .

To Wheatley and Bicester every day except Saturday.

To London, every Day except Saturday. Sundays, Tuesdays and

Thursdays, at Five o'clock ; Mondays Wednesdays and Fridays, at

Half-Hour past Six . Comes in every day except Monday.

N.B. If any letters are put into this office on which are written

“ Post Paid ," and the money be not given in with them , such letters

will not be sent.

* Probably Lyme, Bridport and Beaminster .
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Uncle Sam's Post Office Asleep .

CCORDING to the New York Financier the American Post

Office is a quarter of a century behind the age. “ We are," it

says, “ the only nation in the world without a parcel post system .

The United States pays the railways an exorbitant price for carrying

mails, and the Express companies are handling at a big profit the

cheapest form of Mail matter, with a great loss to the Government

and people. ”

Mary Scott Rowland, writing to the New York Herald, states that

probably the best reason why the American people have been denied

this universal need—the parcel post—for so long is that stated by

John Wannamaker at one time Uncle Sam's P.M.G. who said there

were four insuperable reasons :—the Adams, American , United States ,

and Wells Fargo Express Companies.

Chriemhild's Garden.

Far away in forest deep ,

Where the sanlight falls asleep,

And the tree-tops nod and bend ,

Whispering secrets without end,

Chriemhild tends her garden olden ,

Roses red and lilies golden ,

Pink-tipped daisies , violets frail,

Honeysuckle, jasmine pale,

Daffodils, and lilies white,

Fairy flowers all alight,

Magic blooms which gleam and glow ,

Swaying gently to and fro .

Gaily painted butterflies

Gaze into the flowers' eyes.

Daintily dream the flowers at night ,

Slumbering in the pale moonlight .

Through the forest dark and deep,

Where black shadows lie asleep,

Comes Prince Siegfried, tall and strong.

Chriemhild listens to his song.

SIEGFRIED's SONG,

Silverembroidered clouds float by

And break the moonglade on the stream ,

The sleeping flowers' odorous steam

Ascends like incense. And a sigh ,

“ Which is the deep drawn breath of night,

Slow pulses through the languorous air,

E’en as might sigh some maiden fair

Who dreams of love, and with delight
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“Half wakes, and sighs, and dreams once more .

Dost thou so dream, dost thou so sigh ?

O, dream no more, for love is nigh !

Come quickly ! We will leave this shore,

“ And floating down the moonlit stream

Move gently to the sea, whose sound

Doth call us , while the trees around

Full soft and low to whisper seem

“ Their sweet, sad message to the wave.

· Love while ye may ! Life's little space

Will soon be measured ; and your grace

Will fade and wither in the grave .'

B.

>

E"

66

Anthony Trollope as a Post Office Surveyor.

VERY one is acquainted with the literary characteristics of

Trollope as indicated in his work (writes a retired Post Office

official ); but not one in a thousand of his readers knew him in his

official life. I did ; and it was when he was revelling in the fulness of

his athleticism . I was attached to a country office in South Wales

when he strode in one day, fresh from a tramp over the heather, just

as Professor Wilson - Christopher North-was wont to do in surprising

his students . No other description could well be applied to the

gait of Trollope. About the first remark he made was I have

walked up from Cardiff”—a distance of 24 miles . Any hotels here ;

which is the best ? ” I directed him ; and , as he marched out , still at

a 6 mile-an-hour-stride, he said , " back soon , going to have a raw beef

steak .”

He left me pondering over his powerful build , his physical go, and

his reference to the “ underdone." I mentally saw him going with a

dash into our unsophisticated Welsh hotel , attacking the steak, and

combining it with deep quaffings from a pewter ; for it was evident

that he had a thirst on in keeping with the hot and June- like weather

-a thirst that would have been disgusted with the offer of a glass !

I was still pondering when the giant foot -fall was again heard, and

he reappeared. “ Ah ! ” he exclaimed , evidently in better form ,

“ Now , where is the Postmaster ? ” That gentleman , a man of

intellectual force, quiet and philosophical, came in response to my

signal and was told , “ I am Mr. Trollope of the Surveyor's staff ; " and

then business was entered upon . I can see now, at the lapse of half

a century, the thoughtful grey eyes of the Postmaster twinkle as he

“ read his man ."

One of the postmen of a neighbouring village had applied to the

Department for increased pay, and now put in an appearance and
stated his case . Unfortunately, he was not satisfied with putting his

pleas forward in a manner seemly to a petitioner, but foolishly coupled

them with the threat that if he couldn't get more money for the job

GG
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he'd throw it up. I saw at once that this was not the way to obtain

even a hearing, much less a favour. “Look here, my man ,” Trollope

exclaimed , “ don't think that we cannot manage without you . Throw

it up ; there will be twenty after your place to -morrow ," and then

entered into facts and figures.

The postman was glad to beat a retreat, and lived not only to be

placed on better scale, in accordance with the increase asked for in

his letter , but to attain a good old age in the service. To the last he

never forgot energetic Mr. Trollope. The postman episode ended ,

Trollope turned round to the Postmaster, chatting genially and

giving his impression of the district and of the people. He was keenly

observant of men and manners, and gathered up into his store

house of a mind the novelties of this, to him , new land, which , in one

of his novels , he refers to as more isolated and dreary than many. “ In

fact , ” he adds, " if you wish to put a man decently out of the world ,

make him an official of Merthyr Tydvil or Chief Justice of Pata

gonia ! ' ”

Cable Communication with Australia.

HE friendly contest between the rival cables represented by the
New Pacific Line and the Eastern Telegraph Company to

secure first place for a message announcing the result of the late great

matches in Australia , proved almost as exciting as the cricket ,

says the Daily Telegraph. So far the Pacific or “ All British ” line ,

working in conjunction with the Anglo -American , claims the victory

with a record time of eleven minutes . This cable which is controlled

by the Pacific Cable Board , subsidised by the British , Australian and

Canadian Governments, takes the eastern course from Australia by

way of Norfolk Island, Fiji , Fanning Island , in the Pacific, to

Vancouver, thence across Canada to Montreal, Newfoundland, and

Valentia Island to South Wales and London . The Eastern Telegraph

Company's cable leaves Australia by the western route by way of

Cocos Island , in the Indian Ocean , Durban, Cape Town, St. Helena,

arriving in England at Land's End. In rough figures each competitor
takes in a track across earth and beneath ocean of 15,000 miles, and

between them in sending the results of the matches they girded the

globe. The times occupied in transmission on the undermentioned

days by the two competitors were as follows :

New Pacific. Eastern Telegraph .

Friday, Nov. 2oth . , 17 min .

Saturday, Nov. 21st., 15 min . 12 min.

Monday, Nov. 23rd. , 11 min .

It is true that the result to which the above messages refer would

be given in two or three words ; but the performances of both lines

represent, nevertheless, a tremendous victory of human intelligence

over material obstacles which a few years ago would have been

deemed impossible. At the intermediate stations , of which there are

several in each case, the operators transmit direct from the telegraphic

slip , and only at the terminal stations are the words transcribed . The

19 min .

15 min .
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latest accessories of telegraphic science , combined with organisation,

discipline and skill, are of course, the secrets to which success was

due. It is simply a question of clearing the line,” according to the

cable expert who tells of a still more remarkable performance achieved

last year by the Eastern Telegraph Company, which sent a result of

the America Cup race from London to Australia in two minutes .

The ordinary private rates from Australia are 3s . per word ; but to

secure a preference such as the cricket results obtained the price was

gs. per word. It was at this latter rate that most of the descriptive

telegrams published in London on the day of the matches were sent .

A few years ago one counted himself luckyin receiving a telegram

from the Antipodes under four or five hours ; but the period has now

been reduced to something less than one-fourth. The prospects of
improvement on the present time of transmission are considered even

better at present than at any previous period.

" W

The Trans -Siberian Railway.

EST is West and East is East, And never the twain shall

meet," sings Kipling, but certainly , says a writer in The

Continental Traveller, the Trans-Siberian Railway and the Inter

national Sleeping Car Company have done much to falsify this

prediction. It isindeed difficult to realise that in normal times by

the new overland route to China, Pekin is within a fortnight of London .

The extraordinary progress in the development of the relations

between the West and the East is convincingly brought home to us

by the fact that a letter can be sent from London to Pekin and a

reply obtained in less time than it takes for a letter to reach the

Chinese Capital by the ordinary route via the Suez Canal. This

achievementmay be regarded as the clou of the colossal undertaking

inaugurated by the late Czar in March , 1891 .

The war with Japan has drawn great public attention to this re

markable railway ; and a short sketch of the history of the line, which,

as far as mileage is concerned, is indisputably unique among the world's

railways , may prove of interest . As an overland route to the Far East ,

affording a speedy alternative to the sea route , this enterprise is , no

doubt , of the highest political , economical and commercial importance,

offering, as it does, a direct communication between Western Europe

and China and Japan. In spite of the enormous amount of descriptive

matter that has found its way into the Press , it is not easy for the

enquirer to get an accurate idea of this important enterprise . As

Wirt Gerrare observes in his admirable monograph , Greater Russia ,

recently published, “ Much nonsense has been written about the Great

Trans -Siberian Railway. The line has been over-praised and has

been ruthlessly condemned .” As usual, the truth will be found

between the two extremes. On the one hand , it must suffer comparison

with the American and Canadian Pacific railways as a great triumph

in railway construction , while to belittle it as a mere pioneer or

constructive railway would be unduly severe criticism .
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Putting aside paper schemes and projects, which date from

Messrs. Morrison and Horn's project for linking Moscow by rail with

a Pacific Port, the official history of the Trans-Asian Railway dates

from the Ukase of the Emperor Alexander III . , in March , 1891 .

The first sod was turned at Vladivostock by the present Czar, on May

19th, 1891. The work of construction has been carried on rapidly

and continuously to the present time. In eight years from the

commencement some 3,800 miles of rail were open for traffic. In

1902 the “ missing link” in this stupendous chain of communication

between East and West was removed by the completion of the

difficult section skirting the southern shores of Lake Baikal, and

the past year saw the completion of the Port Arthur and Pekin

sections.

Odds and Ends.

AST week a swarm of bees entered a letter box and were only

The attraction is

supposed to have been a love letter which began with the words ,

"My Honey.” ( Punch .)

LAsdrivene butwith the greatestdifficulty.

*

CС
OUNTER-IRRITANT.—The haughty Post Office Official

(female) . ( Punch .)

T is reported, says the Electrical Engineer, that it is Mr. Edison's

attachment to the ordinary telephone which will enable users to see

each other as they converse.

E
GGS-TRAORDINARY. A fowl walked one day into this office,

writes the postmaster of Kharstroom , Cape Colony, and laid

her egg upon the desk where the public write their telegrams. On

another occasion a Boer farmer tendered a fowl's egg to the postmaster

in payment for a penny postage stamp.

M RuralPostmaster
( RS. HAYFORK (in country post office )—Anything for me ?

Rural Postmaster-I don't see nothin' .

Mrs. Hayfork — I was expectin ' a letter or postcard from Aunt

Spriggs, tellin ' what day she was comin' .

Rural Postmaster (calling to his wife ) - Did you see a postcard

from Mrs. Hayfork's Aunt Sally ?

His Wife — Yes, she's comin ' on Thursday.

Petoskey ( Mich . ) Lyre.

E have to thank our friend Mr. W. H. Ferens , of Dunedin ,

New Zealand, for the postcards he has sent us entitled

“ Antarctic Sketches.” We hope to reproduce a selection in future

issues.

WE
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A
SAVINGS BANK warrant was returned undelivered the other

day, with unmistakable signs, on the address portion , of the

efforts that had been made by the Department to effect its delivery,

“ Not Cæsar, ” “ Try Hannibal," " Not in Jupiter," “ Try Mars , " were

the sorters' and postmen’s notes, showing that the universe, seen and

unseen , had apparently been searched in vain. Yet the owner of the

warrant was simply an able-bodied seaman attached to the Channel

Fleet .

TH
“ HE following application was recently received in the Savings

Bank Department. “Would you kindly put to “ James Allen ’his

surname Brown . The day I got his book was very cold, and I had

to hold him on one arm , he was very restless, so I forgot all about his

surname. ” This was in the circumstances excusable, but what a picture

of an unwilling depositor being dragged to the Post Office with or

without his surname. Mothers who can act like this will be the

saviours of the Department when it gets on the rocks.
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[Note. - It should be clearly understood that these lists are unofficial; but every

effort is made to render them accurate and complete . )

Promotions.

LONDON.

OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

9

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

M. J.

.
.
.

...

S.O. Blackwell, F. Clk. , 3rd Cl . Clk . , 2nd Div. , S.B.D. ,

(Supply. Est.) 'oo ; Cik ., L.P.S., '03
McMorran , S.C. & T. , Torquay,'00 ;

F. W.
Reg. Asst., S.O., 'oz ;

Clk ., R.L.O. , '03

C.E.B. Edwards, W. T. Trav. Cik. , Ist Cl . Tel., Hull,'75 ; Jr. Clk .,

E. in C.O. , '81 ; Clk . ,

C.E.B. , '86 ; Trav .

Clk. , '89
A.G.D. Hewitt, A. Y. ... Exr. S.B. , '69 ; R.A.G.O. ,

* 72 ; Hr . Gr . , '90

Hill , R. 1882 ; Hr. Gr., '95

Cook , F. C. 1885 ; Hr . Gr . , '96
C.H.B. Miss A. w . Smith Cík ., 1st Ci... 1887

M. J. Smith 1886

1887

Constable

K. Nicholls 1888

c.r.o... Keen , C. S. Asst. Super., 2nd Cl. 1875 ; Over. & Senr.Tel.,

'97

Bathurst, A.
1876 ; Over . & Senr.Tel.,

'97

Ambrose , C. H. Over , & Senr. Tel. 1878

Cooper, A. 1878
Miss M. A. Super. E.T.Co. , '64 ; P.O. , '70 ;

Straker Asst. Super., 85 ;

Hr . Gr . , '95

Miss S. Robinson Asst. Super. 1870 ; Asst. Super . , Lr.

Gr . , '96
E. P. Rihli 1884

F. A. Stokes 1884

E.’in C.o. Liſburn ,G. L. ... cik ., 3rd'ci.... Clk ., 2nd Div. , S.B. ,

'01

Osborn , W. M .... Test Cik . , 2nd Ci. Test Room Asst ., '99

Bennett, H. W. Engr. , ist Cl. Tel. , Nottim , '85 ; Jr.

( Prov. ) Clk. , E. in Co. , 88 ;

Senr. Clk ., '95 ; Engr.,

2nd Cl . , '96

Wilby, E. J. ... Engr. , 2nd Cl. S. C. & T. , Leeds, '91 ;

(London) Jr. Clk . , E. in C. 0.,

98 ; Sub. Engr., '99 ;

Engr., 2nd Cl . ( Prov .),

04

Sell , L. J .... Tel . , C.T.O. , '95 ; Sub.

Engr ., 'oo

... Steed , H. P. Tel. Č.T.O. , '85 ; Sub .

Engr., '00

Hatfield , W. A. Tel., C.T.O., '85 ; Sub.

Engr., 'oo

99

.
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E. in C.O.

...

'99 ;

9 ) 99

McNicol, A. J. Engr . , 2nd Cl. Tel., C.T.O. , '87 ; Sub.

(London ) Engr. , '00

Markwick , J. J. Tel . , C.T.O. , '87 ; Sub .

Engr. , 'oo

Cockshott, W. J. Tel., C.T.O., '90 ; Sub .

Engr . , '00

Simmance, J. H. Tel . , c.T.O., '93 ; Jr.

Clk . , E. in C. O.

(London ), 'oo

Bartholomew , Tel . , C.T.O. , '90 ; Jr.

S. C. Cik ., E. in c . 0.

( London ) , ' oo

Roche, T .... ,, (Prov.) S.C. & T. , Ennis, '90 ;

Waterford, '92; Jr.

Clk . , E. in C.O. , '95 ;

Sub . Engr .,

Engr . , 2nd CI .

( London ) , 'OI

Cameron , John ... S.C. & T. , Glasgow , '90 ;

Jr. Clk. , E. in c .o .

( Prov.), '99 ; Sub .

Engr . , '99

Blomley, c. S.C. & T. , Rochdale '83 ;

Clk . , 95 ; Sub.Engr., 00

Kimber, J. W .... Senr. Clk . (London ) C.C. & T. , L.P.S., '93 ;

Tel . , C.T.O. , '94 ;

Jr. Cik . , E. in C.O.

( London ), '99

... Phillips , F. J. ... Sub. Engr.(London ) Tel., C.T.O., '88 ; Jr.
Clk . , E. in c.o.

(London ), 'or

Hansard , A. (Prov .) S.C. & T. , Belfast, '85 ;

Jr. Cik . , E. in c.O.

( Prov . ), '99

Waller , J .... (London ) S.C. & T. , Hull , ’90 ; Jr.

Cik . , E . in C.O. ( Prov. )

'99

McMurray, C. H. ( Prov .) S.C. & T. , Pontypridd,

90 ; Cardiff, '92 ; Jr.
Clk. , E. in C.O.

( Prov. ) , 'oo

Robinson , F. W. S.C. & T. , Belfast, '89 ;

Jr. Cik . , E. in c.o.

( Prov . ) , 'oi

Armstrong, C. P. S.C. & T., Liverpool,

'91 ; Jr. Clk . , E. in

C.V. (Prov. ), 'or

Albry , W. H. (London ) Tel . , C.T.O. , '90 ; Jr.

Clk . , E. in c.0 .

( Prov . ) , 'o2

White, A. E. ( Prov . ) S.C. & T. , Nottingham ,

'91 ; Jr. Clk . , E. in

C.O. (Prov . ), '02

Fisher, G. T. S.C. & T. , Ashton -under

Lyne , '91 ; Manch'tr.,

'96 ; Jr. Clk ., E. in

C.O. (Prov . ) , '02

> 9

...
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E. in C.O.

9 )

.

Elliott, A.... Sub. Engr. (London ) S.C. & T. , Chippenham ,

'92 ; S'hampton , 'oo ;

Weymouth, 'ol ; Jr.

Clk. , E. in C.O.

( Prov. ) , 'o2

Smith , D. Mc E. S.C. & T. , Glasgow , '92 ;

Jr. Clk ., E. in C.o.

(Prov . ) , '02

Gravill , W. E .... S.C. & T. , Dundee, '93 ;

Jr. Clk . , E. in C.O.

( Prov. ) , '02

Smith, J. I. (Prov .) S.C. & T. , Doncaster,

'93 ; Jr. Clk . , E. in

C.O. (Prov. ) , '02

Stanton , J. D.... S.C. & T. , Pontypridd ,

'96 ; Bristol, .00 ; Jr.

Clk. , E. in C.O.

(Prov.), '02

Buchanan, J. S.C. & T. , Edin ., '94 ;

Jr. Clk ., E. in C.o.

(Prov.), '02

Dobson, W. F .... (London ) S.C. & T. , Hull, 94 ;

Jr. Clk . , E. in c.o.

( Prov . ) , 'o2

Childs, P. J. C.C. & T. , L.P.S. , '92 ;

Jr. Clk. , E. in c.o.

( Prov. ) . '02

White, H. W ... S.C. & T. , Ventnor , '95 ;

Bristol, '99 ; Jr. Clk . ,

E. in C.O. (Prov .), '02

Tabor, H. J. H. S.C. & T. , Dover, '92 ;

Jr. Clk . , E. in C.o.

( Prov . ) , '02

Tissington , H. G. Tel . , C.T.O., '89 ; Jr.

Clk ., E. in C.O.

( Prov. ) , '02

Laidlaw, J. B .... ( Prov .) S.C. & T., Glasgow ,

'93 ; Jr. Clk. , E. in

C.o. (Prov. ) , '02

Balchin , G. (London ) Tel., C.T.O. , '94 ; Jr.

Cik. , E. in C.O.

( Prov. ) , '02

Johnson, A. S. A. S.C. & T., Liverpool,'95;

Jr. Clk ., E. in c.0 .

( Prov . ) , 'o2

McClarence, F .... S.C. & T. Newcastle -on

Tyne, '96 ; Jr. Clk. ,

E. in C.O. ( Prov . ), '02

McLauchlan , S.C. & T. , Dundee, '96 ;

G. R. Jr. Clk. , E. in c.O.

( Prov . ), '02

Friar , John S.C. & T. , Newcastle -on

Tyne , '93 ; Jr. Cik . ,

E. in C.O. (Prov . ) , '02

Neate, E. P. Tel. , C.T.O, '94 ; Jr.

Clk . , E. in c.o.

( Prov . ) , 'o2

9 )

ور 9 )

>

1

.

.
.
.
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E. in C.O.

وو

9

وو

.
.
.

.
.
.

2
3

Atkins, W. Sub -Engr. (London ) S.C. & T., Bournemouth ,

'94; Jr. Clk ., E. in C.o.

( Prov. ) , '02

Bell, J. H. Tel., C.T.O., '95 ; S.C.

& T., Aberdeen ,'98 ;

Jr. Clk . , E. in C.O.

(Prov . ) , 'o2

Partington , R.N. (Prov.) S.C. & T., Stoke-on

Trent, '96 ; Jr. Cik . ,

E. in C.o. ( Prov. ) , '02

Vickery, W. (London ) S.C. & T.,Hull, '96 ;

Jr. Clk ., E. in c.o.

(Prov. ) , '02

Ryder, W. V. ... S.C. & T., Derby, '96 ;

Jr. Clk , E. in c.o.

(Prov .), 'o2

Jefferies, F. S.C. & T. , Liverpool ,

'97 ; Jr. Clk ., E.inc o.

( Prov . ) , 'o2

Day , W. ... S.C. & T. , Manchester ,

'98 ; Jr. Clk ., E.inc.o.

( Prov.), 'o2

Gear , W.J. S.C. & T. , Maidstone,

'98 ; Sur. Sta . Clk . ,

'02; Jr.Clk . , E. in C.O.

( Prov. ) , '02

Mitton, F. E. ... Tel . , C.T.O. , '89 ; Jr.

Cik . , E. in c.0.

( Prov . ) , '03

Coulson, F. J. Jr. Clk. (London )... Sr. , Cir. Of ., '96

Portch, A. J. Sr. , Cir . Off., 'oi

Coleman , J. R. F. C.C. & T. , L.P.S. , '95

Slattery, É.H.M. Sr. , Cir . Off ., '99 ; Reg.

Asst ., 'o3

Morris , J. E. Sr. , Cir. Ofr ., 'or

Bartlett , H. L .... Clk. , 2nd Div. , S.B. , '02

Baldwin , G. V .... Tel . , C.T.O. , '98

Macrae, D. L. ... Sr. , Cir . Off ., 'or

Hoad , C. E. Tel . , C.T.O. , '98

Jones, L. J. Tel . , C.T.O. , '98

Bennett , A. E. C.C. & T. , L.P.S. , '98 ;

Reg. Asst., '04

Doe, G. D. Tel . , C.T.O. , '03

Delaney, W. J.... Sr. , Cir . Off., ' oo

Hawkins, A. H .. Tel. , C.T.O. , 'oi

Keane, W. Sr. , Cir . Off ., 'oo ; Reg .

Asst., 'o3

Corkson, A. J.... Tel. , C.T.O. , 'oo

George , T. B. Tel . , C.T.O. , '94

Spears, A. E. Tel . , C.T.O. , '97

Randall , W. J..... S.C. & T. , Glasgow , 'co

Davey, C. T. Sr. , Cir . Ofl ., '98

Mosen , F. H. Sr. , Cir . Off., 'oo

Sexton , J .... Sr. , Cir. Off., '98

Symonds, T. H .. Tel . , C.T.O. , '96

Quigley , P. J .... Sr. , Cir . Off., '98

3

9 )

>
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...

99

)

9

9

» 3rd Ci ....

9

E. in C.O. ... Strawson, H. Jr. Clk . (London )... Tel., C.T.O. , '98

Camp , A. W. K .. Tel . , C.T.O., '98

Oughton, F. Sr. , Cir. Of ., '00

Hallinan , J. Sr., Cir . Off ., 'oo ; Reg .

Asst., '03

Maskill, J. F. M. Sr. , Cir . Of ., ' oo

Robinson, T. L.. S.C. & T. , Fleetwood,

'98 ; Liverpool, 'oi

Doe, E. J. Tel. , C.T.O. , '99

Kieger, F. C. Sr. , Cir . Of. , 'oo

Gravett , E. Tel ., C.T.O. , '98 ; Reg .

Asst ., 'o3

Eastop, C. A. Tel . , C.T.O. , '98

Wilkie , J .... S.C. & T. , Liverpool,'99

Adlam , G .... Tel . , C.T.O. , '99

Tee , T. J.... Tel . , C.T.O., '98

Pethurst , A. E .... Sr. , Cir . Of ., ' oo

Warren , A. Tel . , C.T.O. , '94

Frost, M. P. Sr. , Cir . Off ., '00

Franks, G. ( Prov. ) 1896 ; S.C. & T. , Guild

ford , '97 ; 2nd Cl.Exr .,

Stores Dept. , 'or

L.P.S., (Conts. Bolton , E. F. Clk. , Ist . Ci.... 1871 ; Clk ., L.P.S., '91 ;

Off. ) 2nd Cl . , '96

Michie , J .... S.C. & T. , Aberdeen . '99

Martin , A.... Clk . , 2nd Div . , Stores

Dept., '02 ; S.B.D. , '02

Micklethwait, A. S.C. & T. , York , ' or

Clark , F. W. Tel . , C.T.O. , 'oo ; Clk. ,

2nd Div. , Board of

Education ; A.G.D. ,

*02 ; E. in C.O., '02 ;

A.G.D , '03

Logan , H. G. ... Clk . , 2nd Div. , A.G.D.,

'02

, ( Cir . Off.) Still , C. Super. 1871; Over ., '85 ; Insp. ,

86 ; Asst. Super., '97

Dickinson, R. G. Asst. Super. ... 1871; Over . , '91 ; Inspr . ,

'98

Fairhead , G. Inspr. 1877 ; Sr. , '80 ; Over .,

Taylor, J. E. 1879 ; Sr. , '82 ; Over. ,

'96

White, J. T. 1869 ; Over. , '96

Rose, J. C. 1875 : Sr. , '78 ; Over .,

'85

Tanner, F. J. ... Over. 1879 ; Sr. , '82

Skarratt , H. J.O. Sr. , '85

Hagger, H. G .... 1881 ; Senr, Pmr, and

Lobby Offr., '02

Gains, G. W. 1883 ; Sr. , '87

Burgess, W.

99

...

2
3

.
.
. ..

'96

a

.
.
.

.
.
.

9 )

.
.
.

1875 ; Sr. , '78

w.C.
Miss C. S. Brown Super ., 2nd Cl. 1874 ; Super ., 3rd C.,

'99

N. M.E.Flanagan 4th CI.

E.C. Stevens, C. D .... Over. & Senr. Tel. 1881 ; Sr., '84 ; Counter

man, '87

1883
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OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT . PREVIOUS SERVICE.

...

99

...

27

99

.
.
.

.
.
.

L.P.S. ,Padd . ... Allen , F. ... Over. & Senr. Tel. 1877 ; Sr. , '80 ; Counter

man , '83

E. Watts, W. H. Over. 1880 ; 2nd Cl. Over.,'91

N.W ... Stanbrook , C. 1887 ; Hd . Postn ., '98

S.W. Perkins, T. C.... Sr. , '86

Douglass, C. A ... Sr. , '86

w ? c . Harper, S. H .... 1878 ; Senr . Postn . and

Lobby Offr., 'oi

E. Rooks, W. 1885 ; 2nd Cl. Over. , '97

Nord . ... Wilson , C. 1873 ; 2nd Cl . Over .,'94

London Tele- Miss A. A. Heap Super. Tel., Manchester, '76 ;

phone Service Asst. Super., '97 ;

Super . , C.T.E. , 'oi

M.W.Webster Tel. Oper., Bolton , '96 ;

Asst . Super . , '02 ;

Asst. Super ., C.T.E. ,

H.C.Sweetser Asst. Super. , 2nd Cl. Tel . Oper. , 'or

C. Sparkes ... Tel. Oper ., 'OI

J. Liddiard ... CIK ., ist ”CI. ... Sr. , P.O.B., 87 ; Clk. ,

2nd Cl . , S.B.D. , '91

M.0.0 . Sanderson , R. J. Prin . Clk . 1868 ; Ist Cl., '91 ; Asst.

Prin . Clk. , 'oo

Griffin , J. A. Asst. Prin . Clk. 1873 ; Hr. Gr., '92 ;

Clk ., Ist Cl . , 'o3

Frost , F. R. Clk. , Ist CI . 1874 ; Hr. Gr . , '94

Frisby , V. A. 3rd Ci.... Asst . Clk . , S.B. , 'or

R.Ľ.o. ... Meier, J. H. 1897 ; Sr. , Cir. Off.,'97 ;

Reg. Asst., 'or

S.B.D. Miss J. E. Hume Senr. Asst. Super . 1875 ; Asst. Super . , '99

A.E.Sharrock 1881 ; Asst. Super., '99

L. A. Sweet.. Asst. Super. 1879 ; Prin . Clk . , '97

'03

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

:
:
:
:

F. S.

MacRae

A.R. Paterson Prin . Cik .

» J. Buchanan

J. Low Clk., ist Ci .

C.E. Lawson

Stores Dept.

99

99

M.Littlejohn

Dorrell, E. H. ... Cik. , 3rd ” ci....

Raynham , F. J ...

Griffiths, H.J.T.

Gilpin , F. W.

Hallett, M. H.

Hartley, W.

Pennington, N.S.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

P.O.B. , 83 ; S.B. , '84 ;

Prin . Clk . , 'oo

1890 ; Clk . , Ist Cl . , 'oo

1891 ; Clk . , Ist Cl . , 'oo

1891

Tel. E.C. , '86 ; Cik.

S.B. , '91

1891

Tel., C.T.O. , 'oo

Tel . , C.T.O. , '99

Clk . , 2nd Div. , S.B. , 'or

Tel. , C.T.O. , ' oo

Sr. , Cir . Off ., 'or

Sr. , Cir. Off., '98 ; Reg.

Asst ., 'o3

S.C. & T., Woking, '98 ;

Reg . Asst., 'o3

S.C. & T. , Cork, 'oo

Tel . , C.T.O. , '98

Tel., C.T.O , '98

Sr. , Cir . Off ., 'or

Clk . , 2nd Div . , A.G.D. ,

2
2

13

زو 99

.
.
.

.
.
.

...

McClelland , J....

Bidwell, R. J. B.

Potter, W. C.

Hawkins, F. L ..

Strachan , L. D.

:
:
:
:
:

...

'02
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OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

Stores Dept. Mulvany, H. Clk ., 3rd Cl....

Overbury, A. P ..

Sr. , Cir . Oft., '02

Cik . , 2nd Div. , A.G.D. ,

.
.
.

'01

99

.
.
.

ور

)

Yates, H. D. Asst. Clk ., S.B.D. , 'or

Cornwell, C. F ... Tel. , C.T.O. , '97 ; Reg.

Asst., '03

Foyle, G. M. L. Clk ., 2nd Div . , S.B.D. ,

'00

Withers, A. M .... C.C. & T. , E.C. , '93

Benzies, A. Asst . Clk . , S.B.D. , 'Or

Logan, T. M. S.C. & T. , Edin ., 'or

King, R. O. S.C. & T. , Carlisle, '02

Nudd, F. W. Tel . , C.T.O. , 'or

Mahony, D.J. Sr. , Cir . Off ., '00

Bullock , L. C.C. & T. , L.P.S. , '98 ;

Reg . Asst., '03

Surveying Dept. Pullen , F. Sur . M.0.0 ., '74 ; Sur. Clk .,

85 ; Asst. Sur., '97

Horn, J. F. Asst. Sur. , Ist Cl.... Clk ., Lr . Div . , S.B. , '82 ;

Cik ., L.P.S. , '92 ;

Sur. Clk ., '92

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

9 )

.
.

.
.

... ...

PROVINCES - ENGLAND & WALES.

Birmingham ... Grafton , A. .... Asst. Super., 2nd Cl. 1876 ; Clk. , ' oi

( T.)

Richards, A. J .... Clk. (T.) 1880

Bradford Kent, W.R. Super. (T.) 1874 ; Clk ., '98

Brentwood Symons, H. A .... CIk. 1892

Bristol Church, H. Asst. Super. (P.), 1876 ; Clk. , '97

2nd Cl.

Tayler, F. C. Clk . (P. ) ... 1883

Cambridge Costigan, C. E... Asst. Super. (P. ) ... 1881 ; Clk ., '98 ; Asst.
Supt. (T. ) , 'or

Cardiff Evans, R. Clk . (T.) 1885

Chester Blanchett, J. Ch . Clk .... 1886 ; Clk ., 73 ; Asst.

Super., '91 ; Super .,

'or

Carline, J. Super. (P.) 1870 ; Cik ., 85 ; Asst.

Super. , '91

Jones, T. Asst. Super. (P. ) 1867; Cik. , '90

Orme, A. E. Clk . (P. ) 1888

Doncaster Robinson , J. Asst. Super. E.T. Co., 67 ; P.O.,

70 ; Cik ., '93

Folkestone Miss J.F.Watkins Super. 1888

Gloucester Earle, G. Asst. Super. (T.) . 1873 ; Clk . (T. ) , .00

Eve, G. W. Clk . (T.) 1871

Horsham Brand , T. J. Ch. Clk . 1885 ; Cik ., '97

Chislett , J. P. Cik. Huntingdon, 1883 ; Hor.

sham , '87

Ilford Vyse, C. Ch . Cik . Braintree, '87 ; Norwich,

91 ; Clk ., Ilford , 'oo

Manchester O'Neill , J. Asst. Super. (T.), 1877 ; Cik ., 'oo

2nd CI.

Dain , T. Clk . (T. ) 1882

Middlesborough Williams, J. R ... Cik. 1881

:
:
:

...

...
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OFFICE. NAME, APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

1886

:
:
:

North Shields... Dunn , J. Ch. Cik. 1881 ; Clk ., '98

Plackett, E. W..Cik .

Nottingham Miss V. M. Ross . Asst. Super. 1898

(Telephones)

Plymouth Upton , J. H. Asst. Super. (T. ) ... 1873 ; Clk . , '98

Facev, Ť. W. Clk. (T. ) 1877

Portsmouth Harrison , T. H .. Cik . (P.) 1886

Preston Morgan , 1. Super. ( T. ) M.T. Co., '67 ; P.O. ,

'70 ; Clk . , 87 ; Asst.

Super ., '91

Fraher, J. B. Asst. Super. (T. ) 1874 ; Clk . , '91

Collison, J. Cik . (T. ) 1882

Redditch Webb , R. W. Cik. 1883

Southampton Miss K.E.Wright Asst. Super. 1885

Stroud Westmacott, J.A. Clk.

Weston -super Dyer, R. Cik . 1889

Mare

99

رو
...

1888

IRELAND.

99

Dublin (A.O . ) .... Roper, B. T. ... Cik ., 2nd Div. , 1871 ; Clk ., 2nd Div. , ° 78

Hr. Gr.

O'Hare, G. P ... E.T. Co., '67 ; P.O. ,

'70 ; A.O. , Dublin , '80

(Stg . Off.) Frizelle, J. Asst. Super . , Ist Ci. Kilkenny, 1882 ; Clk .,

Sligo, '96 ; Pmr. , Fer

moy, '98

Pain , W. H. Clk . 1889

Cork Keogh, R. W. ... Ch. Clk . Cork , '70 ; Clk . , '96 ;

Asst. Super . (T. ) , '97 ;

Ch . Cik . , Limerick ,

'99 ; Pmr. Armagh , 'o3

Dodds, G. Super . (T. ) ... 1870 ; Clk. ( T.), '96 ;

Asst. Super . (T. ) , '97

Corcoran , R. H. Cik . ( P. ) 1893

Limerick Wickham , E. A. Super . (T. ) 1870 ; Clk . (T. ) , '88

Ryan , M. Clk . (T. ) 1875

Omagh Galbraith, J. Clk . 1892

Waterford Todd, W. G. Ch . Clk . 1886

Doran , J. J. Super (T. ) 1884

:
:

SCOTLAND.

Elin . (Stg . Off.) McPhilip , J. Clk.

( Tel. Off.) Miss S. C.Grieve Asst. Super .

1876

1882...
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Retirements.

LONDON.

OFFICE. NAME . APPOINTMENT . PREVIOUS SERVICE.

ور

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

9

.
.
.

A.G.D. Jones, E.P. B ... Clk ., 2nd Div. M.T. Co., '58 ; P.O. 70 ;

Standing, E. J.... 1881

* Nixon, J. A. 1901

c.r.o. Russell, F. W .... Tel.'' 1871

Bartlett, W.J. 1880

Etherton , H.W. 1882

Miss M. A. Watts Super. E. T. Co., '64 ; P. O.'70;

Super ., '86

M. Nicholls Asst. Super . L. P. T. Co., '67 ; P.O.

70 ; Asst. Super ., 'OI

A. M. Tel. 1875

Grimmett

E.E.Jackman 1893

M. A. M. C. 1892

Foye

E. E. Bruce 1900

E. F.Howson 1900

E in c.o.
Humphries,W.F. Engr., Ist Cl.(Prov.) M. T.Co.,'55;P. O. '70 ;
Smith , C. A. | E.T. Co.,'63 ; P. O. '70 ;

Relay Clk ., '78 : Senr.

Clk . , '84 ; Insp . '89 ;

Engr. '97

Bartlett , G. W. Engr.,2ndCl.(Prov.) 1870 ; Senr. Clk . , '78 ;

Insp ., '87

L.P.S. ( Cont. Hamlyn , W.H. CIk . , Ist Cl . ... T.P.O., '64 ; C. O. , 79 ;

Off.) Cik. , Ist Cl., '85

(Cir . Oft.) Willdey , C. J. Clk . , for Stg . 1863

Purposes

Langdon , F. J. Over. 1873 ; Over. , '92

Rowe, G, ... Sr. 1871

Benny, s . . 1871

Turpin, E. A. 1882

Suckling, G. 1866

Davey ,W. F. 1881

Spencer , G. 1881

* Beeston , W. 1900

Priestley , W. 1902

* Grace, P. J. 1902

S.E. Cooper, W. J. Pmr. 1863 ; Asst. Super ., ; 8 ;

Ch.Clk ., '84 ; Pmr.,

E.D.O.'90; S.E.D.O.,

'95

E. , Ford , C. Insp . 1866 ;Over . , '81 ; In -p.'93

W. Smith , I. F. Over & Senr. Tel . 1873 ; Over. o Senr.

Tel . , '98

Padd . Turner, T. Over. 1872 ; Over ., '82

S.W. Powell, T. 1874 ; Over . , 91

S.E. Bowden , A. G. 1873 ; Over., '93

S.W., Miller, W. 1874 ; Over . , '95

S.W. Hinton , A. H. 1874 ; Over., '00

9 )

• Awarded a Gratuity .
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OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

...

9

:
:
:
:

3rd Ci.

9 ) )

:
:

L.P.S. , S.E .... Rossiter, G.F.W. Over. 1870 ; Over . , '86

S.W .... Brown , W. 1880 ; Over. , ' oo

E.C .... Honeysett, J.J.B. C.C. & T. 1877

W.C. Marlow, H.F. Sr. 1886 ; Sr. '92

S.W .... Tarrant , A. J. 1893

N .... * Davis, A. W. 1895 ; Sr. '96

S.W.... * Clark , H. 1901

W.C .... Mrs. M. A. Smith Super. , 2nd Ci. L. P.T. Co., '69 ; Super.,

'88 ; 3rd Cl.,'98 ; and

Cl . , '02

W .... Miss A. E. E. T. Co., '59 ; Super . ,

Prangnell 3rd Cl . , '93

E.C.... E. A. Coller C. C. & T. 1888

E.C... B. E. V. 1891

Hamlyn

Batt .... B. M. Burton 1900

M.o.o. Fox, J. Princ. cik: 1863 ; Prin. Clk . , '94

Miss F. M.Harris Cik ., 2nd Cl. ... Sr. P. O. B. , '91 ; Clk .

S. B. D. , '95 ; M.0.0 . ,

'99

S.B.D. Porter , F. W. ... Clk . , ist Cl . ... 1873 ; Hr. , Gr . , '93 ; Ist

Cl . , 'or

Wilde, A. ... Clk. , 2nd Cl . Div. , 1865 ; Hr . Gr . , '90

Hr. Gr.

Bush , F. W. 1870 ; Hr . Gr. , '94

Murray, B. W. C.C. & T. , L. P.S. '92 ;

Clk . , 2nd Div . S.B.D. ,

'97

* Milsom , W. H. 1900

Miss E.F.Pearson Senr. Asst. Super. 1875 ; Asst. Super., '82 ;

Senr. Asst. Super. , '99

E. M. H. Clk. , 2nd Cl. ...

Gilbart

M. E.Staplel Girl Clk ., ' oo ; Clk ., '02

.
.
.

.

.
.
.

.
.
.

>

:
:

Cik., 2nd Div.

.
.
. 1875

>

PROVINCES-ENGLAND and WALES.

Birkenhead . * O'Brien , W. H. S. C. & T. 1901

Birmingham Lomas, J. A. 1892

*Main , A. H. 1902

Blackpool Haynes, J. Pmr. E.T.Co.,'55,P.O.Glouces

ter '70 ; Pmr., Black

pool '92

Bletchley . *Woods, F. W .... S. C. & T. 1900

Boston Southwell, H. H. Clk . 1864 ; Clk. '91

Bournemouth Tatchell, W. E. S. C. & T. 1885

* Summers, G. J. 1897

Bradford . Ward , J. Super . E.T. Co. , '59 ; P.O. ,

'70 ; Super., '91

Harrison, J. Asst. Super. M.T. Co., '64 ; P.O. , 70 ;

Clk. , '91 ; Asst. Super . ,

Brighton ... Bishop, J. E. Asst. Super. 1881 ; Clk . , '95 ; Asst.

Super ., '97

Bristol Phillips, A. W .... S.C. & T. 1891

:
:
:
:
:

...

.
.
.

91

• Awarded a Gratuity .
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OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

...

1882

1875

Bromsgrove Collier , G. E. Pmr. 1884 ; Pmr. , Brandon ,

'95 ; Bromsgrove, or

Bury Rickus, J. ... 1864 ; Pmr. , Northwich,

'89 ; Staines, 95 ; Bux

ton , '97 ; Bury , '99

Camborne Tyler, W. S. 1895 ; Pmr., Camborne,

'02

Cardiff Chubb, H. ... S.C. & T. 1893

Chester * Miss E. M. Wells 1901

Darlington Henderson, w.... Cik.” (T .) 1873 ; Cik . , '98

Godalming Dixon , R .. Pmr. Preston , 1861 ; Clk ., '79 ;

Pmr . , Godalming, 87

Leek Ostler, A. Lincoln , '71 ; Assist.

Super., '98 ; Pmr. ,

Leek, 'or

Liverpool Hodgson , J. Asst. Super., Ist Ci. 1865 ; Assist. Super.,

2nd Cl. , '84 ; Ist al.,

'92

Lowestoft Robshaw , G. Pmr . M.T. Co., '61 ; P.O. ,

Newport (Mon.), '70 ;

Pmr., Beverley , '83 ;

Lowestoft, '91

Manchester Elliott , H. ... S.C. & T. 1881

Buchanan, J. 1890

Twiltey, J. W.

Miss S. J.Bowman

R. E.

Christian 1884

,, A.M. J. Marsh 1892

G. M.

Gardiner 1893

Marlborough
M. Huskins 1893

Newark Heath , R. ... Pmr . Torquay, '66 ; Ch . Clk .,

'90; Pmr., Newark , '00

Newcastle -on- Errington , J. Clk . (T. ) 1870 ; Clk . , 98

Tyne

Pontefract Orrell , W. K. Pmr. 1856 ; P.O. , Manchester ,

'70 ; Pmr. , Runcorn,

89 ; Pontefract, 'oo

Preston Kerry , C. H. E.T. Co., '54 ; P.O. ,

Bristol , '70 ; Pmr.,

Warrington, '89 ;

Stoke- on - Trent, '95 ;

Preston , '97

Shipley Watts, J. S. 1876

Southampton Robinson , W.
. E.T. Co., '60 ; P.O.,Liver.

pool, '70 ; Super., '81 ;

Ch. Super., 90 ; Ch .

Cik . , '93 ; Pmr. , S'ton . ,

'97

Southport Miss L. Parker ... S.C. & T. 1891

Stony Stratford Calladine , S. Pmr. 1866

Taunton Lapthorne, J. Clk. 1874 ; Cik. , '98

Wakefield Milnes, w. Asst. Super. M.T. Co., 64 ; P.O.,

'70 ; Cik ., '87 ; Asst.

Super ., '91

Awarded a Gratuity.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.

>

.
.
.

.
.
.
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OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE,

...Wellingborough * Jellis, H. S.C. & T.

Whitehaven •Miss F. A.

Stephens

1903

1889... ...

IRELAND

Dublin

ور

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

1879 ; Clk. , '97

1864

1893

1886

1902

1899

1899Belfast

Behan, T .... ... Cik . (P. )

McKeown , W. S.C. & T.

Young , T. N.

Nolan, F. J.

Meagher, W.

MissM.E. Ferris

* Cullen, C. J.

Miss E. B.

McNamee

Hayes, J. Pmr .

Scannell, w. Ch . Clk .

Hawkins, J. Super. (T. )

Miss E. Bray S.C. & T.

Hand , P. Ch . Clk .

Clones

Cork :
:
:

1901

1886

1865

M.T. Co., '59 ; P.O. ,

Cork. , '70

1883

E.T. Co., '65 ; P.O. ,

'70 ; Ch . Clk. , '81

E.T. Co. , '67 ; P.O. , '70 ;

Clk. , '99

Moate

Waterford

...

Moore, T.... Clk .

SCOTLAND .

Edin . ( A.O. ) ... White, J. Clk . , 2nd Div. 1873

Edinburgh Conochie, P. Clk . ( P. ) 1866 ; Clk . , '91

Miss H.Robertson Asst. Super. (T) 1873 ; Asst. Super. , '98

Hogg, W .. Insp.of Pn.in Charge 1863; Insp . in Chge. '99
Glasgow Holmes, J. Asst . Super ( T.) M.T. Co., 58 ; P.O. , ” : o ;

Asst. Super. , '90

Inverness ... * Miss G. G. Gray S.C. & T.

...

( Ist Cl.)

1900

Kelso Vernon, E. A. 1895

* Awardeil a Gratuity.

нн
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Deaths.

OFFICE . NAME . APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.
.
.
.

A.G.D. Houghton, E : Clk ., 2nd Div. M. T. Co., '65 ; P.O. ,

'70 ; Hr. Gr., '93

C.T.O. Friend, W. H .... Tel. 1894

L.P.S. , Cir . Off. Wood, A. E. Insp . 1877 ; Over. , '93 ; Insp .,

'03

Keep , J. Sr. ... 1872 ; Sr. , '75

Manley, J. A. W. 188;; Sr. , '87

Summers, W.J. 1886 ; Sr. , '92

w.C. Westall 1894

W. Williams, R. J. 1894 ; Sr. , '99

E.C. Miss E. M. C.C. & T. 1900

Jarvis

Exeter Willcocks, J. Asst. Super. ( P. ) 1876 ; Leeds, °77 ; Cik .,

'90 ; Clk . Exeter, '94 ;

Asst. Supt. , 'oi

Ferry Hill Taylor, E. S.C. & T. 1904

Folkestone Miss S. M. Super. 1884 ; Super. , '91

Speerpoint
Frome Andrews, G. W. Pmr. Devonport, 1859 ; Clk. ;

Pmr. , Liskeard, '96 ;

Frome, 'o3

L'pool Pearson , S.C. & T. 1875

A. R. M. H.

Williams, W. C. 1882

Newcastle-on- Moserop, W.

...

.
.
.

...

Cik.” 1882 ; Clk . , '97

Tyne

Oldham Hewkin , H. S.C. & T. 1900

Plymouth Dominy, E. C .... 1888

Ventnor Manning, W.

Woodbridge Miss S. B. G : ... 1 1901

Stow

Dublin (A.O. ) ... Hughes, J. P. Tracer 1897

Dublin McAlister , J. S.C. & T. 1887

Bond , A. L. 1873

Byrne, M. J. F. 1892

Barry, P. E. 1903

Miss E, M. 190 ;

Hayden

Belfast Anderson, W. T. 1894

Glasgow Harvey, A. 1890

:
:
:
:

... 1886

:
:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:

>
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Postmasters Appointed.

OFFICE . NAME . PREVIOUS SERVICE.

Ashford

Blackpool

.

Blyth ...

.
.
.

Bury

Carnarvon

.
.
.

Cromer

Eastbourne ... ...

Frome ...

Leek

Lowestoft

Smith , F. W. N .... E.T.Co. , P.O. , Asst . Supt . , C.T.O.

Jones, W. T. Cardiff; Clk . ; Supt . ; Pmr., Roch

dale

Ince, J .... Tel. B'ham ; News Distributor,

C.T.O.

Tonkin , F. ... Truro ; Clk. ; Ch. Clk. ; Pmr.,

Blandford

Williams, R.... Bangor ; Cik .; Pmr. , Dolgelly ;

Denbigh

Walter, J. W. Leicester ; Pmr., North Walsham ;

Whitchurch ; Melton Mowbray

Patrick, W. Clk . , Gravesend ; S.O.; Deputy

Staff Officer , S.O.

White, F. Tel . , C.T.O.; Over. & Sen. Tel ;

Asst. Supt.

Whitmarsh , A. Hull; Clk . ; Ch . Cik. , Stockton-on

Tees

Doubleday, J. Stg. Clk ., Glasgow ; Trav. Offr.,

C.E.B.

Thomas, B. ... Swansea ; Ch . Clk. ; Pmr . Windsor ;

Perth

Morriss, G. S. C. & T. , Redditch ; Cik .

Kent , G. G .... .... Clk., C.D .; S.B .; Sur.Cik .; Asst.

Sur. ; Pmr., Cork

Jones, J. S.C. & T. , Cardiff

Crabtree, F. N. M.T. Co. , P.O. , Preston ; Supt . (T. )

Preston

Huddart, W. S. Tel . , L'pool; Cik.; Asst. Supt .;

Pmr. , Bletchley

Bradley, R. S.C. & T .; Portrush ; Pmr. ,

Limavady

Devany, J. A. C.C. & T. , L.P.S. ; Pmr., Roscrea

Nicholson, w. Pmr. , Dromod ; Bantry

Norwood , J. P. S.C. & T.; Pmr., Charleville ;

Castlerea

Hodgett, T. ... Tel., Londondery ; S.C. & T. ,

Dungannon

Brown , R. ... S.C. & T., Glasgow

Newport (Mon.)

Shipley

Southampton

Stony Stratford ...

Uxbridge

Walsall

.
.
.

.
.
.

Belturbet

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

Castlerea

Clones ...

Navan ...

Newtown Stewart

Troon ...

ABBREVIATIONS.

Acct . , Accountant ; Asst . , Assistant ; C.C. & T. , Counter Clerk and Tele

graphist ; Ch. , Chief; Cl., Class ; Clk. ,Clerk ; Cont . , Controller ; Div ., Division ;

Engr., Engineer ; Exr. , Examiner ; Gr . , Grade ; Hd . , Head ; Hr., Higher ;

Insp . , Inspector ; Jr. , Junior ; Lr . , Lower ; Offr . , Officer ; Over . , Overseer; P. ,

Postal ; Pn., Postman ; Pmr., Postmaster ; Pms., Postmistress ; Pr.-Kr. , Paper

Keeper ; Prin . , Principal ; Prob ., Probationary ; Prov ., Provinces ; Retr . ,

Returner ; Sec ., Secretary ; Sen. , Senior ; S.C. & T. , Sorting Clerk and Tele

graphist ; Sr. , Sorter ; Stg., Sorting ; Sta . , Stationary ; Supply ., Supplementary ;

Sur., Surveyor ; Super., Superintendent or Supervisor ; Tech ., Technical ; Tel.,

Telegraphist; Temp . , Temporary ; Tr., Tracer ; Wtg., Writing ; C.T.E., Central

Telephone Exchange.
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To our Readers.

ST.
T. MARTIN'S-LE-GRAND is unofficial. It is published

quarterly, during the first week of January, April , July, and

October, and is sent free to subscribers all over the world at three

shillings per annum, payable in advance.

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR THE YEAR 1905 ARE NOW

DUE ; and disappointment to our friends and inconvenience to

the management will be spared if remittances are at once made .

subscription form is enclosed with each copy of the present issue ;

and attention is directed to the rules and suggestions which appear

on it.

All remittances should be addressed to the Hon. Treasurer,

Mr. ARTHUR G. FERARD, c/o Messrs. Griffith & Sons LD . ,

PRUJEAN SQUARE, OLD BAILEY, E.C. Cheques and Postal Orders

should be made payable to him, and should be crossed “ London

City and Midland Bank, Newgate Street, E.C.”

Covers for Binding Vol . XIV . - Applications, together with

a remittance of one shilling for each cover required , should be made

to Mr. ARTHUR G. FERARD.

The audited accounts for 1904 will appear in our January number.

We make a special appeal to our readers at home and abroad

to help us by sending articles for publication , newspaper cuttings ,

drawings, photographs, notices of events, &c. , either to the Hon.

Editor,

EDWARD BENNETT, c/o Messrs. GRIFFITH & Sons LD., :

or to PRUJEAN SQUARE,

R. W. HATSWELL , OLD BAILEY , E.C.

Should any Subscriber fail to receive his copy in due course, he

should at once communicate with Mr. R. W. HATSWELL.



HIGHER CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATIONS.

Special Tuition for the Above, Privately, in Class, and

by Correspondence, at

24 , CHANCERY LANE, W.C..

BY

Messrs. J. GIBSON (First Class Camb.)

AND

C. LOLY ( First Class Lond. U. )

Assisted by a Large Staff of University Graduates and others.

i

Resident Pupils are received at Upper Norwood.
1

RECENT SUCCESSES INCLUDE: -India Civil Service - T . C. Hodson , 27th

( First Trial); C. F Payne, 45th ( First Trial) ; 0. D. Skelton (First Trial).

Home Civil Service, Class 1.-R. Court ( First Trial); D. Kent . India Police

A. F.R. Begbie,FIRST ; A. C. Daniel , 5th ( First Trial) ; H.C. Daniel , 8th ( First

Trial); J. B.Jenkins, 9th ; R. H. Cosens-Prior, 9th (First Trial). Ceylon Woods and

Forests — D . Barry (First Trial). Student Interpreters (China,Japan, andSiam)

-W. P. Thomas, FIRST (First Trial ) ; G. Pearson, FIFTH (First Trial);

A. G. Major, SECOND ; W. B. Fletcher, 7th ; H. Horne , SEVENTH ; Turkey

and the Levant - E. G. Lomas, FIRST (First Trial) ; A. B. Geary, SECOND

( First Trial); C. Heathcote-Smith,SECOND( First Trial) ; G. Toulmin, THIRD

(First Trial) ; W. S. Edmonds, FOURTH ( First Trial) ; E. M. Toulmin, FIFTH

( First Trial); FIRST in Latin , FIRST in Greek, FIRST in English Composition ;

W. A Smart , SIXTH ( First Trial ) ; also FIRST Place in Navy Medical

Examination . West Indies Consular Service - H . A. Ramsden (First Trial) ;

B. G. Michell ( First Trial). Supreme Court of Judicature - S. Geary ( First
Trial ) . Legacy Duty - E. T. Dixon, FIRST ( First Trial ) ; E. T. Hopkins,

SECOND (First Trial), Record Marks in Law ; G.K.Brunner, THIRD (First

Trial ) ; E. M. Miller, FIFTH (First Trial); G. D. Crowther, SIXTH (First

Trial); H. P. C. Skingsley, 7th (First Trial ); C. O. Vernède, 7th (First Trial);

H. R.Bussell, ioth; C. H. C. Watson , 14th (First Trial) ; J. B. Birch, 5th

(First Trial) ; C. W. Tytheridge, 14th (First Trial). Assistant Surveyor of

Taxes — J. E. Long, 9th place ; Ï. Hayes, 13th place ( First Trial ) ; W. Coman

(Correspondence Pupil); R. E. Brierley ( First Trial); G. D. Malpas, Iith
( First Trial). Admiralty (Supply and Accountancy ) -1. T. Hewetson, 9th

( First Trial ) ; G.L.Platt, FIFTH (FIRST in Latin ). Cape Colony Service.
A. Dickinson (First Trial), FIRST in German, FIRST in Dutch . Chinese

Customs. - H . Hilliard ; H. Smart (both at First Trial ) . Second Division.

A. W. Gaze ( First Trial) ; W. Nops (First Trial). Supplementary P.0.

A. W. Gaze, SECOND ( First Trial), FIRST in Latin .

** The “ State Correspondent " (ad. Monthly) gives up - to -date

particulars of all Appointments. ONE GUINEA Prize offered in
cach Number.

*.* In January and July of each year a Special Prize of FIVE

GUINEAS is offered for competition ,



THE CIVIL SERVICE MUTUAL

FURNISHING ASSOCIATION LTD .
1

Established over a Quarter of a century .

or

If you withdraw money How much more ad -

from Investments to Pur- vantageous to purchase

chase a Piano, Furniture, through the C. S. M. F. A.

Household Requisites and to REPAY THE AMOUNT

necessitating a large out- FROM CURRENT INCOME, by

lay, the probabilities are monthly instalments spread

that THE MONEY WILL NEVER over one, two, or three

BE REPLACED. years.

Cash Business . - Furniture may be select at some of the best

WHOLESALE HOUSES, very liberal discounts being allowed for Cash .

WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELLERY on equally advantageous terms.

Deferred Payments . — In this class of business, it is of the greatest

importance that the Hirer should deal with a firm where he will know

what he is paying for the accommodation . Most Hire Purchase Firms

charge at least 50 %, more for their goods than Firms connected with the

C.S.M.F.A. Write for a complete list of London and Suburban Firms.

FURNITURE, CARPETS, CHINA , BEDSTEADS, BEDDING, AND HOUSE

HOLD UTENSILS may be selected at Cash Firms connected with the

C.S.M.F.A. in most of the leading Cities and Towns in the United

Kingdom . Most of these Firms mark their goods in plain figures at

actual Cash Prices.

Pianos.--- Pianos by the Best Makers. The C.S.M.F.A. special line is in
instruments by a reliable ENGLISH FIRM tha makes for the Trade only .

Large Discount for Cash , or on Extended Payments a Piano may be

purchased at no more than the cost of Hire . Set of illustrations, with

prices for Cash, One, Two, or Three Years, sent on application .

Bicycles and Motor Cycles. — By all the BEST-KNOWN MAKERS,
on Monthly Instalments . This branch of the C.S.M.F.A. business has

greatly increased during the past two years. Terms and prospectus

on application .

1

Illustrated Prospectus, containing full particulars, Scale of Repayments, &c..

forwarded on application to the Secretary, H, A. PASCOE.

ONLY

}15, CHARTERHOUSE STREET, LONDON, E.C.ADDRE88S

W. P. GRIFFITH & Sons Limited , General Printers and Stationers, Old Bailey , London, E.C
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RETURN TO the circulation desk of any

University of California Library

or to the

NORTHERN REGIONAL LIBRARY FACILITY

Bldg . 400 , Richmond Field Station

University of California

Richmond, CA 94804-4698

ALL BOOKS MAY BE RECALLED AFTER 7 DAYS

• 2 -month loans may be renewed by calling

(510 ) 642-6753

• 1 -year loans may be recharged by bringing

books to NRLF

• Renewals and recharges may be made 4

days prior to due date

DUE AS STAMPED BELOW

JUN 20 1997

12,000 ( 11/95)
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